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GFAHnSR I

COASTAL C0l,flvIAI^ID*3 PART IM OrERATIOM

OjgELDRD DURING JIMS i OZOu

(i) Introduction

A full description of the Overlord Strategy, preparation
and the operations during the actual invasion landings is
contained in the separate R,A.P» Narrative entitled ’The
Liberation of N.W. Europe’. Ifere is given the part played by
Coastal Command in the prevention of enemy naval interference
•with the assault and the subsequent no less important carriage
by sea of re-inf or^jements and build--up s'upply convoys. ( "I)

The seaborne transport of such a vast imdertaking
roeoessitated the prior movement of invasion convoys from

■western jjorts round Lands End and from eastern ports through
tlie Dover Strait to join the concentration aJ-ready assembled
in the Portsmouth area* The complete assault force was then
to deborich southward, led by a vanguard of mines’weepers,
straight across the English Channel to the selected landing
beaches in the Seine Bay. The subsequent build-up convoys
and the returning enrpties Ysi-e to follo’w the same route and
this corridor across the Channel became kno'wn as the "Funnel".

The fimction of Coastal Command v/as, in conjunction with
certain naval forces, to hold the ring on each side of the
Funnel against incxrrsions by torpedo craft, enemy small ba-btle
units and ’U-boats, not so much on t!ie day of invasion for ■
■which surprise ■was hoped, as during the subsequent ■vital
period of establishment. Bound ap in this task ■was the
requirement to disrupt the enemy’s coastv/ise supply line*

Apart from the very considerable number of heavy Allied
■warships required for bombardment duties with the initial
landings, the naval force for holding the ring consisted of
ten Escort Groups(2) acting independently and disposed by
D day in the approaches to and the western end of the English
Channel for action against N-boats, E-boats and destroyers
with three Escort Carriers to the westward to provide air
cover to them if it was found necessary. (3) In addition,
oT 1 coastal and. cross channel convoys were to receive close
escort by other surface craft and finally, the M.T,B, and
M.G.B. flotillas vrere available for patrols off enemy B-boat
bases.

( Coastal Command dispositions
(a) General deplo^maent

As the main 'bask v^as against U-boat penetration from the
westward, the bulk of the Command’s A/U strength vvas concen
trated in No, 19 G-roup whose A.O,G, also had first call on
No, 15 G-roup’s resources in view of the red-uction of U-boat

Discussion on and preparation of Coastal Command’s plan
during tlie months before June has been gi’ven in Volume IV
Cliapter XVII.
These totalled 1A destroyers, 37 frigates and three

Ref. Admty. C.B. 02f050/44 ( 5)«sloops.

(1)

(2)

Escoirb Carriers Tracer, Pursuer and Emperor.
event these carriers were, in the absence of any G.A.P.
attaclts on the surface units, withdrawn on the 11 Jiine.

In the(3)
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threat to the trarsatlantio convoys. The combined strength of

these two Groiips in A/U aircraft was 27 squadrons totalling
392 aircraft. The enemy’s virtual abandonment of the Northern

Atlantic also permitted the Iceland based a/U squadrons to be
freely drawn upon by No, 18 Group in their rising battle with
Norwegian based U-boats debouching into the Atlantic throxigh
the Northern Transit Area, The combined A/U strength in tliis
area was six squadrons totalling 62 aircraft.

To deal vd.th the enemy surface craft threat, the majority
of the Command’s anti-shipping squadrons, to the number of
six, were disposed in No, 16 Group on the eastern flank with
only three squadrons together with tv^o long range filter
squadrons in No, 19 Group on the western flank.

Details of Coastal Command’s Order of Battle, Strength and
Availability are given at Appendix I,

Particular dispositions in the Channel Area against
U-boat penetration

This was to be effected by an air blockade. The TiiiLole of

the S.W. Approaches to the English Channel from the line Cape
Clear/St, Nazaire to the line Portland Bill/Aldemey was sub
divided into rectangular box patrols, A/U aircraft were to
be fed into selected boxes at such intervals of time that

complete cover was effected in any one of them every 30 minutes.
By selection amongst them a concentration of air cover could be
effected inherever it was thoxight necessary. Map No, 1  shows
their arrangement which differed in alignment as between day
and night flying. These were the permanent Cork Patrols,
Ad hoc patrols in the same general area were in practice found
necessary from time to time after D day so as to meet special
situations.

Protection of coastal convoys was to be given by the P.AtA,
squadrons on loan to Coastal Command,

this was to be effected by flying line patrols from Lundy
Island round Lands End and up to Portland Bill ("I) primarily
against U-boats and in the eastern area by similar line patrols
extendirg from the North Foreland to Beachj^ Head(2) primarily
against E-boats but also in case the enemy should use small

submersibles rximoured to be under construction and possibly
operational from the Low Countries,

In the western area

See Map 2

Against surface craft

The No. 16 Group Beaufi^ter strike squadrons were
suspended from operations against enemy shipping off the German
North Sea coast and all effort was to be devoted to frequent
offensive sweeps along the enemy coast between Tmuiden and

Le Havre gener^ly at dawn and dxisk but escorted by Mxistangs
or Spitfires(3) when carried out in broad daylight. Similarly
the No. 19 Group Beaufighter squadrons were to sweep up from
the mouth of the Gironde, round Ushant and east as far as

Alderney, The two Mosquito/Beaufighter long range filter
See Map 2

(1) This stretch was divided into three equal portions -
Red, White and Blue Patrols,

(2) Similarly this stretch was sub-divided into three -
G, C and B patrols,

(3) Mustangs from the 2nd Tactical Air Force,
A.D.G.B.

Spitfires from

(85i(D4)l4 SECRET
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squadrons were to provide escort for these sweeps and maintain

interception fighter patrols close to the west and north of

Brittany against enemy aircraft.

For ni^t vrork against E-boats, the Wellingtons of No, 4-15
Squadron woiild fly cross-over patrols offshore from Dieppe,
Dunkirk and the Hook in the east and V/ellingtons of No, 324
Squadron perform similar patrols to the north and west of the
Channel Islands,
selves but coxal ̂

the dark hoxors,

These airoraft •wotold not only attack them-
Id home strike aircraft held at readiness during
, 0 ) Independent action at ni^t coxald also be

taken if locations of enemy vessels were made by certain groxand
R.D.P, stations oh the south coast when Swordfish of No, 819
P.A.A, Squadron and the Albacore flints of No, 415 Squadron
could be vectored on to the target by Qroxand Control
Interception.

Reconnaissance on ttie easteom flank and in the Channel area

Morning and evening sorties by pairs of long range
Beaxofinters from No, 16 Group were to fly between Terschelling
and the island of Langeooge in longitude 0730E to give warning
of any movement westward of enemy shipping or convoys.
Frequent daylight short range reconnaissance flints xroxold be

maintained along the enemy coast between the Texel and Ushant

by fighters flying in pairs xander A.D.G.B, control(2) Any
sittings made coxold be followed up by strike aircraft detailed
from the 2nd T,A,P, Typhoons fitted xAfith R,P, or bomb caonyirg
Spitfires and Mustangs,

(c) Operations just prior to D_

The foxor P.A.A.' squadrons in No, 19 Group had been flying
limited coastal convoy support; patrols in May, mainly against
E-boat soarfcies from Cherboxorg but firom the 4 Jione -vdien the

first invasion convoys sailed from Bristol Channel ports boxand
for Portsmouth, they settled dox/m to consistent day and night
flying of the Red, White and Blue patrols. No, 524 Wellington
Squadron continued to fly night cross-over patrols noorbhward

of Brittany against E-boats, No enemy movements were sighted.

See Map 2

Dxoring the first five days of Jxone only limited anti-U-boat
patrols were floxivn and these were all in the Bay of Biscay
area. Even so the only U-boat then at sea in the Bay (inward
boxand U,955) v/as sifted and attacked at 0335/5th by L/L
Liberator Iv^224 Squadron but irio damage resxolted,
folloxfiring ni^t U,955 was again located but on the txwo occa
sions xnhen an attack was pressed home the bomb release gear
failed to fxanction.

On the

(l) Strilce airoraft in No, l6 Group coxald be drawn from
No. 254 Beaxafighter Squadron xander the procedxare of

Operation Percolate, and from anti-shipping squadrons in
No, 19 Group xander Operation Canoodle, Copies of both
Operational Orders are at Appendices IIA and IIB,

(2) In Jxone 1943» xander a re-organisation of Fighter Command,
certain squadrons had been transferred together -with the

light bombers of No, 2 Grox:q> Bomber Command to foorm the

2nd Tactical Air Force, Thereafter the pxorely fighter
force at home was called the Air Defence of Great Britain

shoort title A.D.G.B,

(85404)15 secret
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In No, 16 Group* s area the three P,A*A, Avenger squadrons
had "been fl3njig the G, C and B convoy 3iq)port patrols since
the end of May, The Beavifi^ter strike squadrons, escorted
by Spitfires, had carried out frequent sweeps along the enemy
coast from Tmuiden to the Channel Islands vhile Wellingtons of

No, 415 Squadron had flown ni^t anti«-E-boat patrols in the
northern part of the Seine Bay, Daily reconnaissance through
out the Channel area was carried out by Spitfires, Typhoons
and Mustangs under A,D,G,B, control. No sightings of any
significance were made by any of this flying.

Mention must be made here of the Coastal Command meteoro

logical flying. The Command had 5'g' squadrons of diverse
types doing this duty over North Sea, South Arctic and mid-
Atlantic waters. On the evidence so collected was built up
the hour to hour weather chart covering this enormous area

from which to forecast the weather conditions approaching
these islands.

As May advanced the weather forecasting assumed an ever

increasing importance and during the first days of June it
became vital. It is hardly, an exaggeration to say that the
final decision to launch Overlord was made possible by the

evidence supplied so.regularly by these aircraft.

It is of interest that later in December the German timing
of Von.R\jnstedt*s comtef-offensive on the Western Front was on

a weather forecast largely based on frequent reports from

U-boats specially stationed in mid-Atlantic,

(iii) Available German naval forces in the area

See Ch^ter IV

section (iv)(b)

The naval commander-in-chief Group West was Vice-Adniral
He was in control

To him
Kranckq whose headquarters was in Paris,
of all German naval forces on the coasts of Prance,

was responsible the flag officer in charge Western Sea
Defences for the coastline from the Dutch-Belgian frontier
down to Bayonne on the Pranco-Spanish border.

At the beginning of June 1 944, this Command had a
personnel strength of 30,940 and some 460 miscellaneous
sijrface craft ranging from naval built M, class and R-boat
minesweepers to auxiliary patrol and escort trawlers, gun
carrying artillery barges, sperrbrechers and auxiliary mine-

In addition there were five "Z" class destroyers.sweepers,

Admty,
P.D.S,3/53

five.'Mfiwe class and one "T" class torpedo boats, and 34 E-boats.

The destroyers were iii southern Biscay ports but the E-boats
and torpedo boats, constituting a considerable potential
menace, were all disposed in the Channel area. Pull details
of type, number and bases of all these craft are given in
Appendix III and the location of place names on Map No, 2,

The U-boat force, which on paper appeared a formidable
factor, was concentrated in Biscay ports awaiting news of the
actual point of assault. As has been recounted in Volume TV

Chapter XIV this was known as "Group Landwirt" and by early
June numbered 36 U-boats. . ■ It is of significance that
transfer of the Schnorchel fitted boats to Channel ports

■ ■(Cherbourg, Le Havre and Boulogne) during April or kjay 1944,
which was considered highly desirable by the U-boat Command,
could not be undertaken because’ there were no bomb proof U-boat
shelters in any Prench Channel port,
"Group Mitte" nmbering 21 U-boats concentrated in

a

There wais a similar

SECRET ■(85434)16
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S«W, Norwegian harbours.

June there were 13 laore U-boats actually on their way into the
Atlantic in the Northern Transit Area. ("I)

In addition, in the first week of

No clear plan appears to have been prepared by the enemy
either to interfere with the preparations and assembly of the

assault or to provide additional surface craft patrols to give
warning of the approach of an invading foixje. Certainly there

was nothing so oon^rehensive as that maintained for months on

end by ourselves in 1 940 when we were at a disadvantage
regarding nmbers. One particularly glaring omission by the
enemy was any determined attempt at air reconnaissance.
However, for this absence credit miist go to our air sijperiority
in general and to Fighter Command's interception sweeps in
particular,

A recapitulation of the German naval appreciation up t«
the invasion

For over a year, the Naval Group Command West had been
aware that the area between dierbourg and Le Havre was exposed
more partictilarly to invasion than other stretches of the

European coast line for three main reasons; —

1. The tvro principal harbours of Le Havre and Cherbourg
could be outflanked by a landing in the Seine Bay.

The Cotentin Peninsula provided shelter against the
prevailing westerly winds.

2,

3. The outlying rocks did not form any real obstruction
to landings as not only were there long stretches of beach

clear of rocks but many of the offshore rocky ledges vrere

submerged at high water sufficiently to allow shallow
drau^t vessels to pass over them.

Admty.
P,D,S,/2/53.

However, the presence of these rocks led the Army Command to

regard the area as far less threatened than either the Somme to

Boiologne stretch or the north coast of Brittany, (2) The Army
opinion prevailed. Consequently the construction of permanent
coastal defence installations, particularly anti-tank obstruc

tions was notably backward in the Seine Bay area as coii5)ared
with other sectors in the Channel stretch.

The German Navy attempted to rectify the weakness of the
Seine Bay defences by extensive mining. During the first three
months of 1 944 barrages of grotind and moored mines were laid
between Barfleur and the approaches to Le Havre. By April
most of these ground mines had become inoperative (3) and many
of the moored mines had been swept by the English. It was
intended to renew both types of barrage during April but,
because of delays in production in Germany and interruption in
delivery due to bombing attacks on the railway system, no mines

(1) See Map Nos, 13 and 14 for positions of all U-boats at
sea on 6 Jxme,

(2) The known assembly of landing craft in the Plym&uth area
was thought (ri^tly) by German naval opinion to be for
the ultimate purpose of movement eastward so as to join

The Army regarded it asthe Portsmouth concentration*

intended for a descent on Brittany, thereby lessening still
further their attention to the Seine Bay defences,
Tlie groimd mines were laid with period sterilisers.(3)

(85404)17 SECRET
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were available,until May and then only in limited numbers;
• moreover the principal mine laying squadron, consisting of

five torpedo boats, was heavily attaciced by aircraft -vrfien at

sea during this month, losing the Greif svuik and others
damaged. Extensive British air mining of Le Havre followed
and caused a ten^jorary but critical closing of the port,
Meanviiile mines were arriving at last at Cherboiirg but no

laying vessels were available. Instead, an increase in the

laying offshore of the mass produced KMA concrete ground mines

was planned. The 2nd and 6th Minesweeping Flotillas were
ordered to Cherbourg and Le Havre from the Biscay ports of

Concameau and Benodet to lay large numbers of these mines

but becai,ise of strong action by English surface and air craft

few arrived at their destinations. However, laying on the
intended scale was in any case frustrated because of the

blocking of mine transport in northern Prance by the bombing
attacks on the railway system.

Since early April there had been sporadic air raids on

coastal defences, traffic centres and airfields in the area

between Dunkirk and Cherbourg but without any recognisable
centre of concentration. There was known to be a strengthen-*
ing of English surface patrol craft in the English Channel and

a growing assembly of landing craft particularly in the

Portsmouth area. However, by the end of April this concentra

tion was not considered to be yet large enough to fear an

imminent large invasion.

ibid

ibid

During.May the inadequate G,A,P, reconnaissance gave no

clear picture of the rapid Allied build-up. This lack of

information, cavised entirely by the efficiency of British
fighter patrols, had a decisive effect on the German inability
to appreciate the situation. The enemy noted that Allied
activity at sea remained unchanged as compared with previous
months and there had been no mass attack by aircraft against
German naval forces in harbour. On the whole, therefore, it

thou^t that no change had occurred in the general picture
Despite

was

at the beginning of June 1 944 as compared with May,
the absence of air reconnaissance it seems to have been

assumed that the assembly of the Allied invasion fleet had

still not been completed.

One other weakness in the naval defence measures was the

lack of suitable craft with -wiiich to maintain off shore patrols.

For this purpose there were only the gun barges of the Sixth

Gunbarge Flotilla whose speed was insufficient to allow them to
operate from either Cherbourg or Le Havre as the threat from

British air patrols necessitated their return to port during
daylight hours. Accordingly they were stationed in the small
local harbours of Oourseul, Port en Bessin, Grandcamp, Isigny
and St, Vaast, All these harbours dried at low water and

were only usable around the time of hi^ water. Consequently
the coast remained unpatrolled over considerable periods.
This was a disadvantage which had to be accepted and the

danger of Tiriiioh was fully recognised by Group West,

On the 5 June the weather forecast showed conditions
rather adverse to a landing and although the approach of full
moon and a dawn low water were otherwise favourable it was not

thought to be so for the Seine Bay with its numerous outlying
rocks,

considered that there were no partioiilar indications of an

imminent landing and in view of the weather and tide conditioJis
in the area no gun barge patrols lei^ harbour.

To sum up, at dusk on 5 June, Naval Group West

ibid

ibid
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During the night 5/6 June the main assa-ult convoys sailed
from Spithead and, pieceded by the minesweeper force, set

coixrse south for the Seine Bay,
flying the Cork Patrols in the western Channel and dawn

Beaufighter sweeps in the eastern Channel took off,

(v) The German reactions on 6 June

Coastal Command started

The descent of the first Allied parachute troops at 0230
hours was taken by the enemy to be a sabotage raid,
landings v/ere by 0300 hours recognised as being  a more serious

operation but it was not till 0320 hours, when a radar station
reported ships approaching northward of Port en Bessin that it

was realised by Naval Group West that a landing operation was
imminent.

Continued

Despite the preceding British air attacks the efficiency
of many of the radar stations was not affected as far as the
main Channel sectors were concerned,

Cherbourg had located eastbound shipping at about 2300 hours
on the 5th but this appeared to be on or near the usual south

coast convoy route and no particular significance was inferred
But when the main assault fleet headed

Radar on both sides of

from the reports,

Admty,
P,D,S, 2 and

3/53.
southward for the Seine Bay it was not reported because the

vital radar station, necessary to spot such an approach, at
Cape Barfleur was out of action owing to recent air attacks,
Pttrthermore the continued advance into the eastern part of the
Seine Bay was not registered mainly because the radar equipment
at Arromanches was non-operative owing to British jamming.
Thus the approach of the invasion fleet was not f-ully estab

lished until davvn when the ships could be dimly seen with the

naked eye and the tme scale of the operation was at last
apprehended.

However, Naval Group West had taken precautionary action
on the first report of parachute landings and at 0310 hours the

Flag Officer U-boat West was ordered to bring Group Landwirt to
immediate readiness. At 03^i-3 hours the same order was radioed

to Group Mitte on south Norway, At 0351 hours, six of the
U-boats on passage into the Atlantic who were still to the east

of the Iceland/p aroes line were o:^dered to remain stopped where
they were xjntil further notice, (■! J At the same time the
torpedo boat. E-boat and local patrol flotillas in Cherbourg
and Le Havre were ordered to sea to carry out reconnaissance
sweeps in the Seine Bay area.

Realising by 0530 hours that a major operation was
U-boats Tidio had
were told to

probably under way, the five schnorchel fitted
just cleared past Iceland into the Atlantic
make for western Prance at maximum continuous speed but to keep
submerged during the day. The confirmation of the long
awaited invasion landing came through to Flag Officer U-boats
West an hour later and at 0800 hours the eight scTinorchel fitted
U-boats in Brest received orders to put to sea with despatch.

B. d U.

Y/ar Diary

(1) These boats were:- Uj^^Y (Sch,), 2^4, 980, 958, 290 and
1000, N.B, (Sch,) denotes a schnorchel fitt^ U-boat,
U-lQ» 988, 671 , 1191 and 719 - all schnorchel fitted.
This order was modified on 7 June in that U.71,9 and 24J
(of the halted group) were detailed to operate in the North
Channel and off the Butt of Lewis respectively,
eyes on the invasion landings, Doenitz hoped to catch the
defences off guard in these areas.

With all

(2)

(851(D4)19 SECRET
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It was intended to get these boats to the scene of the landings
as quickly as possible. At the same time the destxxiyer
flotilla in the Gironde estuary was ordered to proceed at

maximum speed for Cherbourg,

Later in the forenoon Admiral Doenitz himself ordered the

whole of Grox;pi Landwirt to sea including all non-schnorchel
boats and by midnight/6 June, 35 of the 36 in the Group had
left harbour. Their detailed orders were as follows:-

(a) The eight Brest sohnorchel boats plus one schnorohel
boat from La Pallice were to make for a position 25 miles

south of the Isle of Wight, )

(b) Seven Brest boats without schnorchel to operate i
billets between the Scilly Islands and Start Point,(^)

n

(c) The remaining 19 boats ftrom St, Nazaire, Lorient and
La Pallice, wlio were all non-schnorchel, to form a
reconnaissance ribbon along the 100 fathom line in the

Bay of Biscay from the latitude of Brest down to Bayonne
in case the

Biscay area,

(vi) Action commences

^i;^ies intended a second landing in the

The results of the enemy light craft reconnaissance
sweeps from Cherboiirg and Le Havre were meagre in the extreme.
The 5th Torpedo boat flotilla contacted a strongly escorted

battleship squadron and fired 15 torpedoes at it securing one

hit on the Norwegian destroyer Svenn^_, Two torpedoes passed
between H,M, ships War spite and Ramillies and another narrowly
missed H.M.S. Largs. The 15th Patrol flotilla came under fire

from Allied ships and lost one boat. Both flotillas returned

to Le Havre shortly after O7OO/6 June having expended all their
torpedoes and most of their ammunition. The Cherbourg E-boats,
fifteen in number, failed to find the invasion fleet and were
back in harbour by O6OO hours. The state of the tide
prevented any of the gun barges based at St, Vaast and Port en

Bessin from putting to sea at all. No Allied vessels other

than the Svenner were sunk or damaged by any of the attacks.

Admty,
P.D.S. 3/53

Sweeps by No, I6 Group Beaiofighters from 0800 hours saw no

signs of enemy surface craft either between Boulogne and

Le Havre or off the Cotentin peninsula.

In the west the first sittings of enemy forces did not

come till 1900 hours vdien fo\jr Beaiifighters on interception
patrol off Ushant against enemy aircraft saw five U-boats
escorted by six M, class minesweepers coming out from Brest,
No attack could be made on them because of the intense flak.

Within the ho\rr three more U-boats were seen by  a Liberator and

tTO Mosquitoes, also leaving the French coast, and a sweep in
progress by 30 R.P, and cannon Beaufighters of Nos, lA^f and
40A Squadrons escorted by eight Mosquitoes of No, 22f8 Squadron
sifted three enemy destroyers steering northwest up the coast
abreast of St, Nazaire, These were Z,24, Z,32 and of the

No, 19 Group
O.R.B,

Appendices

(1) U.76A, hUU 2^, 821, 984, 275, 621 and 953 Brest
and Ut212 from La Pallice.

(2) U,4i3, 216, 740, 263^ 629, 415, 989.
(3) U.714, 650, 281, 228, 98I, 260, 255, 270, 608, 437, 445,

758, I6i, 182, 9S3j 981, 333, 262 and 970.

SECRET(85404)20
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8th Destroyer Flotilla from the Girorde, They were attacked

at 2030 hoxirs in position 4^53N x 0253W. The rear destroyer
was seen to haul out of line on fire amidships and the other

two were repeatedly hit hy cannon fire, Q/IVi- Squadron was
shot down hy flak. After disengaging and on their way home,
two of the escorting Mosquitoes sliot down a JU,88 to the

northward of Ushant ■which was apparently shadowing a British
Encort Group in this position.

This attaok was followed up hy the despatch of eleven more
Beaufinters of Nos. 1A4 and Squadrons, They sighted the
three destroyers at 0130 hoixrs on 7 June off PeniDarch Point
just south of Brest. Attacks were delivered on all three and
fires broke out again in the rear ship, O-wing to the damage
received in these t-wo actions the flotilla put into Brest to
effect repairs. Late on the 8 J'une they put to sea again
together with toirpedo boat T,24 and, after being sighted off
Ushant at 2227 hours by Liberator T/547 Squadron, were brought
to action at 0l20/9th by the British 10th Destroyer Flotilla
some 30 miles W.N.W. of the He de Bas, ZH1 wras sunk and Z.32
beached herself in a sinlcing condition on the He de Bas,
Z.24 was badly damaged and wdth T,^ returned to Brest. Later
on the 9th the stranded destroyer -was repeatedly hit by bombs
and R.P, by 24 Beaufighters of Nos, 144 and 404 Squadrons,

ibid

Admty.
F.D.S, 2 and
3/53

T.24 made another effort to reach Cherbourg during the
night of the 9/IO June but failed to get through our surface
craft patrols,
the decisive area.

ded the attenqjt to bring this force intS
?ir o

Although Bea'ufighter and Mosquito sweeps were frequent up
to mid-June, very few sightings were made of any enemy vessels
between the Gironde and the Channel Islands,
were small patrol craft and although three attacks were made
none were damaged.

What were seen

The sightings late on 6 J'une
were of course part of the outflux of Group Land-wirt boats.
As speed of deployment was essential, many of them kept on the
surface during the dark hours of the 6th/7th and
clashes took place ■with No, 19 Group aircraft who were flying
the Cork Patrols specifically designed against just such a
concerted movement.

To return to the U-boats.

ntmierous

Air attacks were delivered by eleven aircraft resulting in
the sinking of the inward bound U.955 aiid the erforced return
damaged of five of the ou'tward bound U-boats, (2) During these
actions I/L Liberators B/22ii. and M/53 Squadrons were shot do'wn
by Ui415_ aud 256 respectively and two more aircraft (i/L
Liberator It/22k. and L/L Wellington C/407 Squadrons) never
retuimed. One of them probably fell to U,621 (Soh,) ^'iho
claimed an aircraft shot do'vvn at 0137/7 June,

No. 19 Group
0,H,B,
Appendices and
B. d U. War
Diary,

0) Eventually Z,24 and T,^ returned to the Gironde ■vdiere
they were sunk on 22|. August by Coastal Command aircraft,
y,41.5- damaged by l/L Wellington (Vi 79 Squadron
Ui9^3 damaged by L/L Liberator 1/53 Squadron
y,256 damaged by l/L Liberator L/53 Squadron
U.212 (Sch,) damaged by Tsetse Mosquitoes 0 and L/2kQ

Squadron
U.989 put back to Brest with the C,0, vrounded by m/G fire.

The aircraft concerned cannot be identified
U,955 sunk by Sunderland S/201 Squadron.

SECRET
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This early trial of strength between the A/U patrols ard
sijrfaced anti-invasion U-hoats was to have significant conse

quences. The U-hoats now received discretion by signal to

submerge at will during the passage, and in the folloTong
weeks the British air patrols were so effective that hence

forward the boats did in fact sperd the majority of their time

submerged and often on the bottom -which greatly reduced their

operational value. Alternatively they sought the shelter of

the concrete bvinkers in the Biscay Ports far from the vital

zone of operations. Nothing was seen of them by the daylight
patrols on the 7th but after nightfall some again surfaced to

hasten their passage and another series of encounters took

place. Seven air attacks were made resulting in the enforced

return to Brest of U.MJ. hy Halifax P/502 Squadron, the sinking
of U,970 by Sunderland R/228 Squadron and a veritable right

left by l/l Liberator Gr/22h. Squadron (Pilot - Plying
Officer K, Moore) Tiho sank U,629 and U.373^^' within twenty-
five minutes of each other.

ani

ibid

On 8 Jiine eleven U-boats of Group Mitte were ordered to

sea to form, together -with the five halted non-schnorchellers,
a reconnaissance arc around South Norway in case of an Allied

landing either here or in northern' Denmark, On the np:
five of these boats, -vdiich were fitted -with schnorchelC^^ were
ordered into the Atlantic to proceed direct to the Channel

area. The a±r operations against U-boats in the northern area

are dealt -with in Section (xi).

In the Channel Approaches there was an unsuccessful Mk,2it.
attack on 8 J\ine on an already diving U-boat, probably U,984
retTjming to Brest, Only three attacks eventuated during the

subsequent night hovirs none of which inflicted any damage but
at 082{£) hours on the 9th U.JhO was sunk southwest of the

Scillies by Liberator P/120 Squadron and at noon on 10 June
four Mosquitoes of No. 248 Squadron on fighter interception
pati-ol caught U,821 (Sch.) on the surface close to Ushant, In
full view of the Germans stationed on the island the Mosquitoes

shot the boat to ribbons, killing 20 of her bridge and gun
personnel, riddling the external fuel tanks and forcing the

remainder of the crew to stay inside the boat -which was power
less to dive. At this juncture Liberator K/206 Squadron
arrived on the scene and sirnk the disabled U-boat -with depth

charges.

day

B, d U.

War Diary

ibid

By the evening of 10 June, all ei^t of the non-sohnorchel
U-boats detailed to operate between the Scillies and Start Point

had been sunk or damaged by air attack,
boats making for the Seine Bay area, one had been sunk and t-wo
forced to return to Brest,

reached the Channel Islands,

on the U-boat reconnaissance line in the Bay of Biscay involving
the loss of one,

in the area northwest of Europe on IQ June,

In B. d U.‘s War Diary for 10 J-une there is the entry that

on acco-unt of the large number of air attacks and the exten

sive damage suffered, above all on U-boats v\dthout sohnorohel.

Of the nine schnorchel

None of the remainder had even

Nimierous attacks had been made

Map No, 15 shows the situation of all U-boats

t

and

No. 19 Group
0,R,B,

Appendices

(1) U_,37_3 had just left Brest bound for the Scilly Isle Patrol
in place of U.989 v/ho had returned to harbour -with the C,0,
-woTJ^ed,

(2) U.J15,, 243, ̂ 0, 678 and 971..
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all further sailing of these boats has been stopped for the
present,

the following orderss-

I TVie non-schnorohel boats still at sea then received

In the approaches to the Channel - They were free
a retiim passage if the eneiay defences were too strong

In the Bay of Biscay area They were to lie on the bottom
for lengthy periods so as to sliorten the time necessary to
re-charge batteries on the surface,
their reconnaissance value was thereby much reduced#

.ft
start

It was accepted that

Hovrever, air attacks continued to be made on these Biscay
Five were made d^nrfng the next two niglits but at

Up 535 was damaged by Sunderland U/228
U-boatso

ibid some cost to us»

Squadron but was herself shot down, ■' Uo43J, ij45 ,and 2^8 were
all attacked but in each case shot down their assailantSo(2)
Finally the schnorchel fitted minelayer Us2l4, who had just
left Brest to lay mines off Falmouth was damaged and forced to
ret-urn by l/L Liberator S/22^^ Squadron who unhappily was shot
down just after releasing depth charges.

Wot waUdng to risk further loss or damage, B, d U,
recalled all non-schnorchel U-boats to port on 12 Jme observ
ing in his War Diary that 'otherwise the strong enemy air
activity will lead to high losses T/hich vroiild only be accept
able if an immediate landing on the Biscay coast vras expected*
As this is no longer considered an acute dange.i- the boats will
remain at read.iness in the concrete shelters in harbour#*

By the evening of the 15 June all these U-boats were back
in port but not before several more encounters with Coastal
Command aircraft during which U»270 was badly damaged by
L/L Wellington T/172 Squadron and two more aircraft v/ere
lost,(3)

See Map i6

(vii) The slow progress of U-boats up Channel

Meanwhile the six remaining schnorohel U-boats were only
malting very slov/ progress up Channel under the constant air
cover and occasional hunts by escort groups#(4-) Almost
continual submergence saved them from air location except for
one harmless attack on U9269 at 2350 hours on 10 June and the
momentary sighting of an unmistakable schnorchel head at
1050 hours on the 11th by Liberator A/110 Squadron UoS#W« in
a flnt calm sea some 30 miles west of Guernsey, On 13 June

who had only just reached a position 55 miles south of
Starb Point, gave up the attempt because of a defect in the
sohnorchel and started back to Brest, On the same day Uo2J5
entered St, Peterport - Guenasey with a run-doTOi battery
followed on the 14th by U®26^ also exhausted. Their presence

B.d U.

War Diary
and the logs
of U-boats
concerned

(-1) B, d U# was unaware as yet that there were no U-boats
left of the ones detailed to this area*
Halifax Z/53 and S'^jnderlards W/228 and s/201 Squadrons
never I'eturned*

L/L Liberator C/53 and L/L Wellington S/172 Squadrons
never rettirned.

These six were U«764, 441 2^, 275, 621 and 355. U.82i
had been sunk and U,212 damaged by air attack, Uo984 had
been damaged by an Esooirb Group W.W.W, of Ushant on 7 June
and had returned to. Brest#

(2)

(5)

(4)
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"VTas detected by our air reconnaissance and the harbour was

attacked by ten Typhoons of No, 263 Squadron acting under
A,D,G,B, control on 14 June, Neither boat was damaged but
U>275 left that night with her battery still not fxiUy charged.
Two air attacks were made on the haztKJTjr the next day by I4
Spitfires of Nos, 1 and I69 Squadrons followed by seven
Typhoons of No, 263 Squadron, lay on the bottom of the
harbour and so escaped damage but a patrol boat (V,P,205) of
2^81 tons was sunk, IT,269 remained at St, Peterport, generally
on the bottom during daylight, until early on the 18 June,
IT,275 subsequent.ly made three attempts to reach her operational
area but on each occasion had to turn back because of anti

submarine surface forces. Following an air attack, when five
miles north of Guerrisey at 1651^2 hours on 18 June by UeSoN,
Liberator B/110 Squadron, an oil leak developed and her
commanding officer decided to return to Brest,(I) u. 764, by
15 June had only reached a position 25 miles S,S,E, of Portland
Bill and on this day sighted three frigates of S,G,3, He
attacked and sank HoM, frigate Blackwood, Subsequent depth
charge counter-attaclcs by others of the Group so damaged the
boat that a return to Brest had to be started, IJ.441 by
15 June had only made very slight progress and may have been
for some reason returning to Brest because on 18 June she was

sunk by the Polish L/L Wellington A/304 Squadron when only
40 miles NaN,E, of Ushant. This leaves U,62l still unmen

tioned, She was in faot the only one to reach her billet,
which was northeastward of Gape Barf leur. She arrived here

early on I5 June and soon sighted batches of landing craft

southward bound. Two salvoes of torpedoes were fired; the
first aU. missed but one of the second hit and blew to pieces
a laden L,S,To of 250 tons. Nothing vras effected in the next

three days. At I030 hours on 18 June, U,62i fired at and
missed two battleships and then, having expended her torpedoes,
she stajrted the return journey to Brest, Thus it was a full
nine days before a single U-boat reached the decisive area and

then only one small craft was sunk. It -ivas to be another

fortnight before further loss was inflicted by U-boats.

See Map No, I6
for U-boat

positions on
15»6,44»

A study of the logs of surviving U-boats during their Jtine

sorties highlights their difficulties and complete lack of

mobility. Never more than a 50 mile daily lun was achieved
and in most cases considerably less. The constant air cover

made them chary of schnorchelling. by day and the drain on

battery power forced them to lie bottomed when the tidal stream

was adverse. Roving groups of surface craft kept them in a
constant state of harassment and hindered schnorohel charging
at night. In desperation some U-boat captains surfaced at

night to charge -vihile manoeuvring at speed on various courses

to avoid detection but more often than not they had to dive

soon after, either because of sighting searchlights or on wam-The legs of

U,953j 984, 764, ing of approaching aircraft in their radar detectors, with the
275 and 6^, battery still far from charged. Inexperience of sohnorchelling

led to frequent violent changes in the air pressure inside the

boat or to blowbaoks of stifling and noxious exhaust gases,
Eicoept for boats taking refuge and a slight rest in Guerasey,
none dared to radio their base either to give their position or
experiences so that the U-boat Command was mable to plan

conoe3rted operations, less dangerous routes or more favourable

(1) This attack was made while U,275 was sohnorchelling,
photographs taken at the time are among the very few ever
obtained of a U-boat actually schnorchelliaig.

The
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attack areas and was quite unaware of losses or the very slow
progress when on passage.

This handicap was indeed to remain a feature of all
U-hoat operations until the end of the war,
organisation had been based on the principle of free inter
communication between the boats at sea and the headquarters
ashore,

control and operations degenerated into blind independent
unco-ordinated sorties.

The whole

Prom now onwards it v/as impossible to exercise

(viii) Enemy attacks by surface craft against the invasion
bud.ld-i'jp shipping

The enormous superiority of Allied naval and air power
concentrated in the invasion area prevented any attacks being
attempted in daylight, (l) neither was there much movement
even of patrol craft. The daylight reconnaissance sorties
by A.D,Gi>B, sighted a few small vessels in the Channel Island
area and their aircraft sanlc one of these off Granville on

7 June,(2) Tvro Beaufighters of No. 143 Squadron came across
some patrol boats off Cherbotirg on the 8th and sank two of them

by bombing attack,(3)

During the dark hours from 6/7 June onwards enemy li^t
craft, including some E-boat flotillas, laid mines in areas ©n

both sides of Cherbourg, in the Seine Bay, in the Boulogne/
Dieppe sector and off the Planders coast. This mining
included an increasing use of the D,W,I, pressure operated type
which from 9 June omrard.s was also being laid intermittently
by the G,A,P, Enemy mining gave us a great deal of trouble,
particularly the D,W,I, ydiich was virtually unsweepable - (4)
indeed, excepting marine loss, by far the greatest number of

Allied shipping casualties while en route to and from the

beach heads resulted from mine explosion.

P, d S. War

Diary

Admty, P.D.S,/
Xo 237/48,

Attacks on build-up shipping were made entirely by E-boats

This shipping soon settled downand only took place at ni^t,
irito a definite convoy cycle and each one received strong
sux'face escort with support groups operating on each side of
the route.

E-boat attempts to penetrate into the Funnel and little loss

resulted from the numerous torpedoes fired by theia.
Unfortunately, few casualties were inflicted on the E-boats in
these encounters.

The flank support again and again drove off

The daylight sweeps by No,l6 Group somewhat
nati-irally saw nothing of them but the pre-dnwn Beaufighter
sorties attacked small detachments of E-boats hurrying back to

hai’bour before daylight off Boulogne and Cherbourg on the 7'ths
off Plushing on the 8th and off Le Touquet and Plusliing on the

11 Jijne but on no occasion was dairiage caused,
of No,415 Squadron on their nightly anti-E-boat patrols also
had several encounters.

The Wellingtons

Attacks by them were made on the

No,16 Group
0 ,R»B,

Appendices and
P, d S.

War Diary niglits of the 6th/7th off Dieppe, the off Ostend and
the mouth of the Somme, the 9th/l0th off Dieppe
12th/l 3th off Dieppe and Plushieg,
Squadron was shot down by E-boat flak after starting to home

:  and on the

In the latter case 1^/415

(1) This was also true as regards attacks by the GcA^F,
Tolume III of the Liberation of N,Wo Europe Chapter VIIo

Minesweeper Me4605 - 110 tons.
Harbour defence drifters Elbe and Johanna - both of

150 tons,

A measure of safety was secured by limiting the speed of

all vessels in areas yiiere it ivas thou^t that these
pressure mines had been laid,

SECRET

See
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a Beaufi^ter Percolate strike. Again no damage had been
inflicted in any of the attacks nor were the E-boats intercepted
on the four occasions when a Percolate follow up was homed into
the vicinity.

Up to 12 June the E-boat arm had lost 1 39 and S. 11j-O on
mines to the north of Barfleur and 3.136 in action with
ships in the same area. They had sunk three small vessels in
a convoy southward of St. Catherine’s Point and'four L.S.T.s,
two tugs and a Phoenix caisson in the Seine Bay, Hav/ever, a
davm sweep on 13 June between Boulogne and Fecanp by 17
Beaufighters of Nos, 143 and 236 Squadrons sighted four E-boats,
\Tith some R-boats nearby, off Le Touquet steering north at
0.443 houi’s. Bombing attacks were nvade which resulted in the
sinking of 5.178. S.17^ S.I89 and R.97 who had closed to

4/236 Squadronrescue survivors. v/as shot dcwn by flak.

ibid

This was a welcome success after much effort had been

expended against these elusive and difficult targets. It is
true tliat the E-boats had not proved the menace that had been
thought likely but their relative immunity and continuous
operations remained a potential tlireat. In fact their numbers
were nothing like as high as estimated at the time by Allied
Intelligence. ¥e have seen that from the German records the

total strength between irmuiden and Cherbourg on  6 June v/as 34.
By 14 June the strength had fallen to 28 of which seven were
non-operatiomal due to refit or repaii’s. Pull freedom of
operations was being curtailed by a serious shortage of

torpedoes at Le Havre, their most favoui'ably placed sortie
point. Th-is shortage was another by-product of the R.A,P,
bombing attacks on the rail and road system in North Prance
and a certain amount of torpedo ferrying had Id be done by
E-boats from Cherbourg and Boulogne,

(ix) R.A.P. Bomber Command takes a hand

P. d S,

War Diai’y

All previous siiccess against German surface craft and
E-boats in pai’ticular was d/varfed on I4 June by  a devastating
air-raid on Le Havre carried out by 325 Lancasters and 18
Mosquitoes of Borabe-r Command. It started in daylight at 2235
hours and during the next ti;Yo and a half hoirrs 1,800 tons of
H,E, bombs were dropped. Eleven E-boats were destroyed
outright in the shelters and three imore were seriously damaged.
Onlj'- one remained operational in the port, Tlrree of the five

torpedo boats, 'twenty avixiliary minesweeper and pa'trol boats,
and nineteen tugs \rere sunk in the harbour.

This vrasfollm'red up by an equally destructive raid on

Boulogne during the next evening by 274 aircraft, mostly
Lancasters, vdio drc^ped 1,515 tons of H,E, bombs. Three M
class mines-weepers, an R-boat depot ship, seven R-boats, five
artillery .gun barges and eleven auxiliai-y patrol and mine
sweeping craft were siank.

ibid

and

B»0, records

The effects of these two raids were lasting. Very few
attacks and no fm-ther shipping casualties were inflicted
during Jime by enemy surface craft in the Funnel area,
13 E-boats remained operational in all Group West's command.
These v/ere re-grouped and centred on Ostend, Boulogne and
CherbourgCl)

Only

and their operations were s'ubsequently mainly
At the same time the 6th E-boatconfined to laying mines.

(1) Ostend “ 8th Flotilla - Total three E-boats
Boulogne •* 2nd, 4th and one of the 9th Flotilla -

Total seven E-boats.
Cherbourg - 9th Flotilla - Total three 19-boats.
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Flotilla in Baltic waters was ordered round to Yrauiden as a

re-inforcement« They arrived there on 25 June,

(x) Little further movement by eneny surface ships

By mid-J'une the invasion army was firmly lodged and,
although further easterly advance was held up at Caen, the
American forces on the western flank .were threatening Cherbourg.
The E-hoat attacks had had little effect on the stream of build

up supplies and any further threat by them or other surface

forces had been scotched by the bombing raids on Le Havre and

Boulogne, However, v/here the enemy had failed, the weather

succeeded in disrupting the sea communication wdth England,
A northeasterly gale sprang up on 19 June and raged for three

days,
harbo'ur and to beach unloading facilities,
supplies, which were already a little behind schedule ovdng to
poor v/eather since the landing, wrere throvm out of gear and
offensive operations by the Army were seriously cinrtailed for

nearly a week.

Although No.16 Group's main efforts were employed in the
area between Tmuiden and Le Havre, daily reconnaissance sorties

were flown along the north German coast in order to spot any
westward movement of enemy shipping. Little had been sighted
up to the 15 June but on that day a convoy v/as reported and a

wing strike of 40 Beaufighters escorted by ten Mustangs attacked

it just to the eastward of Aimeland. Three vessels v/ere sunk
for the loss of one aircraft,(1)
June few movements vvere reported and no attacks took ijlace.

Much damage wras done to shipping, to the Mulberry
The build-up

Thereafter mtil the end of

Very frequent coastwise sweeps and patrols, both by day
and night, were maintained between the Texel and Le Havre from

15 to 30 June, Ni^t patrols attacked small parties of two
or three E-boats on five occasions but no casualties were

inflicted except on 22/23 June v/hen sli^t damage was caused to
8th Flotilla boats off the Hook of Holland, Other surface

craft sighted were few ajid far between and v/ere of small patrol
type, . One R-boat (R.79) was smik off Boulogne on the 23rd and
an artillery gun barge off Le Treport on 29 June, Four other

encounters took place in this fortni^t in which no damage was
caused but vre lost three Beaufighters by flak fire.

An even blanker fortnight was experienced in the west by
No,19 Group's anti-shipping squadrons,
mors closely invested from 15 June onwards, frequent sweeps
by the Bea,ufi^ter and Mosquito Wing were made between this

port and the coast of Brittany to Brest but nothing was sifted.
Typhoons a.rmed Td.th R.P, under A.D.G.B, control had a little
better luck and sank two small vessels off St, Malo on 16 and

17 June, and severely damaged a ship in the harbour on

24 June,(2) After the fall of Cherbourg on 26 June(3) the

As Cherbourg became

(1) Arflorskerk - 7,900 tons, Nachtlgal - 3,500 (E-boat depot ship)
and the H, class minesweeper M<!105 - 750 tons,
Beaufighters were damaged by flak of which one (D/236 Squaxiron)
crash landed on return,

(2) 16 June - Karel - 450 tons, 17 June - La France - 751 tons,
24 June - Luasio ~ 1,536 tons,

(3) Ihe capture of Cherbourg split Group West^s ccaanand Into
two separate areas with no Inter-oomniunloation by sea and
raised ever Increasing problems of supply to the western
portion.

Four
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Group*s anti-shipping effort -iTas directed entirely to the Biscay
coast hetiveen ushant and the mouth of the Gironde river with
particular attention to the area off Lorient and St, Wazaire.
Here there v/ere numerous sightings of sperrbrechers, mine-
CT/eepers and escort craft concerned v/ith the movement of U-hoats
in and out of harhouTo
so close to the coast

Bor the most part these sightings were
that land flak' batteries kept the air

strikes at a distance and the only success was on 30 June when
an escort vessel \vas sunk off Benodet hai'bour,  ( W

For the whole month of June, the reconnaissance and anti
ship sorties were a big advance on May figures. The A.D. G,B,
despatched 1,335 sorties of single engine-fighters most of
which were purely reconnaissance but 218 attacks '.vere made by
aircraft under its control and ten aircraft were lost as against
four enemy vessels sunk totalling 1,792 tons and
tons damaged^
\mder:-

of 1,586
The break-down of Coastal Command effort was as

one

Coastal

Command

Sorties

despatched
k/G Yessels

sunk

Vessels

dajnaged
Attacks

lost

No, 16 Group

No, 19 Grotip

878 180 12 11-13,150

1- 530

nil

445 123 3-10,3285

17 12-13,6801,523TCTiiL 503 3-10,328

(xi) Operations against U-boats in the Northern Transit Area

In VoluTue IV Oliapter XEV Part II, the operations against
U-boats in the Northern Transit area v/ere left at 3 June, The
shifting of the air patrols from the Iceland/Paeroes region to
the Shetlands/Nor^iray longitudes had opened a phase of action
lasting from mid-May to 3 June, Most of the 25 sightings and
17 attacks during this iDeriod had been on U-boats northbomid to
reinforce the Arctic U-boat flotilla based at TrondJieim and
Narvik but six attacks were on boats detailed for the Atlantic

or Biscay ports. They resulted in the destruction of four

U-boats and the enforced return damaged of another. In this
respect these northern air operations liad a direct share in the

subsequent safeguarding of Operation Overlord from U-boat attack

in the Channel, They continued to do so during June,

The exploitation of the May spate of sightings had resulted
in a reinforcement of No,18 Group from both Iceland and No, I5
Group, Though most of the detachments from No,l5 Group
T/ere recalled on 5 June for the Channel Cork patrols. No, 18
Group remained greatly strengthened. The scheme of air

patrols had been re-organised at the end of May and the v/hole

sea area north of Scotland from latitude 590 to 66°^ betvTOen
longitudes 10'^^' ard 10°E wa's di'vidad into 115 rectangular
patrols each having a number or a letter, A further
refinement in the selection T/as effected by adding a colour

(red, blue, green or yellCT/ir) to these ntunbers and letters which
denoted a movement of 30 miles to the north or east, A very
varied choice was thus possible so as to cover all eventualities.

C,C, Pile

8,17,072
End. 57

(1) UJe1403 — 530 tons, anti-submarine escoi*t vessel.
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After 3 June the more cautious ubmerged tactics
of U-boats in transit resulted in a cessation of air

attaclrs for the next 'Vi’-eek and five schnorchel fitted

U-boats cleaz’ed through unseen into the Atlantic® 0)
Meanwhile another batch of eight ne'.v U-boats had left

harbour also boemd for the Atlantic,
start of the Norjiiard.y landings these were temporarily
halted for tvro days and then on 8 June the schnorchel
fitted U. 247 was detailed for the Butt of Lairis area,
U. 235 and U.673 continued outa-ard for Atlantic missions
and the remaining five together 7/ith an efflux of eleven

Group Mitte boats from NorvTegian harbours Tifei’e ordered to

patrol billets around the south/fest corner of Norv'/ay as a

reconnaissance line against a possible further Allied
landing in Norway or northern rjeniiuirlo,
schnorchel fitted U-boats in Group Mitte were ordered to

proceed out into the Atlantic and then direct for the English
Channel, (2)

After the

On 9 June all

See Map I4

B.. d U.

War Dairy

Be:/ond a distant sigliting of U® 247 on 6 June, well to the
north of the Shetlands, and one of U.980 leaving to take her

place in the reconnaissa.nce line,(3)^0 a'ktacks took place until
11 June, On this date U, 980, by then in her jjatrol position,
s caught on the surface and sunk by Canso B/162 E,G.A,P,

Squadron, For the next week sig!itihg;s and attacks were almost

of dail;/ occurrence both on non-schnorchel boats in the

reconnaissance patrol line and sciinorchel boats boixnd for the

English Channel. Two of these latter (U.715 and 423)
sunk outright and cuiother (U, 998) ivas so badly ■
on arrival back in port she had to be scrai^ped,

going to her assistance, was attacked by Mosquito E/333
Squadron and although shooting the aircraft dorm suffered eight
men wounded by cannon fire and had to put back to Bergen,
Uc29Q_. on coast patrol, v/as similarly shot up by Mosquito B/333
Squadron on 14 June and had to return immediately to port with
nine men vfounded.

v/a

were

damaged that

U^804,

See I/]ap 15

No,18 Group
O.R.B.

Aijpendices
and

Bo d U, v7ar

Diary

See Map 16

The nor'thern area actions at this time were notable in

that, contrary to the Channel operations, all the U-boats
vdiether fitted or not ivith schnorchel elected to fight it out
Yflth flak against the attacking aircraft, (5)
marked by the use of Wo, 335 Squadron*s Mosquitoes to carry
the offensive against U-boats close in to the Noiwregian coast.

It was alsoH.Q.C.C,

June/o,R,B,
Appendix 330

(1) y*2§^ 7J9, 1191 and 67I,
(2) Uo715, 971, 678. 423, 4^ 928,
(3) The sighting was reported at midnlght/8 June by Catalina T/120 Squadron,

Shortly afterwards this aircraft was shot dovffi by an Med 10.
(^) U-^715 was accurately attached on 13 June while schnorchelling by Canso T/162

RftC.AsF. Squadron, thus constituting the first success against this device.
The l>boat surfaced mortally damaged. Some of the crew manned a flak gun
and shot T/162 down after which U,7l5 foundered. On the same day, a little
further north, 0,430 was attacked by Canso B/162 R,C,A,F, Squadron' but shot
the aircraft doTO with no damage to herself,
y»993 was very seriously damaged by Mosquito H/333 Norge Squadron on
j6 June,
,0.425 was sunk by Catalina D/333 Norge Squadron on I7 June®

(5) No specific instructions on this subject can be found in German records
and it may be that overconfidence among l>“boat captains on their first
war cruises resulted in this defiance to air attack. On the other
hand, there is evidence that the newly fitted schnorchels were giving
tivuble and some of the surfaced encounters may well have been
Involuntary,
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They were armed with two depth charges but did much of their

execution by cannon fire, directed against the cixjv/ded U-boat

gun platforms, (■! )

Prom 17 June there was a pause, broken only on the 20th
by Liberator K/86 Squadron damaging the Atlantic bound U.743
Trfio had to put back into Bergen,
from 24 June and continued up to the end of the month,
the 22f.th, U»1225 bomd for the Atlantic was attacked by Canso
P/162 R.C.A.P. Squadron ’shen 120 miles north of the Shetlands,
The aircraft was badly shot about on the run in but staggered
on to straddle and sink the U-boat with depth charges,
Iminediately afterwards the aircraft became unmanageable, the
starboard engine fell out of the wing and burning furiously
the aircraft ditched.

Action came fast once more
On

The crew got clear but were in the

No, 18 Group
O.E.B.

Appendices and
B, d U. War
Diary

water for 21 hours, two of them dying of exposure before the
arrival of an A.S.R. high speed launch.
Plight Lieutenant D, E, Homell - died soon after being pulled
on board.

The captain -

He was awarded a posthumo’us V.C.

On 26 June, U.517 in the coastal patrol line, was attacked
on the sirrface and sunk by Liberator N/86 Squadron vinder heavy
flalt. On the same day Liberator lV’86 Sqixadron attacked U.771,
also in the patrol line, but was shot down with no damage to
the U-boat. On the 23th, U.478 bound for the English Channel
was sighted -vdiile schnorchelling in 6203N x 0155® by the
Norwegian Catalina C/333 Squadron at 2000 hovirs but at
distance of only 100 yards away. The aircraft made a steep
turn but the snap attack did no damage. Only a few minutes
later and some 60 miles to the northwest, Catalin,a Q,/210
Squadron caught U.396. also bound for the Channel, on the
surface. The U-boat opened fire and jinked under full helm
as the depth charges were released. Only slight damage was
inflicted but in view of her strenuous mission and necessity
for fiill battle-worthiness, U.396 decided to go back to
Bergen. During the follovring day her periscope was sighted
twice by aircraft at close range. One attack, made 15
seconds al'ter the periscope dipped, did no further damage.

a

At 1750 hours on 30 June, Canso A/i62 EjC.A.P. Squadron
siglited a periscope in 6322N x 001OE but it dipped too soon
for an attack. Returning to the spot three hours later, a

(1) In the Command Directive for Overlord, the role of
No. 333 Mosquito flight was given as Pleet Reconnais
sance, although they had on occasions in the latter pairt
of May and early June been used both to escort the heavy
A/U aircraft against Me.llO attack and on i/U reconnais
sance off the Norwegian coast. After D day they
continued to be used occasionally on the latter task but
from the 14 June they were increasingly employed to
attack U-boats as they left their Norwegian ports. On
the 18 June the A.O.C. in C, informed the Air Ministry
of this temporary diversion to an A/U role but explained
that the flight's availability for their primary recon
naissance role was unaffected shoiold the need arise, A
reply was received on the 24 Jtne to the effect that
the temporary misemployment of No, 333 Squadron was not
objected to provided their reconnaissance availability
remained intact,
Eef. H.Q.C.C. O.R.B, Appendices 330 and 331 •
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U-boat was seen on the surface about 15 miles away. This
^«478 again. As the aircraft ran ,in to attack, a hot

fire v/as opened which severed all the depth charge release
circuits. A/i62 circled the U-boat vdiile homing Liberator
E/86 Squadron to the spot. At 2115 hours the Liberator
arrived and -under flak fire went straight in to straddle and
sink U,A78.
in the water.

Approximately 30 survivors were afterwards seen

Simnary

The frequent attacks on U-boats in the reconnaissance
line involving the loss of two and the enforced return of

another had res-ulted by 24 June in a direction by the U-boat
Command that only six boats were to remain at sea off the
Norwegian coast. The rest were recalled to Bergen or
Stavangar and Group Mitte was reduced to a total of 25,
The surplus, eight in number, were laid up in haz'boirr so that
their crews could join the first newly commissioned Type XXI
prefabricated U-boats. The Group was further reduced on
27 June by the detachment of five U-boats to the Baltic for
operations against the Russian coastal traffic.

B. d U.

War Diary

After 'D* day the outv/ard bo-und U-boats suffered severely.
The nine malcing the the N.E, Atlantic or on overseas missions
lost one Slink vd.th tYro forced to return to port and out of the
nine others detailed for the English Channel, fo-ur were s-unk
and one compelled to put back, A very considerable contri
bution on No. 18 Group's part to the safeguarding of the
Overlord sea comiriunications, (1 )

The U-boat Command emphasised on the 27 June that U-boats
passage must proceed mainly submerged until reaching the

open Atlantic and at the end of the month directed that
schnorchelling must be continuous,

(xii) The course of U-boat penetration up to 1 July

We left the account of U-boat operations in the Channel
at 18 June with U.621, the only one of the original batch to
reach the Funnel area, having just started her retiim journey,
U.953. 764 and 275. were returning having failed to penetrate
the defences, U.441 also returning had just been sunk north
east of Ushant and U.269 was about to leave Guernsey.

onibid

Meanwhile U.21 2 and 984 had started their second try-
accompanied by U.J_63,^ Both 8^.21 2 and 763 developed defects
and returned to harbour by 13 June. U.934 struggled as far

June flying hours and results in the Northern Transit Area

U-boat ResultsTotal

hours

A/CEffective

hours
No. of U/Bs
got throughloss

Sightings Attacks Sunk Dam,

Daj- 3,624

Night ( 1 N
(
':{ 1 L/L

5,690 6 24 18 8 4

3 N 15

1 L/t
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as the Channel Islands but v/as forced to put into Guernsey on
19 June with an empty battery,
later.

More will be said of her

A schnorcliel fitted minelaying U-boat (U. 21it.) had left
Brest on 11 June to mine off Lands End but was attacked,
damaged and forced to return on the 12th by L/L Liberator
S/22Z(. Squadron. Her task was taken over by another minelayer
(U.218) who left Brest on 13 June. U.214 again left Brest on
16 June to mine this time off Plymouth. Both these lays were
completed without incident at the end of the month(l) and both
boats were back in Brest by 9 July.

The first four schnorchel U-boats coming round from the
Northern Transit area were approaching the entrance to the
English Channel.(2) The leading boat (U.7^7) had reached the
vicinity of Lands End by 15 June and on that day sighted
frigates of the 5th Escort Group.
Mourne, afterwards escaping from the depth charge counter
attacks. However, she was sunk three days later when off the
north coast of Brittany by H.M. ships Fame^ Inconstant and
Havelock,

She attacked and sank HoM»

See

ffNOe

So

During the latter half of June six more U-boats left
Biscay harbours bound for the Punnel(-5) and a total of six from
the Atlantic were either in the western part of the Channel

All were gradually becoming morein the outer approaches

skilful in their use of the schnorchel and, after U.621*s
arrival back in Brest on 23 June, were briefed by w/P of her
experiences, (5) U-boats still found it necessary on occasions
to surface during the dark hours to give their batteries an

additional boost and as already mentioned U. 984 had put into
Guernsey to try and get in a complete charge. She was sighted
there by the A. D. G. B, reconnaissance and, although spending
the daylight hours on the bottom of the harbour on 19 and
20 June, was narrowly missed at midnight/20th by bombs from
three Halifaxes of No.502 Squadron while lying alongside the
jetty. She left at 0500/21 June.

By now the U-boats were resigned by force of circumstances
to practice ultra slow passage tactics. They invariably
bottcmed during the periods of adverse tidal stream or on any
occasion when their hydrophones indicated the proximity of

surface hunting groups. A daily run of 30 to 40 miles was
considered good going. Although the volume of flying in the

Cork patrol area was fully maintained, the aircraft obtained
only fleeting glimpses of periscopes or schnorchel heads and

occasionally boats already in the act of submerging. Snap
attacks on ill defined targets were the rule. Between 18 and

30 June there ¥;ere 27 such sightings of which nine were at
night. Seven day attacks and five night attacks were
delivered. In the majority of cases no hurt was inflicted
but U. 971 was damaged by L/L Sfellington L/407 Squadron on the
night of the 20th/21st and again attacked by Liberator 0/311

(1) The only Imovm casualty Jn either minefield was SoS» Empire Halberd - 7.177
tons rtio was damaged by a mine explosion on 6 July when four miles north of the
Longships off Lands End*

^2) 98^ 1J91 and QU
3) ISH (2nJ tryT, 951 (2nd try), m 21^ (3rd try),  m and 309^
/  U.983, 1191, 671. 971, m and
.5) This was the first time that the U-boat Command had any knowledge of condStlons

in the Funnel area or what the liazards of passage amounted to in full*
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Squadron, in daylight, on 2)+ June when she was further damageds
Surface craft were homed to the spot and she was finished off
tiy shins Haida and Eskinio,

Other naval hunting groups who since 19 June had moved up
Channel close to the western edge of the Funnel, had good
results. U>1191 was sunk on the 25th when south of
Po2rtland Bill by H«M« ships Affleck and Balfour and U»269
retiring homewards was destroyed close by on the same day by
H.tM«S, Bickerton* Finally during the night of 29/30 June
l/lt Liberator l/224 Squadron located and illuminated a
schnorchel head some 40 miles south of Start Point, An
accurate depth charge attack follovred which produced much
oil and bubbles. The oil rapidly spread over an area 2^ miles
long. Surface craft were homed and on arrival H,M, ships
Essingtqn, Duq^orth, Dqnmett and Cooke made certain of the
U-boat's destruction. This was U. 988 who it is believed
had never actually reached the Funnel

During the last week of June three U-boats eventually
U»671 on the 25th, U,984 on the 28th

The only one to effect anything
before 30 June was Ui984* This boat after leaving Guernsey
early on the 21st had only made good 25 miles in  a northerly
direction by 25 June. At 1500 hours, when l6 miles W.N.W.
of the Gasquet Rocks, she sighted three frigates close to.
She fired an acoustic torpedo which hit and badly damaged
lifM*25__Gqodson and escaped the subsequent depth charge hunt.
She finally arrived in her operational area, 30 miles north
east of Cape Barfleur, late on 28 June where she immediately
sighted a landing craft convoy and several other ships but
she was too distant for attack.. On the 29th at 1500 hours
she found herself favourably placed to attack a convoy sighted
in 5007N X 0047W» This was convoy E,C,M, 17 at which she
fii'^d several toip>edoes which damaged one and sank three
large American ships.(l) Having expended all torpedoes, U,984
then started the return journey ultimately reaching Brest on
4 July,

area.

reached the Funnel, '
early on 29 June,

U-boat logs

See Map No. 18
for U-boat

positions on

1 July,

The situation on 1 July v/as that there were still two
boats (U_.67J and 76j) in the Funnel, U_i^984 had just left and
U.553_ was nearing it. Further westward and to the north and
west of Brittany there v/as U.J.90, 309^ 678^ 480 and 212 making
their slow journey up Channel. One minelayer (U,218) was
still off Lands End and the other (U,214} was nearing Brest
after laying her mines off Plymouth,
schnomhel defect and was re-entering St, Nazaire.
25 separate sorties despatched to the Funnel during June, two
had given up, three had turned back for defects, seven had
been sunk en_rqute^(2) three had returned damaged,(3) six
were still raaliiing the attempt and so far only four had reached
it*,

(xiii) Summary for June 19AA

In considering the failure of German surface craft to
interfere yd-th either the Allied landing itself or the
subsequent build-up and supply the main factor was the

U,672 had developed a
Of the

Siaifc Damaged

•  Edward M, House - 7,240
(1) James A, Farrell - 7,176

John A, Treutlen - 7,198
H, G, Blasdel ~ 7,176

1
)

ucore — three by the Navy, two by Air and two shared
Score two by the Navy and one by AirIB ,
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disparity in numbers. The enemy further reduced his chances

hy the lack of adequate air reconnaissance and absence of air

action against either the British surface patix»l forces or the
Coa.stal Command air sv/eeps. According to the E-hoat Command

records, operations were carried out on all ten nights up to the
night of the air-raid on Le Havre with an average of 15 boats
per ni^t. They claimed to have s\mk one cruiser, one
destroyer, one M.G.B,, fifteen landing craft and six merchant
vessels mth a fixrther five warships damaged. As far as can
be checked with Allied records, our actual losses from E-boat
action were one Phoenix caisson in tow, four landing craft,
three small merchant vessels and t''30 tiitgs sunk with only one
frigate damaged. After the Le Havre air-raid no claims what

ever were made. Apart from direct action against them, their
operations v/ere hindered by a serious shortage of torpedoes,
particularly at Le Havre, and difficulty in re-stocking v/ith
mines. Both deficiencies vrere attributable to the disruption
of rail and road communications in Northern Prance by Allied
air attacks and it v/as no longer possible to send them to
Le Havre by the sea route.

The U-boat menace was systematically stifled by the dense
air cover put up by Coastal Coiflmand(l) and the roving parties
of escort vessels in the Western Channel, each acting as com
plementary to the other. The first U-boat did not reach the

decisive area until 15 June and stayed only three days, TIriere
was then a gap of seven days before any other arrival. Except
for the loss of one L,S,T, on the 15th, no further loss to
Allied shipping occurred in the Funnel area from U-boat action

until 29 June it is true that relatively heavy loss was
inflicted by one U-boat, The success by this single U-boat
does, however, show what could have happened if the defences
had been less efficient. Against this success must be
accounted the destruction of seven U-boats en route. In fact

the very completeness of their frustration in this vital period
has tended to obscure the achievement of the combined air/sea
operations on the rrestem flank.

(”*) Coastal Command a/U flying hours in support of Overlord
during June 19Ali-

Task Eff. Urs, A/C lostTotal lirs. Sisht Attack Sunk Danio

I Western

I Channel
I  (Oortc)

t
Day U,9h3 15,777 2 1429 5

Night ( 1,315(N) I 1,920(N)
{ 3,145L/L j 3,505L/L

6 N3 N 5N 1 N
13L/L 24L/L 18L/L 2L/L + 2sh, 6L/L

I

Day 1,633 2,818

Night ( 2i(4(N) i 403(N)
(  2-72L/L ! 362L/L

Bay 142 5 2
or

[ Biscay 3 N 10 N 9 N 2 N 1 N
I

7L/L 4L/L 1L/L

i Channel Day 2,184 ! 2,787
[ Convoy
I Cover I Night 362{N) 502 (N) i -

! Detailed f Day 15,760 i 21,382
; Total . ( 1,921 (N) i 2,830(N)

Night ( 3,415L/L ; 3,8671^

4 43 19 3 2
6 N 16 N 14 N 2 N 2 N
13L/L 31L/L 22L/L 2 + 2sh,L/L 7L/L

1 Flat

! Total
21,096 ! 28,079 23 90 55 7 + 2 sh. 11
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CHAPTER II

AIR QEERATIQNS AT SEii IH SUPPORT OP THE OAMPAiaJ IN FRANCE

JULY AM) AUGUST 1944

During July the enemy's light surface craft and U-boats
continued their atteii5)ts against the steady flow of cross-

channel si^jply traffic. Disruption was now beyond them.

The Allied Force was firmly established and the most the

enenQT could hope for was a measure of attrition. Even this

limited objective was scarcely reached. By the end of July
the American component of the Allied Amy broke through at

Avranches and advanced across the Brest Peninsula, in August
the British armies debouched to the south and eastward

forcing the enemy to evacuate shipping, block or destroy port
facilities and to retire towards the Belgian frontier.
U-boats were still operating in the Ohannel but their Biscay
bases were gradually abandoned until by the end of August
only a fevf stragglers remained in La Pallice and Bordeaux,

(i) Enemy sxnfaoe craft operations and the measures against
them in July

Attacks on invasion shipping by German siirface craft
were confined to night sorties by the E-boat flotillas based

along the eastern part of the Ohannel coast-line,
by British destroyers, frigates and M,T,Bs, lay off their

bases and between Le Havre and the Seine Bay beach heads.

Other movements of enemy surface craft were also by night
and consisted of mine sweeping, light patrols and the
occasional passage of escorted small supply vessels port
hojpping during the dark hours between Le Havre and Flushing.

Patrols

In the virest, the captiure of Cherboiirg and investment of

the Ootentin Peninsula had isolated Bidttany and the Biscay
coast. In this area the only offensive mits remaining
were three Z class destroyers, one torpedo boat and two
E-boats. ("I ) It was decided by the A.O,G.-in-G. that the
requixument for a Beaufighter Vifing in this area no longer
existed neither was there any threat from E-boats. Accord

ingly the Vifing (Nos. 144 and 404 Squadrons) and No.324 night
flare Wellington Squadron were transferred to the eastern
area under No.16 Group,

In the east the E-boat threat had not developed to the

extent expected and, although it was not possible at the time

to state the actual damage inflicted on them, there was no

doubt that the constant harrying by night flying aircraft had

made it extremely difficult to operate them effectively.
This summing up, together with the re-inforcement of No, 16
Grorp, made it possible to resume larger scale operations
against enemy supialy convoys not only along the Dutch coast
but east of the Texel as far as Borkum,

H.Q,C.C.

O.R,B, Arjp.341
1.7.44.

(1) On 7 July the disposition was;-

- Two E-boats non-operationsl.
La Pallice - Z.23 refitting,
Gironde

Brest

- Z.24 and T.24. - Z.57 refitting.
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ibid

App. 396
5.7.44.

ViTiile therefore the pressure was maintained against enenvy
light surface forces between the Hook of Holland and Le Havre

by a Wing at Langham (Nos. 455 and 489 Beaufighter Squadrons),
No. 145 Beaufighter Squadron at Manston and the night f^ing
Wellingtons, Albaoores and Swo2xifish of Nos. 524, 415^^ / and
819 F.A.A. Squadron in the Dover area, the Beaufighter Wings
at North Coates (Nos. 256 and 254 Squadrons) and Strubby
(Nos. and 404 Squadrons) were vised in oonjvinotion with long
range reconnaissance against eneiror shipping plying between the
Kiel Canal and Hook of Holland. For this purpose the torpedo
was resumed as the prinoipal weapon for Nos. 144 and 254
Squadrons.

(a) Operations between Le Havre and the Texel

Frequent Beaufighter sweeps, both day and night, were
flown along this stretch of coast with anti-E-boat night
patrols off Dieppe, Ostend and the Scheldt by V/ellingtons,
Albacores and Swor^ish backed vp by rover night patrols by
Avengers of Nos. 854 and 855 F.A.A. Squadrons.

grjboats

The E-boat arm, re-inforoed after their serious losses in

the June airraid, now numbered 20 operational boats. They
were grovped at Le Havre, Dieppe and Boulogne. (2) They ope
rated on nineteen nights during July in small parties of three

to six boats either laying mines or trying to break through to
attack the Allied shipping off the invasion beaches. Night
attacks by British aircraft were frequently made, generally on

unidentified and faintly seen small craft. Prom the E-boat

Command Yfar’ Diary it was on only two occasions in the first

fortnight of July that E-boats were implicated.

On the night 5/6 July, S.85 with engine trouble was being
moved from Dieppe to Boulogne escorted by a motor lannoh.
They wei-e attacked by Beaufighters of No.145 Squadron and

although the E-boat escaped serious damage the motor launch

No.512 of 50 tons was sunk. On the same night four boats of
the 6th Flotilla moved from Bovilogne to Le Havre and were

attacked on passage by others of No. 145 Squadron and two
Avengers of No.854 P.A.A. Squadron. Only slight damage was

inflicted. A similar move from Dieppe to Boulogne of two

boats of the 8th Flotilla during the night 6/7 July
attacked by one Avenger of No,855 P.A,A, Squadron but no
damage resulted.

was

F, d S. War Diary
and No,16 Group
O.R.B, Appendices,

E-boats failed to attack any invasion shipping up to the

middle of the month but in the course of running actions with

(1) At the end of thily >94^ No.MS R.C,A,F, Squadron was transferred to
Bomber Command, Drelr Wellington aircraft were turned over to No»52h
Squadron and Albacores to a newly re-formed No,119 Squadron,

(2) Hie detailed dispositions at the beginning of July were;-

Le Havre - (6 boats of 2nd Flotilla
13 boats of 8th Flotilla

Meppe - (2 boats of 8th Flotilla
(2 boats of 9th Flotilla

Boulogne - (2 boats of 2nd Flotilla
(1 boat of 9th Flotilla
(h boats of 6th Flotilla

During July frequent re-dlsposltlons took place between these ports.
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s\irf aoe patrols the^r saxik M.T.B,666 on the night 2t.th/5th,
badly damaged the frigate Trollope on the ^th/Sth and sanlc
M,T.B.45^ on 8/9.July with no loss to themselves.

Their base at Le Havre suffered another set baok on

5 JiiLy when the torpedo maintenance room in the E-boat shel

ter unaccountably blew doing much structural damage and

destroyiag 41 torpedoes,
under concrete for six or seven E-boats,

report P. d S, (the senior officer E-boats) stated that the
stronger flank defence in the invasion area had brought
E -boat operations against it almost to a standstill,
was hoped that the recent arrival of T5 acoustic torpedoes
for use against destroyers would bring more success to their

efforts to break through the screens,
alternative target. Group West Command gave permission for

operations against convoys off the English coast but during
the second half of July and up to the 26th the E-boat
sortied were relatively few and uneventful.

After this there was only room
In his mid-July

It

As an immediate

F. d s.
War Dlarjr

and

No, 16 Group
O.R.B,

Appendices

A small sortie by the 6th Flotilla was attacked on the

night 17/18 July by Wellington D/524 Squadron off Dieppe but
no damage resulted. The sole surviving torpedo boat T,28

was escorted from Le Havre by nightly stages to Boulogne,
Hook of Holland Den Helder and thence to Borlcum. The only
opposition from the air was on the first stage when the little

ooiavoy was attacked by three Avengers of No.854 P.A.A,
Squadron on the night 22/23 Juiy but no hits were scored.
On the next night some E-boats were attacked between Dieppe
and Boulogne by some of Nos. 854, 855 and 524 Squadrons but

again no damage was inflicted and two Avengers were shot
down.

It was not till nearly the end of July that the English
.  south coast convoys were tackled and these operations provi
ded the onlj;- success achieved against Allied shipping during
July, Convoy E!nv[,46 was attacked by eight boats of the

recently reinforced 6th Flotilla off Dimgeness on the night
26/27 July and two ships were damaged, (v aftermrds in
running actions with oior own surface forces one E-boat was

slightly damaged. Later they were attacked by five aircraft
of No,854 P,A,A, Squadron but no hits were secured. Another

sortie by three boats of the 9th Flotilla was bombed by air
craft of the same squadron close off Dieppe but again no dam

age was inflicted. Still another sortie on this night, into

the Seine Bay by the 2nd Flotilla, was engaged by our M,T.Bs,
As a result of several collisions in a close action S,182 was

rammed and had to be scuttled but M.T.Bs. 412 and 430 both
foundered.

Four nights later three boats of the 6th Flotilla
attacked convoy F,T,M,53 when south of Be achy Head,
torrjedo hits .were obtained which sunk one and damaged foxn*
large ships,(2) The three E-boats regained Dieppe undamaged.

Five

(1) Fort Perrot (Br, ) - 7,171 and Empire Beatrice (Br,) -
7,046 tons,

(2) Samwake (Br,) - 7,219 sunk and Ocean 0o\jrier (Br.) -

/ X - - --
Fort Deax-born (Br,) - /',160, Fort Kaskaskia - 7,187,
Ocean Volga (Br,) - 7,174 tons damaged.
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R,A.P. Bomber Oommand attaxjked Le Havre on 31 July with

152 aircraft (330 tons of bombs) damaging three E-boats and
followed it Tjj) with another raid on 2 August with 353 aircraft
(348 tons of bombs) which destroyed S.39 and 114 of the 6th
Flotilla and damaged two more.

The first week of August saw the E-boat strength at only
15 operational boats disposed as under:-

Boulocaie and Le Havre - 2nd and 6th Flotillas with a total of

six operational and foxnr non-operational boats.

Ymuiden - 8th and 10th Flotillas with a total of nine operat
ional boats.

A further three boats were unserviceable at Rotterdam and

Amsterdam and the remnants of the 9th Flotilla had been with

drawn for engine renewals.

Other eneiqy surface craft movements

These consisted of small patrol types and minesweepers.
They operated almost entirely by night and were almost as

difficult targets an E-boats, During July there were 13
nights on which air attacks at sea took place but only two

patrol vessels were sunk. These were the gun carriers AF.99 ~
250 tons on the 4th/5th and AF.1 3 - 250 tons on the
28/29 July by, Beaufighters of No, 143 Squadron and i:.veng;ers
of No,854 F,A,A, Squadron respectively,

(b) Operations between the Texel and the Elbe estuary

Daily reconnaissance along this stretch was made by single
or pairs of Beaufighters and by TiTellingtons at night. Worth

while targets so located were followed up by strikes by the
North Coates and Strubby Yfihgs. Sometimes the two Y/ings
would sweep the stretch on armed reconnaissance to attack
whatever seen.

Wing. Strikes of between 30 and 40 Beaufighters went out

on seven occasions and attacked enemy shipping on six of them,

5 July - A convoy of one merchant ship and ten escorts was

attacked off Tersohelling Island, Patrol craft VP, 1236 of
274 tons and R,111 of 90 tons were simik for the loss of

s/236 Squadron.
6 Jxily - A convoy was located at O6OO hours to the north of
Nordemey Island in 5400N x 0714E by the sighting of the

protective balloon barrage above thick fog on the surface. A
blind attack was made with unknown results. Later in the day
another Strike located this convoy in clearer weather and

attacked the nine merchant ships escorted by ten small craft.

The German ship Stadt Riga - 3>002 tons was sunk and the
Ernst Brockelmann - 1,900 tons badly damaged for the loss of U
and F/455 Squadron,
8 July - A convoy of six merchantmen with ten escorts was
attacked off the mouth of the Weser river and the following
were sunk with no loss to the attacking airoraft:-

Tannhauser (Ge.) - 3^200 tons
Si£‘~7Swe.)

Miranda (Ge.)
M.264

Launch No,555

“ 1,437 tons
736 tons
750 tons

-  58 tons

No, 16 Groi:p
O.R.B.

Appendices
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18 July - At 2228 hours, in darkness, a oonvxjy of five mer

chant ships and ten escorts was attacked in 5350^  x 0725®.
Only the R. boat R.139 was sunk and three Beaufighters were

lost thxis emphasising the difficulties of night attacks.
21 July - In dusk conditions at 2130 hours a convey of nine

merchant ships with no less than 21 escort vessels was
The Orient (Fi.) - A, 160 tons

Beaufighter L/liW- Squadron
attacked in 5353^ x 0755®.

and M, 307 - 750 tons were sunk,

ibid

crash landed on ret\jm.

22 July ~ The only target seen was a ooiiple of patrol craft

in 53A7N x 071 IE. Both these - V.F.810 and V.P.812 of 314
and 386 tons respectively were sunk,
shot down. In addition to the above, five reconnaissances
in force were flown to the south coast of Norway but of these

only one sifted a convoy to attack. This was on the
15 July when at 1804 hours a convoy of five merchant ships
and eight escorts was tackled off Kristiansand South. The

Iraixla (Nor.) - 2,184 tons was damaged with no loss of
aircraft.

Z/236 Squadron was

Ud to the 24 Jiily, only two of the eleven wing strikes
No G.A.P,despatched had ano?- single engine fighter escort,

fightei's had put in an appearance but on this date the A,0,C,-
in-0, wrote to the H,Q, Allied Expeditionary Air Force sug
gesting that, following the losses inflicted on eneny convoys,
it was likely that the enemy woiild start providing fighter
escort at any time,
officially earmarked for escort duties to Wing Strilces going
either to the Norwegian or North German coast,
a reply was received that \:p to eight or ten Mustangs could
be called on for this task.

Mustang escort available for all strikes to the Norwegian
coast and either Mustang or long range Spitfire escort to

those going to the North German stretch.

He asked if a Mustang squadron ooiiLd be

On 29 July

Thereafter No,12 Group made

H,Q,0.G.

0,R,B, App.
Nos,403 and 404

During July, No,16 Group on all anti-surface ship opera
tions despatched a total of 1,196 sorties of which 356 made
attacks. Five enemy merchantEighteen aircraft were lost,

One merchantmanshipts and eleven escort craft were sunk,
was damaged.

(0) Operations off Brittany and the Biscay coast

Few eneny movements took place to the north of Brittany
and, although many sorties were flown by No, 19 Grovp
iiosquitoes, Halifaxes and during the last ten days of July
by Avengers, attacks only took place on three occasions.
Ctne patrol craft - V,F«209 of 381 tons - was sunk, by Avengers
of No,850 F.A.A, Squadron off St, Peteiport harbour on

24 July,

Off the Biscay coast the enemy light craft were enployed
on minesweeping and escort duties to U-boats leaving or

entering harbarar and to acconpanying occasional coaster-type

(1) The absence of eneiiy attacks on the southwestern coastal
convoys allowed the diversion of Nos,849 and 85O F.A.A.
Avenger Sq-uadrons from Channel convoy support to anti
ship sorties,

port was dispensed with entirely and Nos,816 and 858
F.A.A. Swordfish Squadrons together with No,850 Avengers
reverted to the R.N.A.S, leaving only No. 849 Avenger
Squadron in No. 19 Group which was moved to St, Eval,

In the last week of July the convoy sup
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svgjply vessels cm passage between the ports,
sions took place close to the shore, generally within r^ge of
shore-momted flak batteries,

vrere therefore few and far between by day and during darkness

were limited to relatively high level bombing from the anti-

U-boat Halifaxes operating close off the Biscay coast.

Daylight attacks were made on only six occasions,
patrol craft were sunk,

rons attacked on ten nights,
liaiy minesweeper were sunk,
together with No. 19 Groxjp's anti-ship flying effort are given
below. ("I)

All these mis-

Cpportunities for air attack

Two

Halifaxes of Nos.^Q and 302 Squad-
One patrol craft and an auxi-
Details of these vessels

Prcm early in July a British escort grovp operated during
the dark hours f air3<y close off the approaches to Brest. A
little later in the month one and sometimes two escort groups
operated by day and night in this area gradually working fxor-
ther souths as twards as far as Belle He. There was no offen

sive reaction by the G.A.P. until 20 July when the 9th Escort
Group was attacked west of Brest by He, 1773 aimed with glider
bombs, H.M.S. Matane was hit and damaged. Thereafter the
escort groups received air escort by Mosquitoes of Nos,233 and
248 Squadrons, On 21 July at 1400 hours the 14th Escort
Grotp was attacked by seven Do,2l7s and He.177s with glider
bombs. No hits were secured and the Mosquito escort shot
down two Do,217s and one He, 177 for the loss of two aircraft

while fighters despatched by No,10 Group A.D.G.B, shot down
a further three Do,217s, After an abortive attack by eneny
aircraft during the night 24/25 July on the 12th and
14th Escort Groi:p3 no further incidents occurred mtil the
second week of August,

(d) Fighter Command (A.D,G,B. ) reconnaissance

Daily reconnadssanoe was carried out along the whole
stretch of coastline between Ushant and the Texel by Spitfires
and Typhoons, It was on a scale much reduced as oonpared
with Jirne and experienced the same dearth of daylight sightings
as noted by the Coastal Command daylight sweeps. Of the 413
aircraft despatched, 277 were in the area Cherboiarg to Ushant
and 94 betv/een Le Havre and the Texel, The balance of 42
were on escort to Coastal Command Wing Strikes,

Only tliree attacks were made - by R,P, Typhoons on small
craft in St, Peteiport anchorage and off Lannion Bay - North
Bidttany on 7 July and by Spitfire bombers on a tanker-type
vessel lying off Ymuiden on 17 July, In neither case was any
serious damage inflicted. In all, three aircraft were lost.

Fighter Conmand
0,R,B,

Appendices

(1) Day sinkings

V,P,621 *■ 268 tons by Mosquitoes of Nos,255 and 2lS Squadrons
off Belle lie on 15 July,

Hanan (Ge.l - 114 tons by Mosquitoes of No,248 Squadron off
Belle lie on 26 July,

Night sinkings

M.4457 ~ 423 tons by J/502 Squadron off the Gironde on 27 July,
V,P.827 - 75 tons by V/502 Squadron off La Palllce on 28 July,

No,l9 Group despatched 236 anti-ship sorties of which 79 made attacks for
the loss of three aircraft. In addition there were 16 night attacks on
surface craft by antlKJ-boat aircraft.
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(ii) Ths first use by the Germans of Small Battle Units (1)

It may be recalled f3x>m Volume III Chapter XVI (viii)
that one of the measures intended to be en5)loyed by the Geiman

Naval Command against a seaborne landing oame under the heading
of Small Battle Units* They had first been considered in the
autumn of 1943* Admiral Doenitz had been much iopressed by
the exploits of s\ioh units in the Italian Navy and also by the
British midget siabmarine attack on the Tiroitz in September of
that year. He initiated a small organisation under Reaj>-
Admiral Heye to plan and produce similar short range submer

sible weapons.

On 18 January 1944> Hitler approved the immediate con
struction of the first batch of 50 midget submersibles and
also of a considerable number of one^^nan torpedoes for use

against invasion forces. However, this late entry into a new
field of warfare and the haste under which development of

suitable l^es was carried out led to much inprovisation and

lack of tried experience in the protolype stage. Ccopared to
the scale of effort put into their prodTiotion the results of

their operations were meagre and, after a few early successes

due to the element of surprise, they constituted no ̂ j^ions
threat to the shipping in the Seine Bay.

None of the variotis types leing developed were ready in
time to resist the initial Allied landings and, after an

abor*tiv3 start at the end of June 1944-i it was not till the

first week of JirLy that any siaoceeded in reaching the area of
shipping lying off the Normandy beach-heads.

Because of the strict allocation of spheres of action
between the Allied Air Commands under the Overlord plan.
Coastal Command aircraft not operate either in the Framel
area or off the beach-heads and therefore no sittings by their
aircraft were made of any of the small battle units on this or
subsequent occasions of their use in this area. However, as

later in the war ̂ ^eoial operations were conducted by Coastal
Command in the Scheldt and southern North Sea area against

them, the opportunity is taken now to describe the various
lypes and to mention what few successes were achieved by them
off the Normandy coast in July and August 1944-*

(a) The main types of Small Battle Units were

Ife-rder (originally called Neger) - This was a one-^nan
weapon consisting of a carrier torpedo in the coclspit of
which liie man rode with an explosive headed torpedo slung
iindemeath. The carrier supplied the motive power to
creep up to the target and the man released -liie explosive
torpedo at pointblank range.

2. Molch - An early type of midget submarine carrying
one man inside it with two torpedoes slung beneath it.

Approach was made siibmerged.

3. Biber - A onennaan midget submersible capable of
travelling surf jaced on a petrol engine and submerged on

battery power. It carried two torpedoes exitemally
stowed in beam recesses.

(l) References in this section:- Admty. F.D.S.65/54 and
B.R. 1736 (37) - Battle Summary No.49*
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4.. Heoht (also known as Type XXVH U-boat) - This was
twoHnan submersible with only electric propulsion and

oariying one toipedo and one mine*

'Seehund (also known as T^e X3CVIIB U*4x)at) - This
was an inproved Heoht crewed by two men and oarzying two
extemally slung toxpedoes* I^ropulsion was by eleotrio
motor sTibnerged and Diesel engine on the surfax)e«
batteiy oould be re-ohargod at sea* This was a geniaine
sea-gojhig submersible but did not oome into action until
1 Jantiaiy 1945»

6* Linsen - explosive motor boats* A Linse imit
consisted of one oontxol boat and two explosive boats*
Each explosive boat carried a pilot who steered until
within striking distance of the target* He then ditched
and the final run in of both boats was directed by radio

remote control from the control boat whose pilot also had

the task of picking vp the ditcdied meh* l^loh^ Hecht and
Seehund were not used in the Normandy area* A more
detailed description of these wespons is given in
iippendix: IX.

(b) Operations in the Invasion Area dining July and
August 1944

The first Small Battle Units Linsen and Marder - began
to arrive on the French Channel coast during the last half of

June 1944 by road and sometimes rail* The Linsen were based
at Honfleur on the south side of the Seine estuary and the
Marder at Villers near Trouville - a little to the westward.

a

The

See Msp 3

An attack on invasion shipping with eight control and
nine explosive Linsen was attenpted on the evening of 25 June
but was abandoned owing to bad handling at the start which

resulted in a premature explosion of one Linse and confusion

among the remainder* Two finther attenpts in June failed
either through defective material or unskilled handling and it
was decided to start Marder operations*

On the night of 5 Juiy, 26 Marder started out from their
base to attack-Allied shipping in the Seine Bay* Two gave
vp because of propulsion trouble and only 15 re tinned* Navi

gational hazards and action by the British protective line of
mobile motor boats and anchored landing craft accounted for
the other nine* The surviving Marder made exaggerated claims
amounting to' twelve ships sunk or damaged but in fact only the
two minesweepers Oato and Magic were sunk.

A second attack was made during the night 8/9 July
by 21 Marder* The defence claimed to have siglited all of
them^ some several times over, from surface and aircraft in
the azea* The resulting attacks
one and none regained their base

was the sinking of the minesweeper lyiades and serious damage

them accounted for evezy
The only loss inflicted

ibid

(l )• The air sittings were by
(No* 3 Naval Fighter Wing)
spotting duties with anti*4£arder Patrols*
and 0800 hours on 9 July these aircraft sighted and
machine gunned seven Marder claiming the destruction of
at least one*

Seafires of No*26 Sqdn*
who were combining artillezy

Between 0600
o
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to the old cruiser which was scuttled nearby to form an

additional block ship in the breakwater off the Swoid. beach.

Further operations had to await the arrival of reinforoe-
About 30 Harder were expected on 17 July but werements.

delayed in transit with the result that the next attack did

not take place until the night of 2/3 August,
operation the enemy planned to throw in Linsen and Harder

simultaneously after a diversionary attack by the G.A.F, on

the anchorages.
Units the E-boats from Le Havre were to fire Daokel

torpedoes. ("I)

For this

To cover the retirement of the Small Battle

Twelve control and 20 explosive Linsen set out indepen
dently of 58 iViarder. The Daokel operation proved inpossible
as a Bomber Command air raid on Le Havre disorganised the

torpedo loading facilities and sunk or damaged four E-boats.

Only eleven controlled Linsen and 17 Harder returned. The

defence claimed to have destroyed 31 Linsen and 20 Harder. ̂2;
The shipping losses were the transports Fort Lao la Renge
(Br) - 7,131 and Samlong (Br) - 7,215 tons badly damaged and
the destroyer Quom, trawler Gairsay and Landing: Graft
Gun No«76^ sunk.

Another attack took place on the night 8/9 August when
12 control with 16 explosive Linsen left in three separate
groups to attack the anchorages. An alert defence destroyed
all the explosive and four of the control Linsen. No loss

was inouirred. On the next two nights only Daokel
and these scored several hits damaging four shipst
next attenpt was during the night I5/I6 Auigust.
planned to use 53 Harder but, owing to continuous thunder
storms with torrential rain and the inexperience of the

launchiiug parties, only eleven set out. Seven of these soon

retuimed because of the weather and the remaining foiir accom

plished notliing.

re fired

The:(!i
The enemy had

The last attack in the Normandy area was made during the

night 16/17 August by 42 Harder. Only 16 returned. The
defence claimed to have sunk 25 of which aircraft were credi
ted with six.(^)
Landing Graft Flak No,1 and the toipedoing of the already 

■

damaged and beached transport Iddesleigh.

The Iferdsr had been instructed to retuim after this

attack to Le Havre an the advancing units of the British Arny
prevented their return to Villers, On 18 August the Linsen
and Harder started to be withdrawn - the Linsen to Strassbourg

for transhipment to the south of France and the Harder to

Toumai in Belgium, A fresh Harder flotilla from Geimany
arrived at Eheims on 20 August but having insufficient range
to operate from Le Havre, the nearest launching place still in

German hands, they also were sent back to Belgim.

Their only success was the sinking of

(1) Deckel was the German name glvai to long range pattern running torpedoes
having a speed or only nine knots. They could be set to run straight for
some 16 miles and then either circle or traverse for a further 18 miles.
The total running time was about 34 hours. They were fired by E-boats soon
after dark from a position 15 miles westvjard of Le Havre on a conpass bearing
directed towards the Allied disembarkation beaches off the Ome River and
Courseulles,

Spitfires of No,132 Sqdn, (2nd T.A.P.) claimed to have sunk six of the Harder,
The transport Iddeslelgh (Br) - 5,205 tons, H.M, cruiser Frobisher, the mine
sweeper Vest^ and the repair ship (ex seaplane carrier) Albatross.
These were olalmed by Spitfires of Nos. 302 and 317 Sqdns, (aid. T.A.F.)

(2)
(3)

(4)
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On 21 August, a flotilla of 2hr Biber left GexmsLny by road
for Toiomai while a flotilla of Molch was due to leave for the

same destination on 29 Augiist. Sinoe the coastline between

Le Havre and Pecamp was xmsuitable for launching these craft,
it was decided to operate them from Fecamp harboizr and they
were started on the journey. In addition, a fresh flotilla
of Linsen left Germany bound for Fecamp but by the 30 August
the militaxy situation had so worsened that they were halted
in Brussels. For the same reason the orders for the Moloh

flotilla were cancelled.

The Biber flotilla reached Fecamp on 29 August after
having suffered some losses en route from low-level bombing
attacks. By the night of 30/31 Augiist, 22 had been put in
the water but through further loss and disorganisation by
bombing attacks only 1A set out for the Seine Bay. After

nine hours struggle against a strong wind and rough sea,
twelve returned without reaching the target area. The other

two effected nothing. After this single operation the Bibers

vrere withdrawn to Munohen - Gladbach, suffering heavy casual

ties from air attack on the way.

This marked the end of Small Battle Unit operations off
the French coast. Their subsequent activities were in the
Scheldt and southern North Sea area and Tid.ll be recounted in

a later chapter.

(iii) U-boat operations in the Ckiannel area - 1 July to
5 August

The U-boat Oommand v/as still in ignorance of the
situation in the Central Channel area. No information as to

the conditions had reached it since the arrival back in Brest

of U.621 on 23 June. According to dead reoknoning there should
have been ten schnorchel boats operating in the area on 1 July
but in default of any si,
heavy losses had oocvu?red
to be approaching the Channel from the Atlantic (U.678. U80
and 21-5) and those who had recently sailed f 270m Biscay ports
(U« 309 and 212) were ordered to make for or return to Brest,
No more were to be sent into the Central Channel until the

situation v/as cleai’er. As repeated radio orders to those
believed to be in the Funnel area had not been answered, the
five who had been there longest were instructed to return
immediately as it was only when their experiences
that a decision coxiLd be taken as to future sailings
far as the western Channel area was concerned the U-boat

Command noted that U,21l.' s report on arrival back in Brest on
1 July, having laid mines off Plymouth, showed that it was
q-uite possible to operate in that area. This was confirmed
by a signal from U.218 on 3 July that she was on her way back
after having laid her mines off Lands End.

gn^led reports it was f'eared that
d. ('•) Accordingly those boats knovai

we nown

As

B. d U.

War Diary
page 1-13

(1) In actual fact only U.671 and 7^3 were in the Funnel area,
and 590 were approaching it and U.98A had just left

it. See Map 18. U,269, 988, 767 and 1191 had been sunk,
U^_2 re-entered Brest on 4 July. U. 509 and 480 entered
Brest on 6 July,
Of the five so instructed, foirr had already been s\mlc
in footnote (l) and the fifth — U,984 — was on her return
passage.

as

(2)

(3)
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U»984 arrived back in Brest on if July and U.671 entered
Boulogne in a damaged state on 5 July, ) Arising from their
reports, the U-boat Command decided to resume sailings for the
Flannel area with orders incorporating all the most useful
points in their experiences. Disaster followed almost imme

diately though not directly as a result of this decision,
U,390 attacked convoy ETC,26 when almost mid-way between the
Isle of Wight and the Normandy beachhead on 4 July sinking
the Ringen (Nor.) - 1 ,499 tons but was then hunted, counter
attacked and soonk on 5 July by H,M, Ships Wanderer and Tavy,
U,678, who had not heard her recall signal, was sunk on 6 July
by H,M,S, Statice and H,M, Canadian ships Ottawa and Kootenay
about 25 miles southwest of Beachy Head after an abortive
attack on a convoy. U.^3. coming in from the Atlantic and
re-directed by signal to Brest, was sunk on the siorface in
daylight on 8 July by Sunderland h/10 Squadron in 4706n x 0640W.

There was little for the enemy to set off against this
triple loss, U,953 sank the A/S trawler Ganilly with convoy
EBC,30 some 30 miles N.E. of Cape Barfleior on 5 July and
escaped the subsequent hunt.(2) U.763 attacked convoy FTC,27
on the same day -when S,E. of Selsey Bill and sunk the

Glendenning (Br,) of 1,927 tons. She was, however, hunted for
the next 30 hoiors and repoarted 550 depth charge explosions.
She was not seriously damaged but v/as of course submerged all

this time, generally biomping along the bottom with frequent
evasive steering and subject to quite unknown tidal drifts. By
dawn of 7 July the hunt had lost her and, believing she had been
set tovmrds Alderney, she steered, still submerged, in a north
erly direction to clear this area of fierce tidal rips. How

ever, she bumped the bottom in ever shoaling water and towards

the evening came to periscope depth for a cautious look around.
She was siarprised to see land on three sides and bottomed
hastily until fully dark before ventiaring to sioorface. It was

then realised by the captain that he had unwittingly drifted

into Spithead roads. Bottom was once more sought and U.763
lay for 12 hours entirely lonmolested off St, Helens -while

making good her minor defects. She sjaent another 12 hoiars

still well inside the Nab Tower before extricating herself

•without being detected and started the retiorn joiomey. After

a lively trip -with many alarms, depth charges and bombs (some
very close on the 13th) she arrived back in Brest on 14 July,

Ibid pages 417
to 420

Admty,

C,B.04050M(7)

Log of U,763

Meantime, acting on the U-boat Command’s orders, U.212
741 and 672 sailed for the Foonnel

hazard now faced the U-boats. During the dark hours an Escort

Group now frequently moved in close off Brest, On the night
5/6 July the I2th Escort Group sighted and engaged a small

on 5 and 6 July. A newarea

(1) U,671 had reached the Flannel area from the Atlantic on

25 June without opposition by keeping much closer to the

English coast than the normal Biscay boat’s route.
Although sighting many targets she was invariably out of

position for attack,
charged and damaged when 22 miles S.W. of Beachy Head by
a group of suiface craft and, still harried, made off
slowly towards Boiologne where she arrived 5 July,
U, 953 remained in the Funnel area without being able to

attack until 11 July when she fired torpedoes at  a convoy
about 30 miles S.S. of the Isle of Y/ight,
made and she started her return jouamey the same day
arriving back in Brest on 22 July - a distance of only
240 miles in 11 daysl

On 2 July she was heavily depth

No hits were

(2)
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oonvoy right in the Goulet de Brest* This consisted of B«212
and 741 escorted on the surface by fotir patrol boats,
tvvo U-boats escaped damage but 'VP.715 “ 450 tons was sunk and
another was beached. As a result of this attack, two non-

sohnorchel U-boats were maintained on patrol at the outer end

of the swept channel from Brest,
by day and were on shallow diving patrol at night ready to
surface and attack either on W/T signal from the shore radar
station control or if hearing hydrophone evidence of an

approaching enemy surface force. Nothing was ever effected
by them.

The

They remained on the bottom

B. d U.

War Diary
Page 429

After U,95^ had started homeward on 11 July, there were
no U-boats in the Pvmnel area until U,212 arrived on 14 Jiily.
She remained a week without effecting anything and on 21 July
was sunk by H.M, ships Curzon and Ekins to the south of

Brighton, U.741 had a chapter of accidents. On 12 July she

ran into some sweep wires in mid-Channel to the north of

Cherbourg in which she broke her junping wire and fouled her

port propeller. A day and a half later when sohnorohelling
by night further eastward she had a collision with an uniden

tified surface vessel which put the sohnorchel and both peri-
scoioes out of action. She made for Le Havre in blinded con

dition v/hich she entered on 16 July, U.672 was attacked on

18 Juily when south of Start Point by H.M«S. Balfour, She

was so badly damaged that the captain surfaced during the

night 18/l9th and abandoned ship into dinghie
were picked up intact by our A.S.R, launches dixring 19 July.
It is of interest that survivors reported that it had taken
12 days to reach this position from St. Nazaire -  a distance
of only 350 miles.

Another batch of U-boats (U^JOg, 62^1 and 27^ left Brest
on the 14, 15 aud 16 July respectively. The first of these

to arrive in the Funnel area was U.309 on 19 July followed by
N*621 on 23 July, The foimer had no incidents on passage.
She missed with toipedoes at a convoy north of Cape Barfleur
on 20 July, pushed on eastwards but finding no traffic returned
to 5OOON X OI3OI/T by 23 Jxily, Late on 24 July she attacked
oonvoj’- PTI€,47 but only succeeded in damaging the Samnera
(Br.) - 7,219 tons,
owing to exhaustion amongst the crew and after another unevent

ful joxnney re-entered Brest on 3 August,

N»621 averaged 40 to 50 miles per 24 hours on passage.
Two days after arrival in the Pimnel area she missed with tor

pedoes at a convoy north of Cape. Barfleur, During 26 July she
had continual trouble with the sohnorohel with drastic drops in
air pressure inside the boat resulting in fiequent fainting
casualties amongst the crew. Late on 29 July she attacked
and sank H.M.S, Prince Leopold (a landing ship infantiy type of

■ 2,938 tons) and early on 30 July she hit and damaged the
Agoanius (Br,) - 10,048 tons, both to the northeast of Cape
Barfleiir, Remaining in this area she saw nothing until
2 Allgust when she missed at a south bound convoy and had
another miss the following day at another southbound convoy.
During the whole period 23 July to 3 August she logged numerous
depth charge attacks, some being from aircraft, but she suf
fered no serious damage. She started the return journey on
the 4th and re-entered Brest On 11 August,

U»275 had an uneventful passage until 1600 hours on
25 July when she was suddenly attacked by a surface vessel
16 miles N,W, of Alderney, Tfell placed depth charge

This crews.

On 25 July she started the return journey

Log of U.74I

Adraty,
aB.04050A4(7)

Log of U.309

See Map 21

Log of U,621
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e3q)losions oontinued mtil midnight after whioh her attaoker
shaken off but much damage had resulted to the schnorohel,

periscopes, main motors, batteiy and the rudder mechanism.
She struggled eastward but was again depth charged on 27 July.
She was then in a parlous state, unable to sohnorchel, battery
nearly empty and not daring to surface because of oontinxoal

She there-

was

hydrophone evidence of siirfaoe craft aromd her.

Log of U.275

fore lay on the bottom during adverse tides and drifted east
ward when they were favourable. This oontinued until early
morning 1 August when she surfaced sometime before daylight
with a coupletely run down batteiy and very foiol air in the

boat. She hoped she was somewhere off the mouth of the Somme.

She managed to get in two hours charging before having to dive
at dawn. Y/ith this last kick in the batteiy and aided by

oiorrent drifting she managed to crawl into Boulogne at 0045
ho\irs on 2 August.

On 22 and 23 July three more U-boats left Biscay ports
all for operations in the westena part of the Channel. U,^_1_4
v/as to lay mines off Start Point but was sunk off this head
land on 26 July by H.M.S. Cooke before being able to do so.

y,333, was to talce tp a patrol between the Lizard and the Soilly
Islands but was sunk southwestward of the Soillies on 3'1 July

by H.ii. ships Starling and Loch Killin. U.667 was to patrol
from Lands End vp to Trevose Head off the North Cornish coast

and was the only one to reach and complete her mission. More
of her in a later section.

U.671. having completed repairs in BoulogneCO left for
the Funnel area on 26 July. She was sunk on 4 August by H.M.
ships. Stayner and Wensleydale when southwestward of Be achy
Head having effected nothing.

U.984 left Brest on 26 July on her third trip to the
Punnei area followed on the 2 and 3 August by U.413 and ifBO
while U.741» after refit in Le Havre, put out on  3 August for
the northern part of the Seine Bay,

There we v/ill leave the situation as for 5 August with

U, 984 and 741 in the Punnei area, U, 621 abreast Lyme Bay
retviming to Brest, U.413 and 480 rounding the Brest peninsula,
U, 667 nearing the North Cornish coast and U.756 having jxist
left Lorient bound for Lands End,

(iv) Air operations against U-boats in the Channel and
Biscay areas

The U-boat experiences in the Channel area have been
given in some detail in the previous section and illustrate the

growing success of counter-action by sxirface forces (seven sunk
and three badly damaged) and the absence of damage or kills by
the air patrols. However, the constant presence of the latter

oontiniAed to play a large part in restricting the mobility and
exliausting the crews of U-boats but the ultra cautious almost

continuous diving tactics gave few opportunities for air

attacks. Between 1 July and 5 Augiast inclusive, nine
individual U-boats were sighted by the air patrols in the

(l) The small dockyard at Boulogne was not capable of oanying
out the repairs to U.671 and the Plag Officer U-boats west

had sent a detachment of 30 specialist workmen overland
from St, Nazaire to do this work.
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(3hannel and S.W, Approaches, several of them more than onoe but

in eveiy case, except when surfaced at night under close escort

off Brest, the sighting was momentary and gave no positive
even of them.point of aim for :th0 attacks which were made on s

No damage Tiras inflicted in any of tlie attacks. ('*)

Slightly better conditions obtained in the Bay and down

the Biscay coast. Here the air patrols working close off the
coast located U-boats at night on the surface and occasionally
even in daylight but acoiurate attacks were often in5)ossible
because the U-boats still had their surface craft escorts wiio

put up concentrated and accurate flak. Ten individual U-boats

were sighted and seven of them were attacked, again more than
once in some oases. U.^J making for Brest from the Atlantic

was, as previously mentioned, sunk on 8 J\i3y by Sunderland
li/^0 Squadron. On 11 July. U.1222 returning from overseas
was sunlc in daylight while sohnorchelling by Sunderland P/201
Squadron,
damaged,(2)

The other five who were attacked were not

Mines laid by R,A,F, aircraft claimed one victim. U.A13j
a non-schnorchel boat returning to harbour after  a patrol at
the end of the Brest swept channel, detonated a mine just out
side the net barrage on 14 July, She capsized and was a
total loss.

The flying hours on the Cork patrols were not so high as
in June in spite of the deployment of eight American search
light fitted Liberators
Wing at Dunkeswell.CS/
scale of flying effort called for in the Northern Transit
was held to justify the detachment half way through July of
Nos. 206 and 120 Liberator squadrons from Nos, 19 and 15 Groups
respectively to the north of Scotland,

from Norway were detailed for passage round to the English
Channel or the Biscay ports, the operations in the Northern
Transit area for July and onvirards are recounted separately as
they bore no relation to the support for Overlord,

from Morocco to the U.S.N. Liberator

Tliis was because the increasing
area

As no more U-boats

(1)
U-boat Sights Attacks Conditions at sighting

U.953
U.763
U.218 M/L
U.212

U.672
U.309

U,621
! U.989
' U.618

2 1 Schnorchelllng both times
Surfaced under escort off Brest

Periscope once - Conning tower once
Schnorchelllng both times
Schnorohel once - Periscope once
When actually diving a long way

away

Periscope once - Schnorchel once
Surfaced under escort off Brest
Surfaced off Brest - Shot dovm
L7L Well, J/172 Squadron

1 1
2 2

2 1
2 1
1 0

2 2

1 0
2 2

i

(2) U-boat Sights Attacks Conditions at sighting

« U,602-
U,243

« U.518
U,1222
U.963

Unidentified

1 0 Conning tower a long way avay
Surfaced and sunk
Surfaced

Sclinorchelllng and sunk
Surfaced under escort
Surfaced under escort

3 3
1 1
1 1

1 1
1 0

U/B

U.107
•» U,673
I* U,170

U.736

2 2 Surfaced under escort
Surfaced under escort

Surfaced - A/c had no bombs left
Surfaced

1 1
1 0

1 1

* “ Boats on mid-Atlantic or overseas missions.
(3) These were from Ho.1l4 U,S.N. S/L Liberator Squadron. In the continued

absence of U-boat activity In the Gibraltar area, the American authorities
made this offer which was gratefully accepted by Coastal Command,
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Although fevrer ho\irs were flown, the Cork was pushed fur

ther into the Channel and, in the ahsenoe of any Gi,A«P.
fighter interference, the Avenger squadrons in No.16 Group were
relieved of coastal convoy support in favour of anti-U-boat
patrols in the Central Channel and operations close off the
northeast coast of Prance, More attention was given by No. 19
Group to the Biscay area, particularly inshore along the coast
between Brest and La Pallice. These modifications

reflected in an analysis of the July flying figures

(v) Plans for the redistribution of Coastal Command squadrons

As July progressed it was realised that the imminent
breakout of the Allied armies from the landing area would force

the evacuation of the Biscay U-boat bases in the near future

leaving only the Norwegian ports from which to operate U-boats,
A drastic redistribution of A/U squadrons was therefore not far

away. Plans to this end, which had been provisionally dis

cussed at the end of Jme, were prepared in more detail in

conjunction with the Admiralty during July, Early in August
a tentative revised Order of Battle was agreed to whereby
No, 18 Group was to be very substantially reinforced both in

A/U and anti-ship squadrons,
transference to Coastal Command of several airfields in

Scotland with much alteration and addition to their

equipment.

.m

This proposal entailed the

H.Q,C.C. 0,R.B.
Apps, Nos, 332,
333, 336 and 337

ibid

Nos. 399 to h02

Ibid

NosJjS/t, ISS
and 1)87,

On 10 August, after discussion and agreement with the
Admiralty and Air Ministry, the A,0,C,-in-0, issued a new

directive governing the enployment of Coastal Command in what

was called the second phase of Operation Overlord,
this memorandum foresaw an early re-orientation of the U-boat

War frcan the Biscay to the Norwegian area,
expected that a few U-boats would still be stationed in the

S.W, Approaches, there might be a renev/ed offensive against
our Atlantic convoys.
Admiralty had agreed to a more southerly routeing of ocean

convoys so as to come within easy reach of air cover from the
Azores,

traffic through the Northern Transit area and the main burden

would consequently be transferred from No,19 to No.18 Groxp,

Briefly

While it was

If this should materialise the

In any case there was bound to be far more U-boat

ibid

No.488

(1) Eff, hours A/C DaiiuTask Sights Attacks. 3unliTotal

Hours lost

4Il,9i)4

1,198 N
2,522 L/L

79Day 9,280

Night ( 788 N
(  2,257 L/L

Western and

Central Channel

(Cork patrols) 3 N 2 N

2 L/L 3 L/L 2 L/L

8 5 2Day 2,060

Night ( 500 N
(  387 L/L

3,912

m N
598 L/L

2

Bay of Biscay
Patrols 4 N 4 N

lj81 613 1Coastal convoy
cover In S.W,

appro aclies

Day

183 N
16 L/L

Night ( 135 N
(  16 L/L

163 210coastal convoy
cover In

E. Channel

Day

1211,984

Night ( 1,423 N I 2,224 N
( 2,660 L/L '3,136 L/L 2 L/Lj 3 L/L

16,679 177Day

7 N

2

Analysed
Total 6 N

2 L/L

16,067 j2^039 1 9 ! 27 220Flat Total
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the A.O.C, of which would be responsible for the direction of

all air A/[J operations in the Northern Area and under whom
would be placed the control of the R,A,P, in Iceland.

It was not expected that the transfer of U-boat effort
to Norwegian bases would take place overnight and in the
interim period there would have to be temporary re-adjustments
in Group strengths as necessity might dictate. The appen
dices to this Directive gave the tasks in detail which were

allocated to all Coastal Command Groups and an ultimate Order

of Battle, In tliis latter it was envisaged that No, 18 Group
would have six Liberator, two Halifax, four Sunderland, one

and a half Catalina and four L/L Wellington squadrons. No. 15
Group to have one Liberator and two Sunderland squadrons.
R.A,E, Iceland to have one Liberator and one Can^ian Canso
squadron leaving No,19 Group with three U,S,N, Liberator
squadrons, one Sunderland and one L/L V/ellington squadron.ibid

Similarly a redistribution of the anti-ship squadrons was

foreshadowed as soon as the military advance into Belgium had
oonpelled the eneny to evacuate the northeastern coastline of
Prance. This amounted to the move of two Beaufighter and one
Mosquito squadron to No,18 Group leaving five Beaufighter
squadrons in No. 16 Group and only one squadron of Mosquiitos in
No,19 Group,

Changes were also made in the number and disposition of
the P.A.A, squadrons on loan to Coastal Command, Only one
Avenger squadron was to be retained in No. 19 Group. The
existing three in No, 16 Group would remain but it might be
necessary to ask the Admiralty for Swordfish squadrons to
operate inshore north of Ireland and Scotland if U-boats
appeared close off these coasts.

In the event, this redeployment was gradual and was not
conplete until the end of September, Por instance, although
No, 311 Liberator Squadron moved up from Cornwall to Scotland
on 4 Auigust, it was not till well on in the month that No,58
Halifax and No,40? L/L Wellington squadrons did so, Duuring
August the builk of Coastal Command's strength was still in
the south,

(vi) The evacuation of the Biscay U-boat bases

See Orders of Battle

for 1 September
In Appendix I,

Prom early August the whole U-boat war picture started to
change. On 1 Auigust the U-boat Command gave orders that,
owing to the Allied military break-outs into Prance from the
invasion landing area, all U-boats in overseas patrol billets
were to start home with sufficient fuel and food to enable a

return direct to Norway if found necessary. On 2 August the
U-boats at sea in the Channel area were instructed to start
their return with enough fuel to reach Bordeaux as unfavourable
military developments might preclude the uise of the northern
Biscay ports in a short time. On 4 August, the returning
U,j6£i was told to make for La Pallice instead of Brest, On
6 August the headquarters of the U-boat Command West was moved
from Brest to La Rochelle and the following general order
was promuilgated:-

The advance into Brittany by the American Army has
necessitated a transfer of U—boats and this requiresi —

(a) All possible efforts to fit every U-boat with  a Sohnorchel,

B, d U,

War Diary
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(b) Those unable to be fitted in Brest, Lorient and
St. Nazaire to transfer as soon as possible to La Pallioe and

Bordeatnc and to take with them sjjare U-boat crews and the

skilled doolcyard workers,

(c) All schnorohel parts not needed in the northern ports
to be transferred to La Pallioe or Bordeaux,

(d) U—boats which, owing to lack of complete schnorohels in

La Pallice and Bordeaux, cannot be adapted were to be paid
off and the crews, after filling any vacancies in operational
boats, m\xst be sent home to Germany,

(e) All trained U-boat personnel not absolutely necessary on

the spot must be sent home to Germany,

(f) Before transferring to the south, all U-boats were to

fill to capacity with fuel.

There followed from 7 AiJgust an increasing stream of

U-boats from Brest, Lorient and St. Nazaire bound for
La Pallioe and Bordeaux. Pour left on the 7th, one on the

8th, three on the 9th, one on the 10th, three on the 11th, two
on the 13th and one on 16 Augtist, During the same period
U.76A, 989. 2^and 218 left Brest and U.385 left St. Nazaire,
all bound for operations in the Channel.

ibid

See Map 23

Such an exodus was not unexpected by the Allied Command
and from late in July the patrol aireas of surface escoart

groiips and No. 19 Garoup A/Q aircraft had been gradually moved
down towards the lie de Re off La Pallice and covering all the

The escort groups (1st, 2nd,
re augmented from early in August by cruisers
while the air forces were increased by the

coastal stretch from Brest,

11th and 12th)
and destroyers

re-deployment back to No.19 Group of Nos.236 and 4DA
Beaufighter squadrons from No,16 Group,
re—inforcements were primarily against the eneny surface craft

expected to be involved in the German transfers and subsequent
evacuation.

(T1

Both these

Action started on A August and during the remainder of

the month many enemy craft and U-boats were sighted and

attacked both by the air and surface forces,
clironologioal list of the main events and successes,
references include No,19 Group 0,R,3, appendices, Admty,
C,B.0A050//dt- (8) and B. d U. War Diary.

A chronology of events during the evacuation of Biscay ports*,.-

A Bomber Command raid on Paullac on the
River Gironde sank the M class mine-

sTf/eepers M.271 and 323, the Sperrbrecher
146, the patrol craft VP.725 and the traw
ler La Mailleraye - 490 tons.

There follows a

The

4 Aug.

(1) This addition was mder the heading of Operation Kinetic,
The Home Fleet cipiisers Diadem and Bellona were provided

together with the destroyers Ashanti, Tartar, Haida,
Iroquois, Ursa, Ctasl.ow. and Piorun.
the cruiser Mauritius was added as well as the 3rd and

15th Escort Groups.

SECRET
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Right 5/6 Aug, attacked a small southboundPoi^ee

oonvoy 32 miles S*3*W, of St. Nazaire and
sank two coasters, the Bookelo - 200 tons
and Otto 217 tons and the e soorts M.263.
M.4B6 and TP.414.

F»M« 6 Aiog. Beaufighters of No. 236 Sqxiadron sunk the
coaster Jupiter - 836 tons off Les Sables
d'Olonne.

U.736. en route to patrol off Lands End
was sunk west of Belle lie by H.M.S.
Loch Killin.

A wing strike (Nos. 236 and 404 Squadixins)
sighted fovir M class minesweepers south
of St. Nazaire and sank them all (M.366»
367, ̂ 8 and 438) for the loss of P/W
Squadron.

Halifaxes D and A/38 Squadron sank
Sperrbrecher 134 - 997 tons off Lorient.
HbMk.S. Bellona bombarded the radar

station on Belle He, H.M.C.S.

St. Laurent was missed by a Do. 217
glider bomb attack to the west of
Lorient.

P»M. 8 Aug.

Natvirally, numerous reports reached the U-boat West
Command of the increased activity of British surface forces
off the coast. Three U-boats, allnon-schnorohel, on passage
southward (U»260. 6O8 and 981) received orders to form Group
Puohse and operate against them. Nothing came of this effort
and two of the boats were sunk within the next three days.

Poroe 26 was msuccessfiiLly attacked by
enemy aircraft. Mosquitos of No,233
Squadron shot down two and damaged two
more Do.217.s,

U.,6QS.was sunk west of La Pallice by
L/L Liberator C/33 Squadron and H.M.S.
Wren

P.M, 9 Aug.

10 Auig. Air raid by Bomber Command on La Pallioe,

Sperrbrecher 16 - 3*483 tons and a tug
sunk.

Night 10/11 Ai;ig. U.385. bound for the Punnel area,
sunk west of La Pallice by Sunderland
P/46I Squadron and H.M.S. Starling.

was

11 Aug. A heavy air raid on Brest, in which
extensive damage was done to biiildings,
failed to penetrate the U-boat shelters.
An equally heavy raid on Bordeaux
obtained nine to twelve d^.reot hits on

the U-boat pen roof but did no damage
to U-boats inside,

M.27 sunk on a mine in the mouth of the
Gironde,

(1) Porce 26 - Cruiser BeIlona with destroyers Tartar,
Ashanti. Haida and Iroquois.
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Night il/l2 Aufr. U,981 damaged cm a mine outside
La Pallice and was then attacked and

sunk by Halifax P/502 Squadron,
vors picked up by U.509*
Owing to failiire in recognition, L/L
Liberator 0/224 Squadron was shot down
'by H.M.S. Onslow - no survivors.

A Vifing strike (Nos. 2.y
together with Force 28
Sperrbrecher 7 - 7,097 tons and Mj42i4
off the Ile’d'Oleron for the loss of two
aircraft.

The 12th Escort Group engaged three
small patrol craft to the south of Brest
approaches and drove two ashore on fire,
A strike by Mosquitoes of Nos, 235
248 Squadrons sank the escort craft
M, 370 and ¥P.410 in the mouth of the
Gironde river for the loss of tv/o
aircraft.

Survi-

d 2434 Squadrons
if

)
sank

12 Aug,

By this time the operations of British surface forces
along the coast down to the lie d*01eron had out the enemy's
coastv/ise communications and the strongpoints in Brittany were

isolated from the south as well as from the east.

Army H.Q, requested Nav&l Gi-oup Yfest to somehow maintain sup
plies of ammunition. Rather unwillingly, two U—boats v/ere
detailed for this task from La Pallioe to go to Brest but cer

tainly not to St. Malo as expected by the 1st Army H.Q,
U..445 and 6^0 pnt to sea vm.th cargoes of amnumiition on

12 August but after being attacked from the air and harried by
surface forces for five days they put into Lorient on

17 August and the task was abandoned.

Night 12/13 A\rg.

The German

U.27O, en route Lorient to La Pallice,
sunk by Sunderland A/46I Squadron,

A Wing strike (Nos, 236 and 404
Squadrons) sunk Sperrbreohers 5 and 6
(5,339 and 6,128 tons respectivelyToff
Royan in the mouth of the Gironde and
followed it up on 14 August by sinking
FG.05 (Harbour Defence craft) in the
same position.

Another air raid on Brest by Bomber

Command destroyed M,444. M.4OOI. VP»72J_
and the merchant sressel Sudetenland -

11,309 tons.
Air laid mines in the approaches to
La Pallice accounted for VP,605 and

M.Zt463 (auxiliary minesweeper)

On this day the U-boat Command signalled all the large
Type IX boats ’who were on return passage from overseas patrols
to proceed direct to Norway,

was

Aug.

14 Aug.

(1) Force 28 - Cruiser Diadem with destroyers Onslow and
Piorun
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U« 618, on passage Brest to La Pallloe,
sunk by L/L Liberator G/53 Squadron

and ships of the 3rd Esoort Group in
4722N X 0439W.

Poroe 27'"*/ intercepted three vessels in
company to the N.Vf, of La Pallice and
sunk them all,

Sperrbreoher 157 - 935 tons and the
coaster Banka - 249 tons,

M.T.B.s, working outside Brest, sank
VP.720,

was

They were M, 385 ,

15 Aug.

17 Aug, Auixiliaiy minesweeper U,U201 sank on a
mine off Le Verdon at the entrance to

the River Gironde,

U.107, on passage Lorient to La Pallice,
was suck whilst sohnorohelling by
Sunderland Vif/201 Squadron.
U»621. on passage Brest to La Pallice,
was sunk by ships of the 11th Esoort
Group,

On 18 August, three days after the Allied landings in
the south of Prance, Hitler ordered the evacuation of south

and southwest Prance including the coastal batteries south of
the River Loire,

Admiral Sohirlitz,

of the Gironde river were strengthened with guns and personnel
from the coastal forces, many vessels of which were paid off
and scuttled,

held as long as possible were:-

18 Aug,

La Pallioe became a fortress under Vioe-

Tiiis and the fortified area at the mouth

The so called fortresses which were to be

- Personnel ^8,000 of whom 15,000 were naval
- Personnel 27,000 of whom 9>000 were naval

St, Hazaire - Personnel 28,000 of whom 10,700 were naval
La Pallioe

Gironde

Brest

Lorient

*- Personnel 14,000 of whom 5>500 were naval
- Personnel 8,900 of whom 2,770 were naval

Such was the intensity of the air and surface patrols between
Brest and the Gironde that U-boats making the 100 to 200 mile
passage from northern to southern ports were, when not suinic
outright, taking seven, eight and even nine days to do the
trip. By 16 Augiist the American advance into western Prance
had reached the outskirts of Brest, Lorient and St, Nazaire
and it became evident to the U-boat Ooramand that  a general
evacuation of all seaworthy U-boats must start immediately,
U»548, still en route from Lorient to Bordeaux, was on
16 August told to proceed direct to Norway. She was fo2
on 17 August by U,993 from Brest and U,190 from Lorient,

that there were altogether
It was believed by the

U-boat Conmiand that seven others were still on passage from
northern ports (in fact five of these
still at sea would, on reaching port, only receive essential

llowe

.(2)
d

The situation on 20 August w^
30 U-boats still in Biscay ports,(3)

sunk). Thosewere

(1) Force 2? •• Cruiser Mauritius with destroyer Ursa aad Iroquois.
(2) In order to spilt the Allied A/u defences and to take attention off the

projected stream of Biscay U-boats en_.route for Norway, Admiral Doenltz
had Instructed the Norway IHboat Command to send sclinorchel fitted boats
to various inshore positions In the Northern Area, Seven such boats were
eti route to billets In the North Charmel, off Reykjavik, In the North Minch
and Moray Firth.

(3) Brest - 2, Lorient - U plus 2 paid off.
La Pallloe - 7 plus 1 paid off.

St. Nazaire - 4 plus 1 paid off.
Bordeaux - 7 plus 2 paid off.
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repairs and fuel sufficient for the passage to Norway,
the 24 seaworthy U-boats in port, those whioh were of the

large Type IX class and those Type VII,s who could only be
fitted Vifith makeshift schnorohel were to proceed direct to

Norway, Battlewortt^r Type VII, s woxold take up inshore bil
lets in the .North Channel or Bristol Channel/Lizard area v/here
they were to operate for 10 to 14 days after which they were
to go on round to Norway, The Bristol Channel was chosen
because, once again, the U-boat Command was in ignorance of
the situation in the Funnel area. The last firm information

had come from U«_6.21 who ariived back in Brest on 11 August,
She had reported veiy intense air and surface activity,
spite of more requests to the eight boats believed to be in

the Seine Bay/lsle of ?/ight area for situation reports,
nothing had been received. It was known from intercepted
B.B.C, broadcasts that two or possible three of these boats

had been sunlc and ooii5)lete uncertainty as to the scale or

scope of the opposition decided the Command to send no more

U-boats up the English Channel, The Bristol Channel area was

confirmed as holding good promise by a signal on 22 August
from U»667 returning from this area and claiming successful
attacks against shipping off North Gonwall.

A general exodus followed and by the end of August eight
active patrols either in the Bristol
Three 1,600 ton U-Kreutzer left for

the Indian Ocean and eight Type IX. s and VII,s were proceeding
direct to Norv/ay lea^d-ng seven seaworthy U-boats still in port.

Meantime-the British air and surface forces continued to

scour the coastal waters of the Bay and further successes were

obtained.

Of

In

Type \UCI«s had left f
or North Channels, )

or

See Map 24

A V/ing strike (Nos, 236 and 404
Squadrons) sank VP.U09 and M.A214 in the
roadstead of Les Sables d'Olomae,

U,984. returning from the Funnel area,
was sxjnk to the westoard of Ushant by

the 11th Escort Group.

20 Aug.

Mosquitoes of Nos. 235 and 248 Squadron
sank M,292 off Le Verdon.

21 Auig,

U.180, bound for the Indian Ocean, sank
on a mine just outside the Gironde,

22 Aug.

Night 22/2'j Apg, Porxje 27, sv/eeping up from Belle lie to
Brest engaged a flotilla of patrol craft
and sank the lot. They were VP,702.
7_14^ 7_1I, Zia, 721, m. and 7J0,
was the 7th Patrol Flotilla on its way
from Brest to St, Nazaire,

This

A 'i^''ing strike (Nos, 236 and A04
Squadrons) sank the destroyer Z,2A and
torpedo boat T,2A off Le Verdon.
U.A45. en route for Norway, was sunk by
H.M.S, Louis to the southwest of Penmaroh
Poit^.

24 Aug.

("^) N.262, 758, Z14.and 2AZ to the Lizard/Bristol Channel
U,963> 309. 985 and 933 to the North Channel

area
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U.667. returning after a nine day patrol
off North Cornwall, sank on a mine close
off La Pallioee

Heavy air raids on Brest by Bomber and
U.S.A.A.P. Commands destroyed:-
Sperrbreohers 1_,_4» 135^ *162 and 180
totalling 23,477 tons,Aux. minesweepers
M,A04C. M,4C25 and 4-000.
Harbour Defence craft FB.02. FB« 05«

FB»06 and FBoJ_6,
Coaster type vessels Ibis - 208 tons and
J.A.Essberger -* 739 tons*

25. 26 and

27.

Some more information came to the U-boat Command via intercep

ted B.B.O, radj.o news broadcasts regarding the loss in recent
weeks of five U-boats in the Channel area,

the long passage in front of them on top of a harassing time

in the Channel, instructions were signalled to those still
believed to be alive in this area to start their Journey round

to Norway forthwith.

Having regard to

During the last few days of August the air sweeps down
the Biscay coast saw little shipping and it was apparent that

enecy operations at sea had come to an end, '
were maintained but the stream of U-boats proceeding out

through the Bay were all sohnorohel f itted and bent on self
eff aoement.

The A/tr patrols

Only two sightings were obtained after the
See Map 24

22 August and, vd.th the exception of U«A4-5 sunk by Louis

on 24 August, none were damaged thro\;ighout their long trek to
Norway,

Conclusion

Thus ended the long story of the enemy occupation of the

Biscay ports which had started in July 1940. Except for

Brest which was occupied on 19 September 1944> the isolated
fortresses held out till the end of the war by which time any
war vessels and merchant ships in the harbours had been

scuttled. The remaining seven seaworthy U-boats left on

various dates for Norway, the last one being U»267 from

St. Nazaire on 23 September. All reached Norwegian ports
unscathed late in October.

The immunity from damage on this Journey by a total of 22
U-boats from Biscay ports and nine direct fax^m the Channel and
S.W, Approaches is notewortl:y and mxist be credited mainly to
Schnorohel thoxigh some relief was obtained from the appearance
in various northern inshore positions of the Norwegian based
schnorohellers which diverted much flying effort from the
transit route,

inshore U-boat campaign which became such a feature of the
U-boat war thenceforward to the end of the war.

be noted, however, that the U-boat Command regarded these
inshore operations as a stop-gap until such tin® as the
prefabricated Type XXI and If alter boats were provided to once
mo3re challenge the Allied convoys in the open Atlantic.

This diversion may be held to initiate the

It shotild
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The August flying hours in the Bay area and results are

given in the tables below!-

At-ITI-U-BOAT OPERATIONS

A/0 Dam*SunkSights AttacksTotal hrsEff, lurs.

lost

7 1+1 sh.6,6293,482 3 15Day

6 N 2+1 sh.

1  sh.

12 N

4 L/t
753 N 1,525 N 2 N

1,102 lAI 1,789 lA 4 lA
Night

3 lA

16 3 + 3 sh.Total I 5,337 ^9,943 9 31

ANTI-SHIPPING OPEEivTIONS

A/0 Merchantmen

sun

War vessels

Slink

No. of

Attacks

Sorties

Despatched lost

3 - 1,34717 - 30,817278 17572

plus 28 by
A/U aircraft

Other enemy shipping sunk in this area was:

Merchant

No. Tons

WarAuthor

No. Tons

66613- 7,336

6 - 1,996

21 - 34,163

3 -Naval forces at sea

7685 -Mines

8 - 23,720Air raids

(vii) The final U-boat patrols in the Channel area -

August "[944

'.'/hile the evacuation of Biscay ports was taking place,
the U-boats in the Channel had their most successful month,

limited though this was. Regarding the western edge of the

Channel area, U,736 had left St. Nazaire on 5 August bound for

a Lands End patrol but on 6 August she was sunk westv/ard of

Belle lie by H.M.3, Loch Killin leaving only U.667 in the
Lands End/Trevose Head area. This boat had arrived on patrol
on 7 August and on the next day attacked convoy EBC.66 to the
north of Trevose Head sinking the Ezra Y/eston (U.S.) -

7,176 tons and the Canadian corvette Regina*
subsequent hunt,

stretch of coast and though during the next nine days some 285
dajr and 130 night hours were flown over her, she was only
sighted once momentarily by Sunderland A/461 Squadron, on
16 August. Hovrever, she could effect nothing further her
self and T/as recalled to Prance late on the same day.

left the patrol on 17 August and on the 22nd when westward of

Ushant she reported her success to the U-boat Conanand.
arrived off La Pallice, her port of destination, on
25 August and foundered on a mine in the approaches to the
harboirr.

She escaped the

Special air patrols were directed to this

She

She

Regarding the Punnel area. During the first part of
August a grovifing number of U-boats were arriving and by the
14th ho less than eight were oiierating in the Channel,
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These were U.984j 7y_, 411, 480, 764 and 275 actually in the

Funnel with U,1^85 advancing up Channel and U,218 proceeding
towards Start Point to lay mines. None had, as yet, sunk any

Allied siiipping.

On 15 August U.741 attacked one of two convoys near each
other about 40 miles southeast of St. Catherines Point.

H.M.S. Orchis, part of the escort to convoy PTC,68, saw the

explosion of a toipedo which sank L,C.I,99 in the other convoy
about four miles away. After firing, U.741 went to the bottom

but soon after she was located by the Orchis and svink.

On the same day the U-boat Command signalled all U-boats
operating in the Channel to return to Norway direct on complet
ion of their patrol time ex:oept for U.. 984 who, having insuf

ficient fuel for the passage, was recalled to Prance imme

diately, She started back on 16 August having sunk nothing
duiring her eleven days in the Pijnnel area, (1)

See Map 25

On 19 Axigust, ,U,_48Q. sank the St. Enogat (Br)  - 2,360 tons
out of convoy ETC,72 and on 20 August U.764 sank the Coral

(Br) - 638 tons out of convoy PTC,73, both attacks taking place
about 28 miles southeast of St, Catherines Point, Further to

the east on the same d^ay H,M, ships Wensleydale, Forester and

Vidette located and sank U,413. some 25 miles south of Beachy
Head, She had achieved no success after ten days in this area.

U»480 followed up her previous success by sinking the
minesweeper Loyal ty on the 22nd, the Fort Yale (Br) - 7,134
tons on the 23rd and the Orminster (Br) - 5,712 tons on the
25 August, In no case was she harmed by any counter-action
and it is of interest that this boat was one of the first to

be coated with rubber against asdic echoes.

U,989 attacked and damaged the Louis Kossuth (U,S.) -

7,176 tons on the 23rd and sank the Aslrniun J. Clough (Br) -
1,791 tons out of convoy EBC,82 on 26 August, Meanwhile U,21_8
had laid mines off Start Point by 17 August and started her

Journey round to Norway, U.275, after a blank six days
between Beaohy Head and St, Catherines, left for Norway on

21 August, U,92, the last boat to be directed ip Channel, had
left Brest on the 16th and arrived in the Funnel area on

23 August, She achieved no sinkings and started for Norway
about 27 August. By the end of August all the survivors were

clearing the Y/estem Channel en route for Norway leaving only
U,247 on patrol off the Lizard vhere she had Just arrived.

See Map 24

At Appendix IV is given a diagram showing the dates
between which individual U-boats operated in the Funnel area,
anj'" successes they achieved there and their passage times to
and from the central Channel or the date of their destruction

in the area.

Once again the honours for U-boat destruction in the
Channel area had gone to the surface forces. The air patrols
in this area and the S,W. Approaches had sighted only three of

the U-boats traversing these waters. They were U.764 bound

(1) As recomted in the previous section, U,28,4. was sunk when
rounding Ushant on her return Joirmey by the 11th Escort
Croup on 20 August,

(2) Her captain certainly attributed his escape from counter
attack to this rubber coating.
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up Channel on 7 AugTJstj U,621 returning on 8 August and U»92
bound up Channel on 1o August. Their other sightings were

onoe each on U«766 and UjJ^ just after having left Brest en

route for southern ports. Two attacks only vz-ere made and

neither inflicted damage. No further sightings were obtained

after 16 August, It is true that only 14 U-boats aotuaJ-ly
traversed the area during August but an expenditure of nearly
11,000 flying hours^ ) to obtain five sightings and two attacks
gives some idea of the increased skill developed by the U-boats
in the art of sclmorohelling.

Confirmation of this state of affairs comes from B, d U’s

War Diury in which the Channel operations are summarized in the

statement that by the beginning of July the main difficulties
of U-boats v/ere the numerous surface patrol units in the area.

This was particularly so in the approach routes in the western

part of the English Channel, So many boats were forced to

return having been located, hunted and damaged or exhausted
before ever getting to the Seine Bay ar-ea that the order was

given not to attack such units but to malce every endeavour to

get by unnoticed. The very great air activity was, after

early JuNy, not dangerous. It was true that many air attacks
were made on schnorohels but the aim was so wide that real

danger to the boat seldom existed.

By the end of August the effect of sohnorchel was
decisive. Operations in the Channel without it wouild have

bean quite out of the question. Only a few months ago it

ibid page 645 would have been deemed impossible that a U-boat oouild operate
for 42 days without brealcing surface once. Only by this means

was it possible to patrol close to the English coast again and
so to bridge the intervening gap between the limitations of the

old type and the expectations of the new type of U-boat,

(viii) - Action against enemy surface forces in August 1%-4

The operations against enemy suirfaoe vessels in the Bay
of Biscay area have been recounted in section (vi). Regarding
the area betVireen Ushant and the Cotentin peninsula, very little
traffic was at sea and this virtually ceased with the complete
investment of Brest by land forces and the fall of the strong
point at St, Mnlo on 10 August. A few minor units remained
in Channel Island harbours.. Fighter Command carried out 50

Fighter Coramaud reconnaissance sorties over this area up to 13 August after
0,R«B, 4pP®T4ice3 which they were discontinued.

East of the invasion beaches and as far as Os tend the

anti-ship oxeerations were almost entirely against the nightly
movements of E-boats until nearly the end of the month when

eneny shipi^ing evacuated the ports of Le Havre and Dieppe,
the essentially short range night flying work the F,A,A.

B, d u,

V/ar Diary
page 636

In

(l) Anti-U-boat operations in the Channel and S.V4 Approaches

A/C Dam,Sights Attack BunkEff, hrs. Total hrs.

lost

7,810

1,062 N
1,966 L/t

Day 15,992

692 N

1,716 L/L

1 3

0 N1 NNight
1 L/L 1 lA1 lA

iTotal i10,8387,400 5 22
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squadrons (Avengers of Nos. 8A8, 85kt 855 and Swordfish of
No.815 Squadron) were invaluable. The longer range sweeps
and patrols up and down the Belgian and Dutch coast were

perfontied by night flying Wellingtons of No.524 end
Beavifighters from Nos. 145i ^kk-, 25k, k55 and 489 Squadrons.
Although No. 236 and 404 Beaufighter squadrons were absent in

No. 19 Grovrp during August, several Wing Sweeps again took place
along the North German and southwest Norwegian coasts.

(a) E~boat operations

Early in August the E-boat Command put into action a new

form of attack against the Allied shipping lying off the

invasion beaches. Being unable to break through the destroyer
and M.T.B. screen covering the beaches, they lay off Le Havre

and fired very long range torpedoes into the anchorage. These
received the cover name of Dackel and have been briefly des

cribed in section (ii). Up to the middle of August, 84 such
torpedoes had been fired and together with the recrudescence
of Small Battle Unit attacks during tliis period the resultant

loss and damage to shipping caused some concern for a time to
the Allied Command - not so much because of the volume of

shipping put out of action as the continuous uncertainty of

the presence of these missiles, particiiLarly the Daokel.
However, the allied military advance put a stop to the opera
tions of the Small Battle Units after the 17 August and the

stocks of very long range torpedoes for the E-boats ran out

and could not be replenished.

In the more conventional role, the E-boats were singularly
unsuccessful. iilthough making several attempts to attack our

south coast convoys, only one ship was damaged. This occurred

on the night 17/18 August when the Fort Gloucester (Br.) -
7,127 tons in convoy FTM.70 was hit about ten miles east of

Dungeness. Some minelaying sorties were directed to the

Orfordness and Margate areas but several were interrupted by
ad.r as well as surface craft engagements off the coast between

Calais and Ostend, Our surface craft remained the major
deterrent but there were occasions when continouos night
attacks by airox'aft forced E-boats to brealc off from their

planned operations. However, neither ship nor air action
succeeded in sinlcing more than one E-boat at sea though minor

damage was sometimes inflicted. (“I) ■

P. d S.

War Diary

Air attacks on E-boats were delivered on the following
dates;-

Night 8/9 - By four aircraft of Nos. 854 and 855 Squadrons
Three E-boatsbetween Boulogne and Dieppe,

were damaged.

Night 15/14 - By one aircraft of No.855 Squadron off Dunkirk.
One E-boat was damaged.

- By six aircraft of No. 143 Squadron off Ostend.
No damage.

- By one aircraft of No.524 Squadron off the
No damage.Somme.

Night 15/16

(l) The only loss at sea during Augvist occurred on 25 Atigust
when S.91 had to be scuttled after being seriously
damaged in action with British M.G.B.s off Cap d'Antifer.
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Night 17/18Ibid and

No,16 Group
0,R,B, Appendices

- By two aircraft of No.524 and one of No. 143
Squadrons off Os tend,

- By six aircraft of Nos. 848, 854 and 855
Squadrons at various positions between Pecaiiip
and Dunkirk.

No damage.

No damage.

Night 18/l9 “ By seven aircraft of Nos. 848, 854 and 855
Squadrons at variovis positions between Dieppe
and Dunkirk,

One E-boat damaged.

Night 20/21 - By seven aircraft of Nos, 848, 854 and 855
Sq-uadrons at various positions betvreen
and Os tend. No damage but two projected
attacks on convoys were abandoned.

Night 25/26 - By eight ainroraft of No.819 Squadron, One
E-boat damaged.

On 28 August the final evacuation of Le Havre shipping started
and continued during the next two nights. The 2nd and 8th
E-boat flotillas mined the entrance to the harbour as they
left and a similar programme was carried out at Dieppe,
During the night 30/31 Avigust, the two flotillas retired 1:5)
the coast to Boulogne and Ostend, They were attacked at

various points along the coast by six aircraft of No,143,
two of No,819 and one of No,855 Squadrons but no damage was
inflicted.

ibid

On 1 September the E-boat strength in N,W, Europe was 22

operational and 14 non-operational boats disposed as under;-

Boulogne - 2nd and 10th Flotillas totalling nine operat
ional and four non-oieerational boats,

- 8th Flotilla of fovir operational and fouir non-
operational boats.

F, d S,

V/'ar Diary
Ostend

Rotterdam - 9th Flotilla of tliree operational and -fcwo non-
operational boats.

Ymiuden - 6th Flotilla of five operational and three non-
operational boats.

Brest - 3,112 operational and S.145 non-operational.

(b) Other actions between Le Havre and the Texel

No targets along this coast were seen during daylight
Uie to 23 August, night attacks on 41 occasions vrere

made either on ill-defined small craft or blind on radar
indication.

hours.

Thds figure does not include those knows, from
The positionsenemy records to have been made on E-boats,

of the 41 attacks were scattered but mostly along the south
western stretch of this coastline. No enemy vessels were
sunk but superficial damage and casualties to orevra may well
have been inflicted in many cases.

No,16 Group
OJi.B, iSppendices

On 23 August a preliminary movement by sea of redundant
material from Le Havre commenced. After this night there was
a progressive naove mortlieastwards every night of small parties
of coasters ajid light escort craft. From the 23/24 Auguist
until the end of the month 43 night attacks took place at
various points along the stretch of coast between Le Havre
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and the Hook of Holland. The total loss inflicted on the

enerny was only three escort craft sunk and one badly
c^^uiaged, ("I ) Three aircraft were lost during August on these
operations.

(o) Anti-shipping operations eastwards of the Texel

Dtiring August there were 45 long range reconnaissance
sorties by Coastal Command aircraft extending almost to

Heligoland and in follow up of worthwhile targets sighted
there were six Wing Strikes or Reconnaissances in Force, Four

of these attacked convoys. The strengths varied between 25
and 48 Beaufighters and were escorted by six to twelve Mustangs
or L.R, Spitfires., The four successful strikes took place in
the coastal stretch between Ameland and Heligoland as under;-

10 August - A Wang Strike located a convoy of five merchant

ships escorted by ten small craft in 5353^ x 0753^. Seven

teen aircraft attacked and sunk the Santos (Ce.)  - 5^943 tons
for the loss of four Beaufighters,

13 August - A convoy of five merchant ships with twelve
escorts v/as located in 535CNicc 075334 Thirty-foiar aircraft

attacked and sunlc the escorting M.383 - 750 tons and VP, 1101 -

425 tons. One Beaufighter crash landed on return.
ibid

25 August - A convoy of six merchant ships with ten escorts

vms sighted in 5335N x 061OE, Forty-one aircraft attacked but

only sunk the escorting M. 347 - 750 tons.

29 August - Forty-one. aircraft attacked a convoy of two mer
chant type ships vvith tv/o escorts in 5412N x 0812E, The two

ships, which v/ere Sperrbreohers 26 and 176 of 2,096 and 1,450
tons respectively, were both smk together with one of the
escorts - VI’. 1269 of 100 tons - for the loss of two

Beaxifighters,

In addition to the above, there were three Reconnaissances
in Force to S.W, Norway, on the 8, 24 and 30 August, The
first consisted of 37 Beaufighters and was accompanied by the
musually strong escort of 48 Anerican Mustangs. It was the
only one to find a convoy. This was located in 5823N x O5OOE
and contained five merchant ships with nine escorts. The

attack only damaged one ship, the Vim (Nor,) - 1,221 tons for
the loss of tliree Beaufighters, The other two flights con
sisted of 40 and 50 Beaufighters respectively with an escort

of 12 Mustangs each from No, 12 Group Fighter Oomraand,

Fighter Ctommand (A.D.G.B. ) co-operation

Apart from the 50 sorties to the area north of Brittany
and 63 escorts to Coastal Command Wing Strikes, Fighter Command
sent 144 reconnaissance sorties along the coast between
Le Havre and the Texel, Sixty-one of these delivered cannon
or R,P, attacks, mostly in the Scheldt and Dutch coast area,
IV/o Dutch vessels,- the Schelde - 250 tons and Globe - 314 tons
were sunlc off Schouwen Island on 4 August by R,P, Typhoons of
No,317 Squadron, Two aircraft were lost in all during the

ibid

Fighter Command
o,r.b, ,

Appendices

(O m.3.0
sunk.

750 tons, M,5800 - 4OO tons and R,219 - 90 tons
0ne-:Ar-tillery Gunbarge - 25O tons damaged.
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for No,16 Group and Fightermonth, , The Augiist fi
Commaiad are given below

(ix) - Conclusion

The beginning of September savir the end of Overlord
The previous three months had seen the initial

landing and subsequent establishment of the Allied Army in
Normandy,
secured,

the eneny to evacuate first the U-boats and shipping in the

Biscay ports and then progressively the sui’face craft in the

French Channel ports.

Phase I,

The safety of its seaborne supplies had been
The debouchment from the invasion area had forced

The protection afforded by the maritime surface and air

forces had been concentrated in the English Channel and its

approaches,
U-boats, small battle units. E-boats and other surface eraft

had been coimtered and the Allied losses were relatively
trivial from these causes.

The enengr threats by direct sea attack from

Enemy raining exacted the highest
price but even this was small in comparison with the huge
number of Allied vessels involved. The table given at the
end of this section gives the Allied War and merchant ship
losses in the vital Channel araa. As the enemy.employed
counter-action from all his Y/estem bases, his corresponding
losses have been given on the coastline stretching from

Yraaiden to the River Gironde,

Regarding the rather low figure given in the preceding
sections of this chapter of enemy losses while evacuating ports,
it is realised that at the time and even tp to 2recent years a
very much higher total was assessed as having been destroyed,
particularly by direct air attack,
the minimum of battleworthy craft for evacuation and no vast

exodus of shipping took place,
tied in harboior.

The Germans only selected

The bulk was scrapped or scut-
Such actions as took place at sea in the lat

ter stages were all at night when bomb explosions and relatively
minor fires on board assume a more spectacular aspect which terd

to colour the debriefing reports from returning crews.
German naval records have been carefiilly examined and the los

ses given here are only those which can be confimed with

certainty.

The

One last thought. It must never be. forgotten that the

operations of the surface and air forces during these months

close off an enemy held coast were virtually entirely free

and untrammelled by attacks from G.A.P, bombers or filters.
So much was owed to the supremacy of the Allied Air Foi’ce over

northern France and Belgiijin,
the G,A,P, were astonishingly unsuccessful.

Except for minelaying at night.

(1) Sorties

Despatched
A/CAttacks Viar vessels sunk Merchant vessels

sunklost

No, Tons No. Tons

No.16 Group 819 16292 6,811 1 5,9139

Fighter Command 257 61 5612 2
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Tables showing Allied and Gezman losses dtiritig Overlord Phase I

6_June . to„,51 Augvist

Allied Losses

Supply ships and Transports Warships Including Landing Craft
Author

Sunk Damaged Sunk Damaged

10 - 18,385

2 - 2,660

4 - 13,850

14 - 62,576

Tl -~4i,878
'9‘^'“23,T64

Mines 12 - 59,973

4- 31,^3
8 - 55,248

30 - 20,003

U-Boat 8 - 8,388

E-Boat 8 978

S.B,U. 3 - 19,555 8 - 10,755

G.A.E. at
2 - 9,008 1 - 4 - 6,0857,132sea

Long range
Shoi-e guns 6 - 13,397 2 - 3,000

45 - 177,487TOTAL 25 - 154,036 60 - 49,a39 16 - 34,295

In addition, 419 Landing craft of approximately 15,500 tons were lost through
short range shore gunfire, beach obstructions and other hazards of landing but
NOT Including marine losses due to bad weather.

GfKhan losses between IQnuiden and the River Gironde

Merchant vessels Incl, tugs Surface war vessels U-Boats
Author

Sunk Damaged Sunk Damaged Sunk Damaged

4 - 823Navy 54 - 25,511 3 - 3,844 15 5

R.A.F.
at sea 2 - 4,9577 - 2,531 43 - 37,989 7 - 790 12 11

Shared

Navy/R,A.P, 5

Mines

mostly R.A.F,
4183 - 26 - 5,771 1 - 90 3

Allied

Air raids
29 - 31,596 98 - 51,310 5 - 450

43 - 35,368TOTAL 2- 4,957 221 - 120,581 16 - 5,1741 35 16
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III

THE NOREiEil^-T lEAI-ISI'I UmA IM JULY AITO AUGUST 19^i4 AIID THE

STAET OE T.VE U-EO^AT IHSiiORS GAffAIGN

(^) Introduction

The situation in the northern area dviring the first week
of July YiTas very different frau that experienced over the
preceding six weeks. Only one U-boat (.tp-e^t^'pe IX U,853) was
outward bound and she wa.s going overseas, The stimding
U-boat patrols off v/est and southwest X'Torwa;^'' haH been cut dom
to five boats. In face of continuous idr activity they
rarely surfaced aiud then only with the utnost caution. One
scimorchel boat - U,247 - v/as still on patrol in the North
liinch ai’ea. She had' been tinere since the niddle of June
unseen. On 5 July she made a signaJ. to base reporting little

B. d U.

War Diary
and

dap No, 18

traffic in the iirea and was instructed on 9 July to proceed
round to Brest. This v/as the last Norv^regian based U-boat
to be sent round to the Channel area for many months.

The redeploy.ient plan for Coastal Caims-^id if and when the

U-boats were forced to operate exclusively froia Norway has
been outlined in Chapter II (v).
of No, 13 Group took place on 12 July with the move of No. 206
Liberator Squadron from No. 19 Gi’oup to Ijeudnars followed on
13 July by detachments of Nos, 59 and 120 Liber ad or Squadrons
being sent to Tain,
operations in three main ai’eas:- East aiid nortneast of the

hetlands up to laditude 65°N;
leditude 67°N;
Concentration could be effected in vmichever crea was
considered or found to be most fruitful but could not be
i.ic.dntained in ell three at once,

discussion with the Adairelty and C.-in-CJ
it was agreed that:-

A preliminary re-infore enerit

It v/e.s intended to prosecute tiie Ii/U
ru

north of tae Lhetlands up to
atid between Iceleaid aiid the iiebrides.

After a good deal of
Western Approaches>> •

C, Eile

B. 17075
Enel. 34.

n

(a) The C.-in-C, Sosjdh and 4,0,0, No. 10 Group sliould
control the wiiole nortiiern offensive from the
A.C.ii.Q. Rosjdh,X

ibid

Enel. 41.
ilfter the needs of tiie .itlantic convoys had
been met» four surface 3ux3port groups should
be allocated to and be operaded by the 0,-iu-C.
,Ros;5’tli in co-operation with the £iir patrols.

The C,-in-C. ;Xestern Approaches would continue with
the training and maintenance of these four support
groups viho would still have their adainistrative
base in the 'Western Approach Command.

(c)

(1 ) /mother boat of similaa- tj/pe (U0865) had turned back to
This returnTrondheii'a with defects in the sclinorchel.

was in accordance with B. d U’s orders at the end of Jmie
that, to avoid needless ca.sualtics, all U-boats were to
scimorchel continuously in the Northern Traasit
/my U-bout developing scimorchel trouble before reaching
southeast Iceland must x^ut back into port.

area.
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(li) Operations durojig July

(a) In the actual transit area

No sightings of the few U-boats at sea occurred mtil
13 July, Then at 2024 hours on that day U* 77.1 was sighted in
driving rain on the surface two miles distant by Liberator
Q/206 Sqviadrori off the Norv/egian coast, U,771 was returning to
Bergen from her position in the standing patrol line. She

dived instantly and the Liberator could only attack some 12 to

15 seconds after disappearance. No damage was inflicted.
There followed five days of action against others of this patrol
line.

ibid

No. 18 Group
0,R,Bc

Appendices and
B. d U,

War Diary After a momentary glimpse in darkness at 0207 hours on

15 July of a periscope directly under M/ZOG Squadron in 5953N x
0345E (probably y,JJ_^ on patrol), Liberator e/206 Squadron
attacked a U-boat on the surface at 0900 hours about 60 miles to

the south. This was U,JJ,9, also on the coast patrol. She
shot the Liberator down as it roared over but the depth charges
had been released accurately and y,_3_1^ herself was sunk in the
ensuing explosion, (l)

At midnight 15/l6 July U.299 in the patrol line
attacked on the surface by Liberator B/20G Squadron,
experienced on the r-un-in to which the aircraft replied with
I^G fire. Hie depth charges did no harm but the U-boat*s
captain and one rating were seriously wrounded by M/G bullets.
Later on the l6th a periscope was sighted but could not be
attacked by Catalina 0/210 Squadron,
on patrol,

attacked a U-boat inshore and abreast of Bergen,
J»994 returning from the patrol line and she sustained five
men wounded by cannon and M/Q fire.

This batch of attacks was too much for B, d U, and the

remaining Group ivlitte patrol line boats were recalled to

harbour. One last dig at them was registered on 18 July when
Mosquito K/333 Squadron caught U,286 on the surface in foggy
weather close inshore of‘f the soutnwest point of Norway, No
damage was done by the tv/o depth charges released but cannon
fire killed one man and seriously wounded seven others
inclviding the captain.

These ubiquitous Norwegian maimed Mosquitoes made two
further attacks in July, On the 20th, N/333 Squadron tackled
U-Kreutzer (U,863) acconpanied by an escort vessel off Hellisoy
Light,

cannon fire and she had to put back into harbour. On 25 July
Mosquitoes E and P/333 Squadron attacked the outward bound U,244
when under escort off Kristiansand South, Slight damage Viras
caused to the U-boat by the depth charges and six men
seriously wounded by cannon fire. U, 244 had to return to
harbour.

was

Flak was

Hiis was probably U, 286

On 17 July, Mosquito L/333 Norwegian Squadron
This was

a

Three oi the U-Kreutzer's crew v,«re badly wounded by

were

ibid

ibid

Finally, on 27 July, Liberator B/SG Squadron attacked
U, 865 off TrcaidheiDa as she was starting her second attempt to
proceed overseas,
into Trondheim,

She sustained damage and put back once more

(1) Air Sea Rescue was directed to the spot and one man of
E/206's crew was picked up dead from the dinghy on I6 July,
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Considering that, dioring July, only 18 U-hoats were at
sea in No, 18 Group’s ai’ea it speaks vrell for the efficiency
of air patrol that ten of them v/ere sighted and ei^t
attacked resulting .in one being sunk EOid six damaged
sufficiently to compel a return to harbour,
(11:^55) cleared througli into the Atlantic,
ween the 17 and 23 July a remarkable series of actions had
taken place in Arctic waters between Jan Iviayen Island and
Narvik,

(b) In Arctic waters

On 14 July the Home Fleet, including three carriers,
sailed from Scapa Flow for another strike by naval aircra-ft
against the llirpitz lying in Kaa Fjord off Altenf jord in
Northern Norway, The operation (code name kiascot) v/as
timed for tiie night I6/17 J^ily and it was appreciated that the
enemy might well make a determined attempt to intercept the
British force on its rettim journey with the Arctic based
U-boats,(2)

Only one U-boat
Meanwhile bet-

It was suspected by Intelligence that a U-boat patrol
_  line T/as being iiiaintained to the southeast of Jan Mayen Island
and it was known that at least six to eight more U-boats were
at Narvik,

sweeps by V.L,R., and L,Ro a.ircraft to cover the track

intended to be taken by the retiring naval force,
to enable these sweeps to be maintained, in addition to the
existing transit air patrols bet\Teen Norway and Iceland, that
the detachments of Nos, 59 and 120 Liberator squadrons were
moved to Tain from Northern Ireland and Iceland respectively
on 18 July,

No, 18 Group therefore inaugurated some special

It was

R0/G3/17/7

The Arctic U-boats’ dispositions were in fact much as
Intelligence believed at the timeo On I6 July there was a
Group Trutz of 12 U-boats patrolling a strip to the N,Y/. ajid

Captain U-boats S,E, of Jan Mayen Islarid. (3)
Norway Ivar Diary were 10 U—boats with four more at Hammerfest and Tromso, and

one was proceeding in the Vestfjord to Bodo, One was on a

mission to Hope Island just south of Spitsbergen and a
fixrther four were on short refits at Tc-cndheim and Bergen.

At the main base of Narvik the

Dispositions on

fiap. No. 19

re

The attack on the Tinpitz took place at 0230 B hours on
17 July but was rendered ineffective by a thick smoke screen
covering the entire Eaa Fjord. A few hours later Captain
U-boats Norway signalled some of Group Tmtz to move at high
speed southeastwards to intercept the British force on their
return journey and sent U.968 to sea from Narvik,

None of the Arctic U-boats flotilla were fitted with

scimorchels, neither had they liad any previous experience of
action with shore based aircraft,

continuous daylight in these high latitudes and the flotilla
was accustomed to move about freely on the surface.

There wa^s almost

(1) The fleet carriers Formidable. Indefatigable and Furious

suxoported by a battleshii^, fo-ur' cruisers, twelve
destroyers and an escort group.
It was known to Intelligence that the Arctic Flotilla
numbered at least 30 U-boats.

Group Tinitz - U.716, 292, 9^ ̂6, 256, J6t, 211,
347, 995, 7U2 and 387.

(2)

(3)
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Moreover all "boats carried the most up to date flak armament

and the sea conditions between the 17 and 24 July were flat
calmo

the aircraft y/as invariably adopted.
Hence it was not surprising that surfaced action with

No. 18 Group's svreeps and patrols were placed across the
homeyyard track to be talcen by the British force and extended

from latitudes b730N to 6930N between longitudes 0430 and
IO3OE. The first tvyo aircraft left base early in the after

noon of 17 July and both sifted U-boats in the area.
Liberator U/86 Squadron attacked a U-boat on the surface at
2148 hotirs in 6836N x O833E and under considerable flak

straddled and sank y^.3_6l outright, at least six survivors being
seen afterwards in the water. Catalina i/210 Squadron
sighted his U-boat at 21^6 hotirs in 6835N x O6OOE also on the

surfacs. During the nm-in the aircraft was repeatedly hit,
killing the navigator and badly v/ounding the captain and three

others of the creyr. In spite of his wounds the captain
(Plying Officer J, A, Cruickshanks) pressed home the attack
and x-eleased the depth charges to straddle and sink U. 347»
Tlie second pilot then had to take over the controls and fLeyy the

badly damaged Catalina back to base y/here the captain, notyd-th-

standing severe loss of blood and weakness, insisted on taking
over control so that he could put down safely and beach the

extensively holed flying boat. For this gallant action
CruickshaJiks yyas ayyarded the Victoria Cross.

ibid

Ho. 18 Group O.R.B.
Appendices and
Captain U-boats
Konvay War Diary

Five more aircraft left during the evening and nigii't of
17/18 July. Tliree saw no U-b®ats but all sighted the
British naval force 'which steamed tlrrougli the area close to

ydiere the tvro U-boats had been sunk a few hours previously.
The other tvfo aircraft both attacked U-boats. Liberator A/86
Squadron attacked Uo387 under accurate flalc in 6838N x 0859E
at 1302 hours 18 July,
damage y/ith tyyo men wounded. This and a last minute jink by
the U-boat caused a near miss y/ith the depth charges which
only inflicted minor damage on U.587. Catalina Z/210
Squadron attacked his U-boat at 1502 hours on the surface in

682i|ii X 095 IE.

The aircraft sustained considerable

Again very accurate flak was experienced

ibid

which damaged the aircraft and wounded tv/o of tlie crey/.

attack, hoy/ever, y/as y/ell placed and U. 742 foundered almost

inmnediately, some 35 to 40 survivors being seen in the water
befoi-e the damaged aircraft had to leave the scene. Everything
possible y/as jettisoned y/hich enabled the captain to gain a
little height and fly home on one engine, a distance of 5OO
miles.

The

On arrival the Catalina was successfully beached with
out further casualties.

Meanwhile at O817 hours a German meteorological aircraft
had sighted and reported the British force in 67OON x 0500E.
Apparently the Genman Command feared another operation by them
because U.992 and 968 y/ere signalled to proceed at speed to
positions northwest of this and all Group Trutz were ordered

to take up a line patrol still further north between 703ON x
O43OE and 693ON X O93OE. Late on 18 July, four more U-boats
left haxboux' to take up positions guaiU.ing the sea approaches
to Alten and Vest fjords. During the day three more aircraft
had taken off for the patrol area. One of these (Liberator
P/86 Squadron) sighted U.968 at I9OO hours hurrying on the
surface to her patrol billet. She dived at too great a

distance to be attacked but she y/as again sighted by P/86

Captain U-boats
Norway War Diary

See Hap No. 19.
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at 2200 hours,

and fight it out,

manoeuvres she avoided damage from two depth charge attacks
and so shot up the Liberator that it was forced to ditch, ('l)

This time she elected to stay on the surface
By accLirate flak and violent evasive

During 19 July, sorties from No, 18 Group left almost
hourly and the patrol area was extended further to the north.
UiJ^S.was a^ain sighted on the surface and attacked at 11if5
hours in 6939N x 0901E,
by excellent shooting by Liberator B/SS Squadron and in the
course of three attacks she was seriously damaged by depth
charges and had seven men wounded by M/G- bullets,
managed to dive and started return joiirney to Narvik,
similar action was fought at 1915 hours by Liberator F/59
Squadron in 7019N x 0602E against Uo7'l6«
U-boat’s flak was rendered inaccurate by v/ell directed front

gun fire and the depth charge attack seriously damaged U.716
wiio was forced to make for Haromerfest,

again at 2102 hours by B/QG Squadron but was able to dive
before an attack could be made.

This time her flak fire was counter

Stie

A

Here too the

She was sighted

ed

No, 18 Group
0.R.B,

Appendices

The last encounter of the day came at 2321 hours when the

Norwegian manned Sunderland 0/330 Squadron, on the way to the
patrol area, located a U-boat by her iik.III A, S.V, in 6833N x
O72OE. The big flying boat Hiade good use of low cloud cover

and emerged from it only half a mile from the U-boat which was

U. 587 rettiming to Narvik, Complete surprise was achieved
but the aircraft had extremely bad luck because, in the perfect
straddle obtained, the centre depth charge landed on the

U-boat’s upper deck and bo'unced off mthout exploding, Tiie
others of the stick were just outside lethal distan.ce but

U,387 was badly damaged thougli she succeeded in reaching
Narvik two dajs later.

Log of U.387

On 20 July Group Trutz was moved still further to the
northea^st on a line 7230N x 0500E to 703ON x 1200E, more it

seems to get out of shorebased air range than with any idea of
interceptiiig the British naval force which incidentally had

regained Scapa Flow the day before. No, I8 Group, having
found a fruitful area, directed a stream of sorties into it

but with not such positive results. At 0311 hoiors.
Liberator B/86 Squadron when clearing from a patch of sea fog
came upon U«636 at close range in 7205N x 0715E, The U-boat
promptly opened fire, hitting both the starboard engines and

damaging the starboard rudder, the turret and bomb bay, after
which she crash dived. The hard hit Liberator had to set

course immediately for base, Tv/o other attacks took place
during the day. Each was preceded by flak from the U-boat,

That by Liberator G/120 Squadron sli^tly damaged U,2,21, but
no damage was done to U,965 by Idberator N/59 Squadron,

See Map 20

No, 18 Group
0, H, B ,

Appendices

and

HoT/ever, Captain U-boats Norway, in order not to expose
the Trutz boats needlessly to air attacks, dissolved the Group
and ordered all but U.921. 995. A25 and 668 to return to

harbour. These four were then re-disposed in single widely
spaced billets between latitudes 71° and 73°W from 10° to

1A°E« Very early on 21 July, Liberator Z/l20 Squadron

Captain U-boats
Norv/ay

Tfar Diary

(1) The front gunner was killed in the action and two others
of the crew died subsequent to the ditching,
survivors were picked up on 21 July by Catalina X/210
Squadron,

Six
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sifted U«995 moving to her new position. Intense flak kept
the aircraft at bay for a time and profitting from this the
U-boat suddenly crash dived. The ensuing depth charge attack
some seconds after disappearance only inflicted superficial
damage. The remainder of the northerly sorties during 21 and
22 July were unproductive as the four U-boats were by that
time out of range but the more southerly sweeps resulted in
three attacks on the 22nd.

harbour. U.965 spotted Liberator I)/120 Squadron in time to get
well under before the depth charges exploded and only had
periscope damaged. U.992 kept Catalina K/210 Squadron at bay
with flak and then took the opportmity to dive v/ith no damage
from the belated depth charge attack. U.956. stayed up to
fi^t, severed the firing circuits of Liberator j/86 Squadron
by flak fire and only suffered minor damage from two depth
charges which the aircraft finally managed to release.

During 23 July, No, 18 Group cut down the number of sorties
and directed them towards catching U—boats making for the And
and Vest fjord approaches. However, most of the boats had
already got in but one last attack was made at 1143 hours by
Liberator 1^86 Squadron on in 68l2fN x IO4OE.
.the usual flak a perfect depth charge straddle was obtained but
this aircraft exp)eriencsd even worse luck than Sunderland 0/330
Squadron. No. 3 depth charge fell plumb on the U-boat's bridge,
burst open without exploding and smothered everyone in blinding
Torpex dust. The other charges did no damage and U, 992 dived
immediately.

These were on U-boats returning to

a

In face of

ibid

Log of U,992

The last sortie on this isrctic water offensive

despatched eerly on 24 July after which they were discontinued
and No. I8 Group flying reverted entirely to normal transit
patrols.

was

ar

In all, 102f. sorties were flown to iirctic latitudes
ea

up to 72°N averaging 750 miles from base,
sightings of U-boats were made,

on eleven individual U-boats resulting in three being sunlc and
four more damaged for the loss of one aircraft.

Altogether eighteen
Fifteen attacks were delivered

(iii) Operations in the Northern Transit area during August

Further re-adjustments took place during the month in the
re-deployment plan for A/U squadrons. On 4 August, No. 311
Czech Liberator Squadron moved from S.W. England up to Tain in
No. 18 Group.
R. G,A,F. Cansos left Wick and returned to Reykjavik to
re-inforce Atlantic convoy cover and for operations in the
western part of the U-boat transit

sector were fed mmierous sorties fixim Nos. 59, 120, 2+22 and 2+23
Sqmdrons in No. 15 Group, During the latter oart of August,
detachments of Nos. 2+22 and 423 R.C.AcFo Sunderland squadrons
operated from Sullom Voe and No, 202 Catalina Squadron
moved complete from Gibraltar to Northern Ireland with
detaclmnent at this Shetland station. No. 407 L/L Wellington
Squadron came up from Devonshire to Wick on 24 August and No. 58
Halifax Sqioadron to Stornoway on 28 August,
some moves among the short range F.A.A, squadrons on loan to
Coastal Command whicli are referred to in more detail in the
succeeding section on inshore U-boat operations.

U-boat traffic in the northern area was extremely sparse
durljig the first half of August, only four boats putting to
pi-£.QP-4e for the Atlantic. U. 863 (Type IX) was routed from
Trcindheim north about Iceland and emerged iln due course unseen
througli the Denmark Strait,

SECRET

Two da.ys later the large detaclriment of No, 162

Into this latterarea.

was

a

There were also

sea

The other three followed the

B. d u.

War Diary and
No, 18 Group
O.R. B. 2.pp end Ices
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See Map 22A conventional route southwards of Iceland but only lIo_1229
cleared througii unseeno
4 August when south of Iceland by R.CuAoPo Cansos  P and K/162
Squadron and later in the day by Liberator P/59 Squadron.
The U'-boat sustained damage fl-om the first attack and was
forced to return to Norwi'-ay.(^)

U»300. was sighted and attacked on

developed a schnorchel
defect on 13 August when lialfv/ay between 'Trondheim and Iceland
and returned to port, labile doing so she v/as momentarily
sighted at night on the surface by Catalina Y/210 Sqxiadron
early on 12). Au,gust,
port transfers of Group Iviitte U-boats,
(U'..lj63 and 771) were attacked while ujide
Egero by Mosquitoes S and S/333 Squadron,
Inflicted on them and E/333 was shot down by U. 1l63»

Meanwhile there had been some port to
Two such boats

surface escort offer s

M No damage was

See Map 23

Prom mid-August there started an increasing stream of out

ward bound U-boats from Norwegian ports destined either over
seas in the Atlantic or to inshore billets aroiond the

northern -part of the British Isles, Twelve vrere at sea by
20 Aiigust rising to sixteen by the end of the month, Extrem.e

caution v/as nov.’' the order of the day and the growing hours of
darkness made night schnorchelling a safe laastime as there

vrere as yet few Leigh Light a.ircraft in any part of the area.

Only .two sightings were made by aircraft in the transit area

after 15 August, U._484; wa.s sighted on the surface in the
afteiTLoon of 23 August Y;hen north of the Paeroes by Sunderland
S/422 Squadron in very clear weather. The U-boat dived to
safety long before the aircraft reached the spot. On
25 August, Ca.talina 1/202 Squadron when in the same area
sighted a sclinorchel and periscope at one mile range and

made a snap attack with depth charges. Both U, 245 and 22f^
were in this vicinity but, as neither reported any incident,
it was unliitely tloat any damage was inflicted.

See ife.p 24

ibid

By 31 August eight U-boats hiad cleared through the area

and eleven were still on passage in it,
turned back for defects and one had been forced to return

Three more had

See Map 24
Not counting the two Group Mltte boats,by ail- attack,

there had been 23 U-boats present during August in the
transit area. Only four individuals had been sighted and
of the two attacked one had been forced to return  - a very

different story from July but one ̂ hich was from now to be the

usu^ experience®(3) The schnorchel was proving its value as
a counter to air action.

(1) UsiSQO v/as aftenvards sighted on the return journey on 15th August by
Catalina A/335 Squadron but too far ay/ay for attack before diving to a safe
depth. She entered Trondheim on I7 Aj.igust,

171 were being transferred from Stavariger to Krlstiansand
South.'

(3) Flying hours and results in the northern area during July and August,

(2)

T

U-boats

i
Total hours!

■: lost

I
Type j Eff, hours GotSights Attacks Sunk Dam

tlirough
I

II

Day : 2,2i90 j 5,708
kS (N) i 185 {N) i - I %

k 27
iNight

h 1022
July One

1 N
!

1

I  Day
'  Night

2,605

(  551 (M) (1,062f IN) i -
(  161 L/L ( 226 L/L j -

2|,373
j

8 6 1
'August ! I

1 % Eighti j N
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(iv) The start of the U-boat inshore campaign

The fitting of schnorchel made feasible a positioning of

U-boats In inshore billets close off the British coast, a

factor which had not been possible since early As
history shows this strategy gave nothing like the results
hoped for by Doenitz but it certainly tied down much A/U effort
in localized areas, Vfe have seen the restilts of its first

impact in the English Channel area and it is proposed now to

outline the start of similar operations at other focal points
around the British Isles. The inshore campaign remained the

major commitment for the U-boat fleet until the end of the war

and its narrative is kept separate in succeeding chapters from

A/U operations in piirely transit areas or in the Atlantic
although individual R.A,P, Groups were often engaged in all

three types of anti-U-boat warfare. Vdiere possible the flying
effort is analysed according to type.

Apart from the English Channel, Jtine 1944 sa.'.?  a tentative

start of other inshore operations with the detailing on 7 June
of schnorchel fitted U, 247 and U. 719 for the North iviinch and

North Channel areas respectively. This had already been
mentioned in Chapter I but not in detail. Both U-boats
reached their billets on about 13 June. U.2A7 remained

undetected althou^i torpedo attacks by her missed  a battleship
on 18 June and an escort vessel on 5 July, Late on 5 July
she sank the fishing vessel Noreen Ivkry - 207 tons half v/ay
between Cape Wrath and the Butt of Lev/is. Subsequently, an
extensive hunt by surface and air forces for the next fort-

nigiit failed to locate her. Actually, on 9 July she wa.s
detailed by the U-boat Command to proceed to Brest, She left
the North jVIinch area on 10 July,
to above no special air patrols were instituted vdiile y._24Z
in the area.

Except for the hunt referred

B, d U,

V^ar Diary

Admty.
C.B. 04050/44
(8) page 19

The sea area Just north and northwest of Ireland, being a
focal point for North Atlantic traffic, v/as lighitly patrolled
as a precaution by No, 15 Group from early in June. This was
quite apart from ocean convey escort and. support. Sorties
were occasionally provided by Nos, 6 and I3I 0,T,U,s, (i/L
Wellingtons and Smiderlands respectively). More regular
patrols v/ere done from 13 June by P.A.A, Svrordfish of Wo, 8II
Squadron and Avengers of No, 846 Squadron operatin.g from
Lirnavady, ("I)
she saw little traffic and, -after missing with an acoustic
torpedo at an escort vessel on 24 Jime, made a W/T report to
base the next day, A D/P of this signal called more marked
attention to the area aiad, although no air sigtitings resialted,
an asdic sweep located her on 26 June and she was suiik by
HoM, S, Bulldog, The special air patrols v/ere discontinued and
the P,A. A, squa,drons reverted to the R,N.A., S. (2)

No sightings were obtained of U, /19. However,

No, 15 Group
0,R,B,

Appendices

(1) Nos, 811 and 846 Squadrons were disembarked from the
escort carriers Biter and Tracker respectively on 11 June
for this task.

(2) Pl3’'ing hoiars on special patrols close off NoV/, Ireland -
11 to 26 June.

Effective

hours
A/C lostTotal hrs. Sights Attacks

280Day 1

29 (N)
59 L/L

58 (N)
64 L/L

Night
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No further U-boats were detailed for ajishore billets

(other than English Channel) until U.667 took up position in
the Bristol Channel on 7 August,
in Chapter II,

of Trevose Head and sank S, S, Ezra Weston (U. S,) - 7»176 tons
and the Canadian corvette Regina,

immediately laid on which continued until 20 August,
was unable to effect anything further but she was only
sighted momentarily once and left patrol on 17 Augrist,(l)

This has been alluded to

On 8 August she attacked convoy EBC 66 north

Special air patrols were
U,667

No, 19 Group
0,R.B, ■

Appendj.ces

Dijring the second week of August five NonTegian based
U-boats left port for inshore billets in the North Channel,
North Minch, Moray Firth and off Reykjavik, ( 2)
tlirou^ the northern transit air patrols and four of them

v^ere in their positions in the last week of August,
were followed by the despatch during the second half of

August of foixr more U-boats from Norway and three from Biscay
ports,
IViinch and North Channel areas and the latter to re-institute

patrol in the Bristol Channel and off south Ireland.(3)

All got

They

The former to re-inforce those already in the North

B. d U.

War Diary

It is from this time that the inshore campaign proper
The evacuation of the Biscay ports

was well under Y/ay and some sort of compensa.tory though
tenporary action was expected by us from Norwegian based
U-boats,

can be said to start.

Precautionary coianter-action by special inshore air
patrols was therefore inaugurated as likely points such as
around the Orkneys, off the Butt of LeYYis, off Reykjavik in
Paxe Bay and of course in the North Channel area,

the areas in the order in which air patrols were instituted
or re-introduced latterly in August we have;-

Taking

(*^) North Blinch area (around the Butt of Lewis to Cape Wrath)

Ail' patrols started on 10 August with sorties by L/L
Liberators of No. 120 Squadron, Sunderlands of Nos. 422 and
423 Squadrons and Swordfish of No. 842 P.A.A. Squadron (work
ing from Stornoway). The patrols Yvere increased during the
rest of the month by occasional sorties from Nos. 311, 59 and
86 Liberator Squadrons YYith more regular additions by a
detadrmient of No, l693 Anson Squadron operating from Stornoway,

(1) Flying hours in the Bristol Channel - 7 to 20 August

Effective *

liours
Total hrs. A/C lost Sights Attacks

Day 322 391

Might ( 25 (N)
(112 L/L

40 (N)
132 L/L

N.B. The one sighting of U,667 y^as by an aircraft on the way out to a Biscay Patrol,
(2) U,296 left Bergen 16 Aug, Arrived In North Minch area 24 Aug,

DjiS&O left Horten 14 Aug, Arrived In Moray Firth area 25 Aug,
<4(244 left Bergen 9 Aug. Arrived off Reykjavik about 29 Aug.

left Horten 14 Aug, Arrived In North Channel area 30 Aug,
U»4o4 left Horten 14 Aug, Arrived In North Channel area 7 Sept,

(3) U«248.left Trondheim I7 Aug, Arrived In North Channel area 7 Sept,
<h-Z^ left Trondheim 21 Aug, Arrived in North Channel area 8 Sept,
y?285, left Horten I9 Aug, Arrived In North Minch area 5 Sept,
U-328 left Krlstlansand 26 Aug. Arrived In North Channel area 8 Sept,
4*2^. left La Palllce 23 Aug, Arrived In Bristol Channel 5 Sept,

left St, Nazalre 23 Aug. Arrived just south of Ireland 5 Sept,
<j*Z14_ left La Pall Ice 26 Aug, Arrived In Bristol Channel 7 Sept,
U.
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The only U-boat present in the area was U.296 and she did not
arrive until 24 August* Her schnorchel and periscope were

sighted once before the end of the month - by iinson D/1693
Squadron at 1617 hours on 27 August. The Anson dropped
two depth charges nearby but no damage was inflicted. I "I)

(B) The Moray Firth area

its

3bid

and

Nos, 15 and 18

Groups
O.R.B.

Appendices

Air patrols were instituted on 24 August and until the

end of the month were performed by aircraft from No, 206
Liberator, No, 407 Leigh Light Y^ellington, No, 4C Sunderland

OoT.U, and No. 1693 Anson Squadrons, U.680 arrived in this
area on 25 August, Only a momentary sighting was made of her

at very long range before the end of the month and this was by
Anson D/1693 Squadron at 1945 hours on 30 August,  ( 2)

(C) The Reykjavik area

Local air patrols in Raxse Bay were started on 26 August,
They were done by aircraft from J^fo. l62 Canso Squadron and the
station fli^t of Ansons,
29 AugT^st,
month, w}

y,_244. arrived in this area on
No sightings of her occurred up to the end of the

R.A.F. Iceland

0»R, Bo

Appendices

(D) The_ North Oaannel area

Special air patrols were re-instituted on 29 August by
SYiurdfish of No. 8II F, A,Ao Squadron which had been re-loaned

to Coastal Commajid on 27 August and again based at Limavady,
U,482 arrived in the area on about 29 August and the next day
attacked convoy CU 36 soon after 1530 hours sinking the large
tanker JacksonYille (UoS,) - 10,4^i-8 tons in position 5530N x
0730??, Swordfish and Avengers of Nos. 811 and 850 PoAcA,

squadrons were patrolling the area but the convoy had no

specific air escort. Avenger A/850 Squadron actually saw the
tanker torpedoed at 1544- hours. This was the first casualty
here for some years and considerable air action was immediately
started by available aircraft from Nos, 120, i|22, 423> 6 O.T.U, ̂
130 O.T.U, and the t’.ivio P.A.A. squadrons. Surface forces were also
disposed in the area but no location of U.4b2 resulted. Very
early on 1 September, Liberator Q/120 Squadron obtained a
radar contact and, after homing on it, passed over a dimly seen

No, 15 Group
OcRoBo

Appendices

(1) Flying hours In the North Minch area - 10 to 31 August

Effective

hours A/C lostTotal hrs. Slglits Attacks

571Day 792 1 1

Night ( 27 (N)
(  33 L/L

65 (N)
38 L/L

(2) Flying hours In the Moray Firth area - 24 to 31 August

Day 83 100 1 0

Night ( 7 (K)
{  6 L/L

10 (N)
7 D/L

(3) Flying hours off Reykjavik - 26 to 31 August

143Day 158

Night 17 (N) 23 (N)
1...
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v/ake with a dark object at the head in 552i|IT x 0805W but it
could not be relocated for attack. This was probably U.it82
because some hours later in the day she torpedoed and sank
Ho Mo corvette Hurst Castle in this vicinity and again eluded
pursuit, C ■!}

(®) The Bristol Charnel

Special patrols were re-instituted off the North Cornish
coast on 30 August by aircraft from Nos, 53» 224 and 547
Liberator Squadrons, No, 179 L/L Ifellington Squadron and
Nos. 103 and 105 U.S.N. Liberator Squadrons. After U.66? had
left on 17 August no U-boats were present in this area until
the arrival of U. 262 and 75.8. on 5 September so that no sight
ings could be obtained by the flying done on the last two days
of August, (.2)

SuTJiia.r.y

area

No. 19 Group
0 0 Ro B,
Appendices

No widespread infiltration of U-boats into inshore billets
was accomplished until the second half of August. By the end
of the month few ships had been sunk by them and even fewer
locations were made by the aircraft hunting them. However,
a considerable air effort vras already being expended on this
task. The table below shows to what extent this ajnounted to
since early June in areas outside the English Channel up to
the end of August.

Day and Nlglit U-boats No. of
U-boats
present

A/C Vessels
sunk

Area
lostEff, hi'^s. Total hrs. Sights Attacks Sunk

585 868North
Channel

1 1 12

Bristol
Channel

668570 1 2

630North
Minch

894 1 1 2 1

Moray
1  Firth

11695 1 0 1

160Off 180 1
Reykjavik

2,040Totals 2,746 1 3 1 47
«

(1) Flying hours In the North Channel area - 29 - 31 August
Effective

hours Totea hrs, j A/C lost Sightsi Attacks
+

Day 154 198

Night { 20 (N)
(  66 L/L

29 (N)
73 L/L 1 L/L 0 L/LI

(2) Flying hours in the Bristol Channel

1  Oay

Night ( 2 (N)
(  45 L/L

64 75

3 (N)
4! L/L

30 mid 31 August
■t

1 i

!

4-
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CHAPTER IV

AHTI-U-BOAT OPERATIONS IN MIE^ATLAOTIC AM) OVmaiAS

JURE TO DECEMBER 1 9Vf. )

(i) Introduction

The description of U-boat operations in mid-Atlantic and

in the, overseas areas off the continents of America and Africa

together with the Allied count er*«ieas\jres up tc 1 June 1 944
has been recounted in Volume IV,

The U-boat dispositions on 6 June 1944 a^e illustrated
on Map 13, There were three weather-reporting U-boats
stationed in the mid-Northem Atlantic (U.534i 857_ and 853),
U._1222 was billetted off Halifax, U,539 was entering the
Caribbean and had on 5 June svink a ship off Puerto Rico,

U,543 and 547 were patrolling in the Takoradi area and U,_505
had just been captured intact off Port Etienne by the U,S,
escort carrier Guadacanal* s aircraft and her escorting

destroyers,(2) Thirteen other U-boats were on passage in
these wide ocean spaces to or from overseas areas including
four large U-Kreutzers bound for the Indian Ocean. An

important unit - the last surviving 1 ,600 ton U-tanker
(U.490) - was in the Northern Atlantic proceeding southward
and botind liltimately for the Indian Ocean to act as a

refueller in that region.

The current Allied air policies regarding ocean convoys
varied in the different areas. At home, in the N.E, Atlantic,
in the absence of U-boat threat very little close air escort

but relatively heavy distant support was afforded from Iceland,
United Kingdom and Azores bases. Conversely, in the West

Africa Command close air escort accounted for 50^ ot the

flying. In Canadian v/aters also, much of the shipping
whether in convoy or independently routed received close

air escort but here there was in addition a proportion of

barrier patrol flying against attempts by U-boats to penetrate
into inshore positions or into the Gulf of St, Lawrence,
will be seen later how the schnorchel defeated this latter.

In the Caribbean and Trinidad areas practically every convoy
was air escorted in addition to more distant supporting sweeps

but large ships were often routed singly without air cover.
Off Brazil and from Ascension Isle the flying was'generally on

probability searches unrelated to shipping movement.

It

Finally, the cessation in March 1944 of any sort of
U-boat pack action against convoys in mid-Atlantic had made

possible the withdrawal of several Anxerican escort carriers

Since that month these, withfrom convoy support duties,
their destroyer escort, had been employed in ranging the
central Atlantic longitudes looking for U-boats.
tas]c these so-called Hunter/Killer Groups were successful
only on the occasions lAhen U-boat w/T traffic provided them
with firm indications of where to hunt.

In this

(1) The positions, intentions and experiences of U-boats
which appear in this chapter are taken from B.d U.’s Y/ar

Diary,
(2) Pull details of this action and the capture of U.505 sjce

given in the U.S. Fleet a/S Bulletin for May 1945,
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Events during June _ai:^ July 1944

A considerable blow to enemy plans was registered on
9 June when the last surviving tanker - 11*4-50.  ~ was caught on
the siurface in mid-Atlantic (424.7N X 4D08w) and sunk by the
combined action of aircraft ftom the U.S. escort carrier

Croatan and her attendant destroyers. On 12 June, B. d U,
instructed all overseas U-boats to start their return, passages
with sufficient fuel in hand to reach Bergen, Even at this
date he appears to have foreseen the probable loss of the
Biscay ports.

Following the procedure of Volume TV, each overseas area
is dealt with separately;-

(a) The Canadian and_United States seaboard

Off Nova Scotia, IJ.1222 was joined about 10 June by
^•107 who made an incorrect claim to have sunk a small vessel

south of Halifax on 13 June, U.1222 started homeward •n the

l6th followed by U.107 on 30 June, neither having effected
anything,
because neither U-boat was even sighted by Canadian flying.
Early in July the large Type XB minelajrer U_»_233 was approaching
Nova Scotia with orders to lay her mines off Halifax,
was, however, detected by an aircraft from the.American escort

carrier Card on 2 July and- systematically hunted until being
located on asdics by the attendant destroyers on  5 July when
she was sink some 210 miles southeast of Halifax,

U-boats were present in this area up to the end of July,

It is not clear from German records why this is so

She

No further

See Map 17

No U-boats at all were off the U.S. seaboard during
these two months so that the large expenditure of flying hours

wais unproductive,
Auerican flying give no break-down into specific task or

distinction of day and night ho\irs,(0 neither is it possible
to determine the effective hours actually on task.

(^) The Caribbean and Trinidad

The available records of Canadian and

area

On 11 June, U,539 attacked the independent Dutch Cassandra
off Cui'acao vidth gunfire but the ship escaped without serious
damage,

scored any success -until 2). July vihen U.539 toi’pedoed and
damaged the independent Kittarming (U.S.) - 10,195 tons and on
7 July U,516 sank the independent Esso Harrisburg (U.S.) -

9,887 tons in the Colon and Curacao vicinities respectively.
Just outside the Caribbean, U.530 had arrived off Guiana
towards the end of Juno,

reaching Trinidad about 7 July.

In mid-June U..5J.6_ entered the area but neither boat

She slowly worked westward until
She remained here without

See Map 17

(1) Flying hours by E.A.C, Canada and off the U.S, Eastern Seaboard,

JUNE - 1942|- JULY - 1944

I 1  Total
;  Hours

Total

HoursCommand ! Task ' Slglats Attacks Result Sights Attacks Result

E.A.C. ;Generali 3,805
Canada ' A/U i

3,297

Generalj 6,083
A/U ;

10,402U.S.
I Eastern

Seaboard

and

Be mu da

!
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effecting anything until 23 July when she entered the Caribbean
and patrolled off Curacao mtil the end of the month - again
without effect.

The very considerable flying done during June and JulyC'^)
between the Girlf of Mexico and Guiana produced but three air
attacks, all near Puerto Rico and probably on and/or

No damage was inflicted on either,

(c) The South American coast from the Amaizon to Rio de Janeiro

U,539.

No U-boats were in this area during June,
U,8^, southbotmd for the Indian Ocean, was instructed on
17 June to break her jo-umey and operate for a time off Rio de
Janeiro,

The U-Kreutze

At the time she was in the Atlantic Narrows and she

r

did not arrive in the area until 7 July,
erroneous claim to have sunk a Brazilian ship on the 20th and
did sink the independent William Gaston fU,S.) - 7,177 tons
off Rio on 24 July, after which she proceeded eastward for

The fl3’-ing in the area amounted to 4,202 hours in
June and 5,111 hours in July,

She made an

Cai:)e Town,

There were no sightings.

See Maps

13 and 17,

(d) The South Atlantic Ocean

The other three U-Kreutzers maintained their course for

the Cape, U«8to was caught on the surface on 15 June by
aircraft from the roving U.S, escort carrier Solomons and sunk,
after shooting down two of her attackers, in position 2527S X
O53OW. C ) UjtJLSS, Tfliien rounding the Cape, sank the independent
Columbine (Br.) - 3,268 tons on 16 June, U,859 cleared

ibid.

into the Indian Ocean without incident.

A fifth U-Kreutzer - U,862 - emerged into the Atlantic
during the latter half of June having come northabout romd
Iceland and through the Denmark Strait so as to avoid the air
patrols in the Northern Transit Area,

journey southward until 25 July when she ran across and sank

the independent Robin Goodfellow (U,S,) - 6,885 tons to the
southwest of St, Helena,

early in August, -

(e) The West Africa area

U»543 started home fix)m the Takoradi area on 13 June
having effected nothing and was sunk while on passage on
2 July by aircraft from the U.S, escort carrier Wake Island
when southwest of the Canary Islands.

U»5.W» also moving slowly from Takoradi, attacked  a small
convoy at midnight on 14 June to the west of Cape Palmas
sinking the St_t^_Basile (Pr,) - 2,778 tons and one of the
escorting trawlers - H.M.S, Birdlip.
subsequent surface and aircraft hunt, and moved up to the
Freetown sector where on 2 July she sank the independent

She had an uneventful

She cleared into the Indian Ocean

She escaped the
See Maps
13 and 17

(1) Flying hours by ttie Gulf, Panama and Caribbean Sea Frontiers.
—r’

Month T T Bi Aask otal Hours ghts ttacics Result

General
June. 17,357 11A/U

I

General

A/UJuly 20,174 2 2

i

(2) Details are In the U.S. Fleet A/S Bulletin for July 1944,
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Bodegraven (Du) - 5»593 tons. Early in the dark hours of
4- July, Sunderland A/490 R.W.Z.A.P. Squadron, working from
Freetown on convoy support, caught a glimpse of her but the
U-boat had dived for too long by the time the aircraft
arrived over the spot to justifi’’ an attack. U,547 then moved
slowly northwards up the coast of Africa en_route for home,
finally leaving the northwest coast about 20 July. Her
relief, was then passing a few miles away bound for
Freetown. The Y/est Africa Command made but the one sighting
mentioned above during June and July.(1)

(f) The Central Atlantic

The roving American escort carriers had two successes
during the period. Aircraft from U.«.Sf.S. .Bqgue attacked and
destroyed the Japanese submarine 1.52 on 24 June in position
1516n X 3955W. This boat was botind for a Biscay port with a
valuable cargo from Japan, On 3 July, U.154 outward boimd

for the Florida Straits was detected and sunk by the destroyer
escort to y,S,_S, Croatjen in position 340CfN X 1930W,

(g) The North Eastern Atlantic

leather I’eporting U-bouts were maintained in mid-JYorfchem
Atlantic tirrougliout June and July, U,8^_ started back to a
Biscay base on 19 Jtme, U, 534 and 857 moved dcavn one position
and the northernmost billet was occupied a ^3^3 later by
U.673 from Norway, She vra.s conducting trials with a new type
of conning tower and only remained until 4 July before being
instructed to ijroceed to St, Nazaire. The other two boats

started back to France on the 20th and 28th July respectively.
The three positions were re-occupied in the same sequence - by
n.833 on 4 July, U.804 on 20 July and y,855 on 25 July, all
from Norwegian ports,
U-boats from Norway passed south well outside Ireland bound

for the English Channel or Biscay ports and thirteen Biscay
based U-boats traversed the waters vrestward of Cape Finisterre

dijring their journeys to or from overseas areas.

Also during these two months, nine

None of these singleton U-boats on passage constituted any
threat to convoys leaving or approaching the British Isles

except for possible chance encounters. Althoxigh the full

extent of these comings and goings may not have been known to

our intelligence, the absence of organised attack in the
Atlantic and the kno’»m enemy pre-occupation with the Normandy
Campaign were considered sufficient justification to relax

close air escort. However, general air cover was given in
those areas throvigh T^tiich ocean shipping was actually proceed
ing at any given time, Svioh support flying from U.K, bases

sighted four U-boats during June and July of which two were

attacked but without inflicting damage. All were to the west

or northwest of Ireland and in fact were on U-boats proceeding

(1) Flying hours by the R.A.F, West Africa command which extended from
Port Etienne In French West Africa to Ponte Noire In the Congo,
records do not differentiate between day and night flying, or give the
effective hours on task.

Available

A/CMonth Task Sights I AttacksTotal hours ResultsI I
lost , _

......

1.025

1J19

Convoy escort

Supprt patrols
June

060Convoy escort I

III July I

1,324Support patrols 12  ■:
L

0  i
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down to the English Channel area,
flying from the Azores, now reduced to one Portress squadron,
detected at night and attacked a surfaced U-hoat north-eastward
of these islands at the end of July,
U,5J.8, - was on passage from the Bay to Cape Hatteras,
damage was inflicted,
general support flying hours are given helow

(iii) Events di^ring August and September 1 944

Similar convoy support

In this case the U-boat -

No

Details of the convoy escort and
• (0

There were few U-boats at sea in the open Atlantic or

The three weather reporting boats wereSee Map 22 overseas on 1 August,

in their Northern Atlantic billets, U..9ji.Q. was still in the

Caribbean and U,5^ was approaching the Freetown sector,
passage were two returning from the Caribbean Cu.^_l6 and 952)
and two outward bound for the Canadian/American coast (U,802
and 518),

On

Halfway through August, the advance westward of Allied
land forces tovrards the Biscay ports resulted in signals from

B, d U, to the returning U*5i6. 955. "to make for Trondheim
instead of western Prance, This was followed by another sig
nal instructing all Type IX boats to return to Norway on com

pletion of their patrols and to leave with the necessary fuel

in hand,
they ?/ere told to meet and take sufficient fuel from the

weather boat U,_895ji

As neither U,9l6 nor 539 had the requisite fuel

By the end of August the evacuation of the Biscay ports
was nearly complete. With the loss of these bases, all

U-boats had to set out from or return to Norwegian harbours.

The extra mileage involved made it impossible to operate even

the large Type .IX boats in Caribbean or West African waters

unless supplies were guaranteed at sea near these areas. The
recent destruction of the last U-tanker and the air menace from

roving American escort carriers made any kind of replenishment

(1) Ocean Convoy escort and support flying hours In N,E, Atlantic.
-t

i 0-boat
A/CTask j Effective

'  Hours

Total

Hours
Month : Base

lost ResultSights Attacks

Escort ^ ( 98
(  3 (N)

(  202
(  15 (N)
(  1 L/LI  U.K.

I  and
j  Iceland (  853 (1,W

(. 176 (N)
(  271 L/L

13 2

7k (N)
198 L/L

1 NSupport
IL/L OL/LJune

l9iA I (  119
(  16 (N)

60Escort

I Azores

Support { 366
'  ( Zk (N)

(  6ii1

i  ’ZZ
(  154
(  13 (N)

Escort 1 ( 70
(  2 (N)U.K

;  and j— -)
t  Iceland Support ( 692

i  ! { 16 (N)
.! ( 123 L/L

II (1,220
(  49 (N)
(  128 L/L

1 1 1

July

1944 51 (  107
(  16 (N)

Escort1 i

p.
Azores Support! 538 990

!_ 16({N) 121 (N^
■  3,184 ! 5,812

1 N 1 N 1 Ni
I

i

6Flat Total 5 3
i
I. si
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in^ossible even from the large Type
the past acted as reserve refuellers

Henceforward, except for the U-Kreutzers, overseas
operations became limited to the coast of North America or

N.W. Africa for the Type IX boats. For the smaller O^e VII.s
there remained only the coastal waters of Iceland and the
British Isles,

(a) The Canadian and united States seaboard

No U-boats were present until the third week of August,
During her approach U.802 reported the sighting of an aircraft
carrier on 16 August about 400 miles S.S.E. of St, Johns (N.F,)
This w&s U.S,S. Bo^-ue who, with her attendant destroyers, was
operating in this area, U.802 saw no more of the carrier but

dixring the night of 18/19 August was suddenly attacked by
aircraft (they were from the Bogus), She sustained slight
damage and dived. For the next 48 hours she heard much
activity on her hydrophones from surface oral’t but finally got
clear and continued towards the Cabot Strait. In the same

vicinity, hoTOver, was U.1229 bound for the coast of Maine to

land spies. The Bpguejs aircraft on continuous search patrols
since their previous attack on U,802 caiae upon U,1229 all

unsuspecting on the surface at midday 20 August in position
4220N X 5139N. Under heavy flak they delivered a series of
rocket and depth bomb attacks which ultimately sanlc the U-boat,
Forty-two survivors were taken aboard one of the Bogue’s
destroyers,

A third U-boat - U,518 - was also at this time nearing
the coast but further south, having been detailed for the Cape
Hatteras area. She reached her station on 23 Augvist but
effected nothing until 12 September when she hit and damaged
the independent George Ade (U.S.) - 7,176 tons. She remained
on patrol without further incident mitil 29 September when she
started back to Norway,

Meanwhile U.802 had reached the Cabot Strait about

25 August, passed through, and by the 27th was well inside the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, She remained there or in the

St. Lawrence estviary for nearly three weeks undetected by
either air or surface patrols but seeing very little traffic
and no worthwhile targets. Her only offensive action was a
toipedo miss at an escort vessel on 14 September in the
St, Lav/rence River Just above Anticosti Island. About
20 September she withdrew unmolested and started back to

Norway. On 24 September a Ganodian Liberator (Y/10 R.C.A,F,)
sighted her off St. John's (N.F.) She dived but the air
craft's armament of Mk. 24 mines failed to release.

N,541 was the next arrival. She was one of the last

boats to depart from a Biscay port on overseas duty. She was
detailed for the St. Lawrence and when still some 400 miles
southeast of Newfoundland was momentarily sighted by a
Canadian aircraft on 28 August but no attack was possible. '
2 September she was nearing the Cabot Strait and the next day
had the effrontely to sinlc the independent Livingstone (Br,) -
2,140 tons right in the Strait, Passing tiirou^ unmolested
she reached the mouth of the St, Lawrence River and

8 September missed with a toipedo at H.M.G.S, Norsyd.
remained here or in the G\iLf of St. Lawrence until 25 September
also without seeing any worthwhi].e targets. After withdrawing
through the Cabot Strait she paused Just to the eastward until

X^^yLnelayers
who had in

On

on

She

See Maps
22 and 25

U.S. Fleet A/S
Bulletin for

Sept. 1944

(1) Moreover only tvio of these remained afloat out of the eight built, 0*21.3 was
outward bound for the Indian Ocean and 0*23^ was still unready In Kiel,
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2 October dioring which time she missed witli toipedo shots at
an escort vessel on one day and a large merchant ship on
another. In her signalled report soon after, she recommended
this latter position as holding out better chances than vm the
Gulf, She was not complimentary about the defences which

B, d U. :

War Diary
Page 665- were described as n

in the Giilf of St, Lawrence, searching
groups of destroyers and motor boats - not dangerous; little
air activity. In the Cabot Strait area, lights as in peace
time and no air activity.

By the end of September, U.1221 and U.1223 were in the
area, the former off Halifax by the 25th and the latter Just
south of Newfoundland on 1 October bound for the Gulf of
St, Lawrence,

See Map 27

All these boats were fitted with schnorohel and, indeed,
from now onwards all U-boats putting to sea on operations
so equipped,

tion so afforded that these large Type IX U-boats could exist
for long periods in such a rat trap expanse of inland water
the St, Lawrence Gulf and the River estuary, Althoiigh
effecting singularly little damage to shipping, they evaded
all the extensive air and surface craft hunts touched off by
their known presence,(l)

(b j The Caribbean area

N»330 was the only U-boat in the area on 1 August,
was at this time off Ctiracao and was moving northward on her
return Joiamey. About 3 August she left the Caribbean by the
Mona passage between Haiti and Puerto Rico > and had an unevent
ful passage back to Kristiansand South. She had effected -

nothing and was the last U-boat to operate in this region.
The large amount of flying done in August and September
therefore, unproductive of a sighting,(2)

(°) The coast of South America and in the South Atlantic

were

It speaks much for the immunity from air deteo-

as

She

was.

There were no U-boats on patrol off the South American
They never reached as far

However, U-Kreutzers continued to be des-
coast during Ai:igust and September,
as this again,
patched to the Indian Ocean and were routed down well to the
westward of Ascension Isle and St, Helena,
any coastal U-boat activity, much of the Brazil based flying

In the absence of

(1) Flying hours by E,A,C. Canada and off taie U,a, Eastem seaboard.

August - September -

Ktal Total

hours
Command Task SI gilts Attacks Results Sights Attacks Resultshours

EcA.C,
Canada

General I^OCB 1 0 5,763 1 0
A/U

U,S, Eastern i General 12,lt24
Seaboard A/U

and
Bermuda i

(2) Flying hours In the Gulf, Panama and Caribbean Sea Frontiers*

1 t 11,860 1 1

Month Task Total Iiours Sights Attaolts Result

August l2,ZtlO )General

A/U

I September General . 11,170
A/U

!
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was in the form o

Atlantic Narrows,oi^^^weeps well off shore end into the central
U.863s had also come out ft*om Germany northabout

Iceland and throu^ the Denmark Strait, reached the Atlantic
Narrows late in September, She was sighted early on
29 September by two U.S.N, Liberators of No, 107 Squadron taIio

...were on a sweep from East Brazil to Ascension Isle, The
U-Kfeutzer was on the stirface in the pre-dawn twili^t. Both
aircraft attacked under flak and with accurately placed sticks

of depth bombs sank the submarine in position 1045S X 2530W,
Life rafts were dropped on the spot and many sxirvivors were

seen clambering on to them as the aircraft left the scene.

U.S. Fleet A/S
Bulletin for

Nov, 194t.

PiH’ther north in mid-oceam between the Cape Verde Islands

and South America were two large U-boats also southbound for
the Indian Ocean, These were U-Kreutzer U.195 and the Type
XB minelayer U, 219 acting as a refueller* They were rhe last

two U-boats to be despatched overseas from a Biscay base* On

28 September, U,219 was instructed by signal io refuel the
cargo-carrying U.1062 who was returning to Germary from the
Par East, The rendezvous given was in the approximate posi
tion II3QN X 35007/. U.219 surfaced in this position later

•on the 28th and was prongjtly attacked by a carrier borne type
aircraft which she shot down. She submerged again and
sifted similar aircraft on 29 September after which she crept
away from this unhealthy neighbourhood and continued her

passage south. Actually these aircraft came from the American

escoirt carrier Mission Bay viio, with a destroyer escort, was
.  roving in this area. During the ni^t 29/30 September, U.1062
sttrfaced at the rendezvous and was soon contacted on A,S,V, by
one of the Mission Bay's aircraft, U.1062 dived but the area

was closely hunted during the 30th by the Mission Bay*3
destroyers. One of these obtained asdic contact and delivered

a hedgehog attack istoch produced four detonations and much oil.
This marked the destruction of U,1062 in II36N X 3WfW. Sub

sequently both U.195 and U.219 cleared into the Indian Ocean

during October without further incident,

(d) The West African area

On 1 August, U«546 was between the Cape Verde Islands
, and Dakar on her way to the Bathurst/Preetown sector,
operated without,any successes along the coast between
Cape Blanc and Bathurst for five v/eeks and left for home on

10 September, Her only offensive action was a salvo miss at

a southbound convoy off Cape Verde on 28 August,

She

U.S, Fleet a/S ,
'Bulletin for

■Jan. 1945*

See Maps 22,
25 and 27

U,170 was the last boat detailed for this area. She
left Lorieht on 4 August and arrived in the Cape Verde area
about 4 September, She operated between Bathurst and Freetown
until 3 October when she stajrted back to Norway. Her report
mentions the sighting of only three ships - all of them
neutral. She experienced little trouble from surface craft
patrols 'but noted strong night air activity along 300 miles of

(1) Flying hours frcm Eastern Brazil bases,'

Sights Attacks ResultsMonth Task Total Hours

1,977August General
A/U

3,212 U,863
sunk

1 1September General
A/U
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the coast. The flying by the West Africa Conmand made no
sittings but certainly seems to have stifled any enterprise
by either of these U-Boats.(l)

(3) The North Eastern Atlantic

The weather reporting boats U.SOit-, 855 and 858 remained
on duty in the Northern Atlantic throu^out August, After
refuelling an inward bound Type IX (U.559)i U«858 and 804- left
for Norway early in September. Only one fresh boat (u,772)
was detailed in lieu. After refuelling another inward boimd
Type IX (U,516), U.855 left for Norway on 9 September, her
place having been talnen three days before by U.2Jf5.

Uo772 started her return on 17 September leaving only
U.245 on this duty and she too left for Norway on  2 October,
Some continuity in weather reports was seciared by B, d U.

throu^ o3?dinary U-boats on passage who were instructed to make

daily reports while passing through the mid Northern Atlantic
area.

During August there were no U-boats traversing the ocean

convoy routes in the N.E, Atlantic and it is not smprising
that no sightings were obtained by the convoy support flying.
During September, however, there were increasing numbers.
Quite apart from the weather boats movements, there were ten

others on passage to or from distant areas and no less than

25 ex-Biscay based U-boats streaming 2?ound some 350 miles out
side Ireland bound for Norwegian ports,
these Al U-boats were on passage and not offence minded but it

is notable that not one was sighted dtiring September,
this inraiunity credit goes to the schnorchel and to a certain
extent to B, d U*s, tactics of opening the inshore phase of
U-boat operations, because much of the air escort and all of

the convoy support flying from the United Kingdom went towards

concentrated air patrols in the area just northward of Ireland
and in the outer Bristol Channel.

It is true that all

For

See Maps 22
25 and 27

The one squadron - No,220 Portress - in Nc. 24-7 Group
based in the Azores was re-inforced at the end of July by a

fli^t of foirr searchli^t fitted Liberators of No,114 U.S.N,

Squadron from Dunkeswell in No, 19 Group,
aircraft were added in September,
were being routed further to the south and received air support
from this base,

by three sightings culminating in an excellent attack,
early dark hours of 24 September, a Portress on distant convoy
cover detected and sighted a surfaced U-boat well to the north
west of the Azores,

Two more of these

The trans-Atlantic convoys

Such flying was rewarded later in September
In the

Flak was encountered but the actual

(1) Flying hours by R,A,F, West Africa between Port Etienne and the Congo.

A/C
l

Attacks ResultSightsTask Total

hours

Month
ost

1,336August Convoy Escort
Support Patrols 1779

877Septoaiber Convoy Escort
Support Patrols 1,455 1

(2) Tlrnt these weather roportlng U-boats were oopeble of a sth.g is apparent
because Uo304 missed vdth acoustie torpedoes 2 August at an escort in
473OW X 3a0OW and U.855 missed on 6 September with shots at an Independent
ship In 5830N x 3300 W, Reference - B. d U, War Diary.
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No, 247 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices

sitting was too close and on the wrong bearing for an imme

diate attack; also the flares gave poor illumination in the

hazy weather and the U-boat dived to safety. Two days later

another Portress, supporting convoy CU,40 in the same area,
cau^t a momentary glimpse at 1402 hours of a solmorchel but
it dipped before an attack could be made. Other Portresses
were homed to the spot and at 1547 hours Portress P/220
Squadron again sighted the schnorchel. An immediate attack

was made while both it and some of the conning tower were

visible in position 4318N X 3628W, After the attack, oil in
large quantities appeared and continued to spread for some
hoiars accon^anied by unidentifiable debris. Post war evi

dence indicates that all three sittings were of the U-Kreutzer
U,87l and that the attack destroyed her. She was outward
bound fixjm Trondheim en route to the Indian Ocean,

The flying hours on convoy cover in the N,E, Atlantic
are given below, (1) Although much has been said of the meagre
results of this type of air effort as expressed in sightings
or attacks on U-boats known to have been traversing this

large area, it must be remembered that not a single ship was
sunk or damaged between June and September incliisive out of
the 130 ocean convoys containing 5»686 merchant ships which
crossed the area.

Events in October^ November and December

Overseas operations by U-boats were limited to patrols in

Canadian waters, mid-Northem Atlantic weather reporting duties

and two cruises to the western approaches of Gibraltar,

(a) Ki^C^adian seaboard and St, Lawrence area

During October only two U-boats were in these waters.
U.1221 was off Halifax where she achieved nothing before
leaving for home on 27 October and U.1_223 #10 was in the G-ulf
of St, Lawrence from about 4 October. She attacked a small

(1) Ocean convoy escort and support In the N,E, Atlantic,

U-boatA/CEffective

Hours

Total

Hours
Month Base Task

Lost
Sights Attacks Results

(  199U.K. (Escort

( 6 (N)and ( (N)
Iceland

(  607
{  32 (N)
(  128 L/L

(  948
(  162 (N)
(  187 L/L

Support IN
AUG.
1944

(  71 (  142
(  4f (M)

Escort
7 (N)

Azores

c  540
(  161 (N)
(  I65 S/L

(  8,
(  24? (N)
(  190 S/L

Support

(  187
(  8 (N)
(  1 L/L

(  355
(  87 (K)

4 L/L

U.K. Escort
and

Iceland

Support NIL NIL
SEPT,

1944 30 59
Escort 2 (N) 10 (N)

3 L/L
Azores

(  623
C  173 (N)
{  179 S/L

(1,023
(  290 (N)
(  245 S/L

2 1 U.87I
Support IN ON Sunk

Flat Total 3,119 5,262 1 3 1 Sunk
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convoy in the mouth of the St, Lawrence River on 14 Octoher

and torpedoed the Canadian frigate Magog who had to be
beachedo

operations failed to detect her but she took no further
sive action until 2 November then she torpedoed and damaged
S»S» Port Thom-pson (Br#) •- 70134 tonsj again in the
St, La:ffrence River,

about 18 November before withdrawing and starting her homeward

journey.

The subsequent concentrated air and storface craft
offen-

She remained inside the Gulf until

See Maps
27 and 30

Meanwhile U,1228 had reached the Cabot Strait on

13 November followed by U.1231 on 25 November, The former

torpedoed and sank the Canadian corvette Shawinigan on
25 November in the Strait and left for home on 4 December.
U,1231 passed throu^i the Strait into the Gulf of St, Lawrence

and five days later missed with torpedoes at a destroyer in
the St. Lawrence River, She remained here and in the Gulf

vintil mid-December writhout seeing any targets after which she

withdrew to the Nova Scotian coast, with no better luck,
vintil 27 December when she left for Norway.

A third boat - U. 1230 - arrived south of Nova Scotia on

27 November and landed two spies in Frenchman's Bay on the

coast of Maine during the night of 30 November. Standing off

from this coast she attacked and sank S.S, Cornwallis (Br,) -
5j458 tons sailing independently between Boston and Halifax on
3 December after which she stationed herself at the southe:m

end of Nova Scotia until about I7 December when she stairted

her return home.

Sea Map 32

See Maps 34
and 37

A fourth boat - U«806 - was detailed to the Halifax area

and arrived off this port in mid-December, She attacked the

local convoy HHX.327 on 21 December and damaged S,S. Samtucky
(BTo) 7,219 tons. On 24 December she sank the Canadian
minesweeper Clayoquot just outside Halifax harbour,
was still on patrol in this vicinity at the end of the year
when she was joined by U.1232,

Although this was their most successfiol period to date,
the total casualties inflicted by the six U-boats only amounted

to one merchant ship and three escort craft sink and two mer

chant ships damaged. On the other hand the very cmsiderabla
flying effort by the E,A»C, Canada off the seaboard and in the
St, Lawrence area secured only one sighting. This was the

day after the Clayoquot had been sunk off Halifax, Liberator

E/11 R,C,A,F, Squadron, while escorting the fast convoy T,4
sighted and attacked a periscope some six miles from the con'roy
■vdien it was 90 miles southeast of Halifax, This wan U,806
but no damage was inflicted. The flying hours are given
below, ("I)

U.8O6

See Map 37

(b) The weather reporting U-boats in the NaE, Atlantic,

After U.22;.5's departure for Norway early in the first week
of October, no boats were specifically detailed for this duty

(1) Flying hour£3 and results fcy toe E,A.Co Canada,

I54i A/C
lost

Sights Attacks ResultTotal hours base to base

4245 1Oct, •e

2,6i7Nov,

4323 11Dec,
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lantil the 22nd when U«1226, who had just cleared through the
Northern Transit area en route for Canada, reported that her
schnorchel was defective. Her Canadian cruise was cancelled

and she was instructed to remain in the approximate position of
57OQN X 26OOW and act as a weather reporter. No further sig
nals were ever received from her and, as no Allied attacks

took place in the vicinity, it seems likely that she foundered
eiccidentally as a result of the schnorchel trouble. No

weather reports having been received by 3 November, B. d U.
instnicted fotir U-boats who were on passage in the North

Atlantic(l) to start making daily reports while they were in
this sea area because these were urgently required for planning
p\arposes, partictilarly in connection with a projected German
Army counter-offensive on the Western Front and for fore

casting possibilities of Allied air action. In addition
U.396. then outward bomd S.E, of Iceland, was detailed to a
permanent billet west of Ireland to make reports thrice dadly.
She carried out this duty from 12 Novanber to the end of the

month when her place was taken by U.1053. Early in December,
U.1232 and 870 were similarly detailed and other U-boats on
passage received orders to report the weather daily. Accord
ing to B. d U. the timing of General Von Rmdsted*s counter
offensive, which started on 16 December, was largely deter
mined by the aid of the meteorological reports fk*om these
U-boats.

See Maps 32
and 34.

After 18 December, weather reports were not considered
so urgent so U.1232 was instrvicted to continue passage to
Canada, U.870 was detailed to the approaches to Gibreiltar and
U.1053 stairted back to Norway,
fresh boats - U.877 and IOO9 - were earmarked for this task.

For some unknown reason no weather reports were received from
U.877 by 21 December and on that date U.22t8, then to the south
west of Ireland en route to the English Channel, was told to
go to the area and assume the duties of a weather reporter.

Whatever the i*eason for U.877*s silence, she was in her
appointed area because on 29 December she blundered into con

voy HX 327 and was sunk by one of the s;irface escorts (H.M.C.S.
St. Thomas) in 4625N X 3638 W.
inflicted by Allied action up to this time among these special
task U-boats in spite of their frequent signals and consequent
vulnerability to Allied D/P fixes,
to state that little s\u'face and no aircraft operations had
been specifically directed against them. The year ended with
only U.248 and 1009 being stationed in mid-Northem Atlantic
billets,

(o) Other U-boat movements in the N.E. Atlantic

U.1227, who cleared from the Northern Transit area at the
end of September, was detailed to patrol in the western
approaches to Gibraltar. No U-boat had been in this vicinity
since May 1944 and B. d U. hoped to find the defences asleep.

On her way south U.l 227 sighted and reported a westbound
convoy on 4 October in position 4920^ X 2250W. This was
ONS.33. She shadowed until dark and attacked at 2240 hours
but only succeeded in damaging the Canadian frigate Chebogue
vAio was one of the escorts. ”

However, soon afterwards two

This constituted the only loss

However, it is only fair

See Map 37

(1) They were U. 170 and 1,221. on return passage, and U. 1230 and
1231 on outward passage.
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OHS.33 had been receiving air escort by Catalinas of
No.202 Squadron based in Northern Ireland up to dusk on

1 October after which it had been disoontinued.

hastily resumed at dawn on 5 October by two Y.L.E. Liberators

of No,59 Squadron from Northern Ireland and a Fortress from

the Azores 3 while more distant cover was given by other
Libei'ators and Portresses,

started on a long tow back to the United Kingdom escorted and

supported by still more V.L.E. Liberators, Fortresses and

UoS.N. Searchlight Liberators from the Azores,

It v/as

The Chebogue was detached and

Nos, 15 and

247 Groups
O.R.B,

Appendices,

At 2039 hours on 5 October one of the supporting

Portresses (e/220 Squadron) sighted a surfaced U~boat in
4838N X 2517W, This was IT, 1227 disengaging to the south.
She dived well before the aircraft reached the spot and no

attack -was possible. She continued her passage towards
Gibraltar and was not seen again.

This example has been given at some length to show that

lone U-boats on passage did occasionally attack chance
encomtered convoys. It was quite impossible to treat all

convoys as permanently tlu'eatened in the wide expanse of the
N,E, Atlantic but once a U-boat committed a hostile act it was

the practice to concentrate air retribution quickly in the

area althotigh in these schnorohel days it seldom exacted the

extreme penalty. Prom the end of October, the already
limited ocean cover from the United Kingdom and Iceland
bases was further reduced in favour of giving increased convoy
escort in the inshore waters to the north and south of

Ireland and off Reykjavik,

During October the last five U-boats evacuating from
Biscay ports were still slowly making their way northward up a
route some 350 miles outside Ireland. These together with

fifteen U-boats bound during the period October to December to

or from overseas stations all constituted potential chance

encounters ¥d.th ocean shipping but none occurred,
U-boat traversing the ocean convoy area in 1944 was U.87O.
After her instructions on 18 December to leave tier weather

reporting position for Gibraltar, she pi-oceeded in a south

easterly direction. At 0240 hours on 20 December, vitien sur

faced in position 4135N X 1934W, she was picked up on A,S,V.,
illuminated by flares and attacked by Portress t/220 Squadron
who was on general covei' patrol from the Azores, No damage
was inflicted on her. Later on the same day U,870 sighted a

westbound convoy in the vicinity. This was an American con

voy of L.S.T.s boimd from the United Kingdom to Norfolk (Va,)
which was not receiving air escort,
L,S«T, No,339 and damaging the U,S, destroyer Fogg,

Air escort and strong support vra-s immediately providied
by Portresses and searchlight Liberatoi-s from the Azores but
U,870 was not re-located and continued her way towards
Gibraltar,

The last

Ua870 attacked, sinking

During the last quarter of 1944, includirig weather
reporting boats, there were 30 U-boats pr-esent in or crossing
the convoy area. The flying hours on escort and support
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"below. ("I) As can be seen, only two sightings wereare given
obtained but it must be remembered that attack on ocean con

voys was not the primary object of any of these 30 U-boats.

During the three months only one L.S.T. was sunk out of the

4,430 ships in 143 convoys lAhich crossed the area.

(d) The Gibraltar Approaches

No U-boats had been in this area since May 1 944 'vdien,
after U.731 was sunk trying to get through into the
Mediterranean, B, d U, forbade any further attempts,
flying farom Gibraltar had declined progressively and aircraft
strength hod been reduced in successive months till in

September 1944 there were only two days operational flying by
the last remaining squadron (No, 202 Catalinas) before they t*o
left the station.

The

In mid-October some rather indeterminate repoxds of a

possible U-boat were received from United States and H.M,

escort vessels in positions well west of the coast of Portugal,
A further possible contact was reported on 22 October to the
southwest of Cape St, "Vincent and it was thought likely that a

U-boat was making its v/ay towards the Gibraltar Strait,

CD Flying hours on ocean convoys In the N.E, Atlantic.

l>-boats
Effective

Hours
A/CTotal

Hours
Month Base Task

lost
Sights Attacks Result

( m (  108
I  117 (N)
(  8 L/L

(U,K. 5 (N)Escort

(
and

(  28
(  11 (N)
(  59 L/L

(  66
(  29 (N)
(  108 L/L

Oct, Iceland Support

194*
(  18
(  7 (N>
(  6 S/L

(  h6
(  32 (N)
(  20 S/L

Escort

Azores

(  265
(  150 (N)
(  161* S/L

{  390
(  248 (N)
(  227S/L

1 0

SupportI

(  98U,K. (  162
C  55 (N)

Escort
(

and

(  3
(  20 L/L

SupportIceland 11 L/L
Nov,
1944 (  18

(  6 (N)
5Escort

•Azores
(  50
(  33 (N)
(  20 S/L

(  84
(  53 (N)
(  27 S/L

Support

U,K» (  30 {  55
{  15 (N)

Escort
(

and

(  31 (  66
(  27 (N)
(  143 L/L

Iceland (Support
Deo,

I  1944
(  80 L/L

i
16 27Escort
16 L/L 26 L/L

Azores
(  118 (  200

(  54 (H) |( 68 (N)
(  91 L/L t( 133 L/L

ja

I Support IN IN

Jt
1

; Flat Total
f i  1,560 2,917 I

2 1i

*  squadron was partially out of the line
while re-equlpplng to Leigh Light Liberators.
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The only squadron at the Rock was NOo 22 SoA,AoP. Venturas
who had "been employed on anti-contrahand duties during this
month,

westward approach to the Strait and gave occasional escort to
the North/South convoys passing thiough the area.

They now started day and night J\/U patrols in theR.A.P. &fbraltar

OoR.Bo iiqpatidices

Ti-jcse deductions regarding a U-boat v/ere correct for

Ujl1227. arrived in the Gibraltar Approaches abo’at 20 October,
She remained unobserved in this airea until about 15 November

but without making any hostile act. On or about 16 November
she was detected and d.epth charged by surface craft and though
only slightly damaged her commanding officer decided to start

back to Norway, She made no signals to base and conseqiiently
no relief was organised by B, d, U, until by his estimation
she had reached the end of her theoretical endurance in this

area. This was not until mid-December and then, as hac been

mentioned before, U,870 was detailed from weather reporting to

this patrol billet, U,870 did not arrive until ri^it at the

end of December and her experiences are dealt vn.th in a later

chapter, T/fith onlj' one cautious U-boat, present for less

than a month, it is not surprising that the few hours flc'm

during the last quarter of 15ii4 produced no sighting. )

(e) Other parts of the Atlantic

During these three months no U-boats were present in
United States or South American coastal waters and none were

off West Africa so that the 47i>700 hours flown off the former

stretch and the 2,559 off the latter naturally prodixced no

sightings.

On 1 January 1945 the overseas disposition of U-boats
There were U.1252 and 806 on patrol off

Halifax, U.1231 homeward bound just south of NevTfoundland, two

weather reporting boats - U«1009 and 248 in the mid-Northern
Atlantic with the homeward bound U.1230 near them, and U387O
on patrol in the western approaches to Gibraltar,

was at a low ebb.

See Map 37

(1) Flying hours by GIbreiltsr based aircraft for last quarter I9V4,

U-boe,t
A/CEffective

Hours

TotalMon til Bits® Task
Hours lost Sights Attacks Rssu,lt

+
~  !( 62

(  5iK)
(113

Escort (  14N)Oct. !

(332
(2?3(N)

Laul
Patrol ev.

677 885Flat total
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CfL'ffTER V

TIffi) U^EOAT IllSHOPJi) G/J/PAIGH mmO TliE BRITISH ISLIS

IHGLUDIIig- THE MORTIRiiaM TElftHSIT AREA.

SI-'IPTEIjBiiR TO DECEtIBBR 19ii4('i)

(1) The charxging face of the U-boat -yrar

We h8.ve traced the res'ult of the U-hoat Gommar.d decisions

to evacuate the Biscay pozdis. By the end of August a stream

of U-boats was proceeding through the Bay routed well westward
of Ireland and bound for Noinvay» To tie down Allied A/U
operations so as to safeguard this exodusj, B, d Uo kept U-boats
in the English Ghannel as long as possiblsj deployed some of
the ex-Biscay boats into inshore positions to the southeast
and northwest of Ireland, and despatched Noniregisn ba^ed
U-boats into coastal waters north and westv/ard of Scotland and

as far away as off Keykjaviko

This strategy was successful during September in that the

presence of U-boats in all these areas, particularly our tender
spot off Nojrthem Ireland viiere most Atlantic trade still con

verged, resulted in inshore concentrations of air and surface

craft patrols leaving little available to harry the string of
some 30 U-boats en route to Norway,
stream were arriving in Norwegian ports by 20 September and the
\rfiole lot had safely accomplished their journey by the end of
October,(2)

The leaders of this

Mean’.vhile the preliminary success of Uaif82 in the waters
ji’ct north of Ireland had gone far to force a modification of
the Allied a/U plans for the northern offensive against U-boats.
It will be remembered that in the August Daneotive it had

been laid down, with Admiralty agreement, that subject to
adequate reserves in the Western Approach Command for possible
threats to Atlantic ocean convoys, the main task of Coastal
Command was to prosecute a blocking offensive in the Northern
Transit area in close co-operation with surface anti-submarine
groups. By 7 Septeasber we find the A,0,Co-in-C, (Sir Sholto
Do’uglas) informing the Air Ministry that the situation was now
complicated by the fact that the enemy had taken certain
measures not specifically envisaged, namely a determined and
apparently permanent policy of close investment of the British

Isles by inshore U-boat patrols. This presented Coastal
Command with not one but four areas in which intensive air

patrol was required:-

Coastal Command

Sept, OoR.B.

App, 552

1, The Northern Transit area

The area around and in the North Minch

The approaches to the North channel
The approaches to the Bristol and St, George's
Channels,

2.

3.
-4-,

(1) The references for U-boat intentions, eTzperienccs
positions in this chapter are:- E, d U's War Diaiv"^
incividual U-boat logs or the Aclmiralty Foreign Document
Section,

Coastal Commsni's flying hctrs are compiled from
daily recards in the Group G.RcBo appendices,
Al.i these movements ard dispositions are sho-ivn on Maps 26
and 28,

c.Tdr»':

the

(2)
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In audition, air cover of Atlantic convoys remained an
lindirainished commitment and it appeared to the A,0.C.-in-C,
that some reinforcement must be made to the Command's strength
if all these tasks were to be met.

Arising from a recognition of the enemy policy a new
Directive governing warfare was, with Admiralty agreement,
issued by the A,O.C.-in-C. to all the Home Groups of the

Command with effect from 11 September;-

(a) Subject to Atlantic convoy requirements as detailed
in the daily Stipple signal, A/U operations in the areas
off Cape Wrath, Northern Ireland and in the approaches to

the St, George's and Bristol Channels were to take
priority over all other A/U operations,

(b) These operations were to be under the control of the
A,0,C, No, 15 Group who wovild have first call on aircraft
sorties from Nos. 18 and 19 Groups for the pin?pose,

(C) No. 18 Group would continue to hold the responsibilily
for the harrying of U-boats on passage through the
Northern Transit area.

H.Q.C.C,

Signal A.245

T.O.O.172OB/8/9

In effect this Directive relegated the Northern Transit
offensive to a secondary place which was undoubtedly in line

with contemporary opinion in Coastal Command H.Q. sind the

Admiralty, Such opinion held that areaa aroimd threatened
convoys whether they be on the high seas or in inshore waters

presented far better chances for U-boat kills and the effi

cient safeguarding of shipping than any transit area operation.
Moreover the prospects for the interception of U-boats on

passage in the Northern Transit area were infinitely less

promising than had ever obtained in the Bay of Biscay not only
because of the advent of the sohnord-iel but by reasons of the

greater width of debouchment and the inferior weather
conditions, (0

At first the inteipretation of inshore air action took the

form of concentrated air patrols with little close escort to

the convoys passing through but, as will be seen in a later

section, a change was made at the end of October in favour of
more close osoort and the employment of box patrols advancing
ahead of and on the bows of each convoy.

Altho\i^ in September the inshore U-boat can^aign was
establislied by B, d U,, it was relaxed during October viiile the

U-boat Command carried out a thorou^ re-organisation in

Norway as the sole operational base for western operations and

it was not till nearing the end of this month that systematic
inshore patrols were re-commenced. By this time submerged
tactics had been brought to a fine art and U-boats dived as

soon as leaving harbour. They rarely re-surfaced until their

return off port again some eight weeks later.(2)

(1) These included the lengthening hours of darkness and pre
valence of rough seas in winter observing that no mark of

A.S.V, was likely to detect a schnorchel head in seas
higher than the very moderate state of Force 5»
The average length of cruise of inshore U-boats dioring
the last quarter of 1944 was 57 days.

(2)
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(li) The Inshore areas diiring September 19^1^4.

(a) The grea off Northern Ireland

It was in this area that most of the U-boat action took

place and which caused the modification of Coastal Command’s

A/'U policy.

As we have seenp on 1 September there was as yet only
Ui_482. present, This boat had sunk a large American tanlcer

out of convoy CU,36 on 30 August when close air escort was not
provided and the corvette Hurst Castle on 1 September, The

next day she attacked convoy 0NSc,251, which was also not

receiving close air escort, and sa:ak Sc St. F.lordheim (Nor,)
~ 4,115 tons some JO miles northwest of Lough Swilly,

The increa,sed air effort follovd-ng these attacks obtained

little result. One Svinderland momentarily sighted som.s white

vapour on 2 September Tdaich at the time was ass’jmed to be from

a schnorchel. On 3 September another Sunderland si^vbed a

genuine schnorchel protruding about three feet with a little
brown smoke emerging from below and a periscope plainly visible

abaft it.(l) This was in position 5543N x 0915W and was
undoubtedly U,2^82. The attack failed as the depth charges
did not release, U.2t£2 lay low for a fev; more days and then

on 8 September attacked convoy HIP,305, also -ivithout close air

escort, in a position 15 miles northwest of Lough Swilly
sDnId.ng SaS, Empire Heritage (Er,) - 15,702 tons and S,S. Pinto
(Bt,) - 1,346 tons. The U-boat escaped the subsequent concen
trated air and surface craft hunt and, having expended all her

torpedoes, started back to Norway,

Acknty,
BaE.1337

No, 15 Group
OcRcB,

Appendices

A.dmty,
B,R,1337

These losses, ri^t on our front doorstep, resulted in

dractic changes in No, 15 Group’s flyirg scheme,
ocean convoy support and much of the close escort flyi.ng,
hitherto given well out in the Atlantic, was concentrated into

air patrols close in off Northern Ireland but curiously enough
few convoys received close air escort while passing throi:i^
this area. No,15 Group was reinforced by the transference
from No,19 Group of Nos, 172 and 612 L/L Wellington squadrons
to Limavady and by very considerable assistance by No.19 Group’s
three U.SoN. Liberator ' squadrons -vdio used Ballykelly as an

In addition the Group made use

All the

advanced refuelling base,

H,Q0 Coastal
Command O.RoB.

Appendices
See Order of
Battle for

1 Septa in
Appendix I,

of an Air Sea Rescue and two 0,T,Ua squadrons to swell the

volume of flying in the area.

Meanwhile four more U-boats (1424^ 48':-b 393 and 743)
were approaching from the northwest having come out on this

mission from Norwegian ports.
]lejk3. 'V'^as sunk on 9 September by H.M, ships Forchester Castle

and Helmsdale when supporting convoy CNF,252 northwest of

Ireland in 5545N x 114lYf and about this time Uaii84 was sunk
southwest of the Hebrides but of this more is said below.

On 10 September at O918 hours, U,S,N. Liberator 0/103
Squadron, after a radar contact, sighted a U-boat in the act

Two were quickly accounted fo.j. a

(1) These aqjparently trivial details of schncrchel sightings
are given be';':au;CG it was frem this tii.io that attention
begKi to be paid to reports of white htEoke, cpray rcid
vapour clouds riiioh were s.t fii*sb tentatively end laber^,
in*Ncvember,, firmly accepted as evi/io/ce of schnorciialli
U-boa-ts. The subject is fully ddsoussed in Section (y)
and photographs are in Appendkc V,

ng
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of diving in position 5643N x O848W but it had disappeared too
long before the aircraft reached the spot to j;istify an attack.
This was probably UjJgS just arrived in her billet. On the
next day at 1003 hours in a position 27 miles to the westward,
Sunderland D/423 R,A,A,P, Squadron sighted what the pilot
described as whitish vapour or steam close to the surface of

the sea at a range of nearly ten miles. As the aircraft
closed, the phenomenon was scrutinised through binoculars and
the vapour was considered to be issuing from a hidden source,
While still two miles away the vapour vanished and, on arrival
over the spot, a slight wake mark some 30 yards long was

observed. Pour depth charges were dropped on the wake but
nothing further was seen. At the time, the attack was assumed
to be on a genuine U-boat and, when a few months later it
became known to Admiralty Intelligence that U.A8A had vanished

early in September in this area, the Assessment Committee
adjudged that either this attack or a promising one carried
out by two H.M.C, ships Dunver and Hespeler on 9 September in
position 563QN X 074DW was responsible, 07
1955 reseaixjh, partic\ilarly regarding the dubious repozi: of
viiite vapour, it is almost certain that the aircraft attack

was on a whale spout or the stale wake mark of a collapsed
waterspout, (2) and that U.484 had been sunk two days earlier
by the two Canadian vessels.

In the light of

No, 5 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices

While on passage homeward U.2t£2 signalled base of her
successes and B, d U, directed that four of the U-boats

withdrawing from Prance should, occupy billets close off north
western Ireland (U,963t §85, 309 and 9^) and another boat
(U.IOOA), then coming out from Norv^ay, should station herself
in the approach to the North Channel, By I8 September there
were thus seven U-boats in the area but they did not remain at
this figure for long. By 2k September, U.248, 309 and 963 had
left for Norway followed at the end of the month by U,398 « 985
and 953 leaving only U.1004 on patrol.

Prom 22 September the already strong air patrols were
augmented by a finrther transference from No, 19 Group of
Nos, 179 and 304 I/L Wellington squadrons to Beribeciolaj by
the flying effort of one L/L Liberator and three Sunderland
squadrons working f2X)m No,19 Group bases; by the recall to
Northern Ireland of No,202 Catalina Squadron from No,l8 Group;
and finally by the loan of two more P.A.A, Swordfish squadrons
(Nos, 838 and 842) which were based at Benbecula,

H,Q, Coastal
Ocmmazid O.R.B.
Appendices

This very large air force made no moire sightings but the
volume of flying seems to have kept the U-boats so immobilised
and subdued that no futrther ship sinkings took place,
was disgusted at the poor showing as he received report after
report from the seven U-boats either during passage home or
on arrival,

the exception of U.482. it was plain that none had made any
determined effort to penetrate into the area of densest traffic.
In view of their own admission that none had suffered attack

either from air or surface craft they certainly could have done
so.

four fresh U-boats then on passage to the area from Norway
and inferred that he expected better results from them.

B. d U,

He scathingly noted in his War Diary that, with

He caused a signal to this effect to be radioed to the

B. d U.
War Diary
page 674

(1) In the official list of U-boat losses published after the
war, this U.484 is still credited either to D/423 Squadron
or H,M, ships,

(2) See Section (v) and Appendix V,
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The total flying hoiirs in this area topped those for aiiy
other but achieved only two genuine sightingSo ('^) Statisti
cally this was a depressing picture butj although the figures
were another pointer to the changed conditions under viiich the

power of air location was rapidl.y diminishing the U-boats
purchased their immunity by a sacrifice of their ability to do

harm. After 8 September no merchant ships were sunk in this
area during the rest of 1

(b) South Ireland and Bristol Channel area

The short signal received at base from Uo667 while
returning to France from the Bristol Channel at the end of

August reported her success in that area. It decided B. d U,

to send others there not only to exploit a pi’omising opening
but as part of his strategy to tie down Allied A/U measures in
separate eireas. Three more of the U-boats Tmthdrav/ing from

the Biscay ports were detailed (U,758« 262 and 7iit)« They
took up their positions, the former south of Ireland and the

other two in the Bristol Channel, during the first week of

September, They remained for a fortnight without effecting
aaiythin-g and then left for Norivay, All reported much activity
by air and surface craft patrols but the considerable flying by
No,19 Group obtained only one momentary glimpse of a possible
periscope on 4 September which may hau’-e been U,262 closing in
to her billet,(2)

(c) The last of the Biscay air patrols

In addition to the other flying. No,19 Group maintained
air patrols in the Bay out to longitude 10®?/ and in the
approach to the English Channel up toll Septeimber after Yvhich

these were discontinued except for ocoasional STreeps in the

Inner Bay by No. 10 Sunderland Squairon. No sightings were

(1) September flying hours by Nos, 18 and 19 Groups off Northern Ireland,

U~boats
A/CTotal

Hours

Effective

Hours
Task Period

lost
Si gilts Attacks Results

3,2/6
(  490 (N)
(1,602 h/h

4,562
(  995 (N)
(1,940 L/L

1 2 0Day-
Patrol

Night

59 72Convoy Day
(  2 (N)
(  9 UL

11 (N)
11 L/LNightescort

I  5,438 17,591 2 0C-'/erall total

(2) September flying hours by N0ol9 Group in the South Ireland - Bristol Channel
area.

D'^ats
A/CEffective

Hours

Total

Hours
Task Period

lost Sights Atti'cles Results

(  5/3 (N)
Night I ( 873 ui.

Day 2,969
{  749 (N)
(1,011 L/L

1 0

Patrol

S'! 85Convoy j Dey

Night
esRort I

(  3 (N)
(  5 L/L

{  5 (N)
(  6 L/L

i  3,994 4,825 1 0Overall total i
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obtained by some 2,000 flying hours(“*) although fotir TJ-boats
cleared through out from the English Channel and ten more
traversed the Bay during their journey away from Prance,

(d) The North Minch - Cape Wrath Sector

11*296, who had arrived in this area on 2f|. Aiigust,
remained tintil 17 September. She was joined on 5 September
"by II*2§^who, however, left on 12 September after receiving
damage from a depth charge attack by surface craft. After
the 17th there was a gap of ten days before U.281 arrived and
she was still on patiTol there at the end of the month.

In her report, U,296 said she had remained continuously
submerged for 34 days and had on two occasions missed with
torpedoes at escort vessels. Both she and U,285 experienced
increased defence measures. Neither were attacked by air
craft but when schnorchelling at night there were many indi
cations of A.S.V, registered by the search receiver whose
aerials were mounted on the schnorchel head. Little traffic
was seen and no ships were sunk.

The air patrols were not heavy and were provided by sor
ties from both No,l8 and No, 15 Groups. (2) Only one brief
sighting was made. This was on 4 September by Simderland
^/330 Squadron, yvho had just left close escort of convoy UR. 134
northwest of the Butt of Lewis,

contact, flak was opened below the port side of the aircraft

and a dim shape was seen there. On tviming to attack, the
radar contact faded out denoting that the U-boat had dived.
This was probably U,484 on her way south into her billet off
Northern Ireland,

After homing on an A.S.V.

No,18 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices

(1) Flying hours In the Bay of Biscay and approaches to English Channel

U-boats
Effective

Hours
A/C■Total

Hours
Task Period

lost
Sights Attacks Result

Day 938
(  4)0 (N)

1
(  260 (N)
(  1/jO L/t i ( 211 L/L

Patrol
Night

Overall
Total !  1,338 12,075

(2) Flying hours In the North Minch sector during September
U-boatsEffective

Hours
A/CTotal

Hours
Task Period

lost Sights Attacks Result

411Day 502 1
Patrol ( 1  (N) {  3 (N)

(  188 L/LNight (  175 L/L

43Convoy Day 22
(  6 (N)
(  8 L/L

{  8 (N)
{  9 L/L

1 N 0 N
Nightescort

Overall
Total

I
623 753 1 1 01 :L J
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(e) The Moray Firth area

This area was only very lightly patrolled hy NOel8
Group.(1) Day sorties were provided hy No.^D Sunderland
O.TcU, and No.1693 Anson squadron, night hours by No,40? L/L
Wellingtons, No sightings by this flying were made either of
U.68O who left the area on 3 September or of U,1199 Viiio arrived
there on 20 Septembei', The latter 'was sighted, however, on
27 September by Liberator s/206 Squadron 'who was on the way
out to a Norwegian coast patrol. It was made in a rough sea
in position 3842N x 0020W and the partially surfaced U-boat
dived immediately before any attack covild be made.

Neither U-boat sank anything,
surface craft depth charge attack on 2 September vdiich enforced
her early return, U® 11 actually remained in the Moray
Firth or off Peterhead until 1 November and was continuously
submerged for 50 days including the passage out and back to
Norway, Her crew vrere enthusiastic about the schnorchel.
She saw very little Tv'orthvdiile shipping but a constant stream
of small minesweepers, patrol craft and fishing vessels,

(f) The Reykjavik

Here too, little inshore patrol was done until late in

the month though most of the local convoys to and from the
United Kingdom received close air escort in the approach to
Reykjavik, The flying was provided by No,53 L/L Liberator
and No,162 R,C,A.P, Canso Squadrons -with sorties by the Station
Anson flight. No sightings were obtained,(2)

U,244, who had arrived on 29 August, remained until
21 September, She saw only two small convoys and one single
ship during her stay - for twelve consecutive days she lay fo-ur
miles northwest of Reykjavik without sighting any shipping but
complained that the large number of inshore fishing craft
greatly hindered her night-time schnorchellin^.

U,680 was damaged by a

area

ibid

B. dU.

V7ar Diary
pages 709
and 758

U,244 was relieved on 21 September by U, 979 who the next

day torpeijed and damaged S,S. Yukon (U.S,) - 5,970 tons only
six miles off Reykjavik, This ship had been and was receiving

(1) Flying hoia-s In the Moray Firth area.

U-boats
Effective

Hours
A/CTotal

Hours
Task Period

lost
Sights Attacks Result

198Day 1235 0
Patrol ( 3 (N)

75 L/L
(  11 (N)
(  81 L/LNight i {

Overall

Total 276 327 1 0

(2) Flj-lng hours In the Reykjavik area during September.

U-boats
Effective
Hours

A/CTotal

Hours
Task Period

lost
Slgiits Attacks Result

106Day 120

(  19 (N)
(  111 L/L

(  25 (N)
{  h£> L/L

Patrol
Night

7UConvoy Day

Escort i Night

96
(  12 (N)
{  6

*

Lii U

(  8 (N)
(  4 L/L

O'/orall

Total 252 305I
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close air escort as well as being accompanied by  a destroyer.
At 1804 hours, the escorting Liberator (C/53 Squadron)
explosion at the port bow of the Yukon but no previous sign of
the torpedo or the U—boat nor was the subsequent search any
more successful. In fact U.979 had collided with  a surface

craft shortly after her attack and had damaged her main
periscope. She avoided location by the surface craft hunt
by remaining at 60 feet and such depth charges as were dropped
were not near her. The following days of concentrated air
patrol also failed to locate her but she left on 26 September
without relief beoause the periscope could not be repaired,

(g) Summary of September operations in inshore areas

saw an
R,A.P, Iceland

O.R.B.

Appendices

September was the first full month of U-boat operations
in the five inshore areas selected by the U-boat Command,
Twenty U-boats carried out these patrols for varying lengths
of stay,

they reached their area, sixteen accomplished nothing, one
damaged a ship and one deteimined captain sank three merchant
ships and an escort vessel. All these ships were in convoy
but only in the case of the vessel damaged was close air
escort being given.

Two were sunk by surface forces almost as soon as

Without the schnorchel none of these patrols would have
been possible but, at the risk of odious repetition, this
fitment resulted in a limitation to do harm because the

constant submergence put an end to any search for targets.
The U-boat had to wait until, fortuitously, a target steamed
into periscope view. Even then an attack might not result,
U-boat records are full of entries that ships or convoys were
sighted but on bearings from -sdiich an attack was in5)ossible,

Svich immobile submerged conditions seem also to have
served as a cloak to hide a lack of zeal on the pari of many
U-boat captains and to provide a ready excuse for  a blank
report of success at the end of the cruise. During dayiime,
air patrols could be nullified by a cautious use of the peri
scope or even prolonged descent to 100 feet depth while
keeping a hydrophone listening watch, Schnorchelling was
generally done at night, in short hourly or two hoiarly
stretches, until the battery was re-charged. Warning of the
near approach of radar fitted aircraft was possible without
surfacing even though the aerial system of the search receiver
mounted on the schnorchel head was not designed for centiraetrio
reception, (I ) Numeroiis entries in U-boat logs confirm this.

(1) A round dipole system, Icnown as Bali I was fitted on top
of the schnorohel head and used in conjunction with the
Borkum detector,

to 330 centimetre band, experience showed that radar emis
sions made on the 10 centimetre wavelength were received
by the Borkuny^Bali I combination when the
closer than about a mile away.

Although designed to cover only the 80

sovirce was

Of course if the U-boat

chose to surface and use the standard Tunis search recei
ver, ample warning of both 10 and 3 centimetre A.S.V,
impulses could be received directionally up to 40 miles
range,

not be made pressure tight for diving and the aerial hadto
be takem up through the open conning tower hatch on to the
bridge, there to be revolved by hand.
Signals history - Vol. Vi - Pages 159 to 16l.

The great disadvantage of Tvmis was that it could

Reference - R.A.P.
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Excluding the Biscay flying as being transit area
operations, the inshore area flying aggregated during September
to a total of 13*801 hours and produced only five sightings and
no attacks,

(iii) The Northern Transit area d\jring September  1 9A4

At the beginning of September there were eleven U-boats in

the transit area, all proceeding westwaxds between the

Norwegian coast and the exit south of Iceland,
of U-boats withdrawing from Prance had not yet arrived, neither
had the incoming boats from the mid-Atlantic and overseas yet
reached this area on their easterly journey to their new base

in Norway.

The stream
See Map 24

As the month progressed, the area filled up with U-boats
proceeding both ways, reaching a peak about 19 September when

there were 25 U-boats present,
were still 16 boats in the area, all inward bound.

As regards the air operations, the Northern Transit area

was roughly divided into two - an eastern portion extending
from the Norwegian coast to the longitude of the Faeroes and a

western portion lying to the south and southeast of Iceland,

Iceland based aircraft were nat\irally directed into the western

portion together with the few sorties that could be spared

early in the month from No.15 Group, but after 12 September
that Group was fully occupied with their inshore problem.
No. 18 Group at first split their flying effort between the
two portions up to mid-September,
the stream of U-boats from Prance would soon be arriving in

increasing nxanbers and, as the transit area funnel was very
broad at the western end, it was decided to concentrate the

flying at the narrow end between the Shetlands and the coast of

Norway,
narrows.

Ey the end of the month there

It was estimated then that

Thenceforth all the Group's effort was in the

See Map 26

Although No,18 Group had lost some air detachments to

No. 15 Group, it was r e-inf ore ed dtiring the latter part of
September by No.224 L/L Liberator, No,502 Halifax and Nos. 235
£ind 2li3 Mosquito squadrons from No. 19 Group because by then it
was considered that the exodus of U-boats from Biscay ports was
complete. For the same reason it had been possible to aug
ment Iceland's slender force by No,53 L/L Liberator Squadron
also from No, 19 Group,

Taking the month as a whole, the flying to the east of

the centre line was about three times as heavy as that done to

the westward. Sightings were a long time coming and, except
for a doubtful report by Sunderland 0/330 Squaxiron on
12 September of a possible exhaust cloud from a schnorchel
which vanished before the aircraft arrived, no genuine U-boat

was contacted until 18 September. Then ten Mosquitoes from

Nos. 235 and 248 Squadrons sighted a surfaced U-boat close off

Utvaer Island in 6l02N x 0430E. Under heavy flak from the

island, attacks were made with 6 pounder gunfire, cannon fire
and depth charges. The U-boat was U.764 inward bound to

Bergen from the English Channel and, although she took up a
decided list to port after the various attacks, the German

records make no mention of serioiis damage. She entered
Bergen the next day.

Not far to the westward and later on the I8th, there
started a series of air actions -viiiose cause lay in the

No,l8 Group
0.R.B Appendices
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breakdown of a U-boat’s engines. On 17 September the outward

boimd Type IX - U.867 - reported to base from approximate posi
tion 6200N X 0100E that both her diesel engines had broken

down. She said she was able to dive in emergency but
requested a tow back to harbo\ar. B. d U. instructed her to

dive towards the coast and to report her progress that evening
and again at dawn. Other U-boats on passage ifliio could reach

these points quickly were to report their own positions and to
search for U.867, The outward bound U.1228 and two homecoming

and 858t intimated that they were going to herboats, J
assistance.

In the last hoi.ir of daylight on 18 September at 1950 A

hours, I/L Liberator B/224 Squadron after a radar contact
sighted the broken down U.867 in 615"/^ x 0103E. On the

approach the U-boat’s flak was silenced by front gunfire and

a depth charge attack was made. Shortly afterwards the U-boat

dived. No damage was inflicted. Two hours later the
searching U.1228 was located by radar, illuminated and attacked

the surface by L/L Liberator R/222i. Squadron in 614IN x 022f5jE.
The attack damaged the U-boat’s schnorchel gear. She gave up
the search and proceeded into Prosjoen fjord where she arrived

on 19 September, (1)

Meantime the crippled U,867 signalled that her battery
was nearly exhausted and again requested a tow. This waa

riled out by B, d U, both on account of a rising sea and the

British air activity. The two remaining searching U-boats
were told to tranship the crew of U.867 when they found her
and to sink the boat. At I636 A hours on 19 September, I/L
Liberator Q/224 Squadron after a radar contact, sighted the
unfortionate U.867 lying stopped on the svirfaoe in 6215N x OI5OE.
While the aircraft was approaching, the U-boat started to move

slowly ahead and opened inacc\arate flak fire i^iiich was soon

silenced by the aircraft’s guns. As the Liberator flew over,
one large and several small dinghies were seen alongside the

U-boat, The stick of depth charges overshot badly and
exploded vrell outside even damaging rsinge (confirmed from the
photographs taken) but the hopelessness of his position seems
to have decided the captain of U.867 to scuttle forthwith
because on completion of a circuit the Liberator saw the U-boat

slowly sink leaving one large and about 40 onennan dinghies
containing up to 50 men floating in the discolovired water.

Two and a half hoinrs later at 1 9OO A hours, U,858 reached

the vicinity and was sighted on the surface, after a radar

location, by Liberator S/206 Squadron at 1905 hours. In her
log U.858 describes the approach of a four engined aircraft

out of the darkening eastern horizon, of the opening shots from

the aircraft’s guns and her own reply with flak, of her

zig-zag steering and final drastic alteration hard to port
which caused the aircraft’s depth charges to fall and explode
out of damaging range off the starboard beam, and finally of

her crash dive immediately after and the minor damage caused

by one single depth charge dropped as she got under. All

these details, including the time, agree absolutely withS/&06%-
accovint and are confirmed by the photographs taken,
does NOT agree is the position given for the attack,
states it as 6217N x 014-5E which is only three miles fboin where

on

What

U.858

ibid

and

See Map 26

ibid

(1) Here she affected temporary repairs and returned to
Bergen on 20 September for a more permanent refit.
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the survivors of U.867 were reported to be -wiiereas S/206 gives
the position as 622QN x 0230E -vdiich is 22 miles to the east
ward,

ignored in view of the striking cross checks between the two

stories but in this case there was a strange corollary.

After her U-boat's final dive, S/206 made circuits in the
vicinity of the attack hoping it would resurface and twenty
minutes later sighted numerous small dinghies containing
obvious U-boat survivors,

was held to prove that she had sunk her opponent with a lucky-
last singleton depth charge,
supposed victim's identity was not established,
it was found from German records that an entirely different
U-boat - U,865 - had left Trondheim on 8 September bound for
the Atlantic and had never been heard of again. U.865 was,
therefore, someiniiat hastily credited to S/206 regardless of the
fact that the normal outward route from Trondheim for Atlantic

bound Type IX boats passes no-vdiere near the scene of S/206's
Moreover by 17 September U,865 must'have been well

on her way past the Faeroes some 350 miles away, (1)

Normally such a relatively small discrepsLicy woiild be

These were reported by S/206 and it

While the war continued the

After the war

attack.

The survivors seen by s/206 were almost certainly those
from U,867 who had scuttled two and a half hours earlier and in

the light of 1955 research it appears equally certain that

S/206 attacked U.858 inflicting no serious damage and that
U.865 came to an unlcnown end possibly in the Northern Mine
Barrage southeast of Iceland. C^) This woiild also account for
the fact that she never made the ciistomary clearance signal
■when reaching the open Atlantic, There is definitely no
e-vidence that she -was ever concerned in the attempts to rescue
U.867 off Stadtlandet,

In default of any further news of rescue from the searching
U.858 and 218. B, d, U, cancelled the operation on 21 September
and the t-vro boats continued their homeward passage, arriving
at Bergen and Kristiansand South respectively on 23 and
27 September.

After dark at 2035 A hours 21 September, Liberator Q/206
Squadron obtained a radar contact in 6127N x 0407E and on
homing sighted a dark shape at the head of a white -vrake almost
tinder -bhe aircraft. Flak -was seen coming up from this shape
but by the time the aircraft had come round to attack this had
ceased and no further contact could be made. In fact, this
was U.437 inward bound to Bergen where she arrived the follow
ing day. She reported ha-ving picked up an approaching air
craft in her Hohentwiel search radar and had opened fire on
the bearings given by it. When the aircraft' sheered off she
had dived.

ibid

The last two encounters -with U-boats during the mon-th both
took place in the early morning dark hoiors of 2li. September,
L/L Liberator A/224 Squadron contacted, illuminated and afefcaek

(1) By plotting along the normal outward route from Trondheim,
U,365 on 17 September, when the crippled U.867 signalled
her plight, would have been between Iceland and the
Faeroes. This agrees with her estimated position as gi-ven
in B, d U.'s War Diary, See also Map 26 -which shows
U-boat positions for the 19th September.
At this date (July 1955), U,865 is still credited sunk to
s/206 Squadron.

(2)
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attacked a svirfaced U-boat off the Norwegian coast abreast of

Bergen. The depth charges were seen to have straddled.
G-erman evidence establishes that the inward bound U.855 v-as
sunk in this vicinity and this attack is credited with her

destruction. The other sighting was by Halifax Y/502 Squadron
who contacted a half submerged U-boat at close range in

6146N X O257E. By the time the aircraft had got around into

an attacking position the U-boat had disappeared for too long.
This could have been either U,548 or 765 both of vdiom were

near this position inward bound to Bergen.

Summary

Considering the amount of U-boat traffic through the
transit area, September was not a good month for the air

operations,
limits of which 17 were outward and 38 were inward bound.

Two outward and five inward were sighted resulting in two and

U.855 was sunk, U.867
The flying hours are given

In all, 55 U-boats were at sea within the area

three respectively being attacked,
scuttled and U«1228 was damaged,
below, (“I)

(iv) Operations during October 1944

(a) The Inshore areas

At this period a thorough re-organisation of the U-boat
operational fleet was in train. Norwegian ports were now the

only front line bases for all operations in western waters.

Adequate refitting facilities only existed at Trondheim and

Bergen, In neither port were the scheduled bomb proof
shelters yet complete.(2) Consequently some of the Type VIIs
and most of the large Type IXs and U-Kreutzers were being
routed from and back to Kiel or Plensburg with a staging post
at Kristiansand,

Bomber Command brought home the inadequacy of the
protection in an air raid on Bergen soon after daylight on

4 October by II8 Lancasters and Halifaxes who dropped 603 tons
of 1,000 lb, bombs aimed at the U-boat pens. Although one

completed pen received seven direct hits without penetration,
much damage was caused to unfinished pens and the dock area.

Pour U-boats, recently arrived from France, U.228. 993, 437
and _2£ were sunk or vnitten off and Bergen’s capacity for

repairs was reduced for some time. Shipping in the harbour

suffered severely, three vessels being sunk and eight damaged.
Another raid was made on the night of 28/29 October by
51 Lancasters who dropped I89 tons of 1,000 lb, bombs. No
damage -viras done to the pens or any of the U-boats but the

unprotected dock area was devastated.

(1) September flying hours In the Northern Transit area.

U-Boats

A/CEffective
Hours

Ttotal

Hours
Task Period Results

lost Total

Sights
Total

Attacks
Sunk Dam.

U.867
Scuttled

(  680 L/L

kDay k5,521
(1,935 (N)
(1,070 L/L

2

Patrol 2 N 0 N
Night 2 L/L 2 L/L U.855 U,1228

4716 8,526 6Overall

Total

82 12

(2) By the end of October five pens had been completed at Trondheim and four at
Bergen.
Crete roof protection.

Others were well advanced but had not yet received the double con-
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Many of the older Type VIIs on return from Prance were
moved down to G-erman ports where they were paid off and their

crews drafted to the new prefabricated Types XXJ and XXIII of

which some 50 to 60 had now been completed. The stages of

final schnoiTchel training and the deep diving trials of new
boats were moved to the naval base at Horten in the Oslo Pjoi^d,

Expansion in the capacity for ordinary servicing and berthing
facilities was pushed ahead at Stavanger, Parsund, Kristiansand

South and other smaller Norwegian ports.

See Appendix
VII for the

growth of the
U-boat Fleet

and disposi
tions

The inshore patrol areas were sparsely occupied, only
one U-boat being in the North Minch, Moray Firth and Northern

Ireland positions respectively on 1 October. The September
effort had been on a scale which drained the reserves available

for reliefs in the various areas and, althoiigh six of the Group
Mitte schnorchel boats(l) were detadled for service in the
Atlantic early in October, only two reliefs had reached any
inshore patirol before the end of the month. In the meantime
U.281 in the North Minch sector and U,1OOA off Northern Ireland

had both started home by 10 October, There were, consequently,
only five U-boats in all the inshore areas d'uring October and

four of these were present for less than a fortnight. No

shipping was svink or damaged by them.

The Admiraity Submarine Tracking Room was aware of a

possible slack time but the agg,regate of 5,445 flying hours

with not a single sighting did engender a feeling of
frustration among Coastal Command air crews,
area figures are given below. (2) The Command Headquarters
was also by no means unmoved by this blank period and a

training drive was opened to improve squadron efficiency in

locating and attacking the schnorchel. Pour British
submarines had been fitted with dimimy schnorchels and were

available as training targets. Mock-up schnorchel fitted
buoys and radar tsirget buoys were supplemented in the training

The detailed

See Map 28.

H,Q. Coastal
Command O.R.B,

Appendix 673

(1) Group Mltte was still being held In harbour In case of an Allied landing In
South Norway or Jutland, By early October the German Command considered

that the approach of winter rendered this precaution no longer necessary,
(2) Ibtal flying hours In Inshore areas during October 1944. Ihese Include the

close escort given to convoys In the areas.

U-boats
A/CEffective

Hours

Total

Hours
Area Task Period

lost
Sights Attacks

1,411
(  40 (N)
(  848L/L

Off Patrol 2,120
(  131 (N)
(1,008 L/L

Day
Northern

Ireland

and

Night 2L/Llittle escort

604 845St, George Patrol Day
(  a)3 (N)
(  44 L/L

(  300 (N)
(  63 L/L

and and
NightBristol

Channels
some escort

41Vies tern

end of

English Cl^annel

Patrol

from

30 Oct,
only

Day

Night 23 (N)18 (N)

143North Minch
Sector

Patrol Day 125
(  12 (N)
(  113 L/l

(  1 (N)
(  85 L/L

and
Night

little escort

425Moray Firth
area

Patrol Day 511
(  7 (N)
(  123 L/L

(  20 (N)
(  133 L/L

Night

Reykjavik
area

Convoy
escort

7Daif 9
(  1 (N)
(  6 L/L

(  3 (N)
(  7 L/L

Night

3,949 5,445Overall Total - October 2
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A detailed exercise progranme was issued and allareas,

squadron commanders instructed to make every effort to carry
it out in conjunction with the operational flying.

Change of policy in the Western Approaches

During October, more and more of the oceain convoys were
being routed in and outv/-ards to the south of Ireland and No, 19
Group were providing an incresising amount of close escort in

these waters. Towards the end of the month an appreciation
.'was prepared at H,Q, Coastal Command giving the existing
measures for meeting the U-boat tlireat and making certain
suggestiorxs for giving far more air cover to convoys while in

waters near to the British Isles, A plan which gave effect to
these was issued on 31 October, Briefly, this reasoned that
the enemy was about to renew the inshore campaign on a large
scale and his probable main objectives would be the northwest

approach off Northern Ireland and the southwest approach to
the south of Ireland and into the St, George’s Channel,

ibid

Appendix 613

The resources of Coastal Command were already stretched to
the limit and it would be quite impossible to put up concen
trated block patrols in both these areas similar to that
performed by the Cork patrols in the western Channel for the
Normandy landings. Moreover since then the U-boats had

demonstrated their ability to sohnorchel safely through areas
well covered by air patrols. However, it was considered that
the U-boats imrst do much better than merely evade the air
patrols;
to attack it.

they had to find our shipiping and be bold enough
This meant they must close the shijjping lanes

ibid

Appendix 618

inshore and, if committed to attack, would expose themselves to
air location. The plan therefore proposed to give close air
escort to all those convoys considered to be in danger while
they were within two days sailing of our ports and in addition
to sweep the path of the convoy 60 miles ahead and 28 miles
either side of its projected track at a 30 minute frequency.
To effect this latter cover and density, a system of box
patixils was designed which were to be flown relative to the
convoy i.o, as the convoy advanced so the boxes advanced.

on

This plan would absorb nearly all the 244 aircraft in
Nos, 15 and 19 Groups. It would be co-ordinated by the
A.O.C, No, 15 Group so as to ens\ire the closest co-oj)eration
with the naval G,-in-C, Western Approaches who had the routeing
of convoys and control of all the surface escort and s\5)port
groups. Should the eneny decide to operate once more in the
Central English Channel only token air effort was available and
the utmost that coxold be deployed were two Fleet Air Arm
squadrons at present employed respectively to the north of
Ireland and in the Moray Firth.
Thomey Island,

(b) .The Transit areas

They would be transferred to

near Portsmouth, and work under No, 19 Groiq?.

ibid and

See Order of

Battle for

1st Nov. in

Appendix I.

The total nmber of squadrons on A/tl duties in Coastal
Command remained much the same during October with a few moves
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of squadrons from one Groi^) to another, (O
areas remained so quiet a higher proportion of the total
flying was switched to the Northern Transit area \:hich was

extended from the Paeroes/Shetlands channel well outside the
Hebrides and dov/n to the latitude of western Ireland,

addition. No. 19 Group flew extensive patrols southwestward of
Ireland against the final batch of U-boats evacuating from the
Biscay ports but in fact the tail end boat was already to the
north’AfBTd of this.

As the inshore

In

Although the inshore patrol areas were nearly enpty of
U-boats during October, the Northern Transit area v/-as, up to
mid-October, jvist as full of boats on passage as in the
previous month. The number eased off from the third week as

the last of the ex-Biscay boats reached their destinations,(2)
None of these were damaged by Allied action but two came to
grief through accident. On 22 October, U.985 struck a German
mine off Lindesnaes when proceeding submerged at 40 metres
depth,
that she was paid off soon after,
transferring from Bergen to Stavanger, was rammed by U, 382.
She had to be beached immediately and became a total loss.

The flying was again heavier in the eastern portion of
the Northern Transit area and, with one exception, such
sightings as were obtained occurred in this area. The first
came on the night of 4/5 October by h/L Wellington ̂ /kO']
Squadron when either U,857 or 804. both of whom were inward

bound, was attacked but not damaged close off the Norvyegian
coast. On 13 snd again on 14 October, U,1006. outward bound
for Northern Ireland, was momentarily sighted in thick weather
northeast of the Shetlands but in neither case vyas an attack

possible. Two days latea-* U,1006 was sunk by H,M, Canadian
frigate Annan between the Shetlands and Faeroe islands,
Ujl1003, also outward bound, was sighted off Norway on
18 October but she dived too soon to be- attacked,
23 October the inward boimd U.1004 was attacked in Bergen Fjord
by Mosquito E/333 Norge Squadron with cannon fire but no damage
was inflicted.

She managed to reach harbour but was so badly damaged
Two days later U.673. when

On

See Maps 28
and 29

No, 18 Group
O.R.B. Appendices

On 29 October to the southeast of Iceland occurred the
oidy sighting in the western position of the area. Liberator
B/99 Squadron reported a possible periscope seen momentarily
and too close for attack,

buoy pattern drojjped around the spot was reported as conf iiming
the presence of a submerged U-boat, No attack developed.
This might have been the inwaid bound U.802, After dark on
29 October, L/L Wellington V/407 contacted by radai’ and
illminated an unmistakable schnorchel and periscope off the
Norwegian coast but unfortunately the position
Night Attack Restriction area which had been inpiosed to
protect one of our own submarines on patrol and no attack cotild
be made.

Subsequent evidence from a Sono

was in a

This might have been the tail end ex-Biscay boat

ibid

No. 15 Group

ibid

No. 18 Group

U.262.

(1) No, 547 L/L Liberator SquadiKsn and a detacliment of No, 461 R,A,A,F,
Sunderland Squadron was transferred from No. I9 to No. 10 Group, ihe two
Halifax squadrons (Nos. 50 and 502) In No, 18 Group ceased A/U operations on
13 October and were thenceforv^ard employed on night antl-shlpplng patrols off
southwest Norway and In the Skagerrack. No. 15 Group lost No. I79 L/L
Wellington Squadron transferred back to No, 19 Group on 22 October, No. 811
F.A.A, Swordfish Squadron which reverted to the R,N.A.S, and No. 838 F.A.A,
Swordfish Squadrcai which was transferred to No, 18 Group for AAJ patrols In
the Moray Firth area.
Ref,: H,Q,C,C. appendices to o,R,B .

(2) Hie tall end boat was U.262 who reached Farsund on 1 November,
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Right at the end of the month occurred two of the few
positive attack incidents. They arose as the result of an
attaxjk carried out by Fleet Air Ajnn aircraft fixan H.M. S.
Implacable on 2? October against a surfaced U-boat escorted by
an M, class minasweepelr off the western coast of Norway in
652A1T X 1200E,

boat en route from Narvik to Trondheim and also carrying the
crew of an Arctic flotilla boat - U.957 - who had been paid off
in consequence of a collision in Vast Fjord on 19 October with
a Geiman transport. The attacking F»A»A, aircraft sank the
escort (M.433) . killed the captain of U.1060 and 60 other ranks
on board, and forced the U-boat to run aground on the nearby
island of Fleina. In his War Diary, B, d U« stated that,
although there had been heavy loss of life aboard U.1060j the
boat was intact and he intended to bring her down to Trondheim
for repairs.

In order to frustrate this kind of intention. Coastal
Command had been asked on 28 October to carry out further
attacks on the stranded U-boat, Early on 29 October two
Liberators (Y and H/3II Czech Squadron) were despatched to
make sure she could not be salved. The two Liberators found
her at O903 hours and, under inaccurate flak from small vessels
in the vicinity and flak positions on sho3re, attacked her with
rocket projectiles and depth charges. She was holed in many
places and, according to B, d U's War Diary, settled firmly
the rooks flooded from end to end,
attempted, ("I)

The U-boat was U.IO6O, a torpedo transport

on

No further salvage was

Eo/G. 9/28/10

No. 18 Groijp
0,R,B, Appendices

Meanwhile on 28 October B, d U, had given orders that,
because of similar attacks by British carrier borne airsraf t
on shipping in the Imer Leads between Bergen and Narvik,
U-boats were no longer to proceed surfaced under escort in the
Leads but were to do the journey alone and submerged, well away
from the coast. Consequently U,1061^ another torpedo
transport boat who was en route in the reverse direction from
Bergen, left her escort in the Leads and continued her
northerly passage independently off shore,
her she did so on the surface,

she was contacted on radar and illuminated by L/L Wellington
H/407 Squadron in 6145R x O34OE, A good depth charge attack
was delivered which so damaged U.1061 that she could not dive
and was forced to make for the coast still on the surface.
Twenty minutes later she was picked up by L/t Liberator A/224
Sqioadron but by well directed flak and violent evasive steering
she avoided the attempts by the aircraft to attaolc imtil 0302
hoi^s when A/224 managed to get in her depth charge release,
Owijag to a last second jink by the U-boat the stick just missed
astern and inflicted no further damage, U.IO6I continued at
high speed for the coast and succeeded in reaching Maloy Souid
later in the day, afloat but with considerable structural
damage.

Unf ortuaately for
At 0211 hours on 30 October

ibid

(1) Not knowing the full success of this attack, two Halifaxes
of No, 502 Squadron were despatched early on 4 November to
r^oat the dose. They found that U.1060 had, since the
Liberator attack, fallen right over on her starboard beam
with the stem half well under water. The place was
deserted and deliberate bomb and depth bomb attacks
made which left the U-boat oonpletely beam ended and
almost entirely under water.
Ref,;

were

No, 18 Groi:p 0,R,B, appendices.
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The results for October in the Northe

rather more disooixraging than September. ("I
half, 6,5hU hours were flom and in the west 3,8C5 hours. Of
the 4-9 U-boats that were present in the area, 30 cleared
through undetected and 12 more were still unseen on 31 October,
Not counting the stranded U,1060, seven individual U—boats on
passage were sighted resulting in three being attacked. Only-
one was damaged.

The transit flying by No. Groijp off southwest Ireland
produced no sightings. In fact, no U-boats were in the area
imtil the end of the month when U. 246(2) and U.978
tlirough en route for the English Channel,

(v) -Bogus Sightings of Schnorohel smoke

The October flying, both in the inshore and transit r
had been largely unproductive of sightings relative to the
total of 17,800 flying hours expended. The feeling of
frustration already mentioned became more marked in the early
days of November among both air crews and headquarter staffs.
In this a-tmosphere a series of sightings occurred which at
the time were hailed as a welcome breaking of the drovight but
which, as postv/ar research reveals, were not scrutinised -with
sufficient care.

In order to marshal the evidence clearly it is necessary
to go back to June 1943. On the 2nd of that month, at least
six months before aiy U—boat had gone to sea equipped i/vith a
schnorchel, a Sunderland pilot had taken some photographs of
natural phenomenon which he saw just to the west of Ireland,
Only one of the set siirvived and it is reproduced in Appendix V
as photograph No,2, It is known that others had been taken
earlier of the same kind of phenomenon but, having no interest
or bearing on the A/tj operations of the period, they had been
lost or destroyed. All -were recognised at the time (Jime 1943
and earlier) for what they really were i.e. small surface
whirlwinds already sucking up spray and trying to form into
waterspouts. These incipient waterspouts, or willywavra as
they are often called, travel along quite slowly (betv/een 5 and
15 knots) generally with the existing wind and leave

Transit area were

In the eastern

were passing

areas.

a

a well

(1) Details of the Transit Area flying during October - 194t,

U-boatsEffective
Houi's

Ibtal

Hours
A/CArea i Period
lost

81 gilts Attaclcs Result

Northern Area 2,267Day 3,4)8

C  439 (N) (1,018 (N)
(1,502 L/L (2,118 L/L

63 3 U.IO60 destroyed
Shared F,A,A,

U,1061 Dam,

Eastern Half 1 NNight
1 L/L 4 L/L 3 L/L

Northern Ar-ea 1,412
(  95 (N)
(  944 L/L

Day 2,079 1 0

(  428 (N) -
(1,298 L/L -

i NightWest Half

Overall Total -
North

6,659 10,349 5 11 6 1 shared destroyed
1 dam,

691I Day ,  1,340 ; 1
(  215 (N) ( 561 (N)i-

60L/Li( 110 L/L!-(

S.W. Ireland
iNight i

Overall ibtal - S.W, 966 2,011 !l

All transit flying 7,625 ^360 16 |l shared destroyed
;1 Dam.

11 6

was damaged In 5030N x 1230W on 26 October by surface craft attack and
had to rctuni to Norway.
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marked and foamy track. It has been oon^juted by meteorological
experts that, given the right conditions of hmidity, barometric

pressure, sea and air tenperatiires, literally dozeiis of these

willyvvaws can form over a wide area, persist for short periods
up to an hour, and then slowly fade out leaving a short lived
wake mark.

Unfortunately by September 1944 no one remembered the few

earlier photographs of willywaws and, imbued with the feeling
that the sclinorchel was defeating them as well as smarting
under the drastic fall in sightings, air crews started to
notice these and other natiral phenomena, A few such reports
started early in September 1944 as the chronological list in
Appendix VI shows. Although as yet unacconpanied by photo
graphic evidence these sightings were assimed to be of genuine
schnorchelling U-boats and in one case, already mentioned in
Section (ii) (a), the subsequent attack was credited iivith the
probable sinking of U.484.

Curiously enough none were reported in October, It is
quite possible that the atmospheric conditions aroxnd o\ir
coasts were not favourable to their formation. But in November

there was a spate of them. They started on 3 November with a
circumstantial report by Canso X/l 62 R.C,A,P. Sqiiadron, The
object was attacked without result. On 5 November  a different

crew in the same aircraft sighted a similar object, attacked it
without result, and took a set of good photographs. Two of
these are reproduced in Appendix V as photographs Nos. 3 a^id

They illustrate very well the familiar description
"Vapour cloud from schnorchel moving at the head of a marked
wake". The reader will notice the similarity of the target to
that on the earlier June 1943 photograph. Vdiat clinches the
argument is that oua* 1955 knowledge from German records enables
both these claims to be checked against the precise positions
of U-boats at sea. On the two days in question the nearest
U-boat was U. 396 and she was 225 and 250 miles r'espectively
away to the northeast.

34.

If further proof is needed, we can con^jare X/l62's photo
graphs with those taken of a genuine schnorchel. Only three
sets were ever taken during the war. One of these was secured
by U.S.N, Liberator B/110 Squadron on 18 Jime in  a position
just north of Guernsey, The U-boat is established by Geiman
records as Ug2.75.« One of the photographs is reproduced as
photograph No,1 in Appendix V, It will be seen that there is
only a very small exhaust plume which keeps close to the water
and there is no wake to speak of. About three to four feet of
sohnorchel sticks up and the periscope can be seen just abaft
it. In fact there is no similarity between this genuDre
schnorchel and the other phenomena,
case

I'/Ioreover in tliis genuine

the U-boat pronptly dived deep soon after the depth charges
started to explode whereas in many oases of attaolcs on assumed
solinorchels the phenomenon continued unaffected and was some
times attacked tivice. The other t^vo genuine sets were talcen at
the end of the war under special circumstances and are not so
appropriate for comparison though in neither case was any
smoke being made nor was the wake loiog.

See Appendix V
Photos Nos, 13
and 14

The sightings by No, 162 Squadron took place in the
weste27n end of the Northern Transit area but similar reports
soon started from the waters north of Ireland,

we are on sixre ground regarding the positions of actual U-boats.
Gorman irecords establish that between 7 and 28 November there
was only one U-boat anywhere near Northern Ireland,

Here again

This was
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U.1005 and reference to her log establishes that between these
dates she wais never outside a sector 20 miles westward of the

island of Islay in the northern approach to the Ilorth Channel,

She spent the daylight hours patrolling, sometimes at periscope
depth but more often at 80 feet depth listening on her hydro
phones and occasionally coming up to look around through the

periscope. She schnorchalled by night and spent some of the

time on the bottom. She saw no targets, fired no torpedoes,
reported no close explosions of any kind and the only entry in
her log of having heard even far distant explosions was at a

time when no air attack was made. Yet six sightings, of which

five were attacked, were made off Northern Ireland between 9

and 25 November at distances up to 90 miles from U,1003» In

every case the crows' description is of whitish smoke or a
vdiitish disturbance at the head of a wake and in the two oases

where photographs were secured the object is similar to that

photographed by X/162 Sqviadron and nothing like the genuine
photograph No, 1, It will also be noticed from the
descriptions of the attacks in Appendix VI that there was no

visible object emitting the smoke, the track was down wind and

the phenomena did not cease after attack even though in one
oaise it was attacked twice.

See Map 3i

See Appendix V
Photos Nos, 4

and hAf 5 and
5A

Although it is easy to criticise, with postwar x’esearch
and German records available, it does seem odd that suspicion
of genuineness was not aroused by some of the above points.
Actually a wave of optimism spread, the seas were eagerly
scanned for similar objects and attacks on willywaws continued,
including one by Siniderland Y/201 Squadron on 6 December Virhich
was, and still is, wrongly credited with the sinking of U,297,

Selected photographs of the so-called schnorchelling U-boats

were published in the Coastal Command Review for December and

the "white smoke" type of sighting was accepted as authentic.
Such bogus reports continued up to the end of the year and

included several oases which were far more likely to have been

puffs from a spouting whale.

See section (vi )
(<i)

See Appendix V
Photo No, 12
and accoimts in

Appendix VI

Although running ahead of the narrative it is proposed
to follow this subject into 1945* After several unphoto
graphed January sightings, which from the description are

considered to have been willywaws or spouting whales, a Halifax

on a meteorological sortie on 21 January sighted the by now
familiar white smoke at seven miles range. On closing, this

was misidentified as a schnorchelling U-boat travelling down

wind at 8 knots leaving a long wake. Being lanaimed no attack
could be carried out but the object was circled for 15 minutes
while a set of Excellent pliotographs were taken, Two of

these are reproduced in Appendix V as Nos, 6 and 6A, They are,
of course, of a well developed willywaw but at the time were

accepted as of a schnorchelling U-boat and were widely

(l) Having the necessary equipment, the details of weather and
sea were also put on record. They are given as of
interest in indicating the conditions favourable to the

formation of willywaws. Wind - 020°, 25 m.p.h. Sea -

moderate. Visibility - 10 to 20 miles but occasional
snow shov/ers. Tenqperature of air - 359P. Temperature
of sea - 45°S’» Humidity - 80 per cent. Course of
schnorchel - 220° at 8 knots i,e, down wind.
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reproduced in Servic
the misapprehension,

ublioations thus spreading still further

Enotigh has now been said to underline the fallibility
attached to all the claimed sightings of schnorchels from
September 1944 to the end of the war.
numerous bogus sightings had the -unfortunate result that

aircrews grew to believe that any kind of smoke or vapour near
the s-urface of the sea, even if sighted ten or fifteen miles
away, was probably emitted by a schnorchelling U-boat, (2)

(vi) Operations in the Inshore Areas during November and
December

The acceptance of the

During November the enemy‘s redeployment of U-boats around
our coasts took further shape. By the last days of the month
two were stationed in the North klinch area, one off Northern
Ireland, one off Reykjavik and two in the English Channel -

these latter being the first ones since August, During
December the numbers were augmented by three off the Orkneys,
one off South Ireland, one in the southern part of the Irish
Sea and four in the English Channel.

The appearance of U-boats in force in yet another inshore
area caused a reshuffle of squadrons between the Groups. In
order to cope -with the English Channel, No, 19 Group in November
received re-inforoement from No. 18 Group of No, 407 h/L
Wellington and No. 838 P,A,A, Sv7ordfish squadrons, from No, I5
Group of No. 422 Sunderland and No. 8^2 P.A.A. Swordfish
squadrons and from the Mediterranean Air Command of No, 36 L/L
Wellington squadron. During December the hard pressed No, 19
Group was assisted in the St, George's Channel area by n-umercus
sorties from No, I5 Group. The operations will be considered
in detail under the various inshore area headings,

(^) The area off Northern Ireland

See Map 33

See Maps
35 and 36

U.»483-j who had arrived on 18 October, was still on patrol.
She had missed with torpedoes at a merchant ship on the 21st
and a warship on 23 October. On the night of l/2 November
she torpedoed H.M, frigate Whitalcer. who was escorting a small
local convoy to the north of Lough Swilly, Although reaching
harbour the Whitaker was badly damaged, losing all her officers
and mary of the crew. Having evaded the subsequent hunt
U»485 left patrol on 4 November to return to Norway, She had
been joined in the area by U.1003 on 1 November and this U-boat
remained to the north of the North Channel until she left

30 November, As mentioned in the previous section, she saw
no targets and suffered no attacks duuring the entire month.
Her place was taken on 1 December by U.482, who remained in
the North Channel itself throughout December without being
sighted or attacking a target.

on

(1) The Coastal Command Review for Januajy 1945, the Adniralty
Monthly A/S Report for January 1945 and later in the
U.S, Eleet A/S Bulletin for April 1945*
Even now in 1955 it is thought in anti-submarine branches
that a visual search for a schnorchel offers better chances
of location than contact by radar. This is a dangerous

(2)

doctrine unless the existence and aspect of willywaws and
spouting whales are fully realised by all air crews.
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No genuine sightings were made on these U-boats during
the two months. There were, however, seven bog;as sightings
the nature of whioh have already been referred to in the
previoixs section and Appendix V,
are given below. (^)

Details of the flying hours

(^) South Ireland and St> George*s Channel up to Holyhead

No U-boats were on patrol in this area during November
but during the last days U,1202 roimded Cape Clear and made
her way up the St. George's Channel to Milford Haven. Erom
the 1st to 10th December she patrolled betvreen this vicinity
and Holyhead where on three occasions she missed with torpedoes
at independently routed merchant ships. Whan withdrawing
she hit and sank S.S. Dan Beard (U.S.) - 7,176 tons on
10 December off St. David's Head in 5156N x 0529W. This ship
was also independently routed and in her report to base U.1202
recommended the Southern Irish Sea as a good anea for operations
as there was much single ship traffic.

Betiveen 17 and 27 December, U.775 v/as on patrol off
Southern Ireland between Cape Clear and Cork,
that traffic proceeded along the Irish coast north of the
declared mined area on its way to and from the Irish Sea but
she made no attacks. C2)

In the last days of December, U.1055 rounded southwest
Ireland and proceeded towards the St. George's Channel where
she arrived early in January 1945.
traversing the southern part of this area during November and
December on their way to or from the English Channel,
were U.978» 221 and 680 who all made the double passage, and

AS6, li35, 650 and gO^^ who only passed into the E^lish
Channel.

She confirmed

Other U-boats vrere

Such

Only tvvo of all these U-boats were sighted by air patrol
or convoy escort aircraft, details of Virhose flying are given

(1) Flying hours off Northern Ireland In November and December.

t>'boatsEffective

Hours
/V/cTotal

Hours
Month Task Period

last
Sights Attacks Result

966Day 1,361
71 (W)

841 L/L
(  12 (N)
(  731 L/L

Patrol (
Night ( 1 L/L

Nov,

1944 Day 132 169
(  2 (N)
(  NIL L/L

Convoy
escort

(  32 (N)
(  1 L/LNight

Day 515 695
Patrol (  26 (N)

(  480 L/L
(  65 (N)
{  560 L/LNight

Dec.

1944 Day 106 154
Convoy
escort

(  3 (N)
(  NIL L/L

(  23 (N)
(  2 L/LNight

Overall Total 3,003 3,974 1

(2) MZS had come up to this patrol from St, Nazalre which was still in
04.722 and 223J had been despatched from Norway

special ammunition and medical supplies for the fortress,
mey arrived after an uneventful journey on 18 and 20 November, They left
St, N^alre on 7 December, U.722 direct back to Norway and U,773 to
patrol off South Ireland and then return to Norway.
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below, (l)
dviring which 19 convoys and six
air escort through the area,
siderably stepped up and, aided by flying from No. 15 Group,
43 oonvoys and nine Monsters received air escort.

Neither of the sightings was made until the end of the
period. On 25 December, Sunderland E/iO E,A.A«P, Squadron
while escorting convoy UO 50A sighted a genuine sohnorchel
head and periscope some 20 miles from the convoy and near a
straggler in 5056N x 0815W at a range of 5 mile but on a wrong
bearing for immediate attack. While turning around, the
target vanished and only one depth charge ?/as dropped about
50 seconds later ahead of the last seen point. This was
probably U.775 in whose patrol area this position lay, but she
made no allusion to the incident.

The November flying was done by No. 19 Group alone
Monsters(2; were given close
In December the hours were con-

The other sighting was reported by Liberator B/120 Squadron
who, in conditions of cloud nearly down to sea level, obtained
a radar contact at 5i' miles range. After homing, the rear
gunner saw, momentarily through a gap, in the oloudbase, a wake
with a small dark object at the head almost under the aircraft

in position 5054N x O648W 0° northerly. The aircraft turned
but never regained radar contact. A sono buoy pattern was
dropped which, it was reported, gave evidence of the presence
of a submerged U-boat but no further action was taken. This

might have been U.1055 on her way into the St. George's Channel,

(o) The Western and Central English Channel

In mid-October, B. d U, had decided to re-open his
operations in the English Channel and four boats had received
orders wiiile at sea outward bound from Norway to malce for this

These were U.978. 1006. 246 and 1200.
sunk when in the Pairoes/fehetlands channel on 16 October by

S» Annan, U.246 was heavily depth charged by surface
craft of EG.31 off southwest Ireland on 25 October and had
to return damaged to Norway and '
to the south of Cape Clear by H.M. Ships when supporting
convoy HX 317. B. d U. was, at the time, only aware of U.246's
enforced return and accordingly only one boat (U.991). then
outward bound to the northwest of Scotland, was detailed in
lieu.

U.1006 had beenarea.

was sunk on 11 November

(1) Flying hours In the South Ireland and St, George's C3iannel area.

l>-boats
Effective

hours
A/CTotal

hours

Itonth Task Period
lost

Sights Attacks Result

3k5Day kho
Patrol (  186 (N)

(  80 L/L
C  277 (N)
(  91 L/L

Night

Nov,

194+ Convoy
escort

Day 350 514
Night 5 (N) 130 (N)

1,026
(  643 (N)
(  620 L/L

Day 1,276
(  813 (N)
C  713 L/L

1 0
Patrol 1 NNight

1 L/L
Dec.

1944 Day 512 684 1 1Convoy
escort

(  30 (N)
(  nil L/L

(  211 (N)
(  11 L/LNight

Overall Total 3,797 ;  5,160 2 2 1

(2) Monster was the generic term for large Independently
engaged on ti\)op carrying.

routed ocean liners
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U«978 entered the English Channel on 2 November and made
her way up to her billet north of Cherbourg whei:^ she patrolled
between the 8 and 23 November. She effected nothing lantil
the end of her time when on 23 November she saaik the
William D« Burnham (U.S,) - 7,176 tons out of convoj'- TMC.V-i-
off Cape Barfleur. U.991 entered•the Channel on 12 November
and patrolled off Cherbourg between the 17th and 30th before
starting homeward.

Meanwhile a second batch of eight U-boats were receiving
orders while at sea outward bound to also make for the English
Channel. (1/ Again some were sunk on passage unbeknown to

8. U, U»322 fell a victim to Ascension Just vfest of
the Faroes/Shetlands Channel on 25 November aftea- an initial
location by a Norwegian manned Sunderland of No.330 Squadron.
11.400 was sunic to the south of Cape Clear on 17 December by
H.M, frigate Nyasaland while escorting a convoy. U.1209
collided, when submerged, with the Wolf Rock and foundered
18 December.

She scored no successes.

on

See section

(vii)

along the protracted passage route had since
mid-October thus drawn much of the sting from this considerable
blow aimed at the cross-Channel traffic to and from Cherbourg
and Le Havre, However, four U-^joats were active in the
central English Channel dtaring December (U.680f 772. A86 and
485J. Six merchant ships and a frigate were sunk, and one
merchant ship and a frigate damaged by them. Most of this

score f ep to one enterprising U-boat as the list below
shows. ̂ Only one boat paid the penalty and this was exacted

air action early on 30 December when U.772 was stank by
L/1j Wellington L/407 Squadoron
attacked a convoy off Portland Bill,

soon after having successfully
By 1 Januaay 1945 only

tv/o U-boats were still in the area, U, 650 advancing up Channel
and U.485 to the north of Cherbourg,

See Map 36

The air effort against these U-boats was in the form of
box patorols extending from the Soilly Isles to the longitude
of Le Havore, It resulted in no sightings during November
when only two U-boats weare in the Channel but obtained five

One night sighting was made in
One day and tvra night sightings were

made betvveen the Casquet Hocks and Cherboiorg, One night
sighting was made south of Portland Bill. The day sighting
was only a momentary glimpse of a periscope which vanished
before an attack could be made. All the night sightings were
by Leigh Light Wellingtons and all we are on genuine schnoorchel
heads. In two oases the visual sightings weore so close and on
such a bearing that immediate attacks weare impossible. By the
time the aircraft had turned the contacts had disappeared,
two others were attacked — one on 26 December to the northwest

sightings dorring December,
the Western Channel.

Tte

(1) These were 522, 7Z2, ^6, 1^, 485 and ggO,
(2) Shipping casualties In the English Channel during December 1944,
U-boat Date Name Convoy Where attacked

18 Deo,
25 Dec.
24 Deo,
26 Dec,
26 Dec,
28 Dec,

Silver Laurel (Br.) - 6,142
Slemlsh - 1,556
LeSESldyJlle (Bel.) - 11,509
H.M. frigate Capel
H.M. frigate Affleck

^Bkg-Jgygljn (Br.) - 7,177

Dumfries (Br.) - 5,149
BLackJaffik (U.S.) -7,191
Arthurjlewall (U.S.) - 7,176

BTC. 10
WEC. 14
WEP. 5

sunk east of Falmouth

Sunk off Cherbourg
Sunk off Cherbourg
Sunk off Cherbourg
Damaged off Cherbourg
Sunk off Cape Barfleur

U.486

WWP, 23

23 Dec.
U.772 29 Deo.

I 29 Dec.

M?S, 71
TBC, 21
TBC, 21

Sunk off Isle of Wighc
Bunk off Portland Bill
Damaged off Portland Bill
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of the Casquet Rocks by PA07 Squadron whioh had no result and
the other, already mentioned, by L/407 Squadron to the south of
Portland Bill on 30 December which sank U,772« flying
hours for November and December are given below. ("I)

(d) The North Minch to Orkneys area

In November there were two U-boats in the North Minch

area, U.296 from the 14th and U.775 from the 25th. Both
continued their patrols into December. U.296 left on
10 December reporting no success and that no attacks had been
made on her, though she heard distant explosions all day long
on 6 December. U.775 effected nothing until at daybreak on
6 December she sighted the 19th Escort Group about 10 miles
northeast of Cape Wrath. She torpedoed and sank the leading
frigate H.M.S. Bxdlen. The other two frigates. Loch Inch and
Goodall, carried out protracted counter-attacks for the rest
of the day.
the west by U.296.
hunt, but it had imknowingly shifted to a fresh fox as the
succeeding paragraphs show.

On 3 December B, d U. had decided to taJce action against
British carriers whose aircraft were continually raiding the
German shipping route up the west coast of Norway, His
intention was to intercept these carriers as they set out or
returned to Scapa Plow in the Orkneys by stationing U-boats
near the exit from this anchorage. U.297 and U.1020), both of
whom had just left Norway outiiTard bound, were detailed to
billets off the islands of Hoy and Ronaldsay respectively,
B, d U, proposed to augment these patrols with the sohnorchel
fitted Arctic flotilla boats U.312 and 737.

U»297 approached her area from the westward during
5 December and is estimated to have been northeast of Cape
Wrath in the early hours of 6 December thus nnning full tilt
into the hunt being prosecuted against U.775. As nothing more
was ever heard of her, it is reasonable to conclude that she
was sunk by the two frigates mentioned above because one series
of attacks made at II30 A hours produced a lot of oil and
splintered woodwork and we know it was not U.775. U.1020
arrived in her area on 7 December and was still there at the
end of the month. The first Arctic boat (U.312) arrived

23 December but left on the 26th after groianding and damaging
her ruidder while tiying to get into Scapa Plow through the
Hoxa So\md, U.278 and 313 took up similar billets right at
the end of December, No carriers were ever sighted and all
the boats complained of the fierce currents in the Pentland
Firth area.

These v/ere the explosions heard 20 miles away to
U.775 escaped undamaged from the 14 hour

on

(1) Flying hours In the English Channel area.

U-boats
Effective
hours

A/CIbtal

hours
Month Task Period

lost
Sights Attaolm Result

Nov,

194i
Day 1,737

{  473 (N)
(  866 L/L

2,082
(  666 (N)
(  966 L/L

Patrol
Night

Dec,

1944
1,889
(  393 (N)
(1,002 L/L

Day 2,397 1 0
Patrol (  625 (N)

(1,094 L/L
Night

1 L/L 4 L/L 2 L/L U,772
—

one sunk6,360Overall Total 1 7,830 1 5 2
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Air patrols in the ai'ea were performed by Nos. 15 and 18
Groups of which details are given below. (“I) The flying was
stepped up in Iteoember but no sightings of geniune TJ~boats were
obtained. Five bogus ones on willywaws were at the time
assumed to be of schnorchelling U-boats including one which was
followed by aji attack which was and still is officially
credited with the sinking of U.297. The facts are as follows

Sunderland r/201 Squadron was instructed to co-operate
in a U-boat hunt with the 19th Escort Group off Cape Wrath
'vrfiei'e the frigate Sullen had just been torpedoed. r/201
joined up at 1053 A hours on 6 December and saw the Sullen
in a sinking state in position 5846N x 0Z^49W. The Senior
Officer E.G. 19 told the aircraft to patrol between the
sinking ship and the Scottish coast. Later, in the
afternoon she was told to circle round the Group who
still engaged in attacking asdic contacts,
conditions were 6/l0 cloud, base 2,000 feet lowering in
showers, sea moderate, wind 20 knots 250OT. At 1652 A
hours y/201 sighted a jet of whitish smoke or steam
issuing from the sea about 5 miles away in 58A4N  x 0429W.
There was no contact on her Mark III A.S.V, '
a considerable wake v,ras seen which indicated that the

souu-oe Of the smoke was travelling at 10 to 12 knots in
direction 050° T (i.e. down wind). The whole crew
identified the object as exactly the same kind of
schnorohel target as attacked by them on 9 November off
Northern Ireland when they were in y/201 Squadron.

were

The weather

On approach.

a

We have seen that, from post v/ar knowledge and the
photographs taken, the attack on 9 November was definitely
a willywaw. The fuurther evidence on this occasion (6 December)
reveals that when passing low over the smoke at the head of the
wake on two attacking runs an extremely violent tuurbulence Viras
experienced which rendered the aircraft almost uncontrollable.
The attack straddled the head of the wake with six depth '
charges.

on

When the explosion pluimes subsided there was no more
to be seen of the moving vrake. Y/201 then flew to E.G. 19,
who were about 8 miles distant, and informed the Senior Officer
of the incident. On return to the scene, there was a large
elliptical area of discoloured and smooth looking water,
the strength of this report, a wartime A'lmiralty Assessment of
'UJ-boat probably suink" was awarded to the aircraft,
ately after the war, when German evidence was forthcoming,
it was established that U,297 had vanished about this date and

On

Immedi-

(1) Flying hours In the North Mlnch/Orkneys area.

UHioatsEffective

hours
A/C■total

hours
Month Task Period

lost
Sights Attacks Result

272Day 371 1
Patrol (  12 (N)

(  218 L/L
(  50 (N)
(  262 L/L

Night
Nov,

h3Convoy
Escort

Day 62
( 2 (N) {  12 (N)

(  10 L/L
Night

(  4 L/L

Day 512 678
Patrol (  107 (N)

(  674 L/L
(  160 (N)
(  845 L/LNight

Dec.
1944 Convoy

escort
Day 38 54
Night 13 (N)nil

Overall 'total 1,882 2,517 1
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looality. In preference to surface aiiip attack reports, this

U-boat was officially credited to Y/201 Squadron. Now, in
1955» there is no doubt that it was a willywaw that was attacked

and U.297 should go to the more probable asdic attacks carried

out that forenoon by the two frigates of E,G,19,

(o) The Reykjavik area

U. 300 f who had arrived on 22 October, saw only small
single ships and coastal fishing craft up to 10 November. On
this day, however, she sighted and attacked convoy UR, 12^2 which

(ice.) -
1,542 tons, the straggler Shirvan (Br.) - 6,017 tons and the
tug Empire Vfold - 269 tons off Reykjavik in 6408N x 2250W,
She reported a great deal of naval and air activity subsequently
which she described as not very effective. She left patrol on
22 Novembers Her place was taken on 27 November by U.979 who
remained off Reykjavilc imtil 29 December but effected nothing.

No sightings wore made on either of these U-boats by the
flying in the area. After the attack on 10 November all con

voys and many single ships were given air escort as they
approached or left Reykjavilc, Day and night patrols were also
increased in the area. Details of the flying are given
below, (■!)

)  Summary of the inshore areas diiring November and December

was not receiving air escort. She sanlc the

No U-boats were present in the Moray Firth area during
these two months sind no flying was done here. In the other
five inshore areas there were during the period a total of
20 U-boats on patix)! and in addition there were 12 passages of
U-boats through the South Ireland area going to or retiuning
from the English Channel, An expenditure of 21,037 flying
hours on patrol, support or convoy escort sighted five
individual U-boats of which three were attacked resulting in
one sunk. On the other hand these U-boats only sank eleven
merchant vessels and two frigates, and damaged a further
merchantman and two more frigates.

It was not an imposing score for either side but it
exenplified the condition of stalemate into which the U-boat
war had drifted as far as the air was concerned. The naval
picture was brighter as, in addition to one U-boat sunlc while
on patrol by H,M, ships, they had aiooounted for three others

(1) Flying hours In the Reykjavik area.

U-boats
A/CEffective

hours
Itotal
hours

Maith PeriodTask
lost Sights Attacks Result

296Day 32tS
Patrol {  22 (N)

(  346 L/L
(  50 (M)
(  385 L/LNight 1 L/L

Nov,
1944 84Day 111

Convoy
Escort

2 (N) (  18 (N)
(  80 L/LNight 71 L/L

192Day 219
I

(  12 (N)
(  151 L/L

(  25 (N)
(  170 L/L

I Patrol Night
Deo,
1944 Day 37 52

Convoy
I  escort

(  2 (N)
(  80 L/L

{  8 (N)
(  93 L/LNight

Overall Total 1,295 1,556 1
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while on passage to inshore areas. One more had wrecked
itself on the Wolf Rock,

these operations for sinking eleven merchantmen and tvvo
frigates was not encouraging for the enen^r's close investment
poliqy. Worse exchange rates vrere to follow in January but
the U-boat Command continued to persevere, pending the confi
dently expected readiness of the new Type XXI and XXIII boats.

In respect of this latter wish, the R,A,P, and United
States Bomber Commands were having an ever increasing influence
against such early readiness. The firll story of this is told
in Chapter VIII which deals with the bombing on naval targets
but certain concrete cases may be mentioned here where they
concern these new types. Back in July’ 1944> air raids on Kiel
and Bremen by the R.A.P. and U.S.A.A.P. had destroyed Type XXIII
U,2323 as well as three other conventional types,
on Gdynia on 18 December the R,A,P, had sunk two U-boat depot
ships and seriously damaged Type XXI U,2512 who was about to
start her tactical exercises. At the end of the month a heavy
raid on the U-boat building yards at Hamburg by the U.S.AJl.P,
destroyed or damaged O^ypes XXI U.2^5, 2330, 2^32 and 2337.

(vii) The Transit Areas during Novem’ber and December

The gross loss of six U-boats in

In a raid

The extent covered by transit area flying was much the
same as for October, The eastern part of the Northern Area
was covered by No, 18 Group, the western half extending down to
the northwest of Ireland by No, 15 Group and Iceland. The
transit route outside Ireland was covered by Nos, 15 and 19
Groups, Owing to the spread of U-boats to more of the inshore
areas, not so much flying was available along the transit route
and the hours were cut drastically in November and further
still in December. The details are given below.Tl)

(1) Tranalt area flying In November and December.

U-boats
Period Effective

hours
A/CMonth Total

hours

Area
lost Elghtd Attacks Result

N.T.A. - East half

by No.tS Group
1,647Day 2,406 1 12

(  172 (N)(  448 (N) 1 N U.322
sharedNight ( (

(1,270 L/L (1,942 L/L 1 L/L 1 L/L 0 L/L

N,T,A. - West half 'Day
by No,15 and Iceland

Nov.
1944

530 796
(  18 (N)
(  396 L/L

(  205 (N)
(  567 L/LNight

4
1 L/L

Outside Ireland
by Nos,15 and 19

340Day 572i

(  123 (N)
(  202 L/L

(  254 (N)
(  291 L/L

[Night
1 L/L

Nov, Overall Total Transit 4,698 7,481 3 3 1 one

shared

N,T.A. - East half
by No,18 Group

463I Day 684
(  150 (N) ( 257 (N)
(  458 L/L ( 689 L/Ll

Wight
I

Deo. N,T,A, - West half
by No,15 and Iceland

411Day 561
1944 ( 6 (N)(  191 (N)

(  232 L/L
1 N^Ight

(  166 L/L

outside Ireland i
I by Nos, 15 and 19

[

jNI

Day 272 394

lght jj
25 (N)
199 L/L

(  117 (N)
(  298 L/L

1 N

1 L/L 0 L/LI

Dec. Overall Total Transit 2,150 3,423 2 1 0

Overall Totals for Nov, and Dec, 6,848 10,904 7 4 1 one

shared
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Mtho;igh lower dxiring November, now that the stream of
ex-Bisoay boats had reached Norwegian harbours, the U-boat
traffic increased once more during December owing to the
despatch of U-boats to the English Channel and Irish Sea aireas.
Aircraft sightings of them were few and far between. During
November, 31 U-boats traversed or were present in the Northern
Transit area and eight U-boats passed close aro-und western and
south-western Ireland. Of these, only three were located -

all in the eastern half of the Northern area and they were late
in coming. On 24 November at 2157 A hoiors Sunderland G/330
Norge Squadaron obtained a radar contact in 6O3ON  x O45OW.
Tills was homed to several times but in the bad night visibility
no visual target oouild be seen. After reporting to base, the
aircraft was instructed to home Escort Group 17 to the spot for
investigation. This was accomplished and soon after their
arrival an asdic contact v/as picked up by them. A. subsequent
hedgehog attack at about O3OO hours on 25 November by
E«M.S« Ascension broiight up large quantities of Diesel oil
which maiked the end of U.322 bound for the English Channel.
Although making no attack, the part played by G/330 Squadron
was held to juistify an official share in the kill.

On the night of 26 November, L/t Liberator G/224 Squadron,
after homing on to a radar contact, sighted a surfaced U-boat
in the- Earoes/^hetland channel, Unf ort\anately the visual was
too close and on a bearing too broad for immediate attack and
after turning the contact was lost and never regained. This
could have been either U.ADO or 772. both of whom were in this

vicinity outward boimd for the English Channel, On
29 November came the only air attack. Two Tsetse Mosquitoes
of No.248 Squadron escorted by fouir other Mosquitoes were on an
A/tJ sweeiD off the southwest comer of Norway, At 1629 A hours
a U-boat was sighted in the act of diving. The two Tsetse
aircraft attacked with their 6-pdr, guns and fired nine rounds
at the U-boat before she got under. This was U.170 just
before entering Parsund but no damage is mentioned in Geman
records.

December was even more disappointing,
present in the Northern Transit area none were contacted and

of the 17 rounding west and southwest Ireland only one was
sighted. This did not occur until the early dark hours of
28 December when L/b Liberator B/120, after a radar contact,
homed and sighted a fully surfaced U-boat in 531 ON x 1153f
steering south. Once more the sighting was made very close to
and on a bearing too broad for immediate attack. However, the
U-boat stayed and a fresh run-in was made but at the .

critical moment the Leigh Light failed and nothing
seen of the U-boat which presumably dived,
make no mention of this incident but it could have been on ary

d»325. • 905 or 1055 who were all south bound in this
neighbourhood,

(viii) Summary of the U—boat War in Home Waters —
September to December 1944

The U-boat War had gradually changed since August 19^h4
into a condition of stalemate in the inshore operational
and a state of frustration in the transit areas coirparable to
the collapse of air operations in the Bay of Biscay during the
winter of 1942/43,
which tended to cancel each other out,

adopted the schnorchel amd possessed an efficient search
receiver which together nullified the improved airborne radar

SECRET

Out of 50 U-boats

more was

German records

areas

Both sides had made technical advances
The U-boats had
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and the increased concentration of flying. Although the

schnorchel imdoubtedly lowered the capacity of U-boats to sink

ships, it was the ace of trun^is against visuail and radar

location except in flat calm weather.

Oentimetric A.S.V. was excellent against siorfaced U-boats.

It gave positive and unmistakable indications at ranges up to
15 miles. There were, therefore, few stispicious or disappear
ing radar contacts during the first eight months of 19A4« By
September, however, all U-boats were becoming expert at
schnoixjhelling in seas up to State 5 or 6 on the Beaufort scale.

Even in calmer weather the schnorohel head gave far less
definite echoes and of oomrse at shorter ranges than any sixr-
faced U-boat. Moreover these contacts were indistinguishable
from those coming from flotsam such as casks, crates, oil drums
etc and the more momentary echoes off prominent wave tops,
whales spouting or even porpoises leaping, A.S.V* contacts
soon had to be rated as Class I, II or III according to their
claim to being on genuine U-boats, Many of these echoes
disappeared off the A.S.V, reception screen, due to some of the
above natural reasons, as the aircraft homed towards them but
could give rise to a siospioion that a U-boat had detected the

A.S.V, inpxdse and had dived. On many occasions aircraft used
sono-buoys to verify suspicioiis contacts. These, in the hands
of any but very experienced listeners, paroduced another crop of
dubious reports on the s;;ipposed presence of submerged U-boats
because the natural sea noises so often occasioned wishful

thinking.

O.C. S. 17261
Part I. Ends,

111 to 126

An already clouded situation was further confused when the

incipient water spout or willywaw became identified with
sohnorchelling U-boats,
sightings of U-boats gave a false impression of a much inproved
picture both in inshore and transit areas e.g. the retirms for
November and December were of 14 and 21 sightings whereas a
careful postwar check aided by German records establishes that

there were only three and eight respectively on genuine U-boats,
The sinkings by air action dwindled to one in the last quarter
of 1944.

The resultant rise in recorded

In fact, the aircraft had descended from its exalted
position of U-boat Killer No.l to the humble yet useful role of
scarecrow to ensure the continual submergence of U-boats while
at sea and consequent lack of mobility,
remarks applied equally to the surface craft when they were
enployed solely on blocking patrols a;Td unrelated to convoys,
U-boats had by the end of 1944 become almost immune from

detection or attack while on passage to and from the Atlantic or
the British Isles,

Some of the above

Ylhen they reached their inshore operating
areas they could exist for lengthy periods without molestation
?■.? long as they committed no hostile act,
target, it provided a known datimi point for an immediate retri
butive surface craft hunt,
escorted convoys and the danger of routeing ships independently
even in inshore areas,
warfare early in 1943» but its application to inshore waters was
not oonplete until February 1945 when the tit for tat sequienqe
of a ship simk followed immediately by the U-boat sunk became
almost monotonous.

Once they hit a

Hence the importance of adequately

The lesson had been learnt in mid-ocean
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CMETER VI

AMI-SHEEEING OEER/lTIONS - SEEPEMHER TO HEgEMBER ^^kh

(i) Introduction

An important event had occurred in August 1944 in the
decision bj'" the Svyedish Government to no longer insure Swedish

ships trading to German ports. This imposed a virtual ban m

Swedish trade with Germany and deprived the latter of some 27
per cent of the shij^ing hitherto available for her import

seirvice, particularly in the vital iron ore category. This
decision appears to have been made as a result partly of

British diplomatic pressure and partly the ever mounting war
casualties. Claims have been made that the cause v/as the

increase in direct air attack at sea but perusal of Sv/edish

losses during 19^>4 up to August reveal that only three Swedish

sliips were sunk and one damaged by air attacks at sea against
eight sunk plus five damaged by mines and tvro birmt out plus
eighteen others seriously damaged in port by air-raids,
subject is further discussed in Chapters VII and VIII which

deal T/ith the effect of aerial minelaying and port bombing on

the Sea War. However, the effect was to make ever more
valuable to the eneny his remaining cargo capacity and to make

him even less inclined to risk convoys sailing in daylight
along the North German, Dutch and later the Norwegian coasts.

At the end of August anti-shipping operations- entered a

new phase with the evacuation of eneny surface vessels from

all French ports. Such activity moved eastward in the wake
and ahead of the Allied armies. In their search for targets
the anti-shipping squadrons were sweeping the enemy coast

eastvyards as far as Heligoland and occasionally reaching up to
the stretch around the' soutlwest comer of Norvyay,

from this orientation into the North Sea area, a redistribution
of the anti-shipping squadrons took place early in September.

235 and 248 Mosquito
and Nos, 144 and 404 Beaufi^ter squadrons was moved up to
Banff in No, 18 Group to re-open operations against the

Norwegian coastal traffic. No, 16 Group's strike wings were
disposed at Langham fNos, 455 and 489 Beaufigliter squadrons)
and at North Coates {nos 1^3, 236 and 254 Beaufighter
Squadrons) for operations along the northern Dutch and German
coastline. At Bircham Newton were No, 524 Wellingtons

and No, 855 F.A.A, Avengers who with No. 119 Albacores and

No, 819 F.A.A. Swordfish squadrons at SwingfieldU/operated
mostly at night against E-boats and other light craft in the

Boulogne to Tmuiden area.

In the most southern part of the North Sea events moved
fast during the first fortnight of September as northeast
France and Belgium were cleared by the Allied armies resulting
in the progressive evaciaation of coasters, patrol craft and

E'^^joats from Boulogie, Calais, Dunkirk, Ostend,Zeebxugge,
Nieuport and Bruges followed by the capitulation of strong-

points in Le Havre, Boulogne and Calais, There was, therefore,
a continual night movement of enemy minor war vessels, along the
Belgian and Dutch coasts up as far as Den Helder shepherding

This

Resulting

A strike wing consisting of Nos,

See Map 4

(1J During September, the German coast batteries around Cs^e Grisnez
Indulged In an orgy of cross-channel bombardment and from 13 September
to the end of the month these two Swingfleld squadrons were employed
on smoke laying patrols In the Dover Straits to mask our shipping
as It passed through.
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various types of coasters and barges loaded withatOjCSa and base

personnel. The only offensive units among this motley throng
■were the E-boats but they were in the process of re-grouping and
carrying out night minelaying off the a'vacuated ports.

In the Norwegian area traffic was as yet light and
consisted almost entirely of small but well escorted parties of
■two or three merchant ships carrying warlike stores northwards
and returning with iron ore and fish products,
lay through thp Inner Leads where ships were difficult to
locate and only debouched into open water at a few points
be-tween the Skagerrack and Trondheim.

Their route

See Map 5

In both areas, British naval forces were also actively
engaged in the anti-shipping offensive but, beyond listing in
Appendix VTH the sinkings effected by these naval forces so as
to present a balamced picture of enemy losses, it is only the
R.A. P. 's part which will be described in detail.

As the air operations in the southern part of the North
Sea were under different conditions to those conducted along the
Norwegian coast, it is proposed to recount them separately,

(li) No. 16 Group operations - September and October 1944

,  The August system of constant day and night reconnaissance
flights along all parts of the enemy held coastline was
continued between Boulogne and Heligoland,
by two to four aircraft at a time, drawn from the squadrons of
appropriate range e.g. Swordfish, Avengers and Albacores south
of Ymuiden; Wellington and Beaufighters for the longer
distances,

reporting of enemy convoys, the reconnaissance flights always
attacked targets of opportunity such as small parties of mine
sweepers and other auxiliary craft,

(a) The area south of the Texel in'September

They were perfomed

Although the primary task K/as the location and

Daylight taigets were conspicuous by their absence and all
attacks were made at night after A. S. V, location. It was
difficult to identify the object and even more difficult to hit

Moreover the enemy craft, although small, were all well
provided with flak and every encounter entailed violent
avoiding tactics ■which were not oonduoive to accurate bombing
neither was it possible to spot the. fall of bombs with any
certainly or to stay to observe results. During September
there were 144-llig^t attacks made be^tween Boulogne and Ymuiden,
of vfhich 118 took place in the first fortnight, with a loss of
nine aircraft. Twenty-two small enemy craft were sunk and
many more undoubtedly received damage in varying degrees.(l)

it.

No. 16 Group
0. R. B.
Appendices

(l) Both German and Allied records have been scrutinised
before making up these and subsequently quoted figures of
sinkings. All have been related to specific aircraft
attacks. It has, however, proved very difficult to
establish more than a vague estimate of damage and only
cases of authenticated serious damage are mentioned in
these anti-shipping chapters,
vessels, tonnage, date of attack and squadrons concerned
are given in Appendix VIII*

The names of the enemy
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Almost daily reconnaissance close in-shore, among the
islands and over inland watervTays between Dmkirk and the Texel,
was performed by Fighter Command Spitfire and Tempest aircraft.

Barges, tugs, small coasters and motor boats were frequently
shot up with cannon and machine gun fire but although such

attacks were made during September no actual sinkings resulted,

(b) E-boat movements in September

The E-boat force, vdiich numbered only 13 operational
boats, after mining Boulogne harbour and approaches was

withdrawn to Dutch harbours where they arrived on  5 September,
They had their share of night air attacks while on passage but
their only loss was S,l8if scuttled after a hit by the Dover

batteries during the previous night.

Fighter Command
O.R.B.

Appendices.

The administration of 1-boat flotillas was now vested in

the Naval Chief Command North and the Senior Officer E-boats

set up his headquarters in Scheviningen with his boats split
between Rotterdam and Ymuiden. Their primary task was mine

Admty,
N.I.D./i5/x.237/i;8

laying along the Flanders coast and off Norfolk,
sorties to the former took place after dark on the 8th and 10th

but one by 10 E-boats on the 12 September bound for Cromer was

detected, shadowed and bombed soon after leaving Rotterdam by
Wellingtons of No. 524 and Avengers of No. 855 F.A.A. squadrons.
Although no hits were scored, surprise was considered lost and

the whole sortie abandoned. The project was repeated on the

night of 16/17 September and mines were laid off Cromer by
nine E-boats.

Undisturbed

IWiile returning they were chased by surface
craft and bombed by a Wellington of No, 524 Squadron but no

damage was caused.

The landing of airborne troops at Arnhem took place on

17 September and an interesting sidelight is cast by a signal
made soon afterwards by the German Naval War Staff to the

Admiral-Holland suggesting the immediate destruction of the

ports of Rotterdam, Ymuiden and iuasterdam,
was aghast and urgent representations by him led to a postpone
ment till further notice,

quarters from Scheviningen to Den Helder,

During the night of 18/19 September, four E-boats
success!lilly ran deck cargoes of stores into Dunkirk vriiere a

German garrison was still holding out and returned to the Hook

vn.th General Von Klug and his staff,
S»200 and S.7Q2) covered the operation to seaward

but T/rere brought to action 35 miles northwest of Dunkirk by
H.M, frigate Stayner and M.T.Bs 724 and 728.
were sunlc and 67 survivors, including the senior officer 10th
Flotilla, were picked up,(l)

Captain E-boats

He did, however, shift his head-

Three other E-boats

All three E-boat

ibid

s

No further E-boat operations took place in September,
On 1 October, the E-boat force.mainly owing to bad weather,

now only nine boats strong, was still based in Rotterdam and
Ymuiden,

(1 ) This officer, vdio vfas highly thought of by the German
Naval COinmand, was exchanged on 6 December for a British

,  Officer prisoner.
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(c) Texel to Heligoland and the Drem system of rendezvous

Meanwhile frequent Wing Sweeps were flown by day along
the northern Dutch and German coast, usually escorted by six
to ten Mustang long range fighters of No, 3^6 squadron, Pieter
Command,

but the follow-up Wing Strike, taking off at dawn, had been too

late on the scene as by that time the quarry had slipped into

a defended anchorage.

Pre-dawn reconnaissance often reported small convoys

The technique of mng operations demanded accurate and
This could not be done in darkness.compact formation flying.

The problem was to produce a strike force in formation ready
for immediate action just before dawn on the enemy coast some
200 miles from base,

resulted in a scheme to provide an illiminated rendezvous at

A single night flying aircraft y;as to lay flame markers

Experiments and trials in August had

sea,

No, 16 Group
O.R.B,

Appendices,

in a pre-arranged position off the enemy coast near to the datum

of a planned dawn strike,
the dark, fly out to the enemy coast in loose order and on

picking up the flaine marked rendezvous was to circle it, form
into close battle fornation in the faint pre-dawn light and be

on the enemy convoy route at the desired spot during the

twilight before sunrise so catching the enemy ships as they
turned into the approaches to the anchorage,
known as the Drem System after the air establishment where it
was conceived.

The V/ing was to take off singly in

The scheme was

It had been tried out once and with success on 13 August

off the North Gernan coast but the subsequent special operations
directed against enemy shipping evacuating the French Channel

ports had prevented its repetition until early September when

the tide of war was receding up the Dutch coast. However, two

September Drem operations failed to' produce any targets and
another refinement was introduced for use on Day Wing Sweeps,
This consisted of one or two aircraft detached from the wing

formation but in continuous V.H.P, radio telephone touch with

the wing leader. They flew inshore of the Wing over inlets and

possible rejnote anchorages where shipping might be lying.
Any sightings were passed immediately to the wing leader who

would decide whether to divert the Wing to attack or continue

the sweep for targets on the convoy route. The detached air
craft were knovm as outriders and were first used on 18

September, Thereafter they were the feature of most operations
in force. The Drem system was of covirse only used for dawn
strikes.

L  ibid

Fifteen ?/ing Sweeps of over 30 aircraft apiece and four

On only foixrsmaller v/ere carried out during September,
occasions was any shipping fo\jnd at sea and twice the wings
sought targets inside the harbour of Den Helder.
1 9 night attacks on targets of opportunity by long range
reconnaissance flights, there were 214 individual aircraft
attacks delivered between the Texel and Heligoland,
merchant ships and five escort vessels were simk besides damage
done to harbour installations, flak and radar posts in the
Den Helder area for the loss of eleven aircraft.

Counting the

Two

So sparse were targets at sea in this area that five wing
operations were carried out during the month along the

southwest comer of Norway, Only two sighted even small craft.

Attacks resulted in the sinking of a small coaster on the

8th and two M, claiss minesweepers on 11 September,

ibid
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To avoid crowding in extensive footnotes, the details of

the names, tonnage and date of sinking together with the maifcer

of sorties flown and attacks made are given in Appendix VIII.

(d) E-hoat movements in October

Their primary task during October was to lay mines in the

Eight E-boats put outWest Scheldt estuary and approaches,
at night on 4 October but in bright moonlight they were

located and bombed by five aircraft of No. 855 F.A.Ao Squadron.
No damage resulted but the sortie was abandoned.
Re-inforoements to the slender E-boat force arrived from

5 October onmrds in the shape of the 9th Flotilla from Germany
and driblets of refitted boats for the existing 4th, 8th and

10th Flotillas bringing up the total force to 20 E-boats.
After dark on 10 October fourteen E-boats laid 56 mines westward

of Walcheren Island in the Scheldt approaches,
represented their sole operation.
Flotilla was withdrawn via inland waterways to Germany for

refit thus reducing the strength to 15 boats.

This

On 19 October the 4th

Admty,
N.I.D./l5X.257/i|8

Towards the end of the month, the Naval Chief Command
North issued a directive, following the Allied occupation
of the south bank of the West Scheldt^ in which the priority
was minelaying north of Ostend with secondary importance given
to torpedo patrols either off the Flanders or Norfolk coasts.

A minelaying operation was started on 29 ©ctober but after a

short battle with seven British ilT.Bs off Ymuiden, in which

S.191 was damaged, the sortie was broken off.

(e) Other air operations in October

The brunt of the short range work, all at night, lay on

the Wellingtons of No. 524 Squadron and the F.A.A. Avengers of
No. 855 Squadron. With some Beaufighter assistance they
carried out 100 sorties up to mid«0ctober between the Scheldt

and Ymuiden. Thirty-nine night attacks were made but only on
the night 1/2 October has anj^ record of a sinking been foundo
This was the German coaster Wachtel - 992 tons sunk off the

Hook of Holland,

On 17 October, the hard worked and invaluable No. 855
Squadron left Coastal Command and reverted to the Naval Air

Service.

Squadron but they did not start operations until  1 November,
consequently in the latter half of October only 28 more sorties

took place in the most southern area,
night attacks but no damage -was inflicted.

Their place was taken by No. 827 F. A.A. Barracuda

These resulted in four

No. 16 Group
O.R.B.

East of the Texel also there were fewer targets found and

these tailed off to no sightings after mid-October. For

an expenditure of 414 sorties along this stretch of coast there

were 25 night attacks which sunk one new merchant ship hull

and a gunbarge for the loss of five aircraft while one day sweep
on 15 October into the Heligoland Bight sunk three small
auxiliary craft for the loss of two aircraft.

Although Antwerp had been occupied by British troops early
in September, it proved Impossible to use this large and much
zoeeded port for direct sijqjply to the Allied armies beca-ose
the Germans still held the coast line on the estuaries of the

Scheldt and the islands in the delta. Land and amphibious

operations vrere being fought throughout October to free the
area.
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Tile Ceraian coast batteries arotind Cape Grisnez were
captvired on 30 September and there was no longer  a requirement
for smoke-laying in the Dover Strait, Nos, 119 and 8l9
Squadrons were, therefore, moved up from Swingfield to Bircham
Neiivton but were taken out of the line preparatory to going to
an advanced base on the Belgian coast. It proved  a long job
to find a suitable airfield which was not either water-logged
or rendered unusable by the recently evicted enemy and neither
squadron flew operationally during October,

(f), The reappearance of German Small Battle Units

During September, three German Naval Commando linits
operated in the upper reaches of the Rivers Maas and Scheldt,
Using Linsen, Harder, frogmen and demolition mines they aimed
at the destruction of lock gates, unloading jetties and bridges
situated in the hotly contested region between Nijmegen and
Antwerp, The story of these ventures does not, however, come
within the scope of these volumes.

The re-opening of genuine maritime operations dates from
26 September when a flotilla of 60 Linsen (1) was arriving
in batches at Groningen in North Holland by rail from Lubeck,
In the first days of October the 60 Linsen were transported
down to an advanced base at Flushing and the first operation
was planned for the night of 5/6 October* It vra.s intended
that one, formation of Linsen should escort a supply convoy to
Dunkirk and the remainder should attack Allied minesweepers off
the Flanders coast. The operation was a fiasco. On leaving
Flushing, two Linsen were sunk in error by the harbour defence
patrol and then the weather suddenly deteriorated. Fourteen
were driven ashore, tvrenty more foundered. Twenty-six
struggled back to harboior and, later in the day, when they were
being withdrawn to Rotterdam lost two more through fighter »
bomber attacks.

ibid

Admty,
F,D,S,65A/54

A fresh flotilla of 60 was sent forthwith to Groningen
arriving on the I2th, be-ing moved down to Rotterdam on
14 October, On 22 October, twenty-eight were transported to
Flushing and went to sea that night - twenty-four for Dunkirk
and four, with much needed gun spares, for Breskens, On
leaving harbour they were scattered by gunfire from an Allied
battery near Yfestkapelle and fourteen returned. There is no

record of the reraainder *s fate. Twelve left Flushing on the
night of 26/27 October to attack Allied disemMrkation berths
at South Beveland but all grounded on a sand-bank in raid-stream
off Temeuzen, The operation -vra-s repeated the following night
with twelve more Linsen and four Naval Comi'nando craft. Four

explosive Linsen vrere released but only one hit  a target. This
was claimed to have destroyed two 300 ton lighters in the

process of being unloaded. On the last night of October, six
Linsen carried out an attack in the West Scheldt which claimed

erroneously to have sunk three Allied craft. The remaining
Linsen were then iivithdrawn up to Rotterdam,

See Map 4

ibid

Although the above had little to do with maritime air
operations at the time because Coastal Command patrols were,
dxxring the last half of October, almost non-existent in this
in-shore area, the activities of other Small Battle Units
(notably Biber and Seehvinde) in later months called for much
special effort by No, I6 Group, It is felt, therefore, that

Cl) Linsen and their operation is described in Appendix DC,
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a brief mention must be made of all their sorties if only to
record their limitations and the fatalistic bravery of their

orews.

(lii) No, 18 Group operations on the Norwegian coast -

September and October 1944«

(a) Introduction

The conditions for anti-shipping operations off the
Norwegian coast differed mdioally from those in the southern
North Sea.

amount of reconnaissance available,

coast were too great for any employment of Fighter Command

single-engined aircraft and, except for the one newly arrived

Banff Wing, there was only the flight of Norwegian manned
Mosquitoes of No. 333 Sqdn. These were quite invaluable
as the pilots knew well the maze of fjords and islets which

made the location of shipping so difficult along this indented

and precipitous coastline,
worlced off their feet and it was largely through their daily

flights that any strike action could be planned,
traffic contained no offensive units like E-boats and con

sisted of small infrequent convoys rarely exceeding two or

three merchant ships but well escorted by up to eight patrol
craft,

remote fjords between broad daylight and evening dusk,
targets were difficult to relocate by the strike force after

initial reconnaissance reports made some hours earlier.

To start with there was nothing like the same
The distances to the

They were consequently almost

Enemy

They kept to the Inner Leads and often anchored tip
Such

No. 18 Group was responsible for the Norwegian coast
extending from Kristiansand South in the Skagerrack to Aalesund

in latitude 62'i9N, Enemy traffic north of Aalesund was out
of the Group’s reach but was sometimes raided by P. A.A. air

craft working from carriers on periodic sorties from Scapa Plow.
A more considerable contribution was soon to be made by light

surface craft, notably Norwegian manned M«T,Bs, working from
advanced bases in the Shetlands. Additional was the employe-
ment of some of our submarines on patrol off the exposed
stretches of coast and the laying of mines by them and carrier

borne P.A.A. aircraft at likely navigational points on the

shipping route. This narrative is only concerned with the

R. A. P. side of these anti-ship operations and, except for a

notation in Appendix VIII of what was sunk by the naval forces

in this area, it is the R.A.P. *s operations that will be
recounted.

See Map 5

Operations

Acting for the most part on the results of reconnaissance
by No. 333 Plight, eleven strikes or sweeps in force were
carried out during September by the Banff Wing. On only two
occasions was a convoy found in a position to be attacked.
On 14 September one was located off Kristiansand South
resulting in one merchant ship damaged and one escort vessel
sunk for the loss of one aircraft. On 19 September a convoy

was attacked in the mouth of Sogne Fjord when two merchant
ships were sunk for the loss of one aircraft. On the 21

September, isolated craft were sighted off Lister and two small
coasters were sunk. The only other encounters fell to No. 248
Mosquito Squadron when engaged on anti-U-boat sweeps. They
damaged a coaster and sunk the escorting vessel in Hjelte fjord
on 24 September and sunk a local defence craft off Kristiansand

No. 18 Group
0. R, B,

Appendices
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South on 28 September. The :iames^ tonnage, dates and sorties
flown are tabulated in Appendix VIII. No. 16 Group’s sweeps
off southwest Norway have already been mentioned. The
month’s operations really amounted to an exploration of the
possibilities of air action along the Norwegian coast after a
lapse since May 1944 due to the concentration of anti-shipping
effort in the Southern area for Operation Overlord.

By October it was realised that enemy traffic, not content
with the natural protection afforded by the Inner Leads, was
increasingly talcing refuge by day in secluded anchorages up
small fjords debouching into the Inner Leads route and
restricting passage along open coast stretches to the dark
hours. Consequently No. 16 Group’s tactic of dawn strikes
using the Drem system of rerdezvoua was introduced to meet the
latter and the Outrider refinement for dayliglit sweeps was used
to locate the former. The Mosquitoes of No. 333 flight were

ibid

ideal for this job and thereafter they alv/ays provided the
outriders.

The first Drem operation took place on 9 October and
affords a good example of this dawn strike method,
subsequent tactics of the attack were clearly marked, it is
proposed to describe the operation in detail as arepi^sentative
account of a typical attack on an escorted convoy;-

At 0417 hours on 9 October, a Warwick aircraft of No,
281 A, S.R, Squadron took off from Banff to lay the Drem flares.
At 0610 hours this aircraft dropped 7 Mk.II and IV Marine
markers, I7 flame floats and 50 drift lights in a circle of
radius three miles in a position 5918 N x O435 E (off Skudnes
Fjord), The Banff WingC'^)took off singly in darkness between
0456 and 0529 hours and proceeded in loose order for the above
position.

As the

At 0627 hoiirs the Drem flares were sighted and the force
circled them v^hile forming into battle order and at O649 hours
in faint dawn light the ling set course south at 100 feet
altitude. Reaching 5900 N x O5OO E at O655 hours the force
climbed to 2500 feet still in twilight and at 0700 hours

sighted a convoy bearing 160° distant 20 miles veiy close
inshore off Egersiond, At O7O5 hours the convoy was seen to
consist of five merchant ships escorted by six patrol craft in
three columns steering 310° at about 6 knots.

At 0710 hours the attack commenced. Six cannon Beau-
fighters were sent in first and engaged the largest merchantman
and the escort craft nearest to it, and then switching to the
rear merchant ship with its nearest escort. Almost simultan
eously five of the Mosquitoes attacked the other merchant ships
and escorts with cannon fire. The other three Mosquitoes
were detailed to act as fighter cover in case the G.A.F, put in
an appearance. Just behind the cannon attack came  a wave of

eight R.P. Beaufighters v/ho attacked the three leading escort
craft and then switched to the two largest merchant ships,
following up on the other merchantmen and escort vessels.

ihid

(1) The ling consisted of;-

8 Beaufighters/404 Squadron armed with R.P,
6 BeaiAf ighters/144 Squadron armed vdth
4 Beaufighters/I2)i(. Squaxiron armed with torpedoes
8 Mosquitoes/235 Squadron armed with cannon.

All under the leadership of Wing Commander Gadd,

SECRET
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Finally the fotir torpedo Beaiofighters attacked the two largest
merchant ships.

There was intense flak from all vessels, both merchant
and escort, and from shore batteries. The billows of black
smoke, flak tracer, rocket and cannon splashes with at least
tv«3 to3:p)edo explosions made accurate observation of results
difficult,

0715 hoiirs the Y/ing was on coiorse for base leaving the convoy
in confusion. No aircraft had been shot down and only three

were damaged. All retiumed intact ̂ d landed between O83O
and 0943 hoiors. Some photographs('*) taJsen during the action
in conjunction with de-briefing reports foimdated  a claim to
have torpedoed tv/o merchant ships setting these on fire and to
have seriously damaged another merchantman and two escort
vessels with rocket and cannon fire. Postwar examination of

relevant enenr7 records confirms the sinking of
Rudolf Qldendorff (Ge.) - 1,953 tons, serioiis damage to
Sarp (Nor) - 1,116 tons and the sinking of escort vessel
U,J. 1711 ~ 485 tons.

The whole action was over in five minutes and at

ibid

Regarding the actual attack, it will be seen that the
continual thought, training and exercise that had been given to
Wing operations since early in 19Zdf had not altered the basic
conception viiich was to smother, put off aim or otherwise
neutralize the intense flak put up from a convoy by a first
wave of cannon fire followed immediately by R,P. so as to
allow the torpedo carriers a relatively unmolested run-in.
In narrow fjords or other places where torpedoes could not be
used, the R.P. was the main weapon and the cannon element was

increased so as to blast a tenporary respite in which oareftilly
aimed shallow R,P, dive attacks could be made. Each element
had to be timed to a split second and the whole attack was
usually over in a matter of minuteso

The Outrider refinement was first employed in No, 18 Group
on 19 October and was instrumental in directing part of a
Wing Reconnaissance in force on to a smallc onvoy just to the
north?/est of Bergen but the attack inflicted no sinkings.
During the month, fourteen daylight Wing sweeps or strikes
were flown but, apart from the two occasions mentioned above,
no convoys were found. On four other dates, single escorted
ships were attacked resulting in one merchant ship and two
escort craft being sunk. On 21 October, a Wing attack vras
made on Haugesund harbour and the only two ships found in the
roadstead were both sunk.

ibid

The anti-shipping part of No. 18 Group received a welcome
addition during the month, although at the expense of the
anti—U-boat side. It will be remembered that the tivo Halifax

Squadrons (Nos, 58 and 502) had specialized in night A/U
patrols using high intensity slow dropping flares to illToininate
and attack any A.S.V, contacts obtained. When the Biscay
operations came to an end in August, the two squadrons were
iised in the Northern Transit area during September based at

(1) A little later it became customary to include in the Wing
Strikes an aircraft v/hose sole duty was to take
photographs diu’ing the action for assessment pinrposes.
Many of these are available in the Air Historical Branch
and it is a pity that their inclusion would malce the volume

unduly bulky because they convey the atmosphere of attack
far better than any written account.
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Stomoway under No, 18 Group control,
that against schnorchelling U-boats they were unlikely to be of
any use with their high altitude flare technique. Their night
sorties were, therefore, directed to the coastsd waters off

Norway where, it was hoped, U-boats might be caught on the
surface as they entered or left the Inner Leads, As far as

catching U-boats this also proved fruitless but during early
October several attacks were made by them on surfaced targets
which proved to be either escorts awaiting the arrival of
U-boats or single escorted merchant ships taking advantage of
darkness to negotiate the few open stretches of coastline.
Many of these contacts were aroimd the southwest comer of
Norway and in the Skagerrack. In mid-October it was decided
to institute standing ni^t patrols between Lister and the
Skaw, flying at the best height for A.S.V, location on surface
ships. The aircraft were armed with 500 lb, M.C. bombs in
place of depth charges but employed the same flare technique for
relatively high level bombing using the Mark XIV sight.

The subsequent attacks were not very lethal to start with
but improved in succeeding months until in 1945, with the aid
of improved flares and special training, the casualties to the
German supply line to Norway became serious. During October
1944» the Halifaoces, made 74 night sorties and delivered 25
attacks, all in the Skagerrack area. Two vessels were sunk
and one damaged.

The Russian armistice with Finland, signed on
19 September, (■! j denied Germany access to Finnish raw materials
and lost her the use of Finnish cargo tonnage previously
operating for her, Sweden, after her August withdrav^al of
trade with German ports, had by this time prohibited the entry
of German and controlled tonnage into Swedish ports. There
was therefore every likelihood of a considerable increase in
enemy trade with Norway quite apart from the stream of warlike
supplies required now that the main U-boat bases wrere located
in Norwegian ports. This sliift of emphasis, coupled with
decreasing activity off the southern North Sea coastline, led
to a further re-inforcement of No, 18 Group’s anti-shipping
resources. The langham Beaiofighter Wing was transferred late
in October up to Dallachy on the Moray Firth and together with
the two Beaiifighter squadrons from Banff was formed into a
Dallachy Wing,
Coates up to Banff where it started to re-arm to Mosquitoes
so as to form a homogenous Banff Wing,(2)

It was soon realized

No, 143 Squadron was transferred from North

H.Q.C.C.
O.R.B,
Appendix 623

ibid

(1) Finland had joined the Axis against Russia on 22 June 19^1 and It was not until
ra ld-19d4 that a general Soviet advance brought one wing of their an.iies back
Into Finland, Hostilities against Russia ceased on k September and fighting
against the German forces started soon after,
and Great Britain w£S signed on ■19 September 19/1,

An armistice with the U.S.S.R,

(2) On 1 November 194(, the antl-shlpplng disposition vias as under:-
No, T8 Group

Stomov;ay - Nos, 58 and 502 Hallfaxes'
Might,

Mo, 16 Grou

North Coates - No, 236 - B
R

p

eaufighter -
,P.

No, 254 - Beaufighter -
Torpedo

Banff - No, 235 “ Mosquito
No, 248 - Mosquito
No, 333 - (Norge) - Mosquito

Flight
No, 143 “ re-armlng to

Mosquito

No, 144 - BeaufIghter-Torpedo
No, 404 - Beauf lghter-R.P,
No, 455 - Beauflghter“R.P,
No, 489 - BecTUflghter-Torpedo

Detachment of No, 524 WellIngtons

Dallachy

Langham - No, 827 F.A,A, - Barracuda,
Detachment of No, 524 -
Night Wellingtons,

Blrcham Newton- No, II9 - Albacores
No, 819 F.A.A. - Swordfish
(awaiting an airfield In
Belgium)

See also the Order of Battle, Strengths and Availability for this date In App, I,
SECRET(85404)132
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(iv) No, 16 Gtoup Operations - November and Deoember 1944

Dixring the last week of October and firsrfc ten days of

November the Allied amphibioiis operations in the delta of the
Scheldt River were overcoming the stiibbom resistance by
detached enemy forces,
Scheldt had been cleared, the island of Yfelcheren was attacked.
Flushing was occupied on 5 November and both banks of the West

Scheldt River up to ibatwerp were freed by Canadian forces by
8 November,

had to be undertaken and it v/as not till the end of the month

that the great port was re-opened to traffic,

(a) - Enemy convoys and E-boats

After the south bank of the outer

Much minesweeping and clearance of obstmctions

E-boats were active while the Walcheren operation was in

progress but beyond sinking a small cargo vessel and an armed
trawler off Ostend in the dark hours of 2 November they
effected nothing neither did they suffer any casualties though
bombed on the night of the 2nd/3rd by two Barracudas of No, 827
and two Wellingtons of No, 524 squadrons,
ceased until after dark 15 November when one party laid mines

off the Humber unopposed and another, operating in the Scheldt
approaches, was engaged by naval forces,
fire but regained harbour and M, T,B, 742 was damaged,
final November operation was d-uring the night of 23/30
November when eight E-boats laid 35 mines in the Scheldt
approaches and westward of Dunkirk,

surface patrols and bombed by a Wellington of No, 524
Squadron but received no damage.

Their sorties

S.168 was set on
Their

They were chased by

Admty,

N.I,D./li
X, 237/48

Althougla detachments of No, 119 Albaoores and No, 819
P.A.A, Swordfish were moved on 28 October to St, Croix near

Bruges, the airfield condition prevented any flying and

another airfield was tried nearer the coast at Maldegem,
Prom here operational flying by these two squadrons started on

12 November and consisted of night sorties on patrols between
the mouth of the Scheldt and Ymuiden,

only five night- attacks on unidentified small craft eventuated

up to the end of the month,
records,

reconnaissances and rovers were conducted, mostly at night, by
Wellingtons of No, 524 and Barracudas of No. 827 P.A,A,
Squadrons to the number of 90 sorties but they too saw few
targets and their 22 attacks on ill-defined objects obtained
no hits,

one German auxiliary of 5OO tons was sunk.

Little was found and

No damage is recorded in German
Between the Hook of Holland and Texel island

Naval stirface patrols fared little better an only

No, 16 Group
0,R,B,

Appendices

Most of the Group’s effort went into day svreeps and night
rovers along the coast from Texel to Heligoland, Except for

the night of the 2/3 November vAien two small convoys v/ere
unsuccessfully attacked off Tersohelling and Borkum, this was

entirely unproductive until 21 November when a sweep by 12
Beaufighters of No, 236 Squadron sighted two harbo-ur defence
craft in the mouth of the River Weser and sank them both.

After a further blank five days and nights, isolated targets
were found on occasions up to the end of the month. Twenty-
eight attacks in all were delivered and accounted for a gunbarge

north of Borkum on the night of the 25th/26th and  a newly
launched merchant ship hull in tow off the River Weser on the
night of the 29/50 Novesaber, This was all there was to
show for 227 sorties along this bit of coast - not to decry
the Group’s effort but as an indication that there simply were
not targets imder way.

ibid
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December followed the same pattern. Of eight sweeps as
far as Heligoland by the North Coates Wing, only tw located
any targets. These occurred late in the month both at night
between Borkxim and the Weser, Eight attacks were made but
without result. To the south of the Texel little
until the second half of the month,
took place before the 18th,

was seen

No E-boat operations
In anticipation of their renewal

H.Q.C.C.
0*R,B,

Appendix 808 and also against possible midget submarine activity. No, 612
Leigh Light Wellington Squadron was transferred
from No, 15 Group to Langham in No, 16 Group, ("I)

on 19 December

On 15 December, Bomber Command attacked the E-boat shelters
at Ymuiden with I4 Lancasters and obtained penetration of the
roof v/ith two 12,000 lb, bombs, S,198 was destroyed, six other
E—boats 'were damaged and the entire E—boat maintenance was
disorganised. Six of the pens were unusable and the 8th
Flotilla was put out of action until the end of the month.
The 2nd Flotilla of eight boats was immediately moved from
Germany to Den Helder and together with the two Rotterdam
flotillas carried out minelaying sorties off the Flanders coast
during the nights of the 18th/l9th, 22nd/23rd and 24th/25th
December, Attacks were made on them by Wellingtons of Nos,
524 and 612 Squadrons but no hits were obtained although the
Dutch coaster Pijo was sunk in the course of such attacks on
the last night. However, shadowing reports by these aircraft
vrere instrumental in enabling naval forces to intercept
party of E-boats off the Hook of Holland on the night of 22/
23 December and in the ensuing action S,185 and S,192
sunk. On 29 December, Bomber Command raided the E-boat base
at Rotterdam with 16 Lancasters,

one

were

Much structural damage was

Admty,
N,I.D,/l5/x,337/ij8

done to the shelters but, profiting from the experience at
Ymuiden, the E-rboats themselves had been well dispersed in the
docks and none were damaged. Meanwhile the two sq-uadrons in
Belgium had moved to a better airfield at Knocke Le Zoute on
the coast a few miles east of Zeebrugge. Their flying re
started on 23 December and took the form of day patrols extendii^
16 miles westward from ¥/alcheren Island specifically against ■
Small Battle Units,

(b) The Small Battle Units

During the first half of November additional Linsen
explosive motor boat units were moved into Holland and a total
of 95 boats was apportioned between Den Helder, Scheviningen
and Hellevoetsluis at the mouth of the Yfest Maas River while
30 Biber were sent to Poortershaven (between Pott erdam and the
sea) v/ith a fiarther 59 to a reseiwe at Groningen in North
Holland,

See Map

No Linsen operations were conducted until 22 November and
then their sorties were directed up the Maas River and do not
concern the maritime narrative. The German Naval Staff were
uncertain how best to employ the Biber as by their nature they
were of little use except against stationary targets so all
November was spent in adapting them for the carriage of gromd
mines in addition to torpedoes.

The December operations of Linsen started badly,  A planned
sortie of twelve boabs from an advanced base nearHellevoetaluis

Admty,
P,D.S.65A/54

(.1) An additional reason for this transfer was the withdrawal
of No. 827 F.A.A. Squadron who reverted to the R.N.A.S,
1 December,

on
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■was almost wiped out on 5 December by Allied fighter
bombers,

into bad weather, lost four boats and returned immediately.
The 23 put out again next evening to operate in "tlie Scheldt
but 13 of them ran aground to the south of Goeree and only
•three boats reached the target area.

A further sortie on I7 December by 27 Linsen ran

An at-tack was made on a

destroyer but the explosi-ve boats missed. On the follov/ing
evening December) -twenty-one put out but ran into fog and
lost fi-ve grounded and abandoned.

The first Biber operation took place on the night
of the 22/23 December when eight left Poortershaven in tow
of R-boats and ten put out from Hellevoetsluis in tow of Rhine
patrol craft to attack Allied shipping in the West Scheldt.
The former party ran into British M.T.B.'s off the Hook and
lost four Biber while trying to slip the tows in  a hurry.
The latter group lost a Biber sunlc and one badly damaged by
mines off West Schouwen leaving a total of 12 Biber armed wi-th
torpedoes and mines to carry out the operation.
Biber returned but the Panamanian S.S, Alan-a-Pale of 4,702
tons -was sunk to -the south east of Flushing,
eleven Biber left Hellevoetsluis in tow and were slipped
nor-thwest of G-oeree for operations in the Scheldt,
en route, another ran aground on West Schouwen and -tlie other
nine never returned. Tliree more Biber put out on -the night of
•the 24th/25th together wdth three units boats) of Linsen
boimd for the T/iTest Scheldt,
one Linsen unit reached -the area,
large ship off Zeebrugge but one explosive boat missed ahead
and the o-ther hit a nearby iffreck*
to harbour the next day heavily iced with the pilot nearly dead
from cold.

None of the

On the next nigh

One sank

The Biber never returned and only
An at-back -was made on a

The control Linsen returned

Finally, six Biber set out from Hellevoetsluis

t

after dark on 25 December to lay mines in the West Scheldt but
again none ever re-fcumed.
Biber or Linsen sighted by the maritime air patrols but -two
Biber were claimed sunk off Flushing soon after daylight on
26 December by Typhoon fighters of -the 2nd Tactical Air Force.
Naval claims amounted to six between the 23rd and 26th leaving
30 Biber whose fate is unknown.

On no occasion vrare any of these

Stress of weather and navi

ibid

gational hazards were probably responsible for the majority.

On 27 December, -the last 14 Biber at Hellevoetsluis were
intended to leave in daylight ixnder cover of a smoke screen but
■when manoeuvering in the dock, two of -their torpedoes exploded
prematurely sinking themselves and nine others as i/ell as -two
harbour defence vessels,
the remaining three Biber were left hanging by -their mooring
lines.

The tidal lock gates were damaged and

The heavy losses sustained (115 Linsen and 52 Biber)
caused Flag Officer North Sea Command to recommend -that -these
types should be su^ended until -tiie Seeh-unde midget U-boats
had been tried out in cperations up the Scheldt but the Naval
War Staff replied -that the situation on the Western Front
demanded immediate all-out action against Allied supply convoys
in -the Scheldt area,(1)and in this area there were ample
opportunities for effective action by Biber. The Flag Officer
ccBHnented caustically that as none of the Biber crews had so
far ever returned it -was impossible to assess the effectiveness of

(1) Bitter fighting -was -taking place in the Ardennes sector
where General Von Runstedt had made a deep penetration in
■the Allied line.
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their operations. However, the G,~in-0. Havy (Doenitz)
insisted that after re-inforcement, Linsen, Biber and Molch
operations were to continue thoiigh he classed their operations
apart voider an official description of Opferkampfer (Literally -
sacrificial suicide) and gave orders that the Small Battle Units
were to be accorded special consideration by all Naval commands.
There was never any lack of volunteers for this dangerous
service,(')

Meanwhile the fist six Seehunde midget U-boats had left
Germany by road on 24 December bound for Ymuiden followed by
daily batches of six. By the end of December some 20 Seehunde
were operationally ready and their first war cruises started
1 January 1945*

(o) Air mine laying by the G.A.F,

In face of the difficulty experienced by E-boats and
so by Biber to lay mines in the Scheldt area, it seems at first
sight strange that more use was not made of the G,A,P, to lay
mines from the air. Mining in this area was regarded by the
Germans as easily the most potent weapon against Allied
shipping(2)and winter night
level laying of mines from the air with small risk of loss from
Allied counter measures.

on

more

conditions seem ideal for the low-

Perusal of German records reveals little G.A.P. activity on
this task, A few enemy aircraft laid parachute mines off
Ostend during the night of 8/9 December, about eight
aircraft laid mines in the Yfest Scheldt during the night 26/
27 December and. about twenty minelaying aircraft were active
in the Scheldt approaches and off Ostend after dusk on
23 January 1945. And that is all.

Although not specifically stated in German .records, there
seems little doubt that this meagre effort was not due to lack

of intention but beoavxse the devastating bomber offensive,
much intensified since ‘D* day, had forced Gennan aircraft
output into defensive fighter production to the complete
exclusion of types suitable for bombing or minelaying,
few remained in operation such as Ju,88, Ju, 188, He, 177
Do,217 Tivere spread thinly between Northern Norway for use against
convoys to Russia atid the Russian battle front itself, 

'

absence from the Scheldt area was in fact one of the many
valuable benefits to the Allied sea war conferred by the much
criticized strategic bomber offensive on Germany,
gives facts to support this view,

(v) No, 18 Grovg) operations - November and December 1944

Yflvat

This

Appendix X

At the 32nd meeting of the U-boat Y/arfare Committee held
on 26 October, the A,0,C,-in-C, Coastal Command said that his
best chance of finding U-boats in northern v/aters was near the
Norwegian coast particularly at night but the presence of
British submariaves on anti-shipping patrols seriouslyrestricted

(1) As an indication of the high regard in ifldiioh the S,B.U,
personnel were afterwards held, thirty of these men were

being flown to Berlin at the end of April 1945# as a
personal bodyguard for Hitler, Reference - German records.
This is confirmed by Allied figures. Up to 1 January 1945,
out of total casualties of 28 vessels surik and 14 damaged,
mines accovinted for 23 svink aavd 13 damaged.

(2)
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his aircx’i^i't and he asked tliat t'^is handicap ini,r^it be lessened.
The Aclairalty representative said kiat the anti-sliipping
offensive had been given a very high priority and he doubted
if much alteration coijld be broiight about. The Chief of Staff
to the Submarine Comriand said he would, in consultation vdth
Coastal Conrnand ileadqixarters, do as much as possible to adjust
the bombiigg restriction areas necessary to sadeguaixi our
subniarines so as to create a minii-iuu of interference with air

operations. After further consultations the Adniralty on the
16 November agreed to vdthdra'vr the submarine patrol T/hic]i
operated off the soutln/est coast of Norway but added that
attacks on eneniy sriij)ping v/ere just as inportant as anti-U-
boat OT:ierat:’‘.ons since the enemy’s w3:iole existence in Norway
depended upon their seahorne supplies. As our submarine
patrols were part of the anti-sliipplng' strategy it was hoped
that this 'i.'itlidrav.al ?/ould be follo'.red, not only by extended
air A/U operations, but by intensified at'baoks by Coastal
Command on enerny shipping in tliis area.

H.Q.C.C.
0,E,B,

Appendices

Nos, 619,620,
and 689»

Anti-sliipping sorties by No. 18 Group vrere stepped iip
from in October to 677 in November and 323 in Deoember.
It T/as, however, still difficult to find enen^'' shipping in
positions siiitable for attack even r.ith the frequent employ
ment of Drem dawn strikes and full daylight sweeps Ydth
Outriders, On only four occasions vrere small convoys found
in Noveinber by the daylight opera-tione. They resulted in
five vessels being suni: and five more dainaged for the loss of
tliree aircraft. The Halifax night patrols made more frequent
attacks and in the third week of November were re-inforced,
after t’/ie 'idthdrav/al of the subroarine patrol off S,¥,
by night revel’s of torpedo carrying Beaufighters and
Vellingtons armed Tri.th bombs. To provide datui points for
these dark horn- rovers the Drem System of flame markers wus
used soon after dusk,

tile Halifaxes, accoumted for

Norway,

Tliirty-five night attacks, mostly by
ti.'D sliips sunk and two damaged.

No, 18 Group
0,R.B,

Appendices,

Operation
Aslifield

See

Appendj-X XI

Sliglitly better results iwere obtained in December as the
daylight Hin^^ operations , '
nine and damaging eight vessels,
again mostly by tlie Halifaxes,
Yviiich i.ere over 5,000 tons,
provoked some action from the eneiriy fighter defence,
7 December a Sweep by the combined Banff and Dallachy 'Uings
escorted by Mustangs, vas attacked north of Aalesund by 15 to
20 Me,110's and P.W,190’s,
eneiiiy aircraft were destroyed for the loss of tiro Mostruitoes,
one Beaufigliter and a Mustang, No further fighter opposition
vas encountered till 26 December wiien the Banff Wing, after
attacking sliipping off Lervj.k vas intercepted by 24 P.¥.19P’s
in the entrance to Bommel Njord, One Mosquito was lost but
tliree I'''.W,190’s were shot dov/n.

The year ended Yri.th the eiqphasis of tiie anti-shipping
operations of Coastal Goiaaand placed almost entirely on the
Norv/eglan coast. In the southern North Gea ti:e flying Yas
mainly directed against E-boats and small battle units"*
endeavouring to interrupt the Tliames/Antwei-p supply line.

attacked on nine oocasions sinking
The forty-six night attacks

On

In the ensuing dog fight six

,
damaged five ships, three of

The day operations at last
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CHAPTER VII - PART I

AERIAL MIRELAYIRfG - JUNE TO DECEMBER ASkh- IMGLUSIVB

(i) Introduction

There were two aspects in the minelaying campaign which
have not received sufficient attention in previous chapters on
this subject in earlier volumes,

information was not available at the time they were written.

After this V/orld War II we are lucky enough to possess such a

mass of Germal naval documents and day to day records as has
never before been available to a victor.

Foreign Document Section are an almost inexhaustible reservoir

of evidence but it taltes time for a given line of research on

the part of a na'^rator to be translated from generalities into

specific requests to this hard worked section and then for a
meticulous search in the hundreds of relevant German files to

result in a detailed answer.

This is because precise

The Admiralty

One of these aspects conceins the reaction of the enemy
to our air minelaying from its inception in April 191-0,
German coastwise shipping was, on this account, officially
put into convoy in the areas between South Norway and the

Central Baltic on 14 llay 1940 , Convoy along the southern
North Sea coast and down to Rotterdam was not started till the

end of August 1940, In spite of the control over shipping
movements and routes which convoy procedure gave, the losses

to mine hazard were high relative to our limited mining from

the air in its early days. (l ) This *happy time' for mine
laying wa.s due to the initial inexperience of German sweeping,
insufficient numbers of mine-sv/eepers of all types, the

continued presence of many independent ships and  a lack of

convoy discipline resulting in either rompers or stragglers
who cut comers on swept routes.

Admty,
P,D, 8,102/56

From I'/iarch 1941» the progressive rectification of these

causes reduced enemy mining losses to tolerable figures except
for short peaks in Iviay, July and November 1941 follov/ing the

introduction of new British firing assemblies in the mines.
In each case the German technicians soon mastered them and the

tonnage sionk per mine laid over the period Iviarch 1941 to

February 1942, dropped to an average of 30, However, from

IViarch 1942, Bomber Command got into their stride of greatly
increased monthly lays particularly in the area Kattegat to

West Baltic (classified in these minelaying chapters as
Area No, I), Enemy losses, particularly in Area No, 1, rose
rapidly and remained high until ivlay 1943* It is in this

period that the second aspect in the mining campaign comes into
view.

The tempo of German sweeping and mine escort to convoys,
which was geared to the earlier rate of British laying, could

not cope with the very large increase in mines laid so that

although the tonnage sunk per Biine laid actually dropped to an

average of I6, the very fact that so many more mines were
being laid resulted in more ships being simk,
until the German sweeping organisation could expand

This continued

(1) Although the menthly lay between April 1940 and February
1941 averaged only 120 mines, the average tonnage sunk
per mine laid was 80,
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proportionately which it finally did by June 1943 and losses
were once more reduced to tolerable figures in spite of further
increases in monthly lays. Between June 1943 and January
1944» ■the average tonnage sunk per mine laid fell to a low of
3i.

As we have seen in Volume P/ Chapter XIII, Bomber Command
started high level minelaying in January 1944 and the monthly
lays again rose steeply to an all-time high in May 1944.
Disappointingly, except for small peaks in January, March and
iviay corresponding to fresh variations in the mine firing
assemblies, the enemy losses remained well below 10,000 tons
per month and the average tonnage sunk per mine laid rose only
slightly to 6,
enemy impressing school and other auxiliary flotillas of
surface craft hitherto unconnected vd.th minesTyeeping, The
C«-in-C. Navy, Doenitz, intimated his growing concern to
Hitler early in May 1944 and said the strain was unlikely to
abate until the late autumn when the 1943 programme of new
construction would be coming into commission.

This chapter traces the course of events from June 1944
to the end of the war.(i) During the first half of this
period the tonnage loss remained low but at the expense of
hi^ casualties among sweepers and convoy escorts. Traffic,
particularly in No, 1 Area, was subjected to lengthy hold-ups
before routes could be pronounced safe and before they were
again fouled by subsequent air lays. Prom early in 1945 the
situation materially worsened for the enemy by the heavy bomb
ing of ports which brought to an end mudi of the vital repair
work to refitting or daiiiaged sweepers. This added to the
constant drain of casualties inflicted on convoy mine escorts
by Coastal Command’s direct attacks at sea brought about a
collapse in the sweeping organisation in March 1945 and
resulted in the heaviest monthly mine loss of the -vrfiole war.

However, this result was only achieved by the

Puehrer
Conferences
on Naval
Affairs

May 1944.

To save the reader having to refer back to Volume IV,
certain general information on Air Mining is repeated here.
The mines in use were the A Mark IV of 1,500 lb., the A
Mark VI of 2,000 lb,, fitted with a bonib fuse which detonated
the mine if it was dropped on land, and the A Mark ‘VII of
1,000 lbs. (2)
gradually replacing the A Mark IV,

The A Mark Y1 was a recent introduction and was

The firing components of these mines could be magnetic or
The fusing clocksa combination of magnetic and acoustic,

could be set to delay the active state of the mine after lay
ing and a steriliser fitment could be set to render the mines
dead after any desired period. In order to appreciate the

(1) References used:-

A.H.B. files - 114/85, II A1/24 11/69/170, 171 and 172, II/70/IO7 Part II,
11/70/472, m/2kU3/5i5(F),

Air Ministry File - S.1G36/II,

Admty File - F.D,S. 102/56

The number and location of mines laid is taken from the Admiralty's
Encyclopedia of Gardening and Bomber Command Instruction No, 69 App, B,
There were a few A Mark III 1,500 lb, mines modified for stowage in Mosquito
aircraft. The Mark VII was a slight Improvement on the A Mark V mine, also
of 1,000 lb. weight. Some of these were modified for carriage by Mosquitoes
of No, 8 Group.

(2)
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laying prograiome it must be remembered that mines laid in

different areas required different steriliser settings. For

instance, the big lays in Jfey 1944 off French coasts were set

for a short active life in view of the hoped for successful
invasion landings; those laid in J\jne and JiiLy were sterilised

after an even shorter period so as not to endanger o;.u’ own

naval forces operating close in to coasts still held by the
enemy. More easterly gardens had longer lives but even in

the Kattegat and Vi'estem Baltic the sterilisers were set for

54 days, A routine ’sweetening* had therefore to be done if

certain gardens were required to remain active continuously.
On the other hand a series of gardens could be allowed to

lapse so as to Itill enemy suspicion before relaying them as a

surprise. Finally, a number of ingenious refinements could

be incorporated in the firing assemblies. For instance,
mines could be set to detonate only if certain targets passed
over thenn 1J and a clicker circuit could be included by viiich
no detonation would take place until a pre-set number of
activations had occijrred. Thus an active mine coiald be

passed over safely say six times but would detonate on the

,  seventh occasion.

The A Marks IV and VT had been cleared for release with

parachute attachment from altitudes up to 15,000 feet provided
the depth of water exceeded 4j0 feet, Hi^ level minelaying
(in these chapters anything above 10,000 feet) was by June
1944 a common procedure, particularly over those gardens to

which the enemy was sensitive and which were consequently
heavily defended by ground flak. Much special planning was

done before sorties were despatched to known danger points so
as to integrate them v/ith spoof measures and cinrrent operations
thereby minimising the risk from enemy night fighters. Losses

among minelaying aircraft had thus been greatly reduced in

spite of ever increasing monthly lays. The High level
technique of course required the use of H2S (the position
finding radar) and had been standardised in February 1944«
However, the method was under constant review with time to

time amendments, (2)

A. HoB,/

11/69/170

11/70/472
and

Much gardening was and continued to be performed at
relatively low levels as A, 0,Cs of Groups had discretion to

clioose the height having regard to the location, state of

weather and conditions of enemy defence likely to be encotmtered.

In the subsequent tables the term High Level sortie is, for
statistical reasons, taken as 10,000 feet or above,

(li) Operations during June, July and August 1944

For the first ten days of June the laying continued at a

very high rate with the support of operation Overlord as the

same tactical objective,

the heaviest deliveries being off Le Havre, Dunlcirk, the
Over a thousand mines were put down.

(1) The actuating magnetic field of force of a merchant vessel

was different from tliat of the sperrbrecher type of mine

protection vessel and these again were different from
an M.class minesweeper,
A new Bomber Command Operational Instruction No, 76
embodying these modifications was issued on
1 September 19^)4«
information as T.O.48 by the Air Ministry,
is contained in A.H.B./II/170/472,

This was later issued for general
A copy

(2)
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Scheldt as far as Imuiden to the ec-st of the Nprmandy beaches
aiid off Brest, Lorient and St. Nazaire to the westward. (1)

IDV83
Owing to an explosion eaj'ly in Jme at one of the main

filling stations, the supply of mines fell off aiad the rate of
laying after 10 June was much curtailed,
days of the month only 755 mines were laid,
directed against the Biscay U-boat bases but included two new

gardens off St, Peterport - Guernsey and Alderney where U-boats

were reported to have called during their efforts to reach the
Seine area.(-)

In the last twenty
These were mainly

Only one aircraft was lost by enemy action during June,
m a low level

The short

summer nights prevented any laying in the Baltic gardens, in

fact the only lays eastward of Heligoland were on two nights
when Mosquitoes of No, 8 Pathfinder Group laid ei^t at the
junction of the Great and Little Belts,

this was a Stirling of No, 3 Group missing fro:
sortie to Brest on the night of 23/2A June.(5)

During July the layin/ was still restricted, partly owing
to the continued effect of the June explosion axid partly
because mine stocks were being built up in readiness for longer
nights when the Baltic gardens could be well plastered.
Consequently only 708 mines were laid during the month,
these, about 45 per cent were put down off the Biscay U-boats

bases, 45 per cent along the southern North Sea coast and the

balance in the lower part of the Kattegat v/ith a small lay
tov/aards the end of the month in the Kiel Bight.
Allies were firmly established in Normandy no more mines were

ever laid anyvdiere off Northern Prance,

No, 5 Group were lost on low level sorties, one in the

Kattegat and one off Kiel.

Of

Now that the

Two Lancasters of

A.H,B./
ID4/83

During August the mining effort was stepped up
considerably. In connection with the progressive evacuation
of Biscay ports by U-boats and surface craft over 900 mines

were laid off these harbours for the loss of one Stirling,
jylinelaying in the Baltic was re-opened on a large scale and

nearly 200 mines were laid off Kiel, 70 in the Cadet Channel,
and 390 off S-v/inemunde and in Danzig Bay,

ibid

Almost half of these Baltic mines were planted on the
night of 16/17 August when 46 Lancasters and 38 Halifaxes laid
329 mines for the loss of two Lancasters and three Halifaxes.

Other big lays took place on the nights of 26/27 and 29/30
Ai^gust when 4I and 46 aircraft laid 182 and I83 mines
respectively for the loss of six Lancasters,
eleven aircraft showed that the defence had not lessened since

the last Baltic lays in April 19iJf- when 19 aircraft were lost

in laying double the number of mines.

The loss of

One special operation was undertaken in the mining of the

Dortmund/Em s canal. This was done on the night of the 9/IO

(1) These reinforced the 1,350 mines already laid in these
areas during 1944*
The names of the gardens were Hostile Air and Hostile
Ozone respectively,

Tvto other aircraft crashed - a Halifax of No, 4 Group on

landing back on 9 June and a Stirling of No, 3 Group when
talcing off on 12 June.

(2)

(3)
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August by Mosquitoes of No. 8 Pathfinder Group,
modified A Mark III 1,500 lb. mines, ten aircraft set out and

succeeded in laying seven in the cana.l from low level with
no loss.

Armed with

No mines were laid in the Kattegat or anywhere along the
southern shores of the North Sea.

giving Group, number of sorties and Hi^ or Lot^t level are at
Appendix XII,

and their location is given in Appendices XIII and XIV and

illustrated on Maps No. 6 and 7 respectively,
reference to the text the general distribution of laying is

given below in a table.

The details of laying

The number of mines planted in each garden

For ease of

General Distribution of mines' laid In the Period

No, k Area No, 5 AreaNo, 1 Area No, 2 Area No. 3 Area

TotalMonth DenmarkKattegat
The Belts

Baltic

Biscay
Ports

North

France

South

Norway
to

Dunkirk

1,778870534 3668June

708306283119July

1,586917662 7Aug,

T”

4,072366824 2,093789Totals

(^ii) Results for June, July and August 1944

Superficially the actual mine casualties during these
three months seem disappointing in view of the 4,072 mines

laid, as the tonnage sunk per mine laid remained at the low

figure of six. The aggregate sunk was 72 vessels totalling
only 24,612 tons and 23 of 38,4-65 tons damaged. In addition
four U-boats were sunk and three damaged. The number of

surface vessels sounds impressive but contained only 15 medium
sized cargo ships sunk and ten damaged. The brunt of the

losses fell on the enemy's minesweeper and escort craft, no

less than 33 being sunk and eight damaged. As the Germans
were already feeling a shortage of these craft this score was

valuable. The balance of sinkings was made up of 24 non-

combatamt fishing craft, tugs and small barges totalling but

2, 254 tons with five of 67I tons damaged.

As the tactical objective of R0A.F0 mining varied in the

period the specific results are considered month by month.
In the table below is given the geographical distribution of
the casualties,

list giving individual name.
At Appendix XV is a chronological and detailed

type, tonnage and position.

Vessels sunk by R.A.F, laid mines

No, 1 Area No, 4 AreaNo, 2 Area No, 3 Area No, 5 Area I

Month Kattegat
Belts

Baltic

South

Norway

Denmark Itotal
North

France

Biscay
Ports

to

Dunkirk

8-4,250

>1,250

June 15-3,390

7-4,428

2- 708

2- 330

5-1,315

2- 486
plus 1

30-^,663

14-6,491
plus 1

July

U/B U/B

August 10-2,598
plus 1

>3,349 10-2,514
plus 2
U/B'6

28-8,461
plus 3
U/B»sU/B

Totals 21-8,098
plus 1 U/B

4-1,038Nil 30-11,167 17-4,315
pTia 3
UTIUb

72-24,618
s 4plus
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Vessels damaged by R.A.F, laid mines

No. 1 Area No. 4 AreaNo. 2 Area Mo, 3 Area No. 5 Area
Month

ICattegat
Belts

Baltic

DenmarkSouth

Norway
North

F’rance
Biscay
Portsto Total

Dunkirk

3-15,466

4- 6,6Cf7

{12-10,842
(plus 1

I  U/B

June 2-3,945

2-1,605

5-19,411

6-8,212July

Aug. (12-10,842
(plus 3

2 U/B'S

U/D3

Totals (19-32,915
(plus 1

4-5,550Nil 1(23-38,465
(plus 3

2 U/B»SNil

U/B U/3S

(a) - June

As the mining campaign during this, and the previous month,
was in support of the Normandy landings it is of interest to
note the low enemy losses in the crucial No, 4- Area and off the
Biscay Ports,

by the R.A.P, was in combination with ground mining by Naval
Coastal Force craft at various points along the enemy coast.
This naval effort, which amounted to 88O mines in May and 178 iti
June was limited by their range to the stretch between North
Brittany and the Texel.(l)
entirely separate from the R.A.F, gardens and there is no
difficulty in deciding the authorship of sinkings knowing as
vre do from German records the position of such losses,
otherwise stated all mine losses in this chapter aire due to
RoAoF, laid mines.

One point needs stressing here. The mining

The Naval laid fields were

Unless

iidmty
Historical

Branch

During June, the eneny's loss due to mines of all kinds
laid either in the deeper water in the Channel or off the

coast of Northern Prance was only two patrol boats, two E-boats
and an R-boat minesweeper.
Naval laid fields,
two auxili

laid mines

The latter tiiree craft fell to

The Biscay mining claimed two patrol craft,
minesweepers and a fishing vessel - all on R,A.P,

No, 3 Area paid a better dividend. Fifteen vessels were
sunk consisting of one merchant ship, one landing craft, six
auxiliary minesweepers, three patrol craft, a tug and three
fishing vessels. Another merchant ship and a sperrbrecher
were damaged. All these casualties were caused by R.AoP, laid
mines. Away to the east, no loss occurred in No,  2 Area which
had not been mined since February 1944 and virtually no mines
were laid in No. 1 Area during June but here the lays off Kiel
and in the Kattegat during iviay were still active. During
June four merchant vessels, two patrol craft and two fishing
vessels were sunk and three lajrge merchantmen were damaged.

(1) In addition, a number of tactical fields of moored mines
in deeper water had been laid in mid-Channel and
approaches by regular Naval minelayers.
During May, the enemy losses in these tvfo areas were even
less. Off northern Prance one R-boat foundered in
R,A.P, garden and another R-boat in an inshore Naval

field and south of the Gironde one LI, class minesweeper
vfas sunk in an R.A.P, garden.

an

(2)
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(b) pTuly

This vra.s a month of reduced mining -while stocks were

being built up for August,
mostly off the North Sea coast of Germany and the Biscay

ports,
the casualties were three merchant ships, two landing craft,
an auxiliary minelayer and a fishing vessel sunlc and one

mercliantman damaged,
off Le Havre and in No, 5 Area two auxiliary craft and a

U-boat (U.A15).
To the eastward in No, 1 Area the Iviay lay claimed another

merchantman sunk and two more damaged,
were also s-unk and another -two damaged.

Such laying as vvas done was

In No, 3 AreaEnemy losses fell proportionately.

In No, 4 Area two barges were lost

All these were on R,A,P. laid mines.

Two fishing vessels

(c) August

The objectives v/ere the evacuation traffic from the
Biscay ports and the re-opening of the Baltic offensive,-
Good results were obtained in both areas. For the first

tii'ne there was a reasonable ret-urn on the consistently heavy
lays off Biscay ports,
unrewarding, largely due to the fact that deep -water extends

close up to the coast,
so tliat water suitable for grouradmining is liinited and

swept channels can be short and easily maintained by regular
However, during August the Allied military

Mining here had always been most

The ports hax’’e no shallow estuaries

(1)minesweeping,

advai-ice into northwest France compelled a progressive evacua

tion of these ports,
attanlcs at sea by Coastal Command aircraft and Naval surface

forces the minesvreeping collapsed,
U,667) three coasters, four mii'iesweepers, a patrol craft and
tw-o tugs were sunk on mines and t-wo more U-boats (U» 547 and
U,981) wei’e dai'iiaged.

Under this stress and the direct

Two U-boats (U,180 and

No, 4 Area yielded one last sinlcing, that of a gunboat
to the west of Fecamp, This occfirred in a Naval laid field
and vra.s the last of such casmlties. Naval Coasted Forces

ceased laying during this month. No, 3 Area bagged one

merchant ship and a patrol craft in the Elbe estuary and one

auxiliary sweeper off the -west Scheldt, Five fishing vessels

fell victims to a garden off West Denmark v/hich had recently

been planted, TTie placing of seven mines in the Dortmund/Ems
canal disappointingly had no result. Although the G-ermans
record the presence of aircraft over the canal that night,
there is no indication that they were a-ware of the minelaying.
No casiaalties occurred and the canal traffic was uninterrupted.

The main interest of the month centres on the western

Baltic,

tion vifith a heavy bombing attack on Stettin,
the British Adaniralty declared the Baltic to be  a mined area

and warned neutrals that specified areas cotxld only be used
at their own risk.

Minelaying here re-started in mid-August in conjunc-
On 17 August

Mining casiialties from the first lays resulted
immediately,(2) On the 17th, two merchantmen were mined,

(1) Up to 31 July 19^1-4? 12,400 mines had been laid by the
R.A.F, off Biscay ports causing the loss of only 54
vessels totalling but 19,500 tons plus-fo\.]r U-boats,

(2) These lays took place in the Kiel Bight, off Swinem-unde
and in the Cadet Cliannel, a, total of 3I3 mines,
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one in the Kiel Bight and the other in the Cadet Charnel,
patrol craft struck mines off Sydnemunde followed on the 19th by
a coaster, and a sperrbrecher.
routes (the Gennan name ws-S ’Ways') were proiaptly closed which
caused congestion of shipping in port with the consequent
danger to bombing,
destroyed five ships and damaged a further six.

Two

Nimaerous standard traffic

The raid by Bomber Command on Stettin

Admty.
F.D.S.102/56

Although the main Ways between Kiel and Swinemunde were

swept and re-opened wathin a few days, the enemy wa.s unable to

cope fully owing to the acute shortage of minesweeping craft

and they were closed again on 30 Augiist.
routes had to be neglected in order to concentrate on the main
routes.

The secondary

A system of coinpulsory routeing, for which plans had
Thesebeen prejoared about a year previously, was introduced,

were buoyed and along certain stretches minesweeper escort was

obligatory,
to ensux'e the regularity of supplies to the German armies
further north in Russia.

This latter was first implemented on 19 August

Most of the ‘Ways’ were re-opened by
the 1 September.

(iv) Hie serious effect on U-boat trials and training

Mine casualties persisted particifLarly off Svyinemunde
with occasional incidents in the Kiel Bight and Kattegat until

the last week of August, when tvro lays of mines were put down
in Danzig Bay for the loss of five Lancasters,
these 171 mines was out of all proportion to the loss of a

patrol craft and U,1000 which immediately resulted.

The effect of

The whole of new U-boat acceptance trials, all elementary
U-boat training, basic tactical training, technical training
and torpedo firing training took place in the Giolf of Danzig.
This area of some 50 miles by AO was admirably suited as it

was compact, secluded from the war and for the most part over
300 feet in depth,
and great importaiice attached by the German Navy to the

meticulous trials and training of new U-boats and their crews,
a full account of this organisation is given at Appendix X7I.

Here it is necessary to state that only about AO per cent of

all commissioned U-boats wei-e operational, the rest being new
U-boats working-up and school boats training new entries.
After acceptance trials each new U-boat did at least 3^ months
of rigorous working-up exercises in the Danzig Bay anea, it
having been realised that nothing shorter could give new boats

a reasonable chance of survival against Allied countenneasures.

In order to give some idea of the extent

See Map 8

In view of the British declaration of intention to mine

the Baltic, the Germans fully ejqDected tliat mining would
cover all waters in the Western and Central Baltic.

Danzig Bay, they reasoned that Tve would realise that ground
mines in the ms.jority of the area would only incommode U-boats

when engaged on deep diving trials and they therefore fully
expected we would drop moored mines as well. (1J

Regarding

(1) As the Germans had designed a moored mine for deep water
which could be dropped by aircraft, they presumed that we

also had developed this type but this was not so.
Actually it was not till November 19A4 ttiat the Germans
encountered the first moored mines in the Baltic,

were found on the supply route to more northern Baltic
ports and in isolated cases in the U-boat exercising area.
In fact they were laid by Russian submarines.

These
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?/hen therefore the presence of hostile aircraft was noted over

the Danzig Bay area on the nights of 26/27 and 29/50 August
all U“boat training areas and the shipping routes from Kiel
were closed.

Adraty,
P.D.S. 102/56

Sweeping located only a few mines and it was assumed that

a new vardety of firing assembly h_ad been incorporated,
necessitated meticulous sweeping with strict convoying and

meant unavoidable delay in re-opening any of the U-boat
training areas.
Admiral von Priedeburg, who was responsible for all U-boat
trials and training, reported that the mine situation in the
Gulf of Daiizig was preventing him from carrying, out trial
schedules, particularly those connected with the new Types
XXI and XXIII.

least the U-boat Acceptance area which lay close off Hela as
well as provision for adeqi.ui.te mine escort for U-boats proceed
ing via the compulsory routes to this area,
was that on 8 September a part of the deep water technical
training area was re-opened but with the restriction that

U-boats must keep at least 50 metres (162 feet) of water under
the keel.

This

To anticipate the narrative, on 6 September

He urgently requested the clearance of at

The only outcome

See Map 8

More hostile aircraft were detected over the Gi.ilf on the

night of 15/16 September (1) .and no other parts of the training
area v/ere re-opened until :-

20 September - The Acceptance area off Hela.

24 September - Part of the general torpedo firing area bpt
restricted to keeping more than 50 metres
under the keel.

ibid 1 October - Part of the C.O's torpedo firing area but restricted

to a diving depth of 35 metres (II4 ft.)

Between the 4th and 8th October two sperrbrechers and a tug
were damaged by mine explosions and it was not till 14 October
that the basic tactical training and parts of the elementary
training ar-eas were re-opened vn.th restrictions to keep more
tlian 50 metres under the keel,

sweeping a further part of the general torpedo firing area iivas
pronounced safe but still with the same restrictions,

8 November the other Acceptance area in the south of the Gulf
was brought back into service.

After another eight days of

On

For a further six weeks the partially re-opened areas
continued to be used with occasional scares when merchant ships
were mined in the traffic route skirting the Gulf,
the 15th/l6th and I8th/l9th December Bomber Command Lancasters
laid a total of II3 mines,^ the western half of the Gulf with
the loss of one aircraft,

result was only damage to one merchant ship off Gdynia, on
21 December the German Naval War Staff recorded-that following
renewed enemy minelaying all tri8.1s by the U-boat Acceptance
Command had once more been brought to a complete standstill and

that transfer to ajiother suitable area was not practicable.

Then on

2
Although the immediate mining

(1) On this night Bomber CommcUicl Lancasters laid 75 mines off liela and Pillau
with no loss of aircraft,

(2) This minelaying vias combined with an attack on Gdynia by 227 Bomber Command
Lancasters on the night of 18/19 in which nine ships totalling 17,7® tons
vrere destroyed, the old battleships Schleswig-Holstein and a 22,000 ton
oil refinery ship badly damaged, and Typo XXI - U.2512 put out of action,
ho aircraft were lost.
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On 1 January 1945, the Naval Staff directed that priority
be given to the cleairance of iiiines from the Acceptance areas but
in spite of this order Admii'al Friedeburg was compelled to

close the whole of the Gulf of Danzig on 8 January following
further British minelaying v/hich had occurred two days

1) The U-boat training area in the Gulf of Danzigpreviouisly,
was never again re-opened to the full limits aixd in February
1945 was transferred to new areas in Lubeck Bay, an inferior

location from every point of view.

This is a classic example of the ri^t weapon being put in
the ri^t place with the greatest economy. Between 26 August
192*4 and 7 January 1945, Bomber Command despatched 107
Lancasters to the Gulf of Danzig where they laid 488 mines at

the cost of seven aircraft. Although the enemy casua.lties
were triflixig, (four vessels of 14,411 tons and  a U-boat sunk,
five vessels of 5,973 tons damaged)
exercise and readiness programme was delayed for months,
finally bi'ought to a full stop and compelled to transfer to an

inferior area. The further story of this area in Lubeck Bay
is mentioned in a later section but enough iia.s been recoxmted

here to spotlight the hitherto unrecognised and vital part
played by Bomber Commaxid's minelaying in the smothering of any
resuxixption of the U-boat war with the formidable new

prefabricated types of submarine,

(v) The b^edish embargo on trade with Germany

Although Sv/eden preserved her neutrality throughout the

war, her geographical position made it certain that most of her
trade would be with Germany. ilLich of this was in iron ore and

timber exports with coal imports between the Baltic ports of
both countries, a lesser amount was from the eastern Swedish

ports in the Kattegat. In addition, Germany chartered many
Swedish ships to augment her oTm carrying capacity both in the

Kattegat/Baitic area and to ply through the Kiel Canal along
the southern shores of the North Sea down as far as Rotterdam.

the whole U-boat acceptance,

From April 1940 both areas were periodically fouled with
air laid iTiines but only the North Sea stretch was subject to
direct air attack at sea.

Svredish ships was added by the growing scale and  . accuracy of
Allied air raids on German ports,
merchant ships steadily mounted and by the end of 1943 had
reached;-

During 1943 ar additional risk to

Casualties to Swedish

DamagedSunkCause

16-2*2,816

12-33,617

14-23,619

28-68, 282

8-18, 342

By Air Ivlining at Sea

By R.A.F. attack at Sea

3- 2,715By Aii^raid in Port

39-89,339 12-100,052Totals

It will be seen that mining constituted by far the greatest
Sv/edish ship owners demanded an ever increasing bonusha,zard.

(1) This was the laying of 129 mines spread over the Gulf by
Bomber Command Lancasters for the loss of one aircraft on

the night of the 6/7 Jaaiuary.
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•when chartered "by the Germaiis, while insurance and freight
changes rose continuously, moreover crews became more loth to

sail to any German, port.

During the first six months of 19UA-, . further casualties
Well aware of the dissatisfaction in Sv;edishoccurred,

shipping circles, the Allies early in July 1944 made representa
tions to the -S'v/edish Government that all Swedish tonnage

trading with , enemy ports should be withdrawn.
Government, reluctant to make an open break, contented itself

on 10 August by withdrawing marine insurance for Swedish ships
sailing to Dutch and those German ports lying westward of
Kiel.

The Swedish

Meantime, in July and up to mid-August another three
Swedish ships had been sunk and five damaged, four of the
latter in ai2>-raids.

Determined to strike while Slwedish official opinion -was

Y/avering, a further reminder to the Swedish Goveiviment on the

dangers of continuing to trade mth Geraiany •was timed to

coincide with the re-opening of minelaying in the Kattegat/
Baltic area and the air-raid on Stettin both of which took

place as we know on the night of the 16/17 August. Among
the ships destroyed or damaged by this raid were three SYvedes
and two other Swedish craft fell victims to mines soon after.

On 18 August the Swedish Government withdrew marine insurance

for all S^'wedish ships sailing to any Axis ports whatsoever.
By this time Swedish losses had reached the following figures:-

DanagedSunkCa.use

36-74,164

10-21,637

5- 5,579

21-47,618By Air mining at Sea

13-34,541By R.A.E. attack at Sea

By Air-raid in Port 32-52,014

66-134,17351-101,400Totals

The Sequel

Having thus taken the plunge the Swedish Government, in

order to avoid incidents in their territorial waters, closed

all their Baltic ports to German shipping on 27 September 1944,
but German ships continued to trade to the Swedish ports in
the Kattegat and Skagerrack,
that the Swedish Government took the final step of nlacing
a total embargo on exports to and imports from Germany,
YiFith the exception of Red Cross and food consignments to

Norway approved by the Allies, all Sv/edish trade with Germany
and German controlled countries then ceased.

It was not till ,1 January 1945

Conclusion

Cumulative loss up to mid-1944 and increasing hazards
probable in the immediate future appear to have caused the
Swedish Governmental decision but it is not knoYm. which

hazard was uppermost in mind,
that mining was the most deadly, with the moral effect of

damage in port by air-raid as a goo'd second.

The figures certainly show
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(vi) -* Operations duririj^ the period September to Decemiber 1944
Inclusive

By the beginning of September most of France had been
liberated and the tide of v/ar had receded to the Dutch frontier.

No further air minelaying was done off the Biscay coast or

along the northern shores of France and Belgium. Mining
sorties fell accordingly and only 748 were laid during
September. Apart fr'ora the planting of 18 mines off the Texel,
the laying in No. 3 Area was limited to gardens eastward of

Borkum and these only totalled 117. The bulk of the laying
took place in the Kattegat (158 mines) and in the main shipping
channel between Kiel and Cape Arkona, off S'vd.nem’jnde and in the

Gulf of Danzig totalling 4-15 mines. Two Lancasters of No. 3
Group were lost on hi^ level sorties off Swinemunde and one

westward of Cape Arkona, all to enemy ni^t fighters.

One innovation of the month vra.s the re-opening of air

laying in southern Norwegian waters. On the nights of the

12tb/l3th and 15th/l6th, Halifaxes of No. 6 Group laid 2*j0 mines
off the harbour of Oslo for the loss of one aircraft to ground
flak. These and the subsequent heavier monthly lays in both

this and the Kattegat gardens were directed against the supply
and military traffic to and from Norway. Norwegian ports were
nov; becoming the main bases for all operational U-boats and

required an increasing tonnage of stores and supplies. In the

reverse direction, the Germans were transferring army divisions
back to the homeland.

In spite of a long spell of bad weather in the middle of

October, the number of sorties was stepped up and 1,133 mines
were laid. The majority went into the Kattegat and Oslo area.
A second garden was instituted in this latter area situated in

the approaches to the port of Drammen, some 20 lailes west of
Oslo. This wras designated Onions II and the port of Oslo

In No. 3 Area the garden off the Texelbecame Onions I.

received a final 24 mines and I64 others were planted in the
Heligoland Bight.
Four Lancasters of Nos. 1 and 5 Groups and two Halifaxes of

Nos, 4 and 6 Groups were missing from the Kattegat, one
Lancaster of No, 1 Group was lost off Heligoland and one

Halifax of No, 6 Group in the Oslo fjord,
level sorties and it was thought that enemy fighters were

responsible.

Aircraft losses were heavier than usual.

All were on hi^

There was also a special operation to the Kiel Canal which

was carried out by Mosquitoes of No, 8 Pathfinder Group,
of these aircraft set out on the night of the 5/6 October
(armed with 5 -* A Mark III and 4 - A Mark VII mines) preceded by
five routemarkers from the same Group,
claimed to Imve been put down in the western half of the canal.

There were no aircraft losses though one v/as badly shot about

by flak.

Nine

All nine mines were

During November, bad weather at bases and persistent wide

spread low cloud over the North Sea prevented much af the routine

sweetening up of gardens,
in the Kattegat (210 mines) and the Oslo Fjord area (345 mines)
v;here two new gardens were introduced.

Onions III - In the approaches to Mosse, a port on the eastern

side of the main Oslo Fjord.

Onions IV - On the opposite side of the Fjord off Horten,
This was a naval base and was much used by newly operational
U-boats before starting their first war cruise and as a final

exercise area for Schnorchel ti'aining.

Only 750 mines were laid, mostly

These were;-
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In all, 329 m3_nes vrere laid in the Onion gajrdens and a

further I6 off Prederkistad, yet another port on the eastern
side of the entrance to Oslo Fjord,

the Baltic hut 195 were put down in the Heligoland Bight,
Aircraft casualties were confined to one Lancaster of No, 3

Group missing from the Oslo Fjord area and one Halifax of

No, 6 Group which crashed on landing hack from a sortie to
the Kattegat,

No mines were laid in

Very had weather persisted until the middle of Decemher
hut ̂ thereafter sorties were stepped up considerably and a
total of 1, 160 mines were laid during the month,
was revisited and Danzig Bay (II3 mines), Swinemunde (97 mines)
and the Cadet Channel {3k- mines) all received attention,
hulk of the lay was once more in the Kattegat and the Oslo

Fjord Onion gardens with 509 and 264 mines respectively.
Two new gardens were initiated both on the south coast of

Norway;-

The Baltic

The

See Map

Nos. 6 and 7.
Polyanthus VI - situated in the entrance to Langesimd Fjord,
at the top end of which were the ports of Porsgrund axid Skien,
where 32 mines were laid.

'hlyanthus VII - situated at the entrance to Sandefjord, up
vhich was the port of that name, where 28 were laid.

In No, 3 Area, only 53 mines v/ere laid in the Heligoland Bight,
Aircraft losses remained low.

No, 5 Group were missing, one in Danzig Bs-y and the other in

the Kattegat, and one low level Halifax of No. 6 Group was
shot doYffi by ground flak in Sandefjord,

Two high level Lancasters of

The details of sorties are at Appendices XII, XIII and

The generalXIV wdth the location of gardens on Iviap 6,
distribution of mines laid duiring the four month period is

giveii in the table below,
traffic in No, 1 Area became the main objective in the mine

campaign,
throu^ the Kattegat to and from Norway and tb-at in the

Baltic between Kiel and the ports further east, the mining in
these two halves of No, 1 Area is given separately.

Prom September onwards the enemy

Because this traffic was distinct as between that

No, 1 Area No, h Area /So- SAtCclNo, 2 Area No, 3 Area

Month Totals
HeligolandlA IB South

Norv/ay

N«rth

France
BiscaytoBalticKattegat

The Texel

158 415 hoSept, 135 748

808Oct. 128 1889 1,133

345Nov, 210 195 750

264 324Dec, 509 63 1,160

Four

Months

Totals
1,685 688 837 581 3,791Nil Nil

2,573
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(vii) - Rgsults for ther period September to December 1944
inclusive

General

Very nearly the same number of mines v/ere laid during
these four months as had been during the previous three but

the tonnage smk per mine laid rose from 6 to 13«
the number of vessels sunk fell from 72 to 52 the tonnage was

doubled and the damaged figures were not far short of being
twice both in numbers and tonnage,

course, changed as the heavy but ̂ remunerative lays in the

Biscay area had ceased while the lengthening nights enabled a

plastering of the far more rewarding shallov/ areas in the
Kattegat and Baltic. As might be espjected the majority of

enemy casualties occurred in No. 1 Area but even so, on a

numerical basis, they do not constitute a particularly good
retuna for 2,373 mines laid there. The effects on enemy
traffic and planning vrere, however, extremely satisfactory and

considered in detail month by month in the three main
The geographical distribution of enemy losses

Although

The location had, of

are

mining areas,
is given in the two tables belowr and, as for the minelaying
figures. No. i Area is split Into its two lialves of the

Kattegat and Baltic.

Vessels sunk by R.A,F. laid mines

No. 3 Area Ns. h Area No. 5 AreaNo. 2 AreaNo, 1 Area

Month Monthly
Totals

Heligoland
IB South

Norway

lA North
France

Biscayto
BalticKattegat The Texel

11-13,982

14-10,210

13-9,ai9

(14-15.916
(plus 1 U/B

4-2,129

2-3,070

2-8,080

9-6,410

5-3,773

2-399

7-9,057 4-305

( 6-13,221 1-658
( plus

1 U/B

Sept,

1-331
Oct,

2- 457Nov,

7-2,057Dec.

52-49,927

1 U/B
plus

1-33120-26,450'; 5-963 6-5,199 Nil20-16,984
plus
1 U/B

40-43,434
plys 1 U/B

Vessels damaged by R.A,F, laid mines

No, 4 Area No, 5 AreaNo, 3 AreaNo, 1 Area No, 2 Area

Monthly
TotalsMonth Heligoland

IB North

France

lA South

Norway
Biscay |to

BalticKattegat The Texel

9-22,271

(12-12,830
(plus 1 U/B

6-15,392 1'^,193^1,686

6-4,208

Sept,

1-2,9785-5,644Oct,
plus
1 U/B

10-12,790

(12-14,559
(plus 1 U/B

3-6,379

4-8,306 4-510
plus '
1 U/B

7-6,411

4-5,743

Nov,

Dec,

43-62,450
plus 2 U/p,s

19-18,048 18-35,721 5-3,488
i  plus i
'  2 U/B.S 1

1-5,193 Nil Nil

I37-53,769
plus 2 U/B,s '
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(b) ~ September

The big lays in the Baltic which took place on the
nights of the 11th/l2th and 15th/l6th totalling 415 mines
caused most of the routes in and leading from the Kiel Bight
to the eastward to be closed between the 12 and 18 September,
However, a number of mines fell on land which enabled
specialists from the Gennan Torpedo and Mines Departjnent to
dismantle them and examine their characteristics thus

facilitating a quick adaption of sweeping gear and procedure.
All routes were re-opened by 19 September but shipping had to
have a mine escort,

the month but thereafter v/as only enforced betv/een Cape
Arkona and Pillau in the Gulf of Danzig,
effect of the mining in this latter area on the U-boat
organisation has been described in section (iv),
casualties during this month in the Western Baltic amounted
to three merchantmen sunk and two damaged (one a big one of
13,882 tons), two naval auxiliaries sunk and foirr including a
sperrbrecher damaged.

This was still obligatory at the end of

The profo-und

Ship

Admty
P,D.S, 102/56

The 158 mines laid in Kattegat gardens caused no closing
Casualties were confined to two merchantof traffic routes.

ships sunk and two damaged.
No, 2 Area,

one damaged both off the Elbe estuary and one patrol craft
was lost to the south of Horn Reefs,

victhns in these gardens.

No loss occurred as yet in
In No, 3 Area, one cargo vessel was simk and

Two fishing craft fell

(c) - The Kiel Canal

Immediately after the Mosquito sorties to the Kiel Canal
after dark on the 5 October, the mine watchers reported one In
the Canal near the 52,5 Kilometre mark, four or five near the
36 Kilometre mark and one near the 21 mark,("I)
mines were found on land near the 36, 36,8 and 41 *4 marks.
The Canal was immediately closed to traffic between the
56,8 Km, mark and Brunsbuttel, Although all available craft
were put on to sweep the canal, not a single mine was located
up to 11 October and it was re-opened. Shipping was only
allowed through in convoy with a strong groundmine escort
sweeping aliead. On 13 October, when leading the escort
ahead of a convoy, the trawler Steinbutt - 291 tons sank on a
mine at the 52,4 Km. mark,

traversed 49 times by minesweepers,
stopped again and the stretch once more thoroughly searched
but without result. On I4 October, passage in convoy was
again permitted but only for ships of less than 18 feet
draught and 3j 000 G.RoT, On 18 October, this was extended to
include ships up to 20 feet draught and 2^,000 GoR.T.
Compulsory escort was limited to the stretch between the
57 Km, and 21 Km. marks. On 20 October the limit was raised
to 26 feet draiight. On the 26th the v/reck of the Steinbutt
was removed and from 28 October escort was only compulsory for
ships of over 1,000 G,R.To This incident shows what delays
can result from half a dozen mines and one small casualty in
an iiTiportant waterway.

Three more

This spot had previously been
Traffic was immediately

ibid

(1) The Kiel Canal is 99 Kilometres long and is marked off in
Kilometres from Brunsbuttel (the 1 Km, iviark) to Holtenau
at the Kiel end (the 99 Km, mark).
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(d) October to December inclusive in Nos» 1, 2 and 5 Areas

The Oslo F.jord area

The small minelay in mid-September had no results and
caused no concern to the enemy but after air mining v/as observed

on the night of the 2,/5 October, Oslo harbour and approaches
was closed to traffic. • It was mot reopened until 13 October
when concentrated svreeping was deemed to have reduced the danger
to a minimum,

traffic, orders were given that convoys should use Oslo only
if absolutely essential, otherwise they s:^.ovild make for
alternative harbours in the main T'jord (''J and were to have
mine escort right into the anchorages,
activity ha.d been reported at night on 22f October the Oslo

and Drammen Fjords north of latitude 5930 N were closed and

on the following day the Naval C.-in-C. Norway gave instruc

tions for a line of buoys to be laid along Oslo Fjord fairway
so that sweeping could be concentrated along this stretch.

In the interest of a quick ttom round of

After British air

After the air mining on the night of 28/29 October, six
mines were found on land. An examination brouf^t to lij^t nAdiTity

F.D.S. 102/56
ew

firing mechanisms aiid settings the sweeping of vdiich would

require considerable numbers of craft with much alteration in

the sweeping gear. It proved iu5)ossible to cope quickly since
several harbours in the area had been mixied siimiltaneously.
Oslo, Laurvlk and Drammen had to be closed which resixlted in

serious congestion in Moss, Predrikstad and Brevik.
decided that in future convoys would be restarted after two days

sweeping and the making of additional covering runs to

complete the maximum number of actuations known to have been
set on the clicker circuits of the dismantled mines.

It was

On 2 November traffic was restarted from Oslo with more

valuable ships accompanied by groundmine escort but following
more air mining on 11 November it was again stopjoed.
concentratiiig all rainesweeping craft on the Oslo Approaches
some shipping "was able to proceed on 16 November but further
mining on the 21st caused this stretch to be closed once again.
It had not been re-opened by the 27 November when still more

mining took place and the situation in the whole of Oslo Fjord
area became critical,

introduced

After

The following measxjres were

1. - Oslo Approaches and main Fjord - 1,'anesweeping by the
local force was stopped on 1 December and thereafter was to be

carried out by the convoy escorts,
released were to be employed:-

(a) In Drammen Fjord - Six covering runs and then re-open
to traffic.

The sweepers thereby

(b) The anchorages at Palkenstein Bukt, Frebergvik,
Holmstrand Fjord and Sande Bukt - each to have fourteen
covering runs and then re-open to traffic,

(c) Moss Sdndet, Horten harbour, Horten roads and other
areasTifhere mining was reported - each to have fourteen
covering runs and to be re-opened as soon as possible
after 3 December.

ibid

(l) Needless to say these other ports had inferior rail
communications neither v/ere the dock facilities

compsjrable to Oslo,
SECRET(852,JOJi)l52H
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~ Fredrikstad main entrance - Sv/eeping vras to be carried
out till 3 December by two local harbour defence vessels.
Tliereafter ships were to be permitted through following a
double check by the escorts of each convoy,
were exploded, the restrictions were to lapse at the end of
14 days.

If no mines

After one sweeper casmlty in Drammen Fjord on 4 December
the whole Oslo Fjord area was again re-opened. Air mining
was resumed on the I3 December and from this date both the

Horten and Moss roads had to be closed. Mining sorties to
all the Oslo Fjord ports v;ere almost continuous during the
remainder of December and the situation got worse and worse.
On 19 December the N.O.I.C. Oslo Fjord stated that in view
of the lengthy periods required to refit the overworked
sweepers, replace worn out gear and the shortage of special
fitments it vfas impossible to clear either the Oslo
the approaches to Horten where vessels including  a U-boat had
been immobilised in the harbour since I3 December.
22 December the ferry service and convoys to and flom Moss and
Horten had to be stopped again and by the end of the month,
after still further minelaying, the main traffic to and from

Nor’//'ay v/as thoroughly disorg^ised with the sit;aation
worsened by bombing attacks.(1)

area or

On

The actual mine casualties for this three month period
were not heavy, being one small cargo vessel, two sweepers, a
tug and a fishing craft sunk, and one merchantman and four
sweepers damaged. As in the Gulf of Danzig the effect was
out of all proportion to the loss. According to the German
records only 66 mines were cleared by them but 147 mines were
found on land thus enabling them to keep abreast of
firing technique,

disorganisation was due purely to the chronic shortage of
sweepers.

ovir

This substantiates their claim that the

The Kattegat area

During these three months, traffic suffered similar
hold-ups as in the Oslo Fjord £
routes running up through the Little Belt, Great Belt and the
Sound all converging on
northern end.

There were three mainarea.

the exit into the Skagerrack at the
These had numerous cross connecting routes

^d feeders from the ports on both sides of the Kattegat.
Ihe G-ermans had a s^ stem of local patrol boats throughout the
area viio reported by signal their observations during
mining operations. Those channels or sections of route where
mining was suspected were immediately closed to traffic and
not re-opened until the mines had been cleared or the area
searched Vidthout finding any. Here again it was not the
ingenuity of the mine setting (vitiated anyway by dismantling
those found on land) but the scarcity of sweepers which caused
the considerable hold-ups. Every one of the *T,vays’ had to be
kept closed for periods varying from three to fourteen days
at a time during the period.

our

As the mining became more

Admty
F.D.S.102/56

(1) This no doubt alluded to an attack on Horten during the
night of 28/29 December by 65 Lancasters and Mosquitoes
which destroyed two merchant ships and U-735, and
damaged two other ships and U-682.
the night of 3I December by a raid on Oslo anchorage by
26 Lancasters ¥/hich severely damaged a 7, 000 ton
raerchantinan.

It was foIIoT/ed on
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incessant during the last half of December, viiole stretches
T/ere out of use well into January 1945»

Casualties were moderate, foior merchant ships being sunk

Sweepers and patrol craft suffered six
The balance was made up of eight

The Naval Command’s

and ten damaged,
sunk and seven damaged,
non-eombatant fishing vessels sunk,
motto v,as safety before speed but after entering the deep
water of the Skagerrack the convoys' troubles were not over

because December marked the intensification of night bombing
by Coastal Command Halifax rovers from No, 18 Group,
end of the year the Admiral Commanding the Skagerrack insisted
that convoys in his area should be limited to two merchant
ships since larger convoys were more likely to be spotted by
British reconnaissance and provided a better target for heavy
bombing attacks.

By the

The Southern Baltic

After mid-September 1944 no mining took place until the
last half of December. The various routes out of the Kiel

Bi^t to the north and to the east extending to the Gulf of

Danzig liad been re-opened on 18 September, Normal convoy
schedules were maintained through October, November and up to
mid-December at the expense of quite tolerable losses these

being three merchant ships, four auxiliaries (one  a converted
liner of 12,181 tons) and fo\ir non-combatant craft sunk, and
four merchant ships, four auxiliaries (including two
sperrbrechers), two Type XXI'U-boats and a tug damaged.
Thereafter the air mining, particularly the three operations
between the 18 and 22 December, (l) created a serious
sitimtion. The coastal route from Swinemunde to Gdynia had to

be closed which caused immediate congestion in harbours.(2)
¥(hen the accumulation became too great, ships were allowed to
proceed in pairs unescorted by the deep water route but after

the Baltenland - 3»042 tons was sunk on 25 December by a
Russian submarine, when 40 miles northward of Stolpmunde,
escorts had to be made conqpulsory in spite of the acute short

age of such craft.■ During the last nine days of the year mine
casualties, all between the Cadet Cliannel and Swinemunde,
anounted to two merchant ships sunk and two more damaged, two
auxiliaries and a Type XXIII U-boat sunk and one auxiliary
damaged. Most of the routes eastward of Sassnitz remained
closed tmtil the end of 1944 because there were not enoiogh
sweepers to clear them and only the most urgent east/west
convoys were mdertaken.

Admty
PoD.S.102/56

No, 5 Area

Little traffic traversed this area westward of Borkum and
the short stretch between Borkum ai:id the River Elbe was not

difficiilt to keep clear even with limited nimabers of sweepers.
Casualties were therefore very low, only one merchant ship and
a survey vessel sunk and none damaged.

(1) These operations laid 55 mines off Gdynia, 54 in the Cadet
Channel and 97 off to the north of Swinemunde,

(2) IVfention has been made in Section (iv) of the advantage
taken''to exploit this congestion by Bomber Command's attack
on Gdynia diming the night of I8/19 December,
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(viii) -« Conclusion

Had we not had access since the war to contemporary
wartime German records it might well have been assijmed tha.t
the air mining campaign after June 1944 became less and less
worth while relative to the large numbers of mines laid,
has already been advanced since the war that mining had a
trifling effect on the TJ-boat war.

this chapter puts a new complexion on the oft forgotten part
played by Bomber Command’s niinelayers; it certainly demon
strates the danger of adopting the counting of heads as a
j-ardstick of efficacy.

It

The writer considers that

CHAPTER VII - PART II •*. AERTAT. MriTOTAYTTiq. «
JANUARY TO 8 MAY 1945

(i) Generel remarks

Dtjririg the concluding four months of
policy continued to war the minelaying

at the maximum disorganisation of
enemy shii^ping movement in the Western Baltic and
route between Geriaany and South Norway,
mines were laid westward of the River Weser
early Jaiiuary, to the eastward of Swinemunde
gardens v/ere

on the

To this end no more

estuary or, after
but five new

sown along the southern Norwegian coast

Polyanthus I off Kristiansand South

See Map 6 Polyanthus 2 off Lillesand

Polyanthus 3 off Grimstad

Polyanthus 4 and 5 - off each end of Tromo island in the
approenhes to Arendal and Naresto.

in February the C.-in-C. Bomber Command asked if the
Atolty could increase the life of mines laid in the Western
Baltic and Kattegat areas. These were being laid with 54 da.y

erilisation settings and it meant that these distant gardens
^d to oe replanted again and again with consequent cuinula-
tive effort and loss of aircraft. To make matters worse

on 12 February from the naval staff
•  that the settings should be shortened to 28 days
^ _he belief that a German collapse was imminent.
k1 February the Admiralty replied that they firlly realised the
objection raised by Bomber Command but mines v/ere fitted with
coil type sterilisers which coxrld not be set reliably for a
longer life than 54 days. i\ny increase would necessitate the
tituiiig of long dafed clocks aiid these were not available in
quantity. The Admiralty were, however, opposed to the
suggestion from ScH.AoE.Fo and no shortenihg of the time
setting was contemplated.

SECRET
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A,!!.
IIH/241/3/515(F)
Encl.Z^U

ibid

Enel. 42B

ibid

Emsl.
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During January and February, vdien a total of 2, 022 mines
were laid, the aggregate tonnage of enemy vessels sunk
68,315 giving a figure of 355’ tons per mine laid vdiich -mas a
big rise from the previous quarter’s 12 tons pef mine. Even
without the available German evidence this is an indication of

how far the efficiency of enemy sweeping had deteriorated. In
llarch the figure rose steeply to 58 tons jjar mine and then
curiously enough in April, when the German organisation was
stretched to cracking point and more mines than ever were laid,
the figure dropped to only seven per mine laid.

High level minelaying was predominant in this last period,
three times as many mines being so laid. Although avoiding
flak by this method the high level sorties were more vulnerable
to air interception and of the 23 aircraft lost, 20 were shot
down at high level by enemy night fighters,

(ii) Operations during January and February 1945

was

January was a month of bad flying weather with much icing
dom to low levels and raining operations were restricted to one
night at the beginning, four in the middle and one at the end
of the month,

668 mines laid,

the night of the 6th/7th and, as previously recounted, resulted
in the final closing down of U-boat trials and training in this

The remainder were distributed in the Swineraunde area

In all only 159 sorties were despatched and
Of these, 129 were put down in Danzig Bay on

area.

(152), Kiel Bay- (98), the Kattegat area (202) and the Onion
gardens in Oslo fjord (8?),
Danzig Bay lay, one near Swineraunde and four in the Kiel Bay

Aircraft losses were one on the

area.

With improving weather in February there were ten ni^t
operations involving 286 sorties in which 1,352 mines were laid.
The Polyanthus gardens Nos, 4 to 7 along the southern coast of

Norway received 80 mines, the Oslo fjord area 300 and the
Kattegat 275, Laying was restarted in the Elbe and T/eser
estuaries with 283 inines and the balance of 414 were put down
between Swineraunde and Kiel Bay, Six aircraft were lost in

the latter area, two off the Elbe and one off southern Norway.
In addition, on the last night of February, five Mosquitoes of

No, 627 Squadron, each carrying two A iiik. VII mines took off
for the Kiel Canal. The intention was to lay from  a very low
altitude but on arrival the visibility was poor in the extreme

and only one aircraft found the appointed position where two

mines were duly released.

The table below shows the distribution of mines laid;-

Area 1A Area IB Area 2 Area 3

Month Totals
W, Baltic

incl. Kiel Canal
Heligoland
Bight

South

Norway
Kattegat

87 668Jan,

Feb.

202 379
416275 380 283 1,354

467Total 477 283795 2,022

(iJLil Results for January and February

In the Tfestem Baltic

The Germans suspected that mines with about 20 days delay
action were being used. All routes were repeatedly closed to
traffic, either follo\7ing casualties or if suspicious air
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activity -was reported, thereby slowing up the turn round of
ships and drastically reducing the monthly aggregate of
transi)ort. Considerable congestion of shipping was
unavoidable at the assembly points and the enemy was compelled
to re-open routes in the shortest possible time,
the scarcity of minesweepers that this was done after complet
ing only a few covering runs over suspected areas in spite
of the risk involved. The minimum of transport tasks were,
however, fulfilled but at a considerable cost. During the
two months a total of 26 vessels (48,790 tons) and a Type
3QCE U-boat foimdered on mines and a further 10 vessels
(38,02)4 tons) plus two more new prefabricated U-boats were
dajiiaged.

In the Kattegat area

Such was

Admty.
F.D.S. 1024/56

Here also the mine protection force was not sufficient
to ensure the smooth running of traffic and it was only
occasionally that proper anti-ground mine escorts could be
provided for the convoys. By Febmary there were only two

ibid

of these sperrbrecher available and this duty had to be
allotted to ordinary M. class and aiixiliary minesv/eepers ?ho
could not operate their sv/eep gear in winds of more than
Force 5 or 6, Casualties were, however, not heavy - three
coasters, a naval minelayer and three fishing vessels sunk and
nine vessels damaged but these latter included four mine
sweepers and three precious sperrbrecher.

South Norway

German sweeping was successful in keeping losses to a
‘  During the two months the minefield off Sandefjord

claimed one merchant ship and a coaster, and in the Oslo
fjord one lange ship foundered together with a Type VTI U-boat
and a harbour defence vessel was damaged.

In the Heligoland Bight

Similarly the February lays off the estuaries of the
rivers Elbe and V2eser claimed only one merchant ship, three
small craft and two naval auxiliaries but there was little
organised traffic in this

manimum.

area.

The Kiel Canal

During the evening of 28 February the German minewatchers
reported the presence of suspected minelaying aircraft and
at 212f8 hours the Kiel Canal was closed to traffic. r
started immediately but as nothing was found the Canal was
re-opened on 2 March with compulsory mine escort between the
35 km and 50 km marks,

ing with ever increasing delays in traffic. Actually only
two mines were released in weather viiich made their precise
position entirely problematical and the incident again shows
the unsuspected resifLts of apparent failure.

The general distribution of enemy vessels sunk and
daiiiaged is given below. Individual details of date,
tonnage and position are in Appendix X7.

Sweeping

Such escort necessitated much shuttl-

name.

ibid
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Enemy Vessels simk

i-d'ea 1A Area IB Area 2 Area 3
Month Totals

South

Iforv^ay
Heligoland

Bight
Kattegat W. Baltic

5 - ̂1,577Jaiia 11 - 26,229
plus 1U/S

2 - 11,867 18 - Z*2,673
plus lu/B

2-23hFeb. 15 “ 22,561 6 - 2,8h71U/B 23 - 25,61*2
plus lU/B

7 - i*,8ilTotals 26 - 48,790
Plus tu/B

2 - 11,867
plus lU/B

6 - 2,847 41 - 68,315
plus 2U/B.S

Enemy Vessels damaged

Area IB Area 3Area 1A Area 2

TotalsMonth
South

Korvay
Heligoland

Bight
W. BalticKattegat

8 - 9,177
plus lu/B

2 - 4,160
plus 1U/B

2 - 5174 - 4,500Jan*

13 - 43,490
plus 2U/B,S

8 - 33,884
plus 1U/B

5 - 9,606
plus 1U/B

Feb.

21 - 52,667
plus 3U/B.S

2 - 5179 - 14,106 10 - 33,044
I plus 2U/B,3plus

Totals

1U/B

(iv) Operations duriiig Iferch and April 194-5

Another attempt to mine the Kiel Canal was made on the
This was more successful as sijcnight of the 2/3 Iferch.

Mosquitoes from No, 627 Squadron laid twelve mines in positions
about one tliird of the vra.y along the Canal from Brunsbuttel.

Other operations took place nightly up to the I3 March
Most of the lays

were in the Kattegat, the Oslo fjord area and in the Heligoland
Bight wdth visits to Kiel Bay and around Sassnitz in the
Y7estern Baltic.

Kattegat area and one in the Weser estuary - all by enemy
night fighters,
1,198 mines.

and thereafter on a further six occasions.

Aircraft losses were lighter, four in the

In all there were 270 sorties who laid

April saw a heavy concentration of laying in the Western
After a moderateBaltic where enemy traffic became dense,

start on the 4-th/5th when 72 mines were laid in the Kattegat
and 84 in the Oslo fjord, two big operations took place on the

9th/l0th and 13th/l4th April during which no less than
913 mines were put doYm in the Kiel Bay area besides smaller

lays in the Kattegat and Belts, ■

Only two further small •perations were carried out in

April r- on the night of the 21st/22nd when 118 mines were laid
in Kattegat gardens and the 25th/26th when 72 were put down
off Horten in the Oslo fjord.

The April sorties numbered 271 and 1,362 mines were laid
for the loss of only three aircraft, all to night filters in
the Kattegat area,
mines laid during March and April,

The table below gives the distribution of
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Area 1A Area IB Area 2 Area 3
Month Totals

W. Baltic

incl. Kiel Oeffial

South

Norway
Heligoland

Bight
Kattegat

March 180314 1,198

1,362

330 374

April 287 156919

Totals 601 4861,099 2,560374

On the 1 May Bomber Command Headquarters requested the
Admiralty that no more mines be delivered to the Groups
stocks amounted to approximately 2,500 which was ample for
current requirements as far ahead as could be foreseen.
In the event only one last sortie of eleven Lancasters from

No, 3 Group took off on 3 Iviay bound for the Kattegat but in
view of the imminent cessation of hostilities they were
recalled v/hile still on the way and no mines were laid,

{yX. ** Results for iferchy April and Ifey

The Kiel Canal

as

A.H.B./lny
241/3/515(F)
End, 46a

On the night of the 2/'^ iJArcli the German observation
posts reported that six aircraft had been seen to drop mines in
the Giamtal area about 45 Kilometres east of Brunsbuttel.
Only a few ho\xrs after the Canal had been re-opened following
the scare on 28 February all traffic was again stopped and
sweeping restarted. By 0700 hours on 5 March four mines had
been swept in the Canal itself and four more were found on
land some 500 yards from the Canal bank,
restarted later in the day but with a compulsory shuttle
double mine escort service imposed between the 40 and 50 km.
marks where more mines were still suspected. By 6 March two
more mines were swept in the Canal, another on the 7th and
still another on 13 iiarch,
whether this completed the total released on the two occasions
and compulsory mine escort was still in force on 30 March.
Although there were no casualties to shipping, the precautions
taken had the effect of slowing the passage of shipping very
seriously and an ever increasing nimiber of vessels were held
up at each end of the Canal,

Traffic was

The Germans were uncertain

Admty,

F.D.S.102A/56

The Western Baltic

Dtiring March the Soviet submarines first penetrated west
ward of the island of Bornholm into an area which till then had

been avoided by them because of supposed danger from British
airlaid mines,

free of these submarines lay off Sassnitz and Swinemmde where
paradoxically the British minefields provided anti-submarine
protection for the coastwise German shipping,
mining, the turn round of shipping in the Yfestem Baltic during
March was far greater than either Janxoary or February but was
only aclxieved by cancellation of the order that important
convoys must have a groundnnne escort of at least two
sperrbrecher,

liners of over 20, 000 tons each, six merchant ships, two
torpedo boats and two U-boats were among the 25 vessels sunk
and a further five cargo vessels and a destroyer were included
in the 12 damaged.

Eastward of Cape Arcona the only area still

In spite of our

Consequently losses were heavy. Two cargo
ibid
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Towards the end of April the general collapse of the German
v/ar machine crippled their navy's ability to carry out its
tasks,

tion and impossibility of getting any repairs done but to the
extreme scarcity of oil fuel after the destruction by bombing
of most of. the synthetic production,
this area occurred on the 3 4 Jfey when an M, class
minesweeper, a torpedo boat and the old battleship Schlesien
struck mines and foundered off Swinemunde.

This was not only due to the cessation of new construc-

The final casualties in

The Kattegat and South Norway

In mid-I'.'Jarch the ir.creasing difficulties and delays result

ing from heavy ininelaying in these areas and in the Heligoland
Bight became so serious that the German tlinistry of Shipping
put forward a proposal that, in order to speed up the turn-

round of shipping, routes should no longer be closed to traffic

and swept methodically after observed minelaying incursions
but that convoys shoiold merely rely on a minesweeping escort.
This was refused by the German Naval War Staff -vdio pointed out
that enemy mines -were of mixed no delay and period delay types.
If minesweepers first of all carried out a number of covering
runs over the suspected area to exliaust the period delay the
degree of safety was far greater than continuing the passage
behind a minesweeper escort,
svreeps were damaged by exploding mines new gear had to be

streaiiied and for some time the convoy would be in a dangerous
area entirely without protection.

Moreover if and when the escorts'

The serious delays were

ibid

accepted aixd the enemy losses in these areas were not very
heavy amounting in all to four merchant ships and thirteen
small craft sunk with four merchantmen daznaged.

The distribution of enemy vessels s-unk and damaged is

given below.

Enemy Vessels Sunk

Area 1A Area IB Area 2 Area 3
Month Totals

South

Norway
Kattegat Heligoland

Bight
W, Baltic

March 10 - 9,163 lli - 59,248
plus 2 U/C.S

2 - 1,038 26 - 69,449
plus 2 U/B.a

4 “ 741April 11 - 8,785

3 - 16,930 ,

1 - 110 16 - 9,636

3 - 16,930Up to
8 Mcy

14 - 9,904Totals 28 - 04,963
plus 2 U/B,3

1 - 110 2 - 1,038 45 - 96,015
plus 2 U/B.s

Enemy Vessels Damaged

l-iarch 2 - 15,490 8 - 32,103 1 - 964 11 - 48,557

April 3 - 4,804 4 - 11,923 7 “ 16,727
to

8 May

Totals 5 - 20,294 12 - 44,026 1 - 964 18 - 65,284
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(vi) Summary

Aerial minelaying maintained up to the end its essential
part in the disorganisation of enemy shipping movement. It
■was, however, greatly assisted during the last ten months of
war by the loss, damage and repair delays inflicted on the
enemy minesweeping fleet by direct air attack at sea and the
bombing of enemy ports. Latterly the tonnage sunk and
damaged by direct attack and bombing surpassed the air mining
figure but its economy of effort and low aircraft loss remained
in striking comparison as the table below shows. Iloreover the
disorganisation and loss caused by minelaying was inflicted
mostly in v/aters well beyond the reach of direct attack
either by air or surface craft.

Anti-ship results between June 1944- and 8 May 194-5 inclusive

No, and ton, of enemy vessels
A/CNo, of

Sorties
Author

ilost
Sunk Damaged

R*A.F, mlnelaylng

R»A,F, Direct Sea Attack

R,A,F. ) Port Bombing
U.S.A.A.F.)

2,901

19,735

25,412

210238,875

252-312,971

308-449,277

105-218,866

74-266,425

85-381,101

59

276

337

However, no lessons should be based on events or figures
in the latter stages of a long T/var,
years before direct air attack at sea and bombing of ports
played any significant part against enemy shipping but aerial
ffiinelaying exerted an influence and heavy casualties
immediately, and out of all proportion to the small initial
scale of operations as ■vri.tness the table below;-

Results for the first nine months of anti-ship operations of
the War

It took many months and

No. and ton, of enemy vesselsA/CNo, of
Sorties

Author
lost

Sunk Damaged

R,A,F, mlnelaylng

R,A.F, Direct Sea Attack

1,507 86-82,983

>•13,531

15-10,592

31 10-17,070

14*^7,662

16-28,5(E

5,040

4,873 ■

173

R*A,F, Port bombing 65

Y/hatever assumptions are made as to the possible conditions
and course of the next major -war there is no doubt that long
range aerial minelaying affords a cheap and effective initial
blow at an enemy's use of his inshore -waters,
these times of limited numbers of highly specialised aircraft
types it is the only method which remains.

Moreover in
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CHAPTER VIII

BOMBIMI POLICI AND OPERATIONS AGAINST MARITIME TAB&ETS

JTJNE l9Zi4 TO MAY 1945

JUNE TO IffiSOiaiBER 1944- INCLUSIVEPART I

(X) Introduction

The policy and operations of the Allied heavy bomber force

prior to and diiring the landing of the invasion foixjes in

Nonnandy sore recounted in Volume III of the Liberation of

Northwest Europe and the first two chapters of Bomber Command

Narrative Volume VI. During this time both the R.A.P, Bomber

Command and the U.S. 8th A.P. were controlled by the Supareme
Headquarters of the Allied Expeditionary Force vinder
General Eisenhower, It was intended, after the secure lodge
ment of the Allied armies, to re-open the heavy bomber offensive

against energy petroletca production and war indtistry in Germany
and only to a lesser degree continue heavy bomber support to

the armies in Prance, This plan had to be modified a week

after *D* day by the necessity to combat the enemy flying bomb
campaign (Crossbow targets), to attack certain naval targets
and to bo^ard various enemy strong points ydiioh were holding
up the Aimy, Instead of revearting to the Chiefs of Staff the

control of the heavy bomber force continued to be vested until

mid-September in S,H,A,E,P, ■under General Eisenhower,

In this Maritime Narrative it is proposed to recount only
those operations which v/ere directed against naval targets.
It is realised that the term can be stretched to cover attacks
on factories producing ship or U-boat components or even on
oil fuel production where sit'uated in ports, Ihere appro
priate, attention is drawn to the effects of these on the
en^iiy*s sea resources but in the main the account is limited to
operations against naval objectives, in either roadstead, port
or building yard,

(ii) Operations against na'val targets in Prance -
Jixne to Augvist

(a) Le Havre and Boulogne

The only serious menace to the Overlord biiild-up from
enany sturface craft came from light craft and E-boats operating
from ports in Northern Prance, At the 13th Conference of
Air Commanders held at S,H,A,E,P, on 13 the naval liaison
officer asked for an air bombardment of Le Havre saying that

The Historical
Record of
A.E.A,P.
A,H,B,/115/11^ not only was there a shortage of naval l6-inoh amm'unition but

naval guns ■were alv/ays at a disadvantage in a duel ■with coastal
guns. The Confearence agreed that Bomber Command should make a
hea'vy attack forthwith. The attack 'was duly carried out at
twilight on 12f June by 346 Lancasters and Mosquitoes ■who
dropped 1,816 tons of bombs for the loss of only one aircraft
with ob^vlo^usly excellent results,(l) On the following day at the

2/6

(1) The f^ull score of shipping sunk has been ascertained as
three toarpedo boats, fourteen E-boats, nineteen ataaciliaaiy
pataxal and minesweeping craft, and nineteen tugs cf various
sizes,
vessels simk and damaged in this and all subsequent air
raids by the R,A,P, and U.S, hea^vy bomber foaroes,
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15th Oonfei^enoe the naval liaison officer asked for a similar

attack on either Boulogne or Cherbotirg, As it vra-s thought
that more E-boats were present in Bovilogne this port was given
as a priority target for Bomber Command and a heavy raid was

made on the evening of I5 June. Altho\agh in fact there were

no E-boat casualties the attack by Zfk Lancasters and
Mosquitoes, who dropped 1,315 "fcons of bombs with no loss,
destroyed 27 auxiliary patrol and minesweeping craft.

ibid

The effects of these two raids crippled further operations
by enemy light craft for six weelcs.
smaller attacks were made on Le Havre, one on 3^ July by 57
aircraft dropping 300 tons of bombs which sank five auxiliary
craft and dan^ged three E-boats, and the other on  2 August by
55 aircraft dropping 3I3 tons, which destroyed four auxiliary
craft and two E-boats with two more E-boats badly damaged,

(b) The Biscay Ports

The advance of elements of the U.S, Army into Brittany
at the beginning of August called for bombing attacks on the
defences of Brest which were soon extended by request to

include enemy naval installations both in Brest and other

Biscay porta in oo-ordination with the otirrent naval plan to
hamper and attack the evacuation of U-boats, patrol craft and

other shipping,
and U-boat shelters in Brest, Lorient, La Pallice and Bordeavix,
and to the oil fuel storage depots situated along the lower
reaches of the Rivers Loire and Gironde,

St, Nazaire was excepted, as was Lorient after one attack, on
the ground of the supposed proximity of French resistance
foices and U.S, advanced troops,,

Jfost of the bombing was done by day but in spite of
nxjmeroxis direct hits by the: heaviest bombs on the roofs of
the concrete shelters, no damage was caused to U-boats in any
port,
but it has been found impossible to distinguish between bomb

damage in other ports and eneny demolition which was either

taking place concurrently or during the subsequent weeks.

With the exception of the fortified bases at Lorient,
St, Nazaire, La Pallioe and the mouth of the Gironde all the
Biscay area was occupied by the Allies by the third week of
September and there was foimd the following shipping sunk or
btxcnt out with no clue as to cause s-

Two f tarther but much

To this end attacks were directed to harbours

The naval base at

Surface craft and shipping suffered severely in Brest

ibid

Cargo vesselsMinor war vesselsAnchorage

9 - • 30,701 tons8 - 1,345 tonsBrest

22 - 129,862 tons14 - 3,599 tonsR, Loire down

to Donges

25 - 93,62^6 tons11 - 10,719 tonsBordeaux down

to Pavillao

In the SttDomary of Attack table below only ooiifirmed bombing
results, additional to the above, are given,
details are at Appendix JSTLI,

Individual
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No, of
Aircraft

Attacking

Long Vessels
A/CTarget Dates attacked Author Tons
loss

dropped Sunk Dam,

JUly a3/^th
24/S5th

1,140227 3B,C, •

Aug, 4th, 5th,
10/11th, 11th
12 th, 13th,
18th,

Bordeaux 752 3*082 3 5
to

Royan

Aug, 5th, 12th,
13tlv 14th,
17th, 24th,
25/26to, 2?th,
28th, Sept, 2nd,
5

748Brest 3,753 28 14B,C,

th,

Aug, 11th,
26th,
Sept, 5rd

2,430 6U.S.A.A,F. 982 8

Lorlent Aug, 6th 148B,C, 30

Aug, 9th,
10/I1th, 11th
12th, 16th
18tlv 19th

La Pallloe 1,115B,C,- 230 2

(iii) Targets in Germaixy

(a) June and July 1944

Bven during June and July -when Crossbow targets and Array
support were paramount, both the C,-in~C, Bomber Command and
the Commanding General U,S, 8th A,?, found it possible to
direct many attacks into Geiroainy oh oil, aircraft indxistry and
transportation targets. Some of these objectives lay in the
big German ports so that much of the bombing comes indirectly
under the maritime heading,' Between 18 June and the end of

July, Hamburg, Bremen, Bremerhaven, Brunsbuttel and Kiel all
received attention on the- scale given in the table below.
Apart from muoh damage to ivar industries and harboiir facilities
in these ports the attackers at a cost of 4^ aircraft sank
22 vessels plus four U-boats and damaged I3 other vessels. It
will be noticed that in all these raids the R,A,P, bomb lift

was nearly twice that of theU.S,A,A,P, (aircraft for aircraft)
but as the U,S, raids were made in daylight visual bomb aiming
conditions they often gave a bigger return in ships sfjnk and
damaged.

r  •

No, of

Author,. Aircraft
.  (Attacking

Long Vessels
A/C

TonsPort Dates attacked
loss

dropped Sunk Dani,

June 18 th,
and aoth .

2,650U.S.A.A.Fd 1,100 11 13 3

June 22/23rcl,
July a3/2lst,
26/27th,
28/29th.

1,274Hamburg 380 24 1B,C, 3

June 24th,
July 29th

1,687 6701 3 5 +

1 U/B
Bremen

June 23/24th,
July l9/2Dth.

67 106B,C,

814July 5th and
18 th,

337U.S./«A.F.

Mel
July 23/24th 612 2,916 4 1B,C, 3 +

3U/BS.L‘.'

June 18thBremethayeh 94 211U.S,A.A.F«

66Brunsbuttel June 16th and 150V.S,UL.F,
20th
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(b) Axigust and September 1944

■  Crossbow targets against both flying bombs and rockets
still had priority and high on the list were attacks both in

the Biscay and Northe&^t Prance ai^eas but again many raids

were directed to Germany among yhich featured inany of the ports.
Docks and btxilding yards were no'b yet being selected as precise
aiming points, the objectives still being oil, industrial ,
plants and housing in these ports so that not many ships were
sTink or damaged. Exceptions to. this' were the tTO raids on

Stettin and the one on Bremen on.the night 18/19 August, in
each case the' shipyard area of the, town being given as the
aiming point. This one Bremen ‘ attack sank eight and damaged
two more vessels. The summary for the period is given below.

NO. of
Aircraft

Attacking

Long ■Vessels
A/CTons

dropped
Port Dates attacked Author

Loss Sunk Dam.

kAug, 4th and ■SCS7 ,  . 528U.S. A.A.F. 3
6th

Aug, 26/27th,Hamburg
29/3Dth,
Sept. 6/7th,
30/1 St Oct,

126103B.C.

Aug. 4th end
30th. Sept.
26th.. .

1,152U.S.A.I.F. 523

-Bremen ■rr

Au^ 18/19th,
pt,* 1/2nij^
/18th.

Be
17

1,232 t 9 235P•  B,Ci
1- •

Aug, 4th, 6th,
24th, 30th, and
Sept, 12th.

U.S.&t.F. 61,217529

Kiel
Aug, 12/13th,
16/I7th,
26th/27th,
Sept. 15/16th

A, 1.361,129 ' 2B 3 1B.C.

1  ■

W'llhelmsheven Aug. 27 th ‘ 34 62U.S.A.A.F, 1

U.S.A.A.F. ,  1Sept. 26th .  13 27
Bremerhaven

864Sept. 18/I9th 208B.C. 2

45 111 . 1Heligoland Aug. 27th U.S.A.A.F.

56Aug. 27th IVS. A. A.F. 37 2

Sept,' 6thj
6/7th, 7/3th,
and 8/9th,

Emden'
597B.C. 195 1

i824Aug, 16/I7th,
29/30th.

2,726, 8Stettin 28 7B.C.

Aug, 6th.Gdynia U.8.A.A.F, 1.75' 97

(iv) SpOoial requests .bv the Admiralty and the attacks on the
Tirpitz

(a) E-boat shelters at Ymuiddn'

Apart from the request, which WAS' agreed toy; for extensive
borhihg of targets in the Biscay are&j the Admiralty repeatedly
asked for attacks on the U-boat pens under construction in

'Bergen, the E^oat-bases'at Ostend and Ymuiden and the battle—
ship 'i.'orpitz in Wortham -ferway, - ifotrevef, the Crossbow and
Army support priorities were held by S,H,A«E,P, to have
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superior claims until on 2J+ August the E-boat base at Yrauiden

was attacked by 22 Lancasters carrying the 12,000 lb. Tallboy
bombs*

E-boats were actually using Xmuiden at this period and only
three small patrol craft were sunk*

The concrete shelters were badly damaged but no

The Bergen request was shelved time after time by the
commitments for Array support bombing of strong-points at
Le Havre and Boulogne, during September but the Tirpitz project
was taken up seriously,

(b_)_ Attacks on the Tirpitz and her end

This is perhaps the place to recapitulate the attacks
that had been made on this ship since mid-1943 a^id to carry
the story through to its conclusion*

During May 1943, the Tirpitz together mth the Sdhamhorst,
Lutzow and destroyer escort moved up from Trondheim to the

Between the 6 andAlten and Kaa fjords in Northern Norway*

9 September the Tirpitz^ Schamhorst and ten destroyers carried

out a raid on Spitsbergen returning to their anchorage on the
10th*

Tirpitz in Kaa fjord and inflicted serious damage which put her
out of action for six months.

On 22 September naval midget submarines attacked the

During the night of 10/11 February 1944> she was attacked
without damage by four Russian aircraft* The repairs from

the midget submarine attack were completed by 10 March* On

3 April she was attacked by h2 Barracudas of the Fleet Air Arm

covered by fighters from two fleet and three escort carriers

in Operation Tungsten, Only four aircraft were lost and
German records establish that she received 13 direct hits on

deck by 1,600 lb,, 600 lb., and 500 Hi S.A,Pa bombs as well as
two near misses alongside. The damage inflicted took the

Admty,
F*D.S. 17/33

enemy three months to repair. On I7 July she was again
attacked by the Fleet Air Arm using 45 Barracudas with fighter
cover from three fleet carriers in Operation Mascot* However,
a very effective smoke screen from the ship and points around

the anchorage so covered her that only blind bombing could be
done and no damage was inflicted.

Early in. August the Almiralty suggested to the Air Ministry
■  that Ivfosquito .bombers might be used to attack the Tirpitz as
the slow Barracudas gave the enemy ample time to enshrcud the

target with smoke. The sriggestion was tliat Mosquitoes, each

carrying a 2.000 111 A.P* bomb, should take off from carriers and
afterwards land in Russia, However, General Eisenhower, still

.. in control of the bomber forces, cotild not agree to a diversion

from the main land objectives*

A.H*B./
ID3/2029(B)
and ID/12/83

On 23 ATigust the Joint Planning Staff produced a paper
urging the advantage of dealing with this ship as her very
presence above water required a British containing force in
northern waters which otherwise could be sent to the Far East

where we were laboriously biiilding up a naval force,
planners believed the operation feasible provided the Russians

would ̂ ree tQ the attackers landing czi. their territoiy*
the Air Staff was very much in favour of this attempt the
Chiefs of Staff invited them to discuss the project with

On cogiing down to fa.,nal details, the

The

As

General Eisenhower,

Go-in-G* Bomber Commander was against the use of Mosquitoes
partly because he could ill afford them and partly becauise he
considered their bomb load qioite insufficient to cripple
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let alone sink the big battleship,
relatively few Lancasters, armed with the largest bombs, from
a Scottish base and afterwards to land in Russia,

discussed with General Eisenhower on 2 September 'vdio gave his
approval to the operation.

His scheme was to iise

This was

Mean-vdiile the Fleet Air Arm had carried out a series of

further attacks on the 22, 24 and 29 August 1944 with
Barracudas from a canier force under the name of Operation
Goodwood,

screen on each occasion made visual aiming impossible and no

damage was caused,'

Poor weather conditions and the effective smoke

The initial plan for the Lancasters was that, armed with

12-,000 lU Tallboys and J.W, bombsCO, Nos« 9 and 617 Sqdns,
should leave airfields^^in the north bf Scotland dinging the

evening, bomb the Tirpitz shortly after dawn, and land at

Yagodnik airfield (20 miles S^E, of Archangel), Arrangements
were satisfactorily made with the Russians and the operation,
known as Paravane, was timed for 11 September. HoiTever
during the forenoon of this day the weather worsened and the
O.-in-C, Bomber Command decided that the attack would have a

far better chance if done from the Russian end; moreover if

the force was not got away immediately the operation might be
postponed indefinitely in view of the bad weather system then

approaching. Accordingly the force took off that evening
tinder Group Captain C, McMullen AwF,C.C2) and landed in very
poor weather conditions at Yagodnik and’neighbouring airfields

early on 12 September, In 10/10-cloud down to 350 feet with
driving rain and landing on strange small airfields with either

wood-boarding or muddy zmiways it was not surprising that six
of the Lancasters so bent or collapsed their undercarriages

Pour others had defects '

■vdiich it was estimated would take four days to repair.
Refuelling, for which the facilities were primitive took nearly
40 hours at the completion of which- 28 aizHsraft were ftilly
serviceable,(3)

9

A.M. D.B.
Ops, Polder
containing
Signals to and
from the

. R-ussian base.

Reports by
Group Captain ■ that they were of no further use,
McMullen - -

• 1

(1) The J.W, mine/bomb (nicknamed Johnnie Walker) had been
designed in June 1942 by Brig, General Jeffaris against
major warships lying in roadsteads or at anchor in harbour.
It weighed 400 lbs and contained 90 lbs of Toipex, It
could be dropped, with-parachute attachment, into a
minimum of 40 feet of water. On entering the water the
mine/bomb sank to the bottom after wdiioh it immediately
started to oscillate between the;bottom and the svirface for
about two hoxirs at the' end of which it sank for good. An
ingenious arrangement of fins oaused it to track slightly
sideways on its ascent each time from the bottom. Much
redesign and many trials had been necessary before quantity
production was reached* At this date thei*e were about
200 of the bombs in stock, A Lancaster could carry a
load of 12,

(2) The force consisted of 39 Lancasters (26 with Tallboys -
12 with J,V/, bombs - one carrying a film tinit), two
Liberators (transport)' and one P.R.TJ, Mosquito with a
total of 290 personnel*' One of the Tallboy Lancasters
returned to- base shortly After take-off as the bomb had
shifted in its sto-Wage, -

(3) The report stresses the willing co-operation and assistance
by the Russians at this^ very short notice,

SECRET ' ' ,
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The Firstattack

Frequent weather reconnaissance forecasted good weather
for the 15 September and in the early hours the strike was
despatched consisting of 28 Lancasters (21 with Tadlboys, six
with 12 ~ J,¥, bombs each, and one with the Film Unit),
Tirpitz was easily picked up in Kaa fjord (6957Nx2313E) but
full surprise was not achieved as the smoke screen had been
started about eight minutes before attack. It did not
incommode the first few aircraft but thereafter it, the bomb
explosions, and flak smoke obscvired the view of later aircraft.
Two Tallboy aircraft did not release because they vrere
unsighted by smoke and two because their bombs hung up. The
J,¥, aircraft, coming last in the attack, dropped all their
bombs into the smoky murk beneath them. In all, I7 Tallboys
and 72 - J,W, bombs were released. Flak from the shore and

ships in the anchorage v/as moderate but inaccurate, only three
aircraft siostaining very minor damage, and there was no fighter
opposition. Two hoxirs later the Mosquito made a reconnais
sance to view the result but cloud had closed down completely.
The 27 attacking aircraft returned safely to Yagodnik and the
Film Unit Lancaster flew back direct to England,
photographs and films taken it was estimated that at least
hit and several near misses had been secured. There was no
evidence of any restilt from the J,¥, bonbs, German reooixis
establish one direct hit right forward on the starboard side

the ¥ar Diary of and two very near misses. The foremost compartments were
the German Navy badly damaged and took in some 2,500 tons of water. Repairs
operational coiild not be done in Norway and it was decided to move the ship
staff, 'to moorings near Tromso where she would be used as a floating

gun battery in the defences of that po2rt.

The strike force started to retturn to the United Kingdom
in batches from the 16 September and by the 21st all had
arrived but one who was missing on the return flight. The
Mosq^lito and the two transport Liberators returned on the
26 and 28 September respectively. The six crashed Lancasters
were tvimed over to the Russians after certain equipment had
been removed but six unused Tallboys were later salved and
shipped home in S,S, Samaritan sailing in Convoy R,A,6l,

The Second attack

The

A,M, D,'E, Ops,
Folder of

Signals,

From

one

Extract from

On 15 October the Tirpitz was moved from Kaa fjord to
Tromso where she was moored up off Haakoy is].and three miles
westward of the town. Carrier borne F,A,A, reconnaissance
verified hbr exact position on 18 October and another attack
was planned by Bomber Command under the name of Operation
Obviate to strike with the same trro squadrons of Lancasters
direct from a Scottish airfieU on the first suitable day after
28 October, As the ship was now 2CX) miles nearer the United
Kingdom it was intended that the aircraft should return to
Scotland and only those damaged during the attack should land
in Riiissia, To be certain of attaining the 2,250 miles
entailed out and back the selected ai-rc3?aft were fitted with
special Merlin engines and paddle blarled propellers to assist

take off, were equipped with temporary extra fuel tanks, and
weight was reduced by the removal of the mid.«upper tiorets
complete, the front guns and ammunition, 3,000 rounds from the
rear tiirrets, the pilots arsiioured plate protection, and all
oxygen and nitrogen bottles.

The weather forecast being good for the 29 October, the
strike of 38 Lancasters, all armed with Tallboys, and one
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Lancaster with the Film Unit took off from Lossiemouth. Good

visibility was experienced right up to the area but then low
cloud at about 8,CXX) feet covered the target and prevented any
deliberate aiming. Nevertheless 32 Tadlboys were released on
partial glimpses and all returned safely except one who,
damaged by flak, made for Sweden where it crash-landed in a
bogo The crew destroyed the aircraft. The photographs
disclosed little and at the time only a claim of  a near miss
aft on the port side was made.

German evidence is confined to an entry in the German
Navy Operational Staff War Diary for 30 October to the effect

that damage earned to the Tirpitz made it questionable whether
the ship could be moved again,
alluded to additional damage inflicted in this attack or
whether it referred to that sustained in the attack on

12 September,

It is not clear if this

The Third attack

Further photographic reconnaissance revealed no apparent
.change in the condition of the ship and yet another attack
was planned under the name of Operation Catechism for early
November, There were discussions as to whether the 2,000 lb,

.' j

A,P, bomb, of which each Lancaster could carrj' six, wrould be

a better load dropped in sticks thus theoretically giving
more chance of hits and assuring definite penetration of the

heavy armour deck.
Tallboys only partially detonated o
broke up without any detonation,
change of load would lose the known value of a near miss with

the Tallboy, more than two or three of which could be lethal

on their own account to the unprotected imder wa'iier hull,
the event the Tallboy was retained.

There was more than a suspicion that the
n striking armo'ur or even

On the other hand this

In

A,M, D,P, Ops.
Polder, and

A.H.B,/El/70/
474

A run of poor weather caused many postponements of the

operation but on 11 November, although the weather reports
were not particularly favourable, the A,0,Cc No.  5 Group

.  decided to take a chance and in the early hoin*s of 12 November,
32 Lancasters took off (3I Tallboys and one with the Film
Unit),
the battleship was clearly visible on the approach,
apparatus had been mounted aroxind the anchorage as in Kaa

Fjord but the Tirpitz started her own smoke screen,
it was too late to cover the ship before aim had been taken by
the leading six aircraft,
aircraft starting at 094I hours,
each attacking aircraft and continviously by the cinerioatograph
cameras in the Film Unit Lancaster,

ejcploded the whole scene had become completely obsciired by
smoke,

amidships and four near misses alongside,
near misses may have occurred afterwards.

As the force neared the area the weather cleared and
No smoke

However,

Tallboys were released by 2$ of the
Photographs were taken by

After the 16th bomb had

Up to that time the film shewed two direct Mts
More liits and

No, 5 Group
and Squadron
records.

, Flak was experienced from the Tirpitz until the first
Flak was continuous from four ships anchoreddirect hit,

in the vicinity and from land batteries on Haakoy Island,

(1) This suspicion arose after recent detailed inspections
of the concrete roofed pens in Brest a:ad BordeaTUC where

many direct hits, with Tallboys had been- made.
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One airoraft ■wan damaged and subsequently force landed in
Sweden, the other aircraft all returned safely to Scotland#

Some 2i hours after the attack and when the smoke had
cleared from the scene, photographs were taken by  a P,E,TJ.
Mosquito which shewed the battleship capsized with only pajrt
of the flat bottom and starboard bilge keel visible above
water,
and men perished in her#

(c) The U»»faoat pens at Bergen and Trondheim

German e'vidence estimates that about 1,000 officers

Af-lier ma3a:;-postponements, both piolicj’- and ■'/.’•eather, the
still incompleted U-boat pens at Bergen -vvere attacked during
dayliglit on 4 October by 118 Lancasters and Halifaxes wlio
dropped 603 tons of 1,000 lb, and 500 lb, S.A.P, bombs with
no loss of aircraft,
and U-boat repair shops,
had to be v/ritten off and in addition tlxree cargo vessels
were sunic and eight others damaged,
pens was seriously delayed.

Another raid was made on the night of 28/29 October,
A force of 22f4 Lancasters and Mosquitoes was despatched but on'
arrival found Bergen under 10/10 cloud and only 31 of the
aircraft managed to bomb with 189 tons of 1,000 lb, S.A,P
G,P, and M.C, bombs,
pens wliioh as yet had only a 3*5 metre thick roof but none
penetrated and there was no damage to ar^'- U-boat. T
the unprotected dockyard was completely -wrecked,  a lighter
was siink and t-wo cargo vessels damaged,
lost#

Much dainage was done to -bhe doclqyard
,  Pour U-boats were either simk or

The completion of the

Pour direct hits wei^ obtained on the

Ho'wever,

Three aircraft -were

B.d.u,
War Diary
Page 658

ibid

Page 699

The tricky weather conditions and distance away from the
main bomber bases made Trondheim a target of rare opportunity.
It was not till 22 November -that an attenpt v.'as made,
force despatched -was 178 Lancasters and Mosquitoes but before
their arrival an extremely effective snoke screen had been
and only 18 aircraft released bombs# One aircraft wais lost
and no damage inflicted#

(v) Targets in Germany - October to December l9liM.

(a) Policy

Mean'while on the 16 September the control of the heavy
bomber foixses had reverted to the Chiefs of Staff and first
priority given to oil targets ■with transportation, tank and
mechanical transport production coming after in that order on
the mderstanding that heavy bomber support would be given to
the land battle if asked for by S,H,A,E#P, A combined
strategic target committee -was set up to study and allocate
specific targets under the priority headings# The Committee
also acted as a clearing house for all outside claims on
bomber effort# Such claims were numearous and conflicting,
the principal contestants being the ?/ar Office, Admiralty,
S,H,A,E,P#, M#E,¥# and the Political Wai-fare Executive

The

Diversions from the priority programme started immediately
■with the ViTalcheren campaign and d-uring October the heavy
bombers attacked with 1,688 aircraft viio dropped 8,808 tons of
bombs on dykes, strong points and batteries in aid of the
amphibiotis operations.
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A.M. C.39WA9
Part I -

Enol. 3OA

A.M. C.39432A9
Part I - Ehols,

205A to 208A.

No sooner was this ooirmitment completed on 1 Novemher
and the stmtegic targets re-affirmed as only oil and communi
cations when demands were made by the Admiralty for high
priority attacks on U-boat construction yards in Germany and
U-boat maintenance facilities in Norway as they considered a
new and dahgero'us U-boat offensive was imminent.
Staff were sceptical about this threat and were unwilling to
agree to renewed diversion from the attack on oil targets.

The matter was referred to the Cabinet A/U Committee and the
Prime Minister ruled against this diversion for the present
but directed that detailed plans should be made in readiness

for attacks on U-boat production oentres, prefabrioation
plants, assembly slips and the actual operational U-boat
bases shoxald the threat become urgent,
appointed in \diioh the Air Staff, the U,S, 8th A,P
Admiralty and M,E,Y/, were represented, to study the matter and
decide where attacks could most profiAbly be directed.

The Air

A committee was

the• >

ibid

Enel. 215A

The Committee judged that attacks would be most telling
against assembly yards with the U-boat operating bases coming
second. They worked on the assun^ition that the war against
Germany would have ended by mid-May 1945} only a short time

v/as therefore available in which attacks on assembly yards
would have any practical effect in limiting the number of
commissioned U-boats before that date. As it took at least

two months to work a U-boat up to an operatl.onal state all

T;iseful bombing wo^aid have to cease by mid-March, Therefore
in order to disorganise the U-boat threat at all the boiribing
attacks would have to start inflictii^ major damage before
mid-January, Regarding the operational bases at Bergen and
Trondheim the Committee considered they were too distant for

the necessary continuous raids to be sucoessfiiL judging from

the poor restilts obtained that summer on similar bases in the

Bay of Biscay wAiioh were much closer to the United Kingdom,

The Air Staff continued to maintain that, to be of any
value, operations woiild have to be placed on such a high
prioxdty as would detract effort from the German petroleum
industry. Any relaxation in this quarter would a.llow vastly

also result

They
conolToded that no diversion from existing pidorities shotild be

made until a point was reached when the Royal Navy and R,A,P,

Coastal Command were unable to cope with the supposed greatly
increased U-boat threat at sea.

ibid

Mins, 215 to 217 increased enemy activity on all fronts and wouM
in a resurrection of the German fighter force,(“I /

In spite of this contention, the Cabinet A/U Committee
decided on 19 December that ̂  view of the increase in new

commissioned(2) the heavy bombing force shouldU-boats being
attack assembly yards., slipways and berbhs but such operations
were not to be detrimental to the existing priority for oil
and communications. U-boat production targets were to be

(1) By this date {ml<?*Deoember 194t) ammured units of the Go.Tman Army and the
German fighter force were hamstiring by the lack of fuel consequent on the
systematic bombing of the synthetic oil plants. Any pause allowed repalra
to be oonipieted aid production re-started.
Ref: chapter 8 and enemy documents quoted-In Chapter 11 of Bomber Command
Narrative VI,

(2) Allied intelligence on this subject was ve^ accurate, German records give
the actual output of prefabricated U-boats' In December aS;35 compared with
an average since June of 16 per month, ■ Similarly the number of U-boats
newly commissioned In December Is given as 29 compared with an average of I7,
See Appendix VII,
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attacked by either marginal bomber effort or incidentally to

major strategic objectives. The first list of naval targets
was issued on 29 December and inoliided:-

The assembly slips iii Hamburg, Bremen and Danzig1.

The assembly yards at Kiel and Vegesaok2.

The light craft bases at Ymuiden, Rotterdam and
Den Helder.

3.

The incl\ision of the targets in Holland resulted from pressure
by the Admiralty because E^Doats and the midget U-boats
operated from these bases against the Thames/Antweip supply
route. This was supported by S,HoA,E,P, -vdio decided that
their destruction would directly benefit the land campaign.

(b) Operations

Prom the foregoing it is apparent that some of the heavy
bomber effort dxiring October and most of it during November

and December wais against oil and communication targets in

In the course of this many of the German portsGermany,
featured as containing one or other of these objectives,
table below gives the effort together with the vessels sunk

and damaged incidental to the raids,
made at specific Admiralty request and in satisfaction of the

new list of naval targets issued on 29 December are described

in the next section (vi).

Th

Those attacks on ports

e

No, of Long
Aircraft Tons

Attacking droppe

Vessels
A/CDates attackedPoirt Author

loss
Sunk Dam,d

Oct, 12/l3th
14/15th,
15/16th,
22/a5rd,
31/I St
Nov, 30/1 st
Dec, 11/12th,

3^)3B.C. 277 3 3 1

Hamburg

Oct. 6th and
30th, Nov, 4th
6th and 21st

81,210 73,030 5U.S.A,A.Fo

Oct, 6/7th 246 5B.C. 999 2

Bremen

Oct. 12th U.5.A,A.F, 238 557 1

Bremerhaven U.S,A,A,F.Oct, 30th 21 51

34Ciuchaven 81Oct, 30th UoS,AaA,F(

Heligoland 49Oct, 15th
30th

U.S,A.A.F, ISO

WllhelniStiavao 738 3,276 6Octs 5th,
9/IOth,
15/16th

7B,C,

+ 1

U/B

Stettin Oct, 6th U,S,A.A,F. 12 27 1

Sept. 23/24th
Nov, 4/5th,
6/7th,
21/22nd.

Dortmund/
ESis and

Nlttelland
Canals

Put out of

action till

24 Deo,
569B.C, ^752 29

* This target Is Included In “noval targets" becaime of the effect tioat
Int-emptions In Its use had on slowing clowi tiio scheduled ouoput of
prefabricated U-boats, The subject Is dealt with In Section (vil).
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(vi) Attacks made speoifioally on naval

Such attacks do not start in earnest \jntil 29 Deoember

when the list of naval targets on high pxdoidty was issued

after the decision given in the Cabinet AAJ Committee but from
np.d*^scemb3r opportunities wei^ taken by Bomber Command to
visit some of those still under discussions

Horten

On the ni^t of the 13/llf December, li£ Lancasters and
Mosqxiitoes bombed the shipyard at Horten in the Oslo Fjord
without loss but with little insult for the 118 tons of bombs

released. This was followed up by another attack on the

28/29 December by 65 aircraft who dropped 350 tons of bombs.
This time two merchant vessels and an operational U-boat were

sunk and two more vessels and another U-boat were seriously
damaged for the loss of three aircraft, German records comment

that on the previous day the harbour had contained eight opera
tional U-boats but six of these had left for sea just before

the attack. Yet another attack was made in moonlight on the

31 December by 26 Lancasters with 82 tons of bombs. The

specific targets were the light cruisers Bnden and Koln who

were lying in the roadstead. Warning was received of the

approaching aircraft and both ships were vinder way moving out
of the anchorage as the bombs started to fall. Neither ship
was hit though one stick of bombs narrowly missed the Emden,

One large merchant vessel in the roads was daraaged and one of
o\ar aircraft was lost.

B.d.U, War

Diary Page 8O3

Admty, P,D,S.

Ymuiden and Rotterdam

The E-boat shelters at Ymuiden were attacked in daylight

on 15 December by llj. Lancasters carrying Tallboys, The

shelters were very badly damaged, six pens being rendered
unusable, and the entire E-boat maintenance disorganised. One
E-boat was destroyed and six others damaged putting the whole
8th Flotilla out of action until the end of the year.

Resulting from this attack, E-boats and other light craft were
forbidden to use shelters again but were to lie well dispersed
in the harborars at which they were based. Consequently when

F,D,S,/!C,237/4S the Rotterdam E-boat base was attacked on the 29 December by
16 Lancasters there were no E-boat or other vessels lost

although direct hits by Tallboys completely demolished the
shelters.

Admty,

Gdynia

This Baltic port was attacked by 22? Lancasters with 81?
tons of bombs on the night of the 18/19 December with no loss of

It was entirely a target of opportunity as justaircraft,

before take-off on another mission the weather conditions over

Germany precluded all objectives except possibDy the Breslau
area and East Prussia,

as H.Q, Bomber Command had previovisly given permission for

attack on naval ports if the strategic objective was unattamdOe,

The port actxially contained many German naval units as wrell as

cargo vessels, all held up on account of air laid mines,
attack was highly successful in that among the vessels sunk were

two U-bcat depot ships, a torpedo boat and five merchant ships
vdiile a 22,000 ton oil refinery ship, the old battleship
Schlesmg-Ho 1stein and U.2512 were badly dama.ged,

casualty was gratifying as she was a Type XXI U—boat just about
to carry out her final tactical exercises before becomiiig
operational.

The A,0,G, No, 5 Group selected Gdynia

The

The latterB.d.U.

War Diary
Page 783
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Hamburg

In daylight on the 31 December was carried out the first

of the deliberate attacks on U-boat final assembly yards.
The U.S, 8th A.P. despatched 324 aircraft to attack synthetic
oil plants and the U-boat assembly slips in Hamburg,
loss of 24 aircraft 740 tons of bombs were released,

15,000 ton depot ship, five other vessels and two Type XXI
U-boats were sunk,

vessel were damaged,
lying alongside, the oTher was about to be launched from the
slip,

(vii)

For th

A

Two more Type X}[I and another large cargo
Three of the U-boats were completed and

The effects of bombing on U-boat production up to the

e

ibid

Page 808

end

As has earlier been recounted in Volume IV, bombing had.
The "catastrophe" raids onno effect up to July 1943,

Haanburg in that month sank no completed U-boat,
hull was destroyed and Wo more were damaged but the blitz did
slow down production by damage in the shops and absenteeism.
It has been calculated from German records that about five

weeks production time was lost in the three Hamburg U-boat
yards,

there had been no raids the yards would probably have completed
about 30 U-boats more than they did during the next year.
Similarly the August raids on Kiel are estimated to have denied
two more U-boats,

One incon^jlet

In the words of the British Bombing Survey Unit, if

However, all these U-boats were of the old

U.3, Strategic
Bombing Survey
Page 21

e

B.B.S.U.

Page 13

conventional type whose construction was already tapering off
in favour of the new prefabricated method.
June 1943 only those
were completed, ("I)

Subsequent to
conventional U-boats already laid down

It is of interest to note that the new method of

prefabrication not only effected an enormous saving of
hours and spread the risk of bomb damage but had the effect
of limiting the vital damage that could be done to shipyards.
Arising from the fact that so much of the work hitherto done

by shipyards wa.3 now done by the inland section assembly
plants, the shipyards had much less use for their machine
shops, foundries, plateshops etc. Thus a yard apparently
entirely incapacitated by bomb damage to many of its shops,
feuLjgith slips undamaged, continued its final assembly work
practically unaffected.

The prefabricated t;ypes with which we ai-e now concerned
started into production in December 1943* The original
programme called for an output of Type XXI U-boats at an
average of 33 per month from JxfLy 1944 to November 1945 and
of ten smaller Type XXIII per month from September 1944 onwards.
The Type MI v/ere to start at Wo W iviarch, eight in April,
15 in Iviay, 26 in June and the full 33 in July, thus expecting
a total of 249 by 31 DeceEher

were to start at one in Ivhy, Wo in June, five in July,
in August and ten in September and subsequently v/hich would
give a total of 55 by the end of 1944* However, difficulties
in getting the production organisation of tliis revolutionary
method to run smoothly led to several postponements of the
target programe in February, June and July. No delays due to
Allrnd bombing occurred until 29 Jul-y whe.n, dijiring a heavy

man-

The small T^e XXIII
seven

U. S. S.B.S.

Page 29

U, S. S,B.S.

Appendices

end Page 14

ibid

(l) 145 were completed beWeen July and December 1943 and the
final 112 vrere completed before the end of Jione 1944,
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raid by the U. S» 8th A»P» on Bremen, a 100 ton crane in the
Deschimag yard was badly damaged. This crane vraa necessary
in putting the prefabricated sections into place on the
assembly slips before welding them into complete hulls. A
considerable loss of output resulted before repairs could be
completed. On 1A August a successful daylight attack, again
by the U. So 8th AoP., on the electric motor works at Ifennheim
resulted in a total cessation of work for two months causing
fi.irther delay in completion of Type XXI boats,
was that in the two western assembly yards in Hamburg and
Bremen only one T3rpe XXI •was produced in June, four in July,
five in August and ten in September.

More organisation troubles added to the effect of these

bombing attacks resulted dji a further lowering of the monthly
target in September and again in October to a figure of 22.
Bombing interference vr3.s again caused on the 3 October and

night of the ̂ 3 Decenfcer by R.A.P. attacks on Hagen in
the Ruhr in which city was located much of the submarine
storage battery production. Three hea'vy raids by the U. S,
8th A.F. d'uring November on Hamburg caused hold-ups on the
final assembly slips at Blohm and Voss but the main
why output continued to fail at both Blohm and Voss and at the

Deschimag assembly slips in Bremen was the frequent breaching
of the Dortmund/Ems and Mttelland canal system.

The raw steel for ten of the 32 firms engaged in Type XXI
section fabrication came via. these canals and the finished

sections from the section assembly plants had no other 'way of
reaching the two western final assembly yards in Hamburg and
Bremen - they were too heavy and bulky to go by rail or road
transport. Delivery of sections dropped from an average of
106 per month in the previous four months to 30 in October,
18 in November and 17 in December, Output of completed boats,
■which had picked up to 14 in October fell to only five in
November.

The net result

reason

U. S. &. B. B.
Page 28 .

ibid

Page 25

ibid - Page 28

B.B.SoU,
Appendix B

The other yard engaged in assembling Type XXI boats were
No bombing interference occurred

Output did
the Schichau works in Danzig,
here but the same organisation troubles obtained,
not start until July and up to 31 December only 20 Type XKI
were completed,
original plan only 80 were delivered to the German Navy by the
end of 1944»
have come into being if there had been no bombing but the rest
failed to materialise because of the difficulties experienced
in such a revolutionary and huiTied change of method.

In all, instead of the 249 scheduled in the

It has been calciilated tliat about 30 more would

ibid

B.B.S.U.

Page 19

The production of the smaller Type XXIII was also delayed
but not to such a marked degree. Two assembly yards only were
concerned, one in Kiel (The Germania Werft) which ^d not
start on the work txntil November, and the other in Hamburg
(the Deutsche Werft) which until the last qiiarter of 19'!t4 '
not affected by bombing. Output started in May with one
T^e XXIII, two in June, three in July, five in August and
eight in September, Various delays prevented the ten per
month from eventuating aiid hold-ups iii the delivery of sections
limited production thereafter to seven in October, eight in
November rising to ten in December.
55 by the end of 19A-4 only 44 were delivered,
reckoned that about five more would have been produced if
there had been no bombing.

was

Instead of the planned
The B.B.S.U.

B.B.S.U,
Appendix B

ibid

Page 22
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It shotild be noted that there is a slight divergence in
the figures quoted by different German records,
has been taken and given in this account,
affect the conclusion which is that the ambitious Germian

programme broke down in this period mainly because of its own
shortcoming but in the last three months of Allied bomb

ing was very definitely slowing down the output,

(viii) - Summary of bombing results - June to December 192^4

A mean

It does not

It will be seen from the foregoing that the Strategic
Bomber Force during this period was engaged on many occasions
directly and for much of the time indirectly against enemy
naval and mercantile resources. It could do this and give
arm^'' support on a large scale in addition to its legitimate
strategic objectives only because at long last the numbers and
types were approacliing the goal planned for as long ago as
1941 - a goal which had receded from time to time not only
because of the inevitable lag between drawing-board and full
production but because of much frittering of strength in
basically uneconomic and diversionary attack demands from out
side sources.

During this period of seven months the direct and indirect

participation against naval targets involved 15j7l6 attacking
aircraft who dropped 53, 024 tons of bombs for the loss of 251
bombers. The restilts amounted to 217 enemy vessels of all
kinds aggregating 252,536 tons and 12 U-boats being sunk with
a further 56 vessels of 236, 749 tons and four U-boats damaged.
Havoc had been caused in E-boat bases, widespread damage was
done in the all-important repair,yards, and the more subtle
but no less valuable slow'ing down of prefabricated U-boat
construction wa.s well xander way.

CHAPTER VIII - FART II - JAirJAi^Y TO IvIAX 191-5 INCLUSI'VE

(1-) Policy and Operations - Jamjarv 1Q;.,h

Several factors combined to limit the marginal effort of
the heavy bomber force against the naval targets on the list
issued on the 29 December, The German counter-attack in the
Ardennes, which, opened in mid-December, resulted in a major
diversion of bomber effort imtil the 18 Jan’oary.
remainder was directed to various oil production targets in
Germany interspersed with area raids on industrial centres.
There vra.s also a heavy attaclc early in January by 350 aircraft
on Royan in support of an^jhibious Free French operations
against the enemy fortified area at the mouth of the River

A renewal of Bomber Command’s raids against the
Dortmund/Ems and i'littelland canal systems took place on the
I'irst day of January wiiich put them both out of action again
until the 6 February resulting among other benefits in further
serious delays in the Type XXI output.

Iviich of the

Girond-e.
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It was not till the 12 Januar'y that any purely naval
objective was tackled.

U-boat pens at Bergen with 128 tons of bombs including Tallboys.
Two direct hits were made with these bombs which ruptured the
3.5 metre roof but did not penetrate the lower inside roof of
1.5 metre thiclcness. The thin walls dividing the repair shops
were demolished but the machines were scarcely touched.
U-boats were hit and very little damage was done in the dock
yard but the completion of the pens was put back for another
two months.

On this day 25 Lancasters attacked the

No

B, d U.

War Diary
page 832

The first effective attack of the year on U-boat production
was made on the 1? January by the U.S. 8th A.P. with IZf.6
aircraft on the Blohm and Voss assembly yard at Hamburg at a
cost of only four aircraft with good results,
sioned Type XXI U-boats were sunk and another one damaged.
In addition five merchant ships were sunk and three more
damaged,
XVII.

Three commis-

Individual names and tonnages are given in Appendix
A summary of effort is in the table below.

No. of
aircraft

attacking

Enemy VesselsA/CLong Tons
dropped

Port Dates attacked Author
Loss

Sunk Dam,

Canals Jan, 1 and 1/2 2Zi6 1,274B,C. 3 Cut till 6 Feb.

Bergen Jan, 12 B.C. 25 128 3

Jan. 16/17 8B.C, 7

Hamburg

Jan, 17 146 360 4U.S.A.A.F, 5 plus
3 U/Bs

3 plus
1 U/B

After the end of the Ardennes battle the heavy bomber force
resumed oil and transportation priorities which were reaffirmed
in a new directive issued on the 19 January giving the order
as;-

A.H.B,/
IIH/24.1/3/
599(G)
End. 3QA.

1. The German petroleum industry.

The German lines of communication, with a clause
that if weather or tactical conditions were unsuit

able, area targets were to be attacked.

The German jet aircraft production.

Stress was laid on the attack of U-boat production by the
marginal effort of both bomber forces.

2.

3.

The War Office had been disturbed by the strength and
success of the German tank forces in the Ardennes battle and

pressed for a high priority against tank production,
end of January this was made co-equal with communications but
after a protest by the U.S. Chiefs of Staff it was agreed that
this should not intei*ferewith increased measures against
U-boat production, particularly in Bremen and Hamburg,
Partly due to this and following the high level deliberations
at ifelta a special directive was addressed to the heavy
bomber H.Q's on the 7 February as follows:-

To maintain and if possible increase the marginal
bomber effort on the assembly yards in Bremen and
Hamburg.

At the

1,

A.H,B,/nG/86/6
Mins, of 17th
Mtg, of the C,S*T,C,

The Argonaut
Conference See Chop
X Section (11)

A,!I.D./nH/2£{1/
599(G) End. 34A
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2. To maintain the marginal effort against U-boat
operating bases and be ready to strike heavily if
the bases became crowded beyond the capacity of the
concrete pens.

To increase by 100 per cent the air mining effort
in U-boat training areas,

(ii) Operations in February and Iviarch 1945

3.

Meanwhile eai'ly in February, acting on requests from the
Admiralty and S.H,A.E.F,, attacks were made on the Small Battle
Unit aiid E-boat bases at Poortershaven (near Rotterdam) and
Ymuiden,

17 Lancasters respectively armed with Tallboy bombs,
Sf^iall Battle Unit record makes no mention of any casualties in
the former raid and E-boats in this vicinity were well
dispersed at the mouth of the river at the Hook. At Imuiden

there was only superficial splinter damage to E-boats. The
attaclc was repeated on Lnuiden on 8 February by 15 Lancasters
but, although the shelters were ruptured by Tallboy hits, no
damage resulted to light craft as both the E-boats and the 51
Seehunde midgets were dispersed at a distance in the port.
Another attack took place on 10 February by nine U. S, aircraft
in wnich one E-boat was destroyed.

More concentrated attacks on U-boat production started
soon after mid-February v/ith a dead set at the Deschimag
Type XSI assembly yard in Bremen. It had been realised that

very little shop work was done at these final assembly yards so
tliat dense area attacks were unsuitable. Precision bombing
by even a few aircraft could result in serious dislocation of

output provided the accuracy was sufficient to damage the
actual slipways on which the Type XXI were assembled.
Consequently the Deschimag yard was attacked nightly at
relatively low altitude in good visibility from I7/I8
February to the end of the month by parties of four to six
Iviosquitoes each carrying a 4,000 lb, G-oP. bomb. German records
confirm the damaging results following the adoption of this
method. One of these attacks was particularly successful
(21st/22nd) when one Type XXI was destroyed, two v/ere badly
damaged and three more on the slips completely blocked from
launching. To make up good measure, a daylight attack was
made on 24 February by the U.S. 8th A.F, with I98 aircraft
which caused much damage and sank a Type XXI boat coraraissi.onGci
in September 1944 but receiving finail rectifications. Two
more Mosquito attacks took place early in March and then on
11 Ivjarch a heavy U, S. air attack Vvdth 407 aircraft created
such havoc tliat the Deschimag yard virtually shut down and
only token activity was iiaaintained thereafter.

On the 5rd these two targets were visited by 19 and
The

E-boat War Diary
Admty,
P'.D.S./X.237/Ij8

U.S.S.B.S.

page 35

Hamburg was only visited once in February when on the
24th 289 U.S. aircraft attacked oil production plants but bombs
falling in the dock area sank tvro merchant ships. However,
U-boat production was very directly affected by further attacks
during February on the Dortmund/^os and Mttelland canals which
once more put them out of use. Repairs to the breaches were
again started but a heavy raid on 3/4 March finally cut them
beyond repair and they remained useless for the rest of the
war.

?filhelmsbn.ven was raided on 27 February by a small party
of U.S. 0.ircraft but the objective was the railway system and.
no bombs fell in the dockyard area. liie only other naval
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tai’get attacked in February v\ras the port of Horten in the Oslo
Fjord where 83 Lancasters and Mosquitoes dropped 221 tons of
bombs on the night of the 23rd/22fth.
was completely devastated and six vessels were sunk,

table below gives the bomber effozd; for February.

The Karl Johans shipyard
The

Eneiiii' VesselsNo. of

attacking
aircraft

Long
tons

dropped

A/CPort Dates attacked Author
loss

Sunk Dam,

Poortershaven Feb. 3 96E.C, 19

Feb. 3 and 8 B,C. 17132Yraulden

Feb, 10 U.S.A.A.F. 36■  9 1

Feb. 17/18,18/19
19/20, 21/22
22/23, 25/26 and
27/28

2 U/B3
1 U/B plus 3

blocked
38 71

Bremen

Feb, 2k t;.S.A.A.F. 198 513 1 1 m

Hamburg Feb. 2k U.S.A.A.F. 289 729 2

Hol’ten Feb. 23/24 83B.C. 221 1 6

Wllhelmshaven Feb. 27 U.S.A.A.F. 23 53

Feb, 7/8 and 21/22Canals 341 1,628 j 18 but again till
—i J end ..fttLEeJa,

A very greatly increased bomber effort was spread further afield
during Iviarch but with Hamburg and Bremen receiving most of the
weight. The yards in .Hamburg were attadted hea.vily tv/ice by
the R.A.F. and three times by the U. S. 8th A,F. during which a
total of five U-boats and fifteen ships were sunk, and one
U-boat and eleven other vessels damaged. Another R.A.F. raid

had oil plants as the aiming mark and no ship casualties
resulted. Output of Type HCI boats dropped to four from the
Blohm and Voss yard.

B.C.

.After 11 March Bremen received attention mainly on account
of the oil plants near the dock area. During the course of one
of these (21 March) a large new destroyer iwas sunk alongside
the quay of one of the basins. Hov/ever, a last attack on the
Deschimag yard was ma.de on 30 iiarch by 319 U, S. aircraft where

,  two cargo vessels, six conventional U-boats under repair and
three new Type XXI boats still fitting out alongside were all
SLink.

Other heavy attacks, delivered during Iviarch were on Sassnitz

(StV'yth) by Bomber Command in which a destroyer and three small
craft were sunk with two vessels • damaged, on Kiel (llth) by U. S,
aircraft TAdiere three 750 ton escort minesweepers were sunk with
two Type XXI and a conventional U-boat damaged, on Swinemunde
(12th) in which U.S. aircraft sunk a 12,000 ton liner and six
other vessels and con Rilhelmshaven (30th) by U. S. aircraft whose
bombs sai'ik the light cruiser Koln, seven other vessels and
three U-boats including a commissioned Type XXI,

Two light attacks were made on 'Qaiiden by nine and tliree
UoS. aircraft on the 14th .and 21st iviarch respectively but the
E-boats aiid other small craft were too well dispersed and no
casiialties resulted.

An interesting target was attacked at the end of kiarch.
This was the colossal concrete shelter at Farge, situated 15
miles down river from Bremen. On the 27th, 109 Lancasters
dropped 694 tons of heavy bombs followed on the 30th by 32
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Fortresses carrying special A.P. bombs but in neither case was
there any penetration of the roof,
T/as part of the undertaking to put all U-boat construction
under concrete vdiich had originated early in 1943*
small shelters had already teen completed

This immense structure

Four

BoB, SoUo

Pages 6 and
At Deutsche Uerft - Hamburg in I\ferch 1943

7 At Howaldts Uerke - Kiel in February 1944

At Howaldts T/erke -> Hamb-urg in liarch 1944

At Deutsche Uerke - Kiel in November 1944

Under the prefabricated U-boat programme the shelters at the
Howaldts Yferke both in Kiel and Hamburg were used for Type XXI
section assembly, tha.t at the Deutsche Werft in Hambijirg for
Type XXIII final assembly and tb_at at the Deutsche 7/erke at
Kiel for the final assembly of t:>e midget Seehund U-boats.

The largest shelter of all was the one at Farge, known by
the code name of Valentin, which had been begun in May 1943 and
scheduled for completion by i'larch 1945» It v/as intended to

concentrate Into this all the vrestem Germany final assembly
of the Type XXI boats v/ith a, planned output of 14 per month.
Two other smaller shelters nearby, code names Hornisse and
Wespe, were to feed it with the requisite number of assembled
sections per month. \Vhen completed it was intended that all

assembly on the open slipvra.ys in Bremen and Hamburg shoiold
cease.

U. S. S.Bo S«

page 25

Valentin was an enormous citadel 1,350 feet long and 320
feet wide with walls and roof 15 feet thick,

March various delays had postponed the completion date to
August 1945.

roof was increased to 22 feet and was subsequently ord.ered to
be further increased to 33 feet in thickness but was never
finished before the end of the war neither did any asseinbly of
Types XXI ever start.

At this time in

After the above mentioned bombing attack theibid

The iferch bombing effort was five tiiiies as great on naval
objectives as that for February and sounded the death knell for
U-boat construction as vrell as causing irreparable destruction
in the major ship aiid repair yards,
largely unopposed, except by flak, as the ceaseless bombing of
synthetic oil prodiiction had almost grounded the enemy fighter
force,

overleaf.

By now the attacks were

The summary of the month’s effort is given
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Mo, of

Attacking
Aircraft

Long
Tons

Enemy VesselsA/CPort Dates attacked Author
lost

dropped Sunk Dam.

Moh. 5/6, 8/9,
21122 and 31

910 3,754 16B.C, 1 U/B 5

Hamburg

Ilch, 11, 20 and U.S.A.A,F,j 1,190 2,782 15 plus
k 0/BS

7 7 plus
1 U/B30

Mch. 4/5, 9/10
13/14, 20/21, 21,
21/22 and 27/28

196B.C. 1 1720

Bremen

Mch. 11 and 30 U.S.A.A.F. 726 1,690 3 9 U/Bs

Mch. 3/4Emden U.S.A,A.F, 18 41

Mch, 3/4Canal 213 1,028B.C. 7 cut for good

Mch, 6/7Sassnitz 4186 680B.C. 1 2

Kiel Mch, 11 344 3 U/BS708 3U.S.A.A,F.

SvMnemunde Hch. 12 660 1,435U.B.A.A.F, 1 7

Ymulden Mch. 14 and 21 4612U.S.A.A.F,

Wllhelmshaven Mch, 30 837 8 plus
3 U/Bs

U.S.A.A.F. 327 1

694Mch. 27 109B.C. No penetration
Farge of

shelterMch. 30 124U.S.A.A.F. 132

(iii) Operations in April and Iviay 194-5

Having crossed the Rhine at the end of IvJarch, the Allied
Julies encircled the Ruhr area early in April and by the 13th
it 1^3 considered that the strategic bomber objectives had been
achieved. Henceforward the hea'^ bomber force v;as used mainly
to give direct support to the land campaign but U-boat
production continued to be the main target for the marginal
effort. Consequent upon withdrawals before the Russian armies
advancing into East Germany along the Baltic coast, Kiel had
now become the principal. German naval port and was also the
central administrative base. Orders were given to the heai^
bomber commands to concentrate attacks on this target with the
Hamburg U-boat yards as a second priority.

A.H.B./IIH/241/3/
599(G)
Ends* 39A to 43A

Attacks on Kiel opened on the 3rd and 4-th April vfhen 693
and 505 U, S. aircraft dropped a total of 3, ”138 tons of bombs in
the two days. Three commissioned Type XXI and three conven
tional U-boats were sunk besides two liners and ten other

This was followed on the 9/10 April by an attack by
578 Bomber Command aircraft with 2, 638 tons of bombs which sank
the pocket battleship Admiral Von Scheer, the light
Emden, torpedo boat T. 1 and inflicted very severe damage on the
heavy cruiser Admiral Hipper resulting in her being scuttled
soon afterwards,

and two large cargo ships were badly damaged. Widespread
damage was done in the dockyard and both the Deutsche V/erke
and Germania Werft shut down conpletely.

vessels.

cruiser

In addition five other vessels were sunk

The Hamburg yards received attention on the night of
8/9 April by 427 Lancasters and Halifaxes who dropped 1,503 tens
of bombs. Three commissioned Type XXI U-boats and five

Enormous damage
was done in Blohm and Voss and Hov/aldts yards resiolting in

SECRET

cargo
vessels were sunk with damage to another six.
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con^lete cessation in both oT any ftirther production.
Hamburg only received three more light attacks up to mid-April
and no more U-boat or ship casioalties resulted,

Kiel was attacked again heavily on the night of 13/14
April by 4^7 Bomber Command aircraft and thereafter nightly
from the 21st to the 27th by parties of Mosquitoes carrying
4, 000 lb. bombs.
Type XXI and seven conventional U—boats were s'unk.

Raids were made on other enemy ports during April,
Seventeen Lancasters bombed Irouiden on the 7th but hit no
E-boat or Seehund. One 1,000 ton ship was sunk,
was "Visited on three occasions by small raids in which a
U-boat depot ship and a torpedo recovery vessel were sunk.
Cvnchaven was bombed on the by 23 Lancasters, Much
damage was inflicted on the port but little shipping was
present and no sinkings occurred. On 16 April a daylight
attack was made on Swinemunde by 16 Lancasters in which the
pocket battleship Lutzow was repeatedly hit and sank.

Support bombing for naval forces

To facilitate approach by our naval forces to the Elbe
and Weser estuaries the dominating fortress of Heligoland
subjected to very intense attacks on the 18th and 19th April
by a total of 978 heavy aircraft of Bomber Command, No less
than 5,180 tons of bombs including Grand Slams (22,000 lb.) and
Tallboys were dropped which reduced the island's fortifica
tions to mibble and dismounted mainy of the big long range guns,
A similar attack was delivered on 25 April by 468 aircraft on
the heavy batteries at Wangerooge Island covering the approaches
to Wilhelmshaven with equally successful results.

Away down the Biscay coast a determined effort was being
made to liquidate the enemy fortified area at the mouth of the
Gironde. In support of this the U.S. 8th A,P, carried out
heavy attacks on the strongpoints at Royan, Pointe de la Coubre
and de Grave on the 14th, 15th and I6 April with  a total of
2,746 aircraft in ̂ ich 6,398 tons of bombs were dropped. The
area fell to the Allies on 20 April,

A summary of the April bomber effort on purely naval
targets is given below.

During these raids two more commissioned

Travemunde

was

No. of

Authoi'’ attacking
{aircraft

Enemy VesselsLOiHg A/CPort Dates attacked Tors
Loss

dropped Sunk Dam,

Apr, 3 and h U.S.A.A.F, 1,193 3,138 3 12 plus
6 N/Bs

2

Apr. 9/10, 13/14
22/23, 23/24
24/25, 25/26,
26/27 and Hay 3

Kiel

1,389 4959D.C. S plus
9 U/Bs

7 3

Apr. k U.S.A.A,Fi 22 88
Haiaburg

Apr. 8/9, 9, 9/10
and 13/14

509D.C. 1,957 7  5 plus
3 u/Bs

6

Yinu 1 den Apr, 7 B.C. 17 80 1

Apr. 8 U.S.A.A.r. 12 27
Travemundo

Apr. 8/9 and 23/24 B.C. 30 84 2

Cuxhaven Apr. 14/15 B. C. 23 113

Swlneraunde Apr, 16 B.C. 16 80 1 1 1
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(iv) The effects of bombing on U-boat production

(a) Between Janiiary and Iferch ^9h5

It must be stressed that the big Type XXI U-boat v/as
considered to be the real threat in any restriction of U-boat
Y/arfare on a large scale. The appearance of even 50 of these
on the high seas would have seriously embarrassed essential
supplies coming across the Atlantic. The small short ranged
Type XXIII could only be used in quick stabs at our East Coast
traffic. The containment of these latter and the conventional

U“boa.t fitted vrith schnorchel Yvas certainly being effected but
only by denuding the ocean of nearly all surface and air anti
submarine forces.

The Type XXI production, which had been drastically slov/ed
doYm in 1944 by organisational troubles and in the latter three
months to a certain extent by bombing, suffered a serious blow
early in 1945 by the Russian advance into East Prussia,
threat of this was apparent to the eneisy in January and at the
end of this month all work Yvas stopped at Danzig and Gdynia so
as to get the skilled workers away to the west in good time.
Consequently the Type XXI output from the Schichau yard in

The

Danzig, which had previously been about six per month, ceased
for good after 31 January, (v

By the end of 1944 the purely internal organisation
troubles in production had been smoothed out and output by the
two western assembly yards should have, in the absence of bomb
ing, continued at or slightly above the actual December total
of 22 boats,

and fourteen in February,
credit Allied bombing as a whole with the deficit of about 19.

In the papers of the Committee for Shipbuilding (short
title has), then headed by Otto Herker, is a statement dated
14 February 1945 giving the record of production since the
inception of the programme and the situation of the boats
already diLvared to the German Navy,
enlightening to be given below:-

However, only eleven were delivered in January
It seems reasonable therefore to

It is sufficiently

German records

in

U, So S.BoS.

Type XXI Type XXIII
StaCe

No.' Individuals No. Individuals

Fully operational Nil 2 U.232l(, 2322

Practically ready
operationally

7 U.2502, 2503,
2506, 2511, 2519,
3504 3508

8 U.2321, 2325,
2326, 2328, 2329,
2335, 2336, 2340

Under final training 27 11

Used as school boats 4 1

Still undergoing
acceptaiice trials

30 14

CoEircilssloned but not yet
ready for trials

18 12

Delivered to the Navy but .
still at the yards

Delivered but subsequently
datiaged by bombing

Commissioned but already
destroyed by bombing
at Various' ports

13

3 U.2508, 2512
and 2547

3 U.2323, 2331
and 2342

5 U.2515, 2523,
2530, 2532, 2537

1 U.2323

Total completed output 107 55

(1) Six Type XXI were delivered during January.
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It can be seen what a high proportion still had not reached or

passed even their acceptance trials and considering that most

of these boats had been delivered in the latter part of 1944
it gives some idea of the lengthy teething troubles inherent

in a rushed design and consbruotion.

On 24 February another coirjnissioned Type XKI (U.3OO7) was
sunk at Bremen so that by 1 Iferch direct borabing had since

31 December 19^t4 s\mk six commissioned Type XXI and one not

yet delivered, and had damaged or blocked from launching five

more. The effects of boiiibing on the yards and other parts
of Germany had denied a further nineteen from ever coming into
existence. The chief of these latter were undoubtedly the

cutting of the canal system linking the :?:-ivsrs Rhine, Eras,
Weser and Elbe and the shortage of submarine storage batteries

due to the continual bombipg^of Hanover and another effective
Most of the submarine electricraid in February on Hagen,

motor production was in Berlin and Mannheim both of which

cities had been frequently attacked. Although the output had

been seriously curtailed, it was in sufficient quantity to

match the greatly reduced nxmaber of launchings of complete
U-boats,

The Type XXIII programme continued to escape direct
iiterference by bombing, partly because the Deutsche Werft -

Hamburg assembly was under concrete and partly because Kiel

(containiig the other assembly in the Germania Werft) had not
yet been heavily attacked,
inabij.ity to receive components aaid dropped from a steady nine
per month to four in February, the deficit of five being
attributed to the effects of bombing.

However, output suffered from

The very great increase in bombing which took place during
March brought production of both types almost to  a standstill

by the end of the month,

commissioned T3pe XXI at Wilhelmshaven, three prior to delivery
at Bremen, and one commissioned Type XXIII in Hamburg,
concentrated bombing of the assembly yards in Bremen and

Hamburg resulted in only two Type XXI being finished in the

former before it virtually closed down and four from Blohm

and Voss in Hamburg,

(b) Bombing in early April puts a full stop to U-boat
production

Direct hits accounted for one

The

Type XIII output dropped to three.

The final blows fell on 8/9 April when the Hamburg yards
of Blohm and Voss, Howaldts Werke and Deutsche Werft were

forced to shut down completely following a raid tha.t night by
427 Bomber Command aircraft an..:!, the 9/IO April ra:ld on Kiel by
578 Bomber Command aircraft after T/hich the Deutsche Werke and

Germania Werft ceased production,
three Type XXIII were delivered.

Only t.hree Type XXI and

(1) At Hagen, the repairs to the battery producing plant had
barely been made following the December raid when the
place vms laiocJced down again in Febniany,
put out of production by a heavy raid on 15/16 March.
At Hanover, the continual raids had destroyed all the
sources of power and light in the industrial quanter.
The only other battery producing factory v/as in Posen
which fell to the Russian advance ii January 1945,

It vras finally
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The various German statements and records of prefabricated
output differ slightly in these last months hut it appear’s that
in all, since the start of the programme, between 117 and 120
Type XXI and 63 Type XXIII U-boats were finished and delivered
to the German Navy, In the case of the all-important Type XXI
this was a very different total to that in the original schedule;
moreover of the 120 delivered, only one was operational at the
end of the war. The failure of the construction programme was
mainly due to defects in the internal organisation irrespective
of bombing, Y/hen these had been put right in the latter part
of 1944 it WB.S then entirely due to the effects of bombing that
a regular monthly quota of 22 was not delivered to the German
Navy, The following table sets out relevant figures.

Production Type XXI Type XXIII

The number schedialed for delivery in the
original programme by 1 May 1945

381 95

The number not produced because of organisa
tion troubles, faulty design and bad
workmanship

The estimated number denied by delays.and
damage caused by Allied bombing attacks

The actual number delivered to the German
Navy

202 13

60 19

63119

After commissioning

The number sunk by Allied bombing attacks

The number still training, on acceptance
trials or fitting out at the end of the

The number at or on passage to operational
bases in Norway but not yet fully
operational.

w

15 2

3891
ar

12 17

The number fully operational at the end of ■
the ?/ar ^

1 6

(v) Summary of bombing results in 1945 and brief survey of the
war period against U-boat production

The attacks on naval objectives were not heavy until after
the special directive issued early in February, From then
onvrards they were' stepped up to a maximum mainly against U-boat
production. In the four month period the effort against
maritime targets involved attacks by 9,896 aircraft who dropped
30,352 tons of bombs for the loss of only 86 aircraft. The
results aggregated to 84 vessels of 195,001 tons aaid 32 U-boats
being s\ank or burnt out, and 28 vessels of 144, 14j8 tons and
five U-boats damaged. Devastation was caused in many ports
and the viiole U-boat production brought to a staaidstill by the
second week in April.

Over the period of the war, the effects of bombing against
naval objectives in an enemy's home country bear out the axiom
that decisive results vri.ll not be obtained until a large measure
of air superiority can be achieved over that country. Until
then even heavy attacks are bound to be uneconomically
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expensive in air losses -with no compensatory accuracy of
bombing and as such are bound to be disappointing in resiilts.

Talce the example of U-boat production which was the
target most often asked for by maritime interestso
1941, when it received priority under the Battle of Atlantic
directive, and the end of the war a very large effort rras
expended in attacks on the yards concerned as the following
figures show:-

Between

AREA ATTACKS PRECISION ATTACKS

Results on new

I>»boat output
Year

A/CAttacking
aircraft

Attacking
aircraft

A/CTons Tons
loss loss

1941 5,C71 157 6,436 NIL

1942 5,412 360 10,879 NIL

1943 7,673 291 20,996 4,3561,959 MU up to July-
Very little after Aug»

99

1944 11,709 210 33,706 1,182 2,60430 Little until Oct,
then Increasing

1945
4

1,729 6,0294,3469 42 8,886 Very great land output
ceased in Apr, raths.

Totals 31,594 11,027
I

76,363 9,170 171 25,846

It can be seen that up to July 194-3 there was no effect
on U-boat production to compensate for the serious aircraft

In the second half of 194-3 precision dayliglit attacks
started but without local air superiorit;/ so aircraft loss
remained very high, again without much affecting U-boat output,
Throu^out 1944- until the late autumn little interference
ca-used. Aircraft casualties remaJ-ned high though the
relatively few precision attacks were less costly. However,
output did start to fall off but due mainly to the bombing of
canals and battery production neither of which were regarded
at the time as part of the attack on U-boat production. In
1945, enemy opposition by both day and night filters fell
o-wing to the fuel shortage and to a lesser degree to more
adequate long range fighter escort to the bombing raids.
Precision attacks were stepped up to four times ’bhe wei^t of
area bombing. The result was immediate. At a fraction of
the previous cost in aircraft the yards were laid waste and
output of U-boats ceased early in April.

losses.

was

away

It has been said that here is the lesson, here are the
proofs - precision bombing shoi-ild have been started far
earlier. But this type of bombing cannot be done either in
daylight or by accurate flare marking at night in the face of
efficient opjjosition,
not the whole answer by day and it cannot be given by night#
It was the ceaseless pounding away by the heavy bombers at
strategic targets, -viiiich was so frequently criticised by
uninformed opmnion, that finally emasculated the enemy
filter opposition, and incidentally preserved oiu' o-wn
coixntry from heavy enemy raids by forcing his aircraft
production into purely fighter types.

Long range fighter escort by itself is
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CHAPTER IX

ANTI-U-BOAT OPERATIONS OVERSEAS MD IN MID-ATLANTIC

JANUARY TO MAY 1945^'*^

(i) Introductj.on

The operation of U-boats in Atlantic overseas billets
during this final foixr months of war* was little more than a

gesture in the forlorn hope that it might result in a diver

sion of Allied anti-U-boat effort from the strangulation of

the inshore canpaign around the British Isles,
employed were all big Type IX. s which were too unwieldy for
shallow inshore operations and where in any case their long
sea endurance was not matched by equally long human endurance

in the harassing conditions of our home waters,
overseas role they had a few successes amounting in all to

the sinking of nine merchant ships and damage to five others
for the loss of twelve U-boats,

part in this and sin:face craft were responsible for every
kill.

The boats

In their

Allied Air played little

The weight of air opposition varied widely. On the
North American seaboard there were the considerable disposi
tions of the Canadian Eastern Air Command and the

United States Eastern Sea Frontier forces which on the

1 January were at strengths of 105 said. 147 aircraft
respectively but in the Gibraltar area there was on tliis date

only one British squadron (No, 22 S.A.A.P. Venturas), The
independent minded United States Moroccan Sea Frontier with a

strength of 72 aircraft spent much of their flying effort on
long range cover to their UG and GU convoys far to the west

ward where there were.no U-boats and only a small proportion
was devoted to the inshore approach to the Gibraltar Strait.

In the mid-Northem Atlantic, Tfliiere the weather reporting
U-boats lay and through which passed the U-boats bound to and

returning from North America, there was no shore based air
flying. The one and a half Coastal Command squadrons based
in the Azores reached only to latitude 45°N in their support
to the trans-Atlantic convoys which were by nov'^ routed down
to take advantage of this cover.

The overseas and mid-Atlantic U-boat positions on the
1 January 1945 were as follows:-

Two were operating off Halifaix - U.806 since 15 December
N.1252 just ariived, with U. 12^1 leaving this vici

nity for home. To the westward of the Gibraltar Strait

was U.87O newly arrived on patrol. In the mid-Northem
Atlantic were tvro weather reporting boats (U.22f8 and
U.IQ09) with U.I25O nearby on her homeward journey from
Canada, T\'/o more overseas boats were clearing south of
Iceland into the Atlantic - U.1235 bomd for Canada and

U.869 for Gibraltar,

With the exception of four U-boats homeward bound
from the Far East (U,845,, and 55^ who
subsequently came up the centre longitudes of the
Atlantic, the three areas quoted above were the only
ones in which overseas U-boats were present during the

remainder of the war and they will be considered sepa
rately month by month.

See Map 37

(1) U-boat positions and reports mentioned in this chapter
are taken from Admty. P,D,S. (96/55) and the daily plot
compiled from this source held at A.H.B.I.
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(ii) - January 1 S>h-!i

(a) - The North American Seaboard

'[J»1232 soon started action for on the Janmry she
attacked convoy SI-1.194- off Halifax, sinlcing the Polar land
(Nor.) - 1,591 tons and damaging 'the MipiYan Park (Br,) -
2,373 tons. No air escort was present and although constant
area patrols were being flown no location of the U-boat
obtained before or after the attack.

On the next day the U-boat Coimaand sispialled both boats
that if their present operational area proved unfruitful they
had leermission to edge southward close in off New York,
Havii\g just scored a success U.1252 did not move but U,806
sliifted doYfli off Gape Cod.
hcmeward about the 8 January,

On 1-4 January U, 1252 continued her success by sinking
three lar^e merchant ships out of convoy BX.141 also close offHalifax, U; The flying vreather on this occasion was very bad
and no air escort was being given but the surface escorts in
their counter-a.ttack managed to damage both U. 1252*s periscopes
and slie left for home two days later,
to these coasts -until 29 January -when U. 1255 arrived on patrol
off Htilifax,

During the month no sightii-ig or contacts were made by
either the Cai-iadian or Americaai Air Commands, Their flying
hours are given in the table below.

Yvas

Here she saw notiiing and started

No other U-boat gaTr^Pl

A.H.B.

IIE/85/4J
Enc.l. 22,

ibid

End, 25,

A/.cTotal

hoiirs
Command Task Sights Attacks

lost

R.C.A.F, File

0k5 - 7(AH)
E,A.C, “ Canada Convoy escort

Area patrols
1,717
1,390

and

U.S. Fleet
A/S Bulletin

Eastern Sea

Frontier
All kinds of

a/c flying
5,265

(h) - The Western Approach to Gibraltar

On the 5 Januaiy the newly arrived U.870 attacked convoy
GUS,65 at late duisk when 24 miles west of Cape Spartel and
damaged S.S, Henrv Miller (U.S.) - 7,20? tons.
British air escort to this convoy and U.S, records available
are not in sufficient detail to determine if a Moroccan Sea
Frontier aircraft v/as actually mth the convoy at the tiiae of
the attack. On the next day at 0843A hours Ventura D/22 Sqdn.
S.A.A,P. on the way to escort convoy KMS.75 sighted the conning
tower and after part of the hull of a U-boat eight dies av^ay
in a position 80 miles off the Gibraltar Strait. On approach
the U-boat disappeared lAien the aircraft Y.as still four" miles
distant and no attack was possible.

There was no

After searching the

A.H.Q,Gib,

vicidiy for half an hour, D/22 met the convoy some 57 miles
to the Yfestward and informed the S.O,
T®.s of course U,870,

Escorts, The U-boat

(l) The ships vfere the Athel Viking (Br.) - 8,779 tons, the
British_Fregdom (Br, ) - S, 985 tons and the Martin VanBuren
(U.S,) - 7,176 tons.
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Just after nightfall on the 9 January she attacked
convoy GO.107 right in the Gibralter Strait but only sank the
Free French sub-rchaser L'Enjoue who was ohe of the surface

Being fully dark, no air escort was being given byescorts.

No. 22 Sqdn. and again it is not known if any American night-
flying aircraft was present but it is unlikely. U.970
followed this up on the 10th by attacking convoys MS. 76 in
the late afternoon about twelve miles west of Gape Spartel and

sank the Blackheath (fir.) - 4,637 tons. Air escort was being
given by Ventura z/22 Sqdn. and the pilot actually saw the
plume of water from the torpedo explosion alongside the leading
merchant ship in the starboard column. No signs of the IT-boat
were seen either before or after the event neither did the

surface escorts detect her before or gain asdic contact

ibid

aft erwards.

No such U-boat activity had been experienced in the
Gibraltar area for a very long time and it now came at a time

when practically all the overseas resources of Coastal Command
had been recalled to Home waters.

Frontier were in the proces

Group in southwest England
U.87C the departure of No. 127 U. S.N. Ventura Sqdn. was

cancelled but the Liberators and Catalinas had already left.

In place of the night flying Liberators, the Air Ministry
asked the Mediterranean Air Command if they could loan a Leigh

Light squadron. This was arranged and No.458 R. A.A.F.
L/L Wellington Sqdn. was transferred at the end of January to
Gibraliar where it started operations in February under Coastal
Command control.

Even the Moroccan Sea

f detaching squadrons to No. 19
Following this last attack by

However, after this flurry of attacks y_._870 made no
further hostile moves and started her journey home about

21 January. At 1314A hours on the 22nd, Ventura P/22 Sqint
when on the way to escort KMF.38A sighted schnorchel smoke in

clear weather at a range of eight miles about 85 miles southeast

of Gape St. Vincent. When still fotir miles away the smoke
ceased and on arrival over the spot no disturbance was seen

in the water but some wisps of smoke were still visible. Two

depth charges were dropped as a deterrent and markers laid.
The aircraft then met the convoy which was off Gape St. Vincent

and informed the S. 0. Escorts. He detached two corvettes

who arrived at the sighting position at 1624A hours but a

thorough search gained no asdic contact,
was genuine and not a whale blowing it might have been U. 870
homeward bound or it could have been U. 869 arriving on patrol.

No further signs of any U-boat were seen during the remainder

of the month. The flying in the area during January is given
in the table below:-

If this sighting

ibid

A/cTotal

hours
Command SightsTask Attacks

lost

627NOa 22 Sgdn.
from GIba

Convoy escort
Area patrols

1 12AaBadaGlb.
OaR.^

ana

UaS, Fleet
A/S Bulletin

250

UaS, Air
Morocco

1,034
1,815

Convoy escort
ilrea Patrols

(1) On 7 January, Comlnoh (Admiral King U.S.N.) had approved the move of NOa 112
UaSaNa . ' Liberator Sqdn,, NOa I27 Ventura Sqdna and half of No. 63 U.S,N.
Catalina Sqdn. from the Moroccan sea Frontier to tiie United Kingdom, Ref:
Coastal Command 0.R.B, for Jan, 1945 - Appendix 7,
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(o) - The Mid-Northem Atlantic

On 3 January the returning ̂ ^2^0 reported frcan position
56OON X 3OOO'/’/ giving the results of her cruise in Canadian
waters and that she had now effected repairs to a leaky battery
hatch and was fully operational with fuel in hand. She was
ordered to remain in the vicinily of the above position and
imdertake daily weather reports instead of U.1009 nearby who

was signalled to proceed eastwards into the North Cirannel for

inshore operations.
47OON X 27OOW.
reporters were of course knovim to the Allies from long range
d/p fixes on thair frequent W/T transmissions but specific
operations against them were not usually considered worth

while. Hov^ever, early in January the U.S. Navy authority
decided to have a shot at pinning down the southernmost of

these boats. A destroyer task group, from the Azores was
despatched into the general area and soon after arrival they
obtained good HP/DP fixes. A systematic himt was organised
and on 16 January asdic contact on a U'^boat was obtained.
After several Hedgehog attacks there were underwater explosions
followed by debris on the surface including German books and
hvman flesh. This marked the end of U.248.

The other weather boat (U.248) was in
Very approximate positions of all weather

U.S. Pleet

a/s Bulletin

U.I23O ceased weather reporting on 18 January and con
tinued her homeward passage and on 20 January the U-boat
Command instructed the returning U.8O6 to also pause in the

.  northern billet and undertake daily reports. The southern
position was re-occupied on 24 January by U.907 who had come
out from Norway for the purpose and the end of the month saw

these two boats still in their respective positions. Mean
while U.123I had made the whole passage home from Canada and
U.1233 in the reverse direction had just arrived off Halifax.
There was no shore based flying in this large area. Plying
by the Azores based aircraft on convoy cover i^oxmted to

642 hours but did not reach up even to the southernmost weather
reporter and no sittings v/ere made,

(iii) - February 1945

(a) - The North American Seaboard

U.I233 maintained patrol off Halifax until 17 Peb3ruary
when she left for home having effected nothing.
U-boat was present anywhere along this seaboard mtil well
into liarch.

No other

The only two air attacks were made by Canadian
The pilot'saircraft close off Halifax on 18 Pebruaiy.

description of the objects seen momentarily both before and
after the attacks point to \rfiales, particularly as other
aircraft in the vicinity reported the presence of these
mammals. The February flying in the area is given below.

See Map AD

A/cTotalCommand Task Sights Attacks
hours lost

1,887
1,871

E,A.C. - Canada Convoy escorts
Area patrols

3
1

5,659Eastern Sea

Frontier
,  All kinds of

A/U flying

(b) - The Western Approach to Gibraltar

,U.869 is thou^t to have been on patrol in the area
throu^-out the whole of February but she never regained
harbour.
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The last signal received at base from her ms on 10 January
idien slie acknowledged her orders to proceed to Gibraltar from
a position 600 miles ivest of Ireland,
her billet about the third week of January,
wei’e at no time any hostile actions or locations vdiich could

Iiave been attributed to her until i*iglat at the end of February.
On 2G February convoy GUS.74 v/as 60 miles N.N.Y/. of Casablanca,
Two of the surface escorts, tlie Ai’nerican destroyer Fov/ler and
the Free French L'lndiscret. gained asdic contact on a U-boat
and attacked,

allowed and, as post-.m' e'^/idence sliovred that 17,869 v/as the
only boat vvlao could have been anyvaiere near tliis area on tliis
date, her destruction ms credited to this attack.

She could loave reached

After tha'b there

Their claim to have destroyed a U-boat ma

There was another U-boat^ however, who was in tlie area
earlier for a . short time and about wliom the evidence is

positive. This "vras U,300, a type VII 0 boat, who left Trondlieim
on 20 January nominally for operations in the Englisli Cloannel,
She reached the Scilly Islands by the 6 February and then
signalled loase for permission to extend her cruise down to
Gibraltar, Tliis was granted and slie continued dovm the
Portuguese coast, round Cape St. Vincent and arrived in tire
Gibraltar Strait on 16 February, At 1055A hours on the next
day she siglited and attacked convoy U.G.S. 72 'v'vhen 10 miles
north of Tangier sinking the Regent Lion (Br,) - 9,551 tons
and damaging the American Micirael J. Stone - 7,176 tons. No
Britisli air escort vra.s present at the time, the first sortie on
this duty not meeting the convoy until an hour later.

The iiwiiediate search by surface and aircraft did not locate
U#300 but t\To days later on the 19th a contact v/as attacked

eight iiiiles off Tangier by K.M.3. Evadne. It transpired
afterwards tliat this inflicted damage on U.300 who retired into
Tangier Ba3'' where she bottomed to effect teiiporary'' repairs
after which she proceeded westward and took vyv station between

Cadiz and Cape St, Vincent, On 22 February!' she sighted a con
voy of landing craft about Z|.5 miles southeast of the Cape.
Her attacJc failed, S3ie wsas detected and depth charges from
the surface escort re-opened the patched up damage forcing her
to surface v^iere her crew abandoned shi;o under gLuxfire from

The convoy was being air
escorted by Ventxora Q/22 Sqdn, W.io saw nothing of the U-boat
vmtil she siurfaced after tlie depth cliarge attacks. The air
craft tlien watched her end and tlie subsequent resctie of 41
sujTvivors,

H.M, Ships Recruit and Fincher.

The Felumiazy flying hoiurs in the area ai’e given below;-

A/cTotal

hours
CoKimand Task Sights Attackslost

R.A.F,
Gibraltar

66ZiConvoy escort

Area patrols
1 0

208

U.S, Air
Morocco

747Convoy escort

Area patrols 9S7

(c) - The Mid-Atlantic

The tenporary weather reporting boat U,_306 resimied her
horae\»ard passage on 3 February and U, 907 left fnu home on
17 FebiT-iary,
March,

February in the area hoping to repeat the January success against

No reliefs for tliis task v/ere detailed until

An American escort carrier group operated foi most of
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Hu248 but vdthout result. The only passage across the area
I'Vas TJ«866 during the last days of the month on her v/ay over to
the Gaiiadian Seaboard,

This v/-as far to the north of aro" flying from the Azores,
However, di.iring their 360 Rebraiar^'- flyijng hours one sighting
vra.s made but this uus in quite a diffex-ent direction,
occurred on 21 Rebi-nary when Azores based aircraft were co~

operatinri v/ith an American destroyer task groi^p (TG,21,3)
about 450 miles S,S,E, of the Azores,

P/114 Sqdn, after a radar contact sighted at 1555A- hours the
Goniilng tov/er and after part of a U-boat in the act of diving.
On airival over the spot no ah.dng mark remained for attack

and a later search by surface craft failed to gain contact.
Tills may have been U,843 the leading one of the four U-boats
coming home from the Ear East,

It

The American Liberator

No, 247 Group
0,R.B,

Evidence of the ir.'^ending arrival in mid-Atlantic
longitudes of others was provided on 23February by the sinking
of the independent:iy routed Point Pleasant Park (Br,) - 7,156
tons some 540 miles nortlwest of Capetown, Actually tills was
"by U>510 liio was nirnber three in the order of return,

(iv) - March 1945

(a) - The North American Seaboard

No U-boats were iiresent until 14 March 'v.iieii 11^8^ arrived
From early in the month an AmericanSee Hap I;-3 in the Nova Scotia area,

destroyer task group (TG,22,14) liad been patrolling in a large
area around Sable Island •with no result but on the 18 March

at 1030 hours a fina asdic contact ivas gained about 130 miles
E,S,E, of Halifax,

came to the surface includinf'; Gerian documents,
the end of ,U.866.

After several attacks much oil and debris

This marked

Further to the south there were two new-
comeirs in the last •vreek of March. U, 057 and Ue879 both
arrived in the Hatteras area about the 26th, After some

hlanJc days of no traffic U»o57 li^io had discretion in her orders

to move north if required, proceeded slowly up the coast and
took lip a position off Cape Cod about the 1 April,

There -were only tv/o air incidents, both on 26 March by
Canadian aircraft, Canso N/5 Sqdn, patrolling southwest of
Nova. Scotia, attacked a moving but unidentified object midway
bet'ween Nova Scotia and Cape Cod, No positive after effects
were observed and it is not at all certain no',/ that the object
v/as a U-boat as pos'h./ar plotting indicates that there was not
one ill tills area at the time. The other ai;tack developed
out of a disappearing radar contact by Liberator F/10 Sqdn,
in a position 215 '/niles E,3,E, of Halifooc, The aircraft
v/as co-operatipg irlt’i an jlmerican destroyer task group
(TG, 22,10) and, liaving closed them to report the incident,
was told to return to the spot while they proceeded towards

Ulien re-approaching the spot the aircraft got another
radar contact \,-hich also disappeared soon after, Sono buoys
Y/ere dropped, one of i7hich gave That ivas claimed to be
positive evidence and an at'cack i.as made with one ilk, 24 Mine,
Loud noises w'ere heard some four or five minutes later. Soon

afterwards tlie destroyer grouip arrived and carried out a

prolcaiged search idthout result. It is just possible tliat
the cause of the disappearing contacts was U, 190 yyIio was
actually approachip_g Halifax on this defoe but ,slie was not
damaged by the attack. She arrived off Halifax about 30 March.

it.
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The flying hours in the area are given in the table below:-

AZcTotal

hours
SightsCommand Task Attacks

lost

2,685
2,680

ErnkmC, - Canada Convoy escort
Area Patrols 2 2

lAll kinds of
I  A/U flying

Eastern Sea

Frontier
7,235

(b) - The Western Approach to Gibraltar

There v/ere no tJ-i-oats in the area during March, the
flying hours are given below:-

A/cTotal

hours
Commend SightsTask Attacks

lost

R.A.F.
Gibraltar

916Convoy escort
Ai'ea Patrols 236

U.S, Air
Morocco

833Convoy escort
Area patrols 1,239 1

(c) - The Mid-Atlantic Area

In the northern part of this area there v/as only one
weather reporting boat. This wns U.1064- who arrived from
Norway on 11 March and occupied an area arotind 570QN x 2S0C¥
until 25 March when she started back to Nor'.-ray,
several passages across.

Halifax, U,357, 879, 190 and 853, all proceeding to the North
American seaboard, and the leading boat from the Par East
(H.Bh.3) wiio caiTie through past the Azores straight up to the
Northern Transit area.

There were

U«J23J during her return fromSee Maps
k3 and LS

Further south in the Equatorial Atlantic there was
unvronted activity. The sinking of the Pleasant Park
north-west of Capetown on 23 February had alerted the West
Africa Command and preparations -were made to intercept ariy
U-boats who might route their northern passage -within reach
of the Command's bases, A considerably increased air effort
-was laid on during Meirch but no positive locations -were made.
In fact only one U-boat came up close to the Tfest African
coast and it -was not the one v/ho sank the jffaJjLt . Pleasant Park

but U, 86l -who -was well ahead of U«510 and was already passing
St, Helena on 23 February, By the 15 March U,861 had
-traversed the bulge of Africa and was just west-ward of the
Canary Islfittids from there she proceeded east of "the Azores and
straight rp into the Northern Transit area.

A.H,Q.
T^est Africa

0,H,B,

U»510 came tp outside the Cape Verde Islands later in the
month and on 31 March s 500 miles west of Port Etienne, the
northenimost base in tb.e West African Command,
boat, U,532, kept over on the South American side,

the independently routed Baron Jedburgh (Br,) - 3,656 tons
the ni.gli-t of tlie 10 Marrjli about 65O miles southeast of

Pernambuco and on 23 March sanic the OklaJioma (U.S.) - 9,298
tons in a position 900 miles northeast of -fche Amazon delta.

T.a

The fouurth

She sanic

on

The flying hours from Vfest Africa and the Azores are given
in the table overleaf.
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A/cIptal

hours
Command Task Sights Attacks

lost

R.A.F.

Vfest Africa

12Convoy escort
Area patrols 2,080

R.A.F.
Azores

10Convoy escort
Convoy support 968 1

(v) - April 1945

(a) ■" ^e_North Araerican Seaboard

At the beginning of the month U.190 vas patrolling off
Halifax, U»879 off Cape Hatteras and U«857 off Cape Cod. i
5 April U«857 torpedoed and damaged the independent^
Atlantic States (U.S.) - 8,537 tons about ten miTls^l^o:
Cod.

the 7 Apid.1 she was located by asdic and sunk by the /anerican
destroyer Gustafen.

On
routed

f Cape
Tliisbrouf^it a strong hunting force to the spot and on

See Map 46

A day or two later U.853 arrived in the same neighbour
hood v/ith permission to move either towards Halifax or New
YorJc if traffic was scarce. Nothing more occurred in the
patrol areas mitil I4 April when U, 879 sank the independent
Belgian Ainmn (Bel.) - 6,959 tons about (80 mj,les northeast
of Cape Hatteras, Peidiaps sensing a retributative hunt she
then started her return journey but five days later in the
early morning darloiess of the 1 9 April she v/as located by the
destroyer task group TG,22,10 and destroyed I50 miles south
east of Halifax,

MeanvMle anotlier newcomer (U.548) was approaching tlie
Hatteras area. She toipjedoed and sank the ind^endent
Sv/iftscout (U,S, )*— 8,300 tons about 170 miles northeast of
Cape Hatteras on the -18 April and followed this up by
damaging the independent Katy (Nor.) - 6,825 tons some 50
miles from this Cape on 23 April, On the same day U,853. vid'io
had seen no traffic' north of Cape Cod, fired at and sank
the Araerican patrol boat RE,56 off Portland in the Gulf of
Maine,
the eastern end of Long Island,
U, 530 vfho load been detailed to the New York approaches. She
took up station south of -Long Island on 19 April,

Further north off Nova Scotia, U, 190 liad broken  a long
period of inaction by sinlcing the Canadian minesweeper
Esquimalt close in off Halifax on I6 April but this proved to
be her sole success and she left for home on the 29th,
Finally on 30 April a destroyer group engaged in searching
to seaward of Chesapeake Bay gained asdic contacrb, attacked and
destroyed IT,543 in a position about 100 miles northeast of
Cape Hatteras,

She then retired round Cape Cod and moved inclose off
Still another newcomer vm.s

See Maps 48
and 50

This left only tvro U-boats on patrol off the North
AmericanSeaboard on the 1 May - U, 853 to the east of and
U,530 to the south of Long Island, During April the combined
air effort produced no sightings or definite locations of any
of these U-boats, The flying hours are given in the table
below; -
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A/c SightsTotal

hours
AttacksCommand Task lost

E.A.C. - Canada Convoy escort
Area patrols

1j922
1,532

11,216All kinds of

A,’U flying
Eastern Sea

Frontier
I

('^J_ ” '#estem Apitroacli to Gibraltar

Once laore there were no U-boats in this area but U. 541 v/as

on outward passa-ge towaz’ds it at the end of April,
flying hours are given below:-

The month's

A/cTot.al
hours Sights AttacksCommand Task

lost

96R.A.F.
Gibraltar

Convoy escort

Area patrols 22

774U.S. Air

Morrocco
Convoy escort
Area patrols 858

(c) - The Mid-Northern Atlantic

During April there 'vvas considerably activity in this area.

Apart from t'./o weatlier reporting boats (U,596 and Ua10Q9) v,ho
maintained their inoffensive patrols from the 4-th to the 11th

and 16th to 23rd respectively, there wan the homeviflard passage of
U,532 the last of the returning Par East boats, and the outward

passage of Ub54-S. 530. 881 and 889 to iJorth /mierica and U.873
bound for the Carribean, The main event, however, was the

deboucliraent of six large U-boats operating under the name of

Group Seawolf v/no v/ere to comb the Northern Atlantic convoy
route and, it was hoped, spring surprise attaclrs on poorly
defended mid-ocean convoys causing not only loss but forcing
a diversion of the Allied air and surface A/U forces
concentrated around the British Isles. They were in fact a weak

substitute for virat Admiral Doenitz had always intended to do on

a larger scale vlth Iris Pype XXI pre-fabricated ocean boats had

they been ready for operations.

The six boats concerned vfere U.518. 858, 880, 805, 1235 and
5A6, They Irad sailed from Norwegian ports on dates between the

13th and 22nd March rvith orders to proceed into the Atlantic to a

rendez-vous area north of the Azores, By the 10 April they
were roughly lined ip on the meridian of 2600W between latitudes

iij830H and 510QN, some 65O miles due northof the Azores.
11th they received signalled orders from base to talce up precise
positions in a north/south line and to start a sweep to the
along the supposed Allied convoy route. They vfere to proceed
submerged at periscope depth by day and on the surface dirring
the dark hours.

On the

Unfortunately for this plan the date coincided roughly mth

a decision to send /mierican task groups of destroyers and an

escort carrier to fonA a barrier patrol in the western part of
the Northern Atlantic against U-boat passages to the North

A'nerican seaboard. During the late evening of the 15 April,
destroyers of the escort carrier group (TG,22,5) gained contact
T/ith a U-boat in 4-754N x 3025W,

by violent underwater explosions with subsequent debris appearing
on the surface.

A Hedgehog attack was followed

Shortly aftervvaztls another contact was gained

See Map 48

U,S, Fleet

a/s Bulletin
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a few iniles to the south and after attack a U-boat surfaced in
a crippled condition. Gunfire failed to sinic her before she
roana^ed to get under again but asdic contact 'vvas regained and
aftei" four iiours of attacking a heavy uiiderwater explosion
brought quantities of oil fuel to the surface*
episodes Liarked the destruction of U.1255 and U* 880

sliore based air co-operation was
In the early dark ho^urs of 18 April

the search-light fitted ibnerican Liberator Sqdn., after
a radar contact, illujninatcd Tihat the pilot suspected to be
surfaced U-boat in a heavy sea in position 462aISr x 3359W.
Raving been briefed that at least tv/enty destroyers
someviiere in tlie area, the pilot witheld imraediate attack
until he was certain that the object T.vas a U-boat,
fact it v/as a U-boat and it promptly dived before the aircraft
could line up for an attacking run* A similar sighting was
made 20 hours later T>iien the American Liberator E/l12f Sqdn*
illLimiimted another fully surfaced boat in 4626N  x 3309v^,
Tliis tiiiie it v/as reco^iised immediately but tlie sighting was
made broad on the bow and only 130 yards away. By the time
the aircraft had circled, the U-boat had disappeared too long
for attack* Both these sightings vrere of course of surviving
members of Group Seawolf and though disappointingly not
followed by attacks, were of value in confirming to the
siarface forces that more U-boats were in the area*

Their continuing search was rewarded on tlie night of the
21/22 April when two destroyers gained contact in 4326N x
38231r4 After firing Hedgehogs several heavy underwater
explosions were felt followed by loss of asdic contact and the
appearance of oil fuel in quantity. This -i/as the end of U.516.

T-.vo^days later on the morning of 24 Aprdl the U.S. destroyer
Davis of TG, 22,1 was toroedoed and sunk in 4355N' x 4OOW0

s^t>sequent hxxnt by others of the group gained contact and
after several hours of attack a damaged U-boat appeared on the
surface where her exliausted crev/ abandoned ship under gunfire.
Survivors identified theanselves as U.546.

These tvjo

PoHomng these events,
given from the Azores.

a

were

In

No, 247 Group
O.H.B.

U.S* Fleet

a/s Bulletin

Thus four of the six Seawolf boats irere disposed of less
than a fortni^t since starting their westward sweep,
U-boat Coraiiiand vyas unaware of these losses and on 23 April had
signalled the Group that on conpletion of the sweep, and if
fuel permitted, three boats were to proceed to the Halifax/
Cape Cod area and tliree boats had freedom to operate from New
York to tlie south.

The

At the same time U.881, 889 and 1228, aid
outward boTund in the northeast Atlantic, were signalled to
make for the New York/Cape Hatteras stretcli of coast.

By the 1 May the surviving U*858 and 805 from Group Seawolf
■ivere approaching Halifax and Cape Hatterasrespectively; U.88I ,
^<5. U, 082 v/ere in mid-Northem Atlantic malong for the North
American coast with U, 873 nearby bound for the Caribbean; U. 1223
was some 450 miles northwest of Ireland en route also to
the American Seaboard and U.541 on her ira,y to the Gibraltar
area about 300 miles west of Ireland, The fiying hours by
Azores based aircraft during April were:-

See Map 50

Total
hours

A/CCommand Task Sights AttacksIjst

Azores Convoy escort
Area Patrols

22

758 2 0
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(vl) - May 1945 ~ ai'eas

Little remains to be told of the overseas U—boats#

U«853;i on patrol eastmrd off Long Island, attacked and sank
independent Black Point (U.S.) - 5,353 tons at 2135 hours

on 5 May,
aftermrds and gained asdic contact,
attacks a large oil slick vra.s observed in the early hours of
6 May in Tifnich Tra.s considerable debris of Gorman origin
including a board marked Ydth the identifying number U,853,

the

A destroyer task groi.p was on the scene soon
After numerous

Barrier patrol searches were still continuing well to the
southeast of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia,

American destroyer gained contact in if3l8N x
evi.dence resulting from her attacks a claim was made for a kill
and the Assessment Committee credited her later with the

destruction of U,881,

On 6 May an
On the

The situation on VE day viras as follows

U. 530 on patrol south of Long Island and TJ, 858 off
Nova Scotia,

vrere U,889 still outward bound to the Ainerican seaboard

and U,873 to the Caribbean, U,190 was on her homeward
journey from Halifax, and U, 805 had turned back for home

after receiving confused signals on 4 May about a
cessation of hostilities,

were U, 1228 still proceeding tov/'ards the North American
coast follovred by U«254 who was bound for Japan,
the Eastern Atlantic were U, 541 vrell northwest of Cape
Pinisterre en route to the Gibraltar area and IT,2}35 on

patrol off Portugal.

After the general broadcast signal’to surface and
surrender vmich was made on 8 May 11,805, 858 and 1228 did so on
the 9 May; U, 541 and 889 on the 10th; U,190 and 873 on the

11th; and U,234 and 485 on the 12 May leaving only U,530 wiio
proceeded submerged for the River Plate in South Armerica wliich

she reached in July 1945.

In the area southeastward of Newfoundland

In the imid-Northem Atlantic

In

See Map 52

See Map 54
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CI-IA.1=TER X

THE U-BQIT INSbIORE CAlvIPAIG3!j( 0 - 1 JAMJAR! TO 8 MAY 194-5

(i) The Sitiiation at the opening: of 1945

Before embarking on the history of the final phase it is

as well to have a clear picture of the battleground, the

disposition and intentions of the combatants, the weapons and

means of detection on both sides, and the climate of opinion
existing at the start of 1945.

After two months of relative quietness while the U-boat
operational fleet was reorganised in Norway v/ith old boats

being replaced by new though still conventional types and

additional bases being established in the southwestern ports,
the scale of operations had increased in December. Dinring
the second half of this month, four U-boats were in the

English Channel, one to the south of Irel^d, one in the North

Chaimel, one on each side of the Orkneys and one close in off

Reykjavik, Hovrever impudent such close inshore patrolling
may seem to a postwar reader, it must be remembered that the

U-boats were virtiaally on the defensive, a position to which

they had been forced and kept from mid-1943 mainly by the
successfully offensive characteristics of convoys, adequately
escorted by air and siarface units, and directed ]3y the

excellent information supplied by the Admiralty Submarine
Tracking Room. Moreover air action alone had by the autumn

of 1944 compelled them to exist submerged continuously except
in relatively remote ocean areas.

The whole liaison d*etre of U-boat warfare was to sink

ships, at this time preferably those engaged in supplying this

country or the armies now advancing towards Germany,
seen how little they affected the orderly supply of the

invasion armies ever since the landing in Normandy and it was

the same tale of failure where shipping from overseas to these
islands was concerned.

We have

The table below speaks for itself;-

MERCHANT SHIPS SUNK
Merchant

ships
safely
convoyed

U/BS194* In U,K, Coastal waters In the Atlantic
Sunk

In convoy Independent In convoy independent

3,324'

2,994

2,960

2,090

Sept, 3 1 9

4Oot.

Nov, 2 2 2

6Deo, 1 1 5

Total 11 ■!= 3 12,1682 20

* None of these coastal convoys was air escorted at the time of the sinking

Despite these meagre returns, in the cotirse of which they
lost 20 U-boats in Home Tfaters and the Atlantic, the U-boat
Command had no option but to continue the despatch of Type VII

,  intentions
Individual

(1) The references for U-boat positions, movements,
and experiences given in this chapter are;-
U-boat logs and extracts from the U-boat Command records
held by the Admiralty Foreign Documents Section,
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U-boats to inshore billets and the few larger Type IXs to the
Canadian/American seaboard# Of course all these boats were
fitted with schnorchel but were still of the conventional type
and as such were considered a stop-gap until the prefabricated
Types XXI and XXIII could, as Doenitz planned, tiorn the tide
and by their superior performance regain the initiative,
earlier confidence in this rearmament was now being shaicen, not
only by the continual delays in completion caused by unforeseen
technical troubles and the growing effects of Allied bombing
but by the fouling of the training and exercise area in Danzig
Bay by air mining# The increasing disorganisation of this
essential phase in a new U-boat's life has already been
recounted in Chapter VII#

The British Anti-submarine Coiraiiands (Admiralty and Coastal
Command), while satisfied with the initial smotheriiig of inshore
operations, realised that it was only by using nearly all the
available air and siarface A/U craft close in to the British
Isles that this state of affairs could be ms.intained# The

sinking of six ships in the English Channel during the last half
of December was, therefore, a Tvaming that the balance was

Should the long enduranceType XXI get loose iai any
numbers in the mid-Atlantic, the enforced transference of air
and surface escort to mid-ocean convoys coud.d result in the
loss of control in both areas because there certainly were not
enough resources for both tasks simultaneously#

(a) The policies of both sides

His

precarious#

Already told in
Chapter VIII

German

In a New Year appreciation, the U-boat Command professed
to be quite satisfied with the course of events but only
compared November and December results with the almost neglig
ible success in the previous five months. J/fuch play was made
of the advantages which the schnorchel conferred in enabling
inshore patrols to be maiiitained in areas denied to U-boats
since 1940#

and a masking of U-boat losses, the conclusion was drawn that
the future of inshore operations was extremely bright#
sober paper was drawn up by B# d U's staff in mid-Janiiary in
which it was admitted that whereas formerly each U-boat on
operations sank 200 tons they now only achieved 80 tons.
However, it was confidently expected that the previous figure
would be improved upon v^hen the new i^refabricated types v/ent to
sea.

of the Biscay port dockyards and their skilled workmen, it
impossible to complete refits and repairs either in Norway or
Geimany with the necessary speed#
spent longer in port and, in view of the increasing Allied
bomber attacks, submarines mi
in danger than wiien at sea.U)

By a judicious exaggeration of reported successes

A more

One significant remark was made that, follov/ing the loss
was

This meant that U-boats

harbourwere rapidly be coming more

B# d.U# War

Diary pages
856 to 861#

ibid

pages 853
to 855.

U-boats were sent into billets situated where German

intelligence deducted either focal points of ocean traffic or
points on coastwise routes where convoy evasive tactics
difficult,

with the exception of the stretch between Plamborough Head and
the Thames estuary which the enemy avoided on account of the
maze of offshore shoals#

were

The extent of choice lay all round our coastline

(1) Six operational U-boats had been sunk in harbour since
early October by E„A,P. bombing attacks#
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Passage to and from these billets -was very slow as the U-boat

Command was resigned to btiying immunity fi'om air attack at
the expense of continual submergence,
proceed deep by day and only to schnorchel at night,
average speed of advance was 60 to 70 miles per 24 hotars.
trip to the English Channel took, there and back, between 24JO
and 50 daiys depending on which base port was used.
Type VII boat’s endurance was on an average some 56 days this
did not leave much time on patrol in the billet, particularly
if it was in the Central Channel,

U-boats dived by da,y listening on hydrophones with occasional
looks throu^ the periscope and were instructed to do their
schnorchelling only at night and then in short bursts of
two hours at a time,

they were, these U-boats on patrol were forced to wait for
targets to steam iiito attacking range.

Thus there were few opportunities for aircraft to detect,
let alone attack, U-boats from the time they left harbour
till they regained it two months later,
of heads killed. Coastal Command may seemingly have a poor
reco2?d during this inshore phase it must always be remembered
that the dread of their presence imposed such caution that
U-boats were robbed of most of their power of attack,

British

Boats were advised to

The

A

As a

Once on patrol the

Immobile and limited in outlook as

If, in the counting

Against this positioning of U-boats with its constant
movement of reliefs and time expired home goers the agreed
Admiralty/Coastal Command air jiolicy was to give close air
escort to important convoys considered to be in danger spots,
fly air patrols as cover over inshore areas in which U-boats

were believed to be billetted and to patrol over the passage
routes, especially in the Northern Transit Area,
policy was a compromise between one extreme of attempting to
close escort all convoys and the other of flying box patrols
all round oir coasts with no reference to individual convoys.

It was exercised through the daily three-way telephone
conversation between the Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room,
the headquarters of Coastal Command and the Liverpool head
quarters of the C.-in-C, ?/estern Approaches,
then taken as to which of the large convoys and
in inshore waters or writhin 200 miles of oinr western coasts

shotild be given close air escort,

effort left was then available to each individual Group
Commander for employment in box patrols over such inshore
areas as the Tracking Room believed were occupied by billetted

U-boats or over the transit routes where it was thought that
U-boats were on passage,
to be adequate cover for the numerous small coastwise convoys
and no close air escort was afforded them even after the six

ships had been sunk in December out of such convoys in the
English Channel,

This

Decisions were

Monsters(l)

The residue of air

The inshore box patrols were held

It can be seen, therefore, that adl convoy air escort and

much of the patrol flying was still directed by Tracking Room
intelligence though in this latter stage of the war such
information was not as accurate as in previous times. This

(1) Monster was the name given to all troop carrying liners.
They invariably proceeded alone and at high speed.
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mainly because the submerged U-boats, were singletons whose
progress on passage was largely a matter of estimation and who
when on patrol kept complete W/T silence for their own safety
thereby affording no opportunities for our radio direction
finding to fix them,

(b) Detection and coijinter-detection

Detection

was

Aircraft employed search radar both by day and night, day
visual binocular look-out and the Leigh Light at night in the
final stage cf radar homing. Radio Sono buoys were being
increasingly used to detect total]y submerged U-boats,
that the U-boat rarely showed more than a schnorchel head or a
periscope above the surface, radar detection was far more
difficult even in calm conditions and most xmlikely in seas
higher than State A on the Beaufort scale. This applied to
both ten aaid three centimetre A.S.V, ( U After months of
largely unrewarding radar search it was not surprising that
phenomena previously not connected with possible U-boat origin
began to receive undue attention,

few miles range which disappeared on closing the spot leavin
no hostile object to be seen were now being treated with
i-indeserved suspicion. Comparing in each case the postwar
known position of U-boats, very many of these contacts were
undoubtedly made on some such non-submarine object as pieces of
flotsam, porpoises leaping, whales blowing and even collec
tions of gulls.

Now

Radar contacts made at a
O*

Dayli^c^t visual search with binoculars produced its
crop of bogus sightings such as the incipient water spout
willywaw and the exhalation of vapour-like breath of whales
blackfish to which attention has already been drawn in
Chapter V.

U-boat logs that schnorchelling was rarely done in daylight
either in inshore billets or on passage when nea.r our coasts.
Many cases of false reports of schnorchel smoke were
misidentification of long period flame/smoke markers dropped by
other aircraft hours before.

Finally, the radio sono buoy method of detection, (2)
excellent in theory, was used in cases of disappearing radar
contacts, suspicious vapour clouds and oil slicks,
produced another crop of mistaken attacks by depth charge and
Mark 2A Mine. Comparison of these Virith postwar laiown posi
tions of U-boats discounts the maijority and reveals a vast
amount of wishful hearing.

Counter-detection

For this the U-boats had visual look-out through the
periscope and the search receiver Borkum whose aerial system

own

or

or

Here again there is much clear evidence from

This

{ beginning of 1945> Coastal Command possessed 25 A/U squadrons fitted
with either Mk.III, V, VI or VIA ten centimetre A.S.V. and five squadrons with
Mk. VIIIA or X three centimetre A.S.V. For details of A.S.V. performance
against positive schnorchels see R.A.F, Signals History Volume VI Chapter 15
pages 198 and 206.
Regai'dlng the value of radar to detect U-boats In this last phase of the war,
it Is of interest that of the 91 genuine sightings obtained during 19^5 in
Home Waters as many as 37 were initially located by visual look-out.

(2) Details of the tactical use of Radio Sono Buoys are in C.C, January O.R.B.
Appendix 39A and the performance figures are given in the R.A.F. Signals
History Volume VI Chapter 15 pages 207 and 211,
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(Bali l) T/S.S pressxire tight and -was mounted on top of the
schiiorchel head,

designed to cover the 80 to 330 centimetre wave band, it
wo\ild register on both ten and three centimetre emissions at

short ranges up to about ̂  mile,
frequent reference to warnings being received when schnorchell-

ing whereupon the practice was to go deep and proceed dead

slow for an hour or more before coming to schnorchel depth
again.

Although the Borkum/Bali equipment was

U^boat logs contain

On the very rare occasions when a U-boat surfaced, the
Tmis search receiver system could be used,
both ten and three centimetre A,S.V, emissions up to a range
of 2tf) miles but still had the disadvantage that the aerial

circuit v/as not watertight and had to
bridge through the conningtower hatch,

(c) Weapons

This registere

t?)taken up on the

d

The main aircraft weapon was still the i'Ik,XI 300 lb,
Torpex filled depth charge set to explode at 25 feet but the

Ivkrk 24 Mine (the small homing torpedo) was being used to an
increasing degree in conjunction with sono buoy detection.
Generally speaking the depth charge stick was used if the

pilot considered his target ms a positive schnorchel head or

smoke actually coming from one,
a sono buoy pattern dropped around the position of a suspicious
sighting was deemed to give positive evidence of  a submerged
U-boat’s propeller noises.

The Mark 24 Mine was used if

The U-boat’s v/eapon was only the torpedo, against ships
They never tried conclusions now on the

surface with an aircraft so their flak armament, though still

carried, was not used on operations,
of worthwhile success against ships with the torpedo, it is

strange ttiat advantage was not taken by the German Naval

Command of their ability to penetrate close inshore in order

to lay ground mines of the unsweepable pressure type,
could have embarrassed us far more than did the occasional

snap shots with torpedoes at small coastwise convoys,

(d) Disposition of A/U aircraft

or escort vessels.

In view of their lack

These

In December 1944, the A,0,C,-in-C, Coastal Command had

stated tl'iat the development of the enemy’s inshore campaign
had upset the original intention to concentrate air action in

the Northern Transit Area. Progressive transference of

squadrons from No, 18 Group back to Nos. 15 and 19 Groups had
been necessary to pix)vide escort to ocean convoys while they
were within 200 miles of our coasts and to patrol the inshore

areas within the boundaries of these two Groups, Any further

sv/itching would have reduced the transit patrols to a mere

token effort and he required at least three additional
Liberator squadrons now that increased U-boat activity was

envisaged. He siiggested that the U, S, authorities be

asked to provide these from areas imich were known clear of
U-boats, He also asked for a detachment of the M,A.D,

Gatalinas as he considered they would be particularly useful

against recently submerged U-boats,

C.C,
December O.R.B,

Appendix 793

(l) Details of both the Borkun/Bali I and Tunis search
receivers are given in the R.A,P, Signals History
Volume VI Chapter 13 pages 159 to 161,
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This request was forwarded by the Chiefs of Staff aaid
agreed to by Gorainch (Oliief of the U, So Navy) who on 7 January
19t-5 detailed No, 10? Liberator Squadrcai from South iunerica,
and No, 112 ^
the Moroccan Sea Frontier,

Squatb-’cai was also promised from the same area,
squadrons and the M,AoD, flight ijiltimately became operational
in No, 19 Group dixring February but No, 127 Squadron was

retained in the Morocco area following two attacks by a U-boat
in the western approaches to Gibraltar during the first ten

days of January, To conrpensate for tlie withcTraival of the

Liberator Bquat3ran from this area, the Mediterranean Air

Command transferred No, A58 L/L Wellington Squadron to
Gibraltar,

Liberator and No, 127 Ventura Squadrons from
A flight of No. 63 M.A,D, Catalina

The Liberator

C,C,

January 0,R,B,

Appendices 6
and 7.

A.H.B,/
IIK/5I»/10/A0(B)
Ends, 72A to
109A

In the opening days of January, Coastal Command possessed
32 squadroiis of A/U aircraft of -vdiich 2^ squadrons
either in the Azores or at Gibraltar,

campaign in Home Waters there were, therefore, 29-g' squadrons
whose strejigth on 1 January 1945 was U20 aircraft,
disposed as follows

were

For the inshore

These were

No. 18 Group
U-boats inshore around the Scottish coast -

For the Northern Transit Area end against

Eifjat squadrons of strength 107 aircraft.

R.A.F. Iceland

and inshore off Reykjavik - Two squadrons totalling
51 aircraft.

For the transit area south of Iceland

For convoy escort, inshore patrols ar'oundNo, 15 Group

Ireland and the transit area west of the Hebrides -

Seven squadrons of strength 111 aircraft

Nox-J5-..£roup For convoy escort and patrols in the
St, George's, Bristol and English Channels - lOg
squadrons of strength 147 aircraft.

No, 16 Group For short range oatrols in the Central
English Channel - Two squadrons totalling 24 aircraft.

Details of squa.drons, types and availability on  1 January are
given in Appendix I. Broadly speaking, just under half of the

Horae Yfeters force was fitted with Leigh Lights and a.11 except
two squadrons were equipped with centimetric A. S.V,

(e) Disposition of U-boats in the first week of 1945

At the begiamiiig of January there were 32 U-boats at sea

Of these only five were actually in inshorein Home Waters,

billets in Home \7aters - two were still in the English Channel,
one in the North Channel, one just eent of the Orloieys and one

in the Moray E’irth,
bound for the Jiiaglish Channel, two for the Irish Sea and two

In the Shetlands/Paeroes area was one bound
and two

On passage outside of Ireland were tvrc>

homeward bound,

for the English Channel, another for the Irish Sea
See Map 36

for billets just west of the Orlaieys. South and southeastward

(1) This interest In the Irish Sea resulted from an enthusiastic report from
0,1202 who had spent the first ttrl days of Doconiber IShh between the
St. George's Channel and Holyhead,„ ̂ ^ , Althougli sinking only one ship, the
C.O, had observed a large number of big Independently routed ships in this
area.
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of Iceland were two large boats bound for overseas billets and
two smaller types homeward bound (one from Reykjavik and one
fhom weather reporting duties in mid-Atlantic),
west and southwest coast of Norway were a further seven out
ward bound boats and three homeward bound,

boats were entering the Skagerrack from Kiel and going to
Norwegian ports.

Off the

Three new Type VII

Away to the westward were two weather reporting boats in
mid-Atlantic, tivo large boats returning irom Canadian waters,
and two more large boats were on patrol off Halifax. iinother
large boat was patrolling westward of Gibhaltar. The exploits
of overseas and mid-Atlantic boats have been described in the

previoiis cliapter. Here it is proposed to deal only with Home
Yfaters,

(ii) Policy during the final phase

(a) A memorandum by the First Sea Lord

On 6 January a memorandum by the First Sea Lord on the
U-boat War was placed before the Chiefs of Staff. His
conclusions were, briefly, that a major U-boat offensive was
likely to start in February or Ivlarch and that in spite of all
the steps being taken by the Admiralty and Coastal Command he
was extremely doubtful if the threat could be broken before

serious losses to shipping had occurred. Such losses might
well prejudice the maintenance of our forces in Europe and
cause a shortage of shipping for their subsequent re-deployment
to the Par East, A forecast of the U-boat campaign during
1945 by the Naval Staff, upon which these conclusions were
based, was included in the paper, TMs consisted of a short
account of operations since Overlord with rather  a sirrprising
comment that since October both the U-boat and our anti-lJ-boat
operations had been msuccessful. This seems to have stemmed

from the narrow viewpoint that not so many U-boats had been
sunk as in the previous quarter and took no account of the tiny
ratio of shipping lost to the total sailed safely,
cast went on to state that increased skill in the use of
schnorchel had greatly reduced the effectiveness of our air

craft, that our surface forces were hajidicapped by asdic
difficvilties in shallow coastal v/aters and that the U-boats had

recently showed a much more aggressive spirit, Yfe had yet to
encounter the new Type XXI 1, 6OO ton ocean going U-boat,
carrying 26 torpedoes, with at least 15 knots submerged speed
and the small coastal Type XXIII also with high submerged
speed. It was estimated that both these types would be
brought into operation in February or early March.

Continuing, the forecast said that the enemy intention
was thought to be the employment of Type XXI boats in mid-
Atlantic packs, the Type XXIII on the east coast of Scotland
and England, the conventional Type VII as at present but in
greater numbers in the other coastal waters around these

islands and the large Type IX and U-Iireutzer in the Indian
Ocean, Caribbean and off the American/Canadian Atlantic
seaboard,

very limited forces,

about 30 U-boats on patrol during the last three months, it
was estimated tbnt he could keep up to 70 on patrol from the
spring rising possibly to 90 by the summer, A great increase
in our shipping losses by U-boat alone was therefore threatened
aiid it was estimated that these might rise to between 70 and 90

The fore-

All this would cause a serious dispersal of our
Although the enemy had maintained only

See Yiap 37

C,0.S.(fe)1i((0)
copy In A.H.B,/
ID3/1843D

ibid
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ships a month, coirpared with 60 dioring the worst period of
spring 1943 when only about 60 U-boats were on patrol.

Much depended, however, on the success or failure of land
operations in Europe, the ability of A/U forces to kill and
bnrry U-bo3.ts, the development of new techjiical equipment for
counter measures, and the degree to which a bombing offensive
against the construction yards could be pursued,
concluded 'with the remark that the tlrireat was serious but might
not achieve the estimated shipping losses unless the morale and
efficiency of U-boat commanders improved,
tions that this had occurred in individual cases already.

This gloomy picture was discussed at the Chiefs of Staff
meeting on 8 January,
position looked dangerous but the vital factor was the moi’ale
of the U-boat commanders and crews,

dependent on a run of successes at low cost to the U-boat fleet.

The immediate problem was to defeat the technique of operating
U-boats in sliallow waters and to him that seemed mainly a
technical questionj moreover it shoiold always be borne in mind
that we were entering this campaign with an advantage of some
22 million tons of shipping over the situaition in early i94-5'>
He suggested the v/hole matter be examined by the Joint Planning
Staff on the assumption that the threat was as grave as that
feared by the Naval Staff au:id it should be considered whether

we were justified in sending large numbers of light naval ci'aft
to support our capital ships in the Par East at the expense of
building up escort forces in waters threatened by the U-boat
offensive,I1)
meet this U-boat threat should be left for flinisterial decision.

The paper

There were indica-

The CoA,S, said that on paper the

A rise in this was

The question of employing our bomber foi'ces to

ibid

A.H.B./
ID3/184-3D

ilfter discussion at the 12th Chiefs of Staff Meeting, the
Joint Planning Staff were instructed to eramine the First Sea
Lord’s memorandum and to prepare a report as to the probable
effect of the forecasted losses on the overall shipping situa
tion and wiiat countermeasures could best be token against the
U-boats. Reporting progress on this at the Chiefs of Staff

ibid

meeting on 18 January, the Directors of Plans said that the
subject was formidable and pi'actically involved the whole
conduct of the -vvai'.

Allied shipping situation couild possibly be completed before the
CoO.S. meeting prior to the next meeting of the Cabinet ii/U
Warfare Committee on 23 January but every effort would be made
to finish the whole report before the Chiefs of Staff left for
the Argonaut Conference due to open at ialta at the end of the

,v2) Here for the time we will leave the Joint Plsnners.

Only the estijiiate of the effects on the

month

ibid

(b) The appearance of U-boats in the Irish Sea

Meanwhile fouir U-boats liad penetrated into the Irish Sea
and made their presence knowrx by sinlcing three independent
ships and damaging two more by 15 January,
Western iftpproaches took iimnediate steps to put as much shipping
as possible, including coasters, into convoy,
of escort vessels were ordered into the area to inci.’ease the

protection to convoys and local patrols of every t.7pe of

The C,-in-0,

Support groupsC.C,

January O.R.B,
Appendix: 30.

(1) The AcJrnlralty planned to transfer a total of 1|1 destroyers and 260 escort
.... vessels to the Far East during the next six months,

(2) Ar-gonaut the code name given to the series of high level consultations on
Allied Policy between the Prime Minister, Pi'esldent Roosevelt and the combined
British fuid U,>So Chiefs of Staff viilch were to open at Malta prior to the main
conference with President Stalin and the Soviet Staff at Yalta in the Crimea,
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available craft iiviere collected at focal points to harass the
U-boats*

all sea training and exercises of both svirface and
craft against target British submarines had to

Just previous to these sinkings the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal
Command had put forward a scheme for stultifying the whole
U-boat inshore Ga:T5)aigri by instituting a block along a line
northward from the Shetlands to latitude 6A°N consisting of up
to ten escort groups -with a large concentration of day and
ni^t air patrols in close co-operation,
would denude the convoys and other areas of much of their

escort and cover, both air and surface, but the A.O.C.-in-C,
considered the risk of a temporary rise in shipping losses well
worth the ultimate objective of interception before the U-boats
could reach oior vj'estern coasts or the open Atlantic,
scheme was discussed at the Admiralty with the First Sea Lord
and the Naval Staff on 18 January, While some of the Naval
Staff were in favour of its immediate adoption, it was decided
to postpone any implementation for two months for three
reasons;-

An unfortunate result of this penetration was that

%Y'
u

cease

Admittedly this

This

A.H.B./
ID3/1843B

1. It was essential to clear the Irish Sea of U-boats before

we could afford to divert the necessary number of escort
groups.

2. The success of such a block line was estimated at prevent
ing not more than lO^o of U-boats from getting through.

In January the weather in the Northern Transit Area was
not suitable for hunting by surface forces because of
rough seas and the short daylight hours would handicap
the air search.

3.

7/hile not agreeing with the second, the A.O.C.-in-C, did
consider the third reason made it advisable to put the scheme
off but as the iiiplementation would require much redeployment of
air and presumably of surface forces he was averse to post-
ponxng it beyond the end of Febn.iary as even then it would
probably be nearer April before the operation could be started,
iU-though U-boat sailings did increase materially in February
and ivarch, they achieved little and the need for sLich a drastic
redeployment of forces did not arise so the scheme was never
put into operation.

(c) A request for large air reinforcement and the Irish Sea
policy

^'Vhile the Joint Planners were still examining the in5)lica-
tions of the B'irst Sea Lord's memorandum, the Admiralty sent a
signal to all Naval and Air Commanders which was  a transcript
of the gloomy Naval Staff forecast for 1945.
Coastal Command on 20 January, After digesting the conclusions
and galvanised by the crop of ship sinkings now increased to
eleven, the A.O.C.-in-C. wrote on 24 January to the Air Ivtinistry
saying that should the U-boat offensive increase to the extent

outlined in the Admiralty's signal, then his forces were

Tliis reachedC.C.

January O.RoB.
Appendix 5,

(1) The Irish Sea had been the last and best place for such
training wrhich could be guaranteed free fhom the embarrass
ing intrusion of hostile submarines while our ov/n

submarines were acting as targets.
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totally inadequate,
squadrons recently detailed it would only be possible to give
air cover to ocean convoys and Monsters close oiY our coasts

and made no provision for escort to the large volimie of
coastal shipping now being menaced; moreover the margin of
effort available for the transit areas remained severely
limited.

mid-Atlantic it would be quite impossible to cover the Irish

Sea, English Channel and transit areas at high density and also
to provide cover for ocean convoys out to mid-Atlantic.
considera.ble reinforcements were necessary and from calcula

tions mad.e at his headquarters the requirement was twelve long
range squadrons, six of medium range and the loan of a further

nine PoA.Au squadrons for close range duties off the main ports
and focal points,
report and the coming iirgonaut deliberations on the subject,
no reply could be made to this staggering request for some
time.

Even with the two additional U, 8,N.

Should the new 'Type XXI appear in ariy numbers in

Very

In viev/ of the unfinished Joint Planners

ibid

Appendix 9

Regarding the Irish. Sea, the policy had crystallised by
26 January and on this date the AcO.C, No. 15 Group informed
H.Qo Coastal Command of the measures being taken,
spealcing, the policy of the C.-in-C. Western Approaches v/as to
ensure the safe passage of convoys and to deter further U-boat

operations by attacking with the utmost vigour any U-boat
revealing itself,
escorted by a permanent close escort of s’urface craft who would

not be diverted to any U-boats sighted a.way from the convoy.
Six independent support groups of escort vessels were being
provided as additional cover on the ma.in shipping route between

the hull of Kintyre in the north and Tuskan Rock at the
southern end of the Irish Sea,

Broadly

Most of the convoys and Monsters would be

This route was divided into

C.C.

January 0,R„B,

Appendix 1+

three zones - Ivjull of Kintyre to the Isle of Man; Isle of Man
to Holyhead; and Holyhead to Tuskar Rock,
would be operated in each of these zones on a shuttle service,
passing convoys along to each other, and would attack any
U-boats revealing themselves or foimd by air patrols.

Two support groups

Vifith regard to aircraft, it had been decided that close

air escort to Irish Sea convoys was not required and that the

plan to cover the Irish Sea with box patrols, which was put into
force inmediately the sinkings began, metftfLly the requirements
of the C,-in-C, Western Approaches,
flovn day and night at approximately one hour's density,
total, daily effort required A2 sorties from Nos, 15 and 19
Groups and was well within their capacity,
under Stipple

These box patrols were
The

Any commitments

for other areas would have priority,

ibid

and/or weather conditions might prevent full air cover over
the Irish Sea, consequently certain patrols had, in agreement
?rith the C.-in-C. Vfestern Approaches, been allotted preference
based on the assumption that U-boats would operate in the main

shipping route by day retiring at nigh'c to schnorchel close
inshore in suitable waters.

These

(d) The Mark 21-Mine becomes the primary weapon against U-boats

A Group Commanders' Conference wa.s held at HoQ, Coastal
Conurard on 31 January at which the A.0,C.-in-C, reviewed the

A/U vzar as it affected the Command.
sa.id that in deference to the request by the C.-in-C, Western

Olie A. 0,C, No, 15 Groi,ip

(1) Stipple was the code prefix to the daily decisions as to
wiriich convoys and Monsters were to receive close air escort,
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Approaches practically all the flying effort, after satisfying
the Stipple commitment, was concentrated in the Irish .Sea
leaving very little for the U-boat passage route westward of
the Hebrides,

intensive combined operations along such routes as likely to
produce better results and told the Conference of the block

scheme proposals he had put forward but for the moment, he
said, the Admiralty considered that all effort must be
concentrated in the Irish Sea in an endeavour to drive the
U-boats out of that area.

The A.OoC.-in-C. replied that he favoured
ibid

Appendix 36

ilfter a discussion on weapons, it was agreed that the
liark 24 Hine offered such good chances against schnorchelling
and recently completely submerged U-boats that it should be
regarded as the primary -s^eapon of attack in conjunction with
sono^buoy patterns against all such targets which included
suspicious smoke puffs, wakes, swirls and oil slicks,
was being planned to lay barriers of sono buoys across
transit routes with a continual patrol of aircraft overhead
ready to use the Ilk, 24 i'iine when sono buoy indications were
received of U-boat penetration,

(e) The Argonaut Conference considers the new U-boat threat

It

To return to the Joint Planners. The first part of the
report was laid before the Chiefs of Staff on 24 January.
Their conclusion was that, if the shipping loss reached the
figure given in the First Sea Loi-d’s memorandum, the overall
deficiency in sailings might be increased from an already
forecast 8 per cent up to some 13 per cent for the first half
of 1945. Among the other figures in the forecast they had
assiamed that sinkings from U-boats alone v/ould be 60 ships a
month in Iferch and April, 80 in iiay and June and 90 in Jiily
and August, Owing to the maiiy implications and the complexity
of the problem, they were unable to assess the threat on
specific operations. The above general conclusion was,

J.P.(45) 19
^Pinal)

C,0.S,(45)
29th Meeting

therefore, disappointingly vague and the C.A.S, considered
that it did not pay sufficient regard to the time factor,
A.C,A.b,(p) pointed out in a brief to the C.A.S., the
additional 5 per cent overall deficiency might prove
critical if the war continued into the autumn but as the
bracket dates for the close of the German war were early
summer, the existing favourable stock position in the
Suropean theatre could render March to May losses relatively
unimportant.

As

AoH,B./lD3/
1843D

The second part of the report, dealing with countermeasures
to combat the U-boat threat was finished on 31 January,
following is a brief summary.

The

The report opened by stating
that the menace of the new U-boat campaign arose from the
enemy's technical developments notably the schnorchel and the
new design U-boats,

own future teclmical developments could assure us of early
victory against the U-boats at sea. Steps had already been
taken to stop the reinforcement of escort forces in the Par
East.^ Increasing the strength at home of surface forces and
A/U aircraft was under constant review but these
themselves were unlikely to be sufficient.

The planners were not confident that
our

measTxres by

J. S. (Argonaut)
(Pinal)

Recommendations for additional measures

1. Offensive bombing. Ho major diversion of heavy bombing
effort from the existing priorities was justified but a
marginal effort should continue to be directed to assanbly
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yards, particialarly Hamburg and Bremen,
effort should be expended on operational bases but if the fore

casted U-boat offensive developed, such bombing should start
as it was unlilcely that the increased numbers of U-boats
necessary to such an offensive could be accommodated in the

bomb-proof pens.

At the moment no

2. jVIining, Air mining shou].d be doubled on U-boat passage
routes up the Kattegat and particularly in the working-up
exercise area in the western Baltic. Steps were being takenibid

to employ surface craft and carrier borne aircraft to increase

mining in Norwegian waters out of range of bomber aircraft.

3. Minesweepers, An integral part of this mining was the
attack on enemy minesweepers and the possibility of increasing
this was being examined.

4« Supply shipping. It v/as intended to maintain and if

possible intensify the present scale of attack on enemy shipp
ing engaged in supplying Noiyregian bases.

Conclusion

Provided that our merchant ship construction was maintained
at its present rate the planners believed that the above coun'bar-

measiares would prevent the U-boat campaign from seriously
affecting operations as a whole dizring the first half
1945.

of the campaign were likely to become serious and it would then
be necessary to consider more drastic countermeasures which

mi^t involve a large diversion of effort from the main
operations.

Ox

Should the vrar continue beyond the summer the effects

The memorandum by the First Sea Lord and the two reports
by the Joint Planners were included in a memorandum by the
British Chiefs of Staff,

the U.S, Chiefs of Staff in which early and persistent bombing
of all the assembly yards and all the Norwegian U-boat operat
ing bases was the sole advocation.
Combined Chiefs of Sta.ff meetings at Malta, dijiring the first

part of the Argonaut Conference which opened on 30 January 1945.
By 2 Febx-*uar3'"itwas decided that it was too early to assess the
extent that a possibly intensified U-boat offensive could again
threaten the North Atlantic shipping and it was proposed to

review the matter again on 1 April,
measures v/ere agreed against the current U-boat opera'uions and

a directive was despatched to all appropriate commanders as
follows :-

One on this subject was drawn up by

These were discussed at the

Meanwhile certaui counter-

C.C.S.77V1

C.C.S.774

Minutes of

Argonaut
Conference

held in

A.H.B.1.

(a) Bxiild up as much as was possible the strength of sxnrface
hunting groups and a/U air squadrons.

0.0.8077^3
and 776/3.

(B) Ifeintain and if possible increase the marginal bomber
effort on assembly yards, particularly Hamburg and
Bremen,

(c) Marijitain a marginal effort against operating bases, being
ready to increase this when bases became crowded beyond
the capacity of concrete pens.

Increase, by 10',;
against U-bcots,

iiine waters beyond the range of (d) above by using siurface
minelaye.r3 and carrier borne aircraft.

SECRET

per cent If possible, -i^ie aii*
including the training areos.

mining eff(d) ort

(e)
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(f) Intensify operations against enemy minesweepers,

(g) iviaintain and intensify operations against enemy shipping
used to supply U-boat bases.

Accordingly the Air Iviinistry on 7 February addressed a
directive to RoA.F. Bomber Command giving effect to items
(^)» (c) (<i) aiid invited General Spaatz to issue similar
instructions to the U.S. 8th Air Force, Regarding (a),
proposals for increasing the strength of Coastal Command had
been under consideration in the Air Ministry ever since the
A,0,C.-in-C,*s letter of 24 January, It was now decided,
with Admiralty agreement, that until an increased U-boat
threat was unmistakable, the transfer of one squadron
(No, 459 RoA.AoFc.) from the Mediterranean Command('l) together
with the Wo American squadrons already detailed was all
that was necessary at the moment and a letter to this effect

was sent to H,Q. Coastal Command on 19 February. Items (f)
and (g) were also communicated to the Command and were includccL
ino luding in a current expansion of anti-shipping operations,
including plans fur extending these into the Kattegat,

A.H.B./
ID3/1843D

C.C.

February 0oR,B.
Appendix 84
see Chapter XI

To complete the story of Coastal Command’s strength in
Home Waters, the matter of reinforcement was again raised at
a Chiefs of Staff meeting on 13 March in which an Air Staff
paper stated that no further additions had been made since

19 February but invited Admiralty consideration for the
recall of two Sunderland squadrons from West Africa, the loan
of additional F.A.A, squadrons and a further approach to
Cominch for American squadrons. However, the Naval Staff
v/ere reluctant to withdraw any A/U squadrons from West Africa
in case U-boats turned up on that coast and they were unable
to provide any F.A.A, squadrons as this woiiLd mean immobilis
ing carriers, finally the existing sitiiation in the U-boat
war was not thought to be sufficiently serious to warrant an
approach to Cominch for further assistance. In the event

there were no more additions to Coastal Command and the

T>rartime peak of the Battle Line was achieved in mid-February
with a total of 54 squadrons under the Command's control with
a strength of 793 aircraft.(2)

C.0.S.(45)
l66(o)

A.H.B./
ID3/1843D

The U-boat war situation on 1 April 1945 was such that no

review of the situation, as called for in the Argonaut
Conference, was deemed necessary. Such then was the high
level policy against a possible intensified U-boat offensive
and the immediate and more local policy against the existing
inshore campaign. We now t-urn to actual operations in the
light of postwar knowledge of the enemy's movements and
dispositions,

(iiil The contimjiance of bogus reports of U-boats

ibid

No apology is made for further reference to the subject
in this chapter because right up to the end of the war the
majority of aircraft reports have proved on examination and
conparison writh the now known positions of U-boats to have
been cases of mistaken identity in which the causes lie

(1) No, k59 Squadron at this time was equipped with Baltlmores and quite unsuitable
for antl-schnorchel work. The squadron was transferred to Chlvenor In Mo, 19
Croup wiiere they reformed on 15 March for re-equipment and training In L/L
Wellington XIV.s but never became operational and were disbanded on 10 April
1945.

(2) For details see Order of Battle and strength for 1  lisrch 1945 in Appendix I, •
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either in willywaws, whales, blackfish, porpoises, marine smoke
markers, pieces of flotsam or oil slicks of non-submarine
origin,

by claims to have heard propeller noises from the sono buoy
patterns dropped around such ‘suspicious* sittings.
Thousands of hours of apparently fruitless flying were bound to
result in attention being focused, on non-submarine phenomena
previously unnoticed when U-boats were surfacing more freely.
Such conditions of raind can never be reproduced during short
peacetime exercises and it is no good saying that, because
such mistakes are not made in 1956, the waste of time and
effort will not occur again if our coasts are ever infested
with modern hostile submarines who still muet raise their

periscopes to see and sclmorchel for ventilation.

These again were frequently given further misddentity

The earlier examples of r/dsidentification of willywaTS
and the exhalations from wliales are given at the beginning of
Appendix VI. Regarding 1945, some of the sightings and
attacks were classified outri^t as non-submarine by Coastal
Coiimiand headqua.rters but most were allowed and appear therefore
in the official returns as genuine. These have been checked
since the war against the known positions of U-boats or by
extracts from their logs and those found to be really genuine
are given in the subsequent sections on operations together
with the number found no?/- to have been bogus. For the gi-iid-
ance of future air commanders (and air crews) the rest of the
Appendix VI contains accounts of such bogus sightings or
contacts as a warning of what may be expected to be reported
under war conditions.

(iv) January Operations (j.) General. Remarks

The increased scale of U-boat sailings noted for December
was maintained during January 1945. Thirteen neYV boats came

up from Pliel and twenty U-boats sailed on operations fPom
Norv/egian bases during the month. Among these Y/as U, 245 who
sailed from Heligoland on 17 January bouid for the North
Foreland ai'^ea Y/'hich had not seen a U-boat since May 1940. The
first two Type XXIII boats left Kiel in the thii'd week of

January to complete their schnorchel training at Horten in the

Oslo fjord and one of them (U.2524) sailed on operations on
29 Januany, During January six U-boats were sunk in Home
Waters and one in mid-Atlantic,

were 14 at sea in the Atlantic area
Home Tfeters.

At the end of the month there

(2) of which 39 were inSee Ivlaps 38
and 39

One feature of January W8.s the penetration by six U-boats
into the Iiush Sea.

south about Ireland and through the St, George's Channel,
aaiswer, Coastal Command instituted box patrols Y*.ich by the
end of the month covered the entire area, and the C,-in-C.
Western Approaches instituted convoy for all ships (including
coasters) of more than 1,000 tons G.R.T. and brough.t in a
permanent force of six support groups in addition to the

individual surface escort attached to each convoy.

Two came in from the north, the others
In

(1) All times in subsequent sections have been reduced to G.h.T,
details are from Group 0.R.B. Appendices and squadron records.

(2) In these chapters only the Atlantic area is considered,
given of the 10 to I5 operating in the Northern Baltic or the 30 odd based
In Northern Norway against convoys to Russia because no R.A.F. action took
place against them.

The flying

No account is

For their monthly strengths see Appendix VII,
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The other featijire of the month was the final closing
down of the whole U-boat training and exercise area in Danzig
Bay on 8 January owing to the repeated mining from the air by
Bomber Command, Arrangements were made by the Germans to

See

Chapter VII

shift some of this to Lubeck Bay and about 70 U-boats were

moved in mid-Janiiary to Sv/inemimde, Wamemunde and Kiel while

12f of the most advanced of those working up were transferred to
the Oslo fjord which now became the deep diving and schnorchel
exercise area. The remaining training flotilla of 30 U-boats

(iv)

left Gdynia at the end of January bound for T/ilhelmsIiaven vin,
the Kiel Canal. The enforced break up of this important
organisation would, it is true, have eventuated later with

the occupation of Rugenwalde, Kolburg, Gdynia and Danzig by
the Soviet land forces in March but the December/January
stoppaige by R,A.F. mining came at a critical moment in delay
ing the operational readiness of the first 50 of the
prefabricated U-boats as well as many new conventional types.

(a) - The Inshore Areas

Tlie Irish Sea

It was in this area that B. d U, hoped for outstanding
results and it was indeed in this area that all but one of

the January ship casualties occurred. By 8 January, U,1055
was patrolling off St. David's Head, U.285 was approaching the
area off Cork, U,482 was patrolling off the entrance to the
Pirfch of Clyde and U,1172 was in the North Channel en route
throu^ into the northern part of the Irish Sea, First
blood went to U, 1055 who attadced convoy ON. 277 to the ¥. S.W,
of St, David's Head at 1730 houi-s on 9 Janxoary and sank the
Jonas Lie (U. S.) - 7>198 tons, afterwards getting away to the
north undetected. No air escort was being given as the
large OS, 103/toviS. 77 convoy was considered more dangerously
placed to the south of Ireland,

This attack v/as followed on 11 January by the sinking of
the Normandy Coast (Br,) - 1,A-28 tons and the U, S, auxiliary
Roanoke - 2,6o6 tons, both independently routed, off Holyhead
at 1520 and 1536 hours respectively by U,1055, Box patrols
were at once started by No, 15 Group in the central and

southern parts of the Irish Sea, joined by No. 19 Group on
12 January, At 1703 hours on this latter day. Liberator
J/120 Squadron after homing on to a firm radar contact sighted
a wake in poor dusk light conditions with something black at
the head of it in position 5307N x 0545W (v/est of Holyhead),
An attack was made with depth charges but no result was seen.
This was U, 1055 and no damage was inflicted. Three support
groups hunted the area but found nothing.

On 15 January the IVlaja (Br,) - 8, l8l tons, independently
routed, was sunk at 1212*. hours when 25 miles southwest of the

Isle of Mian, This was by U, 1172 who was now patrolling in
this part of the Irish Sea, An hour later the independently
routed Spinanger (Nor.) - 7» 429 tons vra.s hit and damaged away
to the north in the entrance to the Firth of Clyde shortly
followed by a hit and damage to H.M. escort carrier Thane
unescorted and engaged in ferrying aircraft. These two
attacks were the work of U.2*B2. Intensive hunts by both
surface and aircraft were laid on in both areas. Thick

weather on airfields hampered all the air searches but the
22nd Escort Group found and attacked an asdic contact from
the I6th through until the 17 January just to the north of the
Mull of Kintyi'e finally producing traces of diesel oil. This
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was not thought conclusive at the time but postTrar information
establishes that this was U. U82 destroyed while retiring sea
wards from the scene of her attacks.

It was this series of torpedoings that decided the
C»-in-C, Western Approaches to order Irish Sea shipping into
convoy and to start organising the special countermeasur-es
mentioned in previous sections. Meanwhile B, d U, liad received

reports from agents that British minelaying had taken place
off the north and northeast coast of Ireland and  a signal was
broadcast on 11 January that no more U-boats were to enter the
Irish Sea via the Worth Channel,

12f January that U-boats already in the Irish Sea were, when
time expired, to 'withdraw via southwest Ireland, By
18 January both U, 285 who had effected nothing and U, 1055 had
left by this route, U, 10^1 and U, 825 were at this time
approaching the southern entrance to the Ix’ish Sea, The

former reached the Cardigan Bay area about 20 January and the
next day sunk the Galatea (Nor.) - 1,152 tons, still independently
routed, some 25 miles southwest of Bardsey Island. U,825 also
arrived in this area on 23 January,

On 23 January, U,1172 sank the Vigsnes (Wor,) - 1,599 tons
in Liverpool Bay soon aftei’ she had dispersed from the a.ocal
convoy MH,1. This U-boat was then rash enough to attack
H.ivI, frigate Planners on 26 January whom she hit and damaged
when southwest of the Isle of IVIan, Two escort groups nearby
closed for the hunt and five hours later destroyed U,1172.
This was the second example of the tit for tat sequence that
was such a feature of the final phase of inshore operations, ("')

Another was sent on

The final episode of the month was an attack by U,1051 and
lh825 at noon on 27 January on convoy HX,332 when 27 miles
south-west of Bardsey Island. Wo close air escort was being
given as Wo, 19 Group’s airfields were under snow and Wo, 15
Group was escorting convoys in the W.W, Approaches, The
Solar (Wor.) - 8,262 tons was sunk and the Ruben Dario (U.S,) -
7,198 tons damaged. After preliminary counter attacks by the
close escort, two support groups (EG.5 and EG. 2l) took up the
hunt. Prom her log U, 825 got away from this with severe damage
and started homeward on 28 January but U, 1051 v/as destroyed
some eight hours later about 15 miles westvvard from the scene
of attack.

Since the 11th of the month when air patrols were started
in the Irish Sea, 2, U7J hours of day and night flying produced
but one attack although six U-boats hfid been present in the

There-) v/ere two cfcher sightings, both of viaich were
attacked, which postwar knowledge shows to have been bogias, (2)
To avoid frequent interruption in the text, the tables giving
details and classification of the flying in this and the other
inshore areas are contained in Appendix iCVTII,

area.

Although seven ships sunk and four damaged was a relatively
high figure for three weeks U-boat operations in this new area,
the destruction of three U-boats v/as a fairly satisfactory
exchange rate. In the event, the convoy and support group

("!) The first example had occurred five days previously when U. 11SQ sanic a ship out
of a coastal convoy off Land's End and was herself sunk by the "convoy escorts
tv/o hours later,

(2) These sightings were by H/425 Squadron on 15th and E/423 Squadron on
22 January.

See the next sub section.

See Appendix VI for the accounts.
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policy instituted by the C.~in-C. Western Approaches never
allowed ship casualties to reach this figure again.
Surviving U-boat evidence also makes it clear that the

constant air patrols so restricted their operations that many
attack opportunities were lost. Later months were to amplify
these con:5)laints.

The English C3aannel

This area, between the longitudes of Land's End and
Britton, was occupied at times during Janiiary by six U-boats
(U^, ̂  12^ 20^ 1017 and 1199). U.LB5 spent a fort-
nigjTit, U.325 three weeks, U« 905 three days only and U. 1017
eleven days on patrol. Remarkably little was accomplished
by them, in fact the only shipping casualty was the George
tlawley (U, S.) - 7,176 tons who was hit and damaged in the
coastal convoy TBC,i!-3 off Land's End on 21 January by U, 1199
who was still on passage to the central Channel. She was
pron^tly hunted by the surface escort and was sunk two hours

later. No air escort was being given as, similarly to the
Irish Sea area, the policy did not caJ.1 for this on coastal
convoys, U,1017 'was still on patrol at the end of the month
and was joined on 31 January by U.^fiO and

Box patrols and air escort to five large convoys
amounted to a total of 3,465 day and night hours but
genuine sightings resulted. There was one bogus sighting,(1)
Besides the destruction of U,1199. U,650 vanished from unknown
cause at some date during January so tha.t the exchange rate
of two U-boats annk for one ship damaged was more than
satisfactory.

The Bristol Channel across to the South of Ireland

no

area

No U-boats were on patrol in this area but the stretch
along the south coast of Ireland was traversed during the
month by eight U-boat passages going to and coming from the
Irish Sea. The 1,184 hours of day and night flying
divided almost equally between box patrols inshore and air
escort to a total of 39 convoys in the S.W. Approaches. No
sightings of U-boats were made and no ship casualties occurred.

Off Northern Ireland

were

The only U-boats present during the month were U,1172 for
tvro days on her v/ay to the Irish Sea, U, 1009 for five days off
Lough Swilly and U,.1014 right at the end of January off Lough
Foyle, No ship casualties occurred. Most of the 390 hours
a day and night flyj_ng were on close escort to 12 convoys and
12 Honsters. No genuine sightings resulted but there were
tliree bogus, of which one vra.s attacked, (2)

The Butt of Lewis to the Orkneys

One U-boat was on patrol each side of the Pentland Firth
for most of the month,
were no ,

night flying,
which were attacked

No ship casmlties occurred and there

genuine air sittings during the 799 hours of day and
Three bogus non-sub sightings were made all of

• \jJ

(1) This was by E/103 Squadron on 1 January - See Appendix VI,
(2) These were by BT,6{C) O.T.U. aiid E/304 on 12th, and i-i/304 on 27 January,
(3) These vrere by A/330 on 10th, P/86 on 11th/12th and E/206 on 13 January.
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Reykjavik area -■ Iceland

The 89 hours flying was
No sightings were made.

There vrere no U-hoats present,
practically all on convoy escort.

The East coast of Scotland

On 31 December 1944 U»1020. who had been patrolling east
ward of the Orkneys, was given permission by B, d U, to move
down to the Moray Firth and on 15 Jantiary this v/as extended
to the Firth of Forth area. At 0930 hours on 11 January,
Liberator A/224 Squadron sighted a trail of brown smoke
distant four miles in 5748N x 0226W (a few miles north of
Banff), The smoke seemed to be coming from a definite source
but on close approach it stopped and dispersed leaving nothing
visible or a wake mark on which an attack could be made. This
Goiald have been U, 1020 but she never returned to harbour so
neither wre nor the Germans know on what date or where during

This possible sighting washer cruise she came to grief,
the only one made d;aring 100 day and night hours flying in
the Pentland/Moray Firths area, .

(b) The Transit Areas

The Northern area from Norway to the line Iceland/Hcbrides

In this area during Januarj'’ there were 32 U-boats out-
The flying was concentrated inward and I6 inward bound,

two portions, one from Norway througpi the Faeroes/Shetlands
Passage and round to the westward of the Hebrides, the other
to the southeast and south of Iceland down to latitude 59^,

The overall total of day and night flying hours vrsiS,
2, 656 and only one encounter wath a U-boat resulted though
four bogus sightings were reported,(1) The one genuine
sighting occurred on 11 January when at 2000 hours l/L
Wellington P/172 Squadron, after homing on a radar contact,
illuminated a schnorchel head distant •§• mile in 5715N x
1030'J C,° 220° 5 knots. An attack was made with six depth
charges while the schnorchel was still visible but no
unusual, after results were seen. No U-boat reported this
attack but of the four boats in the approximate neighbour
hood (U, 1017.1 825. 1199 and 1051) the two latter were sunk
a.t the end of the month and their logs are therefore not
available for examination.

There was another sighting but trhis was made by Mosquito
F/333 Squadron engaged on anti-ship recce close to the
Norwegian coast,
U-boat at 1010 hours on 10 January close in to the island of
Herdla, northwest of Bergen,
the proximity of the island’s flalc defences and the large
enemy figliter base there,
Bergen later that day.

This aircraft sighted a fully surfaced

No attack 'ms made owing to

The U-boat was U.733 who entered

by B/304 on 13th, 1/518 on 21st, C/5l8 on
23rd, aiid K/53 on 3I January - See Appendix VI,

were(1) These
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The transit route west and southwestward of Ireland

During the month l6u-boats passed through out'k/ard and nine
homeward bound,
hours of

sightings

No genuine sightings were made during 675
There were two bogi;s^^^and ni^t flying,

(c) Summary for January 191-5

Itot.al hours
base to base

A/CTask U-BOATS
Lost

Sighted Attacked Result

Inshore Area Patrols 7,IM 5 2 1

Inshore Convoy escort 1.057

Transit Areas 3,332 1 1

Total - January l9/*5 11,837 5 3 2

During the month the inshore U-boats sank seven and daaaaged
three merchant ships, and damaged two naval vessels at a cost
to themselves in these waters of six U-boats (four by the Navy
and tv/o by unknown cause) - a satisfactory exchange rate.

At the end of January there were 39 U-boats at sea in Home
The majority (29) were on passage outward or home-

The ratio of boats on passage to boats on patrol

See Map 39 Waters,

vrard bound,

remained fairly constant throughout the inshore phase at 3 'to "I*

(v) - February Operations - General remarks

During February there were greatly increased sailings of
operational U-boats, the figure being 41 (including the second
Type XXIII boat) against 20 in January,
in the number of new U-boats leaving Kiel for Norwegian ports
from 13 in January to 24 in February though none of these were
of prefabricated types. During February, twelve operational
U-boats were sunk in Home Yfaters and two in the western approach
to Gibraltar,

at sea in the Atlantic area of which 5l were in Home Y/aters,

A marked reduction was seen of U-boat successes in the

Irish Sea despite an increase in the number operating but there
vi^as a recrudescence of U-boat activity in the English Channel,
The month also saw the appearance off our east coast of the
first two Type XXIII boats to become operational. Finally
there was an Initial institution of L/L Liberator patrols in
the northern Kattegat and a try-out of sweeps over the new
U-boat exercising area off Bornholm island in the western
Baltic,

(a) The Inshore Areas

There was also a rise

At the end of the month there were 57 U-boats

See Maps 2|.1
and 42

The Irish Sea

No U-boats were present in the Irish Sea on 1 Februiary but
during the rest of the month there were between various dates
no less than eight operating in this area,
\i'as U,963 on 2 February followed during the next nine days by

The first arrival

(1) Bogus sightings by E and K/423 Sqdn. both on  1 January,
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U.1208 and 1053.

left without effecting anything,
ing the last week, two of them - U, 1061. and MS  - coming in
north of Ireland, U)
entrance to the Pirth of Clyde on 21 February and sank the
Dettifoss (Ice) - 1,56if tons afterv/ards escaping southward into
the Irish Sea,

convoy,

entered via the St. Georges Channel,
independently routed U.S.S, auxiliary Soreldoc - 1,926 tons on
28 February southwest of Bardsey Island and on the same day
II» 1302 sank a small coaster the Norfolk Coast (Br,) - 646 tons
to the northwest of St. David’s Head.

By 20 February the first three boats had
Five more then entered dur-

The former attacked convoy UR.155 in the

No air escort v;-as being given to this small
The other three boats - U.1276, 775 and 1502 -

U, 775 sank the

During the month air patrols covering all parts of the
Irish Sea were flovm by Ncs, 15 and 19 Groups amounting to a
total of 3,575 hours day and night flying but no genuine sight
ings were made,
were attadced. (2)

There were five bogus sightings all of which
No close convoy escort was given.

As far as can be ascertained from German records there were,
other

This
in addition to the ship sinkings noted above, only four
occasions during the month when torpedoes were fired,(3)
absence of offensive activity by eight boats can only be

ascribed to the policy of convoy with surface escort and
support, and to the restrictive effect of continuous day and
night air patrols,

been rendered relatively impotent.
Although no U-boats were sunk they had

The English Channel

The month started with three U-boats already on patrol -

U. 1017. U,244 and U,M0, all in the central Channel area. On
6 February the former attacked coastal convoy TBC.60 Tid-ien south
west of the Needles and sank the Bverleigh (Br.)  - 5,222 tons
straggling from the convoy after which she escaped the counter

attack and started her homeward journey,
another U-boat (U,1018) had arrived on patrol in the western
Channel and next day she attacked coastal convoy BTC,65 when

just west of Plymouth and sank the Persier (Bel.)  - 5,382 tons
afterwards also escaping the coimter attack.

By 10 February

Four more U-boats

arrived in the western Chaainel during the next fortnight -

U.1004. 927. 327 and 1205. At midday on 22 February U.1004
attacked coastal convoy BTC.76 just east of Falmouth and sank

(Br,) - 1,313 tons and an escorting
Although heavily depth

the

Canadian corvette the Trent call

charged the U-boat got clear Tvith only slight damage,
24 February another of these recent aiTivals (U,1203) sunk
H.M, trawler Ellesmere who was escorting an L.S.T. convoy
60 miles south of the Lizard,

On

This proved to be the last of the unavengedU-boat successes.
Three support groups were by now in the area and air patrols
were much increased,

jouimey out of the Channel, attacdced coastal convoy BTC, 78 off
Early on 24 February U, 480, on her return

(1) At the end of Jeinuary B, d U. had reconsidered the reports of mines north of
Ireland and gave permission to certain U-boats to penetrate via the North
Channel provided they kept very close to the Irish coast.
Bogus sightings by S/304 on 2nd, A/201 on 7th, 0/423 on 23rd, x/59 on 26th
and A/36 on 28 February,
During the first week U,963 missed a vessel, U*.105§ missed with torpedoes
the 10th and 11th, and U.775 missed on 27 February,

on

(2)

(3)
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Lands End and sank the Oriskany (Br.) - 1,6i^4 tons,
pTOmptly hunted by the 3rd Escort Group and destroyed six howcB

At dusk on the same day L/L Tifarwick yJ\13 Squadron

She -was

later,
homed to a radar contact southeast of Falmouth and in the
failing light sighted a schnorchel close ahead with thin
vapourish smoke coming from it,
attack was delivered following -which, in the moonlight, an
ever increasing patch of oil -was seen,
of U,927, the second of the recen.tly arrived boats.

An accurate depth charge

This marked the end

At 0913 hours on 27 February U.IOI8 attacked coastal
coiT'/oy BTC,81 about seven miles -wrest of the Lizard and sank
the Gorvus (Nor,) - 1,317 tons. She was soon contacted by
the supporting 2nd Escort Group and was destroyed at IO30 hears.
Finally, later in the day at I63O hours U,S,N, Liberator
Ii/ll2 Squadron sighted a suspicious wake in a calm sea some
45 miles southwest of the Lizard which the pilot decided to
watch. First, hovfever, he contacted the nearby ocean convoy
0NA,287 and informed the S.N.O. escorts of vhat he was going
to do. Not long after his return to the spot he suddenly saw
a periscope, verified throvigh binoculars, only 100 yards a-way.
It dipped aliijost immediately and no attack was possible. The
position -was marked and the S.N.O, escorts informed by
The 2nd, 3rd and 14th Escort Groups all closed the position
and started an extended hunt, Asetde contact was made and
twelve hours after the sighting con-vlncing evidence of a kill
was produced. This was U«327 the third of the recent arrivals.

A final sighting of a periscope was secured by U, S,N,
Liberator M/I03 Squadron on the morning of 28 February at

mile range in a calm sea about mid-way between Falmouth and
Plymouth,
and s-urfaoe forces -who arrived later could pick up no contact.
This might have been U, 1004 who was still on patrol in this
vicinity,
U, 1203 who -was much fxirther to the south.

The flying hours in the Channel area amounted to 2,041 day
and night on patrol for wdiichtha'‘e had been one U-boat sunk,
one shared smk -with surface forces and one other sighted.
Five ocean con-voys received close air escort in-vol-vlng only
37 flying hours -with no sighting,

Thxis, after an inauspicious start, the score for the month
■was five cargo vessels and t-wo escorts sunk against four
U-boats destroyed - a not unsatisfactory exchange.

The Bristol Gharmel across to the south of Ireland area

U.1203 was on patrol off the south coast of Ireland from
the 7th to 21 February.
24th and into the Channel Approadi.
there were ten passages along the south coast cf Ireland by
U-boats on their way to or re-tuming from the Irish Sea,

No, 19 Group carried out 457 hoircs of patrol flying and
together with No. 15 Group afforded 833 ho^n•E close esooro to
a total of 36 ocean con-voys in the S.W, Approaches,
gentiine sighting occurred at 09I8 hours on 4 Februa^ry when
Liberator C/59 Squadron, escorting conwy HiC.334, sighted a
tubular object, described as either a periscope or schnorchel
head, less than a mile away in 5059N x 120714 At the time
the aircraft -was, at the request of the S.N.O, escorts, on a

This disappeared before anj' attack was possible

The only other svirviving U-boat in the area v/as

She then moved to the Soillies by the
Apart from her patrol

The only
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Cobra patrol. (1)
oould be made,

periscope of U.1058 en route towards the St, Georg
There was one bogus sighting during the month.(2)

The object disappeared before an attack
Prom postwar evidence this might have been the

es Channel,

The only ship casualty occ\nrred on 20 February when the

Irish Sea portion of convoy HX,337 was attacked south of

Waterford by U. 1208 who was on her return journey from the
south Irish Sea, The attack was made at 1155 hours and one
of the surface escorts, H,M. corvette Veivain, was sunk,

convoy was being air escorted by Liberator S/59 Squadron who
at the time was some distance away on a Cobra patrol and saw

nothing,
convoy and saw survivors in. dinghies and in the water,
patrols were also being flown in the area and three other

aircraft saw the sinking Vervain. None saw anj^' signs of U. 1208
either before or after the attack.

The

Twenty minutes later the aircraft came closer to the
Box

However the supporting
22nd Escort Group picked up asdic contact v/ithin  a few minutes

of the torpedoing and after several depth charge attacks pro
duced convincing evidence of the destruction of U4I2O8,

Off Northem Ireland

U.101L was the only boat on patrol on 1 February, Slie was

close in off Lough Foyle, During a working-up exercise off

this base on 1|. February, ships of the 23rd Escort Group chtained
an asdic contact on a bottomed object ■vdoich was finally
classified as genuine U-boat and was thereupon attacked in
earnest. Considerable quantities of clothing, paper and other
wreckage of German origin left no doubt that a U-boat had been
destroyed. This was later identified as U,101L, U,106Z|.
passed through the area between the 17th and 20th en route tc
the Irish Sea, U,L85 was on patrol from 22nd to 28 February
between Lough Foyle and the Mull of Kintyre after which she
too went on into the Irish Sea,

Air patiXfls byThere were no ship casualties in the area.
No, 15 Group amomted to 253 hours and a further 334 flying
hours were devoted to the air escort of 10 convoys and
15 Monsters through the area. No geniaine siglatlngs resulted
but there were liu*ee bogus tv/o of v^liich were attacked, (3)

The Butt of Lewis to the Orkneys

The only boat here on 1 February was U, 313 and she left for
home on the 3rd, There were no ship casualties and the 421

vocs made no genuine sightings. There were twoflying ho
bogus,(4;

(1) This was one of the standard 'Reptile* patrols which an
escort commander could order the escort aircraft to
perform. Cobra vyas a perimeter patrol aroxmd the convoy
and a numeral suffix denoted the number of miles radius
from the convoy, Om this occasion it was Cobra I5,
Bogus sighting and attack by J/IO3 U,S.N, Sqdn, on
23 February,
Bogus sightings by F/201 and Y/120 on the 20th and S/120
on 22 Febinary,
Bogus sightings by F/33O on the 10th and E/304 on
20 February,

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Reyk-iavik - Iceland

No U-boats were present until 27 February when U» 1022
At midnight on the 28th she attacked convoy UR. 155arrived,

near Skagi Light to the west of Reykjavik, sinking the

Alcedo (Pan.) - 1,349 tons and escaping unseen,
was being night air escorted by L/L Liberator T/53 Squadron.
At the time of attack the aixx>raft was some miles away on a

Cobra patrol and as no signals were passed to him either by
W/f, H/I or visual the pilot was unaware xmtil he landed back
that a ship had teen sunk.

The convoy

The month’s flying of I03 hours was on oonvoj’' escort close

to Reykjavik and no sightings were obtained.

The east coast of Scotland and northeast—Blglaa^.

The first Type XXIII boat (U^232i!.) operated down the coast
from Peterhead to the Tyne between the 5th and 19 February,
She reported seeing no traffic north of the Firth of Forth

except fishing craft and very little to the southward. She

finally fired her two torpedoes at tTvO ships off the
Northumberland coast on 18 February, Both torpedoes missed

and she started homeward the next day.

One conventional Type VII boat (U.309) was detailed to
patrol in the Moray Firtho She left Horten on 8 February and
was sunk on arrival in the mouth of the Firth on 16 February

by the 9th Escort Group who were patrolling in the area.

The second Type XXIII boat (U,2322) patrolled from
Aberdeen down to St, Abb’s Head from I4 February and

sighted no target until 25 February wdren at 1855 hours
she attacked convoy FS,1739 southeast of St, Abb’s Head

and sank the Egholm (Br.) - 1,317 tons afterwards getting away
undetected on her homeward journey.

During the month No, 18 Group only flew a total of 215
and night hoiors on patrol over the route believed to be used

by U-boats operating off the Firbh of Forth areas. No genuine
sightings were made. There was one bogus contact which was
attacked,(1)

The No2Pth Foreland ^ea

Mention has been made in section (iv) of the despatch in
She arrived on patrol on

Her operation was mixed
January of U, 245 to this area,
23 January and left on I5 February,
in with those of the Seehund midget submarines who were tri'dng
to disrupt the military supply route betv/een the Thames
estuary and the Scheldt, Counteraction was provided by the
anti-shipping squadrons in No, 16 Group and no specific anti-

The area and subject is.U-boat operations were employed,
therefore, more fully dealt with in Chapter XI on anti—shipping

Suffice it tooperations between January 1945 3^*3. V,E, day,
say here that U.245*s only success on this cruise was the
sinking of one ship out of a convoy attacked on 6 February

No fxrrther operations in this area
carried Out by regular U-boats uiitxl mid—April,

off the North Foreland.

were

(1) Bogus contact by N/224 01^ 27 February.
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(b) The Transit Areas

The Northern area from Norway to the line loeland/Hebrides

In this area during February there were 46 U-boats outward
and 20 inward bound* The overall total of day and night
flying hours by Nos, I5, 18 and Iceland Groups v/as double that
for January and amoimted to 5j400 but only resulted in one
possible and two genuine sightings of which on
Thei-e were two bogus sightings, both attacked.

The possible sighting ooo\irred on the night ̂ /6 Februaiy
when L/L Liberator V/53 Squadron was homing on a double radar
contact. Visual lookout reported a short wake with a small
black object at the head about mile on the port bow in
6O56N X I704W, Y/hen turning to illminate, the firm radar
contacts were seen to be two unlighted fishing boats some two
miles further on. On completion of the turn back to the wake
a small radar contact was obtained but this faded out on the

run in and nothing was seen in the Leigh Light, U«1^2 was in
the area homeward bomd but her position is not known with

sufficient aoc\jraoy to confirm this sightin

attacked.

A genxiine sighting was made on I5 February by Liberator
R/224 Squadron to the north of the Shetlands when at a range of
two miles in poor visibility the beam gijnner using binoorxlars
saw a short wake with two thin black objects at the head on an

easterly course. Unfortunately when passing the ini'orraation
to the pilot through the intercom the object was obscured by
the port wing and when the aircraft tumed the target had
vanished. This might have been U«825 homeward bound who was

in this vicinity.

The one attack was made by Wellington Q/304 Squadron at
1744 hours on 16 February, In a roughish sea and poor
visibility the pilot sighted less than a mile away on the

beam a wake with periscope, sohnorchel and top of conning tower

showing in 5720N x 1124W (I30 miles west of the Hebrides)
steering southerly. The Mark VI A,S,V, was at the time
switched off for cooling. After banking steeply an attack

was made with 6 - Mk, XI depth charges #iile the target was
j\ist visible. Afterwards a certain amomt of oil in short

streaks was seen. Markers were dropped at intervals until

relief aircraft arrived. Nothing further transpired. In

fact, this was U, 1019 as her log confims the attack and the

information that she was damaged. However, she carried out

her own repairs and soon continued southwards bound for the
Irish Sea,

The Navy had better luck with these passage U-boats,
H.M, Venturer sank U,864 inward bound to Bergen when close

off the Noiwegian coast and the 10th Escort Group patrolling
during the month northward of the Shetlands sank U,1279. U,989
and U.1278 all outward bound,

escort group showed that the block scheme for this area

proposed in mid-January by the G,-in-G, Coastal Command was

not such a pipe dream after all.

This performance by a single

(1) Bogtis siglitings by B/206 on 9th and K/59 on 11 February,
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The transit route westward of Ireland

During February sixteen U-boats passed outward along this
route bound for the English Channel or Irish Sea and seven
returned homeward®
the route

sightings

The 733 d.ay and night flying hours over
There were two bogus.e no genuine sightings.

The transit roTite through the Kattegat and Skagerrack

Regarding this transit area, it will be remeinbered that
the two night flying Halifax squadrons of No, 18 Group started
sorties into the eastern end of the Skagerrack early in
October 19V+.

next three mcnths but were directed entirely against stirface
sliipping and used the high level flare attack method. After
the directive issued in the Argonaut Conference by the Combined
Chiefs of Staff early in February 1945 requesting, among other
items, more air action against enemy minesweepers and supply
shipping on this route bet^reen Germany and Norway, Coastal
Command not only stepped up the Halifax sorties in the
Skagerrack but extended them into the northern part of the
Kattegat, They also started L/L Liberator patrols in this
area for the express purpose of attacking new U-boats on their
way from Kiel to Norwegian bases. As Bomber Command were

increasing their mining throughout the Kattegat the enemy was
forced to use minesweepers as escorts to U-boats and supply
convoys throughout their passage as well as continually
sweeping the shipping channels. The night flying by both

anti-ship and anti-U-boat patrols i>vould, it was hoped, find
targets asnong all tl'iree types of enemy vessels and thus make
an effective start in satisfying the requirements of the
directive.

These were maintained and increased during the

The anti-U-boat patrols started on the night of
12/13 Pebru.ary with seven Liberators in the Kattegat followed
next night with five in the eastern Skagerrack. Thereafter
none could be spared from other duties until later in the month

when similar sorties were despatched on the nights of 20th/21st,
25th/26th and 2bth/27th February? In all, a total of 202
flying hours -were expended. The only U-boat convoy iiiter-
cepted was at 2230 hours on I3 February when L/L Liberator
F/547 Squadx-on obtained a xmjlti-contact radar indication and
on homing to the nearest contact illxaminated a fully surfaced

U-boat in 5800N x IO55E (northeast of the Skaw) steering 345°
at 12 knots. An attack w'as made with six depth charges but
no after results were seen. From German records this was

the new type VUG U, 1273 who reported being unsuccessfully
attacked by an aircraft at this time and place. She was in

loose convoy with U,190. 805 ar.d 1005 escorted by a minesweeper
en route from Kiel to Horten.(2) These anti-U-boat sorties
encountered maiiy surface vessels but with two exceptions such

targets were not as yet tackled by the Liberators because it

Txas difficult to differentiate at night when homing on a

cluster of radar blips between a party of U-boats with
minesw'eeper escort and a convoy hea’xLly escorted by

Bogus sightings by Z/59 on 10 and G/517 on 24 February,
It is of interest that U,1273 was afterwards mined on

17 February with the loss of 57 lives on an R,A,F» laid

mine in the entrance to Horten roads when returning to

harbour after diving exercises.
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flak vessels. Recognition of the target could only come at
close range in the Leigh Light at very low altitude. The
former was a legitimate tajrget but the latter was suicidal to
no purpose with the v/rong.bomb load. During March some of
these aircraft were armed with 600 lb. A/U bombs and radar blind
bombing equipment which enabled attacks to be made at relative]y
high level without using the Leigh Light, (O

It was disappointing that only one U-boat convoy
interception was made but Adjniralty Intelligence could not
forecast precisely when such little parties of U-boats ̂ 7ould
be on passage. In fact, a total of 17 new U-boats came up
from Kiel between the 12th and 18 Pebzniary,

(c) An attack on the U-boat exercise area

The break-up of the U-boat training and exercise organisa
tion in Danzig Bay, caused by persistent R,A.P, minelaying,
became known to Admiralty Intelligence early in January, It
v/as estimated that much of the night tactical training and
torpedo firing would be shifted to the area close around
Bornholm island in the western Baltic, Coastal Command

headquarters decided that a night sweep over this area by
Leigh Light Liberators vrould come as a complete siurprise to the
enemy and might be fruitful in attacks on the latest types of
U-boats Tindergoing their final training. During January very
careful planning took place so as to avoid enemy radar screens,
flak positions and night fighter bases on the outward route
and to arrive in the area from an advantageous direction into
a low moon path. The operation, which received the code name
of Chilli, required good weather together Tdth a particular
phase of the moon.

A.H.B./ ,
IIK/54/5/85
Ends, 1 to 15,

The opportunity for its execution did not arise until
3 Eebruary when shortly before 23OO hours fifteen Leigh Light
Liberators (seven of No. 206 and eight of No. 51f7 Squadrons)
took off from Leuohars eadri armed with 16 - Mk, XI D,C.s.
One aircraft soon developed engine trouble and turned back,
the others proceeded across the North Sea into the Skagerrack
and close down the Swedish coast of the Kattegat, Here one
aircraft ran into night fighters and expended so much fuel and
time in avoiding tactics that the pilot decided to tirm back.
The remaining thirteen crossed the southei'n tip of Sweden and
debouched into the chosen area northeast of Bornholm at about

Three aircraft saw and attacked

C/206 Squadron, after sighting and attacking
vessel 40 miles east of Bornholm vriLth six depth charges,
immediately got another radar contact at 10 miles range. On
close approach this broke up into eight separate contacts, and
before the Leigh Light was switched on, dim shapes were seen
under and on each side of aircraft which appeared to be
stationary STxrface craft and some U-boats. The pilot flew on
for eight miles and then retTorned on the radar contact. Not
wishing to draw concentrated fire the pilot did not Tise the
Leigh Light but attacked a dimly seen wake at O305 hours in a
posit ion about 35 niles east of Bornholm. This time an escort

(1) This equipment was a 3 cm, A,S.V, bombsight,
fitted was AN/APQ5B,
were Nos, 206 and 547 who received it during March 1945,
It was known as the L,A,B, (low altitude bombing)
bombsight, A full account of the development and detail
is in the R,A,E, Signals VolTjme VI pages 192 to 197 of
Chapter XV,

0300 hours on 4 Eebxuary,
U-boats. a cargo

The type
The only tv© Squadrons so equipped

Nos, 204 and
547

SqTiadron O.R.B,
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vessel was clearly seen close by -which opened up -with intense
flak,

cluster of contacts,

except one fading out and on illumination only a large escort

type vessel was seen which promptly opened accurate fire,
depth charges .were dropped but missed well astern,
craft was repeatedly hit; serious damage being done to rudder,
port -vffing, fuselage and both port engines,
made to bale out over Sweden but ultljnately the pilot regained
conti-^Dl and strxiggled back safely to Banff.

j/206, after homing on a radar contact, ill-uminated a
fvilly surfaced U-boat about 30 miles east of Bornholm and at

0309 hours delivered an attack with six depth cliarges,
return to the spot no after results could be seen but the

aircraft suddenly experienced intense flak from three unidenti

fied sources in the vicinity.

The flak was seen by E/206 -vho was homing on the same
l^ile closing he noticed all contacts

Si

The air*-

Preparations were

On

x

E/547, after homing on a radar contact, illuminated t-wo
fully surfaced U-boats close together and four escort vessels

all steering in a northwesterly direction about 35 miles east

of Bomiiolm and at O336 hours made a dep-hli charge attack on

the leading U-boat, On the run in aJLl vessels opened up -with
flak scoring many hits on the aircraft, fortunately Tdth no

casualties or serious damage. Two of the other aircraft
sighted only surface craft in much the same position and the

other seven saw nothing during their sweep.

ibid

A.H.B,/
IIE/5W85
End, 22B

A plot of the movements and repcxrts from the aircraft
taking part showed that no sightings of any kind -were obtained

north or northeast of the island, all were some 30 to 35 miles
due east and indicated a force of U-boats and escort vessels

in approximately 551CN x 162CE steering northwres-frward,
now in 1956 it is in5)ossible to say -what this pairty were doing
or whether damage or destruction was inflicted on any U-boats

at-fcacked in this or subsequent air operations around Bornholm,

No German records of the training flotillas at this period
have ever been discovered and a prolonged seai’ch among other

German naval documents reveal no mention of the experiences of

now U-boats tindergoing -working up exercises in this area.

One aftermath of the operation v.as a protest by the Soviet

Navad Staff and a request that it should not be repeated as

they were employing their own submarines on patrols around

With typical lack of liaison they had omitted to
Under these circum

stances Coastal Command cancelled a repetition planned for

later in February and asked that agreement be obtained for a

repeat in the third week in March,

(d) Summary for February 1945

Even

e Y7estem Allies of this fact.

This wras duly arranged.

ibid

Ends, 15 to 19 Boinholm.
and 26 and 30. inform th

U-BOATS
A/CTotal hours

base to base
Task.

lost
ResultSlglit Attack

one sunk

one sharedk6,899 3 1Inshore area patrols

11,372

6,336

Inshore convoy escort

h 21 one dam.Transit Areas

k 3157Bornholm area

one sunk

one shared
one d.am.

6Total Feb, 19^5 14764 125
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During February, the inshore U-boats sank eleven merchant ships
and three naval vessels at a cost to themselves in these
waters of twelve U-boats destroyed (nine by the Navy, one by
Air, one shared and one by accident) - again a satisfactory
exchange rate,

(vi) March Operations - General rflimyVg

The March U-boat sailings were maintained at a b-igb level,
37 boats departed on operations (including the third Type XJCEIl)
and 28 new U-boats came up from Kiel, including two
Type XXIH and Ut^Jl the first Type XXI. During the month,
15 U-boats were s\mk in Home Waters and one off Nova Scotia.
At the end of March there were 6l U-boats at sea in the
Atlantic area of which 53 were in Hcane Waters, the latter
figure being an increase of two over February in spite of the
15 sunk.

more
See Maps 2)4
and 45

Ship sinkings in the Irish Sea petered out completely
after 2 March althou^ there were several U-boats operating
throT^out the month. The western end of the English Channel
provided most of the limited U—boat successes but they
dearly for them as for each ship sunk they lost a U-boat,
lethal was this area that on 30 March B. d U. made a general
signal to the effect that the heavy losses made a temporary
withdrawal necessary and patrol billets well to the south of
Ireland and the Scillies would be instituted in lieu.

So

During the month B. d U. broadcast several intelligence
signals to U-boats at sea drawing attention to the undesira
bility of schnorchelling on passage by day except in rou^ sea
conditions. When in enclosed or inshore waters the periscope
was to be used very cautiously. Bilges were to be pumped
into diving tanks by day and only blown at ni^t. If it was
believed they had been detected from the air U-boats were to
shift position as quickly as possible. Secluded bays, a hi^
coastline and Irish territorial waters were advocated as safe
spots for undisturbed night schnorchelling. The above were
pronpted not only by individual U-boat patrol reports but by
Gtoman Intelligence interception of British aircraft reports
which so frequently mentioned sdhnorchel smoke, wakes and oil
slicks. The use of sono buoys was also now known to the enemy
and U-boats were instructed, if they thought they were being
dropped, to dive deep quickly and then crawl dead slow for at
least 15 hours and always to wait tUl dark before
schnorchelling.

The continued failvire of the inshore campaign to show
results commentate with U-boat losses decided B.  d U, to
re—open operations in raid—Atlantic, partly as a surprise move
and partly to divert anti—U-boat surface and air forces from
the inshore areas. To this end seven Type IXC boats were
sailed for the Atlantic from Norway in the third week of the
month. T/iThile at sea these boats vrere instructed by signal to
make for a rendez-vous area about 500 miles north of the
Azores which they were expected to reach early in April.
Detailed orders for a line sweep against ocean convoys
followed and their experiences have been recounted in
Chapter K (V) (c).

The final feature of the month was a repetition of the
Liberator sweeps over the U-boat exercise area around BomhoLn
island on the ni^ts of 23rd/24th and 26/27 March,
aggregate of hours flown by Coastal Command in the inshore
caapaign during March reached the colossal total of 25,000,
over 10,000 more than the figure for February,

SBCCT.T
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(a) The Inshore Areas

The Irish Sea

On 1 March there were five U-boats in the Irish Sea*

had been in the central part for nearly a week without
firing a torpedo. U»ii35 was entering past the Firth of Clyde,
U*1302, 775 and 1019 were in the southern part having just
entered during the previous 48 hours.

The only ship can'oalties for March in the Irish Sea
occurred on the 2nd when at 0800 ho\rrs U, 1302 attacked convoy

SC, 167 some 17 miles N.T)'. of St, David’s Head and sank the

King Edgar (Sr,) - 4f536 snd Novasli (Nor.) - 3>204 tons. No
close air escort wan being given to this convoy, the priority
for the day having been given to both parts of tTO nearby
convoys MKS.85 and HI.539. After the attack a prolonged and
extensive hunt by several escort groups took place -vrfiich lasted

some days and involved all, three U-boats at different times,
U,1019 took refuge north of Wexford and her log mentions .

hearing continual depth charge explosions vicell to the east of
her, U.775 finally decided it was too hot an area and crept
out during 3 March ro\nd St, David’s Head into the Dritl
Channel, U,1302 seems to have stuck it out not far from the

attack position because after dark on 7 March she was finally
contacted and destroyed by the 25th Escort Group some 25 miles
north of St, David’s Head.

The only air encounters during this time were further
north, Sunderland Z/422 Squadron, after a radar contact,
sighted some ■vdiitish smoke three miles away at 1426 hours on
2 March to the west of the Isle of Man, On arrival the smoke
had almost dispersed leaving no aiming mark. Homing signals
to surface forces were started and a sono buoy pattern laid
Tsdiich, it was claimed, gave positive evidence of a U-boat, At
1635 hours a periscope was momentarily sighted not far from the
sono buoy pattern but on the run-in the depth charges failed to
release. Three escort vessels arrived at 1700 hours and
started to sweep viiile the aircraft continued to circle but
nothing more transpired,
incident, the U-boat was probably U.L.83 as in her subsequent
patrol report she stated that, contrary to ustxal practice, she
sometimes sohnorohelled by day ii’ weather, visibility and
hydrophone conditions appeared to make it safe,

Tlie other air sighting was more positive and occurred at
1128 hours on 5 March when, in hazy weather, Sunderland W/422
Squadron saw in a moderate sea the top of a oonni.>:ig tower only
^ mile away in a position about 20 miles west of Bardsey Island,
Before the aircraft could line up for an attack the target
disappeared leaving no alining mark. This could have been
U, 1019 who by this date was in the vicinity,

U.1019 was definitely seen and attacked a few days later
on 9 March by Liberator W/120 Squadron, This aircraft
obtained a Mk,X (3 cm,) A,S,V, contact at 0852 hours in a flat
calm sea at one mile range and almost simultaneo'usly the bomb
aimer sighted a periscope. The position was 12 miles west of
Eardsey Island and there w'as a northbound convoy six miles
westward of the sighting. Being vinplaced for immediate att<?.ok
the aircraft turned and sighted the periscope mcmentarily twice
more but each time out of direct approach,
attempt only a short Wake mark was visible but two Mark 24 Mines
were released followed by a sono buoy pattern. No explosion

Altl'iough making no mention of the

Oii the fo\urth
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was heard but positive U—boat noises ■were picked up*
while homing signals had been sent out and at 0953 hours

R/T communication was
established and a hunt was started with the aircraft circling
around the area. The periscope was seen again momentarily at
1023 and 1027 hours but on neither occasion could even a snap
attack be made nor when surface craft arrived was any asdic
contact mde* At IO30 hours another Liberator arrived and
by 1230 hours there were nine escort vessels engaged in the
search. At 1254 hours l^/^20 left to check position
B^sey Island and on ret'-jm at I510 hours an object was
sighted five miles west of the hunt which on closer approach
Yifas recognised as the top of a U-boat’s conning tower
disappearing in a foamy swirl, A stick of fovir depth charges
were dropped ahead of the swirl only a short time after
complete submersion but no after results were
reporting this sighting to the surface craft by R/T the hunt
moved over to the spot but nothing more transpired. In her
log HaJOiS records she was diving deep in this vicinity coming
up periodically to periscope depth. She made no mention of
seeing an aircraft in the early stages and was ’jnav^are of the

24 attack or the surface craft hunt but records the
sighting of an aircraft corresponding to W/l20*s return and
the subsequent depth charge attack which did her no harm.

Mean-

escort vessels were seen approaching.

on

seen. After

made her way slowly down the Irish Sea from the
Isle of Man finding no targets. Y/hile schnorchelling at
night on 7 March to the northeast of Dublin she reported being
in collision with an unidentified vessel resulting in the loss
of her schnorchel mast and damage to the periscope,
crippled she crept southward out of the area and returned home
via southwest Ireland,
Irish Sea.

Thus

By 13 March all It-boats had left the
The next arrivals were U.1169 on the 20th and

on 27 March, both of whom came in via the St. George's
Channel. periscope was probably sighted at 0732 hours
on 26 March by U.S.N. Liberator B/IIO Squadron about 15 miles
northeast of Wexford. The aircraft was at 1,500 feet and
unplaced for immediate attack. Markers were dropped and. a
sono buoy pattern laid. Acting on evidence from this two
Mark 24 Mines were released but nothing resiiLted neither
any contact made when the 22nd Escort Group arrived, after
being homed, at 0904 hours. Both these U-boats were still
patrol on the Irish Sea at the end of the month.

was

on

During March, air patrols covering all parts of the Irish
Sea vrere flown by Nos, 15 and 19 Groups amounting to 2*, 128 day
and night hours. Pour possible or genuine sittings were
obtained, two of which were attacked. There were in addition
nine bogus sightings of which five were attacked,(l)
air escort was given to only three convoys and one Monster
totalling 35 flying hoirrs with no sightings.
The

Close

This area was again very active there being ten U-boats
concerned. The month started with four in the area, all at
the western end, UaiSj was south of the Lizard and U.275
north of Ushant both en route to the Central Channel,” U,1203
was patrolling in the mouth of the Channel and U.1004 to" the

(1) Bo^ sightings by A/815 and 0/201 on 5th, V/422 and V/201
on 6th, on 8th, V46l on 9th, DA3/GR on 17th, ^461
on 20th and V228 on 26th.
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The latter was about to start her home-east of the Lizard,

ward passage arid her place was taken on 5 March by a newcomer

U^2S..

G/10 Squadron udio was escorting the conbined convoy
OS.112^KMS.88.
sticking out of the water in a position 26 miles southwest of
the Lizard and five miles from the neai’est ship in the convoy.

The sighting was too close for immediate attack and while

turning it was lost to view.

She was probably sighted on this day by Stinderland

A small object was seen throvigh binoculars

Two possible sightings were made by Barracudas of No, 810

F,A,A, Squadron in the Central Channel, This squadron was

operating from Thomey Island under No, 19 Group control. On

6 March at 1805 ho^n•s F/810 Squadron obtained a Mk,XI (3 emu)
A,S,V, contact at two miles range in smooth water conditioxis
and on closing saw a short wake mark vAiich was attacked without
result with six depth charges in a position 26 miles south of
the Needles, This could have been U.685*s periscope who was

patrolling in the neighbourhood. The next day Q/810 Squadron
through binoctilars sighted less than a nd-le away three thin

objects sticking up abwut three feet out of water, Althoiagh
banking steeply towards the target, it had disappeared before

arrival but two depth charges were dropped on the estimated
position. This was nine miles from the previotis day's sight
ing and therefore ootild have been U,683 again.

On 8 March, convoy 0NA,289 'was attacked off Beachy Head
(Br.; - tons was simk. This vras theand the Lomas ton

work of U.275 who had come into the eastern Channel from

Nazaire but she did not survive for long as she was

destroyed on 10 March in a naval deep minefield ten miles

S,S,¥, of Beaohy Head.

O

By 9 March U,1203 had left on her homeward journey and
three more U-boats were approaching the western Channel,
U.681, the first, was proceeding at 80 feet depth on 11 March
past the Scilly Isles and at about 0900 hours hit some outlying
rocks,

realising he could no longer dive for any length of time, ha
made for the Irish coast at full speed on the s^nrfaoe,
0926 hoTors he was intercepted by U,SaNi, Liberemor N/I03 Squadron
who made an immediate attack,

action and the stick of 8 - likoXI D.C.s undershot with the last

one exploding close to the U-boa.t’s tail,
turned and released 2

Even before this the U-boat captain had decided his

The damage sustained forced the captain to surface and.

At

The U-boat took violent evasive

The aircraft then

Mk, 2J+ Mines at the still speeding
U-boat,

position was hopeless and had given the order to abandon ship.
This was done while still proceeding at full speed, the ballast

tank vents wex>e opened and demolition charges lit. As the

U-boat disappeared a heavy explosion took place aft,
about 40 survivors were picked up by the 2nd Escort Group,

Later

The ether two boats, U, 315 and 953j duly arrived and took

up patrol billets to the south and southeast of the Lizard

respectively. Meanwhile U.683, having completed her patrol
time in the central Channel, was proceeding westward down
channel and on 12 March was rounding the Lizard, After dark

the 2nd Escort Group, still patrolling in this area, picked
up asdic contact and sank her off the 'Wblf Eock,

A quiet period for both sides ensued mtil 21 March except
for a night illumination of a schnorohel head 30 miles south of

the Soillies on the night of the I6tb/I7th, This was by
I/L Warwick 0/179 Squadron and the sighting was almost under
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the aiixjraTt* In the subsequent turn to attack, the target
disappeared and no attack was possible. This was probably
953 ■''■'ho had just started her return home after only three

days of complete^ ineffective patrol. Her place was taken
by U*2l;£ who arrived on patrol between Halmouth and Pl;j’mDuth
about 18 March,
about the 20th en route to the line Gherbourg/NTeedles,

Jinother newcomer, U,1195, entered the Channel

Action started again on 21 March with the sinking at
1335 hoTxrs of the James Eagan La,vne (U^S.) - 7,176 tons out
of coastal convoy BTC. 103 off the Eddystone by U« 399 and
1418 hotars the sinking of the John Paei’k (U^s”,) - 7,1%
out of coastal convoy TBG,102 west of the Liaard by U.315.
both oases the U-boat got away unharmed and U,315 struck agai
next day. She sank the anpire_Mng8l@y (Br.) - 6,996 tons out
of another coastal convoy (TBC,103) at I340 hours northwest of
Lands End and again got clear undamaged.

ci\j

tons
In
n

Early in the morning of 26 March coastal convoy BTC, 108
was attacked southwest of the Lizard by U,399 whose onJy victim
was the tiny coaster PaoifiQ (Du.) « 362 tons. This convoy
was being trailed two miles astern by the 3rd Escort Group.
Immediatelj’ after the torpedoing they gained asdic contact and

U.399 by hedgehog attack. The Group remained in this
Vicinity and on 29 March picked up another submarine contact.
After a short series of attacks unmistakable evidence of
destruction came to the surface, Aotua3.1y this was y*246 who
had just started her return journey from the Plymouth

The final episode of the month came on the same day when
11*315 attacked coastal convoy BT0,111 northwest of Lands End
and badly damaged one of the escorting frigates, H.M.G.S, Temc.
Ho retribution was exacted from this U-boat and she started
homeward on 3I March leaving no U-boats in the western part of
the Ghannel and only U, 1195 in the central.

area.

area*

During the month No. 19 Group flew a total of 2i.,6l8 day
and night hours on box patrols and together with No, I5 G-roup
escorted I3 convoys in the area totalling 201 flying hours.
In all there were five genuine or possible sightings of which
three were attacked and resulting in one U-boat being sunk.
There were three bogus sightings all of which were

V'/ Five ships v/ere sunk and one escort vesselattacked,

damaged for the loss of five U-boats - a very satisfactory
exchange rate.

^l^.Byistol Ghannel across to south of Ireland area

One U-boat was on patrol for a shoid: time in the Bristol
Ohamel, This was U«775 who had crept round St, David's Head
dm-ing 3 March, She took up position just south of Milford
Haven and at 1330 hours on 6 March attacked coastal convoy
MH.% hitting the Empire Geraint (Br.) - 6,991 tons who was
seriously damaged and subsequently beached in Milford Haven.
The counter-attack by the convoy escorts inflicted damage
Ui_2Z5 ■''ho started on her return journey on 8 March, In failing
dusk light on this day she was possibly seen soon after starting
to schnorchel by Sunderland p/422 Squadron about I5 miles south
of Milford Haven, No attack was made as on close approach the
object sighted had disappeared leaving no aiming mark.

on

(1) Bogus sightings by G/I05 on 4th, A/810 on 8th and U/I07
on 18 March,
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During the nionth there were six passages along the south^
Onecoast of Ireland by U-boats to and from the Irish Sea.

of them was sighted by Wellington Q/304 Squadron on I3 March
when, after a radar contact, a conning tower was seen four
miles away on a southerly course to the southwest of St. David's
Head,

disappeared for too long an into.rval to justify an attack.
This was possibly U,1276 leaving the Irish Sea en route
homewrard, ^

By the time the aircraft arrived, the target had

Box patrols during March by Nos, I5 and 19 Groups amounted
to 2,796 day and night flying hours
genuine sightings and two bogiis,(i)
were given to the close air escort of 37 convo^^'s and one
Monster.

for y/hich there were two

In additnxjn, 945 hoxors

Off Northern Ireland

During March there were three U-boats on patrol and all
had been stink before the end of the month. The only shipping
casualty occurred on the 16th when the Ingertoft (Br,) -

2,190 tons was sunk out of the small couroy RU,156 tiaree miles
west of the island of Skye at 0800 hours by U. 722 whjo got away
undetected. No air escort v/as being giveit. This U-boat had
arrived in the area on 9 March and after this attack nothing
was seen of her until a doubtful sighting by Sunderland L/201
Squadron at O84I hours on 26 March. The aircraft sighted
smoke at a range of I3 miles off the southern tip of the
Hebrides, On approach this was reported as very dense white
and coming from a point on the sTurface streaming away down wind.
Mien seven miles away it began to disperse and had disappeared
at two miles range leaving a long grey streak in the water
20 yards broad and half a mile long. No attack was made but
the 2nd division of E,G.21, who were patrolling 50 mi.les to the
north, were informed and arrived on the scene at 1157 hours.
No particular attention would have been given to this sighting
afterwards if the Escort Group had not sunk Uo722 two days
later only 28 miles away. Even so, it is almost incredible

?*722 shoiild have been sohnorchelling in broad daylight,
maldng this amount of smoke and leaving such an outsize wake
mark. The evidence reads much more like a smoke marker but

the sighting cannot be written off as entirely bogus,

.rhe other two U-boats were U, 1003, y/ho arrived off Loch
Foyle on 1 March joined about the 13th by Up 296 just to the
eas.-byrerd. Their patrols woi-e featureless until the night of
20 March when Ujl003. ydio was sohnos-ohelling, collided with the
Canadian fidgate ]^j7_Glasgqw at 2217 hours ̂ dut 12 miles
north of lougia Foyle, The U-boat bottomed at once thereby
escaping destruction by subsequent depth ciharges dropped by the
New Glasgow and other frigates of the 26th Escort Group nearby.
Examination of the collision damage in Up 1003 disclosed a split
conning tower, periscopes and schnorohel smashed and many
internal leaks. At daylight/21 st she left the bottom and
oruised at 60 feet all day in a northwesterly direction until
dusk when she surfaced to charge her nearly exhausted batteries.
However, she was forced to dive again before replenishment by
constant alarms of approaching hunting forces. With pumps
ironing continuously she struggled throiigh the 22nd March but
just after midnight the batteries gave out and could not keep
the pumps going. The captain surfaced and abandoned ship in

(1) Bogus sightings by P/I03 on 1st and X/I07 on I4 March,
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the early hotirs of 23 March,
containing 3'! of "the crew were sighted by the Canadian frigate
Thetford Mines about 20 miles northwest of the collision

position.

Soon after dawn dinghies

Meanwhile since the collision the area had been intensively

patrolled by siorface and aiTOraft, No air sightings occurred

until 0900 houi's on the 22nd when Wellington R/i72 Squadron
sighted off Loch Foyle a hump of cascading foam travelling
down wind at 5 knots leaving a long walce. This subsided and
vanished before an attack could be made. Later at IO40 hours,
another swirl was sighted in the same position which was

attacked with six depth charges without result. Nearby escort

vessels were informed by S/T and No, I5 Group diverted
Liberator M/120 Squaxiron to investigate. So far, post war
reasoning points strongly to a bogus sighting on  a willywaw
because it is now known that U,1003 was some 20 miles away to

the northwest in a parlous condition with a dying battei-y and

spending much of the day lying on the bottom.

Liberator M/120 Squadron arrived at II40 hours and laid
a sono buoy pattern which was claimed to confirm the presence
of a U-boat steering west at six knots and at 1322 hours an

attack was made with 2 - Mark 24 Mines in position 5525N x

0640W (13 miles N.E, of the entrance to Loch Foyle), Twelve
minutes later the sono buoy operator reported two bangs tailing
into a "wooshing sound" after which no more noises were heard.
At 1445 hours a small patch of oil about 30 yards in diameter

was seen at the attack point, Yiflaen M/120 left the area at
1513 hours there were seven escort vessels sweeping the

vicinity. They found nothing, not even a bottomed object.

At the time nothing was known about the possible presence
of U,296 in the North Channel area and subsequent interrogation
of survivors from U.1003 made it clear that she had not been

hit by the Mark 24 Mines, consequently the attack was classi

fied together with R/I72*s sighting and attack as probably
non-submarine. After the war it was established from Geiwian

records that U.296 had been detailed by signal on  9 March,
when T/est of the Hebrides, to operate in the Firth of Clyde,
She should have arrived in this area about I5 March but, as she
never regained harbour or made any subsequent signal, her
whereabouts are unknown on 22 March, For Tivant of a better

attack claim the Admiralty Assessment Garrmittee credited her

destruction to this attack by M/120 Sqtiadron, This account
has been given in some detail to illustrate the amoimt of pure
supposition that tinderlies some of the sightings, attacks and

assessments in the final schnorchel phase.

During March, No. I5 Group carried out a total of 723 day
and night hours patrol resulting in two possible sightings and
one attack credited with the sinking of a U-boat, In addi

tion, 622 hours were expended in close escort to 16 convoys
and 20 Monsters with no sightings. There were two bogus
sightings,("I) The score of one ship sunk in the area against
three U-boats destroyed was eminently satisfactory.

The Bvitt of Lewis to the Orkneys

For some reason not apparent In German records, B, d U,

detailed five U-boats in March to paticl in this hitherto most

(1) Bogus sighting by Z/422 on 8 March and F/172 on 22nd,
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unrewarding area althoij^ his Intelligence Branch must have

been aware by now that traffic was very thin along this bit of
coast* U*1021 was on patrol the idiole month, U*11QZi. from the
3rd to the 15th, U. 978 from the 4th until well into April,
IT* 1005 from the 4th for six days and U*965 from 16 March*

U*1005 had her patrol cut short as she was instructed by
signal on 8 March to proceed to the south of Ireland* She

left the area on the 10th and, proceeding down westward of the
Hebrides, hit outlying rooks off St. Kilda on 12 March. The
resultant damage forced her to return forthwith to Bergen.
The other four boats effected nothing. U.1104 left for home
on the 15th, U.965 was sunk on 27 March by the patiK)lling
1st Division of B*G*21 and U.1021 fell victim to the same Groi^p

. on 30 March leaving only U*978 on patrol on 1 ^ril. There

were no shipping casualties to offset the enemy’s loss of two
U"-boats*

Air patrols by Nos. I5 and 18 Groups amomted to 57^ day
and night flying hours and 87 hours were given to the escort of
three convoys.

bogi2s*(l)
No genuine sightings resulted but there were

two

Reykjavik *•» Iceland

U.1022y who had arrived at the end of Pebruaiy, may have
been contacted by l/L liberator M/53 Squadron just before
midni^t on 1 March some 25 miles northwest of Skagi* The
aircraft obtained a firm radar contact which was held while

homing to a range of one mile but nothing was seen when the

Leigh li^t was switched on* A sono buoy pattern was laid

and, acting on the evidence claimed, two attacks were made
with Mark 24 Mines but without result* Thirty hours later

U.1022 torpedoed and sank the anti-svibmarine whaler Southern

Flower - 328 tons four miles off Skagi* The local force of

whalers and trawlers failed to pick up any trace of hor and a

week later at I4OO hours on 10 March she attacked  a group of
them some I5 miles northwest of Skagi but when getting into a

firing position she broke surface in the heavy sea running.
She was sighted and attacked, first by gunfire and later with
depth charges but managed to extricate herself safely thou^
damaged. She left patrol for home on I3 March* Meanwhile
U.773 had arrived in the area on 7 March and spent an uneventful

patrol off Reykjavik until 31 March when she too left fbr home.

Except for.the possible contact on U.1022. no air sightings
were obtained during the 680 day and ni^t flying hours of
patrol or the 279 hours of air escort afforded to seven convoys
in the Reykjavik area.

The East coast of Scotland and N.E* of England

No U-boats were present until 10 March when U.714 arrived
off Montrose. She promptly attacked and sank the Norwegian
mine-sweeper Nordhav II outside this port* She then moved
down to St* Abb’s Head where on 14 March she sank the Swedish

Maene - 1,145 tons out of convoy FS.1736* The newly commis
sioned frigate Natal, who was on passage nearby, closed the

position within a few minutes, picked up asdic contact and
half an hour later destroyed U*714*

(1) Bogus sighting by V/547 on 1st and N/224 on 4 March*
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U4i778 arrived in the Peterhead area on 12 March and had an

unproductive patrol until the 23rd* In his report, the captain
saidlftiere Tfreis no traffic, constant air and surface patrols,
and occasional depth charge attacks but she -was able to

sohnorchel at night undisturbed close in to the coast* She

returned early because of a breafcdoTOi in the hydrophone eqviipment*
She uTas probably sifted Then leaving by a Sunderland on an

operational flying exercise yho, after a radar contact, sighted
in clear moonlight on the night of 23 March a schnorchelling
li-boat in the mouth of the Moray Firth steering No

. depth charges were being carried so no attack oooild be made*

The third U-boat in the area was the Type XXIII - U*-2321
Tho patrolled between the Firth of Forth and St* Abb*s Head
from 17 March and was still there at the end of the month

without finding any target*

No. 18 G-roup flew patrols close off the Scottish east
coast but only to the extent of 236 hours. Except for the

sighting in the Moray Firth, there were no others genuine but
three bogus sittings were'reported.v1;

(b) The Transit Areas

The Northern Area fxom Norway to the line loeland/debiddes

In this area during March there were 51 U-boats outward
and 26 inward bound,

flying hours by Nos* 15, *^8 Iceland Groups was 6,361, an
increase of 1,000 over that for February. Seven genuine
sightings were made of T^oh five were attacked resulting in
two U-boats being sunk and one damaged* There were in addi
tion six bogus sittings, three of Tihich were attacked*

The overall total of day and ni^t

!ttie first genuine sighting came on 5 March Then Wellingbon
U/172 Squadron, after a radar contact, sighted a periscope
through binoculars about 500 yards distant but on  a wrong

As the aircraft passed to port, thebearing for attack*
U-boat broke surface showing bows and top of conning tower

Unfortunately by the time a turn had beenheading northeast*
made the U-boat had disappeared for too long an interval to

;justify a depth charge attack* The position was 56lONx1210W
and was probably the homeward bound U.22A.

No further contacts were made until 20 March Then at I83O
hours Liberator B/86 Squadron obtained a contact on her Mk.X

(3 cm.) A.S.V. at 3i miles range. In gathering dusk this was
three times homed on but on each occasion nothing concrete

A marker was dropped and at I900 hours acould be seen*

pattern of sono buoys were laid around it which immediately
produced sounds of a U—boat* In almost complete darkness

(1) Bogus sightings by K/547 on 16th, U/222|. on 18th and B/224
• on 28 March, / ,

(2) Bogus sightings by D/547 on 2|.th, J/210 and E/547 on 17th,
D/22iB on 23rd, P.L*/22jB on 25th and T/86 on 30 March.
Tn the latter case, the pilcl; of T/86 Squadron, after
twice attacking the fast moving *sohnoichelling U-boat*
without result, came to the conclusion that his target

incipient waterspout and his photographs confirmed
Henceforward it was at last suspected at

was an

this opinion.
H.Q. Coastal Command that all **schnorohel smoke” sightings
were not necessarily genuine*
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another radar contact was obtained and acting on this and the

sono buoy giving the maxim-um noise an attack 'vras made at 153^
hoiors with 2 - Mk.22f Mines,

propeller noises continued but then there was a prolonged
reverberation after irfiich all noises ceased,

attack was 62 miles north of Gape Y/rath,
became known that U,105 sailed from Trondheim on I3 March bound
for S.W, Ireland,

ever received from her and she never regained harbour.
Allowing the usual 60 mile advance per 24 hours, she could have
been in the attack position on 20 March and the '.Assessment
Committee credited her destruction to this attack,

T'wd nights after a definite sighting 'was obtained slightly
to the east of this position irfien L/L Liberator L/224 Squadron,
after homing on a firm radar contact, illimiinated a sTjrfaoed

U-boat steering 236° at 10 knots,
4 - 600 lb. depth bombs but unhappily the stick just overshot
and the U-boat dived,

just come through the Pair Isle channel between the Shetlands
aiid C)r?meys.

On 24 March, Mosquito Q/235 Sq-uadron failed to return from
an anti-shipping rover patrol, A day later it vfas reported
from one of our own submarines (H,M. Mor. S/^ Dolfijn) on patrol
off Hellisoy that at 1224 hours/24 March a Mosquito aircraft was
seen being shot down by a U-boat which afterwards turned back

into the fjords,

owing to the presence of surface craft,
establishes that U.249. outward bound on operations from Bergen,
was a.ttacked by a Mosquito at this time and place,
were inflicted on the bridge personnel and some slight damage
to the U-boat,

taken prisoner,
and to land the wounded.

Liberator V/86 Squadron obtained a glimpse of a sohnorchel
and periscope in a very rouigh sea with low visibility about

45 miles northwest of the Shetlands at 1523 hours on 27 March
but the target vanished before an attack could be made.
Another momentary sighting of a schnorohel in similar weather

conditions was reported by Liberator S/86 Squadron on 29 March
about 90 miles north of Cape Wrath,
after a second

high sea running
attack was made with 2 - Mark 24 Mines,

No precise identity can be given for either of these sightings
but U. 325 was in the vicinity of the former, and both U, 1276 and
953 ware in the neighbourhood of the latter.

Por the next six minutes the

The position of
After the war it

No outward clearance or passage signal was

An attack was made with

This was U,321 outward bound who had

No rescue could be attempted by the submarine
Post'war evidence

Casualties

The Mosquiito was then shot down and one airman
U,249 had to return to Bergen for repairs

In this case the aircraft,
laid a sono buoy pattern in spite of the

On rather scanty hydrophone evidence an
There was no result.

gl^pse,
g, ‘

The finail encounter of the month came at O9OO hours on

29 March when Liberator 0/224 Squadron sighted three miles

away what appeared to be a persistent white cap in an otherwise
moderate sea in a position JO miles northwest of Muokle Plugga,
The aircraft closed and at one mile identified a periscope

An immediate attack wac mademaking a pronounced feather,
mth 4 - Mk,XI D,C,s while the periscope was still visible.

(1) Instructions had been issued that sono buoy evidence Tvas
highly unreliable owing to water noises if a pattern was

laid in sea conditions rougher than State 4 oh the
Beaufort scale.
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As the aircraft was turning after release about eight feet of
the U-boat's stem came into view,

the depth charge explosions a light oil patch appeared and

sono buoys were laid around it,

very scanty, a fxirther attack with 2 - Mk, 22f Mines was made
but without result,

by \Tiiich time the oil had spread to an area 200 yards in
diameter,

postwar evidence revealed that U.1106 had sailed from
Kristiansand South on 23 March bound for S.W, Ireland,
made no outward passage signals and was never heard of again.
On the usual allowance of 60 miles advance per 2i(. hotirs she
could have been the U-boat attacked and the Assessment

Committee credited her destruction to the depth charge attack.

Within a few/ minutes of

Although their evidence was

The aircraft remained another two hoiurs

A positive ruling on the attack was postponed but

She

The Transit route westward of Ireland jnd to the Scillies

During March the air patrols over this route were intensi
fied and extended to cover the stretch betvreeh S,Y/, Ireland and

the Scilly Islands, A trial was also made of the sono buoy
barrier scheme mentioned in the policy section (ii) (d). This
took place on the 8th and 9 March, The area chosen was west

of Ireland from Latitude 5515N to 5215N between longitudes
I345W and II3OW, Sono buoys were laid in staggered lines

within these limits. The 1st Escort Group was stationed
iO miles southward of the area ready to be homed on to any
positive indication obtained by the air patrols.

It was estimated by the Submarine Tracking Hoorn that there

were up to 12 U-boats on passage somewhere westv/ard of the
British Isles and the selected area was considered the most

likely to give results over the next 48 hoijrs. Prom postwar
knowledge, the Tracking Room were acc\n’ate as to numbers but
not as to positions. There were indeed ten outward and one
inward bouni

on 8 March,

to the north of the area and three had Just left to the south

east, only U,26p was near but she was still about 40 miles to
the north,

also about 40 miles to the north.

nd but by unlucliy chance none were in the chosen area
, (1) Six of the outward bound boats were strung out

U, 1004. homeward, had Just left the area and v/as

Prom dawn on the 8th onwards, U.S.N, Liberators of Nos,

103, 105 and 110 Squadrons were fed into the area where they
patrolled keeping W/T watch on the various sono buoy transBiitter

frequencies,
with M.A.D. also patrolled in the hopes of detecting submerged
U-boats,

was

Two U.S.N. Catalinas of No. 63 Squadron fitted

Only one indication was reported on 8 March,
by N/103 Squadron i/rfio from 1412 to 1526 hours claimed

s

An attack v/as made

Thi

positive U-boat noises in 5241N x 1334^,
with one Mark 24 Mine but nothing resulted and the noises
continued,

U»260 were within 60 miles and it appears that the
During 9 March, U,260

P3rom the postwar plot of U-boat positions neithe

sono buoy evidence was non-submarine,

r

was the only boat in the area but no indications or contacts

were reported by any aircraft,
hours were expended in this experiment.

In the two days, 349 flying
It was not repeated

(1) Had the operation been timed for I4 March, there were
then three outward and tTO homeward bound in the area.
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until the last week of the war, vphioh seems a pity as it had

good possibilities, partioiilarly ^jiist north of the Shetlands.

A few days later. U.,2.60, who was en route to the Irish

Sea, was proceeding at 250 feet depth southeast of the Pastnet
At 1750 hours on 12 March she hit a mine in the navalLight,

laid deep mine field 20 miles E,S,E, of that lightr
managed to surface and reported her condition to B» d U, who
told her to scuttle if unable to effect temporary repairs,
otherwise to make for St. Nazaire,

close to the Irish coast the captain signalled to B. d U,
that he was about to scuttle and the whole crew Imided in

dinghies close to Galley Head on 14 March.

She

After edging his boat

Plying by Nos, 15 and 19 Groups over this transit ix)ute
during March amounted to 2,122 hours for which there were no

genuine sightings, Pive bogus sightings were all attaoked.Cv
There were 16 outward and 11 homeward bound U-boat passages

along the route during the month.

The Transit route through the Kattegat and Skagejn;ack

Pew Leigh Light aircraft could be spared by No, 18 Group
for action against U-boats on this route and only occasional
sorties were flown during the first ten days, none of whom

sighted anything but surface convoys and nuaerous small craft.

They were discontinued until near the end of the month when
four sorties were despatched armed with the 600lb. depth bomb
thiis making it practical to attack all targets from a

relatively high level. One such attack was made on a cargo
vessel southbound off the Skaw on the night of the 26/2? March
but no damage is mentioned in German records,
svutfaced U-boat was sighted on the same night further to the

west by L/L Liberator S/547 Squadron but as the aircraft
was returning from a Bornholm sortie with no depth charges
left, no attack could be made,
expended by the AAJ aircraft.

A fully

Only 110 flying hoiirs were

Although many sightings and attacks on starface shipping
made by the night fiying Halifaxes, there was only one

occasion when U-boats were seen.

were

This occurred at 2215 hoiirs

17 March when Halifax H/58 Squadron sighted two surfaced
U-boats with two escort vessels east of the Skaw steering 330°.

These were probably U,874 and 1106 en route to Horten.
Halifax could not attack as no bombs remained after previous

During the month 28 new U-boats

on

The

attacks on surface vessels,

came up from Kiel to Norwegian ports.

(o) Attacks in the U-boat exercise _area

After agreement with the Soviet Naval Staff, sweeps by
Leigh Light Liberators took place round Bomiiolm on the nights
of 23rd/24th and 26/27 March. Eiglit aircraft from each of

Nos, 311 and 547 Squadrons set out on the first night. Once

again the tracks debouched from the Swedish coast north of
Bornholm and led right round the island clockwise, the fxirthest

off being about ^0 miles from the coast,
and attacked U-boats, all were singletons with no escort and

were widely separated in positions all round the island.

Six aircraft sighted

(1) Bogus sightings by G/110 on 4th, L/423 an<i ̂ 59 on 5th,
N/103 on 8th and P/59 Squadron on 30 March,
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Gf the other ten aircraft, four saw nothing but a few
fishing craft, fotir saw small svirface vessels which were

attacked, one saw a large convoy steering 300° to the southeast
of the island and one saw a destroyer and small vessels 20
miles west of the island. All the U-boats were attacked while

fully surfaced and in five cases a good straddle Viras claimed.
As there were no escorts and what little flak came from the

U-boats was inaccurate, the attacking aircraft returned to

verify results but, beyond the fact that in every case the

radar contact disappeared, there was no evidence of any results.

On the second night seven aircraft of No, ̂ 11 and eleven
of Na 547 took pari:. This time seven siglitings of U-boats

were made and five were attacked. All except one were to the

eastward of the island and foirr of the sightings could have

been on one little group of tvra U-boats' steeriiig east in

company with a large escort vessel. Of the five attacks,
three were on fully surfaced boats and tvro -were in the act of

diving. In addition two sightings of schnorebelling U-boats

were claimed. There was accurate flak, both from the STxrfaoed

U-boats and the escort vessel so that no investigation after

attack was done. Of the other 14 aircraft, three saw nothi^
except fishing vessels, tvra attacked ships in convoys sighted
south of the island, tw attacked R-boats near the port of

Ronne, three attacked various small patrol craft and four
attacked miscellaneous contacts not identii’ied.

As in the case of the February attacks, no U-boat informa
tion is available from German records and it is therefore not

possible to confirm claims for casualties amongst the U-boat

targets. Regarding surface craft, all that can be fovind in

the records is that during the first night’s attacks the

German manned cable ship Bud.ladingen - 44^ tons and the patrol
craft VS,276 - I4I tons were both sunk by aircraft 10 miles

S,S,Yf, of Ronne, and on the second night the German fishing
craft Venus - 261 tons was svink some 40 miles ¥.3,17, of the
island.

It is unsatisfactory not being able to confirm any precise
results against U-boats but there can be no question that these

raids did no good to the working-oip organisation and routine.

One last sweep was carried out towards the end of April by
thr'ee Liberators of No, 206 Squadron on the night of the

23rd/24th, Only one U-boat -was sighted, in a position 34
miles N,E, of Bornholm, The automatic blind bombing approach

equipment was faulty and the five depth charges released fell

200 yards to port of the U-boat which promptly dived,

(d) Summary for March 1945

U-BOATS
A/CTotal hours

base to base
Task

lost
Sight Attack Result

13,758

2,170

8,593

112Inshore Area Patrols 7 2 sunk

Inshore Convoy Escort 1 0

8Transit Ai^as 2 sunk

1 dam.
5

403Bornholm area 13 11

Totals - March 1945 24,924 36 4 sunk
1 dam.

3 23
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During March the inshore U—boats in Home Waters sank ten

merchant ships and three naval vessels -with damage inflicted
on another naval vessel at a cost to themselves in these

waters of fifteen U-boats destroyed (eleven by Naval, action

and four by Air) - once again a satisfactory exchange rate®

(vii) Operations during April and May 1945 - G-aneral
Remarks

The sailings of U-boats on operations increased during
April to IfA as compared with 37 March and included the

first Type JDCI U-2511« New U-boats coming up from Kiel

increased to 33 against 28 in March, The May figures were

five despatched on operations and at least 20 new boats from

Kiel with many others on passage in the western Baltic.

Considering the Atlantic as a whole, the merchant ship
losses during this last five week period vrere very moderate

at 13 sunk and seven damaged but the destruction amongst
U-boats was far the heaviest for a long time - 23 around the

British Isles, five in nud-Atlantic and four off the American

seaboard, totalling 32. Taken in conjunction with 27 more
U-boats sunk on passage in the Kattegat/Baltic area and with
the destruction of a further 18 in port plus the collapse of

the prefabricated building programme due to Allied bombing it
exemplifies the extent to T-hioh the Allies dominated the
U-boat menace,

still 45 U-boats in the Atlantic area on 4 May of Tdiioh 33
were around the British Isles,

however, even vdth these losses there were

See Maps 47
and 49

See Map 31

Mention was made in the general remarks for March that,
consequent on U-boat losses in the Channel and Irish Sea,
B.d.U, instituted patrols southward of Ireland and the Scillies.

By 3 April there were fo\ir boats in such billets added to
during the month by a further four. They effected little and
lost four of their nim±ier to air and surface craft attacks.

Also during April, two U-boats were sent to the North Foreland

where they sank two ships and damaged another. As -they were

integrated with the Seehunde sorties in this area the detailed
story is given in the anti-shipping Chapter XI section (xii)(b).

area

The other innovation mentioned was the despatch of several

large U-boats against ocean convoys in the mid-North Atlantic,
Six of these started a westward sweep in mid-April in this area

under the code name of Group Seawolf,

suspected by Allied Intelligence and an American task force,
consisting of two escort carriers with tTrenty destroyers, was

Between the

The project was

detail^ to scour the possible line of advance,
15th and 24 A.pril four of these U-boats were located ̂ d sunk.
A more detailed account has been included in Chapter IX on

overseas U-boat operations.

Much more attention was given in this last period by
Coastal Command to the transit route tlirough the Kattegat and

Not only were the night sorties stepped up butSkagerrack,

the daytime anti—shipping strikes extended their scope into
In the course of these latter opera-the Central Kattegat,

tions there were two occasions in April and three in May when

small parties of surfaced U-boats cn passage were attacked
with success. In addition, during the first four days of

May, the 2nd Tactical Air Force operated E,P, fitted Typhoon
Squadrons with equal success in the bestem Baltic area.
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In Home Waters, natioral phenomena continued to be
misreported as geniiine Schnorchels right up to the end of the

labile the total number of bogus reports diu:*ing the
period remained high at y], the true origin of most of these

reports shifted from -willywaws to spouts from v/hales, black-

fish or porpoises, there being 24 of such misidentifications.
Bona fide sightings of U-boats aromd oxir islands remained
remarkably low in view of the high intensity of flying and

numerous targets present,
efficiency of Schnorchel tactics against air location and the

prevalence of bogus reportsj-

U-boats in U,K./Iceland area and Aircraft Sightings

war.

The Table below illustrates the

Table

See Appendix VI,

No, of U-boats In area Total

Hours

Flown

Genuine

Sightings
Bogus

SightingsMonth

kVa on any dayMonthly total

h1426 2hthOO

18,200

16,900

15,000

11,800

14,400

24,400 ,

24,700

j  6,100

Sept, 1944

Oct, 1944

Nov, 1944

Dec, 1944

Jan. 1945

Feb, 1945

Mch. 1945

Apr. 1945

May 1945

59

48 1123

1417 337

8 1346 24

1549 27 4

34 7 1565

40 22 3073

16 314084

640 333

The final stage of the vrar was marked on 4- May when
Admirad Doenitz broadcast a signal at 15''4 hours G,S,T. to adl

U-boats at sea instructing them to cease hostilities and start

return to base. Many U-boats did not receive this signal and

many disregarded it. After the unconditional surrender, the

Admiralty ordered a broadcast to all U-boats at sea at 1200B

hours on 8 May directing them to surface, report in plain
language and proceed surfaced to oeiiiain designated ports.
Again many disregarded this for some days and even on 15 May
there were still five U-boats at sea submerged.

See Map 51

See Map 53

See Map 55

The Use of Blimps for inshore work

One interesting recommendation for inshore anti-submarine
work should be recorded although the war ended before its vadue

could be assessed from operational experience. This was the

use of small airships or Blimips, particudarly for inshore

convoy escort. On 6 April 194-5, the C,-in-G. Coastal Command
sent a memorandum to the Admiralty and Air Ministry drawing
attention to the large anraunt of inshore flying done by heavy
long range aircraft primarily designed for more distant employ
ment and suggesting that all coastwise convoy ai.r escort could

be better performed by Blimps, He said he had already been in
communication with Admirad Stark (U.S.N, representative in

London) and had been assured that a squadron of these could
readily be made available. He was himself prepared to

organise ground accommodation and facilities for handling.

This proposal was fully endorsed by the Admiralty i«ho
obtained authorisation from Cominch in T/ashington for the

despatch to the United Idngdom of one squadron of six Blimps.
Arrangements for their reception at Cardington went ahead

C.G.

April 0,R,B,
Appendices
283 and 284-.

ibid

Appendices
285 and 286
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d-uring April and the advance ground party arrived at the end
of the month,

before VE day and on 10 May the Admiralty signalled Cominch

that they Trould not now be reqioired.

It was intended to base them operationally at Chivenor
for employment in the S,W, Approaches and English Channel,
Even in the present (1957) state of submarine development it

appears that such an economicaJL highly manoeuvrable carrier of

dvinking asdic and/or M,A,D, equipment would be invalviable
around our extensive coastline,

(a) The Inshore Areas

The Irish Sea

In the event none of the Blimps had arrived
ibid

Appendices 287
and 288

On 1 April U.1169 and 2^2 were still on patrol and were

Joined on the 3rd by U.102A. ' About this date Ihd.169 started
her homeward Journey but she hit a mine and fomdered on

5 April in the deep minefield laid in the St, George's Channel,

U, 102.1 was responsible for the last shipping casualties which
occurred in this area. On 7 April she attacked convoy HK 3k£
off Holyhead and damaged S. S, James I, Nesmith,  1 tons.

After escaping the subsequent search she lay L;p close to the

Irish coast until 12 April when she attacked convoy BB,80 at
noon to the south of the Isle of Man and damaged S.S. Will

Rogers (U,S,) - 7,200 tons. This time the hunt located her

and she was suiik six hours later by the 8th Escoart Group in
5339N X 0503?/, Neither of these convoys were receiving air
escort.

U.2A2 is thoiight to have been on patrol all the month but

her precise movements in the Irish Sea are amknown,
what dubioiis sighting of smoke and a claimed glimpse of a

schnorohel on a southerly course was made at 081CB hoirrs on

30 April by Sunderland H/201 Squadron some 20 miles south of
the Isle of Man in low cloud and squally weather,
attempts were made to attack but on each occasion the depth
charges failed to release,
away to the northeast some smoky looking spray at the head of
a moving Y/ake was attacked with depth charges and photographs
were taken,

this occasion was a willywaw.
Escort Group was contacted and at the Senior Officer's request
H/201 led them to the position of the first sighting made at
0810 hotnos,

an asdic contact at I9OO hours on a bottomed object in 5342N x
O453W which was then heavily depth charged bringing to the

surface diesel oil, bits of wood and several tin cans of German

origin,
wreck of U. 102A sunk in this vicinity on 12 April,
a further search by the 10th Escort Group on 2 May confirmed

the presence of two bottomed wrecks,
known that four U-boats had vanished during the last weeks of

the war - U.24-2. 325, 3^. soad 398,
explained the postwar Assessment Committee allocated U,325 to
the attack on 30 April by the 14th Escort Group but it seems

far more likely that U,242 was the boat concerned because each
of the other three had been detailed for quite other areas,

H/201 was credited with a share in this kill as she had been

the means of bringing the Group into the vicinity.

This possible sighting was the only one secured by the

2,474 day and night hours of patrol flying by Nos. I5 and

A some-

Two

Tiiree hours later and 14 miles

These showed conclusively that the target on
Shortly afterwards the 14th

After searching the vicinity, the Group obtained

For some days it was thought that these came from, the
However,

After the war it became

For some reason not
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19 Groups though there vrere four other bogus reports,(I)
air escort Viras given to four convoys and two Monsters,
amounting to 44 flying hovirs with no sighting.

Close

Diudng the first vreek of May a further 645 hoiirs of flying
were expended but there were no U-boats present and consequently
no sightings.

The English Channel

Here on 1 April there was U, 1199 in the central area,
joined on 5 April by U.IO63 in the Start Point area. On

6 April U.II95 attacked convoy VTilP.lS to the east of

St Catherine‘s Point (l. of U,) and sank the large S»S. Cuba
(Br,) - 11,2f20 tons. She was located and destroyed one hoxu*
later by H,M.S, Yfatchman, one of the convoy escorts. No air

escort was being given.

On 15 April U,1063. made an attempt to attack convoy
TBC,128 off Start Point but was located by the 17th Escort

Group who were trailing just astern of the convoy. She was

attacked, blown to the surface and sunk by gunfire, U,325
vho had been detailed by signal on 10 April (when west of
Irelaiid) to operate between Lands End and Plymouth, could have
reached this billet about 19 April,

again and there is no clue as to her end,
the Wolf Rock from the Bristol Channel on 25 April and then

moved slowly up Channel reaching the vicinity of Start Point

on 1 May,

She was never heard of

U.IO23 arrived off

During April Nos. 19 and I5 Groups flew 2,871 4ay and night
hours of patrol and 372 hours close escort to 23 convoys. No

genuine sightings resulted but. there were two bogus reports
both of -vdiich were attacked,

On 1 May U.249 arrived to patrol between the Lizard and
Start Point while U.1025 moved into Lyme Bay where she torpedoed
and sank the Norwegian minesweeper No, 382 at 2145B ho'urs on

Both U-boats were still on patrol in the Western
No. 19 Group flew 1,000 day and night hours

patrol and escorted three convoys during this last week of war
with no sightings.

Inshore in the Bay of Biscay

During April No, 19 Group's flying boat squadrons carried
out inshore patrols amotmting to 5I5 liours and 47 hours of

escort in suppoid: to naval forces operating off La Pallice ̂ d
the mouth of the River Gironde,

During the month U5433_. and 5IO traversed the Bay into port, and
U,878 and 485 left port for the Atlantic,
off the Gironde between the 17th and 22 April,

on her outward voyage in the Outer Bay on 10 April by H.M. Ships
of BG.BI. who were escorting convoy ON,295.

7 May.
Channel on 8 May,

No sightings were obtained.

U.255 was patrolling
U,878 w/as sunk

(1) Bogus sightings by BX/No,6(C) O.T.U, on 13'th, P/423 on
24th, P and Q/202 on 29th and H/201 on 30 April.

(2) Bogus sightings by L/110 on 22nd and P/228 on
27 April,
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During the first week of May U,255 was ferrying equipment
and stores between LaPalliceand St* Nazaire finally leaving

the latter port for Norway on 8 May.
95 hours on inshore patrols but sighted nothing.

No. 19 Group flew

The Bristol Channel aoross.tp^,south of Irelaiid area^

Tto U-boats traversed the south coast of Ireland during

April, U.-inP^i- on her way into the Irish Sea and U. 1023 towards
the Bristol Channel, U. 1023 arrived in the Trevose Head area

on 17 April and her periscope was probably sighted at 1952B
hours on 21 April by Sunderland V/422 Squadron. The object,
described as stioklike and leaving a small wake, disappeared
before an attack ooiild be made.

At 1535B hours on 23 April U.1023 attacked convoy TBC,135
some 17 miles southwest of Trevose Head and damaged
S.S. Riverton (Br.) - 7,345 tons. Three hours later the
U.S, Catalina V/63 Squadron (fitted with M,A.D.) obtained
contact near this position and, after tracking it with float

lights, delivered an attack with 24 retrobombs. No explosions
resulted and subsequent tracking seemed to indicate that the

target was lying stopped on the bottom.
Group vvas homed and carried out some depth charge attacks in

the vicinity, v/ith no results. This may have been U.1023 as
she subsequently withdrew from this area and crept round Lands

End into the English Channel,

a

The 17th Escort

This sigl:iting and contact were all that was obtained from

996 hours of pat3X)l flying and 1,143 houirs of convoy escort to

46 convoys and five Monsters, There were two bogus reports
neither of which was attacked, (”1) During the first week of
May there were no U-boats in the area and the 2|H4 flying houirs
saw nothing.

Off Northern Ireland

There were no U-boats here for the first three weeks of

April but during the last ten days this area held more boats

on patrol than any other. Individual billets were apportioned
by B.d.U, mostly off the northwest coast. The dates of

arrival were U.1305 and 293 on the 20th, U.956 and 636 on the
21st, U,1105 on the 24th, and U,901 to the south of the
Hebrides on 27 April, One other boat (U.1017) was on passage
througla the area from 28 April, On the very first day of
U.636's patrol she was located by the 4th Escort Group and

sunk in position 5550N x I03IW,

Duiring April, 1,833 day and night hours were flown by
No. 15 Group on patrols covering the area, Y/ith the excep
tion of one bogus report by W/172 Squadron on 8 April there
were no sightings by aircraft until midnight 23/24 April vdaen
L,/L Liberator X/120 Squadron, after homing on a radar contact,
caught a glirapse of a black object at the head of a white wake

in 5518N X 0847#. The sighting was made very close to and in

such hazy conditions that the Leigh Light was of little
assistance, A flame float was dropped at the spot. On the

return run, radar contact was re-established but faded out

and a sono buoy pattern wais laid in the vicinity. This was

claimed to have given positive evidence v/hich an hour later

(1) Bogus sightings by PZ/No,8 O.T.U. on 2nd and E/46I on
16 April,
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was considered loud enough from one of the buoys to warrant an

attack v/ith 2 - Mk. 24 Mines,
time the pilot was rightly criticised for not releasing the

weapons immediately on the flame float instead of much
later when the TJ~boat had had time to go deep and reduce to

dead slow, at vdiich speed the propeller noise wotild be insuf
ficient to cause the mines to home,

times and positions in U.1305*s log make it fairly certain
that she was the,U-boat concerned.

There v/as no result. At the

Postwar comparison of

On the following night I/L Liberator U/120 Squadron had a
similar experience in much the same position,
object sighted v/as claimed to be a definite schnox’chel leaving
a well defined wake but again it was sighted too close for

immediate attack,

instead of dropping Mk, 24 Mines as soon as possible, the

laborious laying of a sono buoy pattern was undertaken,
was three hours before it was considered that propeller noises

There was no result.

This time the

A flame float was dropped and once more,

It

It is likely-justified an attack,
that this sighting also was of U,i305,

Ho-wever, a successful attack took place on 29 April.
Liberator Q/120 Squadron at 18153 hours sighted a wake distant

three miles in 5604N x 1106W,
that at the head of the wake was a schnorchel sticking up
tiiree or four feet from behind -which could be seen faint

An immediate attack -was made -with 4 “
After subsidence of

Through binoculars it was seen

traces of smoke.

Mk, XI D.Gs, T/hich straddled the target,

the explosion plumes no sign of the schnorchel could be seen

but oil soon appeai’ed which spread to an area 100 yards across
in wMch several dozen small pieces of -wood were floating.
An assessment of "Probably Sunk" was given,
it became known that U.1017, who left Trondheim on 15 April,
had been detailed to proceed towards the English Channel,
Allowing the usual 60 miles per 24 hours on passage she could
have been in the above position on 29 April,

heard of again the Assessment Committee credited her
In addition to air patrol, close

After the war

As she -was

never

destxniction to this attack,

air escort -was given to eleven convoys and five Monsters
involving 353 flyiiig hours but no sighting resulted.

The only shipping casualties effec-bed by all these
U-boats were the sinking of the small independently rou'bed

coaster S.S, Monmouth Coast (Br,) - 878 tons on .24 April and
damage to H,M, friga-te Refill on 2? April, both in positions
about 20 miles west of Eagle island. These attacks appear to
have been the work of U, 1105, -who was detailed to a billet off
this island.

Dtuing the first days of May all five U-boats were still

patrol but they started to leave for home one by one after
the 4th leaving only UJ__105 and 25^ in position on 7 May,

Air patrols and

on

No fvirther attacks were made on shipping,

escort to convoys in the area amounted to 1,071 hours day
and night flying up to 8 May and resulted in two attacks by

patrol aircr^t,
sightings, C "5)

There were in addition three bogus

(i) Bogus sightings by Q/36 on 2nd, M/202 on 3rd and O/423
on 4 May.
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At I455B hours on 6 May, Simderland B/201 Squadron
sighted a -white wake in 3523N x 0748W, During approach this

was scrutinised through binoculars and a black tubtilar object

seen at the apex* ^7hen about ̂  mile a-way this dipped leaving
a narrow tapering swirl mark. About four seconds later 6 -

Mlc, XI D»C,s were released just ahead of it* Nothing unusual

resxilted and a sono buoy pattern laid sijbsequently gave only
indeterminate vague noises* Postwar evidence reveals that

U*956 recorded being attacked at I5OO hours -while schnorohel-
ling in this position and that slight damage was received.
Liberator U/59 Squadron was diverted from a neighbouring
patrol to investigate and follow up this attack. At 17'14
hours she established E/T contact with B/201 and then laid

additional sono buoys northward in the direction that the

target had been seen moving. It was claimed that at 1756
hovurs positive beats at I50 per minute became audible and by
I8I5B hours, these became loud in one of the buoys so an

attack was made with 2 - Mk* 24 Mines in position 5527N x

075OW. Both mines were heard running for 6-^ minutes when a
loud rumbling explosion took place followed five minutes later

by a similar one, after which only water noises came from the

sono buoys* Shortly after, a considerable disturbance was

seen welling up on the surface leaving t-v-vo large patches of
fltiorescent green - proof that both mines had detonated*
Good photographs were taken -vdiich conf imed these details.

About ten minutes later two orange coloirred objects resembling
partially inflated dinghies were seen near one of the patches.

All this e-vldence points to a kill but what U-boat?
now kno-\7- that U. 9-36 must liave been within about 12 miles of
the 1453B hour position but she surrendered practically unhurt
three days later as did the other four boats Icnovm to have
been off Northern Ireland,

for whc' could have been in the area on this date.

We

No other U-boat is unaccounted

Butt of Le-wis to the Orkneys area

During April U, 978 was on patrol from the 1st to 12-th and

U.739 from 19 April in-to May, Only 244 hours of patrol and

190 hours of convoy were flown and there were no genuine
sightings but t-wo bogus reports were made, Cu
U.739 was relieved by U.764,
and 39 hours of convoy escort obtained no sighting. No

shipping casualties occurred in this area in either April
or May,

On 3 May

Up to 8 May, 73 hoirrs of patrol

Reykjavik - Iceland

The flying hours in the area were 4I on patrol and I9I on
con-voy escort during April and I32 on patrol plus 38 on escort
diiring the first -week of May* No sightings -vTere obtained in
either month.

U,979 was on patrol off Reykjavik from 18 April until
5 May, She made no attacks until 2 May vlien she sank the

A/s trawler Ebor Wyke - 348 tons just north of Skagi Light,
On the night of the May she attacked oon-voy HU, 161 -vdien
20 miles northvrest of Reykjavik damaging S.S, Empire Unity .
(Br*) “ 6,386 tons* This convoy was being given night air

(1) Bogus reports by U,S,N* Catalina V/63 on 5th and B/519
on 17 April*
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escort by Canso 0/lS2 Squadron ■mho sa'w the explosion of the
torpedo at 2314Z hours when three miles a-way from the con-voy.
No sighting or contact was obtained before or after the
attack,

collided with an A/S trawler and damaged her sohnorchel aerial
and flak guns,
back to G-ermany,

A little later and ^dien at periscope depth U.979

She escaped the counter-attacks and started

East Coast of Scotland and N.E, Eiugland area

This area was active throughout April and up to the last
The U-boats concerned were mostly

Type XXIII boats. U,2321,1 who had been in the St, Abb^s Head
area since 17 March, found no target until 5 April,
day she attacked and sank S,S. Gas Ray (Br.) - 1,406 tons o;ne
mile north of St. Abb*s Head and left for home the following
day. She was relieved in this area on 7 April by U.2324 who
remained for ten days after which she left for home -without
having effected anything,
had been detailed to the east coast,
PeterheadAloray Firth area, ran agromd ■vdaile submerged off
Kinnaird Head on 14 April. She damaged herself so severely
that she was abandoned and scuttled by her crew, U.1274
arrived off the Northumberland coast on the 13th and attacked
convoy FS, 1784 on 16 April sinking S.S. Athelduke (Br,) -
8,366 tons. She was located a few hours later by the escort
ing H,M.S. Viceroy and sunk off the Fam Islands,

hovirs of the war.

On this

Meanwhile two conventional U-boats

U,_1206, bound for the

The St, Abb's Head area -was occupied again from the 17th
to 23 April by U,2329 who fired at and missed a ship on the
latter date and left for home. Up to the north, U.2326
arrived off Aberdeen on 23 April, fired at and missed a ship,
and left for home tiwo days later. Finally a conventional
boat - U. 398 - left ICristiansand on 18 April bound for the
East Coast but German records do not state her precise billet.
She could have been at any point between Aberdeen and the
Northimrberland coast by 24 April, She was never heard of
again and is listed in the Official Retxims as a "oaTise
unkno-mn" but there seems now a possibility that she came to
her end by an air attack on 28 April which see below.

No, 18 Group could only devote 586 day and night flying
hours to this extensive strip of ooaist.
ings resTilted of ■which tTro -were attacked,
addition,
blackfish

Three genuine sight-
There were, in

^e-jen bog-us sightings mostly on smoke markers or
The first genuine sighting did not ooctir until 19 April

Trfien at 194CB hours Mosquito R/235 Squadron, returning from
a Wing Strike in the Kattegat, sighted a surfaced U-boat in
mid-No'rth Sea,
to attack and the U-boat dived,
returning from the St, Abb*s Head area.

The aircraft had no armament left with which
This was probably U.2324

At 153c© hours on 23 April, Mosquito 01/235 Squadron on
transit flight from Banff to Fx'aaerburgh sighted the top of
a conning tower lea-ving a white wake off Kinnaird Head,
conning tov/er was painted grey and was of high narrow shape.

The

(1) Bogus sightings by Q/333 on 4th, P/224 and k/86 on I6th,
G/311 on 16th, j/206 on 17th, N/ii89 on 22nd and G/206 on
23 April,
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Before it disappeared an attack was made with cannon fire.

This was probably U.2326 who was on patrol here at this date.

At 1835B hoTH-s on 28 April, Liberator B/206 Squadron
sighted some suspicious looking steacy vdiite smoke in 553'IN x
0100W (off the Northumberland Coast) moving in a southwesterly
direction. On closing, the smoke dissipated at miles
range and a sono buoy pattern was dropped around the spot.
Positive evidence of propeller beats of 120 per minute were

claimed and when these got very loud in one buoy at 1912 hours
an attack was made with one Mk, 24 Mine followed six minutes

later by the other Mine, At 1925B hoin-s an explosion noise
was heard after which only water noises were registered by the

The aircraft left the scene a few minutes later topattern,
check position by the Longstone Lighthouse and on return to
the attack position saw a considerable trail of oil -vdiich had.

This evidence was notnot been there prior to the attack,
considered concliisive by the Assessment Committee either to

establish the presence of a U-boat or of detonation by the
p— . However, the information about UsJSSis date of

sailing and mission as mentioned above was not known to the
Although not

weapons.

immediate Post War Assessment Committee,

customary, U.^98 might have been schnorchelling in daylight
hours and this attack might have destroyed her. At least

such suppositions are just as likely as those made by the
Committee in crediting destruction in two other cases of

attack by Mk, 24 Mines during this month (vide the attacks by
U/224 Squadron on 3 April and by U/86 Squadron on 23 April
described in the next section (b)).

Dttring May there were two Type XXIII boats operating
between Aberdeen and the Firth of Forth, Uo2326 sighted
severaJL targets but was not able to get within torpedo range
and in fact did not leave the area until 10 May, U«2336
attacked convoy EN.91 at 0040 hours on 8 May when close off

May Island in the Firth of Forth and sank both the Avondale

Park (Br.) - 2,878 tons and the Sneland I (Nor,)  - 1,791 tons.
She escaped the subsequent hunt and left submerged for Kiel
wiiere she arrived on 14 May,

Only 38 flying hours could be made available for patrols
by No. 18 Group up to 8 May and no genuine sightings resulted..
There was one bogus sighting, Cv

(b) The Transit Areas

The Northern area from Norwqy to the line Iceland/Hebrid_es

In this area during April there were 5I U—boats outward
and 23 inward bound. The overall total of day and night
flying hotirs by Nos, 15,18 and Iceland Groups was 7,862, an
increase of 1 ,500 over that for March, Only two possibly
genuine contacts resulted, both of \diioh were attacked. There
were, however, no less than ten bogus sightings, half of which

attacked, (2) Naval action scored only one success when

U.486, approaching Bergen, was sunk on 12 April by
were

H.M.S/M Tapir,

Bogus report by D/248 on 3 May,
Bogus sightings by 0/I62 on 1st, A/210 on 6th, P/547 on
7th, Q/53 and H/547 on 10th, P/162 on 2lst, M/162 on 24th,
N/210 on 25th, B/162 and N/224 on 26 April.

Ill
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The first possibly gen-uir-.e air enooimter took place on

3 April \^^en at 1615B hours Liberator U/224 Squadron sighted
vsiiite smoke at the head, of a wake moving downwind in squally
weather with low cloud and frequent rain storms,
ing was at l-g- miles range in 6142N x 0024W and there had been
no contact on Mk. X (3 cin. ) A. S. V,
mtde with 4 - Mk. XI D.C.s followed 10 seconds later by the
release of 2 - Mk. 24 Mines,

depth charge plumes and three minutes after release of the
Mk. 24 Mines an explosion took place close to the point of

release, the single plume rising to quite 100 feet,
war-time assessment was "Pnrobably Sunk”. Just after the war
the Assessment Committee for reasons unknown allocated U.1276
as having been sunk by this attack,
that German documents can give is that this U-boat left

Bergen on 28 January 1945 bound for the Irish Sea.
outward passage signal, none of the Irish Sea casualties
by her, and she made no home passage report and never

If the customary passage advance of

The sight-

Im immediate attack was

After the siibsidenoe of the

The

The only information

She made

no

were

regained harbour,
60 miles per 24 hours is assumed, she could have entered the

If it is asstomed sheIrish Sea southabout on 21 February,

did a patrol of 18 days and left by the same route for Norway
she could have been in the attack position on 3 April - 65 days

Altogether it seems very slenderafter leaving harbour,
evidence on which to credit a kill, particixlarly as the sight
ing itself in the prevailing weather conditions is very like
a willywaw.

This tookThe other encounter is equally problematical,
place on 23 April when at 091 SB hours Liberator U/86 Squadron
sighted a three mile long oil streak in position 5926N a O5O8W,
A sono buoy pattern was laid around one end and extended an
hour later as nothing was being registered. At IO55 hours
intermittent cavitation swishes were claimed ■vdiich by 1115
hours had become more regular at 88 beats per minute,
attack was made at 1l2lB hours with 2 - Mk. 24 Mines,
minutes later what was described as
noise” was heard lasting for ^ minute followed soon afterv/ards
by another similar noise,
continued to be heard with rythmic beats at I60 per minute
xmtil 1400 hours,
and these look like bulk cargo unrefined oil,
unconvincing details the attack received an assessment of
'•Probably Sunk”, Here again, the postwar Assessment Committee
allocated a U-boat (U.396) who never regained harbour, without
recording their reasons. Research into German records in
1956 has revealed that U.396 was detailed for weather reporting
duties in mid-Atlantic, arrived on her billet and sent
her first weather report on 4 April from position 515^ x 2550^*
There is no record of isiien she started her return journey and

If it is assumed that she left

An
Three

a very loud rushing water

Mechanical clanking noises

Photographs of the oil streak were taken
In spite of the

she was never heard of again,
her billet for home about 11 April (which is a very short time

this type of patrol) she could have been passing through the
attack position on or about 23 April,
on

During the first eight days of May there were 16 U-boats
The overall totaloutward and 11 inward bound in the area,

of day and night flying hoxxrs was 1,694 and there was one
genuine sighting and one bogus. The gentiine encounter took
place on 7 May when in dawn twilight at 0446 B hours Catalina
X/210 Squadron obtained a Mk. 7IIIA (3 cia, ) A. S.V, contact at
2 miles range. The aircraft homed and sighted at very close

schnorchel and periscope in 6I32N x 0153^ steeringrange a
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Being too close for release, the aircraft315° at 6 knots,
circled and then attacked with 4 ■* Mk, XI D,C,s about 10
seconds after the target had dipped,
light oil started to appear in a trail leading eastwards,
Sono bxjoys were dropped which gave positive evidence of a
11-boat‘s movements also in an easterly direction,
evidence from the crew of U,320 establish that she was the
U-boat involved and had been outward bound,
ohelling at dawn on 7 May the periscope watch reported the
approach of an aircraft and the U-boat started to go deep.
Depth charges exploded vAien she was at about 100 feet and
caused much minor damage with numerous leaks in ballast and
fuel tanlcs.
The emulative leaks resulted in so much water entering the
boat that the pumps were vinable to compete by the 9 May.
Accordingly she surfaced not far from the Norwegian coast,
abandoned ship, scuttled and the crew got ashore in dinghies,
Tliis was the last German U-boat to be sunk from Allied action
(air oi’ surface) and her end came almost at the same time as
a German U-boat sank the last Allied ships in the Eirth of
Forth,

Povir minutes later.

Subsequen

While schnor-

She turned and headed easterly towards Norway,

t

The second planned sono buoy barrier

During this last week of the war was staged the only other
example of a planned sono buoy barrier,
after the first attempt in March that the standard bmy had too
shoid: a life for the practicable maintenance of  a barrier.
Development of a 72 hour buoy was undertaken but these were not
available in quantity until the end of April,
bigger and heavier it v:as decided to lay from surface craft.

Accordingly the planned barrier was laid by three ships of
the 10th Escort Group along a 60 mile bearing 310° from
position 5645N X 1000W,
Hockall and the southern Hebrides,
hours on 2 May and was completed in five hoxirs,
was patrolled and monitored by pairs of Liberators from
Nos. 59 and 120 Squadrons continuously until 0600  B hours on

Tlie line was marked along its length by flame floats
renewed every tvo hours,
total of 210 hours were flown.

It had been realised

As they were

This was about halfway between
Laying star-bed at O6OO B

The barrier

5 May,
Twenty-three sorties involving a

C,G, 0,R,B,
Appendix 402

Throughout the three days the weather was excellent and
good reception was reported from adl buoys until nearing the
end when some were losing power,
the line to move bodily a distance of 35 miles to the north
west by the end of the period,
any time of the presence of U-boats,

Using postwar information of U-boat positions, there were
four U-boats in the vicinity but none are estimated to have
crossed the line fairly and squarely,
and U, P2|4 outward bound passed the extreme no3rthwest end of it
during 2 May,
during 5 May and on the same day U, 1305 homeward bound was
approaclxlng it from the southward,
was at periscope depth, reported sighting a Liberator two
miles away at I4OO hours on 5 May,

Surface current drift caused

No evidence was obtained at

U,826 homeward bound

U,293 homeward passed just southeast of it

This latter U-boat, who

The Transit route Westward of .Ireland__md_So,llthr8fJLhe.._Sgillie,i

In April B,d,U‘s policy of ?dthdrawal from the Irish Sea
and Ehg.Ush Channel came fully into effect with the stationing
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of several U-boats in patrols vrell to the southwest of Ireland
and south of the Scillies, As these billets y/ere on the

Vfestem Transit route the operations against them are included

under this heading. Between various dates in April there were

in all ei^t boats on patrol and ten passages to or from the

patrols or the western channel making a total of 18 individual
U-boat targets.

The overall day and night flying by Nos, 15 and 19 Group
in the whole western transit area amounted to k-tShh resulting
in five genuine sightings and three bogiis.Cv
by aircraft and patrolling escort groups in the S.W, Approaches
were highly successful as seven U-boats were destroyed - four

while in their billets, two when nearing them and one on

passage through towards the Channel, at the cost of only two
merchant ships lost.

The first action came at I448B hours on 2 April vdien
Wellington Y/304 Squadron, after homing on a radar contact,
sighted ■v’diat looked like a conning tower washing down in
breaking seas with t'wo tubes sticking up from it. An imme
diate attack y/as made with 6 — Mk, XI D,C,s and  a good straddle
claimed but in the rough sea nothing unusual was seen
afterwards, A wartime assessment of insvifficient evidence of
damage v/as given but in November 1945 ilJ "'^^.s reassessed as
"Probably Sunk" and the identity given as U, 521, This was
quite reasonable as she had made a passage signal and on
30 March y^as detailed to a billet I90 miles S.W, of Pastnet,
She was never heard of again.

At midday on 4 April, Sunderland P/10 Squadron in squally
rough weather claimed to have sighted schnorchel smoke at the
head of a wake travelling down wind about a mile away in posi
tion 4948N X I333W.
lost to view in a heavy shower,
features of a willywaw the fact that U, 774 was on patrol in
this vicinity makes it impossible to rule out a genuiine
sighting. However, U«774 was definitely located on 8 April
by the 4'tii Escort Group and svuok in 4958N x II5IW, On the
same day the 21st Escort Group located and destroyed UajLQPI.
who was on patrol about 70 miles to the southeast in 4919N x
IO23W. Still on the same day, Catalina J/202 Sq\xadron away
to the north in 5724N x 1022W, sighted an immistakable
schnorohel and periscope in a rough sea, occasionally showing
10 to 12 feet of their length. An attack was attempted but
unhappily the depth charges failed to release and before
another run could be made the U-boat disappeared. This vms
the southbound U,1023,

The attacks

While turning to attack the object y/as
Although this has all the

No further contacts by either surface or aircraft
occurred until I5 April viien the 5th Escort Group located and
destroyed U.285 in 5OI3N x 1245W yiio was enroute to a billet
well west of the Soillies. On 18 April U.1lb7, on patrol
in 4747N X O626W, attacked convoy HX,32t3 at noon and sank the
Cyrus H, McCormick (U.S.) - 7j181 tons and the aipire Gold
(Br,) - 8,028 tons. She escaped detection but was destroyed
mder most interesting conditions by U, S.N, Liberator ^103
Squadron on 25 April, This aircraft sighted miles away

definite sohnorchel sticking up six feet in calm water anda

(1) Bogus sightings by Z/201 on 4th, G/59 on 10th and P/518
on 22 April,
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leaving a short wake with traces of smoke in position 4812W x
0542W travelling south at about 5 knots, Ihile the schnorchel

was plainly visible an attack was made with 2 - Mk» 24 Mines,
Both mines were seen just below the surface in the calm clear

water to be homing in the direction of the target. Three

minutes later there was a violent explosion at the still

visible sohnorohel. Nothing was seen of it after the plume
had sxibsided but oil and debris appeared viiich half an hour

later had spread, to an area 250 yards across. One coipise was
seen floating in this patch. Good photographs v/ere taken in

confirmation, two of which are reproduced in Appendix V as

Nos, 14 and I5,

The final encounter of the month was at 1809B hours on

30 Apiril -when the M,A,D, fitted U.S.N, Catalina E/63 Squadron
sighted a idiite wake two miles away in 4800N x O63OY4 As the
aircraft closed, a definite Schnorchel and periscope was seen

at the head. An attack v/as made from astern and when passing
over the target a strong M,A,D, impulse was registered and

24 ~ retrobonibs were fired. One second later there was an

explosion just abaft the schnorchel. After the exqjlosion
spray had subsided there was a boiling patch of water with oil,
bits of wood and other debris coming to the surface. Later,
the 1st Escort Group arrived and confiraied a German origin.
This was the end of U,1055 who was enrgute into the English
Channel, One other boat U,326 had been detailed to a patrol
well west of Brest, She made a passage report when west of

Ireland on 14 April and was never heard of again. She could

have reached her billet by the 24th but the date and cause of

her disappearance are not known.

On 1 May there were only U,776 and 825 present,
foimer was to the west of Brest and the latter vrell southwest

of Ireland,

The

I>uring the first week U,1010 traversed the
transit route to a billet next to U, 825, U, 249 wras on passage
through to the Channel and U,826 was homeward bound,
760 day and night flying hours by Nos, I5 and I9 Groups obtained
no genuine sightings. There was one bogus report,(1)

The

The Transit route between the West Baltic and Skagerrack

This area provided action on an increasing scale in April
and ended vdth a blaze of air attacks over the first six days
of May, Surfaced U~boats abounded in the last stage and

provided targets such as had not been seen since mid-1943*
The full list of U-boats on passage caianot be identified from
the scrappy German records covering the final fortnight of war
but it is known that 38 newly completed boats came up from Kiel
during April and at least 20 in the first days of May, There
were in addition quite a few unidentified U-boats southbound
diiring April for long refit in German yards. Finally a large
number of unidentified newly commissioned, school and other old
boats left West Baltic ports in a mass evacuation northward
just before the ̂ conditional stirrender.

During April, eneny fighters and strong surface flak
escort were still sijfficiently in evidence to preclude the vise
of heavy A/''U aircraft in daylight operations so No, 18 Group*s
A/U squadrons flew their 470 hours on night patrols in the area.
Even so they lost three Liberators to night fighters or flak.

(1) Bogus sighting by E/228 on 1 May,
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The night frying resulted in four radar homiiigs on surfaced

U-boats all of lAhich were attacked from relatively high level
in face of flak by using the L*A,B, equipment to automatically

s and so avoiding the
However, no damage

was inflicted and in only one case do the U-boats mention an
attack in their records.

release the load of 4 - 600 Ibi A/U bonib
necessity to illuminate the target.C"I;

It was the daylight anti-shipping Wing Strikes armed with
R.P, which did the execution during April, These operations
were escorted by long range Mxistang fighters from No, 11 Group
F.C, and were extended into the Kattegat where on occasions
they sighted small parties of surfaced U-boats. The first of
these encounters took place on 9 April when two northbound
close to one southbound U-boat were sighted to the east of the

Skaw by. a Wing Strike of 33 Mosquitoes, The southbound
i(2) was sunk at 1723 hours and both the northbound nt1065

and 804 a few minutes later, U.804 disintegrated in a ̂ orent
ejiplosion, bits from which caused the film unit Mosq'uitow/
to crash into the sea and so damaged three others of the Strike

that they had to force land in Sweden, There was flak opposi
tion at first from all three U-boats but the concentrated fire

power of the T/ing was so devaistating that this was smothered
almost at birth.

On 14 April, a Beaufighter Wing Strike attacked shipping
moored up alongside in losing fjord in South Norway, Among
the surface craft seen was one U-boat but, although many of
these ship targets were sunk or set on fire, there is no record
of damage to the U-boat or her identity. The Mosquito Wing
again ran across U-boats on 19 April, The Strike, consisting
of 21 of these aircraft, sighted a party of four siufaced
U-boats escorted by a patrol vessel at 1632B hours steering
northeast off Anholt Island in the Kattegat, The leading
boat (U,320) immediately dived but the other three together
with the escort vessel were repeatedly attacked with E,P, and

cannon fire leaving the escort a blaming wreck, U,251 destroyed
patch of debris and the other two U-boats lying stopped

with dinghies alongside. Flak was experienced but it was not

very aociirate. One aircraft crashed in Denmark and one forced
landed in Sweden, Of the two boats lying stopped, one (Type
XXIII U,2335) was badly damaged and the other (Type XXI U,2502)
only slightly. The latter picked up siurvivors and later

U.843^

in a

(1) These oooTirred on the nights of 2nd/3rd, 3rd/4th, 20th/
21st and 22nd/23rd April. The eqxaipment was a 3 cm,
A,S,V. bombsight, type AN/APQ5B, but kno^m as L.A.B.
(Low Altitude Bombing) sight. Nos, 206 and 547 Squadrons
were fitted during March 1945 were the only two
squadrons in Coastal Command to receive it. Full details
of its development are given in R,A,F, Signals History
Volume VI Chapter XV,

(2) U.843 had only recently returned to Bergen from the Far
On this day she was enroute from Bergen to Kiel

for a long refit.
(3) These Y/ing Strikes were accompanied by a Mosquito ca:nying

cinematograph and ordinary cameras to record the actions
supplement to the individual aircrafts* camera guns

so that the size, number and identity of targets could
be established and claims checked.

East,

as a
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The littlejoined a northbomd strongly escorted troopship,
convoy was sighted next day steaining up Oslo fjord by Mosquito
L/333 Squadron on a reconnaissance flight.

There were no more encotinters in April by TVing Strikes
but two torpedo attacks were made at ni^t off Kristians and
by roving Torbeaus of No, 489 Squadron, The first occurred
at 0415B hours on 23 April when Z/k&3 sighted in moonlight
a surfaced U-boat lying stopped off a small island in the

entrance to the fjord. The torpedo narrowly missed and blev/

up on the island. The other v.'as at O323B hours on 27 April
vdien P1/489» after homing on a radar contact, sighted a

surfaced U-boat only ̂  mile ahead in 58'ION x O83OE steering
220° at about 10 knots. Being too close, a circuit was

made and then under fairly accurate flak the torpedo was

released. There was no result. This was probably U,1271
^ TOute from Kiel to Bergen.

The early days of May saw an ever increasing movement of
shipping and surfaced U-boats westward from West Baltic ports
and northward from the Kiel area towards Norway, V/ing Strikes

of Mosquitoes from No, 18 Group operated in the Kattegat,
No. 16 Group Beaufighter Strikes, using an advanced base in

Holland, swept into the Belts area and R,P, fitted Typhoons
of the 2nd Tactical Air Force, working from airfields in

North Germany, operated in the Western Baltic, Finally fr^m

5 May the heavy A/U Liberator squadrons attacked by day and
night in the Kattegat, Apart from enemy surface shipping
destroyed there wais a very big bag of U-boats of all sizes

ranging fTOm near-operational Types XXI to conventional type
school boats.

During the first four days of the month the anti-shipping
On 2 May,

) and damaged another
type of aircraft had the field to themselves.
Mosquitoes of No, 18 Group sank U,
Type XXIII while 2nd T,A,F, Typhoons sank U.lpOJ. On 3 May,
the 2nd T,A,F, aircraft sighted 25 U-boats of which 13 were
attacked resulting in no less than six being sunla'l)
No, 16 Group Beaufighters disposed of U, 2524* On  4 Maj’’,
2nd T,A,P, Typhoons attacked fo;u* U-boats and sank U.878, 9P4
and 746 vdiile No, 16 Group Beaufighters wiped out a group of
three U-boats (U,393, 2338 and 2503) and sank U,236 out of
another group of tiiree nearby.

and

This concluded the anti-shipping squadrons score and the

action was continued by No, 18 Group's Liberators, Daylight
encounters took place on 5 May in the northern and central

Kattegat with several near-operational Types XXI, One
Liberator was shot down by flak but U.15P3, 3523 and 2521_ were
sunk. In the evening U, 2365 was caught alone and destroyed,
at dusk the conventional '^534 fall a victim and dxjring the
night ̂ th/6th a schnorcheliing Type XXI U,2534 was located,
illuminated by Leigh Light and sunk.

Another sohnorchelling U-boat was sighted at 1839 hours on

6 May by Liberator G/86 Squadron who took good photographs
before straddling and sinking it with depth charges. This was

U.IOO8 and one of the photographs (No, I3) is reproduced

(1) The individual U—boats weres- Types XXI - U,2540, 3030*
3032, and conventional types - U.12i0 , 579 ? 733»
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The last attack was made by L/L Catalina A/2'10
This also was on a

in Appendix "V.
Squadron at 0049 hours on 7 May.
sohnorchelling U-boat but the stick overshot and no damage
resulted.

(c) Summary for April and May 1945

U-boats
A/cTbtal hours

base to base
TaskMonth lost

Attack ResultSight

69,561 1 sunk

1 sh, sunk
1 9Inshore Air Patrols

2,545

12,806

Inshore Convoy Escort

5  5 sunk

13 4 sunk
1 dam.

5 7North and Vfest TransitApril

791 9 15Skagerrack & Kattegat

1150Western Baltic

10 sunk

1 sh,
sunk

1 dam.

Totals - April 1945 15 32 2525,531

1-

1 sh, dam.2,984 22!  Inshore Patrols

667Inshore Convoy Escort

North and West Transit

I C,C. In Kattegat (A/U)

I 1 sunk2^455

1,035

1 1May

18 13 sunk
1 dam.

312

i

32 49 10 sunki 2nd T.A,F, in W. Baltic (A/U) about 2D0«

24 sunk
1 dam,

1 sh, dam.

667,541 70Totals - May 1945 2

• 2nd T,A,F, despatched 747 anti-ship sorties In
all during May but only 49 actually attacked
U-boats,

Dtzring April the inshore U-boats around the British
Isles sank eight and damaged four merchant vessels as well as

damaging one frigate, at a cost to themselves in these waters
of 21 U-boats lost.C') When the four sunk by Air in the
Kattegat area are added it makes a devastating exchange rate
and exemplifies the impotence of the Inshore U-boat campaign in
its final full month.

The May U-boat lost figures derive their spectac-ular
nature from the execution done by air action among the U-boat

exodios from Germany towards Norwegian ports,
coasts the situation was relatively quiet,
vessels and two small naval auxiliaries were sunk, and one

merchant ship was damaged against the loss of one U-boat to
air action in the Northern Transit area and one to unknown

cause.

Around our

Two merchant

(1) Of the 21 lost, eleven were destroyed by Naval action,
six by Air, one was shared between Navy and Air, one
by gro\uiding and two by cause unknown.
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(vlii) The Aftermath at Sea

On 4 May, when Admiral Doenitz broadcast his order to all
U-boats at sea to cease hostilities, there were 45 in the

Atlantic area, of which 12 were inshore billets and 33 on
peissage out or homeward. Some U-boats did not receive this

signal and some disregarded it,
a submerged retinm to base.C'/
interest as being the only Type XXI ever to become fully
operational. On this day she was to the north of the Faeroes

out¥/ard bound, Ti/hile s-ubmerged she received the cease hosti

lities signal, A few hours later she sighted a British
cruiser screened by destroyers. Her captain (Korvetten-
Kapitan Schnee) carried out an attack run, penetrated the
screen undetected and -when his toipedo sights came on at

point blank range from the cruiser he fired a dummy shot,
afterwards diving deep and getting away unsuspected. He

then returned submerged to Bergen where he arrived on 6 May,

Only eight obeyed and started
One of these ftj. 2511) is of

See Map

Up to 7 May, only two additional boats had decided to

return.(2) At 1200B hours on 8 May, the Admiradty broadcast
to all U-boats that Admiral Doenitz had been directed by the
Allies to give surrender orders to all U-boats at sea. They
were to surface, report in plain language their number and

position, hoist a large black flag and proceed by certain
routes to designated ports. No U-boats obeyed immediately but

during that night six more started back submerged,(3)
9 May the first surrenders took place. Nine U-boats during
the (

flag
still on patrol and 12 continuiiig their outward passage.
During the 10 May another nine U-boats s\rrrendered,(57
others, including the last two on patrol, decided to rettim to

a German base submerged making 12 in all returning submerged
and seven still defiantly outward bound.

On

complied and surfaced flying the black surrender
This left 13 other boats returning svibmerged, five

Six

See Map 53

Over the next five days I3 more U-boats surrendered at sea
and three others succeeded in reaching Geirman ports
submerged, (6) leaving on 15 May a final hard core of four
outward bound and one homeward bound, all of ooxjrse sid)merged.
These five reached their chosen detinations in. due course -

U«963 scuttled off Lisbon on 20 May, U,979 ran herself ashore
off Sylt on 23 May, U,1277 scuttled off Lisbon on  4 J'une, and
n«L53.? ail*! 977 reached the Eiver Plate in South America in July
and August 1945 respectively.

See Map 55

The tale is complete,
conclusions as to the effect of Air action in the long struggle
to defeat the U-boat War against Allied shipping and not least
to consider the lessons to be leamt from the sohnorchel phase,
lessons which are still valid even in the era of the true

submarine powered by atomic energy.

it remains to attenpt to draw

(1) These eight were:- U.287, 805 and 251I outward bound, U«739, 1305, 293 and
901 from inshore billets around the British Isles and U,8.58 from off the
Canadian seaboard,

979 on 5 May from Reykjavik who decided to return direct to Germany and
outward bound off the Shetlaads vho turned back to Mdrvfay,

U.249, 1105. 764 956 and ̂ 6 from Inshore billets and U«^5 from
St, Nazalre to Norway,
U,^9. 1105, 804 1058, 826 In various positions around our coasts
and u,805,^8 and 1228 In mid Atlantic or near the Canadian Seaboard,

552, 8§5, 1023. U09 and 1305 around our coasts, U.516 and ̂ 4
In the outer Bay of Biscay,' and U.889 In the Western Atlantic,
U,739 entered Boriau% U.2336 entered Kiel and U«287 reached cuxhaven.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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GliAPTBR XI

Alffl-^HIEPING- OPERATIONS - Jii^IUARY TO mi 1945

As in Chapter VI, which recounted anti-shipping operations
from September to December 1944> it is proposed to deal with
No.16 Group's Southern North Sea activities separately from
No. 18 Group’s opex’ations off the Norwegian coast as the two
areas continued to differ radically both in conditions and
objectives. Similarly to avoid frequent detailed footnotes
the ohi’onological lists of enemy vessels sunk and daiaaged in
each area are given monthly in Appendix VIII together with date,
tonnage, position, squadrons concerned, number of sorties flown,
attacks delivered, aircraft losses and, to present a balanced
picture, the total credited to naval action.

(a) Nos. 16 and 2nd T.A.E, GBCUPS

(i) Policy and Tactics in January and February

No. 16 Groiip had a difficult and thaidcless task thjx>ughout
the first two months of 1945# During January the Al.lied
armies were fighting to recover the ground lost in the German
Ardennes coimter-offensive and, having effected this by the
end of the month, the next six weeks were spent in clearing
the enemy from the west bank of the Rhine between the Dutch
border in the north as far as Remagen in the south,
of supplies for the forces engaged in these operations
through Antwerp and it was, therefore, vital, to prevent E-boats
and Small Battle Units (S.B.U.s) from interrupting the
traffic off southeast England and the direct supply line from
the Thames into the West Scheldt River either by torpedo attack
or minelaying.

West Holland remained a German stronghold until early in
May and was, therefore, the base for all these enemy naval
operatioris. E-boat flotillas were stationed at Den Helder,
imuidan and Eotterd.am; the midget Seehund submarines at
Ymuiden; and the submersible Biber and Molch one-man craft at
various points between liotterdam and Hellevoetsluis in the Maas
del ua from which also sallied the Linsen explosive motor boats.

The bulk

came

sea

Sea Map 4

All enemy sorties left at dusk or soon after and those by
E-boats always returned before the following da^vn, Seehunde,
Biber and Molch were alnost impossible to locate by night and
extremely difficult by day. Regarding enemy surface shipping,
there was virtually none, even at night, along the Dutch coast
but during the dark hours there were minesweepers and small
patrol craft in the coastal waters. All enemy surface craft
v/ere well supplied with flak armament which opened up
immediately when identification flares were dropped by
patrolling aircraft in order to attack radar contacts. It was
also the duty of the Group to search for and attack what little
eneny shipp^g still moved between the Elbe ports and Emden.
This necessitated fairly frequent day and night sweeps eastv/ard
fjTom the Texel into the Heligoland Bight, Add to this the
fact that most of the flying v/as imrewarding in actual siglrtings,
that it was achieved vsdth very slender aircraft resources, that
the bulk of attacks v/ere at night on difficolt targets under
heavy flak and it can be understood that the Group had much
hard \.’ork \/ith very little to show for it.

Frequent discussion had taken place between the R,A.P,
Navy, both at Chatham A.G.H.Q. and at higher levels

SECRET
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measures be adopted for night air patrols in co-operation
with naval surface forces,

had crystallised as folloTO:-
By the end of 1944 the air scheme

1. A night anti-E-boat patrol close off Den Helder
(Box 2)

A similar patrol covering Ymuiden and the tiook
(Box D)

3. A night patrol in depth against E~boats leaving the
Hook for our East Coast (Box C)

4. A line patrol at night close in to the Hook against
both E-boats and Biber (Line E)

A long narrow night patrol covering Den Helder to
the Hook but fvirther off shore to locate E-boat

sorties bound for our East Coast (Box 1)

A daylight anti-midget line patrol running due west
from Walcheren Island to longitude O3OOE
(Patrol S).

was agreed that no night air patrols should take place
in the Scheldt river or its approaches so as to allow complete
freedom for naval and shore gms to fire at all aircraft
under suspicion of minelaying. The daylight Walcheren patrol
was done by Albacores of No. 119 Squadron carrying depth
charges. This squadron was based at Knocks near Zeebrugge.
Early in February it was re-equipped with Mark III Swordfish
fitted with Mark XI (3 cm.) A.S.V.
by Wellingtons of Nos. 324 and 6l2 Squadrons and P.A.A.
Swordfish of No. 8l 9 Squadron which later were also based at
Knocks. All aircraft on Anti-E-boat work were armed with
250 lb. M.C. bombs fitted with air burst pistols to detonate
just above the water. At the end of January the anti-E-boat
patrols were revised and plain rectangular boxes P, Q and E
were instituted off the E-boat bases instead of Boxes 1, 2
and D. Line E, against Biber leaving the Hook in tow,
retained as also iivas Box C in view of its position athwart
E~boat sorties from Hook to East Anglia and to the Scheldt
Approaches from YmuAden and Den Helder.

2.

5.

6.

It

seen.

The night patrols vrere done

was

See Map 9
for January
patrols

1IHI /10W1/5A
EnelSo 87A and

8SiA
See Mop 9

The outward and homeward Thames/Antwerp) convoys of course
had individual naval escort but there were in addition small

groups of M.T.B.s and M.L.s controlled by single frigates
disposed in the Outer Scheldt,

these frigates should be fitted with V.H.F. E/T sets so as to
link up v/ith the air patrols, the whole to be controlled from
the running plot situated at the Ostend headquarters where the
G.C.I. organisation was installed,

resulted in a decision to cut off the admittedly limited shore
radar control in favour of direct V.H.P. E/T communication
between the shadovdng adrcrai’t and the control frigates,
necessary fitting of V.H.P. sets to frigates and destroyers
Viras still proceeding at the end of February but this method of
fighting the

It had been recommended that

Further discussion

The

-boat bore fruit in March and April and was the

C.C.

Decenbar O.R.B*
Appendix 8C3

and

Janu'iry O.R.B.
Appendices 17

and 18

means of finally countering this threat.

Action against the Seehund t37pe of sea-going midget T/as
at first left in the hands of naval patrols and the escorts to
convoys,

known to Allied Intelligence, not much was gleaned as to the
Although their arrival in December at Ymiiiden was
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scope of their operations until tyro or three had been sunlc by
naval action eai'ly in January and details of their mission
orders extracted from the survivors picked up.
covering all the foims of the S.B.U. operations thought
possible against the Antwerp convoys was sent by H. Q. Coastal
Command to the Naval and Air Commanders acting under S.H. A. E. P.
with proposals on specific air action,
during January and as against the Biber and Moloh threat it
was decidedJ-

A memorand’um

These were discussed

Admty. N.I.D.

1/PW/Rep/15A5

A.H.B.

IIK/St/11/304
Enel, 2

1. That the detector loops installed off Flushing
combined with M. L. patrols should prove an effective
barrier to prevent entry into the Inner Scheldt
river,

ward of Walchemen Island was sufficient air action

on their line of passage tovrards the convoy route in
the Scheldt Approaches,

That the 2nd Tactical Air Force (2nd T.A.F.) be asked
to patrol the waterways off Schouwen and North
Bevelaiid islands at periods of tide and weather
considered favourable for Biber or Linsen operations
and to be prepared to provide strikes on request.

The existing daylight Albacore patrol west-ibid Enel. 10

2.

The 2nd T. A. F. agreed to this request and during January
and subsequent montlis made many sorties available against
S.B.U. routes or the bases from which they operated,
record is

Their

given sepai'ate from No, 16 Group operations.

No air action against the Seehunde took place until
29 January when an area westvirard of Ymtiiden was instituted as
a daylight patrol by Beaufighters armed with depth charges and

Early in February more extensive counter action was
considered necessary and three areas of creeping line ahead
patrols were instituted between the North Sbreland and Yarmouth.
It v/as pointed out, however, by the A.O.C. No. 16 Group that
the Beaufighter v/as not the most suitable aircraft to search
fOr such small targets but none other could be spared and even
these were in short supply from other priority duties,

(ii) 16 Group Operations in January and February  ^ ^

It is considered that the best way of presenting the
picture is to analyse bx’iefly the flying done diuring these two
months and then to examine the various enemy operations in
more detail so as to show where, if at all, the air effort
impinged.

cannon.

ibid

end. 16

See Map 10
for February
pati-ols

During the period No, 16 Group had under its control a
strength of only 106 aircraft consisting of two Beaufighter
squadrons (Nos, 236 and 254)» one and a lialf night flying
Wellington squadrons (Nos. 612 and 524),(2) one Albacoz>e/
SiTOrdfish squadron (No. 119) and one P.A.A. Swordfish squadron
(No, 819}.(3) The tvro latter squadrons used an advanced base
at Ihx)cke.

(1) References throudKUt the chapter are No, 16 Group O.R.B.
Appendices,

(2) During January the sorties by this squadron were reduced while they
re-equlpping to Mk.XIV Wellington fitted with 10 cm A.S.V. and during
the whole of February a detachment of six aircraft were operating In
No. 18 Group at Dallachy.

(3) Ihls F.A.A. squadron ceased operations on 22 February and reverted to the
R.N.A.S. on 1 March after nearly a year of Invaluable work under
No, 16 Group control.

v/ere
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Day reconnaissance flipiits east of Texel island to the

Elbe estn,ary by parties of two to eighteen Beanfigliters took
place on ei^it occasions in January increasing with the better
weather to twenty-six in February, The sole sighting was a
simll coaster in the raouth of the River ¥eser on  ^ February,
Niglat flights on the same stretch of coast by parties of one
to ten Wellingtons or Beaufighters amounted in all to tv/enty.
Small craft were contacted on radar on four occasions but the

attacks made were without result. Only one V/ing Str-ike took
place and, in default of any coastvase shipping at sea, was
directed against the defended anchorage at Den Helder, Thirty-
two Beaufighters took off on 1? January escorted by twenty-two
Spitfires of No, 12 Group Fighter Comi:iand, Tlie roadstead
contained only one uncoripleted merchant liull but there were
tlrree M class escort vessels and six patrol boats lying at
anchor. Attacks were pressed home under heavy t'lak from ships
and shore. Some aircraft engaged sliips, some the shore flak
positions and some the liarbour and nearby radar installations,
Daiaage to all these v/as inflicted but German records confirm

only one patrol boat of 300 tons as being sunlc. Six
Beaufighters were lost to flak fire. The operation was never
repeated in vlewY of doubtful returns for severe loss.

The anti-E-boat patrols v/ere flown almost nightly
throughout the period by parties of Wellingtons, Svrordfislr,
Albacores and occasionally by Beaufighters, A large nunber of
radar contacts resirlted in 118 attacks being made but the only
certain casualty to the enemy was one barge, of 63O tons sunli:
out of a tow off the Hook on the night of 5/6 January, The
majority of these attacks were on E-boats and the irossession
of the detailed ¥ar Dietry of the E-boat Coiraviander makes it

clear tiiat no loss or damage ms inflicted on, them,
Regardi.ng attacks on eneny auxiliary patrol craft, none wrere
simlc but German records of mnor damage are not coranlete.

The daylight anti-midget patrol off ¥alcheren Island
absorbed 143 sorties by No, 119 Squadron but only one sighting
iwas .made, Tlds occurred on 23 January at 1215 hours. The

at i;ack had no result and v/as undoubtedly on a Seehund vdiich, was

not damaged. As mentioned before, no specific patrol against
Seehunde was flown until the end of January, Others were
started early lui Februaif/ and \7ere flowm by up to four
Beaufighters at a time until 15 February, On tiiis ilay a
Seehund was siglited some 25 miles east of Harwich and thereafter
the nuinber of sorties 'v/as increased but no further siglrtings
v/ere made until 28 Febru.ary 'v/lien a Seehund was attacked raid-

way bet\Teen the Hook and Orfordness, No damage was inflicted.

In aggregate during January and February, No, I6 Group
flev/:

Day and night sorties east of Den Helder - 311

Night sorties against E-boats

Day sorties off VifalclTeren Island

Day sorties against Seehunde

- 372

143

51

877

(1) An addition, ten Boauflgiiters provided air cover to the northwest of Denmark
on 6 February for armed coasters en route to Sweden engaged on mnnlng special
cargoes back to the United Kingdom under the code name of Operation Moonshine,
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Ciii) 2nd T.A.F. operations in Januai-^/ and February

During January, parties of 'Typhoons and Spitfire bombers
made daylight sweeps over the liaas delta bombing targets in

the Zijpe, Vianon and Hellevoetsluis area. Two direct attacks,
each by 35 Spitfires, were nuide on the Biber/Molch depot at
Poortersli4'.vn. They appear. to have caused no midget casualties
but on 14 January part of an attack by 67Spitfires in the Zijpe
area bombed Linsen motor boats seen in Hellevoetsluis and

damaged many of them. In February, apart from an attack on

the Amersfoort railway system (where there was a Molch depot
no anti-midget operations took place but four air-raids by
Bostons v/ere made on Dunkirk \yhich was still firmly held by
the enemy. The purely anti-S,B,U, sorties for the period
amounted to 272, Gerjnan records only admit to several
Linsen being damaged on 14 January,

(iv) Enemy Operation dinring January and February

(a) E-boats in Januaiy^'^ ̂

Early in January the E-boat disposition was as under:«

(2nd Flotilla - 8 boats
(5th Flotilla - 8 boats (arrived from Wilhelmshaven

13th)on

Den Holder

8th Flotilla - 8 boatsYmuiden

4th Flotilla - 8 boats
6th Flotilla - 8 boats

9th Flotilla - 8 boats

Rotterdam

This gave a total strength of 48 boats but not more than

36 TvTere ever operational at any one date,
there \7ere the 10th and 11th Flotillas refitting and non-

operational. The current E-boat policy was to carry out

torpedo attacks on shipping along the Thames/Scheldt convoy
route or if this proved unprofitable, between the Himber and the

Thames estuary. Minelaying in these areas was considered of

equal importance but was not to be done in certain specified
areas vdiere "^.t vras likely to hamper the operations of Seehunde
against the Thames/Scheldt convoys. Torpedo sorties could be
made independently of or in conjunction with Seehund
operations but only after close liaison between the directing
staffs. The Scheldt river area above Walcheren Island was

reserved for Biber, Molch and Linsen operations.

No E-boat operations Yrere atten^ted during the first nine

days of January because the weather vras unfavourable,
torpedo and minelaying sally from all tliree E-boat bases on

the evening of the 9th was abandoned in face of a rising gale.
It vras not till the dark hours of the 12(/15 January that the

first operation of the year took place. Sailing from Den

Holder eight boats of the 2nd Flotilla laid 20 mines around

No, 14 buoy off Dunkirk and six boats of the 5tli Flotilla
laid 19 mines in the Outer Dowsing Channel east of the

At Nillielmshaven

A

(1 ) The German reference for all-E-boat operations is the War

Diary of F, d S, (Fuelirer du Schnellboote) - Admty,
N.I,D,15/X,237/48,
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Htmiber, Both sorties \/eve detected by Wellingtons and
Sv/ordfish off the Dutch coast but the seven attacloj made

inflicted no damage.

The next night (I5th/l6th) saw a major effort. Nine boats
of the 2nd and 5th Flotillas carried out a tor^pedo sv/eep north
of Cromer but sighted no convoys. They v/ere engaged for a

short time by the patrolling destroyer Pamdale but vdthout
result. Nine boats of the 6th and 9th Flotillas attacked an
eastbound convoy in the Scheldt Approach but were repulsed by
the destroyer Cotswold and frigates Curgon and Seymour, No

damage was inflicted by either side. Eight boats of the 4th
and 8th Flotillas attaclced convoy T.A.L, 97 in the Margate area
and sanlc L. S.T.4i5 of 2,750 tons vri-tliout loss to tlieiaselves.

Both on the way out and ?/hen returning, sightings vrere made by
Wellingtons and Svrordfish off the Hook, westward of Yrauiden and
off Den Holder, Nine bombing attacks were made but no damage
caused and the operations were unaffected.

Another series of contacts and attaclcs by patrolling
aircraft took place after dark on i7 January mostly on

unidentified radar blips close off the Hook, The E-boat
Diary malces no mention of any operation so these may have been

on axnciliary minesweepers or patrol boats. No enemy loss is

recorded. The next E-boat operaiions occurred during the

night of 22/23 January viien 24 boats frora the Rotterdam and
Yrauiden flotillas raided the Thames/Scheldt convoy route.
One group attacked convoy T,A.C,14 to the north of DunJtirk and

sank the straggling S.S. Halo (Br,) - 2,565 tons. Action
followed with British surface forces in which M.T,B,495 i^as

damaged. Other groups were engaged by our forces at different

points along the convoy route in which tvro E-boats (S,168 and
5,175) were damaged and further west still, in the Margate
area, gunfire from the Tongue Sand Fort sanlc S«1 99,
only two air attacks v/ere made off the Hook and were witliout
result.

The

The Den Helder flotillas laid mines on the next night in

Surface forces did not make contact. Thethe Humber area.

E-boats were attacked five times by Wellingtons off Texel

Island as they were returning but again without result,
the following night ( 24th/25th) up to 18 E-boats operated off_

No convoys were encountered but mines were laid.
Fog over No, I6 Group airfields grounded the night air patrols
so no air locations were made, A spell of bad weather then

put a stop to enemy operations until the night of
29/30 January v/hen the two Den Helder flotillas set out,

sighted and attacked twice by Wellingtons without result
Here they were

On

Orfordness.

The

were

and then laid mines to the north of Cromer,

y

indecisively engaged early on 30 January by the frigate Cubitt
and destroyer Vfolfhound, Fog over East Anglia compelled an

early return of all air patrols so that no interceptions were
made as the E-boats re-entered Den Helder.

The January experience shows clearly that the air patrols,
though capable of detecting all the E—boat sallies, were unable
of themselves to interrupt them. The air reports were, however,
of value in alerting the naval patrols as to the direction of the

raids and the problem was to bring the surface forces into action
The technique to effect this was about toas early as possible,

bear fruit.
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(b) - Small Battle Units in JamuaiyC'')

At the begirming of 1%5 the S.B.U. di^osition Tra.s as

imder;-

In Ports Inland Reserve

Den Helder 21 Linsen Amersfoort - 60 Molch

Ymuiden 21+. Seehunde As sen 30 Molch

Scheveningen 33 Linsen

20 Biber

12 Moloh
Rotteidam

Hellevoetsluis- 27 Lxnsen

The current policy for S.B.U. s ms the disruption
the Allied supply line between the Scheldt Approach'and

AntY/erp, Seehunde were to attach the seaward portion, Biber
and Molch to attack in the Scheldt river and Linsen in the
Inner Scheldt. Minelaying by the G.A.I'. and E-boats vas not
allowed in the area of Seehund operations.

of

The first operation of the year was by Seehunde.
Seventeen of these craft left Ymuiden at I700 hours
1 January to attack shipping in the Outer Scheldt Approach,
They proceeded at seven laiots on the surface parallel with and
five mires out from the Dutch coast as far as the Hook, then
tovvards the East Hinder channel and so into their operational
area nor on of Ostend, None were located on passage by the air
patrols but they came up against naval action along ttie convoy
route. Tv/o were definitely sunk by H.M. slrips, one grounded
off Walcheren Island and one scuttled nortlieast of Zeebrugge, (2)
Their sole success was the sinking of H.M. trawler Hayburn Yfyke —
324 tons off Ostend at 2225 hours on 2 January,
Seehunde ultimately regained the base at Ymuiden,
others failed to find the harbour entrance and ran ashore at
various points on the coast south of Ymuiden but most of the
creir/S were rescued and several boats were subsequently
salvaged,^ Of these, three had sighted nothing on their cruise,
one had fired at but missed a destroyer, one liad survived a
tv/elve hour depth charge hunt and another had reached the
operational area only to have to return immediately because of
diesel defects. The fate of the renminingfoiu* is unknown and
there v/ere no Allied claims.

on

Only two
Seven

Eight more Seelxunde were to have set out on the evening
of 3 January but bad Yveather set in and it Yvas not till the 6th
tliat tv/o put to sea, Diesel ti’ouble forced both to return
soon after leaving liarboxor. On 10 January, five Seehxinde
left Ymuiden bound for the Kentish coast off Margate,
soon returned writh defects and another for damage received in
a depth charge attack by an unidentified siirface craft early ^
the 11th, Of the two Yi/ho continued, one v/as unable to reach
the operational area because of heavy seas and frequent snow

Tv/d

on

S  operations Is Actaty, F.as.65
with convoy ATM.27 off

of Se at 0^/^ ^^^Sate Eklns patrolling northor osten^ One at 0300/3 grounded at Domberg in Walcheren I. and
•pprlSTSltM
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storms but blundered into a small convoy in the mouth of the
Thames estuary south of the Kentish Knock shoal.  A torpedo
attack was made, erroneously claiming a hit, after viiich the
boat returned to Ymuiden. The other, in similar bad weather
conditions, found herself close under the North Foreland where
she sighted two small vessels but was unable to attack owing to
the heavy sea. An ever increasing amount of \mter was shipped
when trying to run on the diesels and her bilge pump becoming
choked she had to beach herself to avoid foundering.

Twelve Molch had been towed from Rotterdam to

Hellevoetsluis intending to operate in the West Scheldt river
on 10 January but the bad weather caused a postponement
Extremely foul conditions set in on the 12th which brought all
S. B, U. operations to a full stop, While withdrawing the Molch

back to Rotterdam in tows the tugs grounded in a snow storm

resulting in one Molch being lost and six others damaged.
Several Linsen of those stationed at Hellevoetsluis were

damaged by air attack on 14 January. )

In readiness for an improvement in the weather, reinforce
ments of all types were brought by rail into Holland and by
20 Janueiry the disposition was as under

la^PoriS Inland Reserve

Amersfoort - 60 Molch

- 60 Molch

Den Helder

Ymuiden

Scheveningen - 33 Linsen
Rotterdam

Poortershavn

Hellevoetsluis - 2? Linsen

- 27 Linsen
- 26 Seehun

- 30 Molch
- 20 Biber

de Zeist

On 21 January ten Seehunde sailed in three groups, one of

four boats bound for billets off Ramsgate, one of three boats
to the South Palls area eastward of the North Foreland and one

of three boats to the convoy swept channel off Lowestoft.
Seven boats returned without reaching their allotted area - six
for mechanical troubles and one after a collision with a buoy.
One of these was sighted and attacked off West Kapelle on

23 January by Albacore R/119 Squadron but no damage was
inflicted. This was the only air sighting of a midget during
January. Of the three boats who continued, two operated with

out sighting anything off Ramsgate and returned to Ymiiden, the
third had a compass failure and blundered into the Thames

estuary. After firing at and missing a steamer at 2330 hours

on the 22nd, the coxswain finally found himself south of

Lowestoft early on 24 January. Here he was sighted and depth
charged by M. L. 153. Although not damaged, the coxswain
decided to bottom until after dark before starting back to

base on the surface. This he did but was unknowingly being
drifted up the coast so that when he surfaced at 0100 hours

on 25 January and set course eastwards he ran hard aground on
the Scroby Sands off Yarmouth. After trying vainly to get off

for 2-0- da^rs^ the t\7o e:daau3ted crew fired Verey lights to attract
attention and were taken off by a boat from the Trinity House
vessel Beacon. The realisation that Seehunde could operate as

(l) On this day a sweep of 67 Spitfires of the 2nd T. A. P.
armed with 500 lb, and 250 lb. bombs attacked various

targets in the area between Zierikzee and Hellevoetsluis.
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far afield as Yarmouih in the north and Ramsgate in the south

resulted in the first Anti-Seehund air patrols mentioned
previously in section (ii).

It was in exceptionally cold weather with much floating
ice in the Scheldt delta that nine Linsen left Hellevoetsluis

at 2300 hours on 24 January to operate in the West Scheldt
river. More Linsen were intended tut could not sail as they
were frozen in. The three control Linsen returned having
destroyed their explosive craft after sighting nothing. In
similar weather conditions fifteen Biter set out from the

Hook on the night of 29/30 January having previously teen
towed down from Poortershavn. They were undetected ty the
air patrols tut were defeated ty the weather. Five returned

_because of damage received among ice floes, three sank after

collisions with ice, one beached on return from the Scheldt

near Hellevoetsluis after 60 hours at sea and the remaining
six vanished without trace. There were no Allied claims to

any of these.

The final January Seehunde operation also started out
during the evening of 29 January, Ten boats left Ymuiden in

two groups, one bound for the Margate area and the other for

the South Palls, Only two boats reached their billets One

of these operated well to the east of the South Palls and

sighted a convoy of three ships with two escorts. As the

sights were coming on to fire the boat had to go deep to

avoid being rammed. She was ineffectively depth charged and

returned to base. The other reached Ramsgate and after missing
with her torpedoes at a ship in the roadstead also returned to

harbour. Of the remaiiiing eight, two returned early with

engine trouble, four because of damage in the heavy seas, one
due to the utter exhaustion of the engineer and one failed to

find Ymuiden harbour entrance and ran aground just to the

south.

There were no Molch operations during January because the

intense cold vHiich prevailed was assumed to lower their elec

tric battery capacity to a range of under 50 miles which was

not sufficient for V/est Scheldt operations. However, trials

completed by the end of the month proved them capable of just
over 55 miles and, provided they could be towed as far as

Goeree, this was considered adequate for future operations.
Trials during the month were also successful in launching
Linsen explosive motor boats from E-boats and, when weather

again permitted, it was intended so to transport Linsen for

extended operations at the western end of the Thames/Scheldt
convoy route.

During January occurred the last recorded minelaying
operation by the G. A. P. After dark on 23 January about

20 Ju.SS.s laid mines in the Scheldt river and approaches.
One of these aircraft was shot down near Ostend with a mine

still aboard. Sweeping was redoubled and by the 28th the

minesweepers had detonated 36 ground mines. The C,-in-C, Nore,
who ws-S far more concerned by the mine menace than any enemy

torpedo attacks, asked the Allied Expeditionary Naval Commander

to inform the appropriate military and air authorities that,
unless better results against minelaying aircraft could be

produced, the only channel to Antwerp was likely soon to be

blocked by wrecks. Fortunately for us the G. A. P. strength in
minelaying types was at a minimum and as such aircraft were

Admty. War at
Sea Vol.VI page
34

See

Appendix X
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usuallj under priority'- orders to operate tactically against
Allied ̂ ound foi'ces their eraployraent on minelaying was never
resuiTied,

The rather complex picture of enemy operations is added to

in the latter part of January by the arrival in the area of

a genuine U-boat. U.245f a t3^e VIIC boat, left Heligoland on

17 January bound for the North Foreland area She arrived here

on 23 January but made no hostile move until the 28th yiien at
0450 hours she attacked a ship in convoy near the South Palls

buoy. Although the crew reported hearing an explosion no ship
was in fact hit. She continued on patrol in this area into

February and will be referred to again in sub section (d).

(c) - E-Boats in February

The detailed account of E-boat movements in P, d S,'s War

Diary ceases at the end of January but headlines of their

operations continue until mid-April and it is possible to

reconstruct their story in parallel with British evidence.

No complete operation by them appears to have occurred
until 17 February. This pause seems to have been due to

refitting, reinforcement, and redistribution among the bases

though Allied action may have contributed. For instance the

German record mentions the daylight air raids on Ymuiden by
Lancasters with 12,000 lb. bombs on the 3j^d and 8th Pebruarj’’
and states that although on both occasions the shelters were

badly shattered no E-boats were inside. Damage was, however,
inflicted to some E-boats dispersed nearby. The U. S. A. A. P.

raid with Fortresses on 10 February increased the dockside
dislocation and destroyed one E-boat (S.193)- E-boats were on
the move during the nights of 3rd/4th and 5th/6th February and
were attacked inconclusively by the Wellington night patrols
close off all three E-boat bases. This was probably inter-

port redistribution.

On 12 February the German Admiral North Sea Command pro
tested to the Berlin Naval War Staff that, an torpedo attack

by E-boats was obviously less profitable than minelaidng, the
restrictions placed on mining in the Thames/Scheldt area
deprived the E-boats of their most effective weapon. Moreover

the Seehunde, in whose favour this restriction was made, were
not proving successful and he requested the lifting of the ban_

After some argument this was agreed to in certain specified
areas along the convoy route.

The middle of February was marked by frequent fog wlaich
completely grounded our night patrols between the 15th and

18th, hence a sortie by the Den Helder E-boats on 17 February
laid mines off the vfash and Humber undetected by air or surface

patrols. During the last week of the month E-boat activity
was very marked. About 20 boats from Yrauiden and Rotterdam
operated during the night of the 20th/21st with mines and
torpedoes along the Thames/Scheldt route. Thirteen air attacks
were made on them off these ports and six encounters took place
with naval surface craft but all were inconclusive. No torpedo
attacks eventuated but mines were laid. On the following night

1 six E-boat flotillas sailed on torpedo operations off East

Anglia. Sixteen air attacks were made off the Dutch ports,
again without result. Some parties of E-boats were shadowed
across the North Sea and the air reporting enabled surface

forces to engage one group but while driving them off another

group penetrated the screen and attacked convoy PS.1734 about
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23 miles northeast of Yarmouth. S.S, Goodwood (Br.) -

(Br. ) - 1,109 tons were sunk and
1>345 tons damped. Yet again the flotil

las put to sea on the third consecutive night. The Rotterdam

boats operated mainly with mines along the Thames/Scheldt
route but w;ere engaged by surface forces before reaching the

swept channel. The Ymuiden flotilla was shadowed and attacked

by V/ellingtons to almost halfway over to the east coast before

abandoning the sortie and returning to base. E-boats were out

minelaying again on the fourth night (24th/25th). One party
was attacked by the air patrols off Yrauiden in tlr:Le course of

which Wellington A/612 Squadron was shot down. They continued
to be shadowed by another Wellington (b/524 Squadron) until
it too was shot down by flak. Small groups of E-boats were

subsequently engaged at various points in the southern North

Sea by naval patrols in the course of which S.167 ̂ vas crippled
and scuttled herself in the Scheldt Approaches. The surviving
23 officers and men were taken prisoner.

2,780 tons and Blac!
S.S. Skjold (Br,) -

The final operation of the month left harbour after dark

on 28 February on combined torpedo and minelaying in both the

Thames/Scheldt and East Anglia areas. Once more the outgoing
sorties were attacked and shadowed by Wellingtons. The

southern group laid mines off Ostend but were intercepted on

the return journey by the destroyer Gptsjfold and frigate
Seymour. Action ensued in -vdiich S. 220 was sunk and 26 survi

vors taken prisoner, A number of indecisive naval encounters
took place at other points along the Scheldt route and also to
the northeast of Yarmouth. No torpedo attacks resulted in

either area but mines were laid.

(d) Small Battle Units in February

Although not a Small Battle Unit it is convenient here
to continue the exploits of U.245 who on 1 February was still

patrolling some 25 miles east of the North Foreland. According
to her log she fired at but missed a ship in convoy at 0100

hours on 2 Pebruarj'' and was not herself detected. No further

target was seen until 6 February when she attacked convoy
TAM.71 early in the nx)rTiing 20 miles east of the north Foreland

and sank S.S. Henry B. Plant (U.S,) - 7>240 tons. She was

damaged by the escorts' counterattack and withdrew northwards
into the British mined area to effect repairs. There she

remained until 11 February when, repairs complete, she re

occupied her previous billet. She made an unsuccessful attack
on another convoy in dark and rainy weather on 12 February
and finally started return to Heligoland on the 15th where she

arrived on 19 February. Although gaining only one success it

seems odd that, in view of the targets seen and the relative

freedom from harassment compared with other U-boat inshore

billets, the Germans made no move to re-occupy the area until

April.

Reverting to the S. B. U. operations, on 3 February the

Molch reserve depot at Amersfoort was bombed in the course of a

general attack by 2nd T.A.F, Spitfires on the railway system in
and around this town; however, no Molch was actually hit.

Also on this day the Poortershavn midget base 7/as attacked by
19 Lancasters dropping 12,000 lb. bombs. The Germans report no
damage to midgets but the base facilities were wrecked,
particularly the heavy cranes found so useful in lifting
Biber into and from the water.

Biber operations took place throughout February,
It is significant that no

Also on the
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3rd and again on the 8th and 10th February Yinuiden was attacked

by Allied'bombers as has been mentioned previously,
shelters were the target so no damage was inflicted on the 31
Seehunde dispersed in the port area.

The E-boat

On the evening of 5 February, eight Seehunde left Ymuiden
for the North Foreland area. All met with failure. One

returned early with diesel trouble, two beached on the Dutch

coast north and south of Yinuiden, and three returned without

reaching their billets. Only two arrived on patrol and

although sighting shipping were unable to get in their attacks.

Late on 10 February another eight Seehunde sailed for the

Thames/Scheldt convoy route. Mechanical troubles caused three
to return prematurely on the 11th and another from its billet

on the 12th. Three operated as ordered but apart from sighting
patrol vessels their cruises were unproductive. One failed to
return and there were no British claims to account for this

casualty, A follow-up against the same objective by five more

Seehunde left Yrauiden late on 12 February. Again one returned

early because of defects. Three reached their billets of lAfcom

one attacked convoy TAM. 80 off the North Foreland on 15
February and badly damaged the Dutch tanker Liseta - 2,628
tons. One Seehund vanished without trace.

IVhile this batch of Seehunde were still at sea the ques

tion of their future employment was raised following the E-boat

Commander's protest at the restrictions on his minelaying,
was pointed out that Seehund operations to the East Coast and

North Foreland had continually failed through bad weather,
heavy losses had been incurred with little damage to Allied

shipping and air attacks on rail communications to Holland now

threatened to disrupt the supply of fresh boats.  A proposal to
use them in the more sheltered waters of the Scheldt river was

examined and in the meantime the ban on E-boat minelaying was

lifted along certain stretches of the Tlaames/Scheldt convoy
route. All ideas of the Gterman Army Command to reduce the

number of troops allotted to the islands in the Maas delta were

vetoed by Hitler himself in view of their importance in the

defence of West Holland and the cover they afforded for all

S. B. U. operations.

It

The trial operation of Seehunde in the West Scheldt river
was combined with a Linsen raid. At O8OO hours on I6 February
four Seehunde put out from Ymuiden. Two boats were never

heard of again, one saw no targets and -when returning on the

18th ran aground just north of Ymuiden. The other missed with

torpedoes at a convoy of landing craft and on the 19th also ran

aground outside the harbour. The Linsen raid took place during
the night of the I6th/l7th when 15 left Hellevoetsluis bound
for the Scheldt river. Nine put back early because of fog and
the other six achieved nothing and lost two boats. As the

relatively more valuable Seehunde seemed as unsuccessful as the

smaller expendable Biber and Molch they reverted to open sea
operations and on 20 February■three Seehunde sailed for the
Ramsgate area. Pour more left on the 21st for the South Palls
followed by one other on 23 Febmaary. All appear to have
reached their billets and some delivered attacks for early on
the 22nd L. S. T. 3Sk. - 2,750 tons was sunk out of convoy TAM. 87
when 20 miles east of the North Foreland and on 24 February the
cable ship Alert - 941 tons was sunk seven miles east of
Ramsgate. All eight boats returned including one -vdio was
attacked without damage by Beaufighter J/254 Squadron at 0948
hours on 28 February when about 40 miles east of Orfordness.
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Nine Linsen left Hellevoetsluis late on 21 February to

seek targets in the West Scheldt river. Six returned because

of engine troubles and the other three failed to sight any
thing. Molch made a belated appearance this same night,
having been previously moved from Amersfoort to Scheveningen
and Hellevoetsluis. Ten Molch from the former port ■were
towed as far as Schouwen Island and four set out under their

own power from the latter, all en route to the Inner Scheldt.
Eight returned having found no targets, three were sunk by
British action('') and three-vanished without trace. Adverse
weather then put a stop to further operations until 6 March.

(v) Summary of January and February operations

In the course of these t-wn months the night patrols by
Wellingtons and Swordfish had made 36 attacks in January and
64 in February specifically on E-boats. Four aircraft had
been shot do-vm with no loss or damage to the enemy. At first
sight this appears to be a poor result but in fact the shadow^
ing reports of E-boat movements made both before and after
attack -were of growing value in giving -warning, direction of
the threat and informtion enabling interception by our naval
patrols. Regarding underwater attack it might be thought that
such an obvious vantage area as the western end of the Thames/
Scheldt route off the North Foreland would be permanently
patrolled by A/U aircraft particularly after the four torpedo
attacks in February. Consideration -was given to such action
but the employment of night air patrols in this area was
opposed by the C,-in-C. Nore owing to the possibility of
enemy air minelaying. Also the frequent use of the Leigh
Light or flares to identify the confused radar returns prob
able from the numerous buoys, shoals and independent patrol
craft were likely to betray the convoys and it was decided to
leave protective measures entirely to the Navy. Moreover
No. 16 Group-'s strength -was unequal to any new patrol and no
regular A/U squadron could at this time be spared from the
other Groups. I'inally it was thought that the shipping loss
from midget submarines -was small compared with that from
E-boat mining and torpedo.

A. H. B. /
IIK/54/11/304

Enel. 18

In the light of post-war knowledge it is clear that, in
spite of the considerable effort made by the S. B. U. s, it -was
the E-boat minelaying that inflicted most of our shipping
casualties and even they were not unduly high in comparison
with the total volume of ship movement. The table below
illustrates this point:-

(1) M. L. s 588 and §01 each bagged one early on 22 February
about five miles northwest of West Kapelle and shore
gunfire sank another off Flushing in the forenoon of
22 February.
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Table sho-vvlm the cause of Allied ship casualties in the

Southern North Sea

Allied ships sunlc by Allied ships damaged by

TypeMonth Sorties Loss

MineMine TorpedoTorpedo

5 - 16,361 1 - 1,100E-boat

Seehund

Biber, Moloh
Llnse

2 2 - 5,115
1 - 324

95
hh 10

Jan* 15 10

15 7

1 - 1,345

1 - 2,628

3 - 11,9562 - 3,889
1 - 7,240
2 - 3,691

10 - 19,551E-boat

U-boat

Seehund

Biber, Molch
■  Llnse

77 2

1

4Feb, 33
14 6
24 3

Total for Jan, and

Feb, 1945 4 - 13,0568,-20,259 15 - 35,912 2 - 3,973

(vi) No. 16 Group operations in March

The departure at the end of February of No, 819 F. A.A.

Swordfish squadron left the strength of No. I6 Group at only
92 aircraft during March in spite of the return to Langham of
the No. 524 detachment from No, I8 Group. However, the better

flying weather resulted in the total sorties rising considerably
over the February figure. The enemy also benefited from calmer

seas and his E-boat and S. B. U. operations were stepped up
smartly. The bulk of air activity was again at night there

being 422 sorties directed against E-boats. During the month

the standard anti*-E-boat patrols were slightly amended and two
extra added in mid-sea between the Dutch coast and East Anglia.
No E-boat sallies got through undetected but as shadowing and

reporting for the benefit of surface forces was made a priority,
air attacks on them fell to 59. Although these attacks only
resulted in one E-boat being sunk, it is evident from German

records that their operations were often adversely affected by
the persistent air harassment. A further I6 night air attacks
were made off the Dutch ports on enemy patrol and minesweepirig
craft but without any confirmed results,

Anti-S.B.U. flying was changed in emphasis in that two new

anti-Seehund patrols off the Maas estuaries were added and

Beaufighters flying this type of patrol increased their sorties

to 142 while the Swordfish inshore line patrol off Walcheren I.

was reduced to only 29 sorties. This was in accordance with the

agreed February policy that the Biber, Molch and Idnsen types
operating in the Scheldt river could best be dealt with by naval
patrols, 2nd T.A.F. sweeps and shore batteries,
sightings and 17 attacks were made by Coastal Command aircraft

resulting in the sinking of two Seehunde, seven Biber and three
Linsen.

A total of 30

See Map 11 for
March patrols

ibid

Air action against enemy coastwise traffic east of Texel

Island was again unproductive as very little was on the move.

Thirteen daylight reconnaissance flights as far as the Elbe

estuary saw a few small coasters or patrol boats generally
close up to the shore. Seven single attacks were made without
confirmed result. One reconnaissance in force by 31

Beaufighters was made on 24 March but only one armed coaster

of 600 tons was sighted and that was sunk in the mouth of the
Western Ems river,

coastline fared no better.

The nine night flights along the same
Nothing at all was located until
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the last -week of March and then on three occasions minesweepers
were attacked between the Ems and Weser estuaries but again
without confirmed result.

In aggregate during March, No. I6 Group flew:-

Day and night sorties east of Texel Island - 93
Night sorties against E-boats
Day sorties off V/alcheren Island
Day sorties against Seehunde

- 422

29

- 142

Total - 686

(vii) 2nd T.A. F. operations in March

Ten offensive sweeps and reconnaissance flights over the
deltas of the Maas and Scheldt rivers were carried out involv

ing 76 sorties in which 67 attacks were made. One 100 ton

barge was sunk on 9 March off Overflakkee island and the ferry
vessel Zierikzee of 100 tons Yfas sunk at Hellevoetsluis on the

14th. The casualties inflicted on S. B. U. s amounted to eight

Linsen motor boats destroyed as they were returning near

Hellevoetsluis plus two more off Goeree and one Biber off

Walcheren Island, all on 12 March. There were also during the
month two bombing attacks on Dunkirk by six Bostons.

(viii) Enemy operations during March

(a) E-boats

The E-boat War Diary gives no specific port distribution
of the flotillas but it is evident that the 8th Flotilla left

Ymuiden at the end of February to refit in Germany and was not

replaced thus leaving the 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 9th Flotillas
based on Den Helder and Rotterdam at a strength of 40 boats of
which not more than 25 to 30 were available on any one day.

Ymuiden appears to be henceforward only a port of call, partly
because the Allied bombing raids had shattered the E-boat

shelters and partly because the dispersal facilities were

occupied by the Seehunde flotilla. Further damage was
inflicted on the port on the 14th and 21st March by U. S. A. A. F.

Fortress attacks but no E-boats were implicated and the

Seehunde were too well dispersed to suffer.

No E-boat operations took place until the night of the

9th/l0th when three flotillas left to lay mines in the Scheldt

Approaches. They were located and shadowed on their way south
by the air patrols and several indecisive encounters took place
with naval pat^-ols.
to disengage emd lay their mines,
westward of Ymuiden but caused no damage and one Swordfish
(g/119 Squadron) was shot down west of the Hook.

Their superior speed enabled the E-boats
Two air attacks were made

The night of 1l/l2 March saw simultaneous operations
by E-boats, Biber, Molch and Linsen against the Thames/Antwerp

For the first and only time flotillas of E-boats
Three control and

supply line,
transported Linsen to a distant objective,
six explosive Linsen were carried aind launched by the Rotterdam
flotillas near the South Falls buoy against a convoy located

No success was achieved by the explosive boats andnearby,
the three control boats containing all nine coxswains made off

At 0750 hours on 12 March when off Goeree they werehomeward,

sighted, attacked and sunk by Coastal Command Swordfish of
No. 119 Squadron, The Den Helder flotillas laid mines off the
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Wash. Although both E-boat groups were reported by the air
patrols when leaving harbour there were no subsequent
encounters with naval patrols. The experiences of the Biber,
Molch and other Linsen sorties on this night are given in the
next section.

The enemy intended to operate all five E-boat flotillas
on minelaying during the night of the 13th/l4th but the Den
Helder boats vrere so harried by air action that they turned

back early and, as the weather was deteriorating, the other
flotillas were recalled and the 'vrfiole operation was abandoned

in spite of no actual damage being received from six air

attacks. Nothing further v/as attempted until 17/18 March
when five flotillas again put to sea for minelaylng. Once

more the air patrols gathered over them, reporting, shadowing
and occasionally attacking. This time the E-boats pressed on

and mines were laid off Ostend and East Anglia. There was one
naval interception in the course of which two M. T, B. s received

damage and casualties.

On the following night all the flotillas were at sea
again. A total of 25 boats were directed against the East
Coast convoy route between the Humber and Orfordness on com

bined torpedo and minelaying operations. They were promptly
reported by air and shadowed nearly as far as Cromer thus

enabling naval Interception. Six boats of the 5th Plotjilla
encountered British destroyers and withdrev/- with two of their

number damaged. The 2nd Flotilla ran into British M. T. B. s and

after a fierce engagement turned back with all six boats

damaged. The 9th Plo-^illa of five boats was fired on by
destroyers off Southwcud and driven away. The 4th and 6th

Flotillas succeeded in laying mines and, while withdrawing the
latter intercepted convoy FS.1759 off Lowestoft.  A torpedo
attack was made which sank the Criohtoun (Br.) - 1,097 and
Rogate (Br.) - 2,871 tons. One E-boat was damaged by the
convoy escort.

On the 21/22 March all five flotillas totalling 20
boats once more operated against the East Coast convoy route.
The 2nd Flotilla emerging from Den Helder was harried by
Coastal Command Beaufighters. An attack by G/236 Squadron
sank S.181 killing both the flotilla leader and the CO. of the

boat, whereupon the remaining four boats returned to harbour
with survivors. One aircraft (j/236 Squadron) was shot down by
flak,

constant air shadowing and occasional attack. On nearing our

coast they were engaged by naval patrols in various positions
and were driven off. Damage was claimed by each side but in
all cases appears to have been superficial.

On the next night, nine boats of the 4th and 6th Flotillas
sallied out from the Hook to lay mines on the Thames/Scheldt
route. Eight attacks were made by the watchful air patrols but
without causing damage. However, the shadowing reports enabled
interceptions to be made by naval patrols and the E-boats were
repulsed with two of their number da^naged. The last March
operation took place on the 25th/26th when 15 boats from the
4th, 6th and 9th Flotillas left the Hook on another attempt to
mine along the Thames/Scheldt route. Air reports gave warning
of the direction of approach and numerous indecisive encounters
resulted with naval patrols to the north of the route but five
E-boats penetrated the screen and laid mines. Six air attacks

were delivered as the boats were re-entering the HooJe but with
out result.

The other 15 boats continued across the North Sea under
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During March the co-operation between air and surface
forces improved vastly. Air reports on V, H. F. R/T could now
be received direct in destroyers and frigates vdiich were used

by them to vector on the light patrol craft under their
control. At the suitable moment R/T could be used to ask the
shadowing aircraft to drop flares so as to silhouette the
E-boats. When no surface forces were within reach the same

procedure was used to direct striking forces of Beaufighters
under the provisions of Operation Oonebo and Percolate. This

harassment from the air and increasingly frequent interception
by the Navy combined to reduce the E-boat torpedo threat to

almost nil and greatly limited the extent of their minelaying.

See

Appendix IIA

The E-boat War Diary mentions the significant fact that

by the 21st the March fuel allocation had been used up. With
difficulty sufficient fuel was made available for the last

three operations. On 26 March the 5th Flotilla was ordered

to the Baltic leaving only four flotillas operational in

Holland and no further sallies took place until 5 April.

(^^ Small Battle Units

The German record for Seehunde operations is far less
detailed from March to the end of the war and individual

description is no longer possible. Between the 6th and 19
March, ten Seehunde left Ymuiden bound for the North Foreland

.(1) They effected nothing and lost four of their number.
One was sighted off the Goodwin Sands by an M.T.B, on the yth

and later that day B._675 sank one about 30 miles east of
Ramsgate, Another was sunk early on 10 March by Beaufighter
P/254 Squadron off Goeree. The frigate Torrington sank
another early on the 11th off Ramsgate and" two days later
she sank another 20 miles north of Dunkirk. Three were

sighted northwest of Ostend by aircraft on the 12th and two

air attacks were delivered on returning Seehunde by Beaufighters
to the westward of the Hook on the 15th and 17 March but

without confirmed result.

area

During the same period, nine others operated off the
coast of East Anglia.(2) One was sighted off Yarmouth very
early on the 8th by a naval patrol craft but no attack was

possible. On I3 March a Seehund attacked convoy FS.1753
eight miles off Southwold and sank S.S. Taber Park (Br. ) -
2,878 tons. Two were sighted and attacked without apparent
result by Beaufighters well to the west of Ymuiden on the 13th
and I8th and one was sunk on 22 March by M. T. B. 394 about 23
miles southeast of Yarmouth.

Meanvdiile the intended scale of Biber operations had. been
seriously affected. When preparing for an operation on 6 March
a Biber pilot accidentally released his torpedoes in the depot
basin at Rotterdam thereby sirking 14 Biber, damaging nine

others and causing numerous casualties. However, eleven surviv

ing Biber were sailed from Rotterdam that evening to operate in
the Scheldt river. None returned and no Allied shipping was hit

(1) Five left on the 6th, three on the 9th, one on the 11th and
one on the l6th March.

(2) Pour left on the 6th, one on the 9th, one on the 11th, one
on the 16th and two on the 19 March.
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One Biber was captured by a naval M;L. off Breskens on the 7th,
four others were found on the same day abandoned on beaches off

North Beveland, Domberg, Knocke and Zeebrugge and another was
sunk by shore gunfire off west Eapelle on 8 i'larch. The other
five vanished and there are no Allied claims.

On'the night of the 10th/l1th, six Linsen left Hellevoet-
sluis to raid the anchorage off Veere on the northern coast of

W'alcheren Island. They were repulsed by shore batteries leav

ing two boats grounded on a sandbank.

During the next two days (11 and 12 March) occurred
the combined operation by E-boats and S. B. U.s against the

Antwerp supply line. Fifteen Biber armed with torpedoes and

mines, fourteen Molch and 27 Linsen left Rotterdam and

Hellevoetsluis to operate in the West Scheldt river. Again no
Allied shipping was hit and the S. B. J. loss was heavy.

Thirteen Biber, nine Molch and sixteen Linsen failed to return.

Of the Biber and Molch it is impossible to distinguish which

type was the target for the many attacks made on them but

careful perusal of air and-naval claims appears to establish

the following causes for the 22 sunk:- '

Two by Coastal Command' Swordfish in the evening/llth
off Schouwen I.

Four by naval M.L.s in the forenoon/l2th off Westkapelle,

Four by Coastal Command Swordfish and Beaufigliters in

the afternoon/l2th off Goeree and Schouwen Island.

One by 2nd T. A.F. Spitfires in the afternoon/l2th off
Welcheren I.

Pour by shore batteries late on the 12th off Flushing
and Breskehs,

One by the frigate Retalick at 0328/13th northwest of
Walcheren I. ,

Six by unknown cause but there were two Beaufighter
attacks in the afternoon/l3th west of the Hook with no
positive results seen.

The Linsen attack was countered by naval patrols and shore
batteries off Vlfalcheren I. and Terneuzen, At least six Linsen

were claimed destroyed by these means. The remainder withdrew
towards their base and German evidence states that eight were
destroyed early in the forenoon of the 12th by air attacks as

they were nearing Hellevoetsluis. This links up with recorded

attacks by 2nd T.A.F. Mustangs and Spitfires on enemy motor

boats at this time and vicinity. Two more were definitely
sunk at 1135/12th by 2nd T.A.P. Tempests off Goeree.

Coupled with the simultaneous failure of E-boats and their

launching of Linsen, this -was an expensive 36 hours and no
further S.B.U. operations took place until 22 March. On this

night twelve Linsen proceeded undetected to the convoy route

northwest of Ostend but finding no target returned to harbour.

On the 23rd and 24th Fiarch a total of I6 Biber armed with

torpedoes and mines set out from Poortershavn for the Scheldt

Approaches. It is not known if any mines were laid but no

torpedo hits resulted and nine Biber failed to return. The

following appear to be the causes:-
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One by the frigate Retalick at 2051/23 to the northeast
of Ostend

Two more possibly by this ship early/224-th to the north
of Ostend

One by Coastal Command Beaufighters at 0940/25th off
Goeree

One seen beached and abandoned at mid-day/27th on
Schouwen I.

Pour by unknown cause.

Twelve Linsen set out from Hellevoetsluis on the night of

26 March in two parties of six, one bound for the West Scheldt

river and the other to Bergen-op-Zoom up the East Scheldt.
All returned having found no targets and there was no Allied

interception.

During this period between the 24th and 26th March, four
Seehunde left Ymuiden for the coast of East Anglia and six for

the Thames/Scheldt convoy route. Most of them reached their
billets but four never returned. The East Anglia boats lost

one to Beaufighter Q/254 Squadron at 1440/25th about 20 miles
northwest of the Hook and one to the corvette Puffin off

Lowestoft early on 26 March but another Seehund sank the

coaster Jim (Br. ) - 833 tons on 30 March to the southeast of
Orfordness. One Seehund of the Thames/Scheldt party attacked
convoy BTC.106 at 1209 hours on 26 March off the North Foreland

and sank the Newlandg (Br. ) - 1,556 tons. Shortly aftei^ards a
Seehund was sunk in the vicinity by M!Lil471. Another was sunk

late on 27 March by M;_L_..5.86 just west of Walcheren I.

( ix) Su5miary_ of_ M^ch __operat iqns_

Despite a greatly increased effort by E-boats and S.B.U.s
the Allied shipping casualties were much the sanae as for

February but the loss inflicted on the S.B.U.s was very much
heavier. Although air attack only sank one E-boat and none

were sunk by the naval patrols, the co-operation between the

two was an increasing deterrent and in the surface encounters

many E-boats were roughly handled. The anti-Seehund air pat
rols at last yielded some dividends and the combined defence
scheme in the Scheldt river area was most effective against

all the Biber, Molch and Linsen attacks. The table below gives
the analysis for the March shipping losses in the Southern
North Sea.

r"'

Allied ships damaged by/ailed ships sunk by

Month Type ; Sorties Loss

MineTorpedoMineTorpedo

2 - 3,968
3 - 5,267

1 - 7,176

1 - 8,325

8 - 31,7111  [E-boat
!  iSeehund

I  Biber, Moloh
I  iLlnse

131 1

29 i  9

56 ; 12
66 ! 27

3 - 225

i
2 - 15,501Totals for March 19l5 5 - 9,235 ill - 31,939 ;
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(X) No. 16 Group operations in April

Vfiien taking stock of the harch shipping casualties in the
Southern North Sea it was estimated at H.Q. Coastal Command

that, of the thirteen in the Scheldt Approaches and five in the

Outer Thames estuary, over half were probably due to midgets
and even more attention should be given to countering this

threat. Although the design of anti-midget air patrols was

recast in the first days of April, No. I6 Group had not suf
ficient aircraft to increase the flying effort. The whole

question of operations against midgets was discussed at the

Coinmand Headquarters on 6 April.
No, 810 P.A.A.

Thorney Island
and said he would approach the Admiralty for another F.A A.

squadron to be loaned. A few days later three ships were

torpedoed out of convoys just off Dungeness, This was con

sidered at the time to be the work of Seehunde or possibly
genuine U-boats coming in from the east,(2) New anti-Seehund
patrols were immediately instituted in and to the eastward of

the Dover Straits and the other E.A.A. Barracuda squadron

(No. 822) was moved from Thorney Island to Manston in Kent to
fly them in conjunction with No. 119 Squadron’s Sv/ordfish at

Knocke. In addition, the threat was considered serious enough
to send a detachment of No. !+07 L/l Wellington Squadron from
No. 19 Group to Langham in Norfolk for night anti-U-boat and

Seehund patrols to the westward of Ymuiden. (3) All these
reinforcements enabled no less than 586 sorties to be flown on

anti-midget patrols and resulted in 37 attacks in ■(nhich five
Seehunde and three Biber were sunk.

The A,0.C.-in-C. ruled that

.  B^racuda Squadron should be transferred fromi(''^ to Beccles in Norfolk for anti-Seehund duties

See Map 12

The anti-E-boat flying was maintained at the previous
level until mid-April "vAien it was apparent that E-boat activity
was on the wane. Sorties were subsequently much reduced and
the month's total was only 187- The 1+0 attacks were made
without infliction of damage but the main object of these pat
rols was to bring about an interception by our surface forces
and in this they were exceedingly successful. It was mainly
owing to this combination, that the.E-boat operations faded out
in the middle of the month.

Daylight Beauflghter reconnaissance either in force or on
small flights to the Elbe estuary saw virtually nothing. Only
tMfo attacks were made in tlie course of 63 sorties - one on
18 April on a group of four Seehunde off Borkum and the other on
25 April on a motor launch south of Heligoland. In neither
case was any damage inflicted. Night sorties eastward of
Texel Island amounted to 6l during which there were 25 single
attacks on small coasters or patrol boats. Two lighters were
sunk off Terschelling on one occasion and a German tug off
Nordemey Island on another.

There were three night operations in conjunction with oiu*
own M.T.B.s. The first took place on the night of the

(1) This squadron together with No. 822 was under No. 19 Group
control for A/U patrols in the Central Channel.

(2) In fact two genuine U-boats did arrive from the east a
little later in April and patrolled off the North Foreland.
They are referred to in detail in section (xii) (b).

(3) The standard patrols in April are illustrated on Map 12.
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24th/25th Ai^ril imder the code name of Operation Taboo
during v/Mch four eneiity craft were reported and shadowed by
Wellingbons off Vlieland but no encounter by the surface
force resulted,

ing niglit and enemy craft were located and shadowed in the

same vicinity,
action followed off Terschelling island,
claimed a torpedo hit but no confirmation can be found in
German records,

of Physic took place on the niglit of 27th/28th April but
no enemy vessels were located by the air search.

The operation was repeated on the follcw-

This time the naval force connected and

The M.T,B. s

A third operation under the code name

In aggregate during April, No. I6 Group flew:-

Day and night sorties east of Texel island - 124
Night sorties against E-boats
Day sorties against Seehunde
Night sorties against Seehunde

- 187
- 567

19

Total 897

(xi) 2nd T.A.F. operations in April

During the first part of the month there were four air

raids on Dunkirk and only.one sweep of four aircraft on anti

midget duties. By mid-April the Allied army advance into

Germany provided many forward airfields for the 2nd T, A. P.

and thereafter most of their maritime operations were directed

against enemy shipping lying between Terschelling island and

the River Elbe though two more Mitchell attacks were made on

Dunkirk. Prom I8 April occasional daylight anti-midget
patrols between the Scheldt estuary and Ymuiden were perfomed
by No. 69 vifellington Squadron. Pour aircraft of this squadron
were sent from tlieir base at Eindhoven to Enocke for this

duty. Armed with 250 lb. depth cliarges they carried out 21

sorties but saw no midgets.

Apart from the 72 bombing sorties on Dunkirk there were

during the second half of April no less than 474 anti-shipping
sorties and 437 attacks were delivered. Practically all these

were by R.P. fitted Typhoons and many claims were made to have

sunk or damaged vessels of all sizes lying at anchor offshore

or in roadsteads at Borkum, Emden, Schillig, Guxhaven,
Brunsbuttel and up the River Elbe almost to Hamburg. Much

damage there certainly must have been but German records for

this period are sketchy on damage returns. As regards vessels

confirmed sunk there are only the Alwine Russ (Ge; - 988 tons
in the river Elbe and the Eisen (Gc.) - 750 tons with two tugs
off Brunsbuttel, all on 25 April.

(Xii) Enemy operations during Apr^

(a) E-boats

There were no E-boat sorties until the night of the
5th/6th April -vdien 18 boats left Dutch bases for torpedo
operations along the Thames/Scheldt route. One i^arty of seven

located off the Hook by patrolling Wellingtons but the six

Nothing was seen of any of
was

attacks delivered caused no damage,
them near the convoy route and no encounters with surface
patrols took place.

On the following night six boats of the 2nd Flotilla left

Den Helder to lay mines off our east coast. They were located

and shadowed by the air patrols until seen to be engaged by our
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forces at 0140/7th off Smiths Knoll. A series of pointblank
naval actions followed during the next hour and a half during
which S ,176 and S»177 were sunk by ramming while we lost
M. T. B. 5001 by gunfire, M. T. B. 494 by being rammed and had

badly damaged by ramming her opponent.

Again on the next night (7th/8th) E-boats were at sea.
Tvrelve boats of the 4th and 6th Flotillas left to lay mines in
the Scheldt Approaches, They, as usual, were shadowed by the
air patrols and were seen to be engaged with our surface
patrols at 0130/8th to the northwest of Ostend. During action
S.202 and S.703 collided at high speed and both sank. Some 40
survivors were picked up by the pursuing frigate Rutherford
and M. T. B. s 482 and 434’ Shortly afterwards another E-boat
(S.223) detonated a mine and sank about 30 miles north of
Ostend.

These were relatively heavy losses for the small E-boat
force and no further operations took place until the night of
the 12th/l3th April when twelve boats of the 4th and 9th
Flotillas sallied out to lay mines again in the Scheldt
Approaches. They were shadowed and reported by the Wellington
patrols and in due course brought to action by a surface
patrol group. A short fierce battle down to 20 yards range
was fought with the frigate Ekins and K T. B. s 797 and 74^«
S.205 was damaged badly by gunfire and both the M. T. B. s

suffered slight damage.

This proved to be the last E-boat operation of the war in

these waters. The German record notes that on 16 April there

were only 22 boats in the Dutch ports and of these not more

than 15 were operational. A proposal to transfer the 1st

Flotilla from Germany was abandoned owing to fuel shortage.
This and the successful combination between air and surface

patrols brought to an end what was the least unsuccessful form

of enemy action against our east coast and Scheldt bound

shipping,

(b) Small Battle Units

By the beginning of April, the advancing Allied armies had

almost completely encircled Holland so that no reinforcements
could be sent by rail or road and only the Seehund type were
sufficiently seaworthy to make the passage coastwise from

Germany. There was ein air attack by 17 Lancasters on 7 April
to cripple the nest of Seehunde at Yrauiden but once again the
dispersal was too good and none were hit. On 8 April the

S. B. U. strength in Holland was:-

29 Seehunde at Ymuiden

24 Biber at Rotterdam
60 Molch at Amersfoort

51 Linsen at Scheveningen and Hellevoetsluis

Seehunde and genuine U-boats

As the Biber and Linsen operations were on a small scale

it is considered simpler for April to deal with the Seehunde

separately together with two U-boats who operated in one of the
their areas.. First must be mentioned what Seehund reinforce

ment reached Ymuiden by sea during April, Four left
Wilhelmshaven early on 18 April. This was the little group
sighted and attacked by a Beaufighter at 2025 hours on this day
when 15 miles N.W. of Borkum. No damage was inflicted and all

1.
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four arrived at Yrnuiden on 20 April* Subsequently a further

15 Seehunde were sent in batches from'’.Tilhelmshaven* One

turned back after groimding and one foi^r^dered off V'angerooge

island, the remaining 13 had all arrived in Imuiden by the
1 May.
the passage from Heligoland
the war a strength of 33 Seehunde was maintained at Ymuiden,

All S.B.U. operations were held up by unfavourable weather

until 5 April. Between P.M. that day and the end of the monbh
a total of 36 Seehunde sorties left Ymuiden at fairly regular

intervals to operate off the East Coast, in the Scheldt
Approaches, and as far west as Dungeness. Two genuine U-boats

left port early in April to operate in the North Foreland area.
These areas will be taken separately:-

Dxiring the last week of April an additional two made
.(1) For the final tv/o weeks of

The East Coast north of the Thames.

Starting from 5 April, ten Seehunde sailed on various
dates up to 28 April bound for this area.(2) Three were lost
during the cruise. One v/as sunk at 0758/12th by Beaufighter
u/236 Squadron when 35 miles west of the Hook and another by
the destroyer Garth very early on the lAth off Orfordness. On

16 April at 1900 hours a Seehund sunk the cable ship Monarch

(Br.) 1,150 tons also off Orfordness, Nothing further even
tuated until early on the 29th when the corvette Sheldrake sank
a Seehmd to the southeast of Lov/estoft.

The Scheldt Approaches

Also starting from 5 April, nine Seehunde sailed for the

area at intervals up to the 23rd,(3) Again three were lost.
On 9 April a Seehund attacked convoy TAG.90 some 20 miles
north of Ostend and sank the U.S. tanker Y,17 - 8OO tons.

One Seehund was sunk at 11C8/l3th by Beaufi^Vter P/236 Squadron
when 16 miles northwest of Walcheren I

Blankenberghe shore batteries on the I8th and one vras found

aground and abandoned off Valcheren I. on 19 April.

The Dover/Dungene$s area

Starting on the 7th, seventeen sailed at inteiwals up to
23 April.(^) Six failed to return. One of the early starters
attacked convoy TBC.123 on the evening of 9 April just to the

northeast of Dungeness sinking the Samida (Br,) - 7j219 tons
and damaging the Soloman Juneau (U.S.) - 7,176 tons,
next day M.L.102 sank a Seehund about 12 miles east of Dover

and another one ran aground just east of Calais.  A third was

sunlc \)y Beaufighter V;/254 Squadron some 35 miles west of the
Hook. *"011 11 April at 0915 hours a Seehund attacked convoy

one by the•,

On the

Seehunde were first sent to Heligoland at the beginning of

April and by the 22nd there were 15 in the harbour,
two bound for Ymuiden sailed on the 23rd and the other 13

were then moved back to Wilhelmshaven.

One sailed on the 5th, two on the 10th, one on the 12th,
tvra on the 21st, two on the 24th, one on the 27th and one

on the 28 ilpril.
Two sailed on the 5th, one on the 6th, one on the 9th,
tviro on the 10th, one pn the 12th and two on 23 April.
Nine sailed on the 7th, tlrree on the 8th, one on the 9th,
tv/o on the 22nd and two on 23 April.

The
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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UC. 63B five miles east of Durgeness and damaged
S. S. Port i'i/'vndham (Br.) 8,580 tons. It may have been this
Seehund that was rammed and sunk at 2317 hours that night only
a few miles away by M. T. B. 632. On the 12th three aircraft
(Mosquito A/251+, Beaufighter ¥i/25S and Wellington V/524
Squadrons) combined to sink a Seehund at I63O hours about 25
miles west of the Hook. Finally another one was sunk on 13

April in much the same position by Barracuda L/8IO P. A. A.
Squadron.

These known Seehunde losses have been allotted to one

form or another of British attack after careful examination

but there were in addition during the month 27 other air

sightings in the triangle Ymuiden/Orfordness/feook of wiiich 18
were attacked with either depth charges or cannon and after
which there was no observed result.

The North Foreland area

Two genuine U-boats were sailed for this area. The
Type XXIII U.2322 left Stavanger on 5 April and the Type VII
U. 245 put out from Wilhelmshaven on 6 April, y._.2322 arrived
on patrol about 13 April but found no targets until the 23rd
\dien she attacked convoy ATM.133 about 13 miles east of

Ramsgate just after midnight and damaged the Sverre Helniersen

(Nor.) - 7>209 tons. Having expended her two torpedoes she
immediately started her return journey to Stavanger which slie

reached on 1 I^tay. U^245. arrived on patrol about 15 April and
at 0547 hours on the I8th attacked convoy TAM. 142 'vdien 10 miles

east of Ramsgate and sanlc both the Pillejgh (Br.  ) - 4»856 tons
and the Karat (Nor.) - 4,991 tons. She was slightly damaged by
the escorts' counter-attacks and left for Norway on 19 April

ultimately entering Bergen on 9 May.

As far as can be learnt from British records neither of

these U-boats were located by air or surface forces during
their cruises and, except for action taken immediately after

U,245's successful shot, neither was molested. Once again it
seems strange that genuine U-boats were not used to strike at

the Thames/Soheldt route on more occasions as the enemy was
well aware that neither E-boats nor S.B .U. s were having any

success in interrupting the traffic.

Biber and Linsen2.

Biber operations restarted on 9 April when five put out

from the Hook armed with torpedoes and mines for the Scheldt

river. Two returned on the 11th with mechanical trouble, one

of these when making the Hook entrance blew up on  a mine. The

other three were sunk during the 12th when west of the Hook -

two by Beaufighters of No. 254 Squadron and one by a Swordfish

of No. 119 Squadron. Two more Biber left Zierikzee on the

night of the 11th/l2th to lay mines in the channel between
North and South Beveland. One succeeded and the other never

returned. On the same night 15 Linsen left Hellevoetsluis&r
the Osterjd area. They were repulsed in this area by surface

patrols losing two sunk by the frigate Ekin§,. and expended three
explosive boats without hitting a target. A further 21 Linsen

attempted to repeat the operation on the next night but were

forced by bad weather to return prematurely. Weather again
frustrated a similar- intention by 12 Linsen on the night of
the 17th/l8th but six others detailed to transfer to Dunkirk

sailed in spite of the conditions. They all missed their way
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and were found on the I8th hard and fast aground off Breskens.

The final Linsen operation of the war took place on the night
of the 20th/21st April and was a repeat transfer to Dunkirk of
12 Linsen from Hellevoetsluis. Only six got there. The

party was located about 28 miles north of Ostend by the

frigate Ekins. She sank four for certain and two others were

missing. .

On the night of the 21st/22nd April, six Biber put out
from the Hook with mines bound for the Scheldt river. Pour

returned having laid their mines and two vanished from cause

unknown. The final Biber sorties of war were by four who

left Rotterdam at 1030 hours on 26 April again to lay mines in

the Scheldt river. One grounded on the way down to the sea

and the others were attacked by aircraft as they were clearing

from the Hook. Two were sunk and one escaped back to base. ("17

(c) Conclusion of all E-boat and S.B.U. operations

The table below gives the analysis for the final month of

April:-
t

I Allied ships damaged byAllied ships sunk by
,  Month! Type | Sorties Loss

MineTorpedoTorpedo Mine
I

2-6, 1762 - 8,37348E-boat

U-boat

Seehund | 36
Biber

Llnse

2

17
66

5

2 r 9,847
3 - 9,169

1 - 7,209
2 - 15,756!  Apr. 12

2664 - 1 - 7,1919

 ! 17

5 - 19,0l6j6 - 8,639 3 - 22,965 1 3 - 13,367Total for April 1945

Regarding the whole period i January to the end of the war, in
order to save trouble in referring back, a table is given below
showing the total results by each type of enemy unit:-

Allled ships damaged byAllied ships sunlc by

Type Sorties Loss

TorpedoTorpedo Mine Mine

7 - 26,4086 - 12,972
3 - 17,087
9 - 18,451

1 - 1,545
1 - 7,209
3 - 18,364

E-boat

U-boat

Seehund

Biber, Molchi 102 | 70
Llnse i 171 ! 54

351 10

3
I

142 35

25 - 75,999

2 - 15,5167 - 491

I  18 - 48,510 i 32 - 76,490 5 - 26,938 9 - 41,9241 Jan. to 30 Apr, 1945

Although Seehunde operational sorties ceased on 28 April,
they continued to sail from Ymuiden with supplies for Dunkirk.
One sailed at the end of April and three on 2 May. All reached

(1) No trace can be found in either Coastal Command, Fighter
Command or 2nd T,A P. records of any air attack this day

anywhere near this position. The aircraft may, however,
have been United States Army Air Force Thunderbolts,
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their destination before Dunkirk's capitulation on 8 May.
Considering the frail construction of the Seehunde, the crews

performed remarkable feats of endurance operating as they did
,  for periods up to 10 days, often in vile weather, in billets

as far as 150 miles from base. The Biber, Moloh and Linsen
deserved more than their tiny measure of success and their

operations were well named 'Totaleinsatz' (Do or die). All
S.B.U. crews were tough volunteers and it is significant that

on 28 April thirty of these men were flown to Berlin on special
request to act as a personal bodyguard to Hitler.

(b) No.. 18 GROUP

(i) No. 18 Croup policy in Jamaiy

During January the operations followed the same pattern
as for the end of 1944# daily reconnaissance flights off the

Norwegian coast between Aalesund in the north and the Naze in

the south. If no worthwhile shipping targets were sighted
there was usually a formation sweep by from six to twelve

Mosquitoes or Beaufighters aloiig selected stretches of coast

to attack targets of opportunity. If, however, shipping was

sighted by the reconnaissance flights or if agents' reports
indicated definite convoy movements, a Wing Strike of twenty

Mosquitos (the Banff Wing) or Beaufighters
(the Dallaohy V/ing) was despatched to attack. (/Vhen possible
these Strikes were escorted by long range Mustang fighters of

No. 13 Group P.G. but as only one squadron (No. 65) of these
valuable aircraft could be spared by Fighter Command for this

duty, shipping targets near enemy fighter bases could not

always be tackled. Enemy shipping further north than Aalesund
or further east than Kristiansand South could not be reached as

neither Beaufighter nor Mosquito had the range but 100 gallon
drop tanks -v/ere in the course of trials and fitment to the

Mosquitos to increase their radius of action to 500 miles.

or moreSee

Appendix I for
details of

squadrons

C. C.

Deq, 0. R, B.

Appendix 8O4

These distant areas were, however, visited during the dark

hours whenever weather permitted by night patrols of the two

Halifax squadrons (Nos. 58 and 502).
the location of targets restricted such patrols to open water
and as enemy shipping kept inside the islands northward of

Stadtlandet it was decided at the end of January to concentrate

more on the Skagerrack against the enemy traffic between
Germany and Oslo or Kristiansand South,

(ii) Wo 18 Group operations in January

The middle half of January was marked by very bad weather
resulting in only 477 sorties being flown as compared with 823
in December 1944. Very little traffic was on the move during
the short daylight and twelve rover sweeps only sighted targets
on three occasions. One merchant ship, two coasters, a lighter
and a trawler were sunk.(1) Five Wing Strikes were despatched,
all in the first half of the month, and in the absence of

shipping under way three of these attacked defended anchorages.
Two merchant ships, a coaster and an escort vessel were sunk
for the loss of two aircraft by flak
force was intercepted on the way to attack Flekke fjord road

stead (S.W. Norway) on 11 January by twelve Me.109 and

Dependence on A. S. V. for

An unescorted strike

See Map 5

(1) See Appendix VIII for names, description, tonnage and
position of sinking together with the squadrons concerned.

(2) F/144 and M/455 Squadrons.
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P.W. 190 s. In the ensuing dogfight two strike aircraft wen
~  destroyed. Clshot down and five of the enemy fighters were

A more serious interception took place on 15 January -vdien

F. 190s shot down five Mosquitoes out of a strike at Lervik

(north of Haugesund) with no loss to themselves.(2) Attacks
on anchorages were discontinued as it was plain that one

Mustang squadron was insufficient for all the escort which
should be given.

By mid-January, Mosquito aircraft fitted with 100 gallon
drop tanks and the necessarily modified R.P. stowage were

being fed into the Strike squadrons in preparation for

extended operations. Sooner than relegate one of these
squadrons back to a purely fighter role the A.O.C.-in-G.
requested the Air Ministry for a second Mustang squadron, not

only to augment the fighter escort for current operations, but
as a necessary part of his plan to use all the re-equipped
Mosquitoes to attack enemy shipping by day in the eastern
Skagerrack at the earliest opportunity. Unfortunately soon

after this request the new drop tank and R.P, towage sliowed

many shortcomings in practice which required a complete
redesign by the Ministry of Aircraft Production. Prom time

to time during February the A.0.G,-in—C. protested at continued

delays but it was early March before the Mosquito strike
squadrons were satisfactorily fitted.

Night operations in January were almost entirely by the

two Halifax squadrons. Thirty-two sorties were flown off

West Norway resulting in nineteen attacks in which one cargo
vessel and a minesweeper were sunk and fourteen sorties in

the Skagerrack -vdiere seven attacks were made resulted in one

cargo vessel being sunk. One Halifax was missing either by
flak or enemy night fighters.(5) The Torbeaus were only used
once. This was a night attack by five of No. 489 Squadron on

28 January on two destroyers previously sighted by reconnais

sance just north of Haugesund. No torpedo hits were obtained

and two of the aircraft were shot down by flak. (4)

The score for January was 12 vessels sunk for the loss of

14 aircraft (five by flak, seven by E/A and two crashed). In
the same area naval forces sank 12 vessels and damaged one.

Details are in Appendix VIII.

(Hi) No. 18 Group policy and operations in February

G.G

Jan. 0. R. B.

Appendix 12

G. G.

0. R. B. for Jan.

Feb. and Mch.

Appendices 33»
116, 132, 134
and 201.

Bad weather again kept the sorties low at 497 with even

fewer attacks being delivered - only on four occasions by day
and 43 single attacks at night,
almost nil, tv/elve rover sweeps had nine blank returns and the
other three only saw odd vessels moored close up under cliffs

Under these conditions attacks were difficult and
Wing Strikes were des-

Daylight traffic movement was

in fjords,

only one cargo vessel was damaged,
patched on three occasions into fjords where shipping was at
anchor. The first of these took off on 9 February.
Reconnaissance had sighted an enemy naval force consisting of

a destroyer, a large sperrbrecher and two M. class escorts
moored in the narrow Porde fjord which extends up from Stav

(l) M/143 and G/144 Squadrons.
(2) D, E and V/143, A/235 and R/333 Squadrons.
(3) Z/58 Squadron.
(4) A and EAi39 Squadron.
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fjord. Several merchant vessels had also been seen in another

neighbouring fjord but the A.O.C. No. 18 Group decided on the

naval objective in view of the priority of such a target on

the existing Admiralty list. Thirty-ene Beaufighters escorted

by ten Mustangs accordingly attacked the naval vessels. The

Strike was repulsed with the loss of seven Beaufighters shot

doivn by intense accurate flak and as the force was leaving it
was attacked by twelve P.W. 190s. Although engaged by the

Mustang escort, two more Beaufighters were shot down. Two

enemy fighters were claimed by the Mustangs who lost one of

their number in combat. No damage was done to the naval craft.

This sethbaok lent added weight to the A.O.C.-in~C.'s
plea for another Mustang squadron and also raised the question
of the priority for targets. Hitherto the list was headed by
naval units of all sizes but as merchant shipping was now of

such importance to the enemy the A.O..G.-in-C. requested a

C. C. Peb. 0. R. B. redecision by the Admiralty.  A new priority list was issued
Appendices 97
and 98

in agreement with the Admiralty as under

Surfaced U-boats

Pocket battleship, cruiser or larger minelayer
Tankers

Troopships
Merchant ships

Escort vessels, destroyers and below
Other small naval craft

1.

2.

3

4.

5.
6.

7.

The second strike, also escorted, was despatched on
16 February to attack shipping anchored in Norang fjord to the

south of Aalesund. The force was intercepted by 16 M.E. 109s

over the target and although they were kept at bay by the
Mustang escort the shipping attack was hurried and no serious

damage was inflicted. The last strike, on 21 February, was at

shipping in the Bommelo fjord and succeeded in sinking two

vessels and damaging a third.

Night operations were continued by the Halifax squadrons,
A total of 6lmostly in the Skagerrack and northern Kattegat,

sorties were flown and 35 attacks made resulted in one ship

being sunk off the Skaw and one damaged north of Namsos.
aircraft were lost to flak.(2) In addition to the Halifax
attacks in the I^attegat area there were four single ones at

night by k/U Liberators with sticks of depth charges. No

positive result can be traced in German records.

Two

Other night operations were by Wellingtons and Torbeaus.
A detachment of No. 524 Wellington Squadron fitted with 10 cm.

A. S. V. had been set up to Dallachy from No. 16 Group to restart

Drem flare rendez-vous procedure in conjunction with Torbeaus

under the code name of Operation Ashfield. Four of these were

carried out during the month but on no occasion was any target
located so instead was tried a roving sweep of Torbeaus

supported by R.P. fitted Beaufighters timed to arrive on the

Norwegian coast soon after dusk on moonlight nights. Tl-

of these took place on 26 February along the coast between the
Naze and Kristiansand. Eight attacks were made on shipping

The first

See

Appendix XI

(l) Losses - G, QI, Y, G, 0 and F/404, T/144, 0 and V/455
Squadrons and one Mustang/65 Squadron,
Beaufighters were damaged,

(2) P and H/58 Squadron.

Three other
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sighted. One cargo vessel was sunk by torpedo and  a smaller

one damaged by R,P. for the loss of one aircraft by flak, ('1)
The sweep was repeated on 28 February but no targets were

sighted. It was, however, considered that these roving
sweeps gave better chances than Operation Ashfield and in view
of the shortage of night attack aircraft in No. 16 Group the
detachment of Wellingtons returned to Langham on  5 March.

The A. O.G.-in~G.'s request for a second Mustang squadron
was approved by the Air Ministry at the end of the month and
No. 19 Squadron was ordered to join No. 65 at Peterhead for

escort duties under the control of No. 18 Group. They did

not take part in operations until early in March.

The. results for February were extremely meagre, only
four vessels being sunk and four damaged at a cost of twelve

strike aircraft (ten by flak and two by e/a) and one Mustang
fighter. Naval forces in the area were even less successful
with one escort vessel sunk.

C.C.

Feb. 0. R. B,

Appendices 90
and 91

During February there were three innovations in connec
tion with anti-shipping operations:-

The establishment in the Admiralty of a detailed
running plot of all enemy shipping and convoy movements
along the Norwegian coast. This was compiled from
reports from photographic and ordinary reconnaissance
flights, W/T reports from agents in coastal hide-outs
and intelligence gleaned from enemy W/C traffic volume.
The plot proved a great success, not only for directing
air strikes, but for planning sorties by our own motor
torpedo boats, informing our submarines on patrol and
timing the periodic operations of our escort and fleet
carriers off the coast northward of Aalesund.

1.

This was concerned with the absence of daylight

shipping movement due to the enemy’s policy of only
sailing during the hours of darkness. This night
sailing could only be done in the long intricate passage
of the Inner Leads by using lights once more on naviga
tional beacons and in lighthouses. It had, been proposed
in January to attack some of the more important ones and

smash the light installation v^rith cannon fire. This was

easy to undertake in the course of normal reconnaissance
flights. After lengthy exchange of opinion between air
and naval authorities and some opposition from the
Norwegian Government in tliis country it was at last agreed
that such attacks could start early in March.

This arose over the problem of how to force traffic
out of the Inner Leads at selected points and into more

open water accessible to air or surface attack,
very few exceptions all these Inner Lead channels and

2.

3.

With

C. G,

Jan. and Feb.

0. R, B. s

Apps 14 to 16,
92 to 96 and 192

See Map 5
fjords between Stavanger and Aalesundwere far too deep
for ground mines.(2) We had no moored mines capable of

(l) L/455 Squadron.
(2) Two of these shallower exceptions were sown by carrier-

In January, 12 ground mines were
In February, seven more

borne F.A.A. aircraft,

laid just south of Haugesund,
vrere laid here and four off the northeast corner of
Bremanger Is.
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A. H. B. /
IIK/54/11/123

Enel.47

being laid by aircraft but the enemy was rightly assumed
not to know of this. It was suggested, therefore early
in January to the Admiralty by H.Q, Coastal Command that

such moored minelaying could be simulated by dropping
large bombs singly from a relatively low height at
selected points in the deep water channel. The fuses of

these bombs were to be set for delayed action of  a var3'--
ing number of hours to resemble premature mine
detonations. Thus the enemy might not only report
splashes of possible minelaying but have his suspicions
apparently confirmed by some subsequent explosions, vlfe

knew he was sensitive to the threat of deep water moored
minelaying and this might well result in serious delays
to his sailing schedule Vnile he vainly swept the vici
nity and possibly cause a diversion of traffic to seaward
into easier positions for attack.

The proposition was put forward again in February
and was attempted on the evening of 16 February. Three
Beaufighters carrying 500 lb. bombs set to •§• hour, one

hour and six hours delay were detailed to drop in the
entr’ance to Egersund harbour. Unfortunately foggy condi

tions off the port prevented the lay. However, the
project was regularised under the code name of Oroeration
Chuck and a full description of intention forwarded to

the AtO.C, No. 18 Group. It was not tried again until
early in March after which it bacame quite frequent.

(iv) No. 18 Group policy and operations in March

Much improved weather conditions saw a big rise in anti

shipping sorties to 847.
by night on enemy traffic in the Skagerrack,
month the Mosquito Wing was at last satisfactorily equipped
with 100 gallon drop tanks and daylight operations escorted by
Mustangs were extended as far east as the Skaw. Shipping was
still seldom seen underway by day in the Inner Leads off

Western Norway and targets had to be searched for where they

were lying up in the narrow fjords. The addition of the second

Mustang squadron now enabled all these searches to have a

fighter escort.

More attacks were made, particularly
Early in the

ibid Minute 31

and End. 54

A. H. B. /I IK/54/
11/306 Ends. 2

and 13

The policy of attacking lighthouse and beacon light
installations was approved on 9 March and by the end of the

month about fifteen were put out of action between Haugesund
The spoof minelaying (Operation Chuck) wasand Aalesund.

C, C.

Mch. 0. R. B.

Appendix 192

carried out off Josing fjord, Egersund, south of Haugesund and

northeast of Stadtlandet backed up by ground mines laid in

shallow water off Askevold by carrier-borne P.A. A. aircraft.

It has proved impossible from German records to assess
separately the individual effect of these two policies from

the general and increasing interruption to traffic to and
from Norwegian bases.

A.H.B./ ■
IIK/54/11/306
Ends. 6 and 8

Day Operations

Rover sweeps, increased now to some 25 aircraft apiece,
operated on six occasions along stretches of the Inner Leads
without seeing any movement of shipping. Six escorted Wing
Strikes of 40 or more aircraft each were directed at roadsteads

fjord anchorages during the month and found a number of
Aalesund and its vicinity was attacked twice result-

or

targets,
ing in four ships being sunk and two damaged. Midgulen and
Dais fjords each received an attack which yielded four more

ships damaged and Egersund roadstead was raided where two ships
See Map 5
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The total loss of aircraft in these strikes waswere su^^
eleven. (1) A Wing Strike at Norang fjord was interrupted by
20 enemy fighters. Two Mosquitoes and a Mustang
against the destruction of tliree F.W.l90s.(2)

were shot down

The feature of the month was the extension of daylight

strikes into the eastern end of the Skagerrack. On 7 March,
42 Mosquitoes escorted by 12 Mustangs swept as far as the

Swedish coast. They found and attacked a southbound enemy

naval convoy of landing craft about 40 miles north of the Skaw.

Pour landing craft and an escort vessel were sunk for the loss

of two aircraft to flak.(3) A repetition strike on 12 March
was intercepted 30 miles south of Lister by 10 - Me.109s. In

the ensuing combat one enemy was sliot down for the loss of a

Mosquito and a Mustang.(4) Another Wing Strike penetrated
to the northern Kattegat on 20 March but saw no shipping at

all. Finally on 30 March an escorted Strike of 45 Mosquitoes
attacked the harbour of Porsgrund, off the entrance to Oslo

fjord, where ships had been reported by previous reconnaissance.
This was a great success, five cargo vessels being sunk for the
loss of only one aircraft (t/235 Squadron) to flak.

Night Operations

The moonlight periods at the beginning and end of March
were used to employ rover sweeps of eight to ten torpedo and

R.P. Beaufighters. Eleven sweeps were despatched, some around

Stadtlandet peninsula and some along the coast between
Stavanger and Oslo fjord. Only two targets were ever seen

and these were by single Torbeaus who each missed with their

torpedo.

The Halifax squadrons flew 117 sorties, all to the
Skagerrack and Kattegat area. They made 99 separate attacks

resulting in three ships being sunk and six badly damaged.
Nearly all the attacks were on convoys and the volume of flak

put up kept the aircraft at 4>000 feet or more when bombing
in the uncertain light of flares. Under these conditions
9 per cent hits was not too bad. In addition to the Halifaxes

there was one night attack to the north of the Skaw by an
A/U Liberator using depth charges but no damage was inflicted.

Results

Day and night operations during March off the Norwegian
coast scored 19 vessels sunk and 14 damaged - a considerable
improvement on February. Losses were 19 strike aircraft
(16 by flak and three by E/a) and two Mustang fighters. In
the same area the score by naval forces was three ships sunk.

The increasing opposition by enemy fighters during March

prompted the A. 0. C.-in-C. to ask for a third Mustang squadron.
It was estimated that enemy reinforcements amounted to someA. H. B. /lIK/54/

11/123 Ends. 63, 90 single engined fighters distributed between Trondheim and

64, 68 and 69 Kristiansand South. The request was regretfully turned down by

F,R and ^//143, G/144, W/235, k/248, L,R and U/404 and
P and X/455 Squadrons.
V/248, G-/333 and a Mustang/65 Squadrons.
0/235 and R/248 Squadrons.
0/248 and a I([ustang/l9 Sqtiadrons,

(1)

(2)
3)
4)
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Fighter Command, endorsed hy the C. A. S. , in view of superior
claims for Mustang escort to daylight bombing raids over
Germany,

At tacks in the West Baltic

During the course of night anti-U-boat sweeps by
Liberators over the U-boat training area around Eomholm
Island there were sixteen attacks made with depth charges on

small merchant ships, coasters and patrol craft. These
occurred on the nights of 23rd/24th and 26th/27th March. The
only confirmed results from German records are the sinking of
the cable vessel Budjadingen - 446 tons and patrol boat
VS.276 - 141 tons just west of Bornholm on the 23rd/24th and
an R-boat in the same vicinity early on 27 March,

(v) No. 18 Group policy and operations in April

A. H. B. /
iik/54/11/115
End, 95 and

minutes

On 3 April the air attacks on lighthouses and beacons in

the Inner Leads were discontinued in view of the rapidly
lengthening daylight hours in Western Norway.

On 11 April a combined meeting was held at the Admiralty
to review the previous three months of anti-sliipping opera
tions off Norway, to hear the evidence by the Ministry of

Economic Warfare of the effect on enemy traffic and to decide

vhether to continue the attacks. A paper was circulated by
the M.E.W. in vhich details were given of the enemy's overall

tonnage position in the different categories of shipping, the

increased times of round voyage performance and the fall in

Norway's imports and exports. The conclusion was that the

various forms of anti-shipping attack had in combination
achieved results out of all proportion to the number of ships
claimed as sunk. Quite apart from these, much damage had been

inflicted on all classes of vessels resulting in  a high

percentage being laid up in repair yards for periods greatly
in excess of normal due to the incessant Allied bombing raids.

The net result was a most significant decline in Norway's con

tribution to the German war effort coupled with a marked
reduction in the enemy's ability to wage war from Norwegian
bases. The meeting accordingly decided that attacks should
continue as heretofore.

C. C. April
0. R. B. Appendi
ces 311 and. 312

Replying to a question as to the effects of Operation
Chuck the Admiralty Intelligence representative said there
were indications that the Germans did believe that aircraft

were laying moored mines and the operation was of value
provided it was not repeated too often. Arising out of this

answer, the Admiralty Torpedo and Mining Section went ahead

with the provision of some even more convincing spoof mines on

lines suggested earlier in March by H.Q. Coastal Command.
The Beaufighter type was cleared for their carriage and on

21 April No. 18 Group were informed that 20 would be delivered

on 30 April.(l) However, the war ended before the laying of
any of these ingenious spoofs could be arranged.

A. H. B. /
IIK/54/11/306
Ends. 9 and 12

(l) Six of these spoofs were ordinary Mk, III 1,500 lb. mines
but marked 'Moored' and set to float so as to simulate a

moored mine which had broken away. The remaining fourteen
were fitted with fuses to detonate on the bottom within

set periods up to seven days after dropping. It was
intended to lay them in three batches, two floaters being
included in. each batch, in positions near enemy
observation posts in deep water channels.
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Anti-shipping sorties continued during April at a high
level until a spell of very bad weather with snow and icing
conditions put a stop to operations after 26 April. Although
the sorties for the month were slightly lower at 772 the

number of individual actacks rose from 279 in March to 350 in

April.

Day Operations

Day rover sweeps were only flown on four occasions, all

on the coast of West Norway. Nothing was seen by the first
around Stadtlandet so the next three were directed up the

lengthy Sogne fjord. There was opposition by P.W.190s but

this was held off by the 2.&istang escort who shot two down.

Tv/o merchant ships were sunk and one damaged,
were despatched fourteen times mostly into the eastern
Skagerrack and northern Kattegat. All were escorted by
Mustangs but enemy fighter opposition was still rising. On

20 April the A. 0. 0.-in-C. requested either more Mustang
escort or the systematic bombing of enemy fighter airfields.
The Air Ministry disallowed the latter and asked Fighter
Command to consider the provision of additional fighter escort.

This was arranged and from 26 April two more Mustang squadrons
(Nos, 118 and 165) were allotted for this duty.

Wing Strikes

See Map 5

G. C. April
0. R. B. Appendi
ces 314 and 315

ibid Appendices
316 and 317

The first Wing Strike of the month, consisting of 40
Mosquitoes,took off on 2 April for Sandefjord off the entrance

to the main Oslo Fjord. Here were sunk two cargo vessels with

four others badly damaged for the loss of two aircraft by
flak.(1) On the following day a Beaufighter Strike found
Egeisund harbour shrouded in fog and had to abandon the attack.

On the 5th, a Mosquito Strike penetrated the Kattegat and

attacked a convoy of small vessels off Anholt sinkim two for

the loss of three strike aircraft and two Mustangs.(2) On the
same day a Beaufighter force off Stadtlandet was intercepted
by Me.109s. In the general combat the Mustang escort bagged
four of the enemy but three Beauf ighters were shot down. (3.)

See Map 5

A Mosquito Strike into the eastern Skagerrack on  9 April
sighted a party of three surfaced U-boats off the Skaw.
were attacked and all sunk.

These

The action has been described in

The 11 April saw two Wingmore detail already in Chapter X.

Strikes, Mosquitoes to Porsgrund roadstead where four vessels

were sunk and two damaged, Beauf ighters to Fede fjord near
Lister where an M. class escort was sunk. Both forces were

attacked by concentrations of Me.109s and lost between them

four aircraft in exchange for three enemy fighters.(4) On
fjord (of Altmark fame) was visited by14 April, losing

Beaufighters but the very steep sides of the narrow fjord made
attacks difficult and although hits were seen, and confirmed

by cine camera, on ships moored close under the cliffs the
German records make no mention of serious damage. Enemy

fighters appeared but were driven off b;r the Mustang escort.

Unfortunately in the confined conditions of attack two
aircraft collided and both crashed.(5) A Skagerrack Mosquito

0/143 and U/248 Squadrons.
F and U/235, E/333 and two Mustangs/19 Squadrons.
U/144 and C,N./455 Squadrons.
N/235, H/333, x/lZt4 and one Mustang/65 Squadrons.
AI and Y/489 Squadron.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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Strike on the 17th ran into bad weather and had to return

without sighting anything but on 19 April another Mosquito
Strike into the Kattegat attacked a U-boat convoy sinking the

escort vessel and one U-boat and damaging another. This
incident also has been more fully described in Chapter X.

On 21 April a strike of 45 Mosquitoes escorted by 24
Mustangs swept into the Kattegat but saw no targets. On the
return journey when in the mouth of the Skagerrack they
sighted a force of 18 - Ju,88s and lS8s. Mosquitoes and

Mustangs joyfully walked into this welcome target and between
them shot down four Ju.188s and five Ju.88s noting with
surprise that several enemy aircraft were carrying torpedoes.
It is not known what project the Germans were engaged upon.

On the next day Beaufighters attacked in the Inner Leads

between Ulversund and Maaloy but only sank one medium sized
cargo vessel and lost two aircraft.(l) On the 24th a Mosquito
Strike to the Kattegat was forced to return empty handed by
thick fog off the Skaw and the last strike of the month took

place on 26 April by Beaufighters into Fede fjord. They were
attacked by a large party of Me.109s and F-W.190s and in spite
of the Mustang escort lost three aircraft,

Of other day operations, two more series of attacks on

lighthouses were made before the cancellation on  3 April and
single reconnaissance aircraft twice shot up freight trains

wl:iere the railway skirts the coast of South Norway. Operation
Chuck failed on the 8th through bad visibility but two spoof
mine bombs were laid on 23 April just to the south of Haugesund.

Night Operations

Seven separate night sweeps during the moonlight period by
parties of Torbeaus and R.P, Beaufighters either saw no targets
or were baulked by bad visibility. Two abortive torpedo
attacks on surfaced U-boats have been mentioned in Chapter X.

There were also two torpedo attacks on merchant vessels but no
confirmation of damage can be found in Gennan records One

Torbcau was missing. O)

The two Halifax squadrons again achieved a good score.
Out of 125 sorties into the Skagerxack/Kattegat area, 98 made
attacks resulting in ten vessels being sunk and four others

damaged for the loss of four aircraft.(4) A further 12 sorties
were flown off «/est Norway yielding three attacks but no damage
was inflicted.

In addition to the night attacks above there were 17,
mostly in the eastern Skagerrack, by A/U Liberators but in no
case can any damaging result be confirmed in German records.

Results

The April day and night operations resulted in 23 vessels
being sunk and eleven damaged. Aircraft losses amounted to

(1) R/lZf4 and B/455 Squadrons.
E and U/lZ(4 and N/455 Squadrons.
Bl/489 Squadron,
J, 0 and X/58 and X/502 Squadrons,

(2)
(3)
(4)
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29 strike aircraft (15 "by flak, seven by E/A and seven by
crashes or flying debris) and- four Mustang fighters. In the
same area one vessel was sunlc by one of H.M. submarines.

(C) Nos. 16. 18 and 2nd T.A.F. GROUPS IN MAY

(i) Policy

The German war organisation was rapidly falling apart
at the end of April. Although there was little shipping
movement off the Norwegian coast and none along the Southern

North Sea shore, there was much in the Western Baltic. Here

there was a growing exodus from the east towards Kiel and up
from Kiel through the Belts. The Kattegat was soon filling
with vessels of all sizes, some still southbound from Norway
and some, including U-boats, escaping up towards Norway.
Active operations by E-boats and Small Battle Units had

ceased and it appeared from photographic reconnaissance that

the enemy was trying to evacuate as much as he could from

ports menaced or over-run by the advancing Soviet armies
and at the same time rush what he could to Norway with a view

to v/aging the U-boat war exclusively from that strongliold.

In these conditions of confused, shipping movement it was

decided to use 2nd T.A.P. Typhoon sorties from North German
airfields to cover the Western Baltic as far east as

Mecklenburg Bight and send the strike wings of bofah No. 16 and
18 Groups into the Kattegat/kiel Bight area. In order to
enable the Beaufighter Wings to reach this area, the northern

squadrons (144, 455 and 489) moved down first to Thornaby in
Yorkshire and then to North Coates in Lincolnshire where they

joined Nos. 236 and 254 Squadrons. An advanced base at

Helmond in Holland was made available by the 2nd T.A.P. and

the two Beaufighter Wings used this as a refuelling point
either on the outward or homeward journey.

The night flying Halifaxes continued their usual sorties
into the Skagerrack/Kattegat area as did the night flying
Wellingtons of No. 16 Group into the Heligoland Bight.

( ii) R. A. F. operat ions at sea

It is considered that the last week of the German war can

best be recounted chronologically as events occurred, because

all three Groups were operating simultaneously in the general
area between Lubeck Bay and the Skaw.

1 May

The poor vyeather with 10/10 cloud almost to sea level,
which had prevailed during the last days of April, continued

throughout the 1 May and no extended operations were possible.

2 May

The Mosquito Wing consisting of 35 aircraft escorted by
24 Mustangs set out from No. 18 Group bases at O63O hours,
swept up the Skagerrack, rounded the Skaw and at 0854 hours

sighted a little group of escorted U-boats to the northeast
The Wing attacked and sank the escort vesselof Laeso I.
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and one U-boat for the loss of one aircraft to flak.(l) During
the afternoon and evening, 2nd T.A.P. Typhoons armed with R.P.

and working from advanced airfields in Northern Germany, made
48 sorties into the Lubeok Bay area. A number of targets were
attacked and the confirmed results include four named cargo
vessels and a U-boat sunk. More vessels were probably damaged
or even sunk but Ger

last days of the war

2nd/3rd night and dawn 5 May

rman records are not complete during the
r. (2)

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log

See Map 7

Three Wellingtons of No. 52A Squadron carried out night
sweeps along the German coast as far as the River Elbe. They
located some scattered small craft off the Weser estuary and

made attacks without observed result. Acting on these reports
No. 16 Group despatched a pre-dawn strike of 12 Beaufighters to

the vicinity. They arrived at O63O hours and sighted eight
small vessels in scattered groups some 12 miles south of

Heligoland. Attacks were made in •v^^ich a barge was seen to

sink, a tug and another barge set on fire and a coaster type
vessel blew up with a heavy explosion. The latter is confirmed

in German records as the repair vessel Adrianus - 250 tons.

3 May

The Mosquito Wing of 48 aircraft escorted by 18 Mustangs
took off at 1630 hours and proceeded from the Scottish base

direct towards the Belts area. When crossing Denmark they ran
into heavy rain with almost nil visibility at 1900 hours and

turned homeward without sighting any worthwhile targets. One

Beaufighter Wing left Thornaby at the same time also with a

Mustang escort and crossed Denmark further south in better

weather. At 1950 hours they sighted a northbound convoy at the

lower end of Langeland Channel consisting of a large tanker and

a cargo vessel vd-th seven escorts disposed around them. A few
miles to the eastward were three large cargo vessels lying
almost alongside each other. The convoy was attacked by Nos.
455 and 489 Squadrons with R.P. and torpedoes under intense

flak but although many R.P. hits were secured, no torpedoes hit

and no vessel was sunk. One Beaufighter and Mustang were shot

down by,flak.(3) A few minutes later the other target was
attacked by No. 12^4 Squadron and those of the other squadrons
with any ammunition left. One of the ships was sunk and the

other two badly, damaged with no further loss of aircraft.

The other Beaufighter Wing escorted by Mustangs also
proceeded straight across Denmark into the Great Belt and then
down towards Kiel,

attacked a large number of targets,
two merchant ships, three coasters and a U-boat sunk with two

large ships severely damaged for the loss of one aircraft.
The 2nd T.A.P. T3q)hoons had a field day from their northern

German airfields. In all they flew 319 sorties in the area

between Pehmarn Belt and Kiel Bight. Their confirmed score is

Prom 1720 to 1730 hours they sighted and
The confirmed results are

2nd T.A.P.

Daily Log

1) Mosquito G/235 Bquadron.
The same remark applies to the results of attacks carried
out on subsequent days by Wing Strike and 2nd T.A.P.
aircraft. Only confirmed sinkings and damages are
recorded in this account,

Beaufighter N/144- and a Mustang/l9 Squadron.
Beaufighter X/254 Squadron.

2)

(3)
(4)
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four large cargo vessels, five smaller vessels and four

U-boats sunk with a cargo vessel damaged though obviously
more than this one must have been hit seriously. Aircraft
loss amounted to four.(l)

3rd/4th night May

During the night Halifaxes of No. 58 Squadron sank a

cargo vessel and an M. class escort off Aarhus in the Kattegat.
Further south in the Kiel Bight, Wellingtons of Nos. 524 and
612 Squadrons sank one and seriously damaged two other cargo
vessels.

4 May

The three Strike Wings were out again. Forty-one
Mosquitos escorted by 18 Mustangs set out at 1320 hours for

the Kattegat. In the Aarlborg Bight a lone R-boat was
sighted and promptly sunk at 1535 hours. Ten minutes later

•vdien east of Aarhus Bay a westbound convoy was seen, consisting
of two merchant ships and five escorts. Attacks were made

under intense flak resulting in one merchant ship being sunk
and the ed for the loss of three Mosquitoesother badly damag
and three Mustangs. (2) T
and Immediately sighted a small cargo vessel on a northerly
course.

The Wing then turned north for home

This was attacked by those aircraft with ammunition
remaining and left burning fiercely.

See Map 7

One Beaufighter Wing of 22 aircraft (Nos. 236 and 254
Squadrons) accompanied by 24 Mustangs sighted at 1610 hours
a large two funnelled ship with two escorts in the northern

end of the Great Belt. Very heavy flak was put up by all

three ships and although many R.P. hits were seen, no

confirmed sinking resulted. One Must,
one Beaufighter subsequently crashed,
sweep the Wing sighted at 1638 hours a group of three
surfaced U-boats in the Little Belt. Attacks were made

which sank two of them outright and forced the third to

scuttle later from damage received. At 1645 hours another
group of three U-boats was sighted further down the Little

Belt. Two boats dived before attack was possible but the

tliird was sunk outright. The other Beaufighter Wing, 36
aircraft with 16 Mustangs, ran into a wall of black rain
cloud at 1813 hours over Denmank. Visibility v^-as nil

down to ground level and the force turned back without
seeing anything.

was shot down and

Continuing their

Once again the 2nd T.A.F. had a big day. Typhoon,
Tempest and Spitfire sorties totalling 36O operated between
the Fehmarn Belt and up as far as the Flensburg fjord. Out

of the many claims made the following can be confirmed by
name:- Two cargo vessels, an M. class escort and five
U-boats sunk, plus two merchantmen and a large oil refining
ship badly damaged. Losses were only two aircraft. \4)

2nd T.A.F.

Daily Log

(1) Two Typhoons/198, one/197 and one/l8l Squadrons.
(2) Mosquitos A and W/235 and Z/l43 Squadrons. Thre

Mustangs from Nos. 19 and 234 Squadrons.
Beaufighter Ql/236 and one Mustang/64 Squadrons.
One T3rphoon/l83 and one Spitfire/317 Squadrons.

(3)
(4)
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(ill) The end of anti-shipping ot>eratlons

It was now plain that the majority of surface ship
movement was escape and evacuation from the Baltic ports being
over-run by the Soviet Army. Much was by-passing Kiel into

the Belts bound for Kattegat ports and the whole area was

likely soon to capitulate but it was considered possible that

resistance wrould continue in Norway and that the U-boat war

was by no means over At 2305 B hours on 4 May the Admiralty
signalled all Naval Commands and H.Q. Coastal Command that

surface ships were not to be attacked unless within 20 miles

of the Norwegian coast. Attacks on U-boats and their escorts

were to continue wherever they were sighted.

C.C.

May 0. R. B.
App. 372

During these three days of May, 29 surface vessels of all

sizes and 16 U-boats had been sunk, and at a very conservative
estimate 12 other ships had been damaged, all for the loss of

only 18 aircraft. Anti-U-boat operations continued unabated

as described at the end of Chapter X and resulted in another

eight U-boats being sunk before the general surrender. Patrols

against Small Battle Units by No. l6 Group were also flown up
to the end. These amounted to 174 sorties but with the

exception of a few returning Seehunde there were no S. B. U.

operations to detect. Three attacks were made without result.

On 5 May the Admiralty made another signal which only
permitted attacks on enemy shipping in the Skagerrack north

of latitude 58°N providing it was proceeding towards Norwray.
Reconnaissance flights were maintained over the whole area

from the Skagerrack to Kiel Bight but no targets satisfying
the above condition were sighted and no more strikes were

despatched. Finally, at 1445 B hours on 7 May the order went

out that no fiurther anti-shipping operations were to be
carried out.

ibid

App. 377

ibid

App. 379

So ended a side of ]VIaritime Air War which has received

much less notice in official pronouncements than it deserves,
probably because it has been overshadowed by the Anti-U-boat
Battle. It wfas a task shared at times by all the R. A. P.

Commands and much of the Fleet Air Arm but fell mainly and

continuously on Coastal Command. It was entirely unenvisaged
by pre-war deliberations except as strictly limited against
enemy major warships. The anti-shipping force had to be

improvised from early 1940 onwards with unsuitable types of
aircraft and in the face of competing priorities. It was not

till early 1945 that crews took the air in adequately armed

suitable aircraft properly escorted against enemy fighters.
The anti-shipping crews probably had a tougher time than any
other branch of the R. A. F. as their proportion of casualties

shows. Since April 1940, when anti-shipping operations really
started. Coastal Command flew 37,837 sorties on reconnaissance
and strikes, made 7,017 individual aircraft attacks and lost

856 aircraft. They sank 366 vessels of half a million tons,
and damaged another 134 vessels also aggregatirig half a
million tons.
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Cli&I^TER XII

TiE 1939/45 I'lARITEIE '7AE
(KlcT Re^Pf!teS<iNTAT<v'e- OF Atft STAFF OPIfsTiCNiT

(i) - Introduction

CCIICIUSIONS nRAWE RPTER

The principles of war do not ciiajige. It is frequently-
said that the a-q.-veat of nuclear weapons has altered these.
Principles are not affected by weapons,
horrdfic raay influence opinion but inevitably/ there comes the
counter measure and v/e are made to ̂ /eeJ-ise, often painfully,
that we ignore these principles at risk of defeat.

Por a tame the raore

then dravYing conclusions from a long but finally/ victori
ous T/ar, the consuimnations attained by the end of the war must
not be related -^Yith the likeliliood of ha.vingn anything compar
able in siglit at the bega'.nnin.g of a’lDther -ysorld struggle,
is the state of policy, resources and training just prior to
and at the outorealc of this last war which must be examined in
the light of Yvhat aftenA/ards occurred before a useful conclu
sion can be dra-vm or a lesson carried on to the future,
is depressing to find that in 1939 the same inadequacies and
raistalces were perpetuated as in 191ij
learn to rei7iember we might break, the vicious circle.

Because these volumes deal with the part played by Air
forces in the Maritime War 1939 to 191-5,
sions appropriate to this head.ing are discussed,
respect the close co-operation A-/ith the Royal Navy./ in.evitably
brings into the subject policy and influences emariating from
the Admiralty,

(ii) - General conclusions

It

It

If only/ we could

only those conclu-
In this

There is no doubt that we vrere quite unprepared for a
This is not the place to discuss or assessraajor A^ar in 1 939.

the Treasons for such urpreparedness b
■was so at 'the time to many serviiig officers,
naval air action it resulted in a tiny Coastal Command not
fully trained iji any single iaaritivne task attempting to
perfonn maaiy jobs, some entirely unei'vi
assisted by small Bomber and I
taiacGustomed to operating at sea.

the fact is plain anUO

ged in peace tiiae

d
In the field of

,
gliter Commends completely/

saj^.

ihile the initial lack of numbers could not under the
usual peace time sentiment of a democracy be avoided there v/as
no valid reason for the absence of fully trained cadres hi the
various categories of marith-ne 'cas.ks such as anti-submarine,
convoy/ escor-b, aeriad manelaying and anti-shipping,
out the AYar A.uitil the Ariiiter of 1 9y+/45 vre were still paying
the price,
utmost importance,
unless the air creAVs and, control organisations are in peace
time ceaselessly trained, and exercised in realistic practices

The last Avar experience is emphatic on this
Par .more than in actual numbers this is Adiere we

Throufji-

This question of training and exercise is of the
Acceptance of requirements is of no use

in all Aveathers.
subject,
vrere so uaiready in 1939.

(iii) - Tasks envisaged before the War

These nuimbered only three. North Sea reconnaissance,
co-operation Avith the Royal Navy in convoy protection and
counter-offensive action in defence of seaborne trs.de' enbrac-
ing at'backs on enemy -warships, submarines or adreraft. The
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first was a primary task, the second was subsidiary ajid the
third but a pious hope#

.  North Sea and gleet recormaissance

Prior to September 1939> North Sea reconnaissance had
been stated by the Admiralty as their major requirement in
view of their great concern about the operation of German
ship commerce raiders. However, neither the naval nor air
staffs seem to have fully realised that such i-econnaissaiice
TiTOuld almost cextiainly fail in periods of bad weather and \vas
non-existent at niglit.

war

In the event and somewhat naturally

-

the enemy made use of these very periods to send his major
warships through the North Sea,

months of v>rar there were 22 moves by enemy major units out of
or back into the North Sea and on only five occasions were they
spotted by air patrol. The advent of airborne radar (A.S.V.)
made little difference as far as passages along the Norwegian
coast were concerned as a f-urther 21 moves up to September
1 943 were only located on eight occasions. Open ocean
reconnaissance was equally mfruitful as with the exception of
the Bismark none of the warships raiders vrere detected while
gaining or leaving the North Atlantic.

During the first fifteen

^After September 1943 no major unit movements took place
outside the Baltic and it is not possible to say hovir efficient
our location reconnaissance might have been in the latter part
of the war.

far short of expectation.

Conclusion

Up to this date there is no doubt that it fell

Insufficient pre-v/ar training and exercise was given to
ship recognition, navigational accuracy, shadoTong and report
ing procedure,

Sion during the 1940 Norwegian campaign,
accuracy remained poor for much of the war and there vrere many
cases of it as late as 1943» partictilarly when reporting posi
tions of enemy blockade runners in the Bay of Biscay,

Host of the failures in the North Sea y/ere due to the air

craft being, through no fault of their oym, in the wcong place
or in the ri^it place at the wrong tiiae but the quality of
look-out was sometimes questionable as on occasions the logs
of enemy warships note the sighting of our aircraft while
remaining unobserved themselves,

(b) - Convoy escort

The low standard of these led to much confu-

Navigational

Prior to the war the concept of convo^'- for our seaborne
trade was unpopular as it was thou,ght its imposition was an
act of defensive weakness and would seriously affect our import
tonnage. It was hoped that it would not be necessary
particularly as the Admiralty envisaged no U-boat tiireat
comparable to 1917. Consequently air escort plans were
extremely nebulous and amounted to little more than the token
appearance of an aircraft who vrould circuit closely around
convoy ymth no very clear orders as to its duty. Little or no
practical training or exercise had taken place and its real
value was quite unappreciated. As the war progressed there
was a rude awalcening as to the capabilities of U-boats and air
escort was demanded on all occasions but its true metier was

still underestimated. Gradually it was improved, developed,
made lethal at last to U-boats and extended in scope so that by
1943 it was highly efficient and qtiite invaluable.

a
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If from the early days of the v/sr the six flying-boat
squadrons in Coastal Command had been employed entirely on

convoy escort and support instead of frittering much of their

effort on reconnaissance patrols we should have saved
thousands of tons of shipping and many lives from U-boat
attack and done far more than the air did to nullify the
threat from surface corfimerce raiders,

was in 1 939 not treated with nearly the importance it slaould

have been, particularly as there was much information as to
its value available from the records, of the First World War,

The whole subject is intimately boun.d up with proficiency
attained by aircraft in anti-submarraie measures and any
conclusion must contain the war experience of these measures,

(c) - Anti-Submarine measures

Althou^ listed in the pre-war requisites, anti-submarine
measixres were virtually non-existant at the outbreak of war.

The power of U-boats to do us dee,dly .harm had been hopelessly
underestimated by the naval staff mainly because of their
faith in the ASDIC location device,

such killing qualities on surface: craft that no assistance wats

deemed necessary from aircraft other than sigliting reporis.
Consequently nothing had been done in Coastal Command to

train or exercise air crews in the very special technique
required to locate and attack these elusive targets,
it was sometime after the outbreailc of war before pilots knew
•vdiat a submarine looked like, tdiat its capabilities were or
where its weakness lay,
find an efficient weapon and the plentiful experience of the
First World Yfar lay forgotten in the Archives,
there was an Admiralty paper dated March 1 91 9, on Air Anti-
Submarine operations in which Ir. v/as stated that the then

existing bombs were too small aiid nothing lifter than the
520 lb, delay action bomb was considered lethal,
and for much of 1940 the majoidty of Coastal Command’s A/U
aircraft were armed vd.th a 100 lb, bomb and it was May 1941
before the 300 lb, depth charge (comparable to the above bomb)
was adopted as the standard A/'tF weapon.

The technique of air location and attack on U-boats had

to be flogged out afresh in the face of the enemy and it was
the end of 1941 before the first German U-boat was sunk solely
by air attack and not till mid-1942 did the second unaided
success occur,

mid-1943 the aircraft was the premier U-boat killer,
introduction by the enemy of the schnorchel in mid-1944
completely altered the situation and, although imposing a

large measure of immobility on their operations up to the end

of the war, the aircraft never regained its former Icilling
properties at sea.

Air escort to convoys

This was held to confer

Indeed

No realistic trials had been done to

For instance

In 1939

Thereafter the score mounted rapidly and by
The

Mainly throu^ the unfortimate reliance on ASDIC as an

answer to any U-boat threat the aircraft wae totally unpre
pared to take its part in this vitally important field,
a tremendous handicap was not surmounted for three j'-ears of
war and taken in conjunction v/ith the equally slow extension

of air escort to convoys goes far to explain why it was not

till mid-1943 that our seaborne supplies were made reasonably
secure.

Such

Regarding purely air operations against U-boats on their

transit routes, these were not productive and except for a

three month period in 1943 in the Bay of Biscay the enormous
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flying effort here and in the Northern Transit Area did little

more than slow down the speed of U-boat passages,
certainly no deterrent to their North Atlantic operations.

It was

Special conditions in the Straits of Gibraltar did, how

ever, provide a proof that magnetic detection from the air of

a submerged U-boat was capable of frustrating U-boat passages
into the Mediterranean,

(d) - Conclusions on (b) and (c)

After the defeat of the G,A,P, attack on this country in

the 1 SliO Battle of Britain, the premier adversary threatening
oiiT existence \vas the U-boat,

adopted early in September 1939 for our east coast shipping,
ocean convoy was by no means complete even in 1941.
still a reluctance to "go the vdiole hog" in spite of heavy
sinkings among the numeroiis independently routed ships, 

'

attitude derived from the pre-war belief that "Convoy" was a

ra.ther derogatory defensive measure,
wars was mder no such misapprehension,
its adoptance he openly called it "Offensive Strategy" and in

due course he was twice defeated by it.

Although convoy had been

There wa

This

Our enemy in two world
On both occasions of

s

Before giving the lessons of the war on convoy air support
and anti-submarine measures there is an all-important aspect of
ocean convoy policy to be made clear. For over four 3’ears
Admiral Doenitz fought the submarine wscc under his principle of
U-boat grouping. He was forced to do this by our adoption of

ocean convoy sailing. Such U-boat groups were disposed in

lines athvfart the probable routes followed by Allied shipping.
As soon as a U-boat in one of these lines sighted  a convoy the
remainder were concentrated by Doenitz from his shore based

control centre into a pack for action against that convoy.
This procedure resulted in much enemy two way W/T traffic.
The D/F ing of this together vd-th other special intelligence
enabled a reiriarkably accurate plot of U-boat positions at sea

to be maintained by the Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room,

It was possible not only to Imow viiich convoy was about to be

attacked but to plan diversionary routes for other convoys and
single ships so as to keep clear of the waiting lines of
U-boats, If such lines covld not be avoided the air and

surface escort of the convoj'' in question coiuld be adequately
reinforced, in plenty of time. Moreover as it was quite impos
sible to give air escort to every convoy at sea this U-boat

position plot could and did enable available aircraft to be

conserved and sent to -vdiere they were really needed. Of

course the information from the Submarine Tracking Room -VTas not

100^ accurate on all occasions but it is no exaggeration to
state that Yd.thout it we mght well have lost the Battle of

the Atlantic and conseque’itly the povrer to win the war.

Althou^a vital, this infomation required efficiently
trained lethal surface and air escorts to the convo37'S before

bearing fruit in the defeat of the U-boat packs,
tau^t a painful lesson in the First World War about the

capabilities of enemy submarines and the absolute necessity of

adopting convoy vlth adequate surface and air escort,
1939 the lesson had been forgotten,
re-leamt the lesson dui'ing the Second Yforld War and by early
1 944 the ocean convoy was supreme,
not applied in the air to coastwise convoys dviring the

schnorchel phase in the last year of war.

We were

By
Painfully again we

However, the lesson was

It is significant
that the attempt to safegiuard such shipping by the discredited

area air patrol along the wiaole coast failed either to prevent
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U-boat attacks or to kill them by air action,
our shipping losses were not severe but the lesson remains.

Air support must be virith the convo;/ wherever it is traversing
dangerous waters.

In the event

Gd Action against enemy Yfarships at sea

Major Units

Considering the long peace time arguments and trials
regarding Aircraft versus Battleship it is extraordinary that

we started the war with no clear cut policy of air attack on

enemy major warships. The subject never seemed to get above

committee stages. It was generally agreed in these that the

torpedo offered the best solution but by September 1939 the
only result from this school of thought was a couple of

squadrons in Coastal Command equipped with the obsolete and

absirrdly short range Vildebeeste aircraft. The use of

bombers had been discouraged in committee by naval claims

that shipbome k/k fire would make air attack suicidal at
accurate bombing altitudes. Wo training had therefore been
done to accustom aircraft of Bomber Commend to locate war

ships at sea or to hit them when travelling at high speed.
Consequently in the first months of war when German warships
were frequently at sea they could not be reached by Coastal

Command’s torpedo aircraft or located and bombed by Bomber
Command,

The malaise which seemed to surround this subject

continued throughout the war. Bomber Command, under the

Cabinet policy of bombing Germany, managed to shrug off this

commitment and Coastal Command never became proficient with

the torpedo at fast moving enemy naval targ^ets.

At one time or another it has been put forward that the

Air Ministry should have adopted the dive bomber as the

standard anti-warship weapon. Such critics draw their
support from the successes achieved by German dive bombers

against our minor v/arships and merchant vessels throu^out
1940, They forget that this weapon as exemplified in the

Ju.87 was short ranged, slow and higlily vulnerable to fighter
interception. Enemy successes occurred near his advanced air

fields and in the absence of British fighter escort, When

Pieter Command were able, after the Battle of Britain, to

afford such cover it inflicted such heavy loss on enemy dive

bombers that their employment on this task was abandoned
immediately. As all our own air attacks on enawy warships
took place within easy reach of their fighter bases, there is

every reason to suppose that had we been armed with dive

bombers the same defeat TOuld have been inflicted on us.

Destroyers and E-boats

Verj’- few encounters took place between our aircraft and

Generally spealcing the volume of k/k fireenemy destroyers,
put up kept the ai-rcraft at such a height that accirrate bomb

ing was impossible,
fire was not so intense, their speed and evasive steering was

more marked even than destroyers and bombing was equally
ineffective.

In the case of E-boats, although the k/

Many attacks v/ere made on them from May 1 9^

k

onwards but it was not till Liarch 1 943 that one was sunk by
adr attack. These harmless attacks did have an uilooked for

result in that during 1 942 the E-boat Command gave up daylight
sorties because it was considered inconceivable that they
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co\ild continue to escape much longer. They were even more

difficult targets at night and althougli attacked frequently
during 1 943 and 1944 only five more were sunk at sea hy
aircraft.

The real value of air interception patrols against them

finally emerged in 1945 vdien their positions were relayed
continuously on V.H.P./R.T. by shadowing edrcraft thus enabl~
ing them to be brought to action by surface forces,
spelt their doom and their operations ceased in mid-April
1945.

This

Conclusion

With no clear naval commitment ever apportioned to them,
it is not surprising that Bomber Command scored no success at
sea. With Coastal Commarid the lack of a strike aircraft t^hich

could reach enemy waters robbed them of any chances in the

early stage of the war. Subsequently the standard of torpedo
work left much to be desired. At certain periods, after glar
ing instances of failure, the training in this weapon was
intensified but the Command ziever mastered its use against high
speed targets. ■ Their sole success in the torpedoing of the

Lutzow off S.W. Norway in June 1941 confirms this harsh view.

Coastal Command’s bombing of minoi' warships wan equally
barren but their real success in attack was achieved late in

the war in operations against enany supply shipping - a task

not envisaged until April 1940,

(f) - Protection of our own shipping against enemy air attack

This question had received much attention d-uring the sum-
It had been proposed that in case of war asmer of 1939.

much shipping as possible should be diverted from east coast

sailing and more use made of westerly ports where it could
receive easier protection,
coast it was realised that Fighter Command could only operate
about five miles off shore owing to the necessity of aircraft

maintaining R/T touch with their bases,
of protection further to seaward, a minim-urn of four new long
range fighter squadrons were sanctioned but the earliest date

for their readiness livas given as September 1 940.
event and under the stress of war these squadrons actually
became operational by January 1940,

Regarding the vulnerable east

To provide a measur

In the

e

There was thus only a belated provision for this task but

fortunately for us the Germans were not ready either. No

attacks even on east coast shipping took place until October
1 939 and no ships -were szink until December, Thereafter the

G.A.P despatched an ever increasing number of sorties and ship
ping casualties rose rapidly in spite of corresponding increases
in Fighter Command flying. The problem of interception was
far from simple. Enemy attacks were made in dribs and drabs
at all hours of the day and eventually at dusk and in

moonlight. The narrow svrept channel running up our east

coast prevented compact convoys and the pictzzre v/as usually
one of long lines of irregularly spaced ships often miles
apart. It was quite impracticable to give constant escort
along this huge stretch. Filters either maintained short

bursts of general cover or did not talce the air until a

signal was received from ships who were actually being
attacked. More often than not the assailant would be well

away before fighters reached the scene. Combats -were never
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numerous and although enemy aircraft -were shot down their
losses never became intolerable.

Because of their long range and other details so
different from the normal single engine fighter it was decided
to turn the four new fighter squadrons over to Coastal Command
as they became operational. They were anployed not only on
east coast interception patrols but to escoirt naval forces at
sea and on enemy coast reconnaissance neither of viiich tasks
had been envisaged before the war.

After the Battle of Britain, Fighter Command was freer to
devote more sorties to shipping protection and the G.A.F, day-
li^t attacks fell av/ay but successful dusk and moonli^t
operations continued unabated. It was not till June 1941
that shipping losses started to fall and this was due far more

to the rtiolesale transfer of G,A,F, groups to the opening
Russian Campaign than to British figliter opposition. Night
successes persisted into 1942 but on a diminishing scale and
had ceased entirely by October,

Conclusion

Unless compact convoys could be guaranteed and coiild
receive a standing fighter escort there was no way of stopping

Conventional A/A fire from the convoy wasenemy air attacks,

no answer as enemy convoys were afterwards successfully
attacked by our own aircraft amidst a far greater volume of
flak than was ever put up by our own convoys.

(iv) - Tasks performed which were not envisaged before the war

Besides the relatively minor ones of providing long range
fighter escort to naval forces at sea(l) and of reconnaissance
off enemy coasts(2) there were three major commitments

(a) Air Attack on enemy supply shipping

This was not considered until the opening of the
Norwegian Campaign in April There had been, therefore,
absolutely no provision for suitable aircraft, weapons or any
study of tactics. All had to be improvised from scratch and

methods adapted by trial and error in face of the enemy. The
Germans had already gone into convoy because of mining losses
(see next section) before any determined air attack was
started on their supply shipping. In answer they now
increased the flak armament of the sweeper escorts and
attached an ever growing number of flak escort vessels.

Whenever possible in the case of important ships or convoys
they maintained a standing figlater escort. Under these
conditions severe aircraft casualties were suffered right
through to the end of 1942 with only moderate returns in enen^

(1) Prior to the war the Naval Staff had stated that H.M,
ships were able to look after themselves and had no fear
of bomb attack.

Admiralty stated "H,M. Ships cannot face the threat of

air attack if operating within range of German long range
bombing forces".
It does not seem to have occurred to pre-war planners
that reconnaissance off an enemy coast would have to face
enemy fighters and therefore such reconnaissance air
craft must be also of a fighter tjqje in order to survive,

v'.S^RET

However, by the end of 1939 the

\  -

(2)
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shipping sunk or damaged,
build up homogenous wings of specially equipped aircraft and

to train them thoroughly in a successfiil attack technique.
The first of these wings went into action in April 1 943 and
thereafter air loss fell rapidly though the returns were still

only moderate.

Not until 1943 was it possible to

By March 1944 three wings were operational and enemy
losses started to rise,

rest of 19^^4 and into 1 945 culminating in March and April in
very heavy execution among all types of enemy vessels and minor

warships.

They continued to mount during the

Conclusion

The late start made in this branch of air activity
inevitably handicapped its development in time of war,
utmost gallantry was shown by aircrews in unsuitable aircraft

searching for targets off enemy held coasts and pressing home

mast high attacks under very heavy flak,
way of sinking ships and not until the right type of aircraft

and the right combination of weapons were forthcoming did the

considerable effort justify itself,

(b) - Aerial minelaying

Very little thought was given in the peace years to use

Attempts to design an airlaid
Subsequent development

of the ground mine, which needs no heavy sinker and cable,
re-opened the possibility of air carriage but it was July 1 939
before the first air prototype was ready for dropping trials.

No pre-war plan considered aerial minelaying and in the first
months of war there had been no decision as to what type of
aircraft should carry them.

llie

It was an expensive

aircraft for laying mines,
moored mine were abandoned in 1936,

Towards the end of 1939 it was considered that torpedo
aircraft would be the most suitable and it was decided that, as
the mine would not be available until the spring of 1 940, the
newly equipped Beaufort squadron in Coastal Command should

undertake this task followed by the Botha squadrons as they
became operational. Unfortunately this latter aircraft was

a total failure and two Bomber Command Hampden squadrons were

hastily co-opted in lieu, To augment this tiny force a

squadron of naval Swordfish torpedo aircraft were loaned to

Coastal Command and the first aerial rainelaying took place
during April 1 940,

Prom these small beginnings a campaign opened which lasted

throughout the war during which 48,140 mines were laid in

fields ranging from the southern comer of the Bay of Biscay
to the G-iilf of Danzig in the Baltic. Excellent dividends in

enemy shipping sunlc and damaged resulted right from the start

and continued in spite of the early adoption by the enemy of
convoy and swept channel routing. The operational effort
required for minelaying was low and the aircraft casualties
were few.

In view of the multifarious duties of Coastal Command and

their shortage of suitable long range aircraft the onus of

minelaying was laid more and more on Bomber Command and in

March 1 942 they took over the whole responsibility,
same time they increased the number of squadrons undertaking
this task and pushed the laying rate up to 1 ,000 per month.

At the
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Another upsurge in minelaying took place early in  1 944 'when
developments in the mine and radar position finding equipment
in the aircraft enabled release to be made from over 10,000
feet in any conditions of cloud or visibility.

Results were, of course, not uniformly maintained. They
varied with the state of enemy defences, his sweeping, routing
and convoy discipline and with refinements in the firing
circuit of the mines. But in comparison with any other
method of air attack on enemy shipping it Tjas quite the most
successful and was achieved at a fraction of the cost in air

losses or numbers of sorties.

Conclusion

This mining campaign was aimed at coastwise shipping which

consisted mostly of cargo vessels. It scored relatively few
successes against major warships though the mining of both the

Schamhorst aid Gneisenau during their escape from Brest to
Germany in February 1942 represented the only damage inflicted

on them by the entire British forces engaged. However, major
units and U-boats were of stifficient importance to the enemy
to warrant careful sweeping escort. As a cheap effective way
of creating a maximum of disorganisation and loss in waters
mainly beyond the reach of surface or submarine minelayers it
certainly had no equal,

(c) - The bombing of ports or roadsteads

Bomber Command first attempted this on the 4th September,
1939 on the Schilling Roads and off Brunsbuttel but failed to

damage any of the warships at anchor. No more bombing attacks
were made until June 1 940, Prom then it continued on a

rising scale until culminating in the Plamburg "catastrophe
raids" in Judy 1943. All attacks had been made, with very
few exceptions, at night and an immense tonnage of bombs had

been dropped on one or another of practically every port
between Bordeaux and Danzig. Aircraft losses totalled about

1,400 but very little shipping was destroyed (about 70 vessels
in all) and such damage as v/as caused to the various port
facilities was repaired in a matter of days.

Prom August 1943 this night bombing continued for another
year but intei'persed by a growing number of daylight preci
sion attacks by fighter escorted U.S. Army Air bombers.
Casualties continued high but rather more damage was inflicted

both to shipping and port facilities. Prom September 1944 to
the end of the war the escorted daytime precision raids cau^t
up with and then greatly outnumbered the night area attacks.

Aircraft losses fell rapidly and the damage inflicted rose to

unprecedentedfigiares culminating in April 1945 in the complete
close down of U-boat construction aid enormous destruction

amongst shipping.

Conclusion

Until mid-1944 a strong German fighter force and powerful
Lack ofground defence made daylight bombing impracticable,

accurate radar bomb aiming devices limited night operations to

area bombing,
and 1 943 bombing policy against German industry, housing and

morade -which fou:id expression in the selection of some 30

German cities for mass area bombing,
these cities -were either naval or commercial -oorts wras

This tjipe of attack lent itself to the 1 9^h2

The fact that some of
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incidental and the docks or building slips in them v/ere seldom
made the specific objective of attack,
on morale and industry, the results from a purely naval assess

ment -wsre not significant either in shipping destroyed, delays
in building output or lasting damage inflicted on dockyard and
port facilities.

IVhatever the judgment

The change of bombing policy jn mid-1 944 to German rail

ways, canal communications and. oil production coupled with

increasing numbers of figliter escorted daylight precision
attacks isolated the ports and produced a cumulative paralysis
in port traffic, shipbuilding output and naval operational
potential. To give only three examples

\

E,boat operations and mining against the newly arrived
Allied landing in the Seine Bay were crippled because the

destruction of railways in Kca:them Erance prevented the carriage
of torpedoes and mines to Cherbo\xrg, Le Havre and Boulogne.

The frequent cutting of the Dortmund/Eims and llittelland
canals from September 1944 onwards prevented the transit of

sections of pre-fabricated U-boats to the asseiribly yards in
Hamburg and Bremen thus seriously reducing the scheduled output
of completed U-boats.

The grov/ing shortage of oil by early 1945 gravely
restricted the operations of German minesweepers, patrol and

escort vessels and finally of E-boats.

1.

2.

3.

During the last two months of war when much improved
radar blind bombing aids were available, night precision bomb

ing together with daylight attacks replaced the old area bomb

ing of ports and, in conjunction with the destruction of

communications, finally closed dovm both ports and construc

tion yards.
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APEENDIX I

Coastal Command

Order of Battle. Strength and Availability

5th June, 1944

Ref; C.C. Conspectus

No. 15 Group
f—

Type of
A. S.V.

Strength AvailableU.E.

Ballykelly
No. 59 - V.L.R, Lib.V

No.120 - V.LoR. Lib.V - fitted L/L
17 715iik. V

Me, V 1015 12f

Castle Archdale

No. 422 RoC.A.P, - Sund. Ill

No, 423 R.C.A.P, - Sund. Ill

15 5Me. II

ivile, II

12

A-12 13

2659 ■Total in No, 15 Group - 4- R,A.P, Sqdns 54

No. 16 Group

Birclaam Newton

510Jfell. XIII
.Albacore

Me. II

II

10
No, 415 R.C.A.F. “

1320 21

Detachments at fianston, Thomey I,
an.d Winlelei^

North Coates

No, 236 - B/ftr. X, - Ro1?c
No. 254 - B/ftr. X - Torp.

Langham

No. 455 - R.A.A.P. - B/ftr. X - R. P.
No, 4B9 - RcN.Z.A^P. - B/ftr. X - Torp.

18 1720Me. II
Mk. II 202220

1519Me. II

Jffle.II

20

19 1520

Ivlanston

No. 143 - 3/ftr, X - Cannon
No. 819 P.A.A, - SvYordfish
No. 848 P.A.Ao - Avenger

1820iik.II

ivik.XI

Ivik. IX

20

1412 12

15 1212

Hawkinge

No. 854 P.A.Ac - Avenger
No. 855 P.A.A, -• Avenger

11 9Me. IX

Me, IX

12

1112 11

Total in No. I6 Group - 6 R,AoP, + 4 P.A.A, Sqdns, 178 180 147
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5th June, 192Ut. (Cont.)

No, 18 Group

;.PPEIT)IX I

Type of
A.S.V.

AvailableU.Ec Strength

Leuchars

6 7 5NoneNo. 333 Norge Plight - Kosq. VI

Wick

No, 1693 Flight - Anson

Woodhaven

No, 333 Norge Plight - Cat. IB

Sullom Voe

No, 210"- Cat, IP
No* 35.P Norge - Stind. Ill

Total in No, 18 Group - 3^ R,A,P. and Norge Sqdns, | 38
No, 19 Group

8None

ilk. II 3

ivk.II

ivflc.II

12

9

68

3 3

10 4
8 3

36 21

I'.ibunt Batten

No, 10 R.A.A.P. - Sund, III 11 10l\ik,II 12

Fenibroke Dock

No, 228 - Sund, III
No, 201 - Sund, III

No, 461 R.A.A.P, - Sund. Ill

Chivenor

No. 172 - L/L Y^ell, XIV
No, 612 - L/L Well. XTV
No. 407 R.C.A.P. - L/L Well. XTV
No. 304 Pole - L/L Well, XIV

St. Eval

No. 224 - L/L Lib. V
No. 53 - L/L Lib. V
No. 547 - Lib. V. and VI
No. 206 - Lib. VI

Dunke swell

No. 103
No. 105 - U.S.N. Lib.
No. 110 - U.S.N. Lib.

U.S.N. Lib. mm

1612 10Mk.II & III

iik.II & ii:

Ivik.m

12 15 11

12 14 10

15 15m.iii & VI

me. VI

ilk.IIIB

idc.VT

9
15 15 12

815 15

15 15 10

1615 10IvIk.V

ilk.V

iik,V & VA

ilk.VA

15 15 9
615 15

20 12 5

ilk.VA

Ivik.VA

l/k.VA

12 15 7
12 15 13

15 1112

St. Davids

No. 58 - Halifax II
No. 502 - Halifax II

ivQc.IIIAj 15
IvIk.IIIA 15

15 9
615

Davidstow Moor

No. 144 - B/ftr. X - Torp
No, 404 RcCoA.P. - B/ftr. X - R.P.

PreSAn^o^"
No. 311 Czech - Lib. V - R.P.

No. 179 - L/L Well. XIV

Fortreath

No. 235 - B/ftr. X and XIC - Caimon
No. 248 ^ Mosq.VI - Cannon

( Mosq.XVIII - Tsetse 6 pdr.

Well. XIII

Mk.II

Ivik. II

I,Ik. II

20 17 17
1820 13

610 10

1615 12Ivik.V

ilk.IIIB 15 13 11

1820I'dc.ll

None

20

1620 20

54 2

Perranporth
No. 816 P.A.A. - S'wordfish

No, 849 PoA.A. - Avenger
No, 850 F.A.A. - Avenger

Harrowbeer

No, 838 FoA.A, - Swordfish

10l/flc.XI 12

Mk.IX 12

Mk.IX 12

13
15 11

15 11

4k.XI 12 1112

Total in No, 19 Grp - 20^ R.AoP. + 4 P.A.A. +
3 U.S.N. Squadrons

296411 423

I
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5th JiJne, 1944 (Cont.) A'^PEjNDIX I

Iceland

Type of
A. S.V,

UoE. Strength Available

Reykjavik
No. '86 ■ V.LoR, Lib, III A

Detachments at Tain and Ballykelly)
)

Iflk.II 15 : 14
1

12

No. 162 R,CoA,Po - Canso (Cat. IIIA'
Detachment at Wick 15 ■ 12ivlk,ll 12

Total in Icelaiid - 2 R,AoPo Squadrons 30 ! 26 24

Gibraltar

New Camp

■No."'202 - Cat.OT (9 with L/l)
North Front

Detachment No, 500 - Venti.ira V

16 16iik, II 15

IvIkoVIII 6 6

Total at Gibraltar - l-g- R,AcPo Sq'uadrons 22 ! 22 19

b'9 «. 247__GNPup - , Aaqres

No, 220 - Portress II and IIA 18Me. II 20 9

Total in Azores - 1 R.A,P, Squadron 1820 9

Photographic Reconnaissance

Uo h. Strength Available

Benson

No. 540 - Mosq, IX and XVI
No, 541 - Spitfires of various marles )
Detachments at St. Eval and Gibraltar )
No, 542 *■ Spitfires of vanious marks
No. 54^- - Mosq.K and XVI

20 17 14

20 33 20

24 30 21
1820 11

Total Photograohic Reconnaissance 4 Sqdns 84 98 66
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5 th Jun&, 1954 (Cont,) APPSimZ I

Air Sea Rescue

U.E. Strength Available

Bircham Newton

No. 279 - Hudson III, IIIA, V and VI^
Detaclament in Iceland

20 22 12

Strubby
No, 280 - ¥ai'v/ick I 20 21 13

Tiree

No. 28l - Y/arwick I

Detachments at Leucliars and Limavady)
)

20 20 10

Davidstov/ Moor

No. 282 - YYarvo-clc I 20 20 9

Azores - Laj^ens

No, 269 - Hudson, Y/alrus, Spitfire,)
ILartlet, Anson

Combined A.3.R, and meteorological
18 19 9

Total A,S.R, - 5 Squadrons 98 102 53

Meteorological

Wilder grove

No,1A02 Plight - Spitfire YI, Gladiator 8 8 5

Tiree

No. 518 - Halifax V 14 14 4

YYick

No, 519 - Ventura V - Spitfire VI 1817 11

Bircham Ne-vvton

No. 521 ~ Ventura V, Gladiator 9 5

St. Davids

No, 517 - Halifax V 23 10 4

Iceland - Reykjavik

No, 12(0)7 Flight - Hudson III, Ventura

Gibraltar -• North Front

No. 520 - Halifax V, G-ladiator

6 7 Nil

810 1

Total Meteorological - 5 Sqdns + 2 Plights 87 74 30
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Summary of Coastal Congriand for 5th June 1944

Group U.H, Sti^ngth Available Number of Squadrons

No. 15
No, 16

No. 18

Noo 19
Iceland

Gibraltar

Azores

54 2659 4 RoA.P.

6 RoAcPo + 4 P.A.A,
RoAoP.

20^ RoA.P. + 4 PoA.Ao + 3 UcS.N,
2 RoAoPo

li RcAoPo
1 RoAoPc

178 180 147
38 56 21

296411 423
2630 24

22 22 19
1820 9

384- RcAoPo + 8 PoAoA, + 3 UoSoNo = 49^764Coastal Command

Battle Line
753 542

84Hioto-Recce

Ao SoRo

meteorologiaal

98 66 4 Squadrons
5 Squadrons
5 Squadrons + 2 Plights

98 102 53
87 74 30

Distribution as between A/U and Anti-shipping

AJiti - U-boat Anti - shipping
Group

Squadrons UoS.Str. Av, Squadrons UoE. Str,Av.

No. 15 59, 120, ;^22, l;23
4 Squadrons

2654 59 None

415, 236, 254, 455
489, 143, 819, 848
854, 855
10 Squa.drons

No. 16 None 178 180 147

No. 18 210, 330, half 333
half 1693
3 Squadrons

16 632 29 half 333

4- Squadron
7 5

10, 22lj, 461, 201
172, 407, 612, 304
224, 53, 547, 206
58, 502, 311, 179
103, 105, 110, 816
838, 849, 850
23 Squadrons

124h 404, 235, 248
half 524

No. 19 321 b38 226 85 7090

4|- Squadrons

86, 162
2 Squadrons

Iceland 2630 24 None

202, half 500
14 Squadrons

2222 19Gibraltar None

Azores 220 20 18 9 None

1 Squadron

Battle

Line 34|' Sqixadrons 479 492 320115 Squadrons 274 272 222 I
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Order of Battle, Strength aiid Availability
13t September, 1944-

Ref. GoC. Gonspectus

Mo. 15 Group

Type of
A. SoV.

U.Eo Strength Available

Ballykelly

No, 59 “ V.LoR. Lib. V

No, 120 - L/L Lib. V
15Ivik. V

i'fflco VA

1113
15 15 7

Gastle Archdale

No. 422 R,GcA,P, - Sund. Ill

No, 423 RoGoAoPo - Sund. Ill

lik.IIIG

Ivflc.IIIG

712 13
12 12 10

Limavady

No, 811 P.A.A. ,Swordfish
Wild Gats

LOc.XI

None

12 12 10

k.4 h-

No. 850 P.A.A, 4Avengers
Wild Gats

i\ik, IX

None

12 9

4 4 4

86 82Total in No, 15 Group - 4 RoA.P. + 2 P.A.A. Sqdns 57

No. 16 Group

Thorney Island

No. 855 P.A.A, - Avenger Ivik, IX 12 14 12

Swingfield

No, 115 - Albacores

No. 8l9 P.A.A, - Swordfish
16iik.II

Ilk. XI

15 11

16 16 9

Mansion

No. 143 - B/ftr,X - Cannon

Strubby

No, 144 - B/ftr.X - RWPo
No. 404 R.C.A.Po - B/ftr.X - R.P.

North Goates

'No. 236 - B/ftr.X - RoP.
No. 254 “ B/ftr.X - Torp.

Langham

No. 455 R,A,A.P. - B/ftr.X - R,P.
No. 489 R.N.Z,AcP. - B/ftr.X - Torp.

18Mko II 1520

20 17Mk.II

ivik. II

19
18 1420

16Ivik. II

Ivik, II

20 14
820 19

ivik. II

hk. II

20 17 14

2320 5

Bircham Newton

No. 524 Weil,XIII 6lac.ii 15 15

Total in No. 16 Group - 9 R.A,P. + 2 P.A.A. Sqdns, 198 191 125

(85404)314 SECRBT
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APm\T)IX I
7

1st September, 1944 (Pont.)

ITo, 18 Group

Type of
A. S»Vo

U.Eo Strength Available

Sumburgh

Detachment No, 1693 Flight - Anson None 2 3 2

¥/'ick

No. A07 RoGoA.P. - L/L Well. XIV
Detachment No. 1693 Flight - Anson

Stornoway
No, 58 - Halifax II

No. 842 P.A.Ao - S¥/ordfish

iVik.VI

None

15 17 10

4 5 5

16Me.Ills

J/flc.XI

15 12

812 12

Tain

No, 86 - V.LoR. Lib.Ill and V
No. 311 Caech - Lib„V - R„Po

Ivik.II-VA

i/flCoV

15 19 4
1515 9

Leuclisi's

No, 206 - Lib,VI

No, 333 Norge Flight - Mosq.VI

Y/oodhaven

No, 333 Norge Flight - Cat.IB

16IvIk.VA

None

15 4
6 6 3

Ivflc. II 3 13

Sullorn Voe

No, 210 - L/L Gat.IVA
No, 330 Norge Sund.I

Ivik.VIIIA

ivlc. IIIC

12 15 5
II 9 9 3

8-g- R.A.F0 + 1 F.A.Ao Sqdns.Total in No. 18 Group 136 66123

No, 19 Group

Mount Batten

No. 10 R.A.A.F, - Sund.III Ivik. II 12 13 9

Pembroke Dock

No. 201 - Sund.III

No. 228 - Sund.III

No, 461 RoAoAoF. - Sund.III

Mk.IIIC

Mk.IIIC

Mk.IIIC

12 12 9
812 12

12 12 9

Chivenor

No. 172 - L/L Yfell.XIV
No. 612 - L/L Well.XB^
No. 304 Pole - L/L WelloXIV

Me.VI

Me. VI

Mk.VI

15 14 10

1815 15
1615 10

St. Eval

53 - L/L Lib.V and VI
No. 224 - L/L Lib.V and VI
No. 547 - Lib.VI

No. 18Mk.VA

Mk.VA

MkoVA

15 9

15 20 11

15 20 11

St. Davids

No. 502 - Halifax II 815Mk.IIIB 14

Dunkeswell

No. 103 - UoSoN. Lib.PBi^f
No, 105 - IT. So No Lib.RB4I
No. 110 - UoSoNo Lib.PB4I

Detachment No. II4 - U.S.N.S/L Lib.PB4r

Predannock

No. 179 - L/L Yfell.XIV

Portreath

No, 235 - Mosq.VI - cannon

piosq.VI - cannon
No. 248 (iviosq.XVIII - Tsetse 6 pdr.

Total in No. 19 Group - I4 RoA.Fo + 3^ U.S.N. Sqdns.

Mk.VA

Mk.X

Mk.VA

Me.VA

Irfik. IIIB

None

None

None

15 15 11

1615 14
15 17 15
6 6 3

815 15

1820 12

16 14 11

8 8 2

263 278 185

(85L;.04)315 SECIR.Er
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1st September, ^Skh- (Cent,)

Iceland

Type of U.E. Strength Available
A. S.V.

Reykjavik

No, 162 R,C.A»P, - Cansos (Cat.IIIA) ivik.II 15 510

Total in Iceland - 1 R,AoPo Squadron !  15 10 5

Gibraltar

New Gamp

No. 202 - Cat.IVA (9 with L/l)

North Pront

No. 22 S^oAtAoPc - Ventinra V

ivik.VIIIA 16 615

1618i&.VIII 20

Total at Gibraltar - 1 RoA.Po + 1 ScA^AoPo Sqdn, 36 2233

No. 2A7 Group - Azores

Lagens
No, 220 - Portress II ilk. II 20 21 17

Total in Azores - 1 R.A.P, Squadron 20 21 17

Photographic Reconnaissence

U.E, Strength Available

Benson

No. 540 - Hosq. IX and XPI
No. 541 - Spits. X, XI and XIX '
Detachments at St. Eval and Gibraltar

No. 542 - Spits. X, XI and XIX
No. 544 - iiosq. IX ajid X7I

1620 19

20 22 19

1620 19
20 20 12

Total P.R, - 4 Squadrons 80 6380

(85404)316 SECRET
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1st September, (Cont.)

Air Sea Rescue

U.E. Strength Available

Bircham Newton

No. 279 - Hudson III, HIA and VI
Detachment in Iceland

20 817

Strubby

No. 280 - Y/arvd-ck I 20 820

Tiree

No, 281 - Warwick I

Detachments at Wick, Leuchars, Thornaby
and Great Orton

20 820

PavidstoY/- ivioor

No, 282 - Warv/ick I 18 620

Azores - Lagens

No, 269 - Hudson, Walrus, Spitfire,)
Iviartlet, Anson )

Combined A, S.R. and meteorological )
18 16 7

Total AoSoRo - 5 Squadrons 98 91 37

Meteorological

Aldergrove

No. 1402 Plight - Spit.VI and Gladiator 8 8 6

Tiree

No, 518 - Halifax V 22 20 9

Wick

No. 319 - Pludson, Ventura V, Spit.Yn

Bircham Neyrton

No, 521 - Hudson, Vent.V, ilurricaae IIC,
Gladiator

1615 8

14 14 7

St. Davids

No. 517 - Halifax V 613 11

Iceland - Reykjavik

No. 251 - Hudson III and IIIA 12 10 5

Gibraltar- - North Front

No, 520 - Halifax V, Gladiator 10 5 3

Total lueteorological - 6 Sqdns. + 1 Plight 8494 44

(85404)317 SECRET
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Summary of Coastal Cormiand for 1st September) 15^

Group UoEo Strength Available Number of Squadrons

86No. 15
No. 16

No. 18

No. 19
Iceland

Gibraltar

Azores

82 57 A R.A.P. + 2 P.A.A.
9  R.AoP. + 2 P.A.Ao

8^ R.A.P. + 1 PoA.A.
1A R.A.P.
1  RoAcFo

1  RoAoPo + 1 SoA.AoPo
1  R.AoP.

+

198 191 125

136123 66

263 278 t85  3i U.S.N,
15 10 5

36 33 22

20 21 17

Coastal Coimnand

Battle Line
741 39^ R.A.P. + 5 P.AoAo + 3i UoS.No = 48751 477

80 80Photo-Recce

Ac S.R.

Meteorological

63 4 Squadrons

5  Squadrons
6-g- Squadrons

98 91 37
94 84 44

Distribution as between a/U and Anti-shipping

!1
Anti - U-boat Anti - shipping

Group
Squadrons U.E, Str. Av. U.E.Squadrons Str. Av.

59, 120, 422, 423
811, 850No. 15 86 82 57 None

6 Squadrons

119, 143, 144, 404
236, 254, 455, 489
524, 819, 855

11 Squadrons

No, 16 None

198 125191

407, 58, 86, 311
206, 210, 330, 842
half 333, half
1693

No, 18
63117 6 3130 6lialf 333

•§■ Squadron
'i/ vl'9 Squadrons

502, 53, 224, 547
172, 304, 612, 10
201, 228, 461, 179
103, 105, 110 half
114

235, 248 44 40 25
No. 19 160238219

15^ Squadrons 2 Squadrons
162Iceland 15 10 5 None

1 Squadron

Gibraltar 36 33202, 22 22 None
2 Squadrons

Azores 220 20 21 17 None
1 Squadron

34|- SquadronsBattle Line 13-g' Squadrons514493 248324 237 153

(85404)318 .SECRET
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Order of Battle - Strength and Availability

1st November, 194^

Refo C.Co Conspectus

Wo. 15 Group

Type of
A.S.V.

U,Eo Strength Available

Ballykelly

No. 59 - VoLcRo Lib. Y

No. 120 - L/L Lib. V.
16Mc.V r:.1 9

13 815Ivk.VA

Benbecula

No. 30i|- Pole - L/L Well. XIV
No, Sl+Z P0A.A0 - Swordfish

16I'/ik.VI

Me. XI

15 5
12 12 5

Castle Archdale

No. 202 - L/L Cat.IVA
No. 422 RoC.AoPc - Sund. Ill

No. Z^23 RoC.AoEo - Sund. Ill

16iJk.VIIIA

Me.IIIC

t'ik. IIIC

15 10

12 12 5
812 12

Limavady

No. 172 - L/L T^ello XIV
No. 612 - L/L Well. XIV
No. 850 PoA.Ac - Avenger
Wo, 825 P.A.A. - Svrordfish

8j Mk.VT
I^.VIA.

Me. IX

Me. XI

15 13
1615 7

6 6 4
812 12

Total in No. I5 Gz-oup - 8 R.A.P. + 3 F.A.A. Sqdns 145 143 77

No. 16 Group

Bircliam Newton

No. 119 Albacores

Wo, 819 P.AoA. - STvordfish
18 815ivfle. II

ivik.XI 16 16 3

Langham

Detachment of Wo. 524 - Well.XIII
No. 827 PoAoA. - Barracuda

6iik.II

Mk.IIM

11 11

16 17 11

North Coates

Wo. 236 - B/ftr.X - R.P.
No. 254 - B/ftr.X - Torp.

18Mk.II

ide.II

20 20

20 19 15

Total in No, 16 Group - 3^ RoA.E. + 2 P.A.A. Sa clns 98 61101

(85404)319 SECRET
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1st November. 19A^ (Cont,)

No, 18 Group

Type of
A.S.V.

U„Eo Strength Available

Banff

No, 235 i.iosq_,VI - cannon

No. 248 _  iflOsq.VT - cannon
None 20 20 12

. Mosq, Al/II'i; - Tsetse 6 pdr.
No, 333 Norge Plight - Mosq.VI - cannon
No, 143 - Rearming from B/ftrs. to

I\:osq. VI

16 14 8
None

None

8 7 4
6 6 3

(20) (9) (Nil)

Fraserburgh

No, 838 PcAoAo - Swordfish i'dc.XI 12 12 10

Dallachy

No. 142,. - B/ftr,X - R,P,
Noo 404 RoCoAoPc - B/ftr.X - R,?,

• No, 455 RoAoAoFo - B/ftr.X - R,P,
No. 489 RcNcZoAoFc - B/ftr.X - torp.
Detachinent No. 524 - Well.XIII

ids:, II

Mk.II

i.ik. II

ivik. II

idc. II

1620 21

20 20 14
20 20 10

1820 7
4 4 4

Leucliars

No. 206 - Lib,VI
No. 547 - Lib.VI

Ivik.VA

IvOc.VA

15 15 2

15 13 5

I/IilltOYfll

No. 224 - L/L Lib.VI ilc.VA 15 615

Stornoway

No. 58 - Halifax II

No. 502 - Halifax II
IvJi. IIIB

lie, IIIB

1615 9
15 814

SiALlom Voe

No. 210 - L/L Cat.IVA
No. 330 Norge - Sund.III

Lk.Vim

ifle. IIIC

812 3
9 9 5

Tain

No. 86 - VoL.R. Lib.V
No. 311 Czech - R.P, Lib.V

IvBc.VA

ivk.V

1615 3
15 14 4

Y^ick

No. 407 R.O.A.F0 - L/L lYell.XIV Me. VI 1615 11

Y/oodhaven

No. 333 Norge Flight - Cat. IB

Sumburgh

No, 1693 Flight - Anson

I'-dc. II 3 3 2

6None 7 5

Total in Nq, 18 Group - 18RJL,P.+ 1 F.A.A, 296Sqdns 288 151

(85404:^20 SECRET
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1st Movember. 192J4- (Cont,)

N05 19 G-roup

Type of
AoS.V.

U.E. Strength Available

Chivenor

No. 36 - L/L Well. XrV
(No. 1A - L/L Well.XIV - Non-op.)

16Me. IIIB 15 10

Just arrived from the Med,

No. 103 - U.SoN. Lib. EBAY
No. 105 - U.S.N. Lib. EBAY
No. 110 - U.SoN. Lib. PBAI
Detachment No. 11A - U.S.N. S/L Lib.

EBAY

Mk.VA

Mc.X

Mt.VA

ivUc.VA

15 15 12

15 15 12

15 15 11

6 6 5

l.Iount Batten

No. 10 R.A.A.E. - Sund. Ill Me. II & 12 15 11

III

Pembroke Dock

No. 201 - amd. Ill

No. 228 - Stand. Ill

No. a61 R.A.A.P. - Sund. Ill

Mk.IIIC

Me. IIIC

}/ik. IIIC

12 12 10

12 12 10

12 11 9

St.. Eval

No, 179 - L/L WelloXIV
reaming to Warwicks

Ivik. IIIB 15 9 3

Total in No, 19 Group - 6 R„AoE. + 3i U.SoN, Sqdns 126129 93

Iceland

Re''-k.ia-«/ik

No. 53 - L/L Lib.Vl
No, 162 R,C.A.P. - Cansos (Cat.Ill)

Mc.VA

Me. II

15 1A 11

15 513

Total in Iceland - 2 R.,A.Po Sq-uadrons 162730

Gibraltar

North Front

No, 22 S.AoA.P. - Ventura V Ivae.VIII 20 17 15

Total in Gibraltar - 1 S.A.A.E, Squadron 20 17 15

No. 2A7 Group - Azores

Lagens

No, 220 - Fortress II

Detachment No. 11A - U.S.N. S/L Lib.
EBAY

ivik. II

ivik.VA

15 11 7
6 6 5

Total in the Azores 1 R.A.P. + i U.S.N. Sqdns 21 17 12

(85A0A)321
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1st Noveraber, 1944- (Cont.)

Fhotopyaphic Reconnaissance

U.E. Strength Available

Benson

No. 5ijj0 - Mosq.IX and XVI
No, 541 - Spitfire X, XI and XIX
No. 52h2 - Spitfire X, XI and XIX
No, 544 “ Mosq.Ev and XVI

20 19 13

1520 21

21■ 20 19
20 21 11

Total P.R, - 4 Squadrons 80 82 58

Air Sea Rescue

Bircham Nevydon

No. 279 “ Itidsons and Yfarvricks 820 19

Beccles

No, 280 - Yfarvidcks 24 22 9

Tiree

No, 281 - YYarsfdcks 12 20 10

St, Eval

No, 282 - Warwicks 1810 7

Azores - Lagens

Combined ^
A.S.R, and|

Met,

No, 269 - Warwicks, Hudsons, Walrus,
Gpiitfires, tartlet, .toson 18 16 4

Total Air Sea Rescue - 5 Squadrons 84 3895

Meteoi-ological

Aldefgrove

No, 1402 Pli^t - Spitfires, Gla.diators 8 17 10

Tii'ee

No, 518 - Halifax V 22 20 10

Langham

No. 521 - Hurricanes, Venturas, Gladiators 159 4

Slcitten

No, 519 - Spitfires, Venturas 15 14 7

Brawdv

No. 517 - tialifax V 61213

Iceland - Reykjavik

No. 251 - HucLsons 12 510

Gibz"a.ltar - Worth Front

No, 520 - Halifax V, Hurricanes 10 9 3

Total Meteorological - 6 Squadrons + 1 Plight 89 97 45
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Surajary of Coastal Comingnd for 1st Novemberj 19ld^.

Group U.E. Strength Available NiJinber of Squadrons

No. 15
No. 16

No. 18

No. 19
Iceland

Gibraltar

Azores

1U.5 lh.3 8 R„A„F, + 3 FoAcAo
5~z ^• + 2 F.A.A.
18 RoAcF. + 1 F.AeAo
6  ReAoF.
2 RoAcFo

1  S.A,A»Pc

1  R,A.P.

77
98 6l101

296 288 151
129 126 9.3 + 3i U.SoNo
30 1627
20 17 15
21 17 12 +  i U.SaN.

Coastal Command 739
Battle Line

592' RqAoPo + 6 FoAoAo + if UoS.No ta 4-9^719 425

-rfr-

Photo-Recce

Air Sea Rescue i 84
Meteorological 89 !

80 82 58 i 4 Squadrons

I 5 Sq-uadrons
! 6 Squadrons + 1 Flight

3895

97 i 45

D:j-.^4ni5’^-tion as bet\'/een A/U and Ant i— shipp^ing

ilnti - U-boat Anti - shippingGroup

Squadrons U.E. Str. Av, Squadrons IJ.E, Str, Av.

59, 120, 304, 202
422, 4^3, 172, 612
842, 825, 850

11 Squadrons

No. 15 145 143 77 None

119, 236, 254
half 524, 819, 827
5^ Squadrons

No. 16 None 98 61101

206, 547, 224
210, 330, 86, 311
407, half 333
half 1693, 838
10 Squadrons

144, 404, 455, 489
58, 502, 235, 248
half 524, half 333

No. 18 128 56132 164 160 95

9 Squadrons

10, 36, 179, 201
228, 461, 103, 105
110,^ half 114

9-g- Squadrons

No. 19 126129 93 None

I 53, 162
j  2 Squadrons

Iceland 1630 27 None

Gibraltar 22, 1 Squadron 20 17 15 None

-4
i 220,^ half 114
i  I4 Squa.drons

Azores 21 17 12 None

Battle Line! 35 Squadrons
U 458 2691 IZfg- Squadrons477 262 261 156
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Order of Battle > Streiy'.th 3.nd Availri'bilit.v 1st January, 1945

Ref. C.C Conspectus

No. 15 Group

Type of
A.S.V.

U.E. Stren:;itli Available

Ballykelly

No, 5? - V,Lo.Ro Lib. V
No. 120 - L/L Lib. V and VIII

12Jsk.V

Lik.VA

fitting X

15 20

1115 23

Benbecula

No. 30A Pole - L/L Well.XIV Hk,VI 15 15 7

Castle Archdale

No. 201 - Siind, III
No. 423 R.C.AoP. - Sund. Ill

No, 202 - L/L Oat. IVA

LikoIIIC

iOc. IIIC

Ivik.VIIIA

712 12

15 712

16 12 10

Liruavadv

No. 172 - l/L Nell. XIV ivic.VI 15 714

61Total in No. 15 Group - 7 R.A.P, Squadrons 100 111

No. 16 Group

Thorney Island
imder

No. 19 Grp.
control

No, 838 P.A.A, Swordfish
No, 842 PoA.Ao SVordfish

tie. XI

tic. XI

12 12 9
1212 11

North Coates

No. 236 - B/ftr.X - R„P„
No. 254- - B/ftr.X - Torp.

16tik.II

fitting
hk.XII

20 20

1620 22

Lanpham
No. 612 - Yfell. XIV

No. 524- - Well. XIII

iie.VIA

Ilk. II

Fitting
IIIB

15 15 7

520 21

Bircham Ne’wton

Detachment No, II9 - Albacore
Detachment No, 819 F.A.A. - S'wordfish

8Me. II

lie. XI

7 10

6 6 6

Knocke N» Belgium

Detachment No. 119 - Albacores

Detacliment No, 819 F.A.A. - Swordfish
8 8 6I lie. II

! Me.XI 810 10

136Total in No. 16 Group - 5 R.A.F. + 3 F.A.A. Squadrons 130 92
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1st January, 19A5 (Cont.)

No. 18 Crou-p

Type of
A. S.V.

U.E, Strength Available

Banff

No, 143 - Nosq.VI - R.P,
No. 235 - Mosq.VI - RoPo

No. 248 ( Mosq.VI - R
( Mosq.XVIII - Tsetse 6 Pdr.

No. 333 Norge Plight - ivIosq.VI

Dallachv

No, 144 - B/ftr.X ~ R,P,

No. 404 RcCoAoP, - B/ftr.X - R,P.
No, 455 RoAoA.P, B/Ptr.X - R,P,
No. 489 RcNoZ.AoP, B/Ptr.X - Torp,

Leuchars

No. 206 - L/L Lib. VI
No. 547 - L/L Lib. VI

I’IilltoY<n

No, 224 - L/L Lib. VI and VIII

o X" o

16None

None

20 19
20 22 9
16 13

6
5

None
8 2

6None 10 9

Pitting 20
ilk. XII

Ivik, II

I'.ik.II

Pitting 20
!  IVk.XII

20

20

21 13

18 10

19 10

20 9

16kk.VA

ivik.VA

15 7
15 15 7

Mk.VA & X 15 17 5

(re-equip
ping)

Sismoway:
No. 58 - Halifax II
No. 502 - Halifax II

!  i/flc. IIIB

: Mk.IIIB

15 14 9
15 12 4

Sulloffi Voe

No. 210 - L/L Cat.IVA
No. 330 Norge - Sund,III

ivQc.VIIIA

iik.IIIG

12 10 3
9 9 2

Tain

No. 86 - V.L.R, Lib. V
No, 311 - Czech Lib, V - RoP,

I  ivkoVA
!  iik.V

15 15 il
ls 15 4

b'oodhaven

No, 333 Norge Plight - Cat. IB

Si.mibir?gh

No. 1693 Plight - Anson

Mk.II 3 2 1

I

I None I  6 8 5

Total in No. 18 C-roup - I7X R.A.P. Squadrons 289 ! 280 131
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1st January. 1945 (Cont.)

No, 19 Group

Type of
A. S»V.

U»E. ! Strength Available

Ghivenor

No. 36 - L/L Well. XIV

No. 407 R.C.A.E. L/L Yiell. XTJ

No, 14 - L/L Well, XIV (non-op)

Dunkeswell

No. 103'- U.SoN. Lib. H34I
No. 105 - UoS.N. Lib. PBZ|.Y
No. 110 - U.S.N. Lib. RB4Y

Detachment No. II4 - U.S.N. S/L Lib.
E34Y

I

16 6tlc.IIIB

fitting VT
i/ik.VI

fitting VIA

15

15 ! 19 6

still vmder training

iik.VA

IvIk.X

m,YA

iik.VA

15 13 11

15 20 15
15 15 15

4 4 2

liomt Batten

No. 10 R.A.A.P. - Sund. Ill Ivlc. IIIC 12 14 12

Pembroke Dock

No. 228 - Sund. Ill

No. 422 R.C,A.P. - Sund. Ill

No. 461 - R.A.A.P. - Sund, III

Me. IIIC

Jic.IIIC

m.lllG

12 11 10

812 12

12 12 7

St. Eval

No. 179 - L/L T/arvvi-ck V i/ik. IIIA

fitting HEE

15 11 2

Total in No. 19 Croup - 7 .R.A.P, + 3i U.S.N. Sqdns 142 147 92

Iceland

Reykjavik

No. 53 L/L Lib. VT and VIII i/ik.VA 15 15 5

(re-ecfLdp-
Ping)

No. 162 R.CoA.P. - Cansos (Cat. Ill) 16i^.ll 15 10

Total in Iceland - 2 R.AaP. Squadrons 30 31 15

Gibraltar

North Front

No, 22 S.A.A.F. - Ventura V 16I'dc.VIII 20 14

Total at Gibraltar - 1 S.A.A.F. Squadron 1620 14

No..247 Group - Azores

Lagens

No. 220 - (Fortress II
(Lib. VI

Detachment No, II4 - U.S.N, S/L Lib.
PB4Y

6Me. II

ivik.VA

15 17

(L>4j Train
ing)

Mc.VA 9 9 5

Total iia the Azores - 1 R.A.P. + -g- U.S.N. Sqdns 2624 11
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19 APrSNDIX I

1st January. 1945 (Cont.)

Photographic Recormaissaiice

U.E. Strength Available

Benson

No. 5if0 - Iviosq. VI, IX, XVI and 32
No. 5A1 - Spits. X, XI and XIX

DetaclTiaents at St. Eval and Gib.

No. 542 - Spits. X, XI and XIX
No. 5^+4- - liosq. VI, IX, XVI and 32

20 21 10

1820 8

1820 12

20 22 11

Total PoR. - 4- SqLiadrons 80 79 4-1

Air Sea Rescue

Tiree

No. 281 - Yfanvlck

Detachment at Great Orton
18 12 5

Beccles

No, 280 - Y/arwick 24 22 7

Banff

No. 279 Y/arvidck, Hudson
Detachment at Thornaby and Yfick

28 631

St. Eval

No. 282 Warwick 10 10 3

Azores - Lagens

No. 269 - Y/arwick, Walrus, Partlet,
S'pitfire, Anson

Combined A. S.R, and meteorological

1618 6

Total A.S.R. - 5 Squadrons 98 91 27

No. 518 - Halifax V I 22 821

Eallyhalbert

No, 14-02 Plight - Spitfire, Gladiator

Iiangham

No, 521 - Hudson, Gladiator

Skitten

No, 519 - Fortress, Hudson, Spitfire

189 11

9 13 2

1615 k

Brav/dy

No. 517 Halifax V 13 13 7

Iceland - ReykjavNc
No, 251 - Hudson 12 14- 4

Gibraltar - North Front

No, 520 - Halifax, Hudson, Hurricane 13 13 2

Total Meteorological - 6-g- Squadrons 108 3893
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Suiim^_ Cojpm^d, fp_r 1st _ 194.5

G-roup UoEo Strength Available Rumber of Squadrx)ns

No. 15
No. 16
No. 18

No. 19
Iceland

Gibraltar

Azores

100 111 6l 7 R.A.P.

5  R.A.P. + 3 F.A.A.
17i R.A.P,
7 RoAoPo

2 R.A.P.

136130 92
289 280 131
1i^2 1^7 92 + 3-2- U, S.N.
30 31 15
20 16 14 1 S.AoA.P.

2624 + i UoScNc11 1  R.A.P.

Coastal CoiHiiiand

Battle Line 40|- R.A.P. + 3 P.A.A. + 4 U.SoN. = 47i735 416747

Hioto Recce

Ao S« R*

I Meteorological

80 79 41 4 Squadrons
5  Squadrons

Squadrons

98 91 27
93 108 38

Distribution as between A/U and Anti-shipninp

Anti - U-boat Anti « shippingGroup

Squadrons UoE, Str. Av. Squadrons U.E. Str. Av.

59, 120, 304, 201
202, 423, 172
7 Squadrons

61100 111 None
No. 15

No. 16 838, 842
2 Squadrons

119, 612, 524
236, 254, 819
6 Sqtiadrons

24 24 20

106 72112

206, 5A^7, 224, 210
330, 86, 311
half 333, half 1693
8 Squadrons

143, 235, 248, 12^4
404, 455, kQ3, 58
502, half 333

9-^ Squadrons

No. 18 38105 107 I84 173 93

36, 407, 10, 228
422, 461, 179, 103
105, 110, half 114.

lOg- Squadrons

No. 19 12*2 147 92 None

53, 162
2 Squadx'ons

Iceland 30 31 15 None

Gibraltar 22 1620 14 None

1 Squadron

Azores 220, half 114
Ig- Squadrons

2624 11 None

Battle

Line
15-|' Sqtiadrons32 Squadrons 2*62 2512+45 165285290
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Order of Battle. Strength and^AvallghiJ ity
1st February. 19AS

Ref, CcC. Conspectus

Noo 15 Group

Type of U.E. Strength Available
A.SoV.

Ballykelly
Ko. 59 - VoLoRo Lib. V

No. 120 L/L Lib. VIII '
Mc.V

Mk.X

15 19 11

15 15 9

Benbecula

Detachment No, 304 Pole - L/L Tfell.XIV Ivik.VI 9 9 4

Castle Archdale

No. 201”- Sund, III
No. 423 R.C.A.P. -

No. 202 - L/L Cat. IVA
Siui

Mk.IIIC

f/Dc.IIIC

Ivik.VIIIA

12 9 3
d. Ill 12 11 3

16 16 3

Limavadv

No. 172 - L/L Well,XIV
Detachment No. 304 Pole - L/L Well. XIV

Mullapjmiore

No, 815 P.A.Ao - Barracuda

No, 1771 P.A.A. - Pireny

ilk.VI

1/Ik.VI

15 15 7
6 6

jvik.XIIIA

None

12 12 3
12 11 10

Total in No, 15 Group - 7 RoA.P. + 2 P.AoA. Squadrons 124 123 53

No, 16 Group

Thorney Island
under

No. 19 Grp.
control

No, 810 PoAoA. - Bai'racuda
No, 822 P.A.Ao - Barracuda
No, 838 PcAoAo - S’TOrdfish

Idi,XIIIA

ivjk.XIIIA

1.1k. XI

12 812

812 12

12 11 9

Langham
No. 612 - Well.XIV

Detachment No. 524 - Well,XIII and XIV
Mk.VIA

Ivik.II &

IIIA

15 15 5
14 13 4

North Coates

No. 236 - B/ftr, X - R.P.
No, 254 - B/ftr. X - Torp.

iik.II

Pitting
m.xii

1820 12

18 1620

Bircham Neyrton

Detaclmient No, II9 - Albacore ji5k, II 7 10 3

Knocke - N. Belgium

No, 819 P.A.A. - Swordfish
DetaclTment No, II9 - Albacore &
Swordfish

16 16hk,XI

i  I\4k,II &
I

9
8 23 11

XI

Total in No, I6 Group - 4^ RoA.P. + 4 PoA,A„ Squadrons 156 148 85
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1st February. 19A5 (Conto)

No. 18 Group

Type of
A.S.V.

UoE. Strength Available

Banff

No. 143 - Iviosq. VI - R,P„
No. 235 - Mosq. VI - RoP.

No. 248 Ivlosq. VI ~ RePo
M

None

None

j None

None

20 15 9
20 820

osq.XVIII - Tsetse 6 Pdr.

No. 333 Norge Plight - iviosq. VI

16 18 6
8 6
10 9 5

Dallachy
No. 14[^. - B/ftr. X - RoPo

No. 40^
No. 455 R.A.A.P. B/ftr. X - R.Po
No. has RoNoZoAoP. - B/ftr.X - Torp.

Detaclment No. 524 - Well.XIII and XIV

RoG.A.P. B/ftr. X - RoPo

fitting
MK.XII

4k. II

fitting
iiflc.XII

iik. II and

IIIA

1620 8

1820 13
20 18 8

1820 7

6 6 2

Leuchars

No. 206 - L/L Lib. VI
No. 547 - L/L Lib. VI

i'/ik.VA

IvIk.VA
15 14 9

1615 9

Ivlilltown

No. 224 - L/L Lib, VI and VIII Mc.X 1615 5

Stomo\Yav

No. 58 - Halifax II
No. 502 - Halifax II

Idc. IIIB

Mk.IIIB

15 811

15 13 9

Sullom Voe

No. 210 - L/L Cat. IVA
No. 330 Norge - Sund., III

Ivrk.VIIIA

ifle. IIIO

12 12 5
9 7 5

Taiai

No, 86 - VcL.Ei Lib.V aiid VIII
No. 311 Czech - Lib.V - r,p.

Iflk.VA cS: X

Mk.V & VA

15 19 4
1615 6

Woodhaven

No. 333 Norge Plight - Cat. IVA Ivac.VIIIA 3 3

Sumburgh

No, 1693 Plight - Anson 6None 67

Total in No. 18 Group - 18 R.A.P. Sqtodrons 278295 132
1
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1 st February, 194.5 (Cont.)

Woe 19 Group

Type of
A.S.V.

U.Eo Strength Available

Chivenor

No. 14 - L/L Well.XIV
No. 36 - L/L Tfell.XIV
No. 407 R.C.A.P. - L/L Well. XIV

Ivflc.VI
iVik.VI
t'flc.VIA

15 17 2
1615 11

15 15 11

Dunkeswell
No. ‘163’- TJ.S.No Lib,
No. 105 - UoSoNo Lib. IB4I
No. 110 - U.SoNo Lib. EBAY
Detachment No. II4 - U.SoN, S/L Lib.PBAI

Ivflc.VA
Jak.X
]Vk.VA
Mk.VA

15 14 10
1615 12

15 15 14
6 5 3

Mount Batten
No, 10 RoAoA.E, - Sund. Ill Mc.IIIC 12 12 7

Pembroke Dock
No.^ 228 - Sund. Ill
No, 422 R.C.A.P. - Sund, III
No. 461 - R.A.A.P, - Sund. Ill

ivik.IIIC
ivjk.IIIG
i/ik. IIIC

12 9 7
12 10 5

8 812

St, Eval

No, 179 - L/L 17arwick V Mk.IIIB 15 10 1

Upottery
No. 112 - UcSoN, Lib. PB4Y
Detachment No. 63 - U,S.N, Gat.
(No, 107 - U,SoN, Lib, non~op.)

Mk.VA & X
Mc.XIIIA

15 14 14
M.A.D, 3 3 1

mder training

Total in No, 19 (iroup - 8 R.A,P. + 5 U, S,N, Squadrons 164 106177

Iceland

R3.yk,iavil<
o. 53 - L/L Lib,VI and VIII

No. 162 R.CoA.Po - Cansos (Gat,III)
\T Mk.VA & X

Mk.II
15 15 2

15 15 5

Total in Iceland - 2 R.AoP, Squadrons 30 30 7

Gibraltar

North Ttront
No. 2^58 R,A,AoPo
No, 22 S.A.AoP,

- L/L Yfell.XT/
- Ventura V

tik.VI
Mk.VIII

15 13 10
1020 15

Total at Gibraltar - 1 R„A,P, + 1 S.A.A.P, Squadron 35 28 20

No, 247 Group - Azores

Lagens
No. 220 - L/L Libs, VI Mc.VA

Detaclmient No. II4 - U.S.N. S/L Lib,E84Y l/ik.VA
15 10 3

6 8 4

Total in the Azores - 1 R,A,P. + ^ U.S.No Sq\.iadron 1821 7
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2k APPEIOIX I

1st February, 19k5 (Cont.)

Photographic Recomaissauce

AvailableU.E. Strength

^nson

No. 3k0 - Mosq.VI, IX, XVI and 32
Noo 541 - Spits. X, XI, XIX, jviustang III
No. 5k2 - Spits. X, XI ajid XIX
No. 544 - Mosq. YI, IX, XVI and 32

1120 24
182323
1620 20

23 1220

83Total PoR. - 4 Squadrons 5790

Air Sea Rescue

Tiree

No. 281 - Y/anwick, Sea Otter
Detacliment at Iviullaghmore

13 11 4

Beccles

No. 280 Warwick

Detachments at Thorriaby and Langham

624 24

Banff

No. 279 - Warwick

Detacl'ments at Wick and Thomaby

St. Eval

No. 282 - YYarwick

61820

610 10

Azores Lagens

No, 269 - Warwick, Walrus, Jiartlet
Spitfire, Anson

Combined A.S.Ro and meteorological

1818 9

81 31Total A.S.R. - 5 Squadrons 90

Meteorological

Tiree

No. 51 8 - Ilalifax V 622 21

Ballyhadbert

No. 1i4j62 Plight - Spitfire, Gladiator 9 15 9

Lan.sham

No. 521 - Hudson, Portress, Gladiator 69 10

Skitten

No, 519 - Hudson, Portress, Spitfire 15 17 3

Brawdy

No. 517 - Halifax V 13 12 2

Iceland - Reykjavik

No. 251 - Hudson 712 12

Gibraltar - North Front

No, 520 - Halifax, Hudson, Hixrricane 61613

Total Meteorological - 6^ Squadrons 93 103 39
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Stiriiifia:c.v of Coastal Coiaaaiid for 1st February, 19^-5

Group U.E. Strength Available Number of Squadrons

No. 15
No. 16
No, 18

No. 19
Iceland

Gibraltar

Azores

12A 53123 7 R.A.E. + 2 EoA.A.

R.A.P. + A PoAoA.
18 R.A.F.

8 R.A.P.

2 R.A.P.

1  R.A.P. and 1 SoAoA.P.

1  R.A.P.

+ 5

+

136 1A8 85
278295 132

16A 106177  UoScN.

730 30
2835 20

 i UoSoN.1821 7

42^ R,AoP, + 6 PoA.A. + 5^ U.SoN. = 54818 789Coastal Command

Battle Line
410

83Hioto-Recce

A.SsR.

Meteorological | 93
90

90 57 4 Squadrons
5  Squadrons
6^ Squadrons

81 31

39103

Distribution as between A/U and Anti-shioping

Anti U-boat Anti-shipping!

Group

Squadrons U.E. Str. Av, Sqtiadrons U.E. Str. Avc

59, 120, 304, 201
202, 423, 172,
815, 1771.
9 Squadrons

No. 15 124 123 53 None

810, 822, 838
3 Squadrons

119, 612, 236, 254
819, half 524

5^- Sqviadrons

No. 16 36 6035 25 113100

206, 547, 224, 210
330, 86, 311,
half 333,
half 1693
8 Squadrons

143, 235, 24B, 144
40^ 455, 489, 58
502, half 524
Jialf 333

10 Squadrons

168 83190
No. 18 105 110 49

11, 36, 1G7, 228,
10, 122, 461, 179
103, 105, 110, 112
h^lf 63, half 114

13 Squadrons

No. 19 164 106177 None

53, 162
2 Squadrons

Iceland 30 30 7 None

22, 458
2 Squadi’ons

Gibraltar 2835 20 None

21 18220, half 114
Ivy Squadrons

Azores 7 None

I

38g- Squadrons 267 I 15'g' SquadronsBattle

Line

i  528 508 281290 143

I
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Order of* Battle. Strength and A-vailaPility
1 st I,'larch, 19h5

Ref. C.G. Gonsreotus

Noo 15 Group

Type of UoE, Strength Available
A. S.V.

Ballykelly

No. 59'- V.LoR. Lib. V
No. 120 - L/L Lib. VIII

16IfcVA

iik.X

15 11

15 15 10

Benbec;LLa

Detachment No. 302*. pole - L/L Well. XIT 6He. VI 9 9

Castle Arohdale

No. 201 - Sund. Ill

No. 423 R.C.AcP. - Sund. Ill

No. 202 - L/L Cat. IVA

}/ik. me

l'dc.IIIC

lCk;.VIIIA

12 11

12 12 4
16 15 4

Limavady

No. 172 - L/L Well.XIV
Detachment No. 303 Pole - L/L YiTell.XIV

Mullaghmore

No. 815 P.A.A. - Barracuda

6He.VI

He. VI

15 15
6 6 3

He.XIIIA 12 12 5

Total in No. 15 Group -yR.A.P. + 1 P.A.A. Squadrons 112 111 53

No. 16 Group

Thorney Island
under

No. 19 Grp.
control

No. 810 P.A.Ao Barracuda
No. 822 P.A.A. - Barracuda

ide.XIIIA

i'-jk.XIIIA

12 14 10

12 12 9

Langham

No. 612 - Well.XIV

Detachment No. 524 - Well,XIV

8He.VIA

iik.IIIB

15 12

16 16 5

North Coates

No. 236 - B/ftr. X - R.P. 18fitting
l',ik.XII

IdCoXII

20 10

No, 254 - B/ftr, X - Torp 20 1524

Bircham NevrbCTi

No. 819 P.AoA. - Swordfish ivle o XI 9 9 9

Knocke - N. Belgium

No. 119 - Swor^ish 16He. XI 15 13

Total in Wo. I6 Group - 4-^R,A.P. + 3 P.A.A, Squadrons 119 121 79
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st laarch, 1945 (Cont,)

i^Oo 18 Group

Type of
AoS.V,

Strength AvailableU.E.

Banff

ho. 1L3 - Mosq.VI - R.P,
No. 235 - kosq.VI - RoP.

( Mosq.VI - R.P.
( Mosq,XVIII - Tsetse 6 pdr.

No* 333 Norge Plight - Mosq, VI - RoP,

No. 248

162020None

None 142020

1818 13
66None

None 4910

Dallachv

ilo, 144 - B/ftr.X - R.P. 71420iiiCoU

fitting
XII

1020No, 404 RcCoA.P, - 3/ftr.X - R,?,
No, 455 R,A,A,P, - B/ftr,X - R,''.’,
No. 489 RM4ZoA.Pc B/ftr.X - Torp.
Detachment No, 524 - hell. XIV

20Lie. II

ilk. II

tM.XII

nk.IIIB

71420

52220

454

Leuchars

No, 206 L/L Lib. VI and VIII
No. 547 - L/L Lib, VI

IvdIltoYm

No. 224 - L/L LiboVIII

52215Ihk.VA cS; X
ivikeVA 16 915

51415iAc.X

Stomowa.Y

No. 58 - Halifax II
No. 502 - Halifax!; II

61015hk. IIIB

Dk.IIIB 71515

Sullom Voe
512No. 210 - L/L Cat, IVA

No, 330 - Norge - Sund. Ill

12My.VIIIA

ik.IIIC 49’9

Tain

No, 86 - L/L Lib. VIII
No, 311 Czech - L/L Lib. V and VI

51515tkoX

18 215iVik.V & VA

Roodliaven
123Mk.VIIIANo. 333 Norge Plight - Cat. IVA

Sujnburph

No. 1693 Plight - Anson 66 8None

289 135293Total in No. I8 Croup - I8 R.Ar.P, Sq.uadrons
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1st Ivlarch, 1945 (Cont,)

No» 19 Group

Type of
AoS.V.

UoS. Strength Available

Chivenor

No. 14 - L/L Yfell.XIV
No, 56 - I/L IVell.XI?
No, 407 R.C.A,F, - L/L Veil. XIV

16Me. VI

Mc.VI

iic.VIA

15 7
16 815
1615 12

Dunkeswell

No. 1C3 - U.SoNo Lib. EB4Y

No. 105 - U.S.No Lib. H34I
xio. 110 - U.S.i'I. Lib, EB4y

ivik.VA

ivIk.X

Me.VA & X

15 20 11

15 15 13
1615 13

iuoimt Bat i^en
No. 10 'r,A.A.Po - Sundo III Me. IIIC 12 11 9

Pembroke Dock

No, 228 - Sund. Ill Me. IIIC, 12 10 4
VIC

No. 422 RoCoAcPo - Sund. Ill

No, 461 - R,A.A.P. - Sund. Ill
Me.IIIG

JvOe. IIIC,

12 9 7
912 7

VIC

bt. val.Cl

No. 179 - L/L ¥arv/icle V I Me. IIIB 15 12 2

I

Upottery

No." 167 - U.S.N. Lib. J34Y
No, 112 - U.S.N. Lib. ]J54I
Detachment No. 63 - U.S.N. Cat

Me.VA

!  lide.VA d X
MoA.D.i Me.XlTIA

15 11 5
15 15 13
4 4 3

Total in No. 19 Group-8R.A.F. + 5-^U.S.H. Squadrons 187 180 114

Iceland

Reykjavik

' No. 53 - L/L Lib.VI aiid VIII
No, 162 R.C.A.P, - Cansos (Cat.Ill)

8Ivae.V4and X

Mk.II
15 21

15 14 7

Total in Icelaiid - 2 R.A.P. Squadrons 30 35 15

Gibraltar

North Front

No. 458 R.A.A,F. - L/L Well.XIV
No. 22 S.AcAoF. - Ventura V

16Me, VI

Me.VIII

15 11

20 17 12

Total at Gibraltar - 1 R.A.F. + 1 S,A.A.F. Squadron 35 33 23

No. 247 Group - Azores

Lagens

No. 220 L/L Lib.VI
No, 114 - U.S.N. S/L Lib. I-B4X

Me.VA

x.k.VA

15 12 3
812 12

Total in the Azores - 1 R.A.F. + 1 U.S.N. Squadron 27 24 11
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1st March, 1945 (Cent,)

I^.oto.g,rar'hic Reconnalssaiice

Strength AvailableU.S.

Benson
" Nor’S^C - MosqoVI, IX and XVI
No, ■ - Spit. X, XI, XIX, ilustang III
No. 542 - Spit. X, XI and XIK
No. 544- - Mosq.VI, IX and Xl*"! and 32
Detachment at Leuchars

182120

132323
152120

1620 23

628883Total P.R, - 4 Squadrons

Air Sea Rescue

Ixree

No. 281 - ¥an(’/ick, Sea Otter
Detachment at Iviullaghmore

1818 3

Thomey Island

No. 278 - Walrus, Sea Otter 16 213

Beccles

No, 280 - warTvick

Detachment at Thornaby

62424

No, 279 - Warwick
Detachments at Y^ick said 'Tliornaby

28 1332

St. Eval

No, 282 - YYarivlck, Sea Otter 18 14 2

Azores - Lagens
No. 269 - Warwick, Vfalrus, Hudson,

Iviartlet, Spitfire, Anson
Combined A, S.R. and i.'.eteorological

18 519

31120Total A. S.R,, - 6 Squadrons 122

i.;eteorological

Tiree

522 24No, 518 - Halifax III and Y

Ballyhalbert

No. 1402 - Plight - Spitfire, Hurricane,
Gladiator

7119

I

Laiigham

No, 521 - Portress, Hudson, Hurricane 9129

Skitten

515 10No. 519 - Portress, fcpitfire

Brawdy
■ No7"517 - Halifax III and V

I

17 313

713 13No. 251 - Hudson III aiid Illii

Gibraltar - North Pront

' No.’ 520 - Halifax Y, Hudson, Hurricane

Total iVieteorologicaJL - 6-g- Squadrons

51213

I I
41;  94 i 99
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Summary of Coastal Command for 1 st March 1 ̂ 5

i
Group U.E. Strength Availalsle Euinber of Squadrons

No, 15
No. 16

No. 18

No. 19
Iceland

Gibraltar

Azores

112 111 53 i  7 R.A.P. + 1 E.A.A.
I  hi R.A.F, + 3 E.A.A,
il8 R.A.P,
8 R.A.F.

2 R.A.P.

1  R.A.P. 1 S.A.A.P.

119 121 79
293 289 135
187 180 + 5i U.S.N.114

30 ' 35

35 i 33
15

I
23

27 ! 24 11 1 R.A.P. + 1 U.S.N.

Coastal Command

Battle Line i42lr R.A.P. + 4 P.A./i0I  803 + 6i U.S.N. = 53|793 430I .0

F"-

Photo-Recce. ; 83 88

^  122 ! 120
Meteorological I 94 i 99
A.S.R.

62 !  4 Squa.drons
:  6 Squadrons
6^ Squadrons

Distribution as between .a/u and i\nti-Shipping

31
I

41I

!

I
Anti U-boat Ant i-shippitig

Group !—

Squadrons U.E. i Strj Av, Squa.drons U.E. Str. Av,

59, 120, 304, 201 I
202, 1,23, 172,

I

8 Squadrons

i
815

ii

No. 15  112 I 111 I 53 ii None

1

1
}

810, 822
2 Squadrons

i  i jj 119, 612, 236, 254!
24 i 26. 19 I 819, half 524 '

'  i 5-s Squa-drons

206, 547, 224, 210 i ; i 143, 235, 21,8, 144
330, 86, 311 ! ; 1404, 455, 489, 58
half 333, half I693h05 i 1l6i 42 502, half 524
8 Squadrons

I •  I

i(

I

No. 16
95! 95 60

No. 18
188 173 I 93

. ihalf 333
j; 10 Squadrons

I

14, 36, 407, 228
10, 422, 461, 179
103, 105, 107, 110 :i87 il80 !114 i
112, half 63 I 1 .
13|- Squadrons

: 1

I
!

f

t

No. 19 I
None

I

Iceland 53, 162
2 Squadrons

30 ■ 35 ! 15 None

I li
r

Gibraltar 22, 458
2 Squadrons

35 i 33 . 23 None

Azores 220, 1-41,
2 Squadrons

27 24 11 1 None
i

I
1

Battle

Line Squadrons 520 ^525 P77 15i' Squadrons 283 ,268 :i53i
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AI-TEMDDC I31

Order of Battle. Strength ajad Availability
1st April 1945

Refo CoC. Conspectus

Type of AvailableStrengthUcE»
A. SoVc

r
I

Bainji^^elll^y
No/59'- V,L.R, Lib. V and VIII
No. 120 - L/L Lib. VIII

15 1315Mk.VA, X
1115 15Lk.X

Benbecula

No. 36 - L/L Tfell.XIV 101515Ik,VI

Castle iiTchdale

No. 201
No, 423 R,Gr,AnF. - Sund. Ill and V
No. 202 - L/L Cat. ITA

Sund, III 51012Jdc. IIIG

Ik,IIIC

i iO.:.VIIIA

612 13
1616 7

I

!

I^iiavady
■ TTo7“172 - L/L Well. XIV 71315I'k.VI

'100 5997Total in No, 15 Group - 7 RoA.F. Squadrons
1

Thomey Island
under 10 1012ifo, 810 F.A.Ao - Barracuda; ivk.XIIIA

No. 822 FcAcA. - Barracuda.! iik.XIIIANo. 19 Grp.
control

11 1012

Lajigham
No.” 612 - Well.XIV

No. 52A - Well,XIV

'ik.VIA

iMfc.IIIA
15 1115

17 920

North Goates

No. 236 - B/ftr, X - R.P.
( B/ftr. X - Torn.
( Mosci.X\riII - Tsetse 6 pdr.

No, 254

18 14i Ik.XII

I  ivIk;.XII

i None

I  20
112120

4!  4 4

1

ICnocke ~ N. Belgim

No, 119 - S'vrordfish III 1115 15jkk.XI
+

80118 111Total in No. I6 Group- 5R»A.F. +2P.A Squadrons
I
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32 APFERDIX I

1st April, 1945 (Cont.)

Wo, 18 G-roup

T5>pe of
A.S.V.

U.Ec Strength Available

Banff

No. 12^3 - Mosq, VI - RoP,
No. 235 - Mosq. VI - RoP.
No, 2hB - Iviosq. VI - R.P,
No, 333 Norge Pliglit - Mosq. VI - R.P,

18 16None

None

None

None

20

20 12f20

1820 22

10 9 7

Dallachy

' No. 144 - B/ftr, X - R.Po

No, 455 R.AoA.Po - B/ftr.X - R.P.

fitting
Mk.XII

fitting
Ivflc.XII

Ivflc.XII

19 1220

20 22 13

No. 489 R0N.Z.A.P, - B/ftr.X 20 11Torp.
(No, 404 R.C.A.Fo - re-arming to Mosq,)

20

Leuchars

No. '206 - L/L Lib. VIII
Wo. 547 - L/1 Lib. VI

killtoTOi

n6; 224 - L/L Lib. VIII

15 15 4Mk.VA, X
Mc.VA 615 14

815 17i'/Hc. X

Storno'wav

No. 58 - Halifax II and III
No, 502 - Halifax II and III

6I'lc. IIIB

Hk.IIIB

15 15

15 15 7

Sullom Voe

“no. 210'- L/L Gat, IVA
No, 330 Norge - Sund, III

1.4.VIIIA

ivik. me

12 10 4 I
89 2

Tain

No, 86 L/L Lib. VIII
No. 311 Czech - L/L Lib. VI

815 15Mk.V & X

Mk.V & YA 815 15

Roodhaven

No, 333 Norge Flight - Cat. JYA iHc.VIIIA 3 3

Suraburgh

No, 1693 Flight - Anson I

I

6 57None

Total in No, 18 G-roup - 16^ R,A.F. Squadrons 265 i 264 149
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1st April. 1943 (Cont.)

No. 19 Group

1 T^'jpe of
i  A.3.V.

AvailableStrengthUoE.

Chivenor

16No. 124. - L/L Well. XIV
No. 4D7 RoC,A.P. - L/L Well. XIV
(No. 459 R.A.A.P. - L/L Well, non-op,)

1115Mc.VI

I Mc.VIA 1015 14-

Dunkeswell

No. 105 - U.S.N. Lib. EB4X
No. 105 - U.S.Nc Lib. EBAY

No. 110 - U.SoN, Lib. EBAY

15 13I lik.VA

I ik.X
Mc.VA & X

15
131A15

15 1415

Mount Batten

No, 10 R,A.A,P. - Sund, III 71012ikcIIIC

Pembroke Dock
81512No. 228 - Sund. Ill ik.IIIG, 1

VIC

912 11ik.IIICNo, 2+22 R„G„A,P. - Sund. Ill

No. A61 RaA.A.P. - Siuid. Ill and V
I 81612Ik. IIIC,

VIC
i

Sto Eval

No. 179 - L/L Waiwdck V
No. 3OA Pole - L/L \Tell. XIV

61215Mfc.IIIB

I'k.VI 1115 15

Upottery
No. 107 - U.S.N. Lib. PBAY
No. 112 - U.S.N. Lib. PBAI

111315I  ivk.VA
i'ik.VA & X

Detachment No. 63 - U.S.N, Cat. - M.AoD. Mc.XIIIA

15 1A15
3AA

138187 i 185Total in No. 19 C-rotxp - 8 R.A.P. -f 5^ U.SX Squadrons

Iceland

No. 53’- I/L Lib. VIII
No. 162 R.C.A.P. - Cansos (Cat.Ill)

5I Ik.VA cS: X 15
j lvjk.II 15

15

13 5

28 1030Total in Iceland - 2 RoA„P„ Squadrons

Gibraltar

North Front

No. A58 R.A.A.P. - L/L Well, XIV
No. 22 S.A.A.P. - Ventura V

16 1115ivik.VI

Ivk.VIII 18 1320

2A3435Total at Gibraltar - 1 R.A.P, + 1 S.A.A.P. Squa.dron

No. 247 Group - Azores

Lagens

No. 220 - L/L Lib. VI
No. 114-U.S.N. S/L Lib. PB4V

15 1015ivk.VA

Ik.VA 1115 14

2129Total in the Azores - 1 R.A.P. + 1 U.S.N. Squadron 30
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3h-

(Conto)

Photographic Reconnaiss_^ce

U.E. Strength Available

Benson

Wo'.'“540 - Mosq.VI, E, X\ri and 32
No, 541 - Spit. X, XI, XK, iviustang III
No, 3^k2 - Spit, X, XI aiid XE
No, 544 - Mosq.VI, X'/I and 32
Detachment at Leuclaars

21 1420

1923 14
2120 19
1320 13

!  83 I 79Total P,R, - 4 Squadrons 60

Air Sea Rescue

Tipee

Wo. 281 - Warwick, Sea Otter
Detachment at Liraavady

18 20 5

Beqcles

Wo. 278 - I'/alrus, Sea Otter
Detachment at He.wkinge

No. 280 - w'arwick

16 14 9

2624 10

Baiiff

Wo. 279 -* Warwick, Hurricane
DetacHnents at V.ic]:, Leuchars and
Thornaby

28 35 15

St, Eval

Wo. 282 - v.'arv'idck. Sea Otter 18 19 11

Azores

Wo. 2S9 _ Warwick, iartlet, Spitfire
.Anson

Combined A.S.R. aiid leteorological

Lagens

17 17 9

Total A.S.R. - 6 Squadrons 121 131 59

Meteor 0logical

Tiree

Wo. 518 - Halifa:x V

Badlyhalbert

No, 1402 Plight

Lai;igl^
Wo. 521

Skitten

Wo. 519 - Portress II, Spit.VII

Brawdy

No. 517 - Halifaoc V

Spit.VII, Hmr

Fortress II, Eiurrican

22 24 7

8 6icane IIC 9

e IIC 89 9

615 14

13 15 4

Iceland - Reykjavik

Wo, 251 - Fortress II, Hudson III 12 14 7

Cibraltar - Worth Front

No. 520 - Halifax V, Hudson, Hurricane IIC 13 11 5

Total ileteorological - 6-^ Squa.drons i  93 95 43
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Summary of Coastal Command for 1st April 1945

Available |Group U.E. Strength Rumber of Squadrons

No, 15
No. 16
No, 18

No. 19
Iceland

Gibraltar
Azores

100 97 59 7  R.A.P.

5  R.A,P. + 2 P.A.A,
16^ R,A.P.

118 80111

265 264 149

+ 3-2 G.S.N.187 185 138 8  R,A.F.
2830 10 2  R.A.P.

1  R.A.F. 1 S.A,A.F.

1  R.A.F.

35 34 24

30 29 21 U.S.R,+ 1

Coastal Command

Battle Line 4R^- R.A.F. + 2 F.A.A. + 6^ U.S.N. = 50765 748 481

6083Photo-Recce

; A, S. R,

I Meteorological l 93 !
121

79 4  Squadrons
6  Squadrons
6-|- Squadrons

59131

95 43

Pistribution as between A/U and Anti-shipping

I Anti-shippingAnti-U-boat
Group

!|

■ U.E. iStr.Squadrons U.E, Str. Av.Av. ;; Squadrons^

59, 120, 36, 201 :
202, 423, 172
7 Squadrons

iNo. 15 59! 100 97 Hone

ii

119, 612, 236,
254, 524
5 Squadrons

810, 822
2 Squadrons

24 21 20

!No. 16
1

6094 90!

206, 547, 224,
210, 330, 86, 311
half 333, half 1693
8 Squadrons

I143, 235, 248, 144
455, 489, 58, 502
l^alf 333
I  84 Squadrons

I  105 160 160No. 18 104 10445

14, 407, 228, 10 t
422, 461, 179, 304*
103, 105, 107, 110;187
112, half 63 I
13i Squadrons |

ii

No. 19 185 None138

53, 162
I  2 Squadrons

Iceland 28i  30 10 None

t

l
Gibraltar 22, 458

2 Squadrons

35 34 241 None
;i

Azores 220, 114
2 Squadrons

30 29 21 i None

=F

j

i  36-^ Squadrons
t

I 511 ! 496 (3171 132 Squadrons
•  ! I !:

I'

254 I 250:164Battle

LineI
I
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Order of Battle^ Sti-en'-'th and Availability

1st :.iav “1945

Ref, G.0« Joiispectus

No, 15 Group

Type of
A.S.V.

U.E. Strength Available

No. 59 - L/L Lib, 1/TII
No, 120 « L/L Lib, VIII

Benbecula

No, 36'- lA Y/ell, XIV

i,fl:,VA &Xi 15
Mk.X 15

14 13
15 9

1615..dc.vi 9

Castle lirchdale

No, 20i
No, lh23 R.G.A.F, - Sund. Ill and V
No, 202 - lA Cat. IVA

Suiid, III and V 12 8Mk.III0

idk.IIIC 12
i.u:,VIIIA! 16. '1

5
10

15 7

lAiaayadj''
No.' 172 - lA Well, XIV 15 19iik.VE 7

Total in No, 15 Group - 7 E.A.P, Squadrons iOO 97 53

No. 16 Jdro'LT.p

Beccles

No, 810 P.A.A. ~ Barraouda 12Ak.XIIIA 13 9

Langham
No. "6'12 - Well, ZIV
No. 524 ~ Yfell. XIV

Detaclriment No. 407 - lA Well. XIV

16iik.VEA

xik.IIIA

iXk.VIA

15 12

21 1220

4 4 4

North Coates

No. 236 - B/ftr, X - R.P.

No. 254. ̂ B/ftr, X - Torp.
(.ilosq.XVIII - Tsetse 6 pdr.

21Itfk.XII

■flv.XII
None

1120
21 1620

4 4 3
I

i-ianston
No, 822 P.A.A. - Barracuda 12 11.^^k.XIIIA 9

Khocke ~ N. Belptiun
No. 119 - Sv/ordfish III

I
; l,ik.XI 15 15 12

Total in No I6 Group -5g-R,A.P, + 2 P.A,A. Squadrons |122 126 88
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1st Iviay, 1 945 (Contd.)

I'lo._18 Group

Tyxje of
A.S.V.

Strength AvailableU.E.

Banff

"No.' 143 - Mosq. VI - R.P.
No. 235 - Mosq. VI - R.P.
No. 248 - Mosq. VI - R.P.
No. h01+ - Mosq. VI - R.P.
No. 333 Norge Plight - Mosq. VI - R.P.

None

None ,

None

i None

I None

20 20 15
1620 13

1420 19
20 19 12

8 810

Dallachy
No. 12f4 ~ B/ftr. X - R.P.
No. 455 R.A.A.P. - B/ftr. X - R.P.
No. 489 R.N.Z.A.F. ) B/ftr. X - Torp.

IvHc.XII

Mk.XlI

Mk.XII

20 21 11

20 20 9
18 1020

L^ch^s
'■ No. 266 - L/L Lih. VIII

No. 547 - L/L Lih. VI and VIII
8I&.VA & X

Mk.VA
15 14

1815 4

Milltown

No. 224 - L/L Lih. VIII Ifflc.X 15 17 9

Stornoway
¥0. 58 - Halifax II and III
No. 502 " Halifax II and III

615 12Mk.IIIB
IvIk.IIIB 15 14 12

Sullom Voe

No. 21 o'- L/L Cat. IVA
No, 330 Norge - Sund. Ill

Mk.VIIIA
Mk.IIIC

12 9 4
69 3

Tain

No. 86 - L/L Lih. VIII
No. 311 Czech - L/L Lih. VI

Mk.V & X
Mk.V &YA 15

15 15 9
14 10

R'oodhaven

No, 333 Norge Plight - Cat. IVA 2Mk.VIIIA 3 1

ISumhurgh

No. 1693 Plight - ./inson I |None 6 67

Total in No. 18 Group - 17'g' R.A.P. Squadrons I 285 164269 }
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1 St May, 1%5 (Cont.)

Mo. 19 Group

Type of
A.3.V.

U.E. Strength Available

Chivenor

No. 14 - L/L Well. XIV
No. 407 R.C.A.P. - L/L Well. XIV
(Detachment at Langham in No. Group)

Dunkeswell

No. 103

No. 105
No. 110

- U.S.N. Lib. PB^X
- U.S.N. Lib,

-U.S.N. Lib. PBZX"

IvQc.VI

Mk.VIA

15 15 9
11 13 9

Mk.VA

Mk.X

Mk.VA & L-

15 15 11

15 14 12

15 15 12

Mount Batten

No. 10 R.A.A.P. - Sund. Ill Mk.IIIC 12 12 7

Pembroke Dock

No. 228'- Sund. Ill and V Mk.IIIC & 12 12 7
VIC

No. 422 R.C.A.P. - Sund. Ill

No. 461 R.A.A.P. - Sund. Ill and V
12 10 8ivnc.iiic

Iik.IIIC & 12 13 10

VIC

St. Eval

No. 179 - L/L Warwick V
No.., 304 Pole - L/L Well. XT/

Upottery
Wo. 107 - U.S.N. Lib. PB4^
Wo. 112 - U.S.N. Lib. PB4I
Detachment No. 63 - U.S.N. Cat. - M.A.D.

iVIk.IIIB

Mk.VI
15 15 2

15 14 2

Mk.VA

Mk.VA & X 15
Mk.XIIIA'

15

4

11 9
15 13
4 2

Total in No, 19 Group - Tg R>A,P. + 5g-U.S.N. Squadrons 183 178 113

Iceland

Reykjavik
No. 53 - L/L Lib. VIII
Wo. 162 R.C.A.P. - Canso (Cat.Ill)

Mk.VA & X 15
JAk.II •15

15 5
11 7

Total in Iceland - 2 R.A.P. Squadrons 2630 12

Gibraltar

Wo. 458 R.A.A.P. - L/L W^ell.XIV
No. 22 S.A.A.P. Ventrra V

16Mk.VI

Mk.VIII
15 15
20 17 11

Total at Gibraltar - 1 R.A.P. + 1 S.A.A.P. Squadron i 35 j 33 26

No, 247 Group - Azores

Lagens

No. 220 - L/L Lib. VI
No. 114 - U.S.N. SA Lib. PBl^:

Mk.VA

Mk.VA
15 15 10

15 14 5

Total in the Azores - 1 R.A.P. + 1 U.S.W. Squadron 30 29 15
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1st May, 1945 (Cont.)

Photographic Reconnaissance

U.E. Strength Available

Benson

No. 541 - Spits. X, XI, XIX, Mustang III
No. 542 - Spits.
No. 5414. - Mosq.VI and XVI
Detachment at Leuchars

Ooulotnniers - Prance

No. 540 - Mosq. VI and XVI

}□; and XIXA,

23 23 17
20 20 19
20 22 14

20 19 9

Total R.P. - 4 Squadrons 83 84 59

Air Sea Rescue

Tiree

No. 281 - \7arwxck I, Sea Otter
Detachments at Limavady and Valley

Beccles
No. 280 - Warwick I
No. 278 - Walrus, Sea Otter
Detachments at Thomey Island & Hawkinge

Banff

No. 279 " Warwick I, Sea Otter, Hurricane
lie

Detachments at Thomaby and Wick

14 20 4

2624 7
16 19 12

28 38 15

St. Eval

No. 282 - Warwick I, Sea Otter
Detachment at Exeter

14 23 10

Azores Lagens
No. 269 ~ Yfarwick I, Walrus, Hudson,

Spit.VB, Martinet, Anson
Combined A.S.R. and Meteorological

1617 10

Total A.S.R, - 6 Squadrons 113 142 58

Meteorological

Tiree

No, 518 - Halifax III and V 22 29 13
Ballvhalbert

No. 1402 Plight - Spit.VII, Hurricane IIC
Lanaham

No. 521 - Portress II, IIA, Hurricane IIC

6 10 9

12 9 5

Wick

No. 519 - Portress II, IIA, Spit.VII 615 14

Brawdy
No. 517 - Halifax III and V

Iceland - Reykjavik
No. 251 - Portress II, IIA, Hudson III,

IIIA

1613 7

12 12 3

Gibraltar - North Front

Wo. 520 - Hal. Ill, V, Hudson III,
Hurricane IIC

13 11 4

Total Meteorological - 6-^ Squadrons 93 101 47
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Summary of Coastal Command for 1st Majj 1945

Group U.E. Strength Available Eumber of Squadrons

Wo. 15
Wo. 16

Wo. 18

Wo. 19
Iceland

Gibraltar

Azores

100 97 53 7 H.A.P.

5i R.A.E. + 2 P.A.A.
17f R.A.P.

R.A.E. + 5^ U.S.W.
2 R.A.P.

1  R.A.P.

1  R.A.P. + 1 U.S.W.
1 S.A.A.P

126122 88

285 269 164
183 178 113

2630 12

2635 33 .
30 29 15

Coastal Command

Battle Line
785 42^ R.A.P. + 2 P.A.A. + 6-|- U.S.W. = 51:758 471

Photo-Recce

A.S.R.

Meteorological

83 84 59 4 Squadrons
6  Squadrons
6'g- Squadrons

113 142 58
93 101 47

Distribution as between A/U and Anti-shipping

imti-U-boat Anti-shippingGroup

Squadrons U.E. Str. Av. Squadrons U.E. Str, Av.

Wo. 15 59, 120, 36, 201,
202, 423, 172
7 Squadrons

100 97 53 Wone.

Wo. 16 810, 822, half 407. 28
2|- Squadrons

28 119, 524, 612,
236, 254
5 Squadrons

22 98 6694

Wo. 18 206, 547, 224,210,
330, 86, 311,
half 333, half 1693
8 Squadrons

105 102 54 143, 235, 248,
404, 114, 455,
489, 58, 502,
half 333.

9-^ Squadrons

167180 110

Wo. 19 14, 10, 228, 422,
461, 179, 304, 103
105, 107, 110, 112
half 24)7, half 63
13 Squadrons

I83 178 113 Wone

Iceland 53, 162
2 Squadrons

2630 12 Wone

Gibraltar 458, 22
2 Squadrons

2635 33 Wone

Azores 220, 114
2 Squadrons

30 29 15 Wone

36-^ SquadronsBattle

Line
14^ Squadrons511 493 295 274265 176
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No, 16 Group Standing Operational Instruction No* 12

Co-operation between 'ffellingtons and. Beaufighters in attack of eneiTQr siurface
forces at night

Code Name - Operation Percolate

(O.C. Pile/s. 15,491)

Introduction

During forthcoming operations we must be prepared to attack enemy
surface forces by night as well as by day,

0\ar main striking forces are the Beaufighter Squadrons,

3, The aim is to locate enemy forces by Wellington cross-over patrols and
to home Beauf ightez's on to the Wellington, which is to illuminate the enemy
to facilitate cannon and shallow dive bombing attacks by the Beauf ighters,
In order to reduce the time interval betvreen locating the enemy ard effecting
a rendezvous between the Vfellington and Beaufighter, the Beatifighters will
nonaally be airborne on standing patrols.

Procedure when Beaufighters are airborne on Standing Patrols

On making an A.S.V, contact the Wellington is to malce a W/T sighting
report \ising the group ‘414*. The Wellington is to close in and try to make
visual sighting, and to do this flares and cartridges illuminating may be

used.

1.

2.

1.

a

2. On making a visual sighting of the enemy, the ’vYellington is to;-

(i) Ivlake a W/T sighting report \jsing the group *425* followed by the
nimaber and type of the enemy in Self Evident Code,

(id) Switch on 'Speckled Band* and 'Rooster',(O

(iii) Call the Beaufighters on V,H,P, and repeat the sighting report to
them,

(iv) Attack the enemy with bombs, using the Me. XIV bombsight, if
possible from 4,000 feet.

On intercepting the W/T ard/or the V,H,P, E/T sighting report of visual
contact, the Beaufighters are to:-

(i) Acknowledge the Wellington's message on V.H,P, E/t

(ii) Home on to the Wellington

(iii) Inform the Wellington by V.H.P, E/T or W/T of their E.T.A.

3.

(l) 'Speckled Band* was a special transmitter for retransmitting  the
aircraft jposition in Gee co-ordination, when wiLthin Gee cover, to
base, relay or other aircraft,

'Rooster' was an airborne homing beacon on 150 cms. for A.S,V,
Mark II, Lucero or SCR,729.
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4. Five minutes before the E.T.A. of the Beaufighters, the Wellington is to
drop six flame floats which are to be used by the Beaufighter as a datum poin'fc.

5« On locating the datum point the Beaufighters are to orbit at heights to
be ordered at the briefing. Each aircraft is to transmit by W/T grouj) *491'
followed by the aircraft's letter and by V.H.P, R/T the code word
followed by the aircraft's letter,
signals.

Ctontaot'

The Wellington is to acknowledge these

Procedure when Beaufighters are held at Immediate Readiness on the ground

On making an A.S.V. contact the Wellington is to make a YiT/tr sighting
report using the group *414'. The Wellington is to close in and try to make
visual sighting and to do this flares and cartridges illuminating may be

1.

a

2. On making a visual sighting of the enemy, the Wellington is to:-

(i) Make W/T sighting report using the group ‘425*followed by the
number and type of the enemy in Self Evident Code,

(ii) Attack the enemy with bombs \ising the Mk. XIV bombsight, if
possible from 4,000 feet,

il- 2“ Receipt of the W/P sighting report of visual contact with the enemy,
this Headquarters will order off the Beaufighters which are being held at
Immediate Readiness,

4. ̂  The Beavifighters are to navigate to within 40 miles of the last reported
position of the enemy and are then to home on to the Wellington.

5. The Beaufighters are to inform the Wellington by V,H,P, R/T and W/t of
their E,T,A, The Wellington is to:-

(i) Fifteen minutes before the Beaufighters' E.T,A., switch on
'Speckled Band' and 'Rooster',

(ii) Five minutes before the Beaufighter's E.T.A., drop six flame floats
which are to be used by the Beaufighters as a datum point,

6, On locating the datum point the Beaufighters are to orbit at heights to
be ordered at the briefing. Each aircraft is to transmit by W/T group '491 *
followed by the aircraft's letter, and by V.H.F. R/T the code wori 'contact'
followed by the aircraft's letter,
signals.

The Y/ellington is to acknowledge these

7. BeWeen the time of despatch of the first report of visual sighting of
E.T.A, of the Beaufighters, the Wellington is to transmit

by rt/i aji5)lifying reports at least once every 15 minutes. The last reported
position of the enemy is to be taken by the Beaufighters as the revised
rendezvous position.

Illumination of the enemy on dark nd.ghts -

The Wellington, on receipt of GOfo of the '491s' or 'Contacts' is to
climb to 4,000 feet and close the enemy, transmitting on V,H,P, R/T and W/T
the course being steered. This is to indicate to the Beairfighters the

from the datum point. YiThen over the enemy at 4>000 feet
tne vvellington is to set course with the same heading as the enemy and' is to
^op flares into the wind in the form of a letter'H', Two parallel lines of
flares ̂ e to be laid parallel to the track of the enemy, so that the first

of each line is half a mile ahead and one mile on eaoh beam of the

1o
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leading vessels when the flares are at 500 to 1,000 feet,

the ’H* is to be approximately half way along the paradlel lines of the flares.
The cross bar of

The flares for the parallel legs of the 'ii’ are to be spaced at one
The flares foming the

2.

second intervals and dropped from the bomb-bays,
c3?oss-bar of the 'H' acre to be dropped at five second spacing through the
flare chute.

Before dropping the flares the Wellington is to transmit ‘Ready
V,H,P, R/T and group ‘632’ on Tir/r.
the Wellington is to transmit ‘now

Illumination of the eneny on moonlight nights

V/hen there is a quarter moon or more, and provided that the moon is not
obscured by cloud in the target area, flares are to be dropped as described
in the preceding section but UP-MOON of the enemy,
for the direction of the T/ind in order that the flares should be up-moon of
the enemy when the flares are at 500 to 1,000 feet,

Inter-commiinication aid spacing of flares is to be ais given in the
preceding section.

i3. on

At the time of release of the first flar
t

1,

Allowance is to be made

2,

e

on both V,H.P, R/T and

Attack by Beaufighters

Beaufighters are to attack the enemy when the flares are at 500 to
1,000 feet.

Method of homing Beaufighters on to the Wellington

The following methods may be used by Beaufighters for homing on to the
YYellington:-

(i) A,S,V, on to the Wellington’s Rooster

(ii) Gee technique

(iii) D,R, navigation to the Wellington’s position based on frequent Gee
fixes taken by the Bea\ifighter.

Enemy position reports

Enemy positions are to be reported in lettered co-ordinates. Gee
co-ordinates are NOT to he used.

Free bombing area

A free bombing area in wbJLch all surface craft sighted may be attacked
will be detailed by this Headquarters. Outside the free bombing area,
surface craft must not be attacked without specific orders.

Bomb Loads

Bombs and Flares are to be carried as ordered by this Headquarters.

Headquarters No, 16 Group

11th May 1944*
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No. 19 G-roup Operation Order No. 2/l9^A

Operation Canoodle

(C.C. Pile/T.S. 15,467)

Enemy Forces1.

E-boats operating from bases in the Brest and Cherbourg peninsulas attack
oui' south and southwest coast convoys with torpedoes or lay mines in the swept
channels. They normally prefer dark nights, but in an emergency such as a

possible invasion- may be e^qpected to operate on all nights.

Own Forces

2. Naval

Destroyers and light coastal forces patrol outer covering lines along our
coast, and also provide close escort for convoys.

3. Air

(i) No. 524 Squadron at Davidstow^ Moor equipped with V/ellingtons.

(ii) Nos. 144 and 404 Squadrons at Davidstow Moor on Beaufighters.

(iii) No. 235 Beaufighter and No. 248 Mosquito Squadrons at Portreath may
be called upon to provide anti-flak cover,

(iv) Nos. 816 and 838 P.A.A. Squadrons at Perranporth and Harrowbeer
respectively equipped Y/ith R.P. STOrdfish.

(v) No. 415 Squadron Albacores at Winlcleigh operating mder G. C.I.
control by No. 10 Group P.C.

Intention

(i) To locate and report enemy light siirface forces, to illimiinate them
with flares if so ordered and to home our own surface forces or strike

aircraft,

(ii) To attack enemy surface forces mth bombs when so ordered by
A.C.H.Q.

4.

5. Execution

When so ordered. No. 524 Squadron is to maintain the cross-over or line
patrols as detailed by current Forms Green.

On making an A.S.Y. contact, the aircraft is to close in and try to make
Flares wall be dropped to identify the craft as laid dovm.

mien it is identified as hostile the aircraft is to
FirstRooster is NOT to be used.

6.

a sighting,
in current Forms Green.

s-witch it's Mark III I.F.F. to stud 4.

sighting and amplifying reports ai'e to be transmitted in the normal way.

The aircraft is to continue to shadow the enemy force either visually or

by radar, remaining as nearly as possible over it. Once every 20 minutes, or
in the event of a change of course by the enemy, an amplifying report is to be
made. It is essential that later signals should refer to previous reports in
order that A.C.H.Q. may be quite certain that the same enemy force is being
referred to.

7.
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8.. Illimdnation of the enemy for our awn sijrface forces

A succession of flares anc^or flame floats is to be dropped to the south
of the enemy when ordered by the A. C.H. Q. or as ordered on V. H. P. E/T by the
S.O. Naval Strilcing Force. The GrouiJ to be used from A.P.1927 is 63I, which
is to be read as 'Illuminate the enemy at. time)'. Ydien an order
to drop flame floats only is transmitted by A. C.H. Q. it will be by A.P.1927
Group 629 “1, followed by the required time - 'Indicate enemy by flame floats

(time)'. Failing an order as above, vdien our own light
surface forces and the enemy are seen on the A. S.V. screen, flame floats only
are to be dropped. The procedure to be followed v/ill be covered by specific
orders whenever possible in the current Forms Green, but great care is alv/ays
to be talcen to avoid illuminaling our avm forces.

9. The aircraft is not to close within 5>000 yards of our own surface
forces. Should our own surface forces TO.sh to illuminate the enemy with
star-shell in addition to the illumination provided by aircraft they vdll so
inform the shadov/ing aircraft by V.H.F.
leave the immediate vicinity of the target,
is fired by our o\m surface forces vdthout v/arning.

Illumination of the enemy for our air striking forces

ahead at

The shadowing aircraft will then
It will also do so if star-shell

10.

The aircraft will shadow and report as above with the Mark III I.P.P.

It vdll drop flame floats and a flare near the enemy at
When the leader of

svdtched to stud 4.

the time ordered by A.C.H.Q. to home the striking force,
our strildng force (if Beaufighters) requests illumination by V.H.P., the tar
get will be illuminated with flares as necessary.
A.C.H.Q. ̂ dll be A.P.1927 Group 629 “ 3> followed by the required time -

(time)’.
■vdll alsO' authorise the shadovdng aircraft to attack with bombs at the time
indicated.

The executive order from

indicate enemy by flame floats and one flare at This signal

If the captain cannot bomb at the time gi-ven or within plus or
minus two minutes, the permission to bomb is cancelled and fresh instructions
are to be sought from Control.

11. If the striking force is composed of Swordfish aircraft, the shadowing
aircraft ■will be given an E.T.A. by A.C.H.Q. at which to commence dropping
flares,

attack talce place, or it runs out of flares.

12. In the event of failure to establish either W/T or V.H.P. contact, the
leader of the air striking force ■will fire green Verey lights on his E.T.A. at
the target to indicate ■bhat he is ready to attack,
will then illuminate the enemy ■without f^urther orders.

It vdll then continue to illuminate the target until it sees an

The shadowing aircraft

13. Immediately after malcing the first sighting report of surface vessels the
shadovdng aircraft is to report weather in the area of the sighting, using
Group 54c from A.P.1927.
information is to be sent in A.R.C.

If the sighting is of a U-boat, the weather

14. Attack on enemy light surface forces by- Wellington aircraft

If the area is clear of oxn? ovm. surface vessels and an order is received

from A. C.H. Q., bombing attacks maybe made by the shadowing aircraft. For
this purpose aircraft are to carry, in addition to the maximum n^umber of
flares, 4 - 500 lb. M. C. bombs fused vdth No. idi- (air burst) pistol and
tail delay. Bombs so fused must NOT be droirped from below 1 ,000 feet.
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German naval forces available alon^ the Dutch-3?Vench
coastline 6th June 1944

Admty. E.D.3.2/53

The P.O.I.G. Y/estern Sea Defences was responsible to the C. in C.

Naval Group West for the sea defences (patrols, minesweeping, convoy escort
etc,) in the area Dutciy'Belgian border, through the English Channel and down
the west coast of Prance as far* as Bayonne near the Spanish border.
Command was sub-divided into:-

The 2nd Division - Dutch/Belgian border to Cherbourg

Ref:

The

The 3rd Division - Cherbo;rrg to Lorient

The 4th Division - Lorient to Bayonne

On the 6th Jme 1944, it had a personnel strength of 30,940 and 463
miscellaneous vessels

65 ̂  R-boats
53 "• M class mine-sweepers
41 - gun carrying artillery barges
129 - Steam trawlers (auxiliary patrol or convoy escort duties)
126 - Steam drifters (auxiliary minesweeping, escort or harbour defence)
22 - Sperrbrecher (mine clearance vessels of up to 6,000 tons)
27 - Other small auxiliary craft

In addition to these, Naval Groi:?? West controlled five IZl class destroyers,
five Movre class and one class torpedo boats and 34 E-boats.

Description of types

1,800 tons - 8 torpedo tubes, 5 *" 15 cm- giris,
4-3.7 cm. guns and 10-2 cm. flak cannon. -
speed 36 knots.

'Z* class destroyers

Mowe class torpedo boats 800 tons - 6 torpedo tubes, 3 - 10.5 cm. guns
and 2 - M, G. s speed 33 Icnots.

800 tons - 6 torpedo tubes, 3 10,5 cm. gims
and 2 - H. G.S - speed 33 loiots.

90 tons - 2 torpedo tubes, 1 - 3.7 cm. gun and
2-2 cm. flalc cannon.

90 tons - naval motor minesweeper - 1 - 3.7 cm.
gun and 2 - M. G. s Speed 1 8 to 20 Icnots.

Navy built minesweeper/escort vessel - 6OO to
750 tons,
and 2 - M. G. s - speed 17 loiots.

Mine clearance ships — These were ex-merchant
vessels specially strengthened and varying
between 1,000 and 6,000 tons.

Gunbarges - 300 to 2)-00 tons -2-8.8 cm. guns,
2-7,5 cm. guns, 1 - 3.7 cm. gun and 4-8.6 cm.
rockets - speed 9 Icnots.

Speea. 35 to 40 knots.

2 - 10.5 cm. guns, 3 - 3*7 cm. guns

T clas torpedo boats

Schnellboot (E-boat)

Raumboot (fi-boat)

Hinensuchboot (M class)

Sperrbrecher

Artillerietrager (A-boat)
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Pischdampfer (trawlers)
and Walboot (rvtialers)

Prom 150 to 500 tons. Used as patrol vessels,
anti-submarine vessels, and escort vessels.
Carried flak cannon and M.G. s

Vorpostenboot (Vp boat)

U-bootsjagelboot (U-J boat)

ItriegsfischKutter (K.P.K.
boat)

MotorfiscliKutter (M.P.K.
boat)Logger

Patrol vessel - see above.

Anti-submarine vessel - see above

) Drifters up to I50 tons used as auxiliary
) minesweepers, harbour defence and local escort
) duties. Carried flak cannon and M.G.s.

The disposition of German surface forces - 6th June 192,1.
(S-boat = motor torpedo boat

Holland to Dunkirk

E-boat = motor mines\teeper)

Ymuiden

8th S-boat flotilla
2nd S-boat flotilla

4 boats
2 boats

Bruges

8th R-boat flotilla

iOthVp. flotilla
12 boats

13 boats

Ostend

36th M.S. flotilla
2nd S-boat flotilla

35 boats

5 boats

Dunlcirk

2nd R-boat flotilla 11 boats

Northern Prance

Boulogne

4th S-boat flotilla

4th R-boat flotilla

2nd Gun barge flotilla -

8 boats

11 boats

16 boats

Die-one

14th E-boat flotilla 12 boats

Pecaxip

8th Gun barge flotilla - 15 boats

Le Havre

5th Torpedo boat flotilla
15th Vp. flotilla
38th M.S. flotilla

5 Mowe class torpedo boats
21 boats

50 boats
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Ouistrehai^i

10th R-hoat flotilla 12 boats

)Isigny

Port en Bessin ) 6th Gun barge flotilla
St. Vaast ))

-  11 boats

Cherbourg

5th S-boat flotilla

9th S-boat flotilla

8 boats

7 boats

St, IKalo

Z^6th M.S. flotilla
2nd Vp. flotilla

20 boats

23 boats

Western Prance

Brest

One T. Class torpedo boat
40th M.S. flotilla
24th M.3. flotilla

7th Vp. flotilla

28 boats

8 boats

16 boats

Concameau

6th M,S. flotilla
6th Sperrbrecher flotilla -

7 boats

12 ships

Benodet

6 boats2nd H.S. flotilla

Lorient

16 boats14th U.J. flotilla

St. Wasaire

6th V.p. flotilla 15 boats

Painiboeuf

8 boats10th M.S, flotilla

Wantes

26th M.S. flotilla 8 boats

42nd M.S. flotilla 20 boats

La Pallice

One destroyer Z. 23
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Glrcmde Estuary

Royan

Z.24, ̂ .32 and ZH.1
8 boats

Three destroyers
8th M.S. flotilla

2nd Sperrbrecher flotilla - 10 ships

Panllac

8 boats28th M. S. flotilla

Blaye

i44thM.S. flotilla 25 boats

Bordeainc

Z.37one destroyer

Southern Biscay

Bayonne

4th Vp. flotilla 12 boats
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The Schnorchel Smoke Myth

The salient points giving rise to the Schnorchel Smoke
Myth era have been described in Chapter V section (v).
era was born in the gro?*ing frustration of failing to siglit
U-boats known to be in specific areas,
of incipient waterspouts, or -ivillyv/av/s as they are called, had
an mfortunate sequel,
visual look-out was far more likely to i^ick tjp schnorchels by
seeing their tell-tale smoke than by radar or visual indicaticn
of the schnorchel head,

mind the absence of something tangible, go for the smoke*.

Even in the very early days of schnorchelling little
smoke or white looking vapour was emitted, as vidtness the
genuine ejmraple in photograph No. 1.
the technique of sclinorchelling became highly developed and no
U-boat engineer officer would dream of allowing more than a
Tvdsp of steamy exhaust smoke to appear, able as he vfas to
verify this by a glance through the periscope,
insignificant emission might in calm v/eather be visible to
aircraft loo3r-outs at a couple of miles or so but such a range
was considerably less than could be registered by A.S.V. under
these conditions on the protruding scluiorchel head,
ro’jgher sea conditions v/hich defeated radar contact, the wind
would diaperse all traces of the exhaust immediately,
the night, excessive esdiaust smoke could not be checked
through the periscope but the cover of darlmess made this
unimportant.

The

The mis-identification

This v/as the belief that daytime

The attitude became one of 'Never

Prom the autumn of 1944

This

In the

During

V/hen reports of sightings and attacks came in supported
by photographs such as Nos. 3, 3A, 4, 4A, 5 aJ^d 5A it was at
a time when there had been a drastic fall in any kind of
positive location-of the many U-boats knom to be at sea.
No. 2 photograph had not yet re-appeared from the dusty
shelves of 'archives' and everyone had forgotten that way
back in dime 1943 arid earlier there had been some photographs
taken of the natui-al Vfaterspout phenomenon. In any case such
objects were at that time of no interest in the U-boat war.

As a result the November 1944 photographs, coupled with the
circ-umstantial air crew reports, were adjudged to be of
genuine schnorchelling U-boats regardless of the fact that

they were quite unlike photograph No, 1. It is now apparent
that they are identical m-bh photograph No. 2 and it follows

that all sightings which contain the description of 'white
smoke', 'vdiite vapour' or 'white water mo-virg at the head of
a long or marked viralce' are suspect. Where supported by
photographs such as Nos. 6, 6A, 7, 7A, 8, 9, 9A, 10 and 11
they become definitely bogus because all are in fact of

-willywav/s. Actually, photographs Nos. 7 and 7A were at last
recognised, at the end of March, a.s being of a 7/aterspout
through the production about tliis time of No. 2 photograph
from 'archives' but the harjm had been done. It proved
impossible to stop the bogus sightings and even at the end of
April 1945 willyT;;raws were still being attacked.

If further proof is needed, it comes from the logs of
the U-boats themselves or the U-boat Command records. In

many cases the precise position of the nearest U-boat at the

time and date of the claimed sighting show tha.t the aircraft
can only have seen a v/illyivaw or other natural phenomenon.
These records ciso establish that, when oh patrol, little or
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schnorchelling was done in daylight hours and even on

passage only a minirflum was indvilged in during the day.
night, -whether recharging batteries on patrol or gaining ground

passage, schnorchelling was not, continuous but was
U-boats rarely

schnorchelled down vd.nd if they could avoid it, partly because

in a following sea the necessary accurate depth keeping v^-as

difficult and partly because a following wind tended to blow

the foul exhaust gases straight into the air intalce.
capable of making 7 Icnots while schnorchelliig, U-boats on

seldom maintained more than h- knots and those risking

no

At

on

restricted to relatively short bursts.

Although

passage

its use by day on patrol would make even less speed through
the vrater. Little or no walce mark vro\ild be seen.

Other points which have a bearing on the subject are tha'c

some aircrews reported a very marked air turbulence when
low over the head of the walce and which caused severe

This is exactly v/hat one would expect if flying over
Also even if

passing

bumps,
a tvd

See Appendix
VI - Accounts

(13) and (16)

-sting colxmin of rapidly, rising air.
excessive smoke was beirg emitted by a genuine U-boat, any
■wi'nd would blow it away to leeward keeping close to the
surface,

the vapour cloud at the head of the wake rises vertically.
Finally, the W'hirling spray beirg sucked up by a iiTillywaw gave
no echo on either IvSc. II metric or I/flc. Ill centimetric
but was sometimes dense enoirgh to register on IQc.V and later
models of radar,
unfortunate result of influencirg current opinion to believe
there must be a scimorchel head present to give this echo
althoigh the 'smoke’ might veil it from visual observation.

The bogus photographs all show plenty of vdnd but

When such contact was obtained it had the

Another source of very misleading reports made its
This wras the equally natural

In 1942 they
appearance at this period,
phenomenon of whales, blackfish and porpoises,
had been mistaken for partially submerged U-boats and, after
much indoctrination among air crevfs, had been elimina.ted from
constant and wasteful attack. Nov/ they returned once more to
swell the list of bogus sightings because the plumes of
vapourised exhalation became identified with "smoke from a

On closer approach, aircraft look-schnorchelling U-boat,
outs frequently saw a surging object leaving a wake or merely

line of disturbed water with the spout vapour hanging above
Photograph No. 12 shows one of these manamals actually

In calm weather conditions this spout vapour

a

it.

spouting,
rises to quite 50 feet, is steamy white in colour visible on
clear days for many miles, and persists for 15 minutes or more
before gradually dissolving. Furthermore their authors'
presence under water registers strongly on hydrophones even
to producing measurable beats of their powerful tails
accompanied by the cavitation sv/ish which characterizes a
propeller,
ascribed to a submerged U-boat,
relatively fev/ up to December 19AA but rapidly increased in
19^5, attaining a pealc in April when some twenty or more w'ere
responsible for "schnorohelling U-boat" reports.

Hence much of the sono-buoy e-vidence so often
Such sightings were

In the succeeding Appendix VT is given a chronological
list of suspect sightings starting in September 1944 when

The wording of each account is taken
A postwar (l955) comment is

One is forced to the conclusion that all

they first appeared,
from the actual crew reports.
attached to each.
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Most are of active or moribund mllywaws, someare bogus,
are of Vfhale spouts and some are not identifiable but

definitely are not U-boats.

It wouild seem desirable, now in 1955, to disabuse present
day anti-schnorchel branches and training centres of any
ideas they may have imbued from 194V^4-5 recorded experience
that a genviine sclmorchelling s-ubmarine looks anything like

the natural vdiirlivind or whale phenomena so frequently present
aromd cur coasts in certain weather conditions. Apart from

avoiding mistalcen attacks and the squandering of valuable
weapons, such failure in recognition can result, as it did in

192*V45, in very wasteful foliow-up hunting by relief aircraft
and surface forces what time genuine enemy submarines may
remain on patrol undetected. Furthermore, the reporting of

bogus sclmorchelling results in a false picture of hostile

submarine dispositions and may cause unnecessary re-routeing
of shipping or convoys, possibly into really dangerous areas.

SECRET
(85404)361
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No.1

Attacked by U.S.N, Liberator B/110 Squadron atA genuine Schnorchel (U.275)*
1654 A hours 18 June ^^kk■,5 miles north of Guernsey.

The U-boat is steering towards the reader with Schnorchel eind the after periscope up.

5

s
■

No. 2

A whirlwind or incipient waterspout taken on 2 June 1943 by a Sunderland pilot in a
position just west of Ireland,

As can be seen, this haa nothing in conanon with No,1 photograph.



A depth charge attack by Canso X/162 Squadron on an assumed Schnorohelling U-boat at
1648 A bom's, 6 November 1944 in 6012N x 2C40W,

The explosions are across the wake and the spray apex can be seen Just to the right.

Post war e-vidence - No U-boat was within 180 miles of this positicn.

N0.3A

photograph taken after the attack. There is no difference in the phenoiaenon which
is still advancing down wind. Note the long and marked wake.
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The first depth charge attack by Sunderland U/201 Squadron at 11AO A hours
9 Norember 19^*4 la 5550N x 0655ff on an assumed Schnorchelling U-boat,

The spray apex is on the extreme left at the head of the marked wake.

m

No.U

The second depth charge attack nine minutes later on the same object by U/201 Sqn.

No genuine U-boat would be likely to continue Sohnorohelling through twoNote;-

close attacks.
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NO. 5

A depth charge attack by Sunderland t/201 Squadron at 1i»08 A hours 16 November 1%4
In 55MtN X 0909N on an assinned Schnorchelling U-boat.

The explosions are across the eake and the spray apex can be seen Just to the right.

Photograph taken after the attack by T/201 fran 300 feet,
phenomenon which continued to advance dovm vdnd.
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NOo6

Photograph taken by Halifax Y/518 meteorological Squadron from 200 feet at 1400 A
hours 21 Januaxy 1945 and assumed to bo a Schnorchelling U-boato

Note the broad and marked nako travelling dom wind.
Position - 5837N x 0950W (West of the Butt of Lewis),

ft

Nc*

V

No. 6a

The sprayhead is not so prominent but theAnother photograph taken a little later,
"bow wave" is very apparent.
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No.7

Photograph taken by Liberator T/86 Squadron at 1632 A hours 30 Uaroh 1945 in 6000N x
O5IOW (North of Cape ftrath) just before depth charges aere dropped on it.

'CBE

F

Og/O^

N0.7A

Photograph taken I6 minutes after the explosions by T/86.

Note the similarity to all the other photographs except N0.I.

This was recognised at the time as being an incipient waterspout but the marked
similarity to all proTious "assumed sofanorohellers" was not appreciated.
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No. 8

Taken by Catalina q/202 Sqxiadron at 2014 A hours 29 April 1945 in the Irish Sea two
minutes after a depth charge attack on "smoke and moving wake".

I

f,.

TamaaraafTmTW-naifSBa

No. 9

A depth charge attack by Catalina p/202 Squadron on "smoke and a moving wake" at
1950 A hours 30 April in the Irish Sea.

The spray apex is just to the right of the explosions.
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N0.9A

Photograph taken ten minutes later by p/202 Squadron of the same object from 500 feat.

Once more this is nothing like the genuine schnorohel in N0.I photograph.
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No. 12

A whale and its spout vapour photographed after an attaolc on "sohnorohel smoke"
just southwest of Ireland on 23 February 1945 by U.S.N. Liberator J/l03 Squadron.

»

>

462 TAIN bMAY '45//Ci 86/5". ATTACK on 0/aoAT.^7*52'N. lo49 E. 15

No. 13

A genuine sohnorohel and perisoope taken as a stiok of depth charges splashed
into the sea ahead of it. Note no smoke and a very sli^t wake. This attaok
was made by Liberator G/86 Squadron at l839 B hours on 6 May 1945 some 10 miles
northeast of the Skaw and sank U.1008.
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No. 14

A genuine sohnorohel photographed by U.S.N. Liberator K/103 Squadron at 1940 B
hours on 25 April 1945 in position 28 miles W.S.W. of Ushant. Note the speed
is at least six knots in daylight in this supposed safe area. Even so, no
smoke and little wake is being made. Two Mark 24 Minos are entering the sea in
the baokgzound and a sono-buoy in the foreground.

4
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No. 14A

Three minutes later the Mark 24 Mines have bit the D-boat and arw eiploding.
U.1107 was destroyed. One body oame to the surface amidst a pool of oil fuel.
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No. 10

An attaok by Sundarland H/201 Squadron at 1135 B hours 30 April 1%.5 in the Irish
Sea on a presumed sohnorohelling U-boat.

6M/1'?.45v2/421- fJS“ ATT/mk oV fiossiatSl PO

SS31N. oOSQ^.

In oalm weather a collapsed willywaw often left a little oloudlike fomatlon
near the surface,

at 1412 A hours 8 March 1943.
An attack by Sundarland VV22 Squadron off Northern Ireland
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The Geopyaphioal distribution of bogus Sohnorohel Smoke Sittings
and attacks on non-sub oil-slicks

iVhales

Blackfish etc.

Smoke

Markers
Area V^illywsws Oil Slicks

Northern

Transit
5 12 k5

Vrestem

Transit
25 12 2

Off Northern

Ireland
710 4 12

Butt of Ler/is

to Orkneys
8 1 35 .

Bristol Channel

132to

So of Ireland

411 4Irish Sea o

222English Channel

East Coast

Scotland
51 35

35195044Totals
L
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Bogus SightinjTs and Attacks on supposed U-boats.

September 1 944 to Ivlay 194-5

(1) 1026 B/2/9/44 - Sunderland 1^2^23 Squadron in weather p/lO
cloud, base 2,000 ft. , sea mod., wind 20 to 25 knots, vis.
20 miles: sighted some white vapour on the siirface of the sea

distant 8 miles in 5508N x 0918l'i’.
the approach and the vapour appeared to be emitted from a
point on the sea.

4 miles away the vapour disappeared and nothing was seen on

arrival over the spot.

Binoculars were used on

No contact on Mark III A.S.V. When still

North of

Ireland

Post War - U.2>B2 was the only U-^oat in the area and on this

day was 50 miles to the north, where she torpedoed a ship.
This sighting was probably of v/hales spouting or  a moribund
willywaw.

(2) 1525B/7/9/2}Ji. “ Sunderland C/423 Squadron in weather ̂ /10
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea slight, wind 10 knots; sighted a
wisp of white vapour or steam coming from a point on the

surface of the sea distant 8 miles in 5532N x 08l6W.
contact on Mark III A.S.V.

and the vapour disappea2:^d when the aircraft was about a mile
away leaving a slight disturbance on the sea.
interval was too long to justify an attack.

Post War - Altho\igh both U.482 and 248 were on patrol in the

neighbourhood, neither did. any sclinorchelling by day.
sighting was probably of a irfiale spouting.

No

Binoculars were used on approach

The time

This

North of

Ireland

(3) IOO3B/1 l/9/it4 - Sunderland D/423 Squadron in weather ̂ 10
cloud, base 1,600 feet, sea slight with a few white caps, wind
13 knots 210OT.;
the surface about 9 miles away in 565IN x 08C4W.
on Mark III A.S.V.

sighted whitish vapour or steam coming from
No contact

Binoculars were used on approach and the

North of

Ireland

vapotu: appeared to be issuing from a hidden source at or just
under the surface,

disappeared leaving a short wake about IOO feet long in a
direction 015°/195°.

When still about' 2 miles away the vapour

An attack with 4 '* Mlc. XI D.C, s was made aimed about JOO
feet southward of what was asstmied as the head of the wake.
No significant after results were seen,
credited with the probable sinlring of U.484 and was bracketted
with an equally probable attack made on 9 September by
H.M. G. Ships 26 miles to the southeastward.

This attack was

Post War “ U.398 was on patrol in the neighbourhood but did no
schnorchelling by day. In view of the unlikelihood of the

sighting being other than a whale spouting or a willywaw, it
is considered that U.482t. had already been sunk on 9 September
by H.M.G. ships.

(4) 2100B/1^9/44 ~ Si-uiderland O/33O Norge Squadron in
weather I/IO cloud, sea calm, little wind; sighted vdiat was
described as a schnorchel exhaust cloud about 5 miles distant

in 6323N X 051OW.
before arrival over the spot leaving no trace.

Post War - It is considered this was the spout vapo-ur from a
whale.

No contact on A.S.V. This disappeared

There were no U-boats vn.thin 60 miles.

N.N.E. of

the Faeroes

No suspect sightings of this nature occurred during October 192*4.

(85404)365 SECRET
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(5) 09464/3/11/^14 •* R.C.A.F. Caiaso yi/'\62 Squadron in weather
snow showers, sea state 5» wind. 23 knots 268OT; sighted
5 miles away a pronounced walce \7ith a vapour cloud at the head
proceeding down v/ind in 615QN x 1802W.
A.S.V.

No contact on Mark II

The target was soon lost in a snow shower, re-appeared
for a few seconds and was then finally lost in a fliirry of

Sono-huoys were dropped and were reported to have
An attack was

snow,

given positive evidence of a submerged U-boat,

South of

Iceland

made with one Mark 24 mine but no res\fLts were heard or seen.

Post War - The nearest U-boat was U. 396 who was 225 miles

away to the northeast of this position.

(6) 16484/5/11/Vf - R.C.A.P. Canso Vl62 Squadron (with
different crew) in weather 7/l0 cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea
rough, wind 30 Icnots 3OOOT, vis. 10 miles but reduced to less

than 2 miles in snow showersj sighted throiogh binoculars an
unusual movement in the sea distant 5 miles in 6012N x 2040ff,
On closing, a vapour cloud was seen rising at the head of a

100 yard frothy walce,
D.C,s which straddled the wake,

vapour cloud continued to advance,
were taken of the attack.

a

An attack was made with 3 •“ l&rk XI
No results followed and the

A set of good photographs

South of

Iceland

Post War - The nearest U-boat was U. 396, who on this day was
250 miles away to the northeast of this position,
graphs show a very marked similarity to one taken in Jime 1943
of a lonown waterspout or willywaw.
previous sighting in this list was not of a U-boat, it is

virtually certain from the photographic agreement that both

were on willywaws.

The photo-

As we know now that the

(7) O8I7A/8/II/44 “ Sunderland 1^^330 Norge Squadron in weather
frequent snow and sleet showers, sea slight, visibility
2 milesj sighted what was described as schnorchel smoke and

wake distant l-jr miles in 5935N x O63OW.
As the aircraft ran in to attack, the target was lost in
a snow shower.

No A.S.V. contact.North of the

Butt of Lewis

Post War - U.A83 was in the area on return joiimey to Norway
but on this day was over 50 miles away. The similarity of

weather and description to I/i62'b sightings makes it certain
that this too was a mllywaw.

(8) 1124JDA/9/11/44 - Sunderland U/201 Squadron in weather 3/10
cloud, base 500 feet, sea moderate, wind 25 knots 352°,
visibility 20 miles except in frequent squalls when it was less

than 2 miles; sighted 8 miles distant some smoky vapour at

the head of a wake in 5550N x 06551'’^’ course almost down wind.

No contact on Mark III A.S.V. At close range a distinct bow

wave was seen at the apex of the wake and a large steady
volume of whitish grey smoke coming from the apex being blown

by the wind ahead, of the moving wake.

An attack was made mth 6 - Mark XI D.C. s which exploded
close to the apex. After the attack, the vapo\ar continued
for a time but gradually lessened in volume. The aircraft
then contacted H.M. frigate Burgess some 12 miles away and

reported the attack. On retinrn to the scene, the smoke and

v/alce were again sighted from about 3 miles and at 1149A hours

another attack was made, with 2 - Ivlark XI D. C. s, which
exploded close behind the apex. Soon afterwards the still

advancing vapour cloud was lost in a heavy squall and not

re-located. Good photographs were taken of both attacks.

North of

Ireland

(85404)366 SECRET
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Post War - The only U~hoat near this position on this day was
TJ.1003.'' Her log makes no mention of attacks or esqplosions
heing heard on this day and she was not schnorohellihg.
photographs are similar to the Yvillywaw photographed hy
on 5 November,

willywaw, particularly as no geniune U-hoat would await a
.  second attack and still take no action to dive deep.

Th

There seems no doubt that this also was a

e

(9) 1435-A/'l5/1'5/^f4 - Sunderland G/423 Squadron in weather
5/10 cloud, base 2,500 feet, sea calm, Vvdnd 14 Icnots 122°T,
visibility 12 miles; sighted a T>rhitish disturbance on the
surface 6 miles away in 5551N x 093OW. No contact on
Mark III A. S.V. Binoculars were losed on approach and the

disturbance appeared to be a hump of whitish water moving in
a direction 3OO0T (i.e, dovm. wind). When just over a mile

awa.y, the hump subsided leaving a smooth glassy looking v/ake
mark about 60 feet long. An attack v^'as made up track with

2 “ Mark XI D.C.s. Nothing significant was seen afteiwards.

Post Y/ar The only U-boat anywhere near was U. 1003 and she

was 90 miles away to the eastward. From the description this

seems to have been a very incipient waterspout in which the

rotary suction was not sufficient to lift spray water out of

the sea but only to create a huurp> of foaming water,
collapsed as the aircraft neared the spot and left a slight
track mark.

This

North of

Ireland

(10) 0846V1 6/11/44 - Sunderland S/20i Squadron, in similar
weather conditions to Q/423, sighted a moving wake leaving a
herring-bone shaped pattern of white water on an otherwise
calm sea.

No contact on Mark III A.S.V.
apv roach but the movement ceased before the aircraft arrived

leaving a glassy oil like smooth wake mark.

Post War - This position was 75 miles northward from U,1003,
the only U-boat anyvvhere near,
collapsing will3.wav; or a large fish like a whale surging along
close to the sturface.

This was sighted at 5 miles range in 5706N x O7O8W

This might have been a small

,
Binoculars were used on the

North of
Ireland

(11) I4O8A/16/1 l/l(4 - Sunderland Y/201 Squadron in weather
6/10 cloud, base 1,600 feet, sea moderate, wind I6 knots
094°T, visibility 15 miles; sighted whitish grey smoke
6 miles away in 5541N x O909W. No contact on Mark III A,S^V.
On the approach it was seen that the source of the smoke tos

moving at a considerable speed, estimated at 15 loiots in a

direction 290° (i.e, downwind).
(100 yards)
wave from wMch the smoke was issuing,
was made.

■(■Vhen very close, a long wake
was seen and at the apex was a very distinct bow

No immediate attack

A flame float was dropped and the aircraft turned
However, the target was lost to view biit

North of
Ireland

to circle the spot,
after two more circuits it was picked up again at  4 miles

This time an attack was made with 6 - Mark XI D 0. s
After the

range,
which straddled the track just behind the apex,
explosions subsided, the smoke and walce were still moving on
the same course. Good photographs were talcen of the attack.

Post YiTar - U. 1003, still the only U-boat anywhere near, was
over 70 miles to the eastward,
in all respects to those talcen earlier in November and confirm
that this also was a 'willywaw.

(12) 2007A/16/11/44 - l/L Liberator 1^86 Squadron in weather
8/10 clouid, base 2,000 feet, sea moderate, wind 15 knots,

The photographs are similar

(85404)567 SECEiTT
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visibility rather misty; obtained a Itlark V. A»S.V. contact at

18 miles in 6(V4.8N x 023T<^. aircraft homed and at one mile
switched on the Leigh Light which illuminated a white
elliptical patch of very disturbed water. Not recognising
this as a target the aircraft continued on and then the contact

re-appeared dead astern at 5 miles range. E/86 turned, homed
on and again the Leigh Light illuminated the patch of white

water. Again E/86 cari’ied on and re-contacted the object
astern. Once more a homing run was made and once more the

patch was lit up when the Leigh Light was switched on. This

time, the patch was attacked from 200 feet altitude with 2 -

Mark XI D.C. s. After the ejqilosions, the radar operator only
got five very small echoes but although the area was swept with
searchlight, nothing more was seen.

Post War - It is considered, from the description, that this

was a vriLIlywaw dense enoiogh to register at 18 miles on

l.iark V A.S.V. An almost exactly sLiiilar object was
encountered the next day by B/423 Squadi'on. See under,

(13) 1715Vl9/ll/¥i- - Sunderland E/ia3 Squadron in weather 5/IO
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea slight, wind 8 knots 070°T,
visibility 10 miles; the real"' guimer sighted grey smoke

apparently issuing from the sea one mile astern of the

aircraft. On turning, this was lost to view but 2^ minutes
later a distiirbance in the sea v/as sighted 4 miles away in

561 6N X 0900117 moving very slowly in a southerly direction. On

closing, the patch was seen to be elliptical in shape about

200 feet long with more marked disturbance of the water at the

southernmost apex. As the aircraft passed over at 75 feet

altitude, there was a violent bump, B/423 turned and attacked
vdth 8 - Mark XI D.C. s and again experienced a bump when

passing over the apex. At no time was any contact obtained
on Mark III A.S.V. After the subsidence of the explosions,
nothing further was seen.

N.W, of the

Shetlands

North of

Ireland

Post War - TJ. 1003, still the only U-boat anywhere near, was
75 miles away to the eastward,
this was a slow moving willywaw', particularly as the bunip
escperienced -was just ivhat would be expected if passing low
over one of these little whirlwinds.

It is virtually certain that

(14) 1 220V23/11/44- - R. O.A.P. Canso 1/^62 in weather 6/10
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea moderate to rough; sighted a

moving wake about 10 miles distant in 6247^ x 2158W 0°

southerly,
and on arrival no aiming mark covild be seen for an attack.

Most 77^ - U. 300 was not far away on her return journey from

the Reykjavik area but the above description sounds much more

like the familiar willywaw.

As the aircraft approached, the movement stopped3.77. of

Iceland

(15) 1140A/25/ll/2i4- Sunderland W/201 Squadron in weather h/'iO
cloud, base 1,500 feet, sea chopi)y, wind 18 knots 260°!',
visibility 30 miles; sighted a white wake 5 miles away in

5525N X C746W 0° 040° (i.e. nearly doim wind). No contact on
Mark III A.S.V.

200' feet long but at 2 miles range it gradually subsided and
disappeared leaving a long tapering strip of smooth water quite
distinct against the surrounding white capped sea,
was made just ahead of the apiex with one Mark XI D.C.
significant was seen afterwards.

On approach, the v/alce was seen to be some

An attack

Nothing

North of

Ireland
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Post Vfar - U._10P3, still the only U-hoat anywhere near, was
over 2jj0 miles to the eastward. . This appears to have been a

d3dng willywa^T which left a typical wake mark after collapse.

(16) 1 65RV'fi/'l 2/2(4 - Sxmderland Y/201 in weather 6/l0 cloud,
bane 2,000 feet lowering in showers, sea moderate, wind
20 loiots 250°Tj Y/201 had been told to co-operate in a
U-boat hmt with E. G. 19 off Cape Wrath where one of the group
(H.M. frigate Sullen) had just been torpedoed. Y/201 joined

at 1053A hoiu’S and saw the Sullen in a sinking state in

5846N X 0449W. The Senior Officer E.G.19 instructed V201
to patrol between the sinking ship and the Scottish coast,
and later to circle round the Group who were still engaged in
attacking asdic contacts.

Much later, at 1652 hours l/201 sighted a jet of whitish
smoke or steam issuing from the sea about 5 miles away in

5844^ X C429W. There was no contact on Mark III A.S.V. On

approach, a considerable wake was seen which indicated that

the source of the smoke was travelling at 10 to 12 knots on a

course of 050° (i.e. downwind). The aircraft crossed the
track ahead of the smoke and the crew identified the object

as exactly the sarae kind of ” schnorchel target." as attacked by
them on 9 November off Northern Ireland when in U/201. An

attacking run was then made directly up track but the depth
charges failed to release. As the aircraft passed low over

the smoke at the head of the wake, an extremely heavy
turbulence was experienced which rendered it almost
uncontrollable. Y/201 circled and made a second run up track.
This time the 6 - Ivlark XI D.G. s released. Again there was a

violent bump as the aircraft passed over the smoke,
explosions straddled the smokey head of the wake but there was

nothing to be seen when the spray subsided except  a normal

depth charge explosion mark. Y/201 then flew to EG. 19> who
were about 8 iniles distant, and informed the Senior Officer of

the incident. On retuim to the scene, there was a large
elliptical area of discoloured and smooth looking water which

had spread to some 1-|- miles in length by •§■ mile wide.

On the strength of this report, U.297 who vanished in
this locality somewhere about this date was credited to this
attaclc.

N.B, The photographs talcen were useless owing to the bad
light.

The

North of

Cape Wrath

See Accoimt

No. (11)

Post 7/ar - Although U.775 as well as U. 297 was in this area off
the north coast of Scotland, the description by Y/201 is
unmistakably of a well developed willjw^aw, particularly as the

This opinion istell-tale violent bump was experienced,
confirmed by the crew's insistence that the details were
identical with their attack on 9 Novenber off Northern Ireland
which post war evidence has proved to have been on a Tidllyvvaw.
Iforeover, no U-boat would dream of trying to escape from an
active hunt in d8.ytime on his schnorchel.
that U.297 met her end at the hands of H.M, frigates Loch Inch
and Gogdall -vdio made promising attacks at IO5O hours in
584-6N X 6449W.

It is considered

(17) 1546VI2/12/44. - l/L Liberator K/53 Squadron in weather
5/10 cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea slight, wind 12 knots
330°T, visibility extremej sighted a white object about
20 miles away in 56ION x 081OW. vi/hile approaching, the
object was scrutinised through binoculars. At about 10 miles,
it was described as white smoke like a small cloud on the

North of
Ireland
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When 4 miles away, no contact on
the smoke started to disperse and when still

closer had dwindLed to a wisp about 20 yards in length,
attack wa£ made with 4 ~ i'lark XI D.C.^^ but nothing more was

seen.

surface of the water,

Mark V A.S^V,,
An

U.4B2 was on patrolPost ¥ar - No U-boats were anyvdiere near,
in the North Channel 140 miles to the southeast.

(18) 1027A/27/12^44 - Warwick E/282 Squadron in weather ̂ 10
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea slight, visibility 3 to 4 miles;
sighted white vapour some 3 miles ahead in 502(3!T x 0753W.
On closing, the vapour disappeared leaving a small smooth oily
looking mark on the surface, indicating a southerly course.

Post War - U. 680 was in the area returning from the English
Channel but this appears much more likely to have been a small

moribund willyvraw or the spout vapour from a whale,

(19) 1102A/28/1 ̂V^44 - Simderland E/423 Squadron in weather I/IO
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea slight, wind 7 knots 220°T,
visibility extreme; sighted a small cloud of whitish smoke
distant 20 miles in 5339N x 1026W. As the aircraft approached,
a second cloud was sighted near the first, both being about

14 miles away. On nearer approach (with no contact on
Mai’k III A. S.V. ), the first cloud disappeared* at 2 miles and
when -gHnile from the second cloud this too dispersed and
finally vanished. Almost immediately several members of the

crew reported a periscope close to, one of them saying that he

co\iLd see a gradual turning movement as if trained on the
aircraft! J An attack was promptly made with 8 - l^lark XI D.C.s

while, it is stated, the periscope was still visible. It is
also stated that the stick straddled the periscope accurately
but nothing significant was seen after the explosions.
Photographs were talcen on the approach.

Post War - U,325i 905 and 1055 were all in the approximate
neighbo\n?hood outward bo'und for the Irish Sea or Channel but

it is most unlikely that, if schnorohelling, any vrere making
sufficient smoke to be seen 20 miles away. The description
reads far more like a natural phenomenon and the periscope a

bit of wishful thinkirg on apiece of flotsam. None of the

three U-boats reported any attack or having heard explosions.
The photographs s\jggest v/hales blowing.

(20) 1C4OA/28/12/^4 “ Liberator E/206 Squadron in weather 6/IO
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea moderate, wind 15 knots 030°T,
visibility 12 to 15 miles; sighted white smoke or spray at
the head of a wake distant 7 miles in 5934N x 051IW. No

contact on Mark V A. S.V, The speed of advance was estimated

as more than 10 laiots in a direction 210° (i.e, down wind).
On turning to close, the smoke faded and finally vanished
leaving a foamy wake mark Isring up and down wind. No attack
was made.

?PS^.-War - No Urboats were anywhere near this position. This

was a typical willywaw v/hich was djdng out on the approach.

(21) I355V2Q/I J/’A4 - Sunderland C1/33O Norge Squadron in
weather 5/l0 cloud, base 8,000 feet, sea slight with a few
white caps, wind 12 Iciots 030°T, visibility 20 miles;
sighted smoke and wake about 5 or 6 miles away in 5845N x
0118V/ travelling in a southwesterly direction (i.e. down wind).
No contact on Mark III A.S.V. When the aircraft was

Between

Cape Clear
and the

Scillies

West of

Ireland

North of

Cape Wrath

J-ust East of

the Orkneys
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three miles away, the smoke stopped and on arrival nothing
could be seen.

Post War ~ Although U, 1020 was on patrol in the neighbourhood
U. 278 was approaching the area, the familiar description

seems much more like another dying willywaw.

(22) OI36A/30/I2/44 - Searchlight Liberator D/l12f U.S.N,
Squadron in weather 9/l0 cloud, base 2,500 feet, sea slight,
vmjnd 10 loiots 270° T, night visibility goodj obtained a
Mark V A radar contact at 5 miles. The aircraft homed and at

^ mile switched on the searchlight and illuminated a wake of
frothy v/ater 150 feet long lying north and south. The

aircraft carried on turned at 4 miles and again picked up the
radar contact, homed and illuminated the same foamy wake.
This was repeated nine times mtil 0208 hours. Each time the

still frothy and outbling wake was illuminated in 5'I09N x

O825W, On one of the runs a sonobuoy pattern was dropped and

it was reported that positive evidence was given of a submerged
U-boat. Accordingly an attack v/as made with a Mark 24 mine
but without resvilt.

S,V4 of

Ireland

Post War - The nearest U-boat Vv'-as U.1055 but she was nearly

50 miles away,
willywaw dense enough for the Mark V A radar to register upon.
The episode is similar to that reported by E/86 at
2007/18/11/44.

It is considered that the target was a

(23) 0909^30/12/44 ~ Sunderland D/10 R.A.A.P. Squadron in
weather 5/10 cloud, base 4>000 feet, sea slight, little wind

at all, visibility 10 milesj sighted 8 miles away  a puff of
white vapour. On approach, a small wake was seen which
indicated a movement 270° in position 500CiN x O8O3W. No
contact on Mark III A. S.V. Binoculars were used. On arrival

at the spot, the smoky vapour had disappeared leaving only a
tapering slick of smooth looking water.

Post War - There were no U-boats within 60 miles. It is
considered this W8.s either a whale or another small and dying
willywaw.

West of

the Scillies

(24) 1141 A/31/12/44 ” Liberator P/206 Squadron in weather 5/l0
cloud, base 3,000 feet, sea slight, visibility 25 milesj
sighted white smoke distant 4 miles, which rapidly dispersed
and on arrival over spot only a wake riiark about 30 yards long
was seen, lying in a nortl\/south direction in position
5821N X 0221W. No contact on Mark Y A.S.V.

Just East of

the Orloieys

Post War - Although U. 1020 was on patrol in the neighbourhood,
it is considered this was either a dying v/illyvmw or the spout
vapour from a whale blowing.

(25) I334A/3I/I2/44 - Sunderland 0/2^23 Squadron in weather 5/IO
cloud, base 1 ,600 feet, sea slight, wind 12 knots 320° T,
visibility 30 miles; sighted three bluish grey pviffs of smoky
looking vapour, each about 2 miles from each other and distant

. in 5C47N X 0946W.
The p\iffs were each about 20 feet high above the water and

persisted for 10 minutes before dissolving,
distxjrbances could be seen on the water,

taicen but no attack was made.

No contacts on Hark III A.S.V

No wakes or

Photographs were

.S.W. of

Ireland

Post War - Although U. 325. 905 and 1055 were within 70 miles
of the position, all southeast bound, the photographs are

(85404)371
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certainly not of a schnorchel].ing U-boat,
that they are of the vapoury spray emitted into the air by
spouting whales.

It is considered

January 194-5

(26) 0940V"'1/'I/45 - Sunderland S/423 Squadron in weather 8/IO
cloud, base 3*000 feet, sea calm, sliglit wind from N.E.,
visibility 25 miles;
a schnorchelling U-boat distant 9 miles in 5338W  x 1045iV.
Binoctdars were used on the approach and the ball shaped puff
of whitish grey smoke was seen to be hovering at surface level
and appeared to be about 50 feet high,
it was similar to those photographed by D/423 Squadron
31 December.

sighted a smoke puff presumed to be frcm

The crew stated that

on

West of

Ireland

Fpst, W^r - The description appears to be of a v/hale spout,
particularly as D/423's photographs are considered to be of this
phenomenon. The nearest U-boat was 100 miles to the westward.

(27) IIO4V1/I/45 - Sunderland ̂ 423 Squadron in weather ̂ 10
cloud, base 3*000 feet* sea calm, wind 7 loiots 064°. T,
visibility 20 miles; sighted some blue grey smoke rising to
20 feet at 8 miles range in 5100N x IO36W.
for 2 minute and then began to dissolve after 1-^ minutes turning
white as it did so.

contact on Mark III A.S.V.

Mark XI D.C.s on the dissipating haze,
seen.

The smoke thickened

There was no indication of a source and no

An attack was made with 3 -
Nothing further was

S.W. of

Ireland

Post War - Tliere we::^ no U-boats within 40 miles,
considered this also was the spout vapour from a whale blowing.

(28) I500V1/1/45 - Liberator E/103 U. S.N. Squadrcn in weather
nil cloud, sea calm, visibility 8 to 10 miles but hazy; sighted
blue white smoke near the surface of the sea in 4946N x 0137^Y.
No aiming point was seen and no contact was obtained on Mark V A
radar.

Post T>ar - There is no firm explanation,
smoke float.

to have been one of them.

(29) 1049-A/"10/1/45 - Sunderland A/330 Norge Squadron in weather
nil cloud, sea calm, wind light 030° T, visibility extreme;
sighted schnorchel smoke about 5 miles away in 59l6xi' x 0435VL
The Mark III A.S.V. was out of action. The smoke appeared to
come from a definite source but at 2 miles it lessened and when
■§• mile distant it dissolved entirely,
the estimated spot with 4 “ Mark XI D.C.s.
later a quantity of fresh oil appeared and spread into a long
patch some 40O yards by 40 yards,
this.

It is

It could have been a
Prom the U-boat plot on this day it is unlikely

An attack was made on
About 20 minutes

Photographs were talcen of

North of

Cherbourg

nNorth of
Scotland

Post Ti'ar - The nearest U-boat was U. 313 who wan on patrol about
40 miles to the southeast. The photographs of thick oil
similar to crude tanker bulk cargo. The description appears
to be of a spouting viiale, the oil could fortuitously have
re-started from a wreck,
north of Sule Skerry.

The position is in rock strewn water

^.30) 01 22A/i2/1/45 “ L/L Liberator P/86 Squadron in weather
3/10 cloud, base 3,000 feet, sea calm, mnd 10 knots 075° T;
oMained contact on Mark V A.S.V. at 4i miles range. The
aircraft homed and at one mile switched on the Leigh Light

SECRET(85404)372
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which illtiminated a pear shaped patch of disturbed white water

in 5857^ X 0148?/. Ihe aircraft carried on, returned and again
homed on to the radar contact and again illuminated the

disturbed patch. A pattern of sono-l)uoys was dropped and it

was reported that these gave positive evidence of the presence
of a submerged U-boat. An attack v/as made with 2  - Mark 24
mines but no result followed.

Post War - There were no U-boats within 60 miles of the

position. This episode is similar to those reported by
Squadron on the night of 18/19 November and D/II4 Squadron on
29/30 December 1944. All seem likely to have been on natural
non-submarine phenomena.

East of

Orkneys

(31) 1042A/1^1/45 - Wellington BT/6 (c) O.T.U. in weather
2/10 cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea very calm, visibility extreme;
sighted schnorchel smoke in 5528N x 0628Y4
no lethal load was being carried.

Post War - The nearest U-boat was U-482 who was 45 miles to the

southeast in the entrance to the Firth of Clyde,

be a whale spout.

No attack made as

This could

North of

Ireland.

(32) 1735A/12/1/45 “ Wellington i/304 squadron in weather 3/10
cloud, base 3,000 feet, sea smooth, visibility extreme, wind
240° 2 knots; sighted a veil of trailing white smoke distant
7 miles in 5648N x 083874
contact on Mk. VI A. S.V. and at one mile the smoke

disappeared,
wake mark was seen,

two depth charges.

The aircraft closed without any

When over the spot, what appeared to be a long
An attack was tsade ahead of this with

After the explosion plme had subsided,

West of

Barra Head

South

Hebrides.

a small triangular black object was seen momentarily.

InPost War - No U-boats were anyTrvhere near this position,
the similar weather conditions and area as the proceeding

report, it cotlLd have been a whale.

(33) 091 OA/1 3/1/45 - Wellington B/3C4 Squadron in weather

V’lO cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea smooth, visibility after dawn
of over 25 miles, wind 290° 5 knots. After a liik. VI A.S.V.
contact, homed and when at f mile range switched on the Leigh
Light but ovdng to haze it was soon switched off. At that

moment a long v/hite mark was seen as the aircraft passed over.
On the subsequent turn, sparks vrere seen coining from the sea

follov/ed soon after by an orange flame for a short time.

Radar contact was regained and the aircraft was manoeuvred so

as to home towards the growing dawn sky. At less than ̂
mile a small black object was sighted in 5738H x O8O3W and an

attack with six depth charges delivered,
results were seen.

No \inus\aal after

Just West of

Hebrides.

PromPost War - No U-boats were anywhere near this position,
the accoTjnt, the object appears to have been a long period
marine smoke marker,

to register on Me. VI A.S.V.
The canister was quite large enough

(34) 1628A/13/1/45 *" Liberator 1/206 Squadron in weather 6/IO
cloud, base 6,000 feet, sea sli^t, wind 10 knots 200° T,
visibility I5 miles; sighted a bubbly wake with a disturbance
at the apex about 3 miles av/ay in5841N x O4IOW tracking in an

easterly direction,
was seen to be about 20 yards v/ide and extended for about

400 yards,
at the apex ceased but an attack Y/as made up track wdth

No contact on Mark V. A.S.V. The wake

When the aircraft was 2 miles av/ay the disturbanc

West of

Pentland Firth

e
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6 Iv'Iark XI D. C. s which exploded in the line of the wsJce mark

just ahead of where the disturbed apex had been,
no after resxalts of any significance.

Post War - Although U.313 Yi/r.s on patrol in the vicinity, this

description is plainly of a mllywaiY, the size of the wake

being much too large for a sclmorchel.

There vrere

(35) 1 615A/15/1A5 - Sunderland lVli23 Squadron in Yveather 7/IO
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea calm, little Vvind, visibility
15 miles j sighted a swirl patch distant 2 miles which on close

approach was described as elliptical, about 2U.0 feet long and
120 feet broad wath a foaming belt at one end. Good photo
graphs were taken. The Mark III A.S.V. v/as not svdtched on.
An attack was mad.e with 6 - Mark XI D.C. s but with no

significant result. Position 531SN x O5IOW.

Post War - The photographs shovf clearly that, in an otherwise

calm sea, the circumference of the patch is being blown into
foam crested little v/aves. Although both U. 1055 and. 1172 were

patrolling in the area, it is considered that this is

undoubtedly the initial formation of a willy\vav».
certainly not of a U-boat's mal-cing.

It is

Irish Sea.

(36) 1358A/2l/l/k5 - Halifax 1/518 Meteorological Sqdn. in
weather 5/i0 cloud, base 1,500 feet, sea modera-te, tenq^erature
46° P, wdnd 20 Icnots 020° T, air teniperature 35° P, huriiidity
80^, visibility 15 miles; sighted whitish smoke rising to a
height of 100 feet from the surface of the sea distant 7 miles
in 5837N X 0950¥/,
there was no contact on lifflc.

closer, the object from which the smoke was rising vms seen to
be travelling at 8 knots 220° (i.e. down wind).
being unarmed on an air sea, rescue sortie, circled the target
for 15 minutes talcing a series of excellent photographs.
These Yvere siibsequently circulated and published as authentic

exaii^les of a schnorchelling U-boat,

Binoculars were used on the approach and
As the aircraft gotII A.S.V.

The aircraft

110 miles

W. of Lewis

.

Post War - No U-boats vrere in fact within 60 miles of the

The photographs corroberate previous sets and areposition,
certainly of a large vd.llyv;-aw.

(37) 1017V22/l/k5 - Sunderland E/423 Squadron in Yveather 3/IO
cloud, base 3,000 feet, sea calm, visibility 12 miles, mnd
145° D knots YYith snoYY shoYTers; sighted a continuous stream

of smoke distant tY'ra iiiiles in 5348N x 0!|-11W 0° 190°, Aircraft
closed to attack and a small black object was intermittently
sighted with a reddish glow above it. The depth charges
failed to release but on a second run tvro black objects close

together Y?ere now seen and eight depth charges straddled. No
unusual after results Yvere seen. Photographs v/ere talcen

during the attack.

Post War - Although U. 1172 was on patrol in the general area,
it is considered that this attack was made on smoke markers.

The photographs show a trail which is certainly not from a
Schnorcheller.

Irish Sea

- Halifax C/51 8 Meteorological Squadron in(38) I43OA
Yveather 9/1O cloud, base 500 feet, sea moderate, mnd northerly
Porce 4, visibility 12 miles; sighted Yvhite smoke rising from
the sea to a height of about 100 feet distant 10 miles in
5807NX 0954V/. V/hen the aircr'aft reached the spot there was a

slight disturbance visible with a pall of smoke dissolving
above it.

(85404)374 SEGREl’
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Ten minutes later, another cloud of smoke was seen about

10 miles a7/ay rising to 500 feet and .ioining: the cloud base*

Tdien over the position of the smoke (5815N x 0937^^) a clearly-
defined trail was observed, leaving bubbles in its track and
follov/ing a course of 150° (i»e, down-wind) at a speed of 5 Ichots,
No concrete object was seen but on a second circuit the smoke

ceased giving the ijn^jression that the U-boat dived deep,
the aircraft was unarmed in neither case could an attack be
made.

As

No contacts -were made on Mark II A.S.V.

90 miles west
of Hebrides

Post War - These sightings are unmistakably of willywaws, in
fact the second one nearly became a genuine water spout as the
up-draught suction of spray vapour had reached the low cloud
base.

(39) I715V27/1/45 - Wellington ̂ 304 Squadron in weather clear
sky, visibility 10 to 15 wiles, sea smooth,
smoke, closed and when three miles distant sighted a positive
Schnorchel in 5603N x 0655W G° 120° 4 knots,
submerged just before arrival but when over the spot, another

Schnorchel was sighted a mile away,
flickering flame were observed coming from the Schnorchel,
attack was made as no depth charges were carried, the aircraft

being on a transit flight.

Post Yfar - No U-boats were an57where near the position and the

objects undoubtedly were long period markers dropped previously
by some other aircraft.

Aircraft sighted

The Schnorchel

In both cases smoke and a

No

North of

Ireland

(40) 2015V31/1/45 - L/L Liberator V53 Squadron in weather
9/10 cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea calm, wind 7 knots 055° T;
obtained a Mark V A.S.V. contact at 8 miles range in position
6048N X 0346W.
faded out at 4 miles.

Light was s-svitched on at 1^ miles but nothing was sighted until
at 300 yards ahead a -K^iite disturbance was seen,

late to attack but as the aircraft went over, the Plight
Engineer saw through the bomb bay a definite wake astern of the

white patch,
never regained.

Post y/ar - It is considered this was a -willywaw on -which

Mark V A.S.V, registered,
episodes reported by 1^86, D/1I4 and P/86 in previous accounts.
There were no U-boats within 60 miles of this position.

Two homing runs were made in which the contact
A third run was successful and the Leig

It Yja.3 too

Further runs were made but the A.S.V. contact wa

It is similar to the other night

hWest of

Shetlands

s

February 1945

(41) O92OA/2/45 - Wellington S/3C4 Squadron in weather 3/IO
cloud, base 900 feet, sea slight, -wind 15 knots, visibility
15 miles;
0519W 0° 160°.
were seen,

unusual results were seen.

sighted a thin wake distant 3 miles in 541 ON x
Yhen close to, several puffs of steamy vapo

Irish Sea

ur
An attack was made with 6 - ivIk.XI D.C.s, No

Post V/ar - There were no U-boats in the Irish Sea at this date.

The sighting Y/as probably on a whale or black fish spouting.

(42) I246A/7/2/45 - Sunderland A/201 Squadron in Y/eather 5/l0
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea very rough, Ydnd 265° 40 knots,
visibility up to 10 miles but only 2 miles in showers;
sighted a continuous stream of Yiiitish grey smoke trailing
horizontally distant 2 miles in 5333N x O4O8W C° 250°,
aircraft closed, the smoke started to disperse but one observer

noticed a yello-wish light underneath it,
with 6 - J,0c. XI D.G.s while some smoke was still visible,

SEGRET

As

An attack was made

It

Irish Sea
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vra.s claimed that a thin oil patch 100 yards in diameter v/as

observed a hour later near the positicn of attack,
forces were homed by the aircraft but they found no contact.

Surface

Post War - There were no U-boats within 80 miles of this

position,
dropped much earlier by some other aircraft.

The sighting vras probably of a marine marker

(43) 15064/9/2/45 - Liberator B/206 Squadron, in weather 9/10
clo\ad, base 1,500 feet, sea slight, wind 243° 10 knots,
visibility 15 miles; sighted a patch of white smoke distant

7 miles in 6OO5N x 0504W 0° Southwesterly. On approach the

flow of smoke ceased when one mile away leaving only a drift

ing patch. An attack v/as made first with 6-1%. XI D. C. s and
then with 2 - Ilk. 24 mines. No unusual results were seen but

it was claimed that the Sonobuoy, dropped with the second

attack gave positive evidence of the presence of  a U-boat.

A further Sonobuoy pattern confirmed this. Hand.ng was

started and ultimately another Liberator and an escort group
arrived but obtained no contacts,

West of the

Shetlands.

Post War - There were no U-boats within 80 miles of this

position,
been a spent smoke float or a collapsing Willywaw or a whale

blowing.

I cannot explain this ploenoinenon, it might have

(44) 1113A''^10/2/45 “ Liberator Z/59 Squadron in weather 7/l0
cloud, base 1,200 feet, sea rough, wind 235° 35 knots,
visibility 5 miles but nil in frequent hail showers; obtaijaed

a }%. VA radar contact at 5 miles range. Almost
simultaneously smoke aiid vai>our \vere sighted in 5^4-5^' x 0919W.
As the aircraft closed, the radar contact was lost in sea
returns at 2 miles range. By now a marked v/ake was seen at
the head of which was a small funnel like structure in the

midst of the spray. An attack was made \vith 6 - Mk.XI D.C, s
but no result was seen as a hail storm obscured the scene.

In Donegal

Bay.

Sono buoys were dropped v/hich it was claimed positive evidence
Another Liberator was homed toof the presence of a U-boat,

the position but obtained no contacts.

The nearest U-boat was 110 miles to the westward.Post Yfar.

The phenomenon was almost certainly a dense willywaw on which

10 centimetre radar registered,
favourable to these formations,

structure and the Sono buoy evidence were sheer imagination.

The weather conditions were

Both the funnel like

(45) 1743A/1Q/V45 - Sunderland P/350 Squadron in weather 4/IO
cloud, base sometimes down to sea; level, sea slight, wind 270°
15 Itnots, visibility patchy but soraetmes extreme; sighted
some smoke distant 12 miles in 5935N x Q512W. On close

approach, a long tapering oil. slid: v/as seen and near one end

appeared occasional puffs of greyish white smoke. These
ceased as aircraft ran in to attack with 4 - XI D. C, s.

No unusual after results "vrere seen. Details were passed to
base and to an escort group in the vicinity.

Post Yiar - There were no U-boats within 90 miles of the

position. The sighting appears to have been whales spouting
with an old oil slick fortuitously nearby.

North of

Cape Wrath.

(46) 171 5A/1 1/^45 - Liberator V59 Squadron in weather 8/IO
cloud, base 1,500 dovm to 800 feet in shoi-.!ers, sea slight.
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■wind 217° 15 knots, visibility in clear weather 15 miles;
sighted smoke five miles away in 5839N x 0828W.
it w^as described as bluish white and rising from  a distirrbed
huiiip of water travelling down ivind.
8.t the time,
the smoke was still seen at the hea.d of a frothy walce.
parsing over it abuaip wa^ felt in the aircraft,
fur’cher of note was observed.

On approac

The radar was not in u
An attack was made with 2 - lOc. 24 mines while

Whe

Nothing

70 miles
West of the
Butt of Le-vd-S.

h,

se

n

Pos'b War - Although both U.527 and 927 were on passage some
where in the neighbourhood, it is considered that, from the
above description, the object v^ras undoubtedly a vidllywav/,
particularly as the weather conditions viere favourable for
such formations and. the aircraft sustained a bunrp ■vinen
passing over.

(47) IIIOA/20/45 - Sunderland P/201 Squadro.n in vreather 2/l0
cloud, base 4»000 feet, sea slight but heavy swell, -wind
250° 20 knots, visibility 15 miles; sighted a small patch of
smoke 4 mles away in 5543N x 0654W.
before aircraft reached the spot,
another small patch of smoke was sighted in much the sanie
position which also dissolved in about 1-g- minutes but when
over the spot a solid brown object was seen about one foot
across and sloping up a foot out of water which disappeared
almost immediately,
dropped and a report made to base,
was diverted from patrol to investigate,
reached the scene at 1353 hoxurs and also dropped markers,
after which a sono buoy pattern was laid,
evidence of a U-boat v;'as claimed and an attack was made ■with

Further loud U-boat noises

The smoke dissolved
Twenty ndnutes later

Smoke floats and marine markers were
Liberator Y/120 Squadron

This aircraft

Loud positive

2 - lv!k. 24 mines at 1A-52 hours,

14 ndles Yfest
of Islay.

together with a reverberating tearing sound lasting several
seconds ensued and continued intermittently until 163O hours.
Homing transmissions were ordered by base and Liberator Q/120
Squadron arrived at 1300 hours followed by "two escort vessels
at 1830 hours. Nothing firrther transpired.

- In spite of the fact that U.1064 was not far away
on her way into the Irish Sea ■via the North Channel, it is
considered that P/201 ’s sightings vrere on one or more whales
blowing. Similarly Y/120's Sono buoy evidence is also
considered to be of whales as it is well kno\’vn that they
register on hydrophones even to producing cavitation s^wish.

(48) 1902A/20/2/45 - Wellington E/304 Squadron in weather ?/l0
cloud, base 3»000 feet, sea moderate, ■wind 230° 24 loiots,
visibility 6 miles; sighted a very white walce about 50 yards
long and 20 yards ■wide distant 2 miles in 5853N  x 0512W C°
180° 10 Icnots. There v/as a swirling foam point at the apex
and when passing near the rear end of the walce it i^as claimied
that a pencil like black object was seen in the centre.^ No
radar contact had been obtained on the lilc. VI A.S.V.
aircraft circled and attacked the still visible foan^dng apex
with 6 - Mk. II D.C.s. No musual after effects v/ere observed.

The

Off Cape
Wrath.

Post War - There were no U-boats ■within 100 miles of this
Although the cloud conditions do not seem parti-position,

cularly favourable it is considered that this ivas a willywaw.

(49) 1 623A/22/2/45 - Liberator S/l20 Squadron in weather 9/l0
cloud, base 2,000 falling to 1,000 feet; sea slight, -wind
232° 17 knots, visibility 4 miles in haze; sighted what the
pilot thought was smoke from a smoke float distant one mile
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The aircraft closed and passed slightly
to starboard when all the crew reported the cause of the smoke

to be a brownish Sclmorchel from v/hich it v/as streaming down

vrind,

just after the object had been lost but smoke was still
\n.sible.

laid which it was claimed gave positive evidence of the

presence of a U-boat for a further three hours.
Liberator arrived at 1854 hours and surface forces at 2030
hours.

in 553 6N X 0554V4

The aircraft turned and attacked v/ith 6 Ifflc.XI D.C. s

No results vrere seen and a Sono buoy pattern was

Another

Nothing resulted from an all night search.

Just South-

East of Islay
in the Jura

Sound.

Post Y/ar - There vrere no U-boats within 60 miles of this land

locked position,
identification was correct and that the object seen was the

canister of a imarine marker.

It seems probable that the pilot's first

(50) 11244/23/2/45 “ Simderland 0/^^23 Squadron in weather 6/IO
cloud, base 1,000 feet, sea moderate, v/ind 327° 18 knots,
visibility 15 miles but hazy; sighted some v/hitish smoke
distant 6 miles in 5325N x O503W. This was 6 miles 300°
from convoy M.32. The smoke was rising from the water and

then forming a low lying cloud. On approach it started to

dissipate and an attack was made on the remnants vdth 6 -
I'lc.XI D.C.s. Photographs were talcen. After the attack the
aircraft circled and two minutes later another similar cloud

was sighted five lilies to the northward. Another attack was

made with the remaining 2 - lik.XI D.C.s. Photographs were

again talcen. W/T and R/T reports were sent out and first of
all the trawler escort to the convoy arrived followed by a
Liberator and an escort group. No contacts were obtained.

Post War - Although both U. 1276 and IO64 coxild have been in

the area, the jihotographs reveal a natural clcjud-like
phenomenon which is likely to be similar to a willywaw origin.
In any case a genviine U-boat would be unlikely to Schnorchel

by day in this area and certednly not so close to  a convoy.

17 miles N.W.
of Holyhead.

Irish Sea.

(51) 13494/23/^45 - U.S.N. Liberator J/105 Squadron in weather
nil cloud, sea slight, v/ind 2600° 12 Icnots, visibility extraae;
sighted Tlat was claimed as a submerging U-boat distant

miles in 5103N x 0942W 0° 050°.
they identified Schnorchel smoke and bubbles,
attacked with 2 - Ilk. 24 mines, dropping Scno buoys and taking
photographs,
cavitation smsh and countable beats indicating 120 revs, per
minute,

release of the mines followed a quarter of an hour later by
eight more muffled explosions,
oil slicks were sighted.

All the crew then say
The aircraft

Immediately loud U-boat noises were heard with

Tvro explosions were heard at 12 minutes after

At 1740 hours, fresh light

20 miles south

of Pastnet,

Post War - One of the photographs disclosed a whale in the act

of spouting,
shortly after the attack, both reported whales spouting and

disporting on the surface.
80 miles.

Two other Liberators, who arrived in the area

There were no U-boats within

(52) O85W24/2/45 - Halifax Q/517 in weather nil cloud,
calm, visibility 10 miles but hazy; sighted a U-boat diiring
and then a periscope distant 3 miles in 5015N x O658W 0°
s out hwe s ter ly.
a smadl feathery wake at intermittent intervals caused by a
dark object very indistijictly sighted in spray,
charges were being carried but the object was machine-gunned.

sea

The aircraft closed and with binoculars saw

No depth

30 miles N.V/.
of Scillies.
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Post War - There were no U-hoats within 60 miles,
object is considered to have been a fish (\4iale, blackfish
or poipoise).

The

(53) 152^26/2/45 - Liberator l/59 Squadron sighted a long
The oil lookedtapering oil slick in 5339^ x O507W.

suspiciously fresh and a Sonobuoy pattern v/as laid,
next three hours strong evidence of a U~boat was claimed
including propeller beats varying betv/een 120 and 132 revs,
per minute. An attack was made with 2 - llark 24 mines but no

explosions resulted and the hydrophone noise ceased soon after.
Surface forces were homed to the scene but found nothing after

For the30 miles N.W.

of Holyhead.

Irish Sea.

sear-ching.

The position was, however,
This attack is a sample of an

Post War - No U-boat was present,
very close to a recent wreck,
increasing niuriber of similar attaclcs on oil slicks accompanied
by wishful hearing on the Sono buoy iDatterns laid around them.

(54) O228V27/2/45 - I/L Liberator N/224 Squadron obtained
Mk.X (3 cm,) A,S.V. contact range 10| miles. The aircraft
homed but the contact vanished at 5 miles,

run off and at the spot a Sono buoy pattern was laid.
Positive evidence of a U-*oat vfas claimed from three of the^
buoys giving a rough course for the U-boat of 075*^ in position
5735N X 0220E (half way across the North Sea), A blind
attack was then made with 8 - I-fe.XI D. C, s.

a

The range was
ItLddle of

North Sea,

Post War - There vrere no U-boats anywhere near this position.

(55) O83IA/28/2/45 - Wellington A/36 Sqdn. in weather 3/IO
cloxAd, base 3,000 feet, sea moderate, wind 30 knots,
visibility 20 miles; sighted a small patch of smoke distant
2 miles in 5237N x O55IW. Aircraft closed to identify and

reported that smoke was as from a Schnorchel. Aircraft then
circled and observed that the smoke came up in puffs at the

bases of which were short v/ake marks,

the most recent mark with 6 - I'ik.XI D.G.s.
seen and no more smoke occurred,

O85O hours but saw nothing.

Post War - There were no U>hoats anywhere near this position.
Prom the description the attack was made on one or more whales

or blackfish spouting.

An attack was made on
No results were

A Liberator arrived at

14 miles off
the Irish Coast

North of

Tuscar Rock.

IMRGH 1945

(56) IOI9A/I/3/45 - Liberator V/547 Squadron in weather 5/IO
cloud, base 1,800 feet, sea rough, v/ind 315° 30 knots, squally
with snoT/ showers, visibility 6 miles; sighted Schnorchel

On closing, a largesmoke distant 4 miles in 5907N x O509W.
walce was seen and the disturbance at head estimated as

travelling southerly at 6 knots,
intercom, no attack was made and when aircraft turned the

smoke and disturbance had dispersed.

Owing to a breakdown i

North of

Scotland.

n the

Post War - A typical willyv^aw in typical weather for their
formation.

(57) I456A/1/3/45 - U.S.N. Liberator P/103 Squadron flying
at 4,500 feet in good weather and maximum visibility, sighted
an oil slick in 5148N x 0702W. This was lying in a
northeasterly direction and was 300 yards long,

SECRET
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pattern was dropped -which it was claimed gave positive evidence
of a U-hoat. For nearly 1-^ hovirs, the operator reported
unmistakable cavitation sv/ish and propeller beats at I56 revs,
per minute. Finally an attack was made -with 2 - Ivlark 24 mines,
followed it was claimed, by two explosions and long drawn out
i'umbling and cracking noises.

Post War “ The nearest U-hoat was U.1019. 35 miles to the N.E.
The position of attack was -within 1000 yards of  a known wreck
and the tidal stream at tlie time was setting 225°.
buoy e-vidence was entirely wishful hearing,
example are given as topical of thirteen other attacks made
d-Liring llarch on oil slicks which are not mentioned in the

text of Chapter IX (vi) because they are so plainly non-s-ub.

The Sono

This and the next

South of

Ireland.

(5B) I337W3/45 ~ U.S.N. Liberator C/IO5 Squadron flying in
calm weather, visibility iO mles, sighted a suspicious oil
slick in 4948N x 0547^4
which it waB claimed confirmed a U-boat at I50 revs, per minute.
An attack v/as made vdth 2 - Mark 24 mines, followed by the
sound of two explosions. No break-up noises were heard but
the revolutions dropped to 100 per minute.

Post War -- There vrere no U-boats -within 50 miles. At the

time the tidal set was 225° which again would give the
iirpression that oil from a wreck was advancing northeasterly.
The Sono buoy e-vidence appears to be wishful hearing in this
case also.

A pattern of Sono buoys was laidS.E. of

Lizard,

(59) I5O3A/4/3/45 - U, S.N. Liberator C/llO Squadron in weather
^10 cloud, base 1,800 feet, sea slight, wind 360° 12 knots,
visibility 18 miles; sighted -fcwo small puffs of smoke distant
3 miles in 4952N x 06IIW. Aircraft, when over the position,
noted that the puffs vrere just down wind of tvro small patches
of disturbed -water. A Sono buoy pattern was laid which, it
v/as cladmed, gave e-vidence of a U-boat proceeding at 120 revs,
per minute. An attack was made -^vith 2 - Mark 24 mines. No

explosions were heard and the regular beats continued.

?Qst., Yfar - The nearest U-boat was 40 miles away. The
sighting appears to have been on whales or black fish blovdng.
It is kno-wn that the powerful flukes of such mammals produce
rhythmic beats and cavitation s-wish in hydrophones.

Close S.E. of

Scilly Isles.

(60) 1i-(27A/3/4/45 "■ Liberator D/547 Squadron in calm weather
and -visibility 5 miles obtained a radar contact momentarily at
a range of 1-^ miles. A patch of bluish smoke was then seen
in 5835N X O9OOW which rapidly faded and had disappeared on
arrival lea-ving no aiming mark for an attack.

Post War - The nearest U-boat was over 30 miles away,
sighting appears to have been on a whale or black fish
spouting.

The

West of
Hebrides.

(61) I54IA/4/3/45 - Liberator N/224 Squadron in weather it/l0
cloud, base 2,500 feet, sea moderate, wind 296° 27 knots,
-visibility I5 miles; sighted a cloud of pale blue Scimorchel
smoke distant 6 miles in 5846N x Q427W mo-ving 030° 8 Icnots,
Simultaneously a radar contact was obtained on the Mc.X (3 cm.)
A.S.V.
a long trail of disturbed water,
depth charges and as the aircraft passed over the head of the
trail a distinct bump viras experienced,
the Plight Engineer reported seeing momentarily a periscope

SECRET

When about 300 yards away the smoke ceased, lea-ving
An attack was made with six

About a minute laterNorth of
Scotland.
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and Schnorc3hel miles away but on turning to close the

pilot co\iLd not pick up any trace. Twenty minutes
later another sighting of Schnorchel smoke was reported two

miles away but this vanished on closing. Finally  a Sono

buoy patterTx was laid in the area and for four hours it was
claimed that U-boat noises were heard ranging from propeller
beats at 92 revs, per minute to high speed machinery and the

operation of hydroplanes.

Post War - U. 978 just arrived in the area but makes no
'  The evidence of a long trail of

disturbed v/ater and the bump escperienced when passing over

the head of it points unmistakably to a willywaw.
of the report appears to be imagination and wisiiful hearing.

(62) I2OAA/5/3A5 - Sunderland 1/1+23 Squadron in weather 5/IO
cloud, base 2,300 feet, sea slight, wind 255° 6 knots,
visibility extrem.ej sighted a stream of whitish grey smoke

two miles a’way in 5344E x I3OOW. The smoke was dense, rising
from the sea and billowing down wind. It ceased when
aircraft W8,s about one mile distant but eight depth charges
were released on the estimated source.

Liberator Z/59 Squadron v/as homed to the spot arriving
at 135i4A hours and laid a Sono buoy pattern around the markers.

U-boat noises were, it was claimed, immediately picked up and
at 1510 hours an attack was made with 2 - Hark 24 mines. The

noises continued vd-th propeller beats for another two hours.

Post War — There were no U-boats vd.thin 1+0 miles. The whole

episode appears to have originated from another aircraft’s
smoke marker.

(63) 16i^2A/5/3A5 - Barracuda V815 P.A.A. in weather 7/IO
cloud, sea slight, wind 300° 20 knots, visibility 10 miles;
sighted smoke and later a v/alce distant 2 miles in 5512N x
O506W. The smoke source was moving 330° at 4 knots leaving
a white \7alce 200 yards long. An attack was made with four

depth charges after vrhich nothing more was seen.

Post War - There were no U-boats anywhere near,

appears to have been a willywaw.

(64) I920V5/3A5 - Sunderland 0/201 Squadron in weather 8/IO
slight, vri-nd 320° 20 Icnots,

sighted a small
cloud of whitish smoke 8 miles awav in 5352N x 0450W.

approach, the smoke appeared to be hovering in the air but
was denser at the lower end near the surface of the sea.

the aircraft ran in to attack, the smoke had almost dispersed
When passing over

the spot the tail of the aircraft was heavily jolted.

mention of any attack.

The rest

iviarkers were dropped.

This

cloud, base 3f000 feet,
visibility 15 miles but haze increasing;

sea

On

As

only two depth charges were released.so

West of

Ireland.

Firth of Clyde

Irish Sea

Post War - U.4S3, the nearest U-boat, was about 30 miles to
The jolt experienced by the aircraft

points to a \ri7Ll3waw beii-ig the object attacked.
the westward.

(65) 0959i\/6/3A5 - Sunderland V/l-i22 Squadron in v/eather IO/IO
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea moderate, wind 337° 20 Imots,
visibility 20 miles; sighted Schnorchel smoke and wake
distant 5 miles in AoSU x O5OOW C° 300°. An attack v/as
made with eight depth charges and as they exploded the beam

lookout reported a marked turbulence in the water at the head
of the vj-ake. Nothing remained after the subsidence of the

Irish Sea.
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At I9IOA hours, Suioderland V/201 Squadron, after aexplosion,

radar cjontaot, homed and sighted in fading light conditions a

dome-like hxmp of water moving 020° at 10 knots or more and
leaving a long wake of disturbed water in 5415N x; 0503V/.
sighting was too close for prompt attack and after turning on
reciprocal the target coiiLd not be seen.

The

Post War - Both these sightings were plainly of willjrwaws.

(66) III4A/8/3/45 - Barracuda A/810 Squadron in weather
cloud but slight sea fog on surface, sea slight, wind 340°
10 knots, visibility 6 miles in clear patches; sighted a
trailing patch of white vapour about 4 miles away in 5022N x
0210Tir.

and no precise source could be seen: nearby was a long wake
mark indicating a northwesterly oovirse by some object,
head of the wake was attacked with six depth charges,
uniisual after resiilts were seen.

no

When aircraft closed, the trail was 200 yards long

The

No

S.E. of

Portland Bill,

Post War - Although U.683 was on patr' 1 in the neighbourhood,
this sighting appears more likely to have been a natural
phenomenon, probably a willywaw.

(67) 1115-A/8/3/45 - Sunderland U/46I Squadron in weather IO/IO
oloiad, base 2,000 fett, sea calm, wind 3Z.£i° 12 knots,
visibility 10 miles;
distant 6 miles in 5240N x O539W.
seen to be hanging in the air just above the surface and slowly
disiDersing down wind. An attack was made with two depth
charges with no unusual after result.

Post War - This sighting appears likely to have been a natviral
phenomenon.

sighted a small cloud of whitish smoke
On axDproach, the cloud was

Irish Sea.

(68) I412A/8/3/45 - Sunderland Z/422 Squadron in weather 8/IO
cloud,base 2,000 feet, sea calm, m.nd 338° 12. knots, visibility
5 miles; sighted Schnorchel smoke distant 5 miles in 5537N x
O65OW,

a crescent curve having apparently drifted down wind fram
patch of disturbed water. Two depth charges were released to
leeward of this patch but no unusual results followed,

£fia±_lar - Excellent photographs were taken by Z/422 which make
it plain that the hanging cloud is vaporisation from a small
round whirlwind patch showing on the calm surface,
obviously a calm weather phenomenon and probably applies to the
previous two sightings, both of which occurred on this day and
in similajT weather conditions.

On close approach the smoke was hanging in the air in
a

This is

North of

Ireland

(69) 14024/9/3/45 - S'underland X/46I Squadron
sea level up to 1,500 feet, sea ealEi, visibility 1^ miles;
sighted smoke rising from a small patch of bubbling water at
the head of a wake distant mile in 515ON x 0514W 0® 060°.
No attack was possible as aircraft was on a radar exercise and
not carrying depth charges.

Post War,

phenomenon;

her lo- she v/as at this hour proceeding submerged at 80 feet in
a position 35 miles to the northwest.

in thick hazefraa

This again is a calm danq) weather wliirlwind.
moreover the only U-boat near was and from

St, George's
Channel,

(70) 10534/14/3/f5 “ U.S.N, Liberator X/107 Squad.ron in weather
10/10 cloud, base 1,200 feet, sea rough, wind 220° 20 knots

(85404) 382
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South of

Ireland
visibility 10 miles in hazy conditions; sighted a long white

vrake ¥/ith a hvmp of disturbed water at the head distant ̂  mile
in 5I46N X oyiOViT cf 040^ 5 knots. No attack was made as the
wake was too close at the first sighting and had disappeared
before a run-in ooiold be lined i:p.

Pgst War - There were no U-boats within 35 miles,
description is of a typical willyivaw.

The

(71) IO27A/16/3/45 - Liberator K/547 Squadron in fine weather,
moderate sea, wind 275° 25 knots, visibility 10 miles;
sighted a puff of whitish smoke distant 3 miles in 5703N x
OI5OW.

sign of a wake,

estimated position and by an error 2 - J/Ik. 24 mines also
dropped at the same time.

i!ost ^<ar - U«2Z8-Was on patrol in the general area but this
sighting is considered to be of a whale or black fish
spouting.

On closing, the smoke had dispersed and there was no
Five depth charges were released on the

Off

Aberdeen.

(72) 0237A/17/3/45 - Catalina j/210 Squadron, after a radar
contact, homed to ̂  mile range but the Leigh Light revealed
nothing in a calm sea,

contact and at ̂  mile nothing was illimiinated so  a blind attack
with fo\ir depth charges was made,
barrel-like object with a short vertical pipe was seen almost
under the aircraft in 6222W x 0120W,

Post War - There Trere no U-boats within 60 miles so the object
was undoubtedly non-submarine flotsam.

Another run was made on the same radar

Just after release a

North of

Shetlands.

(73) O753A/17/3/45 “ Liberator E/547 Squadron in fine weather,
calm sea and maximum visibility;
simultaneously sighted greyish smoke at 7 miles range in
6114Nx 0232We

obtained a radar contact and

On txarning to home, the radar contact was
lost and as the position was closed the smoke dispersed
gradually. On arrival at the estimated spot a, small black
cylindrical object was seen sticking up about a foot out of
water. An attack vias made with 2 — Mark 24 mines but without
result and no evidence was obtained from a subsequently laid
Sono buoy pattern.

Northwest

of Shetlands

Post War. This seems a clear case of a nearly expended smoke
marker being picked iq) and attacked.

(74) 1015A/17/3/45 “ Anson PA/3S of the General Reconnaissance
Squadron in good weather, calm sea, T/ind 250^, 3 knots,
visibility I5 miles; sighted a Sohnorchelling U-boat making
thick whitish smoke 8 miles distant in 5335N x 0521W 0° 215°
3 knots,

coming from a moving point of origin and rising vertically for
some feet and trailing away in a plume 4OO yaa’ds long,
arrival the smoke had ceased and there was no wake mark.

Post Yfar - There were no U-boats anywhere in the Irish Sea at
this date,

smoke marker or a natural phenomenon.

(75) II2OA/I8/3/45 - U.S.N. Liberator U/107 Squadron in weather
nil cloud, sea slight, wind 210° 20 knots, visibility extreme;
sighted a white looking wakemark distant 6 miles in 5016N x
0200W moving westerly at about 3 knots. On close approach
tills was seen to be a swirl foaming at the perimeter, horseshoe

SECRET

As the aircraft closed, the smoke was seen to be

On

The sightings must therefore have been either a

Irish Sea

S.W. of

Needles,
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in shape amd about 30 yaards in diameter,
with eight depth charges without unvisual result,
minutes later, another similar but smaller swirl was seen some

250 yards from the first and also estimated as moving in the
same direction,

again without result,
Sono buoys dropped near the spot.

£a§,t.., Wgj^ - There were no U-boats within 120 miles,

time and date the tidal strebm was setting easterly at 3 knots
and swirls over an imeven bottom might vrell cause the
phenomenon reported.

(76) I655A/18/3/45 - Liberator U/224 Squadron in slightly
hazy weather, sea slight, wind 183° 20 knots, visibility
10 miles; sighted a narrow wake 50 yards long distant 3 miles
in 5752N X 0312Yf travelling in a northerly direction at
10 knots. Nothing solid '.ras seen at the head of the wake.
On closing, the wake ceased to move leaving a sv/irl of
disturbed water at the apex,
depth charges without result.

Post War - The only U-boat anywhere near was U.778 and she was
over 40 miles to the eastward,

features of a willywaw.

This was attacked

A few

This was attacked with four depth oliarges,
No indications were received from

At this

An attack was made with six

The description has all the

North of

Lossiemouth.

(77) 1945A/20/3/45 - Sunderland S/461 Squadron in weather nil
cloud, sea slight, wind 230° 20 knots> visibility 12 miles;
sighted smoke and a wrake distant miles in 5123N  x 0546’iv
travelling 030°, The smoke ceased immediately after the
sighting and on arrival there was no aiming mark to attack.

PestJ/ar - A natural phenomenon, either a black-fish spouting
or a small willywaw.

Off

Milford Haven

(78) 1745A/23/3/45 “ Mosquito D/248 Squadron in ha.zy weather,
sea calm, wind 180° 5 knots, visibility 2 miles; sighted
Sohnorchel smoke and wake distant 700 yards in 6123N x 0332E,
The smoke rose to about 30 feet and trailed for about 100 yards.
It was reported that the point of origin showed a constant
yellowish light.

vvest coast

of Nor^iray,

Pogt_Wa£ - in obvious smoke marker still bumin^i.

(79) 161OA/25/3/45 - Mosquitoes P and L/248 Squadron in hazy
weather, sea slight, wind 160° I5 knots, visibility 3 miles;
sighted a trail of whitish smoke rising to 30 feet and about
200 yards long distant one mile in 6IO5N x 0256E,

Post War - Probably another smoke marker.

West coast

of Norway,

(80) 1915A/26/3/46 - Sunderland X/228 Squadron in little cloud,
sea calm, wind 280° 10 knots, visibility I5 miles;
radar contact range 2^ miles in 5202N x 0520'/, Nothing could
be seen through binoculars and the contact was homed on down
to Til mile range. Immediately following loss of contact the
aircraft, at 15O feet altitude, ejqoerienced a very violent bimg?
although air conditions were exceedingly smooth prior to and
after this occurrence, A marine marker vras dropped and
attack made with two depth charges.

obtained a

an

St. George's
Qiannel,

!

gpst, - This appears undoubtedly to have been an atmospheric
disturbance similar to a
registered.

willywaw and upon vvhich Mark VI A.S.V.
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(81 ) IIO3A/28/3A5 ~ Liberator B/222). Squadron in weather 4/IO
cloud, base 3»000 feet, sea slight, wind 230° 8 knots,
visibility 13 miles;
024-5W.

miles away. A Sono buoy pattern was laid which, it was

claimed, gave positive evidence of a U-boat travelling
eastwards at 1A0 varying to 180 revs, per minute until 1247
hours T/hen the noises died away. No attack was made as the

U-boat was considered to be too deep.

sighted smoke distant 6 miles in 5752NNorth of

Banff
x

‘ No attack was made as the smoke ceased when still 1^

Post War - There were no U-boats anywhere near,
explanation can be given but it is quite certain that it was

.  not a U-boat,

No

(82) 1632A/30/3/43 - Liberator T/86 in weather 8/IO cloud,
base 1,500 feet, sea rough, wind 230° 35 knots, visibility
5 miles but less in frequent showers; ' sighted smoke and wake

distant 3 miles in 6000N x 0510W travelling fast in a

direction 060°, A Sono buoy was dropped near the apex and
attack made with 2 - Mark 24 mines. There was no resiiLt and

no evidence came from the Sono buoy. A depth charge attack

was then made on the apex which had no effect on the rapidly
travelling smoke. Every time the aircraft ran over the target
a very severe bump was felt which, in the light of existing
doctrine, was thought to be caused by the hot exhaust gases
from a Schnorchel, Tinally the x->ilot was forced to conclude

that these bumps resulted from a terrific draught above an

incipient waterspout which by 165O hoirrs was reaching up to a
low cimiulus nimbus cloud directly overhead, Tvro minutes
later, while talcing photographs, the aircraft was struck by
lightning and left to resuiae patrol. At 1?00 hours a report
to this effect was made to base. However, No, 18 Group
ordered a U-boat hunt until P,L,E,

North of

Scotland

Post Yfar - The pilot was, of course, qiiite correct,
photographs confirm that it was a large willywaw which nearly
became a genuine waterspout.

His

(83) 1636A/30/3/45 - Liberator P/59 Squadron in weather 6/IO
cloud, base 1,500 feet, sea moderate, wind 250° 26 knots,
visibility 10 miles but less in showers; sighted Sohnorchel
smoke and wake distant 8 miles in 5338N x 1020/V travelling
fast downwind 070°,

was seen at the apex of the wake from which smoky spray rose
to a height of about 400 feet,
Mark 24 mine v/ithout result,

the scene was viewed down sun during a break in the clouds and

the pilot realised that the target »vas an incipient waterspout.

Post War - These two reports were the first occasion on which
willywa'ws were positively identified as such at the time.
Henceforward it was at last suspected at H,Q, Coastal Command

that all Sohnorchel smoke sightings were not necessarily
genuine.

As the aircraft approached, a disturbance

An attack was made with one

While turning after the attack.

West of

Ireland,

In addition to this list of bogus sightings and attacks
for March 1945^ there were diuring the month 14 attacks made on
oil slicks \inder the mistalcen impression that a U-boat was
present,

British Isles and many were accoHipanied by so called positive
evidence from Soaao buoy xiatteriis.

These occurred in various positions around the
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APRIL 1945

(84) O9IIB/I/4/45 - Canso 0/l62 R,C,A, P, Squadron in weather
4/10 cloud, base 1,600 feet, sea state 4» wind 336° 23 knots,
visibility extreme; sighted small puffs of smoke distant
18 miles in 6321N x 1419W.
whitish wispy smoke were seen to come from the surface of the
sea. There was no contact on 1%. VIII 3 cm. A.S.V, The

impression given was of an object breaking surface at frequent
but irregular intervals, A sono buoy was dropped which, it
was claimed, gave 32 revs, per minute. An attack was made

with one l/ik,24 Mine but nothing resvilted. Another sono buoy
was dropped which also gave 52 revs, per minute. The puffs
of smoke persisted until 0934 hours after which they ceased.

Post War, There was no U-boat v/ithin 110 miles, Erom the

description the vi/^hole episode appears to be a school of

either whales or poipoises, N,B, 32 revs, per minute is
iirgpossible in a U-boat, Dead slow is at least 100 r,p,m, on
both shafts or I50 r,p,m, on one.

On the approach, more puffs of

S,E, of

Iceland

(85) 1407B/2/2f/45 - Mosqxiito PZ of No, 8 0,T,U, in weather 7/l0
cloud, sea moderate, wind 280° 20 knots, visibility 7 to 12
miles; sighted puff of smoke and a small wake distant 2 miles
in 5048N X 0512V/,

hours more smoke and a small wake were sighted distant 3 miles
in 5058N X 0522W,

The smoke dissolved rapidly. At I415B

Again the smoke soon disappeared.

Bristol

Channel

Post Y/ar, There was no U-boat within 90 Jniles,

description fits whales or black fish spouting.
The

(86) 0745B/4/4/45 ~ Sunderland Z/201 Squadron in vreather 7/l0
cloud, base 5,000 feet, sea state 2, wind 240° 15 knots,
visibility 7 miles with slight haze; obtained a l/Jk.III A,S,V,
contact range 3'i‘ miles, live seconds later, smoke was seen
on the sea distant about 5 miles in 5426N x O904W, The smoke

was dirty white issuing in a steady column from a point on the
As the aircraftsurface and travelling slowly down vind,

Donegal Bay

approached, the issue ceased and the smoke dispersed.
Liberator Q/59 arrived at O854 hours and laid a sono buoy
pattern. No positive evidence was received.

Post War - There were no U-boats within 300 miles,
appears to be either a willywaw or a nearly spent smoke marker.

This

(87) I226B/4/4/45 ~ jVbsquito Q/333 Squadron in v/eather 8/IO
oloud, base 2,000 feet, sea slight, wind 300° I5 knots,
visibility extreme; sighted schnorchel smoke and apparent wake
distant one mile in 5744N x 0227V/ CP 330° 7 knots. Aircraft
attacked smoke v/ith cannon fire v/ithout result.

Moray
Jirth

At I435B hours, similar smoke was sighted distant  5 miles
in 5747N x 0201W.

fire and photographs were taken.
Again the smoke was attacked with cannon

Post Y/ar, There were no U-boats ’,vithin 120 miles,
episodes vrere smoke markers and the photographs confirm this.

Both

(88) 1322B/5/4/45 M.A.D. Catalina V/63 U.S.N. Squadron in
weather 3/10 cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea smooth, wind 220°
10 knots, visibility extreme; sighted a moderate amount of
bluish smoke rise fbom the sea about I5 feet distant miles
in 5803N X 061OW, Binoculars were in use and as the aircraft

Inside the

Hebrides
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An M,A,D, sweep v/asapproaohed the smoke slowly dissolved*
carried out but nothing was registered.

There were no U-boats to.thin 80 miles,

most likely a whale or black fish spouting.

Post War. This was

(85) O846B/6AA5 ̂  Catalina A/210 Squadron in weather nil
cloud, sea moderate, wind 154° 22 knots, visibility extreme;
sighted through binoculars some bluish white smoke rising
from the sea distant 10 miles in 6255N x 0855W,
formed a little cloud, faded and had disappeared at 4 miles
range.

Post War,

nearest U-boat was U,.Z75 inward bound about 60 miles to the
westward.

The smoke

ThThis was almost certainly a whale spouting.

N.W. of

the Ikeroes

e

(90) 192iAPAAA5 “ Liberator P/547 Squadron in weather 5/10
cloud, base 1,500 feet, sea state 3> wind 245° 16 knots,
visibility 20 miles; sighted smoke, presumed to come from a,

sohnorchelling U-boat, ̂ stant 6259N x 0524W,
On the approach the smoke dissolved and had vanished at

4 miles range, A sono buoy v/as dropped but results vrere

negative«

N.E , of

the Jkeroes

Post War, There were no U-boats within 100 miles,

appears to have been a whale spouting.

This also

(91) 1829B/8A/A5 - LA Wellington W/l72 Squadron in weather
6/10 to 9/10 cloud, base 3>500 feet, sea slight, wind 170°
10 knots, visibility 3 miles; sighted puffs of smoke distant

2 miles in 5546N x 0800W, At one mile range a definite short

wake was seen and, it v/as claimed, a positive schnorchel head
which was attacked with 6 - Mk.XI D.C.s, At 2105 hours a

long oil streak four miles by 100 yards wide was observed in

a position 4 miles N.E, of the attack position.

N, of Ireland

Post War, There were no U-boats within I50 miles,

position of the oil vms very near two known wrecks,
sighting v/as probably on a whale or black fish spouting, and

the 'schnorohel head’ v/as the fish actually breaking surface,

(92) 121 0B/1 0/4/45 *■ Liberator G/59 Squadron in weather nil
cloud, sea calm, v/ind 1A6° 12 knots, visibility  5 miles hazy;
sighted smoke distant 2 miles in 5502N x 1033^'’'^^, The smoke,
which was about 50 feet above the surface, faded out as the
aircraft arrived over the spot, A pattern of sono buoys vres
laid but gave no evidence.

The
The smoke

N.W. of
Ireland.

Post War,
exhalation from a whale or black fish as there were no U-boats
within 60 miles.

This was almost certainly another case of spout

(93) 1327B/10/4/45 - Liberator Q/53 Squadron in weather IO/IO
cloud, base 1,500 feet, sea slight, vdnd 290° 7 knots,
visibility less than 2 miles hazy; obtained contact on Mk.X
3 cm A,S,V, at 12 miles range,
contact was intermittent and was finally lost at about 2 miles

The aircrrift continued on same cotirse and two objects

The aircraft homed but the

range,
v/ere seen in the water under the port wing and two puffs of
smoke came from them. The position was 6052N x II5OV/, ThS.W. of

Faeroes
e

objects ;yere moving and soon afterwards there was a disturbance
on the water and a fairly large puff of whitish smoke,
aircraft turned back but nothing more was observed.

The
A sono
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buoy pattern was dropped which, it was claimed, gave positive
evidence of a U-boat at 120 beats per minute. An attack was
made with 2 - Mark 2/f Mines. Nothing resulted.

It is difficult to understand why the obviousPost War,

identity of whales did not occur to the crew or subsequently
to base headquarters. There were no U-boats within 110 miles.

(94) 2029B/10/4/45 - Liberator H/547 Squadron in weather 8/IO
cloud, base 8,000 feet, sea slight, wind 110° 20 knots,
visibility extreme; sighted small puffs of whitish smoke
distant ^ mile in 6027N x 0420W, The puffs appeared at ^
second intervals, lasted about 4 seconds and faded out giving
the impression of a sclmorchelling U-boat travelling in a
westerly direction at 3 to 4 knots. There was no well defined
wake but with eveiy puff there was a slight hump of distirrbed
water and once the top of the schnorchel head and  a periscope
was seen.

Mines and sono buoys were dropped. Ten minutes later the
puffs were seen again and, it was stated, positive evidence
of propeller beats (l20 per minute) and variotis mechanical
noises were heard followed by explosions and a loud rumbling
at 2114 hours, (N,B. This was long after the Mark 24
Mines* endurance had lapsed).

Post War. In spite of the fact that there was a U-boat about
30 miles away, this is obviously another case of whales, black
fish or a school of porpoises being seen and being subsequently
heard on the sono buoys.

An immediate attack was made with 2 - Mark 24

West of the
Shetlands

(95) I7IIB/13/4/45 - Wellington BX of No. 6 (o) O.T.U. in
weather 8/IO cloud, with haze up to 1,000 feet, sea calm,
wind 210° 10 knots, visibility 6 miles; sighted a small amount
of smoke and short wake distant one mile in 5427N  x 0422W,
There was no contact on Mk.III A.S.V,
the aircraft was unarmed.

No attack was made as

Irish Sea at
north end of

I, of Man

Post War, Probably a black fish or porpoise.

(96) I72OB/16/4/45 - Sunderland E/46I Squadron in weather IO/IO
cloud, base 4OO feet, sea clam, slight westerly v/ind,
visibility 6 miles but lessening as sea fog developed; sighted
smoke distant f mile in 5137N x O444VT G° 300° or reciprocal.
The aircraft made three runs over the source to find a specific
aiming mark and reported distinct bumps each time when over the
smoke,

gave definite beats at 120 per minute with hard hammering heard.
No attack was made as the U-boat was considered too deep to be
affected by depth charges,

Post War, There were no U-boats within 120 miles,
the bunps experienced, this is considered to have been a
willywaw.

A sono buoy pattern was dropped which, it was claimed,

In view of

S, £, of
Milford Haven

(97) I749B/16/4/45 - Liberator P/224 Squadron in weather 3/IO
cloud, base 3,000 feet, sea state 3, wind 210° 16 knots,
visibility 5 miles hazy;
range 5 miles.

obtained a Mk.X 3 om.A,S,V, contact
The aircraft homed and sighted a ^vhite

distiirbanoe on the water resembling a diving swirl in position
5757N X 0155W, An attack was made with 2 Mark 24 mines. The
parachute of one of these failed to open and the v/eapon
circled on the surface for ten minutes before disappearing.
The sono buoys, released with the mines, gave no evidence until
three minutes after the attack when a prolonged underv/ater

Moray lirth
North of
Kinnaird Head
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explosion' was heard followed some minutes later by the
appearance of yellow and blue coloured objects over an area

100 yards square and ten minutes later by a cylindrical object
8 feet by 2 feet, (This latter was probably the damaged mine).
More sono buoys were dropped v/hich gave a variety of noises
ranging from faint explosions to loud bubbliing sounds.
Liberator C/224 arrived at 1924 hoixrs and Liberator K/86
Squadron at 1937 hours. Both aircraft added to the extensive

sono buoy pattern and both reported bubbling and chugging
noises. At 2012 hours, 1^86 carried out an attack near the
loudest buoy with 2 - Mark 24 mines but nothing x’esulted and
at 2130 hours all noises had ceased.

ir^ost War,

tory explanation of the object sighted can be given but it
was definitely not a U-boat, neither can the wreckage seen be
identified,

2310 hours but saw no signs of wreckage and obtained no asdic
contact.

There v/ere no U-boats in the area. No satisfac-

The 30th Escort Group arrived on the scene at

(98) 2022B/16/4/45 “ Liberator G/3II Squadron in weather 8/IO
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea state 2, vdnd 252° 15 knots,
visibility 15 miles but hazy on s\n'face; obtained a Ivik, VA
A,S,V. contact at 7? miles range. The aircraft homed and
sighted a vary long oil streak. On reaching the head of this,
the co-pilot sighted 5 miles further on a object thoijght to be
part of a U-boat just showing above water in 58O3N x O323W
moving northeastwards slowly. When two miles away, the object
disappeared leaving a short sv/irl. This was attacked on
arrival T,vith 6 Mk.XI D.O.s.

the same time another disturbance leaving a walce was sighted
mile to the eastward. This had disappeared before

investigation was possible,

EoalLWar. There were no U-boats in the area. Here again
there is no satisfactoxy explanation of the sightings. The
most likely appears to be whales or black fish.

There was no result but at

Off Tarbet Ness

right up the
Moray Tirth

(99) 1110B/17/4/4-5 “ ibrtress B/519 Squaaron in weather 3/IO
o.loud, base 4,000 feet, sea state 4, wind 210° I5 knots,
visibility I5 miles; sighted a wake with a little smoke above
it distant 4i miles in 5950N x O32IW 0° southerly,
approaching, another wake with smoke was sighted distant
2 miles ay/ay to the south of the first,
and smoke had faded out on arrival, the second was attacked
with 4 - Mc.XI D.O.s.

While

As the first v/ake

Nothing iinusual folloyred.

North of

Orkneys

Post War,

sightings are considered to have been on whales spouting.
There were no U-boats within 80 miles and both the

(100) I759B/17/4/45 “ Liberator j/206 Squadron in weather 2/l0
aloud, base 3,000 feet, sea state 2, wind 195° I5 knots,
visibility 6 miles hazy; sighted, it was claimed, the conning
tov/er of a partly surfaced U-boat distant 3 miles in 5633N x
0008W 0° N.E. slow. An attack was made with 2 - Mark 24 mines
about 20 seconds after the object had disappeared,
later the rear gunner reported two small domes of water,
indicating the explosions of the two mines, about 400 yards
from the point of attack. A pattern of sono buoys was laid
and from 1810 ho-urs propeller beats at 72 per minute were heard.

One minute

In the North Sea

80 miles east
of Aberdeen,

At 1836 hours a wake of oil was sighted stretching from
near the position of attack to a distance of l| miles in a
southwest-erly direction and a minute later this was attacked at
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Just as the D,C,s. wereits apex with 6 - Mk.XI D,C,s,
released a small dark objeot was seen short of the apex and as
the aircraft tracked over the ELlght Engineer reported seeing
an outline as of a submerged U-boat,
reported a small dark object to have momentarily broken sixrfaoe
at the head of the wake,

rear gixnner reported seeing a cylindrical shaped dark objeot
lifted yp and subsiding with the explosion plumes,
propeller beats were heard on any of the sono buoys,
started to appear on the surface and gradually spread after
five minutes to an area of one mile in diameter.

Shortly after he

As the E.C.s were exploding, the

No more

Oil

Post War,

in the North Sea,

U.2324 on pa’brol close off St, Abb's Head,
regained harbour unharmed,
non-submarine and might well have been on whales or black fish,
one of which was wouinded by the Mark 24 mines and finally
killed and blown to pieces by the D.C.s,

There were at this date only two U-boats arywhere
U. 2329 was on patrol close off Montrose and

Both subsequently
The whole episode is therefore

(101) I457B/21AA5 - Canso E/162 R.C.A.P. Squadron in weather
1/10 olouid, base 2,300 feet, sea slight, wind 300° 7 knots,
visibility extreme sighted smoke at about 10 miles,
approach this was seen to be a continuous succession of bluish

white smoke puffs and ceased when the aircraft was ̂  a mile
distant*

small patch of disturbed water covild still be seen so an
attack with 2 - Mark 24 mines was made,

the one sono buoy released gave no evidence,
later the puffs were seen again about 2 miles away,
buoys were dropped round this spot which gave regular beats of
120 per minute.

Liberator L/53 now joined up and reported that veiy
positive evidence of a U-boat was given by the pattern
including cavitation swish and revs, of 84 per minute,
one buoy gave loud 110 beats per minute and at 1614 hours an
attack was made with 1 - Mark 24 mine,

but the U-boat noises continued until 1730 hours.

Post War,

initial sighting is considered to have been on whale spouts
and the subsequent sono buoy evidence on whale movements under
water.

On the

At the spot, in 6218N x 1316Vir, wisps of smoke and a

Nothing resulted and
Ten minutes

Sono

iinall

No explosion was heard

There were no U-boats within 120 miles. The

S.E, of

Iceland

y

(102) I4O8B/22AA5 ~ Halifax P/318 Squadron
logical flight in weather 3/IO cloud, base 2,300 feet,
calm, wind 010° 4 knots, visibility extreme; sighted greyish
smoke up to about 20 feet above the sea distant JLP jniles in
3628N X 103SW.

a fleeting glimpse was seen of a dark objeot on and then luoder
the surface.

on a meteoro-

sea

As the aircraft closed, the smoke dispersed and

No attack was made as the aircraft was unarmed.

N.W. of
Ireland

Post War,

almost certainly a whaile spouting.
There were no U-boats within 70 miles. This was

(103) I336B/22/4/43 - Beaufighter N/489 Sqmdron on transit
flight from Dallachyto I.euc-’vrs flying at 700 feet; sighted
smoke coming from the top of a schnorchel distant one mile in
3746N X 0228V/. No attack as no weapon was being carried.

In the

Moray lirth

Post War,

sighting is considered to have been on a smoke marker.
There were no U-boats in this area. The

(83404)390
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(104) I729B/22AA5 U.S.N, Liberator L/IIO Squadron in
v/eather 4-/10 cloud, base 10,000 feet, sea calm, wind 165“
12 knots, visibility 8 miles in slight haze;
puffs of hazy looking smoke distant 4 mile in 4-9441^ x OIO5W,
The AbS,V. was not in use. An itnmediate attack v/as made with

2 -• Iferk 24- mines, Sono buoys were dropped vdiich, it was
claimed, gave positive evidence of a U-boat at 250 revs, per
minute reducing later to 200, Three quarters of an hoirr
later (long after the mines' endurance had lapsed) a loud
explosion was heard on one of the buoys. At 1915 hours two
escort vessels and M.A,D, E/63 Squadron arrived but no
contacts were obtained.

sighted three

Eriglish Channel
off

Gape Barfleur

ItPost War,
appears more than likely that the whole episode started with
the sighting of a school of poipoises,

(105) 1635B/25/4-A5 *- Liberator G/206 Squadron in weather nil
cloud, sea calm, wind 230° 5 knots, visibility 12 miles;
sighted a small plume of smoke about 50 feet high vmth a
possible dark object at the base distant 5 miles in 56241^ x
0202W.
at 4- miles and the smoke was disappearing at 3 miles distant.
On passing over the spot only a faint swii’l mark and a vd.sp of
vapour remained,
as they were released a dark cigar shaped object was seen
under the aircraft.

There were no U-boats within I50 miles.

Luring the approach the water disturbance ceased

An attack was made with 3 “ Mk.XI D,C,s and

In the

Ilrth of Tay

Pq_^t War,
object is considered to have been a whale..

Thera were no U-boats within 60 miles and the

(IO6) IO38B/24.AA5 - Sunderland lA23 Squadron in weather 5/l0
cloud, base 5^000 feet, sea calm, wind 195° 6 knots,
visibility 4- miles; sighted an extensive cloud of white smoke
billowing from a point in the sea distant mile in 54-14Pr x
0448?/ 0° 160° slow,
object from v/iiioh the smoke was coming,
there was no contact on the Mark III A.S.V,
made with 6 - Mk.XI D.G.s but nothing unusual resulted though
the smoke was not seen again.
Group arrived but found nothing.

Post War.
photographs talcen at the time.

(107) 1409B/24-A/4-5 “■ Canso M/1 62 R, 0,A, P, Squadron in weather
3/10 cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea state 2, wind 030° 10 knots,
visibility 5 miles hazy; sighted a line of greyish wispy
smoke distant 2 miles in 601 IN x 1 65OW.
for 150 yards hanging low over the stu'face and dispersed as the
aircraft approached, one of the crew reported a black vertical
tube just visible in the sea near the head,
pattern was laid but gave no positive results and as there was
by then no aiming mark no attack was made.

Post War,
considered this y/as a smoke marker.

Two of the crew sighted a small black
No wa.ke was seen and

An attack was

At 1150 hours the 2nd Escort

This was a smoke marker a.nd is coniirmed by the

The smoke stretched

A sono buoy

There were no U-boats within I50 miles. It is

Irish Sea
Off the west
side of the

I, of Man,

South of
Iceland

(IO8) O933B/25AA5 “ Catalina N/210 Squadron in weather 4-/10
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea calm, wind light and variable,
visibility extreme; sighted a white disturbance in the water
followed by a large puff of white liazy smoke and then three
more smaller puffs in succession distant 5 miles in 6323N x
0112??. The vapoury haze was visible clearly down to l-g- miles

N. of
Shetlands

.
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faded rapidly at ^ mile and left a slicjk of smooth water,
attack was made with 4 - Mk.XI D, G.s,
resiilted.

Nothing unusiial
An

The nearest U-boat (U.234 outward) was about
This is considered to be the

Post War.
40 miles to the westv/ard.
exhalations of one or more whales.

(109) I202B/26/4/45 - Canso B/1 62 R.C.A,P. Squadron in v/eather
fog patches, sea state 3> wind 025° "15 knots, visibility clear
except in occasional cloud dovm to sea level; sighted bluish
smoke puffs issuing from a dark coloured dome shaped object
with waves brealcing on it distant 200 yaxds in 6226N x 1715^*
Several of the crew sa.w the object and the pilot states that
a single short vertical aerial was visible on top of the dome.
There was no contact on the Mk.VIII 3 csm, A.S.V,, indicating
that the object had only just suz'faoed and too close to
register. About five seconds after the sighting the aircraft
•sms enshrouded in a snoY/storm and when this cleared nothing
could be seen of the object.

Post War. There were no U-boats within 110 miles. This
seems to be another case of a whale stirfacing to spout plus
wishful sighting of an aerial,

(110) I553B/26/4/45 - Liberator N/224 Squadron in weather 2/IO
cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea calm, wind 265° 8 knots, visibility
20 miles; obtained a l*Iark X 3 can. A.S.V, contact at 1+i miles
but only held it for about one minute. Aircraft homed and
sighted a small patch of smoke, greyish in colour and
stationary, distant 3 miles in 6215N x 0250W, The smoke had
dispersed bei’ore arrival over the spot and no attack was made,
A sono buoy pattern gave negative results.

Post War. There ware no U-boats mthin 60 miles. Once again
this appears to be a whale spout and the 3 cm, A.S.V.
registered on the whale as it broke surface,

(ill) 203OB/27/4/45 " Sunderland P/228 Squadron in weather IO/IO
cloud with patches of very low cumulus nimbvis, sea state 4,
wind 310° 21 knots, visibility up to 15 miles; sighted smoke
and a foaming wake of a schnorchelling U-boat distant 4 miles
in 5012N X O547W 0° south. An attack was made with 6 -
Mlc.XI D, O.s and immediately after passing over the smoky head
the aircraft became unmanageable and crashed into the sea.

S. of

Iceland

E. of
Tkeroes

N. of
Lands End

Post War,

to the weather conditions this appears to have been a large
willywaw, hence the loss of control and crash into the sea.

There were no U-bcats in this area. Having regard

(112) 195OB/29/4/45 - Oatalina P/202 Squadron in weather 6/IO
cloud, base 3,000 feet, but numerous showers from lower nimbus
clouds, sea state 5> wind 340° 30 knots, visibility good but
down to 2 miles in showers; sighted white steamy smoke
distant 4 miles in 5316N x 0511W and through binoculars made
out a long wake astern of it indicating a southerly course at
about 10 knots. While still clearly visible an attack was
made with 5 - IJk.XI D,O.s which straddled the head of the
walce. Good photograj)hs were taken. After the explosion
plumes had subsided, the object was seen continuing on the
same course and at the same speed, Oatalina Q/202 Squadron
was contacted on R/T and arrived in the vicinity at

(85404)392 SI50RET
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This aircraft obtained a Mk.VIIIA 3 cm. A,S.V,201OB hours,

contact and simtiltaneously sighted at 2 miles range another

moving wake with smoke at.the head in 5320N x 0520W also
travelling south,

while the target was clearly visible,
low over the smoke a violent turbiolence was experienced which

threw it about so as to be almost lonmanageable,
photographs were taken and after subsidence of the explosion
plumes the smoke was seen still continuing on the same course.

It was followed by the aircraft \mtil it lessened and faded

a.wa.y at 2115 hours some 12 to 15 miles south of the attack

position.

An attack wa.3 made with 5 - Mk,XI D,C,s
As the aircraft went

Good

Irish Sea

20 miles W

of Holyhead

All this occurred about 3 miles west of the southbound
convoy BB.97 whose trawler escort was informed and came over
to the scene at 2020 hours,

delivered by her on reputed asdic contact at 2055 and 2103
houurs but without result.

Depth charge attacks were

The photograjphs of both attacks reveal obviouisPost Y/ar.

willyi,vaws and subsequently were admitted to be such by H.Q,
Coastal Command and the Admiralty Assessment Committee,

(113) 08103/30AA5 - Sunderland H/201 Squadron in weather
lO/lO cloud, base 500 feet, sea state A, wind 340° 17 knots,
visibility 5 miles but nil in snow squalls j sighted smoke

distant 4 miles in 53h21>S x 0455W,

stated that a schnorchel making a pronounced wake was seen.

An atta.ck fi’om 3^0 feet vra.s atteripted but the bomb doors

failed to open,
time the depth charges failed to release, after which the

smoke and wake disappeared,
gave no evidence.

During approach it was

Another run v/as made at 200 feet but this

Sono buoys vrere dropped but

At II35B hours, in similar weather conditions, white
smoke and spray were sighted at the head of a wake distant

2-2 miles in 5355H x 0445^ travelling at 4 knots in a

southerly direction. An attack was made with 6 - Mlc.XI
D. C.s and photographs vvere taken. It was noticed that just
before the release the smoke appeared to be dispersing and the

foaming wake diminishing. Immediately after the attack the

weather closed down in a heavy snow storm. During  a break in

this, the markers dropped with the depth cliarges wrere
reloGs.ted and a sono buoy was released near them. Only water
noises were heard. The position was lost in a renev/ed
heavy 3qua.ll of snowr.

Irish Sea

20 miles S, of

I, of Man.

At 1200B hours the aircraft listened in to the sono buoys
dropped earlier in the first sighting position but only water
noises were heard, and at I3OOB the aircraft resumed patrol.
Ten minutes later the snow squall lifted and tln’ee frigates
were sighted and contacted on H/T, Details of both the sight-
ings were given and at the S.0. *s orders a marker was dropped
on the estimated position of the 0810 hours sighting, after
wiiich at I445B hours the aircraft carried on vdth its patrol.

The trxgates, which were the 14th Escort Groip (3,0, in
Hesperus). searched in the vicinity and at I9OOB hours picked
up asdic contact on a bottomed object in 5342N x 0453''^«
Depth charge attacks on this brought up diesel oil, bits of

wood and several old tins of German origin. Ibr a day or two

it v/as thought that these came from the wreck of 11.^1024 s\jnk

in this vicinity on 12 April. However, a search on 2 May
by EG, 10 confirmed that it was definitely another U-boat,
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After the war the Assessment Committee debated as to which of

fo\ir U-boats, which disappeared without trace during the last

month of hostilities, this might be.
were y,2^, 325, 326 and 398.
to allot U.325 to this attack and to credit H/201 Squadron with
a share as having been the means of bringing the Escort Group
to the scene.

The four concerned

A decision was made in 1546

Post War in 1956. The photographs taken by H/201 Squadron of
the attack show conclusively that the target v/as  a willywaw
and the weather conditions at the time fully bear this out as

being typical for their formation. Without such photographic
evidence on the first sighting it is not possible to decide

if this too was a willywaw but in view of EG, 14*s subsequent
depth charge attack results, it is more likely that it was a

genuine U-Doat sohnorchelling by day under cover of bad
weather.

Regarding the identity of the U-boat destroyed, recent
examination of Geman U-boat records has disclosed that U.325

was detailed by signal on 10 i^ril (when southbound well west
of Ireland) to patrol along the south Cornish coast between
Lizard and Plymouth so it is most lonlikely that she ever went
into the Irish Sea. On the other hand, U.242 was detailed for
the Irish Sea and probably arrived there at the end of llaroh.

Her whereabouts in the Irish Sea during April are unlcnown as

she made no signals and was never heard of again,
far more lilcely therefore that it was U.242 who v/as destroyed
on this date by EG. 14«

It seems

In addition to this list of bogus sightings and attacks
for April 1945, there were dirring the month I5 attacks made on
oil slicks in various positions round the British Isles under

the mistaken iii^ression that a U-boat was present. l/lany of
them were accompanied by so called positive evidence from
sono buoy patterns.

MAY 1945

(11 a) III4B/I/5/45 - Sunderland E/228 Squadron in vreather 7/l0
cloud, base 2,500 feet, sea slight to moderate, ?/ind 015°
16 knots, visibility 10 miles; obtained a contact on Mk.YlG
A.S.V. at 11 miles range. The aircraft homed until a small

cloud of v/hite smoke or spray was sighted distant 5 miles in
4935N X O649W moving dov/n wind although no wake co\.tLd be seen.
The smoke faded on approach and at 2 miles range had disappeared
A sono buoy pattern was laid round the estimated position
which, it was claimed, gave positive evidence of cavitation
swish and banging noises. The M,A.,D, fitted Catalina V/63
U.S.N, Squadron was homed to the scene but got no results.
Later the 17th E.G, arrived and after attacking a doubtful
contact, classified it as on a knoTivn wreck,

Ppst_ War. There were no U-boats witliin 80 miles. Erora the
description the sighting coilLd have been on whales surfacing
to spout,

(115) I915B/2/5/45 ~ L/4j Wellington Q/36 Squadron in weather
8/10 cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea caljn, v/ind 355° 12 knots,
visibility extreme; v/hile investigating a lotig stream of oil,
sighted a trail of steamy looking vapour distant  ^ mile in
555ON X 0840W.

pipe protruding about one foot from which the streaan of vapour
During the run in the pilot sighted a rusty

S. of

Scillies.

N. of

Ireland,
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was ooining.
nothing further was seen.

Post V7ar.

position there were at least two known oil exuding wrecks and
it v/as of frequent occurrence, in spite of this knowledge,
for aircraft to thinlc the oil suspicious and investigate with
markers to tiy and decide whether streaks were moving,
tliis case there is little doubt that the sighting and attack
were on a smoke marker dropped earlier by some other aircraft.

(116) O709B/3/5A5 “ Halifax HS/No.1 674 H.C.U. ^
2/10 cloud, base 2,000 feet, sea calm, wind 048°  6 knots,
visibility extreme; obtained a short lived contact on Ivik.III

A,S.V. at l-g- miles range and simultaneously sighted smoke and
small wake in 5701N x 1010W,

faded into a slight haze and there was a small patch of
disturbed water,

were carried.

An attack was made with 6 Mlc.XI D,G. s. and

There were no U-boats within 50 miles. At this

In

in weather

On arrival, the smoke had

No attack was made as only practice bombs

W. of

Hebrides,

Post War. There wrere no U-boats within 50 miles,
appears to have been a whale S£)outing.

This

(117) I759B/3/5/45 - Catalina M/202 Squadron in vreather 5/IO
cloud, base 2,800 feet, sea calm, wind 325° 7 knots,
visibility extreme;
the surface distant 4 or 5 miles in 5523N x O635W.
ciiLars were used and a sliort wake was seen above vwhich the

S;.noke was hanging and a dark object protruded slightly at the
head of the wake,

kettle and formed a little cloud before dispersing,
attack was made with 5 - Mk.XI D.C.s after which some dead

fish were seen followed by a white object which soon sanlc.
The 25th Escort Group, supporting the nearby convoy 30,173^
searched the vicinity but only reported nmerous black fish.

Post War,

breaking the surface to spout,
U.1305 who was on patrol about 65 miles to the west.

sighted light grey smoke issuing from
Bino-

The smoke was similar to steam out of a

An

This is a very good description of a black fish
The nearest U-boat was

North Channel

off

Rathlin Island

(118) 2OO8B/3/5/4.5 - Mosquitoes X and D/248 and R/404 Squadrons
in weather 4/10 cloud, base 1,500 feet, sea calm, wind 300°
4 knots, visibility 7 miles; sighted momentarily some white
smoke ten yards in length with very smooth water like a walce
in rear distant | mile in 5633N x 0359E. The pilot of D/248
states he saw a schnorchel head momentarily under the smoke
and fired a burst of cannon fire at it before it disappeared,

Pp.St.,Waj:» There were no U-boats witirin 90 miles and this was
undoubtedly a black fish surfacing to spout.

The middle

of the

North Sea

(119) I653B/4/5/45 - Sunderland 0/423 Squadron in weather 3/l0
cloud, base 2,500 feet, sea state 3, wind 090° I5 knots,
visibility extreme; the aircraft had been detailed to

investigate an oil streak 011 the way to the patrol area.
This had just been done when a dense trail of grey smoke,
lyiAS close to the surface and more than ■§• mile long, was
sighted distant 15 miles in 5502N x 1011W,
approached, the smoke lessened, ceased to issue from the
at J2 miles and had dispersed at 4 miles range. ^
tracked over the estimated position but could see no aiming
mark to attack.

As the aircraft
sea

The aircraft

A sono buoy vvas dropped which gave loud

N.W. of
Ireland.

clanking noises from 1716 to 1755 hours.
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Post War» There were no U-boats within 50 miles and this is

fairly obviously a smoke marker.

During the first week of I/Iay 1945» thei'e were, in
addition to the foregiong, three attacks on oil slicks under

the mistaken impression that a U-boat was present.

This concludes the list of bogus sightings and attacks.
In case the reader doubts the accuracy of U-boat positions
deduced from the postwar study of German records on which is

based the continual postwar comment of there being no U-boats

within so msiny miles, it is remarked here that to 29 May
(long after all U-boats at sea had either surrendered or left
our inshore waters) reports were coming in from aircraft
describing schnorchelling U-boats under the same old familiar

* smoke moving at head of a wake', 'smoke puffs with subsequent
positive sono buoy evidence', 'smoke which ceased on approach
and dispersed*, 'smoke coming from positive schnorohel head',
'positive schnorchel and periscope submerging on approach of
aircraft with subsequent sono buoy evidence' etc. etc.
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Grovrt^h of the U-bpat Fleet and,Its operational dispositions
Reference - Har Diary of Bo d U, biit is approximate after Jan. 1945

1944 1945

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

95 30Based In Biscay ports 2 1 1 1  1 1 15 2

Atlantic

ops.
Based In S. Norway 66 94 104 124 10329 12893 105 119 123

Arctic

ops.
Based In N, Norway 31 26 2629 3130 20 20 19 19 17

Baltic
8Based in N. Baltic 12 14 16 8 6  515 15 15 12

ops.

I

T
Based in Mediterranean 811 3

Based In Black Sea 6 6 3

Total number operational 180 146 148 156 156 150 126151 139 152 155
I

Training Force 94 104104 104 i 100
I

90 100 105 102100 105

New boats on test and vrorklng up 162 166 156 163 161 183 190 1 167203170 200

Total U-boat Fleet at end of

each month
432 411 402 402 414 426 440 461 463 444 393

No, of new U-boats put into
coironlsslon 14 1612 20 20 29 30 25 15 10

No, of fully trained boats sailing
on first cruise 14 14 18 167 20 11 11 37 19

Average No, at sea in Atlantic
and Home Maters 34 45 4468 41 43 54 5455 51 35

Average No. actually on patrol
in billets

13 16 1615 7 11 17 12 10 12 13

6Paid off 6 4 41 ? 77 7 7
U-boat

Vlastage

34Sunk - All causes 8 3423 23 2812 12 12 22 57

Conventional

Types
4 2 39 7Planned

U-boat

Construct ion

Prefabricated
XXI and XXIII

14 46 3420 38 1027 25 39 32 10

.L

Conventional

Types
6Actual

building
output

63 2 1 1

Prefabricated

XXI and XXIII
349 11 16 2820 22 19 : 10 5 1

I
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Enemy Vessel casualties by aircraft attack at sea in the

Southern North Sea, off the coast of Norway
and In the Kattegat^est Baltic _area.

In the Southern North Sea

SEPTEMBER 1944

Squadroiis

concerned

SUffiC

Tonnage

DAiM
Date Description and name PositionFlag

Tonnage

25kNight -
1st/2nd

Aux. minelayer - Tilly 60 off YmuidenGe

Patrol boat - VP.i|l6 637 855 N.E. of
Walcheren

Night -
5th/6th

Ge

4551,496

1,261
400

M,V. “ Rosafred

liglitship “ Emil
M,Y. - Breda

N.E. of

Wangeroog

Swe

Day - 6th 489Ge

Nor

R*“boat •" R,80 819Niglit -
lOth/llth

S, of WalcherenGe 90

Torpedo boat - T.61
Londlna craft - MFP.I85
Landing craft ~ MFP,186
Landing craft ̂  MFP.
Landing craft - MFP«
Gun barge - AF,49
Gun barge - AF,59
Aux. mlnesvreeper - M.3246
Harbour Defence - HD.09
Harbour Defence - HA,06
Dredger - Goolland

600Ge

175Ge

175Ge

143175 In and off the

estuaries of

the Goiieldt

Ge

524Night -
11th/12th

Ge 175
855Ge 250

Ge 250
Ge 150

150Du

60Du

Du 239

855Aux, minesweeper M,3203 offNight -
15th/16th

Ge 200

Terneuzen

855Night -
I6th/I7th

Harbour Defence - HR,72
Harbour Defence - HHa.O?

103 West ScheldtDu

Du 120

143, 256, South of

Heligoland
Day - 17th Patrol boat - VP, 1201

Patrol boat - VP, 1202

Ge 210

254194Ge

Aux, minesweeper ” M.3663
Gun barge - AF,89
Tug - Buffon

Night -
18th/19th

200

250

Ge

855 West ScheldtGe

Fr 250

M, classminesvreeper - M,47l
Harbour Defence - HD,07

143, 455,
489, 236,

offDay - 25th Ge 750
Den Delder107Du

254
!

855 I Haas RiverNight - I Harbour Defence - HM«06
2Sth/29th j Tug - Rotte

60Ge !

Ge 501

I
-L

Total by R./wF. at Sea in September - 29 vessels sunk, totalling 8,837 tons
Total by Naval surface forces In the area - 6 vessels sunk totalling 895 tons

Numbers of aircraft concerned

A/C lossNo, of sorties No, of attacksGroup

No, 16 958 358 20

F.C. escort 123 18

F.C, Recce 162 27 2

SECRET
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Off the coast of Norway

SEPTEtvIBER 1944

Description
and name

SUNK

Tonnage

DM

Tonnage
Squadrons
ccai corned

Date Flag Position

Day - 8th Coaster - Kengelo " 236, 455,
254, 489

Du 195 S. W. Norway

Day - 11th M.class minesweeper
- M.426

M. class minesweeper
- M.462

750 236, 254,
455, 489

Ge Off

Kristiansand

SouthGe 750

Day - 14th Patrol boat - VP.I608
¥u V. - Iris

264Ge 144, 404,
235, 248

Off

Kristiansand

South

Ge 3,323

Day - 19th J'i. V. - Lynx
M. V. Tyrif jord

1,367
3,080

Nor

Nor
144, 404, West Norv/ay

235

Day - 21st Coaster - Vangsnes
Coaster - Hygia
fishing vessel

Nor

Nor

Nor

191 144, 404
235, 248

S. W. Norway
104

75

Day - 24th Harbour Defence -

- NB.02

Coaster - Storesund

168Ge 248 West Norway

I
Nor 563

Day - 28th Harbour Defence -
NK.02

I
80Ge 248 !  Off

IlCristiansund
SouthI

Total by R.A, P. at sea in September - (l1 vessels sunk totalling 7,024 tons
( 2 vessels dam. totalling 3,886 tons

In the same area by H.M. submarines - 7 vessels sunk totalling 13,845 tons
by surface craft - 1 vessel sunk of 140 tons

by carrier borne P.A.A. - (2 vessels sunk totalling 280 tons
2 vessels dam. totalling 5,515 tons

Total by Naval forces in the area - (10 vessels sunk totalling 14,265 tons
(  2 vessels dam. totalling 5,515 tons

Numbers of aircraft concerned

A/C lossGroup No. of sorties No. of attacks

No. 16 195 50

No. 18 448 104 3

P.C. escort 28 1
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In the Southern North Sea

OCTOBER

1

SUNK I DM 'Squadrons
Tonnage i Tonnage concerned.

I

Description
and name

PositionDate Flag

I
\

12f3 joff Hook of
855 I Holland I

992 iMoVo - ;,''achtel i GeNight -
1st/2nd

I

T’!

1,925 ! 524 ;Off Borkum iNight - I hull in tow
4tV5th

I
I

i Ge

—

t

855 ■  off !

iTerschelling ,
Gun "barge - AM 76Night -

7tV8th
; Ge ' 250
i

236 off

iNordemey
Day - 15th!Harboijr Defence - DB.5Q Du i

;Kar"bour Defence - DB»2i Du I
GeiL=A. T.i5 !

539 i
110 :

200 i

254 iI

455
I

.  I

Total "by R,AoPo at sea in Octo'ber - 6 vessels sunk totalling 3,814 tons1
1

Total "by Naval surface forces in the area - 1 sunk o.f 301 tons - 1 Dam. of
90 tons.

Numbers of aircraft concerned

4/C LossNo. of attacicsNo. of sortiesGroup

8No. 16 995^42

43P.C, escort

1138P.Co Recce
i
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Off the coast of Norway

OCTOBER 19it4

DAMamx

Tonnage

Squadrons

concerned
Date PositionDescription and name Flag

Tonnage

m1,953Day - 9th M.V, - Rudolf Oldendorff

M.V. - Sarp
escort vessel - UJ.I7II

offGe

1,116 hokNor Egersund

S.W, Norwayi(85 235GeI

I

Night -
12th/13th

I

M.V. - Havenstain Ge 7,973 502 Skagerrack

Wi, m,
235, 21(8

Day - 15th M.V. - Inger Johanne
escort vessel - V.1605

1,202Nor off

1(26 Kristlansand

South

Ge

Night -
15th/16th

Fishing vessel - Concord 150 58Swe Skagerrack

Day - 21st j 1!,V. - Eckenlielm
I M.V, - Vestra

1,923
l,i(22

hok, 235,Oe At

21(8Nor Haugesund

i Night -
'22nd/23rd

2,184M.V. - Irania Nor 502 Skagerrack

Day ~ 23rd M.V, - Blrl

escort vessel - V.5506
940Nor 235 West Non'ray

248100Ge

.1

Total by the R,A.F. at sea In October - (9 vessels sunk totalling 9,845 tons
(3 vessels dam, totalling 10,029 tons

In the same area by H.M. sutaarlnes- 2 vessels sunk totalling 1,791 tons
by surface craft - 2 vessels sunk totalling 1,36; tons

by carrier borne F.A.A.- (4 vessels sunk totalling 3,046 tons
(8 vessels dam, totalling 10,060 tons

|Total by naval forces In the area - (8 vessels sunlc totalling 7,000 tons
■  (8 vessels dam, totalling 10,060 tons

^mbers of .y rcrai;t _,cqncen(ed

Group No, of sorties A/C lossNo, of attacks

No, 13 544 171 5
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In the Southern North Sea

NOVEIviBER 1944

Squadrons

concerned

SUNK DM

Tonnage Tozinage
PositionFlagDate Description and name

236 Off R. ¥eser165HarUoior Defence - DY/«04| Ge j
Harbour Defence - DY/«42j Ge |

Day - 21st
169

!-

254 IN. of
iBorkum

250Gun barge - AF.4 GeNight -
25W26th

Off R. Weser254Ge i 1,923IM,V. hull in towNight -

29tV 30th

Total by R,A.F» at sea in November - 4 vessels sunlc totalling 2,50? tons I

Total by Naval surface forces in the area - 1 vessel sunk of 500 tons

Nimibers of aircraft concerned

A/G lossNo. of attacksNo, of sortiesGroup

684361No, 16

UhFoCo Recce

DECaSIvlBER 1944

DM Squadrons

Tonnage j concerned
SUNK

Tonnage

PositionFlagDescription and nameDa-te

524 I Off the Hook
of Holland

50DuCoaster - Pi joNight -
24tV25th

Total by R.A.F. at sea in December - 1 vessel sunk of 50 tons

2 vessels sunk totalling I80 tonsTotal by Naval surface forces in the area -

Ntmibers of aircraft concerned

jft/C LossNo, of attacksNo, of sortiesGroup

38 3No, 16 340

26F.Co Recce

SECRET(85404)403
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Off the Coast of Noinvay

NOyEI/iBER

DM'i

Tonnage
Squadrons jposition
concerned;

suim

Tonnage
Date FlagDescription and name

No Kattegat997 502Ni^t -
iftVSth

M.V, - Palos Ge

Day - 8th 12+4 jTfest NorwayGe 3,530
Ge 2,566

MoV. - Aquila
MoVo Helga Ferdinand
Coaster - Fraiiinaes

404

455307Nor

333

1,964 m SoWo NorwayDay - 13th IvioVo Rosenberg I
!R-boat - R.32

AoSoRo boat - No. 529

Nor

23590Ge

22+875Ge

143 ilfest Norway177Day - 14th Coaster - Sardinen
j Coaster - GifLa

'  Nor

I Nor 264 235
22+8

N. Kattegat502Ge 3,703Night -
21st/22nd

M.V. - Kiel

6,002 Oslo Fjord502Night -
24tV25th

M,V. -> Borbeck Ge

2,804
5,740

jY2est Norway404Day “ 27th; MoV. - Jersbeck
! McV. - Eidelitas

Ge

489It

58 j SkagerrackI  Nor 1,229 iMoV. - KorsvikNight -
30tlv'lst

7 vessels sunk totalling 11,370 tons
7 vessels dam. totalling 18,078 tons

Total by the R<.AoF„ at sea in November

I

-  1 vessel sunk of 50 tons

- (12 vessels s\mk totalling 17,201 tons
- (1 vessel dam. of 1,461 tons

(3 vessels sxaik totalling 6,365 tons
(6 vessels dam. totalling 7,602 tons

I
In the same area by H,M. submarines

by surface craft

by carrier boivie PaAcA,

(16 vessels siaik totalling 23,616 tons
(7 vessels dam, totalling 9,063 tons

Total by naval forces in the area
I

Numbers of aircraft concerned

A/G lossNo. of attacksNo, of sortiesGroup

677 120 5No. 18

72P.Co escort
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SUNK

Tonnage
DAM ! Squadrons

Tonnage:concerned

Date Description and name Flag Position

M.V. RadDod

M.V.

M,V. - Ostland

M»V. - Tucuman

M.V, - l agadalena
M.V. Helene Russ

Albert Janu

Ge 4,35if
2,275

143
s Ge 235

Ge 5,273 2lS
4, 621 I h35
3,283 489

West Norway
Day - 5th Ge

Ge

Ge 993

Day - 9th Coaster - Havda 678Nor 1A4, 404, West Norway
455

Day - 10th M.V. - Gudrun 1,^B5Ge 143, 235, S,Wo Norway
248

Night -

10^11th
Day - 12th M.V» - Y/artheland

Coaster - Molla 815 58Nor Y/est Norway

3,678Ge 143, 235, West Norway
248!

I Day - 13 th Coaster - Molla 815i Nor 143, 235, West Norway
248

Day - I6th M.V. - Pemedale

Tug - Parat
5,684Nor

Nor
143, 235, V/est Norway

248135

Day - 26th M.V, - Cygnus Nor 1,349 143, 235, S.W, Norway
248

! Day - 28th 617Coaster - La Prance Nor 143, 235, SoWa Norway
2li3

! Ni^t - iM.V. - Orion
i 28th/29th !

8,064Nor 502 E.Skagerrack

: Night -

I 30tV31st
58M.V, - Y/inrich von

Kniprode

|M.V, - Ulanga
iM.V. Stahleck

Ge 10, 123

6,860
1,663

Ge and E.Skagerrack
I

Ge 502

1,461M.V, “ ihlermo

I Day - 31st M.V, - Wally Paulbams
i  M.V. - Achilles

Ge 143

1,675Ge 235 S.Yfo Norway
’  Ge 998 248

Total by the R.A.P. at sea in December - 9 vessels sunk totalling 20,36? tons
13 vessels dam. totalling 46,532 tons

els sttnlc totalling 6,019 tonsIn the same area by surface craft
by carrier borne PoA„A,.

3 ve

1 vessel sunk of 90 tons

ss

4 vessels sunk totalling 6,109 tonsTotal by Naval forces in the area

Numbers of aircraft concerned

!  No. of sorties A/C lossGroup No. of attacks

No. 18 823 213 15

P. Co escort! 141 3
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In the Southern North Sea

J^AEI 1945

SUNK

Tonnage

DAM

Tonnage
Squadrons
concerned

Date Description and name Flag Pbsition

6.12, 119630Night
5tV6th

One "barge out of a
tow

Off the HookDu

Linsen motor boatsDay 14th Ge Several 2nd ToA„Po Hellevoetsluis

236, 254Day 17th Ge i 300Patrol boat - VP,1417 At Den Helder

I
Total by the RcA,P, at sea in January - 2 vessels sunk totalling 930 tons

Several Linsen damaged

- 90 tons

Total by Naval forces in the same area - (4 Seehunde sunk - 2f8 tons
(1 E-boat damaged - 90 tons

1 E-boat sunk

Numbers of aircraft concerned

A/C lostGroup Sorties Attacks

No. 16 79312 9

2nd TcA,P, 249 249 1

PoC, recce 9

PoC. escort 22

FEBRUARI 1945

Total by the R,AoPo at sea in Pebriiary - none sunk or damaged

(2 E-boats simlc - 180 tons
(2 Molch sunk 20 tonsTotal by Naval forces in the same area

Numbers .pf_alrc;rai^t noncerned

A/C lost! Group AttacksSorties

; No. 16 575 75 5

2nd T,A,P, 23 25

PoCo recce 30
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Off the Norv/ep:lan coast and in the Kattegat

Squadrons

concerned

DM.SLm

Tonnage

PositionDate Description and Name Flag
Tonnage

Day 6th 404 Hjelte fjordLighter - M.151 Du 300
455

Kors fjord404,Passenger vessel - PusaNor

fishing craft - Trygg Nor

172
Day 8th 28 455

5,165 143, 235,
248, 333

LeivikGecargo vessel -
Claus Ricloaers

Day 9th
Sogne fjord938 1Vf, 40ib

2i-55, 489
cargo vessel - S'irius
salvage vessel -
Blaaveis

Nor

Nor 50

Off Lepso502Ge 110Night 10th A^uc. minesweeper -
M.5610

53 East of

Nristiansand
1,615cargo vessel ~ Yaga NorNight

13tlv'l4th

Lervik143, 235,
248, 333

320Day 15th YiOialer - Seehund Ge

143, 235, Feje fjord5,099Gecargo vessel -
Ilsa Pritzen

cargo vessel - Bj eigfin

248Day 25th
696Nor

No of Bud2, 998 502GeNight 25th cargo vessel -
Pergamon

Total hy the RoAoPo at sea in Jairoary - 12 vessels sunk totalling 17,491 tons

In the same area "by naval svirface forces - 6 vessels smik totalling 26,74-2 tons
by HoM, submarines
by carriei'-borne P.A.A. - 4 vessels sunlc totalling 1,148 tons

1 vessel damaged of

12 vessels sunlc totalling 29,043 tons
1 vessel damaged of

- 2 vessels simk totalling 1,153 tons

3,347 tons

(
Total by Naval forces -

3,347 tons(

Numbers of aircraft concerned

4/C lostAttacksSortiesGroup

14119No, 18 477

247P.Co escort
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Off the Norwegian coast and in the Kattegat

FEBRUARY 1945

SUNK

Tonnage

DAM.

Tonnage

Squadrons
concerned.

Date Description and Name PositionFlag

2, 650Night
2n(V'3rd

502 N. of NaiasosCargo vessel - Tiefland Ge

3, 852Day 12th Cargo vessel - Sivas 143, 235 S. of

Askevold

Ge

6,105Night
20tlv/21st

58, 502Cargo vessel -

Porto Alegro

Ge off Lister

1,367Cargo vessel - Ibis
Passenger vessel -
Austri

Coaster - Gula

Nor

NorDay 21st 235 Boimiielo fjord490

264Nor

4891,923 off

Kristiansand
Cargo vessel
.Arstersturm

Ge

Night
26th 835 404, 455 S. of ivfendalCal’go vessel - Rogn Nor

(4 vessels siink totalling 9,885 tons
(4 vessels daitiaged totalling 7,581 tons

Total by the R.A.F. at sea in February

Total by Naval forces in same area - One M. class escort vessel of 730 tons

Numbers of aircraft concerned

A/C LostGroup Sorties Attacks

No, 18 491 90 12

60F,C, escort 1

(85404)408 SECRET
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AEHSKDIX VIII

In ̂ the. .Southern North _Sea

MRCTi 19h5

II

SUNK i DM. Sqtiadrons;
Tonnage Tonnage concernedI

Date Description and Name iElag
I

Position

!

Day 10th One Seelimid midget : 12 254 off Goeree
+

Day 11th Two Biber midgets Ge 12 119 off SchouTven

t
)

Two Biber or Molch

Two Biber or Molch

One Biber or Molch

Day 12th Three Linsen motor
boats

Two Linsen motor

boats

Eight Linsen motor
'  boats

I off Goeree
j off bchoi.Tv/en

2nd T. AoE ■: off Domberg
'off Goeree

119
236

119

:  Ge 12
^  Ge 12

6Ge
Ge 3

Ge 2 2nd ToAoPoi off Goeree

8Ge 2nd T.AoPo! Hellevoetsluis

One E-boat - S.181 236Night
21st/22nd

90 ifO miles off
Den Helder

Ge

I  .I

Ge i 600I 236, 254 18 miles N. of
Ameland

Day 24th :One armed coaster

6  !One Biber midget 254 ioff Goeree
I  35 miles

SoWo of
linuiden

Ge 1
Day 25th !

254One SeehuLid nrldget G-q 12 ^

Total by the RaAoP, at sea in Iviarch - 25 craft totalling 775 tons

(7 Seehmide
Total by Naval forces in same area - (9 Biber or Molch ^ 24 craft totalling

(8 Linsen . j 146 tons

\
)

Numbers ofaircrait concerned

VC lostGroup Sorties Attacks

No. 16 686 126 6

76 672nd ToAoPo 1

6PoC, recce
j

(85404)409 SEd^ST
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AHENDIX VTII

Off the Norwegian Coast aiid in the Kattegat

MARCH 1945

DAl-U SquadronsSU1«

PositionDescription and Naine FlagDate
concernedTonnage Tonnage

9,ce6 W« Skagerrack502Night 1st/2nd

Night 2nd/5rd

Cargo vessel - Isar Ge

6,031 58 entrance to

Oslo fjord
Cargo vessel - Kattegat
Cargo vessel - William Blumer

Ge

3,60hNor

58Night 5th/6th 2,567 W» SkagerrackCargo vessel - Betty Nor

1ii3, 235,
248, 353

Four M.F.P, landing craft
Patrol boat - VP, 1610

Ce 520 N» of SkawDay 7th 256Ge

4,124 144,404,
455, 489

Cargo vessel - Phoenicia
Cargo vessel - Keimdal

Ge
Day 8th Midgulen fjord

978Da

58Night 8th/9th 194 E, SkagerrackCoaster - Hoendeep Du

2,882Night 10th/11th 502 E, of SkawCargo vessel - Theda Fritzen Ge

1,845 58NIglit 12th/13th off Laeso I.Cargo vessel - Rolandseck Ge

Night 16th/17th 477Escort vessel - UJ.IIOS 502 E, SkagerrackGe

Cargo vessel - Iris
Cargo vessel - Remage
Cargo vessel - Log
Cargo vessel - Erna

Ge 3,323
1,830
1,684

143, 235
248, 353

Ge
Day 17th Aalesund

Nor

865Ge

Day 21st 353One R-boat Ge 90 Bjorne fjord

1,620Cargo vessel - DIone j  Nor 555 Off Porsgrund

144, 489Cargo vessel - Lysaker
Escort vessel- Rorassdale

Cargo vessel - Inga Essberger

S.W. of
Aalesund

Nor 910Day 23rd
158 143Ge

1,827Ge

7,854Cargo vessel - Rotenfels Ge 235 Daisfjord

Night 23rd/24th 760Cargo vessel - Priamus 58Ge N,E. of Skaw

14/t, i|04
455, 489

Cargo vessel - Thetis
Cargo vessel - Sarp

2,788
1,116

Ge
Day 24th EgersundNor

Ge 2,643
Nor 1,664
Nor 1,371
Nor ! 1,305

8

Cargo vessel - Scharhorn
Cargo vessel - Dudrld Borgstad
Cargo vessel - Svanefjell
Cargo vessel - Gudrid
Cargo vessel - Torafire

143, 235
248, 333

Day 30th Porsgrund

23Nor

Total by the R.A.F, at sea In liarch - (19 vessels sunk totalling
(14 vessels damaged totalling

23,315 tons
41,800 tons

Total by naval forces in same area (by surface craft - 2 vessels sunit totalling 1,863 tons
998 tons(by H.11. s/m “ 1 vessel sunk of

Numbers of aircraft concerned

Group Sorties Attaclcs A/C lost

No, 18 847 279 19

F. C. escort 165 2
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AEEENDIX VIII

In the Southern North Sea

AERU 1945

SUNK

Tonnage

DM.

Tonnage
Squadi’oais
concerned

Date Description and Name Flag Position

20 miles

¥. of the Hook
Day 9th 236One Seehund midget Ge 12

35 miMes
Wo of the Hook

Day 10th One Seehund midget Ge 12 254

10 miles

off Goeree
Day 11th 6One Biber laidget 236Ge

35 miles
W. of the Hook236One Seehund midget Ge 12

236, 254, 25 miles
Tfo of the Hook

Day 12th One Seehimd midget Ge 12
524

19 miles
off SchouwenTwo Biber midgets Ge 12 119

25 miles
Wo of the HookDay 13th 810One Seehund midget 12Ge

Night
19th/20th

T-to lighter barges off

Terschelling

Du 200 254

988Cargo vessel -
Alwine Russ

2nd T0A.F0 Elver ElbeGe

Day 25th
Depot ship - Eisen
Tvfo Titgs

750 2nd T.A.F. offGe

50 Bri.msbuttelGe

Night
25th/26th

Tug - RS. 12 50 524 off

Nordemey I,

Ge

Total by the R.A„P. at sea in April - 15 craft sunk totalling 2,116 tons

4 E-boats

Total by naval forces in same area - 4 Seehunde
6 Linsen

14 craft sunk totalling
414 tons

Numbers of aircraft concerned

A/C lostGroup Sorties Attacks

No, 16 897 104 2

2nd T.A.P, 499 437 3

P.C. recce 14 2

(85404)411 SECRET
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AEEENDIX VIII

Off the Norwegian Coast and in the Kattegat

^IL_i945

Sunk DAM. Squadi’ons
Date Description and Name Flag Position

Tonnage Tonnage concerned

Cargo vessel - Concordia
Cargo vessel - William Blunier
Cargo vessel - Espana
Cargo vessel - Kattegat
Cargo vessel - Hektor
Cargo vessel - Belpamela

5,154
3,604

Nor

Ge

7,465
6,031
5,742
3,165

Ge 143, 235
243, 533

Day 2nd Sandefjord
Ge

Nor

Nor

Night 2nd/3rd Cargo vessel - Gertrud Ohlrogge

Cargo vessel - Palmyra

Ge 1,307 58 NoE, of the Skaw

Evening 4th Ge 455, 4893,007 Aardals fjord

Might 4th/5th Cargo vessel - Feodosla Ge 3,075 58 £. of Laeso I«

Escort vessel - Helml Sohle
One unnamed vessel

453Ge 143, 235
248, 533

Day 5th
W. of Anholt 1,Ge 50

Day 7th Cargo vessel - Oldenburg 4,595 144, 455
489

Ge Up Sogne fjord

Night Tth/Sth Motor boat ■■ Kosmos Da 50 502 E« of Laeso I.

Night 8th/9th Cargo vessel - Carsten Russ Ge 994 58 N* Skagerrack

Day 9th U,804, U.843, U.1065 143, 235
246, 333

Ge All sunk Eo of the Skaw

Torpedo boat - T,13
Cargo vessel - Hansa I

Nlglit 9th/10th Ge 1,132
1,923

58 S.E. of laeso I.
Ge

Escort vessel - M,2 Ge 750 455 Fedefjord
89

Cargo vessel - Dlone
Cargo vessel - Kalmar
Coaster - Trass

Coaster - Nordsja
Cargo vessel - Helgoland
Fishing craft - Skagen

1,620Nor

964Ge

Day 11th Nor 190 143, 235
248, 333

Porsgrund178Nor

Ge 535
Swe 150

Night I3th/I4th Cargo vessel - Ostland Ge 585,273 S.W, of Anholt I

Night 18th/19th Cargo vessel - Dammtor 2,834Ge 58 off the Skaw

Escort vessel - M,403
U.251 and U,2335

Dai' 19th Ge 143, 235
248, 333

750
S.E. of Anliolt I.Ge sunk damaged

Cargo vessel - Treuenfels
Cargo vessel - Trondhjem

GeNight 19th/20th 8,457
1,147

58, 502 Westv«rd of
Anholt I.Nor

Night 20th/21st Minelayer - Ostmark 3,047Ge 502 E* of Anholt I,

Cargo liner - Schleswig
Cargo vessel - Neukuhren

Night 21st/22nd Ge 10,243 502 Laurvlk

Frederlkshavn4,518Ge 502

Day 22nd Cargo vessel - Elmar Ge 1,000 455, 489 Maaloy

Day 23rd Cargo vessel - Ingerseks 4,969Nor : 144, 455
489

RIsne fjord

-—•I—-

Night 23rd/24th Cargo vessel - Tubingen !

5,453 !

(23 sui* totalling 48,610 tons

Total by the R.A.F, at sea in April - (11 vessels damaged totalling 51,215 tons
(  1 U-boat damaged

1 vessel sunk of 1,501 tons

Ge 50

area -

2 S.W, of Laeso I

iTotal by naval forces In same

Numbers, p.f_ aircraft. ..concerned

Group Sorties Attacks A/C lost

Nb, 18 Group
F.c. escort

772 350 29
206

5
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APPENDIX VIII
Combined

Nogrfegi^ Coasts, K:attep;at. The Belts. Western Balti n  HrI i gni ar^_

MAY 1955

SUNK DAM. Squadrons
Date Description and Name Flag Position

Tonnage Tonnage concerned

M. class escort - M,293
U. 2359

I43p 235
248, 333

404

Ge 750 N.E. of

Laeso I.Ce sunk

Daj' 2nd Cargo vessel - H.C. Horn

Cargo vessel - Gertrud Fritzen Ge
Cargo vessel - Florida
Coaster - Dwarssee

0.1007

Ge

Ge

!  Ge

i  Ge

4,132
2,999
5,5it2

2nd T.A.F.

TJqjhoons Dubeck Bay

552
sunk

Dawn 3rd Repair vessel - Adrianus Ge 250 236, 25h Heligoland Bight

Cargo vessel - Java
Cargo vessel - Falstrla
Cargo vessel - Jutlandla

8,681 144, 455
489

Da Langeland
Channel

I

6,992
8,457

! Da
Da

Cargo vessel - Irmtraut Cords
Cargo vessel - Ramfoss
Coaster - Pallas
Coaster - Amstel 12

Coaster - Wolgast
U.2524
Hospital ship - Der Deutsche
Cargo vessel - Talfun

2,814
1,165
6

Ge

Nor!

27i Ge

242i Du Great Belt

down to

Kiel Bay

164 236, 254Ge

Ge sunk
Day 3rd 11,453

6,405
Ge

Ge

Minelayer Dorpat
Salvage ship - Energle
Coaster - Jade
Coaster - Diana
Coaster - Erna Gaulke
Cargo vessel - Inster

Patrol boat - V.S,524
Tug - Cecllle
0.1210

Cargo vessel - Insterburg

I 3,535
1,866

I Ge
I

Ge

536: Ge

I Ge
I Ge
i Ge

516
400 2nd T.A.F.

l^'phoons Kiel Bay4,747
i
Ge 50
Ge 50
Ge sunk

Ge 2,030

Cargo vessel - Swakopmunde
U,2540, U,3030, U,3032

! Ge 6,133
All sunk

2nd T.A.F.
Ti^phoons Fehmarn Belti Ge

Cargo vessel - L.M. Russ
M. olas escort - H,301

1,600
750

i Ge
53 off AarhusGe

Night 3rd/4th
Cargo vessel - Thlelbek
Cargo - Ernst Hugo Stlnnes 11 Ge
Cargo - Else Hugo Stlnnes 15 i Ge ^

Ge 2,815
524, 6123,295

3,291
Kiel Bay

Cargo - ilblfgang L.M. Russ
Cargo vessel - Angaraos
Cargo vessel - Gunther Russ
R-boat escort

Ge 3,750 143, 235
248i, 333

404

S» Ea of
Aariius

Da 3,540
Ge 998

! Ge I 90 I

;  Cargo vessel - Vega
I  Cargo vessel - Bolkoburg
I M, class escort - 11,36

I  Cargo vessel - Frieburg
!  Cargo vessel *• VJUrzburg
Oil refinery - Walter Rau
U,579, 733, 746, 876, 904

IGe i 7,287

Ge I 3,436
Oe I 750 :

IDay 4th
2nd T,A.F. Fehmarn Belt

i Ge

i Ge
-  i 5,165
-  ! 1,337
-  i 13,751

1

In the

Flensburg and
Eokernforde

area

2nd T.A.F.

Typhoons' Ge

! Ge :A11 sunk

u.236, 393, 2338, 2503 : Ge jAll sunk 236, 254 Little Belt
I1

Total by the R,A.F» at sea - (16 U-boats sunk
(29 vessels sunk totalling 66,229 tons
(12 vessels damaged totalling 66,714 tons

Total In the same ai'ea by naval forces (F.A.A.)  - (1 U-boat sunk
(2 vessels sunk totalling 5,893 tons

febers _oIjaJroraf t.. soncertied

Group

'ifo.Te
No. 18
2nd T.A.F.
F. C, escorts

Sorties Attacks A/C_ lost,_
305 85 2
189 97 5
747 686 6
136 5.
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APPENDIX IX

Types of German Small Battle Units

Admiralty K I D, 1/PW/REP/15A5 and S.D.S. 65/54.Reference

Linsen

These were developed from the Italian explosive motor boats of the
10thM.A.S., Flotilla

explosive boats, each of the latter carrying a 300 leg. charge in the bow.
The boats displaced 1.2 tons and had a maximum speed of 31 knots for two
houi's or a cruising speed of 15 lenots for A-g- hoxars. Each explosive boat
carried a steersman who took the boat to vdthin striking distance of the

target,
the control boat by radio remote control
task of picking up the ditched men.
nissing the target, they could be sunlc by radio from the control boat.
Linsen were first used in the Normandy invasion area towards the end of
June 1944*

A Linse unit con^rised one control boat and two

He then dropped overboard and the final nm-in vfas directed from
the pilot of which also had the

In the event of the explosive boats

Harder

Originally called Neger, these were one-man weapons consisting of an
electiic 21 inch carrier toipedo with an explosive headed 21 inch torpedo
slung underneath. The combination could be launched from an open beach.
The pilot, sitting in the coclcpit of the carrier torpedo aaid shielded by a
plexi-glass hood, steered on the sm-face tov/ards the target area. When at
point blank range, he released the explosive torpedo and then made the best
of his way back to his starting place.

It had aThe conibined weight of the carrier and torpedo was 2.8 tons,
raiige of 35 miles and maximum speed of 2-g- Imots. The Iviarder was not
envisaged, as a regularvireapon of war but was an improvisation,  capable of
rapid production, for use from a beach against an enemy landing. They were
first used against the Allied invasion forces off the Normandy coast on the
night of 5/6 July 192)ii-. The original flotilla v/as reformed, after the
retreat from Prance, and sent to Italy in September. A newr flotilla,
similarly equipped, went to Denmark at the end of August 1944.

This had a smallA submersible Harder was produced in la.ter months,
flooding compartment added to the carrier torpedo and an air pressure

Breathing conditionsco.ntalner for adjusting the trim and for surfacing,
secured by an oxygenised mixture with facilities for ejecting impure
A compass was fitted for steering and depths down to 50 feet could be

Three flotillas of these Iviarder were formed which were sent to

Denmark, Noiwray and Italy during the last three months of 1944^ l^'^t none
were used in operations.

•were

air.

maintained.

Iviolch

This was an early type of one-man midget submarine and ?/as designed by
the Torpedo Experimental Establishment at Eckemforde with the object ot
previding# at short notice and Yid'bh the minimuiii of personnel training, an
offensive submarine weapon for operations near the coast.

ilolch were built at Lubeck. They were designed for submerged travel
only and were driven by an electric motor powered by torpedo-type batteries.
The displacement was 10^ tons, length 35 feet and beam (v/ithout torpedoes)
of 3'g- feet. The armaiiaent was tiro underslung 21 inch toipedoes. The
endurance was A3 miles at five Imots wdth a maximum diving depth of about
90 feet.

(85404)415 SECSfflT
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The first 38 Molch were delivered in July 194^ followed by 125 in
A-ugust, 110 in September, 57 in October, 28 in Deceiiiber and 32 in
January 1945 “ total 390
Molch against the Allied invasion fleet but a large number was sent to

beaches in Denmark and Norway in readiness if an invasion occurred in those

waters, and also to Italy whence, in September 1944, they operated off the
French Riviera.

There is no record of the operational use of

Eiber

This was a one-man submersible capable of both surfaced and submerged
It vfaB originally intended for operations from a beach against

enemy landing forces but met with little success owing to its limited diving
capacity and slow speed,
for mining in the Scheldt and, in conjunction with frog-men, for the
destruction of river bridges in Eastern Germany,

travel.

Flotillas of Biber were later used successfully

The displacement was six tons, length 28g- feet, beam (with torpedoes)
The lovrer part of the hull was recessed on both sides into troughs

Sxirfaced

4| feet,
to provide close stowage for trro 21 inch torpedoes or two mines,
propulsion was by a six cylinder petrol engine and submerged by an electric
motor powered by torpedo-type batteries.
13 hours at the maximum speed seven knots and submerged for 23 hours at five
knots,

diving depth was feet.

The surfaced endurance was

Only a fixed and unrotating periscope was fitted and the maximum

Biber were built at Bremen. The first three were delivered in May 1944.
Later consignments were six in June, 19 in July, 50 in August, II7 in
September, 73 in October and 56 in November - total 324. Their first and
only operation against the Normandy beach-heads was on the night 30/31
August 1944 when they effected nothing. They were withdrawn back to
Lubeck and, after a short period on the coast of Jutland as an anti-invasion
measure, they were next errployed in December 1944 from bases near the Hook
of Holland against Allied shipping in and off the Scheldt estuaries using
both torpedoes and mines.

Hecht

This v/as a two-man submersible fitted v/ith only electric propulsion.
It was also known as U-boat Type XXVII and was originally intended for
carrying limpet mines to enemy sloips lying behind net protection. They
■\;ere first produced in Italy for delivery by rail to Neustad but during the
suimmer of 1944 production ceased ov/ing to Allied air attacks on the building
yard. Hechte damaged in these attacks v/ere transferred to the Germania
Werft - Kiel for repair and completion. By the time they came forward in
any numbers, the operational opportunities for which they were intended had
disappeared and the boats were reconstructed as torpedo carriers for use
against moving targets at sea. However, before reaching operational
nimdbers, they were already considered as superseded by the Seehunde and were
for a time used to train the crews for these latter. They were never used
in active operations.

Their characteristics were - Displacement 12 tons, length 46 feet, beam
4 feet and armament one torpedo and one mine. Propulsion was by an electric
motor povrered by a submarine type battery giving  a maximum range of 60 miles
at four knots. A gyro-compass and a rotatable periscope were fitted and the
maximum diving depth was about 150 feet. The first two were delivered in
May 1944 follovired by one in June, seven in July and 43 in August after vdiich
production -was cancelled.
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Seehund

These were also laiown as U-boats Type XXVII B and were time niiniatxare

seagoing submersibles capable of operating for up to seven days from base.
They had a crew of two men and were of 12.3 tons displacement, length 39 feet,
beam 5^ feet and the hull, T/hich ivas six feet in depth, was formed of twm
circular tubes superinqposed, the larger above the smaller. Two 21 inch

carried snugged along the space between the upper and lov/ertorpedoes were
tub-ular sections.

Submerged propulsion was by a 25 h.p, electric motor powered by a steel-
alkaline battery of 192 cells giving four Imots for 20 hours or the ma^um
seven knots for eight hours. Surfaced travel was by a 60 H.P. six cylinder
Diesel engine with a maximum speed of eight laiots and surfaced range of 275

A clutch between the Diesel engine and motor enabled the battei-y
The effective range, surfaced and submerged with

miles,

to be re-charged at sea.
occasional re-charging, v/as some 4^0 miles.

A non-retract able but fully rotational periscorje was supplied which
extended about six feet above the superstructijre and had a sky searcher.

Three compasses, one of which was semi-gyroscopic, ?/ere fitted and the
ordinary cruising depth submerged was 17 feet but the boats could dive to
150 feet.

These craft were being produced by the Germania Yferft in Kiel during
June 19^4 but, owing to delays by modifications, shortage of supplies and
air raids, the first three were not delivered until September 1944 after
which there vrere 35 in October, 6l in November, 70 in December, 35 _ in
January 1945 ? 27 in February and approximately 20 in liarch and April - total

The first flotilla (24 boats) to become operational arrived at Ymuiden
on 23 December 1944 for use against the Thames/Scheldt convoy traffic.
Their first operation took place on 1 January 1945.

250.
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Reascaas for the Virtual aJjsence of Q-.A.F. minelaying or attack in the Scheldt
area

German Records in A.H«B.6.Reference:

On 20 September 1944 the strength of Pliegerkorps IX on the west front
This v/as made up of LG. 1 with 56 Ju. 88s and KG. 26

Of these, only 57 Ju, 88s and one Ju. 188 were
The only other boiriber amit which was operational in the vrest

was about 100 bonbers.

v/ith 53 Jn. 88s and 12 Ju. 188s.
serviceable,

was liG. 3 ■who were responsible for air-laiaiched flying bomb attacks on the
United ICingdom.
tactical operations in support of the German Army against our airborne
landings at Arnhem.

At this date the whole of Pliegerko?wT3S IX was committed to

By the end of October 19^|1|-, the programme of converting G.A.P. bomber
units into fighter units was nearing completion. This was a policy decided
upon by Speer, the I/Iinister of Armaments and War Production ard. vras the
inevitable consequence of the Luftwaffe having been forced on to the
defensive by Allied air attacks. New Bomber Production had virtually
ceased by October. On 1 Noveniber 1944 the only bomber Geschwader left in
existence were:-

in Russia
in Noiw/ay for operations against the convoys to and
from Russia.

KG.4
KG. 2 6...

KG.53 (formerly KG.3)
LG.1
KG. 66

engaged solely on airborne Y. 1 operations.
based in N.W. Germany and Denmark
Pathfinders for V. 1 operations

Thus the only Geschwader available for minelaying operations dirring^the last
six months of the war was LG. 1 wrhich consisted of only tvro Gruppen instead of
the normal three and had on the average some 50 serviceable Ju.88s at its
disposal. This small force was, however, often under priority orders to
operate in a. tactical role against Allied ground forces, as for instance the
Ardennes counter-offensive in the second half of Decenber and early in 1945*

Another reason why L-uftwaffe operations were severely curtailed was the
Allied attacks on synthetic oil targets had byshortage of fuel.

1 October 1944 reduced production from 175»000 tons in Ap)ril to 53>000 in
June, 29,000 in July and a mere 9>4-00 tons during September.
slight revival in October but thereafter the situation rapidly deteriorated.
As consunqjtion for May was 195 >000 tons it was not surprisiTig that stocks had
almost vanished in spite of drastic curta.ilment of flying.

There was a

On 21 February 194.5> General Koller, the Chief of Air Staff, sent a
memorandum to Hitler’s Adjutant (Colonel von Below), Goering, Jodi and other

He began writh a categorical statement tha'j "if the Luftwaffe
continioes to carry out the attacks to which it is coraiEitted on all fronts the
flying units wall soon be brought to a conqolete standstill as ail stocks of
fuel will have been exhausted," He went on to enumerate the various commit
ments (no mention T/an made of minelaying) and the estimated daily fuel
consuii5)tion. He came to the conclusion that, even using OM reserve stocks,
there was only enough fuel for 18 days ’ air operations on the existing
reduced scale. He had no recommendations to malce  - he merely aslced the
Puhrer to "take note" of the facts stated in the memorandum. The time for
remedies had long since passed.

Service Chiefs.
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OPERATION ASHFIEID

Intention

To locate and destroy enemy shipping off the Norwegian coast hy night.

Execution

Mien it is possible to operate^ torpedo
aircraft will be ordered by No. 18 Group H. Q. and crews bz’ought to states of
readiness. The operation entails the laying of a "Rendezvous" Drem system
by means of marine markers at a pre-determined sea position 4-0 miles from the
Norwegian coast and approximately midway along the Wellingtons’ search patrol.
Two Wellingtons of No. 524 Squadron will carry out parallel searches off the

One of these aircraft first of a.11 proceeds to the
The torpedo Beaufighters (Torbeaus)

The code name is Ashfield.

coast as ordered by H.Q,
"Rendezvous" position and lays the Drem,
will time their arrival at this position to coincide appro^nmately with the
end of the Wellingtons' search,
"Rendezvous".

The Torbeaus will then o.rbit the

If shipping has been located, a 1/T sighting report vid.ll be sent to
Group H.Q. in the usual way and will be repeated back to the Wellington,
The Torbeaus should receive one of these messages at least, A second
Drem vd.ll be laid by the Wellington making the sighting,^ 12 miles to
seav/ard of the target and one mile ahead of it. This will be knov/n as the

The Wellington vd.ll then orbit and pass to the Torbeaus on
R/T and W/T a magnetic course and distance from the "Rendezvous" to the
"Attack" Drem. (This is Vector One.) The Wellington will switch on
Speckled Band, a transmitter for re-transmitting aircraft position in GEE
co-ordinates.

The second Wellington, having heard Vector One will proceed to the
"Attack" Drem to join first Yfellington so as to assist in the illumination of
the target. The sighting Wellington will control the operation throughout.
Vhile the Torbeaus are proceeding to the "Atta.ck" Drem, the Wellington will
send by ^/T and Y^T the con^position, course and speed of the target.

"Attack" Drem,

On receipt of the Vector One, the Torbeaus vd.ll complete their circuit
and set course for the "Attack" Drem. YVhen this is reached they vd.ll break
R/T silence with "Contact" and the letter of the aircraft, and send "491" by
W/T, When lb% have so reported, the YiTellington vd.ll give by R/T and W/T the
magnetic ooirrse and distance to the target repeated twice. (This is Vector
Two.) No acloiowledgement is required from the Torbeaus.

The YVellington will return to the target and prepare to toop target
indicating flares (T.I.s). He will send "Ready, Ready" by R/T and "632" by
YY/T. The Torbeaus will then set course for the target to make their
torpedo attack. At the same time the YYellington sends "Now, Rotv" by R/T and
TY/T as he drops the first stick of T.I.s. He then positions himself^for
dropping the third stick. The second Wellington drops the second stick as
soon as the first stidc fades out.

Flares should be dropped, if possible, three miles from the target but
The sticks should be laid at a slightat least one mile from the shore,

angle to t)ie target's track, converging on the bow and tending to overshoot
the bow.
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Statistics of Sorties - mines laid and casualties

During these three months, minelaying aircraft were detailed from Lancasters
of Nos. 1 and 5 Groups, Lancasters and Stillings of No. 3 Group, and
Halifaxes of Nos. 4 and 6 Groups. Special operations were performed ty
Mosquitoes of No. 8 Pathfinder Group.

A/C despatched
I CasualtiesMines laid

Month Group
I High
Level

Low High
Level

Low

Level

Low
Level

High
Level

Crash
Level

No. 3

No. A

No. 5
No. 6

No. 8

116 66625 147 1 1

68107 15 330 1

6June 5 1 24

63 92 539221

8 8

263 691 1,087 2200 1

Totals
463 1,778 3

6No. 1

No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

24

17034 34 115
1168July 25 32

6418 2

3841 12 149

78 328380 2100

Totals

708178 2

16228 180No. 1

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5
No. 6

No. 8

4 137
182 152 11724

1Aug. 195 15551 44
415023 41 110

284 377 4411

710

186 886 700 7 5 2212

Totals

1,586 14398

87 4527 1,957 2,115Three months 512

194,072Totals 1,039
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During these four months the only change in the types of minelaying aircraft
was that Stirlings ceased to operate and No. 3 Group was wholly composed of
Lancasters.

A/G despatched Mines laid Casualties

Month Group
High
Level

Low

Level
High
Level

Low

Level
High
Level Level

Low
Crash

26No. 1

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5
No. 6

11611 57
36 1655 30 3

Sept 43 158
4 10 24 53
50 145 1

26159 608 140 4
Totals

185 748 4

No. 1

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5
No. 6

No. 8

39 5 215 30 2

31 173
Oct. 53 196 1

27 33 125 191 3
60 194 2

9 9

179 78 730 8403
Totals

257 1,133 8

No. 1

No. 3
No. 4

No. 5
No. 6

39 2169 54
61 14 70 1

Nov. 6319 6417
622 126

29 14 103 48 1

60110 236514 1 1
Totals

170 750 2

No. 1

No. 3
No. 4

No. 5
No. 6

37 1963 16
8 25 38 128

Dec. 38 135
77 389 2610 2

601 4 228 1

161 98 762 398 2 1
Totals

259 1,160 3

Pour months 609 262 2,614 1,177 14 2 1

Totals 871 3,791 17
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A/G despatched Mines laid Casualties
Month

Group High
Level

Low

Level
High
Level

Low

Level
High
Level

Low

Level

Take off or

land crash1945

No. 1

No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

42 2 223 12 1

9 34 1
Jan. 41 137 1

30 143
35 119 3

157 656 i 12 62

Totals

159 668 6

64No. 1

No. 3
No. 4

No. 5

I  No. 6

6611 359 2

61 13 57
Peh. 6l 213 3

51 5 274 2

4639 159 218 3 1

216 75 81,011 343 1

Totals

291 91,354

No. 1

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5
No. 6

51 279 8314 3
265

Mch. 47 18413 52
4825 139 128 1

46 21 203 104 1

96 831 367174 3 2

Totals

270 1,198 5

i No. 1 I 77
; No. 3 i

Apr. I No. 4 ! 55
; No. 5

I No. 6

28

6

42

422 3

141

203
30 35 132
33 239 190

208 ! 63 1,040 3322
Totals

1,362271 3

May

During these last four months, minelaying aircraft were detailed from

Lancasters of Nos. 1, 3 and 5 Groups, Halifaxes of No. 4 Group, Lancasters
and Halifaxes of No. 6 Group and Mosquitoes of No, 627 Squadron in No, 5
Group.

SECRET
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1 APPENDIX XIV

The Mlnelaylng Code \9hh and 19^5

Lorient

St« Nazalre

Little Belt

La Pallice

Dunkirk

Oironde river niouth

Dortinun(HDDS Canal

River Elbe estuary

Kiel harbour

Swin^nde

Esbierg and Jutland Coast

St« Peter Port, Guernsey

Alderney harbour

St* Halo

W* Scheldt and Hook of Holland

Wamemunde

Brest

Lim Fjord (Aalborg to Hals )

Kiel Canal

Texel (north)

Eckemforde

Frisian islands

Alderney harbour

Brest

Cadet Channel*^* Baltic

Danzig

DoPtmund^Qns Canal

Dunkirk

Eekemforde

Esbjerg and Jutland Coast

Febnam Belt

Frisian Islands

Gd^ia

Gixxxtde river mouui

Great Belt (north)

Heligoland Bight

I^iden

Kattegat (Laeso channel)

Kattegat (various areas)

Kiel Bay

Kiel Canal

Kiel harbour

Kiel harbour

Kristiansand S*, Lillesand,
Grimstad, Arendal, Tromosund,
Porsgrund, Laurvik, Sandefjcrd

Hostile (hsoie

Jellyfish

Sweet Peas

Privet

DonmuncHQns Canal

Cypress

Melons

Hawthorn

Radishes

Nectarines

Spinach

Deodars

Pumpkins

Rosanary

Whelks

Yew Tree

Sllverthom

Qhince

Artichokes

Beech

Carrots

Cinnamon

Cypress

Deodars

DortmuncHQns Canal

E^antines

Forgetrme^ots

Geranium

Hawthorn

Hostile Air

Hostile Ozone

Hyacinth

Iris

Jasmine

Jellyfish

Krauts

Lettuces

Forgetrme-nots

Wallflov/ers

Lettuces

Limpets

Melons

Nectarines

Oslo harb(»ir. Moss, Horten,
Soiberg Bugten

Kristiansand S«, Lillesand,
Grimstad, Arendal,
Tranosund, Porsgrund,
Laurvik, Sandefjord.

Polyanthus Onions

La Pallice

Le Havre

Lim Fjord (Aalborg to Hals)

Little Belt

Lorient

Morlaix

Oslo Fjord (Frederfkstadt)

Oslo harbour. Moss, Horten,
Soiberg Bugten

Pillau

River Elbe estuary

River Bins (east)

Rivers Jade and Weser estuaries

St* Malo

St* Nazalre

St* Peter Port, Guernsey

Sassnitz

Swlnmminde

Texel (north)

Ushant

Wamenunde

W* Scheldt and
Hook of Holland

Ctnrni&on
Polyanthus

Scallops

Krauts

Carrots

Artichokes
Danzig

Great Belt (north)

Kiel Bay

Fehmam Belt

Heligoland Bight

Le Havre

Kattegat (various areas)

Gdynia

Ushant

Cadet Channel**W* Baltic

Pillau

Oslo Fjord (Frederlkstadt)

Morlaix

Kiel harbour

I^iden

Sassnitz

River Ehis (east)

Rivers Jade and Weser estuaries

Kattegat (Laeso Channel)

Privet

Pumpkins

(^Ince

Radishes

l^as Tree

Tomatoes

Rosemary(kiions

Tangerine

E^antlnes

Xeranthemum

Yams

Hyacinth

Beech

Hostile Air

Willow

Scallops

Sllverthoms

Spinach

Sultanas

Sweet Peas

Tangerine

Tomatoes

Upas Tree

WallflowersGeranium

Limpets

Sultanas

Jasanlne

Whelks

Willow

Xeranthemum

Yams

Iris
Yew Tree
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€ AreaGardenPositionDamaged
Tonnage

Sunlc

Tonnage
FlagTypeNameDate

1945
¥

April N0.IB

No. 2

No. IB

N0.IB

N0.IB

N0.IA

N0.IA
N0.IB

N0.IB

N0.IB

N00IB

No.iA

N0.IA

No. IB

N0.IB

N0.IB
No*1B

N0.IA
N0.IB

NoilB

N0.IA

N0.IB

N0.IA

Privet I

Onions IV
5429N X 1653E
Horten Roads

N.S. of Rixhoft

Eokemforde Bay
Eckemforde Bay
off Sjaellands Odde
off Sjaellands Odde
553ON X I225E
5435N X 1025E
5432N X 1045E
lael fjord
In the Samso Belt
In the Samso Belt

5439N X i246E
5439N X I246E
3WM X IO4.5E
5431N X 103aB
552aN X 0943E
5435N X ‘1025E
Kiel fjord
5527N X 0942E
5435N X IO55E
565QN X 1022E

8,053

3,660

GeSupply ship^
Harbour defeaic^

Destroyer

patrol boat

‘patrol boat

Pranken

No. 56
2nd

110Ge
5th ?

GeZ.4310th

12th

12th

13 th
14th

Melons

Melons

Silverthom XIII
Silverthom XIII
Daffodil I

Porget-ine'-nots
Forget-me-nots
Forget-me-nots
Silverthom XV
Silverthom XV

Sweet Pea II
Sv/eet Pea II

Forget-me-nots
Forget-me-nots
Carrots II

Forget-me-nots
Forget-me-nots
CaiTots II

Forget-me-nots
Krauts

344GeVS. 55
VS.112

Wotan

VS.IOO4
Serda

R.I26
VS. 58
Persante

M,3856
Magdalene Vinnen
Hedvig
AB.73
VS.1012

Taouman

100Ge

357Getug
100Gepatrol boat

coaster

Rr^at

patrol boat
tank lighter
Aux. minesweeper

cargo

500Da
14th

90Ge
14th

325Ge
15th
15th

--4
i 200Ge

110Ge h3I6th
4,594GeI6th

168GetugI6th
170Getug16th

100Gepatrol boat

cargo
Barrage vessel

patrol boat
Aux. minesweeper

coaster

cargo

fishing boat

17th
4,621Ge17th

80GeC.3I19th
20th

21st

21st

22nd

24th

344-GeVS.53
M.3243
Ann Helen Clausen

Ingrid Ijeonhardt
Nordsteme

110Ge

261Da

1,923Ge

43Da

16-9,636 7-16,727Total - April 1945

May No. IB

N0.IB

No. IB

Geranium I

Geranium I

Geranium I

Off Swinemunde
Off Swinemunde
Off Swinemunde

750Geminesweeper

Old battleship

Torpedo boat

M.I4
Schlesien

3rd
Ge 14,400

1,780
4th

GeT.364th

3-16,930 Nil
Total — May 1945 9
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The U-boat Training Organisation

Reference - Admty. P.D,S. IO8/56

Introduction

Between 1939 and 1943 the German organisation for
training U-boat personnel and for working up new boats and

crews was greatly expanded, the increase being dictated by
the steady growth in numbers of U-boats in commission vdiich

rose from 57 when the war started to 450 at the end of 1943*

See Table after

conclusion
On 1 November 1943 there were 432 U-boats in commission,

but of these only 198 were operational - that is operating
from Atlantic, Norwegian, Mediterranean or Black Sea bases,
resting or undergoing routine refits. Of the remainir.g 234
boats, 148 were newly commissioned and at various stages of

their 3'5’ months trials and working-up exercises in the Baltic

and 86 were older boats permanently allocated to the four
training flotillas based on Danzig, Gotenhafen, Memel and
Pillau.

This meant that 54^ of the U-boats in commission v/ere
non-operational which by reference to the accompanying table

will be seen as not unusual. In a period of over three years
it fluctuated between 40^ and 70^ and depended on  a number of
factors such as the completion rate of new boats, losses,
teething troubles -vdiile on trials, and set-backs in the
U-boat campaign. Such fluctuations were not allowed to

affect the periods allocated to the basic training of officers

and men or the time for vrorking-up exercises of new boats,
which remained constant until mid-1944 “vdien R.A.P. bombing
and mining in the Baltic began to cause delays and
dislocation.

ibid

Training Facilities

All training took place in the Baltic and came under the
control of the Second Admiral of U-boats. In November 1943
the following establishments and flotillas constituted the

training organisation:-

Six shore training establishments at Pillau,
Gotenhafen, Schlesmg, Plon, Neustadt and Hela.

Pour flotillas of older U-boats, numbering 86 in all,
which had been withdrawn from active operations and were

based on Pillau, Memel, Gotenhafen and Danzig.

Pour flotillas of newly commissioned U-boats,
numbering I48 boats in all, which were at various stages
of their 3i’ months' vrorking-up exercises, based on
Stettin, Kiel and Danzig.

Numerous target ships, torpedo boats and motor
minesweepers for use in tactical and torpedo firing
practices.

1,

2.

3.

4.

Almost the viiaole Bay of Danzig, covering about 1,600
square miles, was allocated to the training flotillas, each

having its own practice area, target ships and torpedo recovery
vessels. The final tactical training of new boats against a

target convoy heavily escorted by surface and aircraft took

See Map 8
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place anyvSiere between the 55th and 56th parallels of latitude
bounded by Bornholm Island to the west and the Lithuanian
coast to the east.

Details of Training

(a) Basic training of officers and ratings

This took place at the U-boat schools at Pillau and
Gotenhafen as follows

Officers - Deck and Engineer officers did an eight
weeks course including a minimum of 18 days at sea in
U-boats of the Training flotillas.
Senior Engineer underwent a further three months course
in electrics, diesels and diving mechanism.

Ratings - All seamen and technical Chief Petty
Officers and Petty Officers passed through an eight
weeks basic course, most of the training being done in
U-boats lying alongside at the training base or going to
sea for short periods. All other ratings received
similar course but torpedo and-tf/T ratings received a
further five weeks instruction. Electrical and Engineer
ratings were sent to the big diesel engine and electrical
equipment manufacturing firms. Gunnery ratings went to
the Flak School at Swinemunde.

On completion of all these courses, officers and
men were held in the depots ready to be sent to the
building yards to commission new U-boats in which they
then carried out the further 3^ months exercises as
described in section (c).

(b) Candidates for C.O. of a U-boat

Candidates for

a

All underwent a special course. The first part took four
to ten weeks depending on the trainee's previous experience,
and consisted of elementary instruction in the theory of
submarine warfare. In the second part the trainees were
attached for six weeks to the U-boat Training Flotillas based
on Memal and Danzig. Here they received practical instruction
in torpedo control and attack problems, each officer carrying
out between 20 and 30 attack exercises on various targets from
the single unescorted ship to the heavily guarded convoy.
During these exercises as many as 50 practice torpedoes were
fired by each candidate and the results of the attacks

analysed. In the 'detection school’ trainees were taught the
art of locating targets when surfaced or submerged using the
latest devices.

On qualifying, the officers were usually appointed to
command new U-boats which they took over at the building yard,
but some were sent to operational bases to relieve other
C.O.s who were then given a rest period or appointed to the
U-boat Training Flotillas. Thus the officer instructors in

the Training Flotillas usually had quite recent experience
of active service conditions,

(c) Operational training of new U-boats

After acceptance trials each new U-boat was attached for

at least 3i- months to one of the four 'Transit Training
Flotillas' in the Baltic where with its own permanent crew it

(85404) Vi-0 SECRET
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underwent a rigorous routine of working-up procedure in the
following stages

(1 Flak training - one week.J

The new U-boat proceeded to Swinemunde where, under
instructors from the local Flak School, six days Tnrere
spent at Anti-aircraft firing practice. This -vms to
ensure that if during the subsequent training it was
attacked from the air, the U-boat would be able to
defend itself.

(2) Preliminary Shake-down - one week

This consisted of harbour drills, practicing
going alongside, navigational training and adjustments.

(3) Technical Operational Training - foui* to seven weeks

Twenty-five to thirty-five working days were
allocated to various exercises such as crash dives,
damage control against depth charge attacks, deep
diving practice and (from 1944 onwards) schnorchel
training, which included two days continuously
submerged.

(4) Pre-taotical Training - ten days

This included elementary tactics, shadowing,
unobserved attainment of 'ahead* firing position,
duct in the presence of hostile aircraft, attack
exercises, and A/A practice.

(5) Torpedo Firing Training - fourteen to sixteen days

The exercises ranged from simple attacks on
unescorted ships to attacks on convoys with air and
surface escorts, night surface and night submerged
attacks. Each boat made from 30 to 35 attacks. Other
exercises were in gun firing against surface targets
and initiation into being attacked with depth charges.
To accustom the crew to exploding depth charges, live
charges were dropped at veirious ranges to as close as
150 yards.

(6) Final Tactical Training - ten days

In this final phase the U-boat was attached to
the 27th Flotilla based on Gotenhafen. (in 1945 this
was under the Command of Captain Topp, a Tirell-known

The course started with a discussion of the

latest operational ejqperience of U-boats in the
Atlantic and included air/sea co-operation and nevy
developments in radio, radar and decoy devices. In
the latter part of the course each boat carried out
five tactical exercises under realistic conditions and

VTorking in a large area of v/ater In conjunction with
about eight other U-boats, whose duty was to find and
attack a target convoy consisting of four ships with
heavy surface and air escorts.

con-

).ace

This completed the operational training of the new
boat which then proceeded to one of the Baltic docl<yards
for final adjiistments and to Kiel to embark live
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torpedoes. The boat was then sent straight to one of the
operational bases or direct out to an operational area.

Conclusion

Although the foregoing is dated to the end of 1943, very-
much the same procedure was in force throughout 1944 though
far more attention was given in the final stages to schnorchel
exercises and inshore patrol tactics of attack and avoidance
of counter attack. Considering the rigorous lengthy training
syllabus it is not surprising that between mid-1941 and the end
of 1944j six school and 17 new U-boats were lost in accidents.
Six more foundered on mines laid in the area by R.A.P Bomber
Command.

Table showing the categories of boats in the U-boat Fleet*

New

boats

training

School

boats

Total in

Commission

Percentage
non-operational

Date Operational

1^ 5.41 34 38 50 122 72.2

1. 7.41 64 46 43 58.2153

1.10.41 80 63 198 59.655

1. 1.42 96105 57 258 59.3

1. 4.42 122 111 57 290 57.9

1. 7.42 145 133 56.455 333

1.10.42 217 97 36753 . 40.9

2261. 1 43 122 52 400 43.5

1. 9.43 61204 416151 51.0

1. 1.44 167195 88 56.7450

1. 5.44 185 183 88 456 59.4

1.10.44 156 106151 62.1412

1461621.12.44 61.2110 418

* Note; These figures are taken fjrom the official German
monthly returns. Because operational U-boat losses
were often unknown till some time after the completion
of the return, columns -1 and 4 are higher than actual
for the date. There ajre also discrepancies between
the figures given in columns 2 and 3 and those
recorded in B. d U*s War Diary but they do not affect
the percentages in column 5 to any great extent.
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Eimg ̂ /ESSELS SUMCj DESTROYED AND DAimCED IN PORT BY
R. A. F. COMMAljp AND THE U. S. 8 th AIR FORGE

(H.D ) = harbour defence craft.VP. s= Patrol craft. M. = auxiliary
minesweepers.

The 750 ton minesweepers were the standard naval escort vessels with
L.A. guns and flak.

Date

1944

Name Type Flag Sunlc

Tonnage

Dam

Tonnage

Port and

Author of raid

2 June Condor VP. 1810 Ge 220 Boulogne - U. S. A. P.

3 June AF. 58 gunboat Ge 250 Boulogne - U. S. A. F.

8 June AF.15 gunboat Ge 250 Dieppe - U. S, A. F.

Jaguar
Falke

Mowe

S.171

S. 172

S.173
S 187
S.188

S. 84
S.100

S.138
S.142

S.143
S.144

S.146
S.150

S.169
14June RA. 9

R-51
R.182

Victoria

Westfalen

! Kurmark

Vimy
KW.101

Fecamp 2
Fecamp 3
Wal. 8

Wal. 9
KFK. 288

KPK. 295

KE^K. 296
PA. 2

AF. 69
Heinrich Barren

Passerau
Oceania

Le Puissant
Thames

ITrapu
Spiekeroog
Hafenkapitan
Fregatte
Schonhoven

Petrel

torpedo boat

torpedo boat
torpedo boat
E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

R.class m/s
R.class m/s
R.class m/s
M.3801

M.3802

M.4627
M. 3855
M. 3822

M.3873
M.3874

VP. 1505
VP. 1506
VP.1537
VP. 1540

VP. 1541
VP. PA. 2

gunboat
VP, 207

PH. 01 (H.D )
Auxiliary

Ge 1,132
1,132
1,132

Ge

Ge

Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90 Le Havre - B. C.
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 275
Ge 354

473
268Ge

Ge 130
Ge 300
Ge 300
Ge 348
Ge 348
Ge 100

Ge 100

Ge 100
Ge 200

Ge 250
Ge 389
Ge 420
Ge 300

tug Pr. 245
tug Bel. 144 I
tug 226Pr.

tug Ge 111

tug Ge 100

tug Pr. 100

tug Ge 100

tug Ge 100
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Date

1944
Bunk

Tonnage

Dam

Tonnage

Port and

Author of raid
Name Type Flag

Leithdm

Simoun

Midouze

Jeannes d'Arc

Gironde

Purans

Lot

Jean Navairre

Ancre

France

tug Ge 100

tug Pr. 109

58tug Fr.

tug Pr. 50

tug Pr. 5014 June

Contd.
60Pr.tug Le Havre - B.C,

tug Pr. 47

tug Pr. 35
Pr.tug 35

tug Pr. 30

Von der Lippe
Von der Groeben

Minesweeper
Minesweeper
Minesweeper
R-boat depot
R. class M/^S
R.class m/s
R. class li/S
R. class 1'4/s
R.class m/s
R.class m/s
R.class m/s
gunboat
gunboat
gunboat

gunboat
gunboat

Ge 750
Ge 750

M.402

Brommy

Ge 750
Ge 750

R.81 Ge 90

R.92

R.93

R.125

R,129

R.232

R.237

AP,1

AP.3
AP.6

AP. 11

AP.57
Senetuer

L.Brindeau

Linz

rt

90u-6

Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90
Ge 90

15 June 90 Boulogne - B. G.Ge

Ge 250
Ge 250
Ge 250
Ge 250
Ge 250

VP.1805
VP.1814

VP.1815
M.3815

M.3880

PBO, 08 (H.D.)
PE0.05 (H,D.)
PBO. 29 (PI.D. )
PBO.07 (H.D.)
PBO.30 (h.D.)
PBO. 11 (H.D.)

281Ge

Ge 245
A. 6 Ge 250

KW.132

KPK. 427
Herolde

Ave Maria

Arno Schou

Paloma

Gunnar Schou

Ploandi

Ge 110

Ge 100

Ge 44
26Ge

36Ge

36Ge

Ge 37
Ge 114

Bugsee
Henry John
Marie Leonhardt

Juno

Meersburg
Dora Pritzen

Sigrid Reuter

Ge 2,307
1,995
2,594

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

VS. 57

cargo

cargo

Ge

Ge

18 June 558Ge Hamburg - U. S . A. P.
Ge 340

6,888
5,542

Ge

Swe

Bergex 2
Kassar Wiek

Palke

Lisa

Danzig
Holfast

Brunshausen

Hercules

Ellinor

salvage
cargo

DC. 30 (H.D.)
DC. 28 (h.D. )

350Ge

528Ge

Ge 42
20 June Ge 40 Hamburg - b. S. A. P.

216tug Ge

tug Ge 200

tug Ge 119

136tug
cargo

Ge

Swe 1,095

SECRET(85404)4M.
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Date

1944

Sunk

Tonnage

Dam

Tonnage

Port and

Author of raid
Name Type Flag

Von Humboldt

Mewa IX

R.141
Storo

Havsbris

Viking

783Hospital
VP. 1250

R.class M/S
cargo

cargo

cargo

Ge

Ge 109

90 Bremen and

Wesermunde U. S. A. P.

Ge
24 June

1,256
1,973
1,310

Swe

Owe

Swe

23/24
July

W.A. Riedemann

Nordstern
10,326
6,994

tanker

cargo

Ge
Donges - B,0.G-6

Axel

Erwin Wassner

Ingrid Horn
U.239
U.1164
U. 2323

(Type XXIIl)
General Osorio

1,652
3,866
4,066
sunlc

sunk

Gecargo

cargo

cargo

U-boat

U-boat

Ge

Ge

23/24
July

Ge Kiel - B.C.

Ge

U-boat

cargo

Ge sunk

11,590Ge

26/27
July

Emsriff Ge 4,935 Hamburg - B.C.cargo

Petropolls
Eriksborg
Banana

Ge 4,845
1,476
1,207

cargo

cargo

cargo

28/29
July

Swe Hamburg - B. C.
Swe

T. 2 torpedo boat
torpedo boat
cargo

cargo

cargo

U-boat

Ge 1,132
1,132T.7 Ge

29 July Vienti

Vesuvius

C. A. Banck

U. 872

Finn

Swe

Swe

1,713
1,595
1,839

Bremen - U. S. A. F.

Ge sunk

Cimiei'

Fier

Anna Marie

Ostpreussen
Forelle

salvage
tug
Lighter
FH 16 (H.D. )
EH. 18 (H.D.}
E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

Fr. 77
Fr. 35
Fr. 50

31 July 60Ge Le Havre - B.C.

Ge 30
S. Ge 90
S. Ge 90
Q
O Ge 90 •

Delphin I
Planet

Ome

Seille

S.14
S.39

M.4430
net tender

EH.02 (H.D.)
tug
E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

E-boat

Ge 253
Ge 150
Ge 100

Fr. 35
2 Aug. Ge 90 Le Havre - B. G.

Ge 90
S. Ge 90
s. Ge 90

M. 271

M. 325
Havik

Petit Poilu

minesweeper
minesweeper
Sperrbrecher
VP.725

Ge 750
Ge 750

4 Aug. Ge 479 Paullac - B. C.

368Ge

5 Aug. La Mailleraye Fr. 490 Paullac - B.C.cargo

5 Aug. Francais tug 60Fr. Brest - B. C.

(85404)445 SECRET
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Date

1944
Sunk

Tonnage

Dam

Tonnage

Port and

Author of raid
Name Type Flag

Karlshafen

Ekenes

Weissesee

Ge 1,923
4,387
5,066

Hamburg
U.3.A.P.

cargo

cargo

cargo

6 Aug. Nor.

Ge

6 Aug. Odin Ge 1,137 Danzig - U. S. A. P.cargo

Tulane

Guepe
Sperrbrecher 5,485Ge La Pallice - B.C.

10 Ang.
63tug Pr.

Sudetenland

M.444
Elle

Jeanne Marie

tanker

minesweeper
M,4001

VP. 723

Ge 11,309
Ge 750

14 Aug. Brest - B.0.
Ge 199

338Ge

Otto Alfred

Muller

Artushof

Gunnar

Viandra

Sv/’inemunde

Camborne

Pinnland

Usko

Ariel

Nautic

Bleking

Ge 1,589
1,478
1,297

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

Ge

Swe

Ge 947
Ge 22516/17
Ge 3,059

7,569
1,876
2,198

Stettin - B.C.
Aug.

Pi

Pi

Pi

Swe

Swe
519

171

Pauna

Vesta

Philipp
Heineken

Gunhild

Leda

Margrete
Juno

Castor

Polaris

Orest

1,698
1,620

Gecargo

cargo Ge

Ge 2,042
1,142
1,283
1,196

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

Da

Pi

18/19 Da Bremen - B.C.

Aug, Ge 558
Ge 519

2,163Swe

652Ge

A P.41
Deister

Eckenharzer

gunboat
VP. 1401

H1M1 (H.D. )

Ge 250
24 Aug. Ge 242 Ymuiden - B.C.

Ge 50

Midas

Delia

Adolf Kirsten

Cennebec

Caprina
Oden Wald

Ibis

John A.

Essberger

Sperrbrecher
Sperrbrecher
Sperrbrecher
M.4000

M.4023
M.404O

auxiliary

Ge 2,750
1,297Ge

Ge 995
25/26 Ge 100

Brest - B.C.
Aug. 138Ge

639Ge

Ge 208

Ge 739cargo

Neckar

Saar

Sourya
Michel Therese

Trouville

KPK. 76

Sperrbrecher
Sperrbrecher
PB.I6 (H.D.)
PB.02 (H.D.)
PB.05 (H.D.)
FB.06 (H.D.)

8,417
3,261

Ge

Ge

136Ge
26 Aug. Brest - U.S.A.P.

Ge 150
Ge 294
Ge 110

(85404)446 SECRET
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Dam

Tonnage

Port and

Author of raid

Date

1944

Sunk

Tonnage
Name FlagType

H. 266

Grenadier

Vestvag

Ge 750minesweeper

cargo

cargo

26/27
2,767 Kiel - B.G.Ge

Aug.
Swe 144

6,75727 Aug Oakland Sperrbrecher Ge Brest ■“ B. G.

Alexandra
Zullchow 6
Korso
Pinnland

592Gecargo,
cargo

cargo
cargo

29/30
Aug.

Ge 500 Stettin - B.G.
2,762
5,281

Swe
Ge

H.D. )Not known
Not kno-vm
Not known
Not known

60Mi. Ge

.D.)
PH. (li.D. )
m. 60Ge

5Sept Be Havre - B C.60Ge

tug Ge 50

15&ept Tirpitz Battleship Ge 52,700 ICaa Pjord - B.G.

Hexphalte
St. Louis

2,578Gecargo
liner15/16 Kiel - B.G.

16,732Ge

17/13
Sept.

Gibers 1,236Ge Bremen - B.G.cargo

Elizabeth
BoirJiofen

Sten

Radoy
U.92
U. 228
U.437
U. 993
Schwaben
Hertha

2,289
1,464

Gecargo
cargo
cargo
U-boat
U-boat
U-boat
U-boat

cargo
cargo
cargo
cargo
cargo

fishing
fishing
fishing

Nor.
Nor. 182
Ge sunk

sunk
sunk
sunk

Ge
Ge
Ge

4 Oct. Ge 7,773
1,365
1,287
1,151
1,069

Bergen - B.G.
Nor.
Nor.
Nor.
Nor.
Nor.
Nor
Nor.

Hedvig I
Kong Harold
Polarlys
Eystein Orre 103
Sif 85
Varholmen 38

6 Oct. Triton Survey vessel Ge 123 Stralsund -
U. S. A. P.

6/7 Hanseat

Oldenburg
Depot ship
Diving vessel

Ge 305
Bremen - B.G.Oct. Ge 177

D 39W - (H.D)
D 3a/-(H..D. )
D 37iv-(H D. )
D 36w-(H.D. )
DW 12 (H.D.)
U-boat

Excelsior

Energie II
No. 2457
Glaus Gunther
-Mler

U.777

Gr6 121
Ge 121
Ge 1009/10 W ilhe Imsliave n

B.C.
Ge 100Oct,

163
sunk

Ge
Ge

15/16
Oct.

DW 46 (H D )Lotte 136Ge Wilhelmshaven
B.G.

(85404)4+7 SECi'tET
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Date Sunk

Tonnage

Dam

Tonnage
Port and

Author of raid
Name Type Flag

AT. 07
Stadt

Rustringen
klartha Russ

gunboat Ge 250
22/23
Oct. Ge ZhOO Hamburg - B.cargo

cargo

n

Ge 996

B. S. L.

Pjeld

Trygg

Lighter
cargo

fishing

Nor,

Nor.

Nor.

50
23/29 2,960 Bergen - B. G.
Oct. 28

H.V.02 (H.D. )29 Oct, Prinz Hendrick Ge 208 Flushing - B.C.

Stettiner Grief

Najade
0 P. Itausching
Hohmann

Petersen

Eilbek

Signal
Hermann Pritzen

2,825Gecargo

auxiliary
auxiliary

Ge 115
60C-e

4 Nov.

tug
cargo

cargo

cargo

60Ge Hamburg - U. S. A. F.
Ge 3,013

3,137
3,8zd^

Ge

Ge

6 Nov. Randwijk
Oxhoft

i3u 2,439
1,736

Hamburg - U. S. A, F.cargo

cargo Ge

12 Nov. Tirpitz Battleship 52,700Ge Tromso - B.G.

Pasan

Trostburg
Glara L,M. Russ

Ge 1,275cargo

cargo

cargo

21 Nov. Ge 3,833
1,600

Hamburg - U.S.A.F.
Ge

1l/l2
Dec.

Rival 835Ge rlamburg - B. G.cargo

15 Dec. S.198 E“boat ■  Ge 90 Imuiden - B.G.

Heinz-Horn

Warthe

Trude

Schunemann

Theresia L k.

Russ

Blexen

Zoppot
W. Kophamel

Ge 3,994
4, 921

cargo

cargo Ge

1,260Gecargo

1,694Gecargo

cargo

salvage
V/B depot
ship

depot ship
torpedo boat

Ge 715
Ge 274

18/19
Dec,

Ge 2,500
1,273
1,132

Gdynia - B.G.
Leverlcusen

T. 10

U. 2512

(Type XXI)
Unitas

Schleswig
Holstein

Ge

Ge

U-boat

oil refinery

Ge dam.

Ge 21,846

battleship Ge 1Z|.,800

Nordvard

Holmengrae,
U. 735

Angaiiios
Saone

U. 682

Ge Zh, 1 1 1cargo

cargo

U-boat

cargo

lighter
U-boat

Ge 791
28/29
Dec.

Ge sunk Horten - B.G.
Da 3,5ZhO
Nor. 800
Ge dam.

(85404)4l!i3 SECPJL’T
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Date

1944

Sunk Dam.

Tonnage Tonnage

Port and

Author of raid
Name Type Flag

Herrnod

Brita

Mannheim

M.445

U.2515

(Type XXI)
U.2530

(Type XXI)
U.2532

(Type XXI)
U.2537

(Type XXl)
H. 322
Veendam

Argenfels

Ge 5,193
2,621

cargo

cargo

caxgo

minesweeper

Fi

897Ge

G-e 750

Hamburg - UU-boat Ge A.P.dam. C.:

31 Dec.
U-boat Ge dam.

U-boat Ge sunk

U-boat Ge sunk

tug Ge 50

Depot ship
cargo

Ge 15,450
6,500Ge

31 Dec,

/1 Jan.
Darss Ge 7,000 Oslo - B.G.cargo

(85404)449 SECRET
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Date

1945

Sunk

Tonnage

Dam

Tonnage

Port and

Author of raid
Name Type Flag

Ammon

Emma bauber

Johanna

Christian Russ

Martha Peters

U. 2515

(Type XXI5
U.2523

(Type XXI)
U.2530

(Type XXI)
i/Veisse See

Sund

Mangan
U. 2547

(Type XXI)

Ge 7,134
2,548

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

Ge

360Ge

Ge 975
Ge

U-boat Ge sunk

17 Jan.

U-boat Ge sunk Hamburg - U. S. A. F.

U-boat

cargo

cargo

cargo

Ge sunk

5,066
3,600
1,066

Ge

Ge

Ge

U-boat Ge dam.

10 Feb. S.193 E-boat 90 Ymuiden - U. G.A. F.Ge

U. 3052

(Type XXI)
U.3042

(Type XXI)
U.3043, 3048,
3049 and 3053

U-boat before

commissioning
U-boat before

commissioning
Types XXI on

the slips

Ge sunk

21/22
Feb.

Ge dam.

Blocked from

launching by
damage

Bremen - B, C.

Ge

Huldra

Neptune
Kvitoy
Vardoe

Widder

Nor. 2,112cargo

cargo
trawler

VP.6108
VP.6733
salvage

Ge 211

23/24 Nor. 209 Horten - B. C.

469Feb. Ge

Ge 100

Nap Nor. 100

24 Feb. U 3007

(Type XXI) U-boat Bremen - U. S. A. F.Ge sunk

2,627
2,943

HaukefJell

Beverwyk

Norcargo

cargo
24 Feb. Hamburg - U. S, A. F.Du

Z.28

FD,236
kiAL. 37
Lolime

Robert kohring
B.M.

3,664destroyer
U J. 1119

landing craft
fishing
cargo

sperrbrecher

Ge

Ge 500
Ge 1306/7 Sassnitz - B. C.
Ge 14Mar.
Ge 3,344

1,000Ge

8/9 U.682

Robert Ley

U-boat

liner

Ge sunk
Hamburg - B. C.Mar. Ge 27,288

M. 266

M. 804
M. 805
U.2502

(Type XXI)
U.2503

j  (Type XXI)
! U. 1 201

I

Ge 750minesweeper

minesweeper
minesweeper

Ge 750
Ge 75011 Mar.

Kiel - U.S.A.F.
U-boat Ge dam.

U-boat

U-boat

Ge dam.

Ge dam.

(85404)450 SECRET
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Date

1945

Sunlc

Tomage

Dam,

Tonnage

Port and

Author of raidTjrpe FlagName

)

8,062
4,356
2,297
1,778

Orion

Gotenhafen

i'JTion

Rhon

Plectra

Pylades
Gisella

Lotti

Dsmaralda

Cambronne

Karl Douro

U.2547

(Type AXL)

I'i'or. Icargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo
trawler

tra\vler

cargo

cargo

cargo

I

Ge

Ge

Ge

654Ge
11 Mar, Hamburg - U.S.A.F.651G«

256Ge

Ge 231

5,066
3,026
806

dam.

again

Ge

Pr.

Da,

U-boat Ge

Cordillera

luidros

He il igenlaaf en
Hilde

Kelxrvvieder

Karsburg
R.243

liner

cargo

cargo

cargo

trawler

VP.2003

R. class ̂ ^S

Ge 12,055
2,995
1,923

Ge

Ge

12 Mar. Ge 491 -  i C\/ineraunde -
-  I U.S.A.P.Ge 14^^

Ge 250
Ge 90

iVenus naval

auxiliary
minesweeper
cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

Ge 5,407
M.15

;;irpi
Egeria
Celebes

Martha Huss I

750Ge

Ge 1,227
i

20 liar. 627Ge Hamburg - U.S.A.F.
Du 10,500

996Ge

21 Har. 3,660Z.5I new destroyer Ge Bremen - B.G.

Koln

Ostfriesland

Juno

M.329
Ostertill

Deut schland

Hartyk
Eider

8,200
5,391
2,038

light cruiser
cargo

cargo

minesT/eeper
salvage
ti-awler

M.3430

tug

Ge

Ge

Ge

Ge 750
Ge 322 Wilhelmshaven -

U.S.A.F.30 Mar, 218Ge

Ge 50
Ge 50

U.3508

(
I

Type Xll) U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

Ge sunk

sunk

sunk

U.429 Ge

U.96 Ge

996i'hrtha Russ

List

Liselotte

Sierra Cordoba jliner

(Cargo

cargo

cargo

tank

Ge

602Ge

barge 573Ge

11,469
1,459

Ge

30 Mar.!otormarn Ge Hamburg - U.S.A.F.

IU.234O
(Type iLilll) U-boat Ge sunk

sunk

sunk

sunk

U.II67
U.348
iU.350I

U-boat

lU-boat

U-boat

Ge

Ge
1!

j-

(85404)451 SECRET
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Date Slink

Tonnage

Dam,

Tonnage

Port and

A.uthor of raid
Name Type Plag1945

0-i jon
Stella

U.72

U.329

U,430

U.870
U.886

U.884
U.3045

(Type IXI))
u. 3046
(Type aXI)
U.3036
(Type

)

aXI))
T

Ge 2,032cargo

cargo
U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

Ge 479
Ge 1

sunA

sunk

sunk

sunk

sunk

sunk

G-6

Ge

Ge

30 Mar, Ge Bremen - U.3.A.P.
Ge

(
Ge sunk

not yet I
commissioned) Ge sunk

I

( Ge sunk

Ammon (salved) cai-go
Weisse See cargo

Ge 7,134
5,066Ge

31 Mar, Hamburg - B,C,
again i

Dania Ge 1,099cargo

S.201 B-boat 90Ge

U,2542

(Type ISl) U-boat Ge sunk

3 Apr. U.3505

(Type JXl)
U.1221

Dar-es-Salam

U-boat

U-boat

cargo
o

Ge sunk

sunk I

Kiel - U.3.A.P.
Ge

6,130Ge

Nev.' York

Monte Olivia

Detlef

Irben

liner

jliner
cargo
mine

transport
I ird.nela.3’'er
minesweeper
salvage
R. class m/s
R, class m/s
R, class m/s
tug

Ge 22,337
13,750
1,809

Ge
I

Ge

1,253Ge

Brummer

H.802
Seefalke

R. ?

Ge 750

750Ge

569Ge

4 Apr. Ge 90 Kiel - U.S.A.P.
R. 9 Ge 90
R. ?

Goldbutt

U.3OO3

(Type /Xl)
U.237

U.749

Dromming
-Alexandrine

Ge 90
Ge 50

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

Ge sunk

sunlc

sunk

Ge

Ge

1,854Dacargo

7 Apr, ilmuiden - B.G.name unknoivn Block sliip Ge 1,000

t

U/B depot
ship

Torpedo
recovery

7/llhelm Bauer

8/9 [Travemunde ~ B.C,Ge 5,000
T,P.16Apr.

Ge 500I
I

(85404)452 SECRET
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Date

1945

Sunk

Tonnage

Dam,

Tonnage

ir'ort and

Author of raid
Name 4vpe nag

Dockenhuden

Hansa

Koln

Kate

Hermann

U.2509

(Type x>a:)
U.25I4

(Type XXI)
U.3512

(Type XXI)
Palkenfels

Ludwigshafen
Landsee

Prigga
Herma

Pax

' Ge 3,525cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

831Ge

882Ge

448Ge

Ge 400

U-boat Ge simk

8/9
U-boat Ge sunk Hamburg - 3.G.Apr.

U-boat

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

cargo

Ge sunk

6,318
1,923

Ge

Ge

Ge 959
Ge 557
Ge 519
Ge 513

Admiral Von

Scheer
pocket

battleship
Admiral Hipper Heavy cruiser
Eraden Light cruiser

15,650

6,931
1,132
2,166

Ge

Ge 19,000 very severe damage

torpedo boat

Ge

T.1 Ge

Franz Jurgen
Langsee
M,504
Gauleiter

Burkel

Falkenstein

General

Osorio

Axenfels

Gecargo

cargo

minesweeper

!

9/10 998Ge Kiel - B.G.

Apr, 750Ge

489auxiliary
trawler

Ge

Ge 132

tanker

cargo

Ge 11,590
6,000Ge

Lutzovy pocket

battleship
cargo

16 Apr, 15,206 Sy/inemunde - B,G.Ge

Gerdmor 800Nor.

18 Apr.j Paul Von
1  Rensen VP. 1207 Ge 100 Heligoland - B.G.

U.3525

(Type X:H)
U.2516

Between (Type XXI)
9/10 U.56

U.677
,U.747

2k/25 ju.906
U.982
U.II3I

U.I227

Apr.
and

Apr.

U-boat Ge sunk

Kiel - B.C.U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

U-boat

Ge sunk

sunk

sunk

sunk

sunk

s\mk

sunk

sunk

Ge

These U-boats

were sunk during
eight raids
which took place
after 9 Apr.

Ge

Ge

G«

Ge

Ge

Ge

(852t.04)453 SECRET
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1

imalysis gf flying hours in each Inshore ard.Eransit Area
1 Janueiry to 8 May 1945

The -Irish Sea Area

Limits - Line Mull of Kintvre/N.Ej Ireland to the line

l£elmE star t e4, J^tlLAo J 1 s t iranuaix J. 245,w3±.^Davll!-a..He.a.d/S

U-hoats
A/CLff.

hours

Total

hoursGroup Task I Period
lost

Attack Result

669 1 1! Eay 507

(  38 (N)
( 473 lAI

Patrol j
406 L/L! Light

No. -15

Convoy ! Day
escort I Night

19 23

2 (N)

I

678; Day 505

( 210 (N)
(  254 LA

( 278 (N)
( 300 L/L

Patrol

1 L/Li Night
No. 19

I  Convoy j Day
I  escort i Night
I

12 13

3 (N) I

Overall total 1,913 2,477 1 1 1

February 1945

Day 1,149
(  3 (N)

Night ( 2^J06 L/L

1,402 2

48 (N)
486 L/L

No. 15 Patrol

1,056
(  328 (N)
(  255 L/L

782Day 2

(  265 (N)
Night ( 218 L/L

No. 19 Patrol

Nos,

15, 19 escort j
Convoy Nil

2,823Overall total 3,575 4

(8540^1-) 455 SLCRLT
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2

Irish ..Sea - March 19ij.5

U-boats
Sf-f.

hoiars
A/CTotal

hours
Gx'oup Task Period

lost
Attack Result

Day 1,014

higlxt I ( 313 lA

1,210
(  22 (U)
(  374 L/l

1 1

Patrol

I

Wo, 15i-

Convoy
escort

Day 17 19

(  1 (H)
(  2 L/L

lip;]

Day 1,227
(  722 (W)
(  162 L/L

1,544
(  788 (H)
(  190 lA

3 1

Patrol

Wigli't
Wo. 19

Convoy Day
escort Wight

9 12

1  (w)

3,464 4,163Overall total 4 2

4pril_1945.

638528Day 1 0 U.242
sh. sunli

1 2 (W)
203 lA

(  9 (w)
(  230 l/l

Patrol

Wight
Wo. 15

6Convoy
escort

Day
Wight

3

079Day 1,112
357 (W)
127 lA

327 (w)
103 L/L

Patrol

Wight
No. 19

Convoy
escort

28Day 37

2 (W)■•llg]
+

I
Overall total 2,5182,073 1 0 I  1 sharec

:  sunk

May 1945

Day 173 207
1  (u)

54 L/l
9 (w)

58 l/l
No. 15 Patrol

Wight

Day 192 293
49 (W)
19 L/L

54 (W)
21+ l/l

No. 19 Patrol (
(Wight

iNos.

15, 19
Convoy ;
escort j

i

Nil

483 645Overall total

(85404)456 3ECI41T
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En,Q:lish Channel Area. -- includin^T; Lands jjndAjizard

January 194-5

U“boats

A/CEff,
hours

Total

hours
Group Task Period

lost
Attack ResultSight

Day 1,764
(  377 (N)
(  497 L/L

2,234
(  625 (N)
(  564 L/L

2

Patrol

Might
No, 19

Da;'Convoy
escort

32 39
Night 3 (N)

2,670 3,465Overall total 2

Februar?/ 1945

1,621
{  94 (H)
(  326 L/L

Day 1,270
(  74 (N)
(  2G7 L/L

3 1 U,927 sunk
U.327 sh.Patrol

Might
No, 19

24Convoy
escort

Day 34
Ml gilt 3 (N)

Overall total 1,655 2,078 3 1 1 sunk

1  shared

March 1945

Day 2,720
(  271 (N)
(  813 L/L

3,395
(  304 (M)
(  920 L/L

1 U,681 sunk3 3
Patrol

Night 1  L/L 1 L/L 0 L/L
Ho, 19

Convoy
escort

Day 130 169 1 0

Night 2 (il)

Convoy
escort

14Day 22
No, 15

Night ( 3 (N)
(  4 L/L

Overall total 3,9i|8 4,819 1 sunic2 5 3

April 1945

Day 1,727 2,170
(  375 (N)
(  326 L/L

Patrol (  315 (M)
(  277 L/LNight 1 L/L

No, 19
262 324Convoy

escort
Day

{Nlglat (  19 (N)
(  4 L/L(  1 L/L

DayConvoy 7 17
No, 15 (  4 (N)

{  4 L/Lescort Nlglat

Overall total 2,539 3,243 1
I

Hay 1945

637Da;' 806

(  50 (N)
(  119 L/L

Patrol (  60 (N)
(  133 L/LNight

No, 19
Convoy
escort

Day 28 36
Nigltt

834Overall total 1,035

(85404)457 SECRjilP
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t
Bristol Channel to the south of Ireland /orsa

January 1945

U-boatsEff,
hours

VuTotal

hours
Group Task Period

lost
Siglit Attack Result

Day 102 147
Patrol 35 (W)

85 L/l6a l/lNi^t
No, 15

Convoy
escort

Day 19 26

Night 9 (N)

Day 225 261

10 (n)
58 L/L

Patrol (  34 (N)
(  66 L/LNight

No. 19

Convoy?-
escort

Day 344 433

1  (N)Ni.glit 88 (N)

IOverall total 821 1,182^

February lL245

Day 229 302

(  6 (N)
(  120 l/l

Patrol

[ 12 (n)
144 L/LNight

No. 19

Convoy
escort

266Day 4j06
Night 6l (N)

Patrol Nil

No, t5

Convoy Day 185 275 1 O

5 (N) 76 (N)
15 lAescort Night

Overall total 809 1,291 1 0

March 1945

Day 1,404 .
(  370 (N)
(  557 L/l

1,741 ^ ^
410 (n)
654 L/l

2 0
Patrol

Dig]
No. 19

Convoy
escort

396Day 560
63 (N)Niglit

Day 8 11
Patrol

No. 15

Convoy Day 144 253

1  (N) 30 (xN)
39 L/LNightescort

Overall total 2,881 3,741 2 0

(85404)458 SECRET
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Bristol Channel to the south of Ireland Area.

April 1945

U-boats
A/GTotal

hours

Eff.

hoursGroup i Task Period
lost

Sight Attack Result

601 2 1Day 727

(  199 (N)
(  37 lA

184 (N)
35 L/L

Patrol

Ni^t
No. 19

637 863Convoy Day
3 (N)
3 L/L

(  62 (N)
(  23 lAescort Night

Day 23 33
Patrol

Night
No. 15

Convoy Day 93 157

24 (N)
14 lAescort I Night

Overall total 1,579 2,139 2 1

May 1945

Day 90 113
Patrol

25 (N) 28 (N)Night
No. 19

Convoy Day 157 212

(  5 (N)
(  4 lAescort Night

98Convoy Day 53

(  16 (N)
(  8 L/Lescort Ni^it

No. 15
NilPatrol

484Overall total 325

(85404)459 SECRET
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Off Northern Ireland

January 19lj.5

VcEff.

hours

Total

hours

U-boats
Group Task Period

lost
Sight Attack Result

Lay 6723

40 l/l 49 U/LPatrol NightNo. 15

Convoy 186Day 244

(  24 (N)
(  6 l/lescort Night

Overall total 249 390

February 1945

156Day 180

(  5 (N)
(  68 L/L

Patrol

56 l/lNight
No. 15

Convoy Day 217 292

(  27 (N)
(  15 L/lescort Night

Overall total 429 587

Iferch _1235

Day 417 508 U.296 sunk2 1

4 (N)
211 l/l

Patrol

178 l/lNi^t
No. 15

Convoy 416Day 547

(  19 (N)
(  56 l/l1 l/lescort Night

Overall total 1 j012 1,345 2 1 1  sunk

April 1945

1,263Day 1,473 1 1 U.1017
sunk

1  (N)
299 L/l

25 (N)
335 L/L

Patrol

2 l/lNight 2 L/L
No. 15

Convoy Day 221 323

7 (N)
23 l/lescort Night

1,784Overall total 2,186 3 3 1  sunk

May ,1245

615 U.956
31, dam.

Day 501 2 2

4 (N)
208 L/L

23 (N)
222 l/l

Patrol

Night
No. 15

Convoy 186Day 147

1 5 (N)
20 L/Lescort Night

860Overall total 1,071 2 2 1  slight
dam*

(85404)460 SECRET
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North Minch to East Orkneys Area

January 1945

VcJiff,

hours

Total

hours

U-Boats
TaskGroup Period

lost

Sight Attack Result

17Day

Ni^t

27Pa i^rol

9 L/L 16 L/L
No. 15

Convoy
escort

Day 35

12 (K)Ni^t

264Day 349

46 (N)
230 L/L

( 62 (N)
(285 L/l

Patrol IN
No. 18 il/lNight f

Convoy Nil

601Overall total 799 2

February I945

67 84Day
Patrol

50 l/l 61 L/LNight
No. 15

Convoy
escort

Day
Night

32 40

9 (N)

116Day 172

17 (N)
6 l/l

Patrol

(  14 lANight
No. 18

16Convoy Day
escort Night

13

4 L/l

JOverall total 301 421 1

March 1945

80Day 101

Patrol

48 lA 61 L/L
U J-

no. 15
16Convoy

escort
Day
Night

10

3 lA

Day 223 312

(  11 (N)
(  64 L/L

21 (N)
80 l/l

Patrol

Night
No. 18

Convoy
escort

Day 3823

5 (N)
2 L/L

T3
J A.F.

Iceland

.L^ Convoy Day
escort Night

9 20

4 l/l

468Overall total 663
I i

(85404)A1 SECRET
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Korth Iviinch to East Orlcneys ^jrea

VcEff. Total U-boats
Group Task Period

hours lostHours

Sight Attack Result

jJay 32 38
Period

1  i/l 2 i/lEight
Ko. 15

88Day 125
Convoy
escort

(  2 dO
(  17 i/lNight

t

132 185Day
Patrol

16 l/l 20 L/LNight
No. 18

28Convoy
I escort

Day
Night 2 i/l

Overall total 297 435
—1-

!28Day 25
Patrol

1  i/l 2 i/lNight
No. 15 i

17Day 34
Convoy
escort

(  2 (N)
(  3 i/lNight

19 30
Patrol

11 (N) 13 (N)Night
No. 18

j Convoy
I escort

! Nil
I

Overall total 73 112

(85404)4^2 aSCRET
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Reykjavik - Iceland

January 1945

U-boats
VcTotal

hours

Eff.

houirs
TaskGroup Period

lost
ResultSight Attack

Day
Patrol

3 i/l 4 I/LNight
R. iuF.

Iceland 19 28Day
Convoy
escort (  1 (N)

(  56 l/L40 i/lNight

62Overall total 89

February 1945

Day
Patrol

2 i/l 3 I/LNight
I4A.F.
Iceland 71Day 59

Convoy
escort (  11 (N)

(  8 i/l
(  19 (N)
(  10 i/lNight

80Overall total 103

March 1945

Day 449 504

(  14 (N)
(  120 i/l

(  41 (N)
(  135 I/L

Patrol

1 i/l 1 i/lR. iA F.

Iceland
Night

116 158Day
Convoy
escort (  4 (N)

(  91 D/D
(  23 (N)
(  98 i/lNight

794 1 1Overall total 959

April 1945

36 41Day
Patrol

R. A.F.

Iceland‘
Night

I 178141Convoy
I escort

Day
1  (N) 13 (N)Night

178 252Overall total

May 1945

119111Day
I Patrol (  6 (N)

(  2 l/L
(  9 (N)
(  4 l/LNight

R. A.F.

Iceland 19 23Convoy
escort

Day
8 (N) 14 (N)Night

146 169Overall total

(85404)463 SECRET
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East coast of Scotland aid N.E. England

January 1945

U-boats
VcEff.

hours
j Total

hoiurs
TaskGroup Period

lost Sight Attack Result

Day h2 52 1 0
(  16 (e)
(  22 I/L

(  17 (K)
(  31 i/l

Patrol

Night
Wo. 18

Convoy Nil

iOverall total 80 100 1 0

February 13*45

58Day 82

(  22 (K)
(  82. i/l

(  29 (N)
(  104 i/l

Patrol

Wight
Wo. 18

Convoy Wil

162Overall total 215
I

March 1945

Day 123 140
exercise

96 i/'l

1
I

(a night on.
(  83 i/l '

Patrol I 1 W 0 W
I Wight

Wo. 18

Convoy i Wil

206 236Overall total 1 0

April 1945
i

Day 454 519 2  ipossibly
U.398 sunk

3
Patrol I

40 i/l 67 i/lNight
Wo. 18 t

Convoy j Wil
!Overall total 586494 3 2  j1 possibly

'sunk
i

Ma;y- 1945

36Day 31
Patrol

2 i/lWight
Wo. 18

! Convoy Wil

Overall total 31 38

(85404)464 SECRET
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Bay of Eisca:/ Inshore -^cea.

April 1945

I

U^^boats
Eft.

hoiirs

Total

hoiars
Group I Task Period

lost
Sight Attack Result

285Day ^•5

25 (N) 70 (IT)Patrol

Right
No. 19

Convoy
• escort

Day 23 40

7 (N)Night

i

Overall total 562333 I

May 1945

67Day 91!

No, 19 Patrol

3 (N)Night

67Overall total 94

SlfiCRET
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Northern Traiisit jArea.

Limits -* Morvifa^y to tho line Reykjavik/South Hebrides

January 1945

U-boats
Eff.

,  hours
Total

hours

A/CCroup Patrol ixea Period 7
lost

sight I Attack I Result
i

Norv/ay to
Faeroes/Shets,
to line N.M.
of Lewis

Day 186 275 1 0
No, 18

(  51 (N)
(  152 L/L

(  48 (M)
{  221 L/L

Nlgllt

Nos, Outside 490 648! Day
i

j Night
15 & 18 {  29 (N)

(  383 L/L
(  97 (N)
{  492 L/LHebrides 1 L/L 1 L/L

Iceland to

Faeroes
280 435Day

(  10 (N)
(  168 L/L

(  198 (N)
(  242 L/L

Iceland

Night
—J.

IOverall total 1,729 2,656! 2 1

Pebruai’'.Y 194-5

Day I 1,303 I 1,974

Night i{ 182 (N) ( 283 (N)
!( 698 L/L ( 1,170 L/L

Norway to
Faeroes/Shets,
to line N.W,
of Lewis

1 0

No, 18

4.

Nos,

15 & 18
Outside the
Hebrides

670 846 >
(  60 (N)
(  206 L/L

Day 0,1019 SI, dam.
I

1 1

;( 7 (N)
Night ;( 138 L/L I

I
1

Iceland Iceland to

Faeroes
334Day 553

and i( 2 (N) (
Night '( 115 L/L I (

125 (N)
183 L/L

1

1*. 18 1 L/L 0 L/L i

5,400 3Overall total ;  3,449 1 ;1 si, dam.

lvl^_ch.,194:5

No, 18 Norway to
Faeroes/Shets

i  to line N,V/.
i  of Lewis

I

1,768 2,616Day 4 ;o.905 )
IU,1106) - sunk
U.249 - dam

5

(  106 (N)
{  1,038 L/L

Night (  77 (N)
(  609 L/L 1 L/L 1 L/L i

Nos, ! Outside the 896 1,246
{  51 (N)
(  430 L/L

Day 1 0

(  6 (N)
{  262 L/L15 & 18 ! Hebrides Night

Iceland Iceland to
Faeroes

578Day 322
and {  4 (N)

{  127 L/L
(  81 (N)
(  215 L/LNo, 18 Night

Overall total 4,C71 j 6,361 5  '2 sunk
jl dam.

7
I

(85404)466 aacRST
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Northern Transit ̂ -irea

Limits - Norway to the line Reyk.iavit/South Hebrides

April 1945

U"boats
Eff,
hours

A/CTotal

hours
Group Patrol Area i Period

lost
Sight Attack Resulti

I

1,621Norway to
Faeroes/Shets,
to line N,M.
of Lewis

i Day 2,357 2 U.1276)
U. 396)

2
sunk.

No, 18

(  1 (N)
(  177 L/L

(  7 (N)
(  463 IJL 1 L/LNlglit

1,734
(  7 (N)

Night ( 26 L/L

Day 2,294
(  52 (N)
(  116 L/L

Outside the

HebridesNo. 15

Iceland Iceland to

Faeroes
. 2,162
(  101 (N)
(  310 L/L

1,1?.0
6 (N)

Night ( 63 L/L

Day
(

3
and

No, 18 i

'2 sunkOverall total I  4,805 7,862 4 2  1 2

744 1,028

(  10 (N)
(  100 L/L

Iforway to
Faeroes/Shets.

I to line liVI.
of Lewis

Day 1 1  ,U.320 sunk

No, 18
4 (N)(

(  25 L/LNight I

Outside the
Hebrides

loe 151Day I
( (Hu, 15 5 (N) I

(  38 L/LNight (  52 L/L

Iceland Iceland to
I Faeroesand

193Day 302
3 (N)
2 L/L

(  20 (N)
(  26 L/LNo, 18 Night

i
Overall total I  1,111 1,694 1  j1 sunk1

J.

(85404-)467 SECRET
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Western Transit Area

Limits -• Outside Ireland and to Scilly Isles

January 1945

U-boats

Eff.
hours

Total

hours
A/Cj  Group Patrol Area Period

Sight Attack Resultlost

The v*ole
ai-ea

260Day Z»01
No, 15 (  25 (N)

(  100 L/L
(  104 (N)
(  170 L/LNight

Overall total 385 675

February 1945

Outside

Ireland
Day 295 397

No, 15 ( (  18 (N)
(  121 L/LNight {  75 L/L

S.W. Ireland 85Day 133
No, 19 to ( 8 (N) (  16 (N)

(  48 L/LSclllles (  40 L/LNight

Overall total 507 733

Maroh.1545

Outside

Ireland
645i  toy 913 1

No, 15 (  35 (N)
Night ( 173 L/L

(  102 (N) -
(  266 L/L I -

Sor» buoy
barrier

Day 162 332No, 19
Night 1  (N) 17 (N)

S,W, of
Ireland

369Day 448
No. 19 6 (N)

Night ( 1 L/L
(  22 (N)
{  22 L/L

Overall total 1,392 j  2,122 1

April 1945

I

Outside

Ireland
Day 557 784 1 0

No, 15 (  22 (N)
(  51 L/LNight 16 L/L

S,W, of

Ireland
1,185

(  25 (N)
(  212 L/L

Day 2,218

{  124 (N)
(  366 L/L

4 3 U.321, 1107, and
1055 sunk

No. 19

Night

W, of Sclllles 631Day 1,007
{  90 (N)
(  282 L/L

No, 19 to (  32 (N)
(  236 l/LW. of Ushant Might 1 L/L

Overall total 2,894 4,944 1 5 3 3 sunk

(85404)468 SECRET
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Western Transit Area.

May 1945

U-boats

A/CI Eff,
hours

Total

hours
Group Patrol Area Period i I

ResultAttacklost Sight

t

278Outside

Ireland
215Day

No, 15 (  10 (N)
{  86 L/L58 L/LNight

196W, of Sc lilies 31Day
|( 56 (N)

k L/L
( (N)No, 19 to

1

I  Night ( (  5 L/LW, of Ushant

I

760Overall total 529

Eastern Transit ̂ ^ea
Limits - Skagei-racic, Kattegat and West of Denmark

12th to 28th February 1945

Skagerrack 23Day
No. 18 (  k (N)

(  kS L/L
(  16 (N)
(  163 L/L

and

1 L/L 1 L/L 1 L/LKattegat Night

Overall total 1 153 202 11
L

March 1945

! I

10Skagerrack
and

Kattegat

Day 1

No. 18
26 L/LNight 100 L/L I  1 L/L j 0 L/L

I

28Overall total 110 1  1 0t

April 1945

I

INo, 18 Skagerrack Itey 107 I

A/U and

Sqdns, Kattegat Night 121 L/L 363 L/L U L/L 4 L/L3 L/L
•r-

A/U Overall total 470121 4 43

No, 18

Anti-ship
Sqdns,

U,843, 804, 1065,
and 251 sunk
U.2335 dam.

Skagerrack Day 113 6312 9 7
and

Kattegat
2 (N) 9 (N) 2 (N) 2 (N)i  Night

Anti-ship overall total !  6 4 sunk
1 dati.

115 321 11 9

I-.-..

(85404) 469 SECRET
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Eastern Transit - May J5.45

U-boatsEff,
hours

A/CTotal

hours
Group Patrol Area Period

lost
Sight ! Attack Result

131SItagciTack
and

Kattegat

451Day 1 1008,5503^3523,
534,2521,2365

sunk

2534 sunk

12 9

(  3 (N)
(  37 L/L

(  12 (N)
(  141 L/LNo. 18 Night 2 L/L 2 L/L

A/U

Sqdns, West of
Denmark

Day 13 28

Night 1 L/L 3 L/L

A/U Overall total 185 635 141 11 7 sunkI
X

No. 18

Anti-ship
Sqdns,

I

Kattegat I  Day 1  I 970 177 2 U.2359 sunk

dam.jU. ?
INo, 16

Anti-ship
Sqdns,

Day 51 -  ! 8223 236,393,2524,
12503,2338 sunk

6 sunk

! 1 dam.

5
I

i
Anti-ship overall total 121 400 1 17 i 7

.1,

I

R.A.E.
2nd TAF

Anti-ship Belts

W. Baltic
and the

about about

!  Day 150 32 49 ! 10 sunk *200
i

II

The Individual U-boats sunk by the 2nd T.A,F. were;-

U.1007, 2540, 3030, 3032, 1210, 746, 876, 904, 733 and 579.

Western Baltic U-boat exercising; area

around Bornholm Island

One operation in February 194-5

U-boats
VcEff.

hours

I Total
I hours

TaskGroup Period i
lost

Attack j ResultSi^t
f--

I
No. 18 Patrol

' Sweep
Day 27

3 lA j15 l/l 130 lA 4- lANight

Overall total 15 157 34.

Two operations in March 194-5

61No. 18 Patrol Day
Sweeps Ni,:^t 342 lA 13 lA 11 lA43 LA

13 11Overall total 43 403

One operation in April .1945

No. 18 Patrol Day
Sweep Ni^t

9

1 lA 1 lA3 lA 21 lA

Overall total 3 1 130

DS 854j04/1(470)/BN.6325 30 1 0/57 R SECRET
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IlOEX

(Tha suffix letter 'n' denotes a footnote)

N.B. Named ships and submarines mentioned in tlie text are Riven alpha-
betioally an-anp.ed under either the Royal Navy, the U.S. Navy or
the German Navy.

Admiralty: agreement to the redeployment of Coastal Craimand forces in
August 19^, 37, 38; agreement about measures to intensify A/U
operations in the Northern Transit Area, 53;
governing A/U warfare from September 1944, 82;
own subnarlne patrols from S.W, Norwegian coast, 125; publically
declared the Baltic to be 'a mined area', 133; unable to grant request
for a longer life to be given to air laid mines, 14-5; requests for the
bombing of various specific targets, 156, 157, l62, 163, l69; agreed
policy for the inshore anti-U-boat war at end of 1944, 193; memorandum
on the serious U-boat threat developing in 1945, 197, 198; turns down
a Coastal Camuand suggestion for combined blocking patrols north of the

decision on priorities of attack on various types of
a detailed plot set up in Admiralty of all enemy

agreement to spoof
conference decided to. continue all

signalled the order to cease
broadcast on 8 May ordering

agreement to new directiv

Shetlands, 199;
enemy vessels, 276;
shipping movement along Noiwegian coast, 277;
rainelaying off this coast, 278;
foiras of attack on enemy shipping, 280; -
all further anti-shipping operations, 286;

e
on request withdrew our

the surrender of all U-boats at sea, 247.

Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room: provided information on which were based

the initial Coastal Command patrols against U-boats in Arctic waters,
55, 56; was aware of the October 1944 slackening in U-boat operations,
93; the daily consultations with to decide the extent of convoy air
escort, 193; the Tracking Room information not so accurate in closing
months of the war, 193, 194; a war conclusion that without it we might
well have lost the U-Boat War, 290.

close air escort to convoys formed 50 per cent
the number of U-boats operating in the

the last U-boats off this coast and the flying hours

Africa, West, R.A.E, Command:
of the flying effort, 65, 68n;
area, 65, 67, 68;
expended, 72,

Air attacks at sea: on enemy surface vessels see under Anti-E-Boat Warfare,
Anti-Ship Warfare and Fighter Goiamand; on U-boats see under Anti-U-Boat
Warfare, Canadian Air Force in Canada and United States Air; on enemy
Small Battle Units see under Anti-S.B.U. Warfare.

see under Bomber Commands.Air attacks on land targets:

see under Anti-U-Boat Warfare.Air cover to convoys:

Aircraft Carriers, Escort: see under Escort Carriers.

Air patrols: see under Anti-E-Boat, Anti-Ship, Anti-S.B.U, and Anti-U-Boat

Warfare and under Fighter Canmand.

Air Sea Rescue squadrons in Coastal Command:
App. I. 4, 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39.

strength and location of.

Air Stations, Coastal Command and squadrons at on various dates:

App. I. 4, 9, 14.
App. I. 19, 24, 29, 34, 39.

App. I. 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36.

Aldergrove, Northern Ireland:
Ballyhalbert, Northern Ireland:
Ballykelly, Northern Ireland;
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Banff, K.E. Scotland: App. I, 12, 17, 19, 22, 24, 27, 29, 32, 34, 37, 39.
Beccles, N.E. Suffolk:
Benbecula, Hebrides:
Benson, Oxfordshire:
Bircham Newton, N. Norfolk:
Brav/dy, S. Wales:
Castle Arohdale, Northern Ireland: App, I, 1, 6, 11, l6, 21, 26, 31, 36.
Chivenor, N. Devon: Apr. I. 2, 7, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38.
Coulanniers, near Paris:
Dallaohy, N.E, Scotland:
Davidstow Moor, N, Cornwall:
Dunkeswell, E. Devon:
Pi'aserburgh, N.E. Scotland: App, I, 12,
Gibraltar: App. I, 3, 4, 8, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 23, 24, 28, 29, 33, 34,

38, 39.
Harrowbaer, S, Devon:
Hawkinge, S.E. Kent:
Knocke, N. Belgium:
Lagens, Azores:

34, 38, 39.
Langliam, N. Norfolk: App. I. 1, 6, 11, 14, 16, 19, 21, 24, 26, 29, 31,

34, 36, 39.
Leuchars, E. Scotland:
Limavady, Northern Ireland:
ilanston, N.E. Kent:
Milltown, N.E, Scotland:
Mount Batten, Plymouth:
Mullaghmore, Northern Ireland:
North Coates, N.E. Lincolnshire:
Pembroke Dock, S. Wales:
Perrarqporth, S.W. Cornwall:
Portreath, S, V4 Cornwa11:
Predannook, S.W, Cornwall:
Reykjavik and Meeks Field, Iceland: App. I. 3, 4, 8, 9, 13, 14, I8, 19,

23, 24, 28, 29, 33, 34, 38, 39.
St, Davids, S.W. Wales: App, I, 2, 4, 7, 9.
St. Eval, N. Cornwall: App. I. 2, 7, 13, 14, 18, 19, 23, 24, 28, 29, 33,

34, 38, 39.
Skitten, N.E, Scotland:
Storno^ray, Hebrides:
Strubby, E, Lincolnshire:
Sullom Voe, N, Shetlands:
Suraburgh, S, Shetlands:
Sv/ingfield, S.E. Kent:
Tain, N.E. Scotland:
Thomey Island, S. Hants:
Tiree, W. Scotland:
Upottery, E. Devon:
Wick, N.E, Scotland:
Winkleigh, mid-Devon:
Woodhaven, Firth of Tay:

App. I. 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39.
App. I. 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36.
App. I. 3, 8, 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39.

App, I, 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26.
App. I. 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39.

App, I, 39.
App. I. 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37.

App, I. 2, 4, 9.
App. I. 2, 7, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38.

App. I. 2.
Apt), I, 1.
App. I. 16, 21, 26, 31, 36.

App. I. 3, 4, 8, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 23, 24, 28, 29, 33,

App. I. 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37.
App. I. 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36.

App. I. 1, 6, 36,
App. I. 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37.
App. I. 2, 7, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38.

App. I. 21, 26.
App. I. 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36.

App. I. 2, 7, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38.
App.. I. 2.

App. I. 2, 7.
App. I. 2, 7.

App. I. 14, 19, 24, 29, 34.
App. I. 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37.

App. I. 4, 6, 9.
App. I. 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37.

App. I. 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37.
App. I. 6.

App. I. 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37.
App. I. 1,6, 16, 21, 26, 29, 31.

App. I. 4, 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39.
App. I. 23, 28, 33, 38.
App. I. 2, 4, 7, 9, 12.
App. I. 1.

App. I. 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37.

Albaoores, Coastal Caiirnand landplanes: a half squadron of in June 1944,
App. I. 1j a new full squadron of formed at end of July, 24n; replaced
in the squadron by Swordfish aircraft, 250.

Allied Maritime Strategy: see under Strateg7, Allied War,

Anti-E-Boat Warfare, (see also under E-Boats): air patrols against E-boats,
3, 13, 14; successful attacks on by naval and air action, 14; Bomber
Command attacks finish the E-boat menace for many months, 14, I4n, 153;
night patrols against E-boats during rest of June, 15; and. summary of
results, 22; air and surface action during July, 24, 25; further
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suooessful attacks fcy Bomber Command, 26, 154; many air attacks at
in spite of thisin August but little damage inflicted, 48, 49;sea

E-boat sorties abandoned because of air attacks, 113, 115; airmany

patrols start from a base in Belgium, 121; E-boat bases in Holland
successfvaiy bombed, 122, l64; new standard anti-E-boat patrols
instituted at end of 1944, 250; operations against E-boats during
January and February 1945, 252, 254, 258, 259; more bombing attacks
on bases, 169, 258; the value of air patrols in spite of ̂  loss being
inflicted, 261; the increasing success of air patrols during March,
262-265; E-boat operations abandoned in April, 268-270; summary of
losses inflicted on each side during period January to April inclusive,
273; oonclusions drawn from the war period, 29I, 292.

Anti-Ship Warfare;
Policy; the function of Coastal Command in Operation Overlord and

patrols fl07m against enemy surface craft interference, 1-3;
regrouping of squadrons in July, 23, 24; temporary redeployment
for the enemy evacuation of the Biscay ports, 39; further
redistribution of squadrons after enemy evacuation from North^
Prance and Belgium, 111; the initiation of the Drem and Outrider
techniques in attacks, 114; a shift of emphasis to the Nonvegian
coast and, the squadron dispositions by November 1944, 120, I20n;
the vital necessity to protect the Ihames/Antwerp supply line, 249;
air patrols instituted against E-boats and 3.B.U. together v^ith
naval dispositions, 250, 251; reinforcement to No. 16 Group
following ship casualties in East Channel area, 268; policy for
operations off the Norwegian coast, 274; request for more Mustang
escort approved, 275-277; types of enemy vessels listed in order
of attack"priority, 276; a trial of organised ni^t torpedo
ttack abandoned in favour of roving patrols, 276, 277; plans for
cannon attacks on lighthouses and spoof minelaying in inshore^
waters along Norwegian coast, 277, 278; a report on this mining
and design for special mines, 280, 280n; the extension of

Mosquito Strike range into the eastern Skagerrack, 281;
extension of all Wing operations into the KattegatAiel Bay area,
283; the end of all anti-ship operations, 286; war oonclusions
and lessons, 287, 291-294.

the

a

the

Enemy shipping traffic; the fall in tonnage available due to Swedish
decision, 111; little traffic in the Southern North Sea after
Septanber 1944, 111, 112; off the Norwegian coast the convoys
lay up in fjords during daylight, 117; further fall in tonnage
after Finnish armistice and more stringent Swedish decisions, 120,

the Swedish embargo becomes complete, 13^, 137; similar
conditions continue in both areas during 1945, 249, 274,

278; the success of anti-ship operations confirmed by the Ministry
of Economic Warfare., 280; conditions at end of April 1945, 283.

120n;
traffic

Operations at sea;
In the Southern area; ^ ^

Overlord axxl deployment of squadrons for, 1-3; patrols ilown

against enemy surface craft interference, 2, 3;
resources, dispositions and intentions, 4-6, App. Ill;
reaction on D day, 7; action against surface forces in June

1944, 8, 9, 13, 14; little further action by these forces,
14-1^; June figures of flying and summary of results, 16,
22* July operations and sorties, 26-28; G.A.P. attacks on
escort groups off the Biscay coast, 28; operations in Au^ist
during the enemy evacuation from Biscay ports, 39-45;
operations during the evacuation from the French Channel
ports, 49, 50; air attacks east of the Texel and sorties
during August, 50, 51 n; the eM of Overlord Phase  I and

of Allied and German losses, 51, 52j

the function of Coastal Command in Operation

enemy

enemy

air attacks
summary
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during the September evacuation from the Flanders ports,
112, 113; the first Drem attack, 114; the flying east of
the Texel saw few targets and similar conditions continued
for the remainder of the war, 114, 115, 121, 122, 252, 262.,
268, 269; the major flying effort during 1945 was against
E-boats and S.B.U. under which headings see.

Off the Norwegian coast: the reopening of operations in Septeraber
1944, 117; Drem and Outrider attacks, 1l8, 119; the
increasing scale of operations at end of 1%4 brings more

opposition by enemy fighters, 125; the anti-ship force in

January 1945, 274; further losses from enemy fighters and

disappointing January and February results, 274-277;
first attacks on Norwegian lighthouses, 278;
(Operation Chuck) carried out, 278, 282;
and the extension of strikes into the east Skaggerack, 278,
279; the much better results in March, 279; even better
results in April, 281-283; the climax of anti-ship operations
in the last week of war, 283-285; summary of the whole war,
286.

Specific air attacks mentioned:
Southern Area: 9, 12-15, 24-28, 40, 41, 43, if8-50, 112-115, 121,

122, 252, 254, 258, 259, 262-264, 266-272.

Norwegian Area: 50, 114, 117-120, 125, 274-285.

Details of casualties inflicted by anti-ship operations: see under

Shipping Casualties, Goman.

Anti-S.B.U. ’Jarfare, (sea also under S.B.U.): naval action against in the
Seine Bay area in July 19^f4 and naval plus R,A.F, action in August, 30,
30n, 31, 31n; joint action against in the Scheldt area in October 1944,
1l6; the first Coastal Coaimand patrols against, 122; joint action
against in December, 123; air operations against during January and
February 1945, 252, 253, 259, 260; March operations against, 262, 263,
265-267; reinforcement of anti-S.B.U. squadrons arsd joint operations
during April 1945, 268, 271-273; the end of operations, 273.

Anti-U-Boat Warfare, (see also under U-Boats, German):
General Policy and events: the function of Coastal Canmand in Operation

Overlord and deployment of squadrons for, 1-3; the Cork anti-

U-boat blocking patrols, 2; U-boat forces available, 4, 5; enemy
reaction on D day and air attacks on subsequent nights, 7-10;
Liberator sinks two U-boats in under half an hour, 10; only one
U-boat reaches the Seine Bay area ly mid-June, 11, 12; Mosquito
aircraft first used with depth charges against U-boats, 17, I8, l8n;
up to end of June heavy U-boat loss with few successes, 19-22, 22n;
drastic fall in air sittings during July follov/ing the general
use of schnorchel, 35, 36, 38n, 37n; operations during the
evacuation of U-boat bases in Biscay area, 38-45; tlie final

operations against the Channel U-boats in August and surface forces
the position of No, 1 U-boat Killei*, 45-47, 47n; the end

of Overlord Phase I with simimary of Allied and German losses, 51,
52; the reinforcement policy for the Northern Transit Area, 53,
58; an increasing necessity to patrol inshore areas, 60-63; a
new directive relegates transit flying to a secondary place, 82;
sumiiiary of the first full month of inshore operations, 88 , 89;
poor results for September transit area flying, 92; two successful
bombing attacks on Bergen, 92; a completely blank month in October
in all the inshore areas, 93, 93n; the Schnorohel Smoke %th and
start of bogus U-boat sightings, 97-100, App. V; the stalemate

situation in inshore areas, IO6, 107; air action reduced to

the

spoof rainelaying
March operations

a

resume
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soarecrow value but it limited U-boat opportunities, 108, 109;
the policy in early against the inshore U-boats, 192, 193;
the means of air detection and enemy countermeasures, 194, 195;
weapons in use, 195; the disposition of A/U aircraft in Home
Waters, 195, 196; U-boats in the Irish Sea with countermeasures
suggested or adopted, 198-200; close air escort not required for
coastwise convoys, 200, 207; decisions by the Argonaut Conference

on the possible new U-boat threat, 201-203; summary of the
January inshore operations, 209; ni^t patrols instituted in the

Kattegat area, 215, 2l6; a night attack on the U-boat exercise
area off Bornholm Island, 216, 217; summary of the February
inshore operations, 217, 218; a trial in March of  a Sono buoy
barrier scheme, 228; other attacks on the U-boat exercise area,
229, 230, 280; summary of the March inshore operations, 230,231;
intensification of patrols in the Kattegat, 231; another Sono

buoy barrier operation, 241; daylight successes by anti-ship
strikes agairxst U-boats in the Skagerrack/kattegat area, 244, 245;
summary of April and May operations, 246;
U-boats to cease hostilities, 247;
Type XXI boat to become fully operational, 247; the Admiralty
broadcasts the surrender order and the subsequent dates and

positions of U-boat surrenders, 247, 247n;
war and lessons to be remembered, 287-291.

Doenitz orders all

the cruise of U.2511 . the only

conclusions of the

first sighs of, 83, 83n, 84;Bogus sightings of schnorebelling U-boats:
the spate of starts in eai-nest, 97-100, 105, App. V; a complete
chronological list of, App. VI; further comment on, 203, 204;
they continue rigjrit up to the end of the war, 232.

Inshore Areas, details of, (for analyses of flying see App. XVIII. I-II):
first penetration and counteraieasures, 204; the

naval action starts a tit for tat sequence but the air box

patrols have only an indirect effect, 205-207;
and five bogus air sightings in February but eight U-boats

have little success, 209, 210; during March the U-boat
successes petered out and one was sunk by naval action, four

genuine and nine bogus air sightings, 219, 220; three U-boats

present in April but all vrere sunk by naval action before May,
one possible and four bogus air sij^tings, 233, 234.

The Irish Sea:

no genuine

the start of the Cork blocking

slew progress
The English Channel and approaches:

patrols and successful action after D day, 9-11;
of U-boats up Channel, 11-13; air attack increasingly avoided

by use of sohnorohel, 19-22, 22n; naval successes against
U-boats, 20, 21; schnorchel prevents any damaging air attacks
during July and August, 35, 36, 36n, 45-47; naval successes
during these tv/'o months, 33-35 , 45, ̂t6; the U-boats
temporarily abandon the Channel after the evacuation of the
Biscay ports, 46; the reappearance of U-boats in this area
in November and increase in the local air forces, 100;
air escort considered necessary to convoys, the box patrols
sunk one U-boat, 103; flying hours during November and
December 19^*4, 104n; six U-boats present during January 1945
but accomplished little and lost tvra of their number. Naval
action started the tit for tat sequence of ship sunk followed

immediately by the U-boat sunk,
207; considerable activity in February
escoi'ts sunk for the loss of three U-boats to naval and one

to air action, 210, 211; March was again active with ten
U-boats in the area, five ships and one escort sunk against
four U—boats sunk by naval and one by air action, 220—222;
further naval action in April resulted in two U-boats sunk
and another from unknown cause with only one ship sunk, there

no

tio genuine air sightings,
five ships and two
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were no air siglitinga, 234; one vessel vras sunk in May and
two U-boats were still on patrol at end of the war, 234.

area: first U-boat

special air patrols instituted,
three more U-boats detailed to, 6ln; regular air

patrols perfomed, 63, 63n; no positive air sightings during
rest of 1944, 85, 85n, 93, 93n, 101, 102n; two naval
successes in the area, 102, 103; no air siglitings in January,
207; in Febnaary one air escorted convoy was attacked, no air
sighting but the U-boat was sunk by naval action, 211, 212;
two genuine sightings in March but a U-boat sank  a ship in
convoy undetected, 222, 223; one air sighting and a
contact in April, 235.

The north of Ireland area: first U-boat detailed to, 7n, 60;
special air patrols started, 60, 60n; the U-boat sunk by
naval action, 60; further U-boats detailed to, 43, 43n, 6l,
6lnj the fii'st ship to be sunk in the area for three
62; the start of regular air patrols, 62, 63, 63n;
ships sunk and dense air patrol instituted at the expense of
convoy escort but no air attacks resulted, 83-85, 85n; naval
successes in the area, 83, 84; a false sigliting of sclonorchel
smoke, 84; blank months for the flying during the last quarter
of 1944, 93, 93n, 100, 101, lOln; only very little U-boat
aotivily in January 1945 Uut three bogus sightings, 207;
three more bogus sightings in February and one genuine,
U-boat sunk by naval action, 212; during March one ship sunk,
naval action accounted for two U-boats and a dubious air

attack was credited v/ith another, 223, 224; seven U-boats
moved into area in latter part of April, one suiall ship was
sunk but naval and air action each sunk one U-boat, 235, 236;
an apparently successful air attack in May but on what
U-boat?, 237.

The south of Ireland to Bristol Channel

detailed to, 35, 43, 45, 6l;
61 , 6ln;

years,
more

a.

The North Mirwh to Orlmeys area: the first U-boat detailed to, 7n,
tvTO more detailed, 6l, 6ln; regular air patrols17, 60;

started but no genuine sightings for the rest of 19^f4, 6l, 62,
86, 86n, 93, 93n, 104, 105n; one naval success and a wrongly
credited bogus air attack, 105, IO6; no genuine air siglitings
in January or February but five bogus, 207, 212; five U-boats
in the area during March of v/hich two ware sunk by naval
action but no genuine air sightings, 224, 225; no air sightings
in Apiril or May, 237.

The Reykjavik area: the first U-boat detailed to, 61, 6ln;
regular air patrols started but no sightings resulted during
rest of 1944, 62, 62n, 87, 87n, 88, 93, 93n, 106, Kbu; no
U-boats present in January 1945, 208; one night escorted
convoy attacked in February but no sightings, 213; no air
sightings for remainder of the war but a U-boat made two

attacks in ilay 1945, 225, 237, 238.

The East of Scotland area: the first U-boat detailed to, 61, 6ln;
the start of regular air patrols but no sightings made, 62,
62n, 87, 87n, 93, 93n, 106; a U-boat vanished from unknown
cause in January, 208; February saw the operations of the
first two Type XXLII U-boats, no air sightings and one
conventional U-boat sunk by naval action, 213; two ships sunk
in March but the U-boat responsible was sunk by naval action,
one air sighting of the three U-boats present in the area,
225, 226; much activity during April and May with ships sunk
in the last hours of war, of the three U-boats sunk, one ran
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aground, ona fell to naval action and possibly one to air
attack, 238, 239.

The North Foreland area; the first U-boat in the area, 213, 258,
two more operated in April, no air sightings, 231, 272,259;

The Biscay coastal area:
June 1944 caused its abandonment, 11j
during July, 36;
bases, 38-45;

air attacks on the U-boat patrol line in
tviTO air successes

the August evacuation from the Biscay U-boat
the last Biscay air pati'ols, 85, 86, 86n; air

cover to Allied naval forces in April and May 1945, 234, 235,

Transit areas for U-boats, (for analyses of flying see App, XVIII. 12-l6):
Norther-n area; insults of air attacks during May 19^ had a direct

bearing on the safety of Operation Overlord, 16; new scheme
of air patrols in June and many successes against U-boats,
16-19, 19nj the award of a posthumous V.C,, 18; successes
continued during July, 55~55; in spite of higher flying hours
in August the schnorchel was now defeating air location, 58,
59, 59n; the September division of the area into two portions,
89; two U-boats sunk and one damaged out of the 55 passing

October reinforcement of squadrons andthrough, 89-92, 92n;
increase in flying fails to produce commensurate results,
95-97, 97n; one naval success in tlie area, 95; even worse
results for November and December, I07n, 108; from 1 January
1945 the flying was concentrated along two separate stretches

of sea, 208; only one sighting in January of the 48 U-boats
passing through, 208, 209; the much increased flying during
February resulted in only tv/o genuine sightings of the 66

U-boats passing throughj ene damaged by air and four sunk
by naval blocking action, 21^;.; the flying again increased
during March witli better results in that there were seven

genuine sightings of the 77 U-boats in tlie area of which two

were sunk and one damaged, 226-228; still more flying in
April and May made two possible contacts and one genuine
si^iting of the 90 U-boats passing through resulting in the
crediting to air attack of two sunk and one scuttled with

another U-boat sunlc by naval action, 239-241.

Western area; air patrols instituted off west and soutliwest
Ireland, 95; no sightings at all until one at the end of

December 1944, 97, 97n, 107n, 108; again no sightings of the
48 U-boats passing through during January and February 1945,
209, 215;
scheme brought no better results, 228, 229; hov/ever, there
was much action during April when eight U-boats were patrolling
the area as v/ell as ten more passing throuj^i, 242; ona ocean
convoy attacked with the loss of two ships but seven U-boats

v/ere sunk, three by the Navy, thi'ee by air attack and one froai

unknown cause, 242 , 243; the first week of i-iay produced no

further sightings, 243.

increased flying in March and a sono buoy barrage

Eastern area; night patrols instituted in February 1945, 215, 2l6;
only a few sorties available during Ivlarch, 229; the flying
much increased both by daj^ and niglit during April and ended

in a blaze of action in title first six days of Mfiy 1945,
243-246; a total of 27 U-boats were sunlc in this last period.
246.

Air escort and cover:

Ocean convoys: in June and July the convoys in the N.E.
Atlantic received little close but relatively considerable
distant cover, 65, 68, 69n; the Azores based convoy cover
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sank one U-boat in September, 73, 74; flying hours during
August and September, 74n; air cover drastically reduced in

favour of inshore flying effort, 77, 78nj a new directive
giving priority once more to threatened convoys, 82; plan to
increase the air cover given to ocean convoys when traversing
dangerous inshore waters, 94; the procedure for day to day
decision on the placing of such escort, 193.

Convoys in inshore waters: given to the coastwise invasion convoys
until end of July 1944, 2, 3, 22n, 27n, 37, 37n; the attacks
by U-boats Just north of Ireland in early September resulted

in area air patrols with little or no close escort to convoys
passing through, 83-85; flying hours on escort to convoys in
dangerous inshore waters during lloveraber and December, lOln,
102n; no escort given to any coastwise convoys in the English
Channel, 103; escort instituted in the Reylcjavik area, 106;
decision against escort for any convoys in the Irish Sea or

English Channel, 200, 207.

Distant Areas:

Arctic waters: a fleet carrier force (Operation Mascot) attacks
the Tirpitz in Noi*thern Norway, 55; plan for air sweeps to

cover their return passage against U-boat attack, 55;
subsequent air action against U-boat attempts to intercept
the force which resulted in three U-boats sunk and four others

damaged, 5^-58; the avrard of a V.G. for an outstanding
attack, 56.

Gibraltar, western approaches to: the progressive reduction of

flying from Gibraltar from ilay 1944, 78; the last squadron
leaves early in September 1944, 79; No. 22 S.A.A.P. Sqdn.
on loan from the Mediterranean Coastal Air Force, 79; flying
restarted, 79, 79n; the first U-boats since May, 79; several
attacks by a U-boat in January and the flying hours in the

area, I80, I8I; more attacks in February but two U-boats sunk
by naval action together with the flying hours, 183; flying
continued in March and April but no more U-boats arrived, I85,
187; positions of U-boats near the area on VS day, I89.

Overseas Atlantic: the policy for air action varied in the different

areas, 65; the inauguration of the so-called Hunter/^iller
groups and their liiaitations, 65; the successes by them only
made possible by excellent special intelligence from the

Tracking Rooms, 66-68, 70, 72; events and flying hours in the
various areas in June axkL July 1944, 66-69, 66n-69n;
U-boats ever sent south of latitude 35°!'^, 69, 70;
of area patrols to prevent the penetration by U-boats into the

Gulf of St, Lav/rence, 70, 71, 75; flying hours in the various

areas in August and September, 7ln-74n; the N.E, Atlantic
. empty except for a few weather reporting U-boats and a few on

passage, 68, 73, 75, 76; only two ocean convoys attacked,
both by single U-boats, 77; flying hours during the last

quarter of 1944, 79; the air forces available in the different
areas on 1 January 1945, 179; events and flying hours off the

North American seaboard up to VE day, I80, l82, I84, 1.86, l89;
events and flying hours in the mid-Northern Atlantic during
the first quarter of 1945, l82, I84, l85; the attempt in
April by a group of U-boats to attack mid-ocean convoys defeated'

with heavy loss, I87, I88; positions of U-boats on VE day,
189.

no more

the failure

Specific mention of attacks on U-boats:
Irish Sea, 205, 219, 220, 233.
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English Channel, 9-12, 20, 21, 103, 211, 221.
South Ireland to Bristol Channel, 235.
North of Ireland, 84, 224, 235-237.
North Minch to Orkneys, 62.
Reykjavik, 225.
East Scotland, 238, 239.
Bay of Biscay, 3, 9, 11, 33, 3^, 40-42.
Northern Transit, 17-19, 54, 59, 89-91, 95, 96, IO8, 208, 214,

226-228, 240, 241.
'Jesterri Transit, 242 , 243.
Eastern Transit, 215, 244-246.
Arctic vraters, 56-58.
Bornliolm area, 216, 217, 229, 23O.
Azores area, 74, 77.

U-boats sunlc and damaged by air attack: see under U-Boats, Gernaan.

Outstandingly gallant actions in A/U 'tVarfajre: I8, 54, 56.

Statistics: see under separate heading.

A.S.V. (Air to Surface Vessel), search radar: see under Search Devices,
British airborne.

Bali I: see under Search Devices, German.

B. d U. : shortened title of the Flag Officer U-Boats, see Volume IV under
Godt.

Beaufighters, Coastal Command landplanes: eight squadrons of in June 1944,
App. I. 1,2; Nos, 235, 143 and 404 Sqdns, rsanaed to Mosquitoes, 28,
120, App. I. 32; five squadrons of in May 1945, ̂ ^PP. I. 36, 37.

Bergen, U-boat base in Norv/ay: bombing attacks on and results, 92, I61, 168.

Biber: see under Small Battle Units.

Biscay, Bay of: see under Anti-U-Boat iVarfare, Inshore areas.

Blimps, small U.S.N. airships: proposal to use a squadron of in the U.K. ,
232; the war ended before their arrival, 233.

Bogus sightings of sclinorchel Siiioke: see under Anti-U-Boat ViTarfare.

Baaber Commands, R.A.F. and U.3. 3th Air Force:
Policy for action against land targets containing naval objectives:

control of policy remained vested in S.H.A.E.F. until September
19^(4, 153; the decision to bomb Le Havre and Boulogne, 153, 154;
the decision to bomb Biscay ports and fortifications, 154; special
requests by the Admiralty, 15^, 157; the control of policy reverts
to "the CTniefs of Staff, 161 ; priority given to oil and trans
portation targets and the strategic target committee set up, 16I;
diversion of borabing priority for the Ifalcheren campaign, 16I ;

a compromise decision on the borabing effort to be used ag^ir^t
U-boat production and E-boat bases, 162, 163; diversions of bombing
effort in the Ardennes sector and on Biscay strong points, l67;
oil and transportation priorities resumed but a marginal effort on

U-boat production is stressed, 168, l69; all strategic bombing
objectives considered achieved and henceforv^rard the effort was only
gainst U-boat production and in support of land forces, 172.

very successful on
two further attacks

a

a

Attacks on land targets containing naval objectives:
Le Havre and Boulogne, 14, 14^, 153, I53n, 154;

Le Havre, 26, 154; attacks on Biscay bases during August 1944,on
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39-4^-, 154, 155; on German ports betv/^eon June and September, 155,
156; on E-boat base at Yrauiden in August, 157; the attaolcs on
the Tirpitz and her destruction, l57-l6l; successful attacleon
Bergen, 92 , 92n, 161 ; a failure on Trondheim, 16I •  on Geman ports
during the last quarter of 19A4, 1^3; on Korten shipyard. E-boat
bases in Holland, Gdynia and the Hamburg U-boat assembly yards,
164, 165; effects of bombing on U-boat construction up to July 1944,
165; delays and losses inflicted on prefabricated U-boat output
start from July 1944, 107, I66; serious delays caused by the
breaching of the German canal system, 166, l67; summary of bombing
results from June to December 1944, 167; another attack on Bergen
and good results from bombing one of the Hamburg assembly yards,
168; E-boat and S.B.U, bases bombed in February 169; attacks on
German ports and canal system during February and March, I69, 170,
172; liie attack on the huge U-boat assembly shelter nearing
completion at Parge, 171; the much more concentrated attacks on

U-boat production started in February and finally put a stop to all
further construction in April 1945, I69, 170, 172-176; the final
attacks on Geman ijorts and fortified positions, 172, 173; summary
of bombing results in 1945 and a survey of tire operations since

early 1941 against U-boat production, 176, 177; a detailed list of
the loss and damage to enemy vessels inflicted by bombing between

June 1944 and VE day, App. XVII; conclusions and lessons from

wartime experience, 295, 296.

Bordeaux', Biscay U-boat base: the nunrber of U-boats in harbour oh 20 August
1941f, 42n; orders to them to sail fgr Norway, 43; elate of last U-boat
departure, 44*

Brest, U-boat and naval base: U-boats started transferring to more southern
bombing attacks on the port, 40, 41, -1^4; designated by the

the number of U-boats still in

harbour on 20 August and orders to sail for Norway, 42n, 43; date of
last U-boat departure, 44; occupied by the Allies on 19 September 1944,

ports, 39;
German High Command as a fortress, 42;

4f.

Canadian Air Force in Canada, Eastern Air Command: the flying effort divided
between convoy escort and barrier patrols, 65; U-boat operations off the
Canadian seaboard with flying hours and results between June and December

194ii., 66, 66n, 70, 71, 71 n, 74, 75, 75n; the strength of E.A.C. on
1 January 1945, 179; U-boat operations with flying hoiws and results

during 1945, I8O, l82, 184.-187.

Squadrons mentioned; No, 10. 70, l84; No, 11. 75.

Canoodle; see under Operations, code names of.

Canso, Canadian built Catalina flying boat: mentions of in E.A.C. operations,
l84; under Coastal Command heading, see No, I62 Sqdn. R.C.A.P.

Catalinas,*^ Coastal Command flying boats: two and a half squadrons of during
the period June 1944 to VE day, App. I. 2, 3 and 36, 37.

Catalinas (EBY-5A) , U.S.N. flying boats: a squadron of fitted with M.A.D.
reloaned to Coastal Coaimand, 196.

Catechism; sea under Operations, code names of.

Coastal Caimand R.A.P. :

Organisation: no olianges in the number of Groups; for Orders of Battle
on various dates between June 1944 and May 1945, Appendix I. 1-40.
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Expansion and Ra-equipiaent: No. 415 Sqdn. transferred to Bomber Goiaaaand,
2kxi) their ’.Yelliiagton aircraft turned over to No. 524 Sqdn. and
Albacores to a nev/ly refonaed No. 119 Sqdn., 24n; a searohliglit
fitted U.S.N. Liberator squadron loaned from the M.S.P. to Coastal

Command, 36, 36n; tliree Beaufighter squadrons rearaed with
Mosquitoes, 28, 120, 4pp. I. 32; number of squadrons fitted with
10 and 3 cm. A.3.V. by January 1945, 19■^^J:l, 4pp. I. 16-I8; two
U.S.N, Liberator squadrons and a flight of M.4.D. Catalinas loaned
to Coastal Coanaand in January, 196; a Leigli Ligl'it V/ellington
hquadron transferred to Coastal Comiiiand from the Mediterranean 4ir
Command, 196; the transfer of a Baltimore squadron from the same
source but it never became operational, 203, 203n; the war time
peak of Coastal Gom.mand's strength, 203; No. 119 Sqdn. re-equipped
with Swordfish aircraft with 3 cm. 4.S.V. , 250.

Policy, (see also under 4nti-3hip and 4nti-U-Boat Yferfare); the function
of the Coiamaiid for support to Operation Overlord, 1; deployment of
squadrons for this operation, 1-3; the use of Mosquito aircraft
armed v/^ith depth chax'ges against U-boats, 17, 18, l8n; a regrouping
of anti-ship squadrons and resumption of torpedo as the primary
weapon, 23, 24, 24n; coastal convoy support dispensed v/ith in
western Cliannel and the retirrn of three P.4.4, squadrons to naval
control, 27n; similar support dispensed with in the eastern Chamxel,
37; plans for a major redeployment of squadrons, 37, 38; temporary
recall of two squadrons back to the Biscay area, 39; the future
policy for the Northern Transit area, 53; deployments into the
northern area, 53, 58; precautionary 4/U flying starts in certain
inshore areas 60, 6l; changes in ocean convoy escort and cover,
65; a flight of U.S.N. searchlight fitted Liberators sent to the
42ores, 73; the intensification of the U-boat inshore campaign
causes a change in policy, 81, 82; consequent transfer of squadrons
back to No. 15 Croup, 83, 84; intensive training in detection of
schnorohels, 93, 94; more escort and support to be given to convoys'
in the N.'J, and S.W. approaches to England, 94;  a reshuffle of
squadrons caused by the reappearance of U-boats in the English
Channel, 100; a regrouping of anti-ship squadrons following the
enemy evacuation from Prance, 111; the start of the Drem and
Outrider methods in the southern North Sea, 114; the tvfo night
flying Halifax squadrons change from 4/U to anti-ship operations,
119, 120; a Leigli Light Wellington squadron for use against
E-boats and 3.B.U.s, 122, 122n; mutual adjustaxent of subtaarine and
air attack areas off Norwegian coast, 124, 125; reinforcement of
4A^ squadrons to combat the increasing activity of U-boats in
inshore areas, 195, 196; a gloomy 4dairalty forecast results in a
request for large addition to Coastal Command's forces, 197-200;
the Command's suggestion for a combined 4/U block patrol, 199;
the decision to regard the Mark 24 Mine as the primary 4/U v/eapon,
201;
proposal and measures taken to use
tasks, 232, 233; the policy against the E-boat and S.B.U, threat
to the Thames/4ntwerq) supply convoys, 250, 251; the extension of
the air patrol system.against this threat, 262, 268; the policy for
anti-ship operations off the coast of Norway in January 1945, 274;
plan to extend the range of Mosquito Wing by fitting drop tanks and
its implementation, 275; the need for another Mustang long range
fighter escort squadron and its provision, 275-277; 4dmiralty
decision on priorities for attacks on the different classes of
enemy vessels, 276; policy for attacks on Norvxegian lighthouses
and the spoof mining off the coasts, 277, 278; two more Mustang
squadrons allocated, 279, 28l; the decision to use both No. 16 and
No, 18 Group strike aircraft in the Kattegat/Kiel Bay area together
with 2nd T.4.P. sorties from North German airfields, 283; the end
of anti-ship operations and a summary of the ?rar, 286;, conclusions
and lessons from the vxar time experiences, 287-296.

only very limited reinforcement granted to the Conxmand, 203;
small airships for inshore 4/U
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Operations: see under Anti-E-Boat, Anti-S.B.U
Anti-U-Boat Warfare.

Anti-Ship and•»

Squadrons under Coastal Conmand control, mentions of interest:
R.A.F. squadrons

No. 1.0 (Q.'t.U.): 62, 87.
Eo. 6 : 60.
No. 130 (O.T. U.) : 62.
No. 131 (O.T.U.) : 60.
No, 14: App. I. 23.
No. 36: 100.

No. 53; 9n, 40, 42, 88.
No, 58: 28, 40, 95n, 119, 120, 120n, 274, 285, Apn. VIII, 4,

6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15.
No._3.9: 57, 77, 212, 237.
No. 86; 18, 19, 54, 56-58, 226, 227, 240, 245.
No. 11^.: Ill, 116, I20n, 121 , 122, 250, 263, 272, App. VIII. 8,

11, 13.
10, 36, 57, 58, 108, 205, 219, 220, 224, 236.
13, 24, 26, 48, 111, 120n, App. VIII. 1, 3, 6, 7, 9,

10, 12, 14, 15. tXOn,
No. 144: 8, 9, 23, 26, 27, 50, 111, 1l8n,/283, App. VIII. 2,

4, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15. ^
No. 172; 11, 83, 208, 226.
No. 179; 9n, 84, 95n, 211, 221.
No. 201; 36, h2, 105, 233, 237.
No. 202; 58, 59, 78, 84, 2h2.
No. 206; 10, 36, 54, 87, 90, 91 , 2l6n, 2l6, 217 239.
No. 210; 9n, I8, 56-58 , 240 , 241.
No. 220; 74, 77.
No. 224: 10, 11, 20 , 21., 89-92 , 227 , 228 , 240.
No. 228; 10.

No. 235; 28, 28n, 40, 41, 43, 89, 111, 1l8n, 120n, 227, 238,
App. VIII. 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15.

No. 236; 26, 27, 40, 41, 43, 111, 120n, 121, 251, 264, 271, 272,
283, 285, App. VIII. 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 13, 15.

No.- 2ii.8; 8, 9, 9n, 10, 28, 28n, 41, 43, 89, 108, 111, 117,
120n, App. VIII. 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15.

No., 254: 26, 27, 50, 111, I20n, 251, 265, 267, 271, 272, 283,
285, App. VIII. 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 13, 15.

No. 304 (Pole): 12, 84, 2l4, 242.
No. 511 (Cg^h); 20, 96, 229, 230.
No. 330 (NorRe): 57, 103, IO8.
No. 333 (Noi^); 17, 17n, 54, 59, 117, I20n, App. VIII. 6, 9,

12, 14, 15.
No. 502: 10 , 20 , 28, 4I , 89, 95n, 96n, 119, 120, 120n, 274,

App. VIII. 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14.
No. 524; 3, 23, 25, 48 , 50, 111, 113, I20n, 121, 122, 250,

259, 262, 276, 277, 284, 285, App. VIII. 1, 3, 5, 13, 15.
■  No. 95n, 215, 2l6n, 216, 217, 229, 230.

No7 612; 83, 122, 259, 285, App. VIII. 8, 15.
No.Tg95; 61, 62, 87.

No. 120;

No. 145;

R.A.A.F. squadrons

No. 10; 33, 102.
No.455: 26, 27, 50, 111, I20n, 283, App. VIII. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7,

9, 10, 12, 14, 15.
No. 4-58; 196.
No.' 40, 41,95n.

R.C.A.F. squadrons

No. 1^2; 17~T I7n, 18, 59, 98, 238.
No. 404: 8, 9, 23, 26, 27 , 40 , 41, 43, 111, 1l8n, I20n,.

App. VIII. 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15.
No., 407 : 20 , 87 , 95 , 96, 100, 103, 268.
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No. 415: 3, 24n.
No. 422= 100, 219.
No. 423: 84.

R.N.Z.A.F. squadron

No. 489; 26, 27, 50, 111, I20n, 245, 283, App. VIII. 1, 2, 6, ,
7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15.

S.A.A.F. squadron

79, 179, 180, 183.No. 22;

Fleet Air Ann squadrons

221, 2^, 272, App. VIII. 13.
60, 62, 95n.

No. 810;

No. 811;

No. 81 b;
No. 819:

No. 822;
No. 827;

No. 853;
No. 842;

No. 84^';
No, 848;

No. 850:
No. 854;

No. 855;

27n.

3, 48, 49, 111, 116, I20n, 121 , 122, 250, 251n.
268, 268n.
115, I20n, 121, I22n,
27n, 84, 95n, 100.
61, 84, 100.
60.

48, 49.
27, 27n, 62.
24, 26, 48, 49.
24, 48, 49, 111, 113, 115, App. VIII. 1, 3.

U.S. Navy Air squadrons

No. 65: 198, 235, 243.
No.103; 221, 242, 243.
No.107; 196.
No. 110: 12. ,

No. 112; 196.
No.114: 36, 36n, 73, 184, I88.

Stations and airfields; see vinder Air Stations.

Strengths, Availability and Location of forces:
between June 1944 and May 1945, App. I. 1-40.

Cominoh; short title for C.-in-G. U.S. Navy, see under King, Admiral E.J.

on various dates

Communications, W/T and R/T; destroyers and frigates fitting V.H.F. radio
telephones for direct contact with aircraft, 250; resulted in successful
-operation against E-boats, 265, 268.00

Conclusions of the 1939/1945 ̂ 7ar and lessons to be remembered, 287-296.

Convoys, Ocean: a more southerly routeing of, 37, I79j not threatened or
molested during summer of 1944, 68, 69; two attacks on ty single
U-boats in October, 76, 77; no threat in mid-ocean but increasingly in
inshore approaches, 83; many ocean convoys being routed south of

table illustrating the end of all threat to AtlanticIreland, 94;
convoys, 191.

Cork air patrols:

Danzig Bay, U-boat trials and training area;

see under Overlord, Operation.

see under U-Boats, German.

Doenitz, Grand Admiral K., C.-in-C. German Navy: personally o^ered U-boats
to sea on receiving news of Allied landings in Normandy, 8;
initiation of the Small Battle Units, 29; insisted on continuance of
their operations in spite of very heavy losses, 124; broadcast cease
hostilities signal to all U-boats at sea, 232, 247.

his
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Dover land batteries; see under Land Batteries.

Drein: illuminated rendez-vous for aircraft prior to dawn attacks, 114.

E-Boats (Gernan name 3-Boats):
Policy and Operations of: the disposition of flotillas on D Day,

App, III. 2, 3; minelaying by, 13; torpedo attacks limited by
shortage of torpedoes, 13, 14; losses in June 1944 including the
devastating result of banbing attack on La Havre, A1+; a regrouping
of the- feviT remaining E-boats, 14, I4n; sutnmaiy of operations and
results during June, 22; reinforcement early in July, 24, 24n;
operations during July, 24-26; an explosion in the torpedo stomage
at Le Havre and further loss from banbing raids, 25, 26;
disposition of flotillas early in August, 26; long range torpedo
attacks against shipping off the invasion beaches, 31, 31n,
little success in August, 48; evacuation from Channel bases and
flotilla dispositions on 1 September, 49; a further move to bases
in Holland with minelaying as the primary task, 113; losses in a
naval action off Dunkirk, 113, 1l3n; strength at  a low ebb again
but was reinforced during October with minelaying as the main task
until end of 19^h4, 113, 115, 121, 122; flotilla disposition and
strengths early in January 1945, 253; minelaying and torpedo
operations in January and February, 253, 252f, 258, 259; the
resulting Allied shipping casualties, 262; March disposition,
strength and operations, 263-265; the resulting Allied shipping
casualties, 267; the relatively heavy April losses among E-boats,
the effective British opposition and a growing shortage of fuel
brought the E-Boat War to an end, 269, 270; the Allied shipping
losses during April and a summary of 1945, 273»

E-boat losses;

By air action at sea: four, 14, 264.
By bombing in port: nineteen, 14, I53n, 26, 152)., 122, 164, 169,

258, 172, App. X7II, 1, 3, 6, 8, 10.
By naval action; fifteen, 12+, 25, 48n, 113, 122, 259, 270.

land batteries: two, 113, 254.
By mines; three, 12+, 270.

Escort Cari'iers, British and American: three British used for a time as A/A
cover in the Channel approaches, 1, In; several American employed in
ranging the Atlantic against U-boats on passage, 65; successful
operations by them, 65-68, 70, 72; one British damaged by a U-boat, 205;
see also under individual names Royal Navy, the Emperor, FUrsuer, Tltone.
Tracker and U.3. Navy, the Bogue. Groatan, Guadalcaral. Mission Bay.
Solamons and Wake Island.

Fighter Coamiand, R.A.F. ; reorganised into the Air Defence of Great Britain
(A.D.G.B.) and the Second Tactical Air Force (2nd T.A.F.), 3, 3n.

A.D.G.B. operations against enei:iy shipping at sea;
Channel Islands area, 12, 13, 15;
fighter escort pi-ovided for certain Coastal Coaimand strikes, 27;
sorties and results for period July to Septeraber 1944 , 28 , 50 , 5ln,

escorts for Coastal Ooaimand strikes September to end of
second lAustang squadron

March escorts,
escort duty

attacks in the

June sorties and results, 16;

113;
January 1945, 114, 125, 252, 274; a
requested for escort duties and granted, 275, 277;
278, 279; two more Mustang squadroris provided, 28l;
April and May 1945, 281-285.

Squadrons mentioned: No. 1. 12; No. 19. 277; No. 65. 274; No. 118.
281; No. 165. 281; No. 169. 12; No. 263. 12: No. 316. 114.
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2nd T.i\.P. operations at sea: attacks on S.B.U.  s in the Seine Bay area
during August 1944, 31, 31n; agreement to operate against S.B.U. s
in the Scheldt area, 251; sorties and results during first quarter
of 1945, 253, 256, 256n, 263, 266; April action against enemy
shipping off the north German coasts, 269; the climax of these
operations in May 1945, 283-285.

Squadrons mentioned: No. 69. 269; No. 132. 31n; No. 302. 3ln;
No, 317. 31 n.

armistice v/-ith Russia signed and results in less shipping available
to Gernany, 120, 120n.

Fleet Air Arm, squadrons under Coastal Command control:
support to Operation Overlord, App. I. 1,2;
were returned to Naval Control or loaned and reloaned to Coastal Comraand,
27n, 60, 61, 62, 84, 95n, 115, I22n, 221; for mentions of individual
squadrons, see under Coastal Caumand, Squadrons.

Fleet Air Arm, under Naval control: attacks on S.B.U.s in tlie Seine Bay
area, 30n.

Fortress, Coastal Command landplane: only one squadron of in June 1944,
App. I. 3; rearmed to Leigh Light Liberators during January 1945,
App. I. 18, 23.

German Air Force (G.A.F.): attacks with Glider Bombs on British naval forces,
28, 40; minelaying operations, 13, 124, 124n; the reasons for the
cessation of this potent foiin of attack in the Scheldt area, 124, App, X;
the last recorded minelaying operation, 257; protection of German

shipping off the coasts of Nonray, 125, 274-276, 279, 28l, 282; night
fighter opposition to our air minelayers, 130, 138, 146, 148.

Finland;

eiglit squadrons for
occasions when squadrons

I^pes of aircraft mentioned:
DO.217; 28, 40, 124.
F.7.190; 125, 275, 276, 279, 281, 282.
He.177: 28, 124.
JU. 88; 124, 257, 282.
JU.I88: 124, 282.
Me.109: 274, 276, 279, 28l, 28^.
Me.110; 125.

German Navy, ships.mentioned;
Admiral Hippor. heavy cruiser: very sex'iously damaged in R.A.F, air

raid, 172, App. X7II, 11.
Admiral Von Scheer. pocket battleship; sunk by R,A.F, air-raid, 172,

App. XVII. 11.
E-mden. liglit cruiser: attacked without success at Horten, I64; sunk by

R.A.F. air-raid, 172, App. XVII. 11.
Koln. light cruiser; attacked v/ithout success at Horten, 164; sunk by

R.A.P. air-raid, 170, App. XVII. 9.
Lutaow, pocket battleship; sunk by R.A.H. air-raid, 173, App. XVII. 11,
Ostermark. minelayer: sunk in Kattegat by air attack, App, VIII, 14,
Schlesien. old battleship; sunk on R,A,P. laid mines, 150, App. XV, 7.
Sclileswip; Holstein, old battleship; severely damaged by R.A.F. air-raid,

164, App. XVII. 6.
Tirpitz. battleship; attacked without damage by F.A.A., 157, 158;

attacked tv.dca and then sunk by R.A.P. bombers, 159-161.
Destroyers mentioned;
Tomedo boats mentioned:

9, 23n, 43, 149, 170, Ann. XV. 7, App. XVII, 8, 9.
5, 6, 8, 14, 43, 149, 150, 155, 164, 172,

App.VUI. 14, App. XV. 2, 3, 6, 7, App. XVII. 1, 3, 6, 11.
Forces available to meet the threatened Allied landing in Prance* 4, 5,

App. III.
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Gibraltar, R.A.P. Canmand: strength on various dates, App. I, 3, 8, 13, 18,
23, 28, 33, g8; for operations of see under Anti-U-Boat Wai'fare.

Gironde, area at mouth of; declared a fortress in August 1944, 42.

Goodwood; see under Operations, code names of.

Halifaxes, Coastal Command landplanes;
on night A/U operations, App. I. 2;
anti-ship operations, 95ii, 119, 120.

tv/’o squadrons of in June 1944 employed
both squadrons transferred to ni^it

Heoht; see under Small Battle Units.

Hornell, D.E. , Plight Lieutenant; awaixied a posthuimous V.C., l8.

Horten, U-boat base in Noiwray: bombing attack on and results, 164, 170.

Hunter Killer groups; see under Anti-U-Boat ’Warfare, Overseas Atlantic.

King, E.J., Admiral U.S.N.; C.-in-C. U.S. Navy (Cominoh) approved the
reinforoeaient of Coastal Ca:vaand by additional U.S.N. squadrons, l8ln,
196.

Kranoke, Vice-Admiral German Navy; was the C.-in-C. Group West, 4; his
appreciation of tlae probability of invasion and measures against it, 5“7.

Land batteries;

Enemy batteries at Cap Grisnez; last burst of cross-channel bombardment

by, 111n; smoke laying by aircraft to screen our shipping, 111n;
captured by the Allies, 116.

Dover batteries; sank an E-boat, 113.

Tongue Sand Port; sank an E-boat, 254.

La Pallice, Biscay U-boat base; bojnbing attack on, 4O; designated as a
fortress, 42; the number of U-boats in harbour on 20 August 1944, 42n;
orders to sail for Norway and date of last departure, 43, 44; one
U-boat used the base in April 1945, 234.

Le Havre, patrol and E-boat base; successful bombing attacks on and results,
14, 26, 153, I53u, 154, App. X7II, 1, 2, 3, 5; evacxxation of shipping
from, 49.

Leigh Light; see under Search Devices, British airborne.

Lessons of the War; see under Conclusions of the War.

Liberators, Coastal Command landplanes; ei^t squadrons of in June 1944 of
which three wore fitted with Leigh Light, Apji. I. 1-3; one Portress
squadron reanaed to Laiglx Light Liberators dviring January 1945, App. I.
18, 23; at the end of war tliere v/ere nine squadrons all fitted with
Leigh Light, App. I. 36"38.

Liberators (B.24D), U.S.N. landplanes; tliree squadrons of under Coastal
Coinmand control in June 1944, App, I. 2; one searchlight fitted squadron
of loaned to C.C., 3^, tv/o more squadrons loaned to C.C., l8ln, 196;
in May 1945 there were six squadrons of v/ith Coastal Command, App, I. 58.

Linsen; see under Small Battle Units.

Lorient, Biscay U-boat base; U-boats transferring southwards from early
August 1944, 39; designated as a fortress, 42; the nuiaber of U-bqats
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in harbour on 20 August, 42n;
last departure, 43, 44.

M.A.D. (ivlagnetio Air Detector): s

orders to sail for Norway and date of

ee under Search Devices, U,3. airborne.

Harder: see under Small Battle Units.

Mark 24 Mine: see under Vfeajjons, Allied airborne.

Mascot: ' see under Operations, code names of.

Meteorological squadrons: see under v/eather Reporting.

Minslaying, British b;/ aircraft:
Policy: description of mines in use, 128, I28n, 129, 129n; tactics of,

129; statistics of all sorties, App. XII; new minefields and the
reopening of (7est Baltic laying, 129-131; from September 19^4 most
of the mining was directed to eastern areas, 138; new minefields
off South Norv/ay and another mining of the Kiel Canal, I38, 139;
no more laying done westv/ard of the Uesar estuary, 143; more new
fields off South Norway and a request for a longer life of mines

laid, 145; high level laying vulnerable to enemy night fighters,
146; Kiel Garni a^in mined, 148; concentration of laying during
April 1945 in the Kiel Bay area, 148.

Operations and results: a recapitulation of air raining and German

reactions to it between April 1940 and June 19^i4, 127, 128;
operations and results frau June to August, 129-13^^-; for first

time the Biscay mining showed a reasonable return, 133; the serious
effect on U-boat training by mining in the Dansig Bay, 134-13^,
Aijp, XVI; mining was probably the major cause of the Swedish

embargo on trade with Germany, 13^, 137; operations and results
from September to end of 1944-, 138-144; some inaocui'ate laying
results in mines falling on land, 141-143; the delays caused by
mining in the Kiel Canal, Oslo fjord and Kattegat, 141, 143; the
effects of mining vrere far more than actual ship losses, 145;
enemy sweeping efficiency starts to fall off, 14^; operations and
results from January to April 1945, 146-150; examples of delays
caused although 310 vessels were sunk in the Kiel Canal, 147, 149;
many svreepers out of action ovdng to attack at sea and bombing of
repair yards, 151; tables illustrating the economy of effort

compared v/-ith other forms of attack on eneaiy shipping and the relative

greater success of mining, 151; conclusions for the whole war

period, 294, 295.

Location of minefields: nevr fields, 13O, 130n, 138, 139, 145; complete
list of all fields and code names, App, XIV; the monthly lay of
mines in tlie various fields from June 1944 to May 1945, 4pp. XIll.

Losses inflicted on enemy vessels:' detailed list of, App. XV and urider
Shipping Casualties, German and U-boats, sunk by R.A.P. mines,

during May and June 1944 with resiilts.Minelaying, British by surface craft:
132, I32n, 133.

see under E-Boats, Gernan Air Force and U-Boat,Minelaying, German:
minelaying missions.

Min03;veeping, German: early account of from April 1940, 127, 128, heavy loss
among sweepers in summer of 131; sv^eeping technique aided by mines
frequently being dropped on land, 14I , 1^t2; ^ progressive fall in

sweeping efficiency caused by shortage of sweepers, 143, 144, 14^, 147,
150.
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Moloh: see under Siaall Battle Units.

Monsters:

193n.
a generic tena for independently routed ocean liners, 102, 102n,

Moroccan Sea Frontier (M.S.P.): aircraft strength on 1 January 1945, 179;
up to that date very little flying was done in the approaches to
Gibraltar, 179; increasing co-operation with R.A.P. Gibraltar from
mid-January, l8l, 183, 185, 187.

Squadrons mentioned: No. 65. l8ln, 196; No. 112. l8ln, 196: No. 127.
181 , l8ln, 196.

Mosquito, Coastal Command landplane:
194!f, Appo I. 2;
120, App. I. 32;
squadrons and a fligjit of at the end. of v/ar, App, I. 36, 37.

one and a half squadrons of in June

three squadrons reamed with frora Beaufigliters, 28,
extra range drop tanks fitted, 278; four and a half

Mustangs, long range fighter aircraft:

to escort Coastal Command anti-ship strikes, 27, 114, 27^;
squadron provided for this duty, 277;

Northern Transit U-boat area:

one squadron on loan frora A.D.G.B,
a second

tivo more squadrons allotted, 28l.

see under Anti-U-Boat ’Warfare.

Obviate: see under Operations, code names of.

Operations, code names of and description:
Ashfield:

Canoodle:

Catechism:

161.

night torpedo attack procedure, 276, App, XI,
niglit attack on E-boats, 3n, App. IIB.
the final and successful R.A.P. attack on the Tirpitz. 160,

night attacks on tlie Bornholm U-boat exercise area, 2l6, 217,
229, 230.

Chuck: spoof minelaying off coast of Norway, 277, 278.
Goodwood: carrier borne P.A.A. attack on tke Tirpitz. 158.
Llasoot: carrier borne P.A.A. attack on the Tirpitz. 55, 157,
Obviate; R.A.P. attack on the Tirpitz. 159, 160.
Overlord: see under separate heading.
Percolate: aaight attack on enemy surface forces, 3^^, App. IIA.

Chilli:

Orders of Battle, Strength and availability for Coastal Command:
Coastal Command.

0verlo3rd, Operation (the invasion of Noimandy) : the function of Coastal Caumand
in and deployiaent of squadrons for, 1-3; the Corck blocking patrols, 2;
patrols against surface craft interference, 2, 3;
craft resources, intention and disposition, 4-6, App. Ill; initial
eneny movement and action starts against it, 7-10; U-boat patrols
disorganised and their very slow movement up Channel, 11, 12; more
action against enemy surface forces, 13, 14; Bomber Contaand scotches
any furtlier threat, 14; little further moveaient by surface forces, 15,
16; negligible success and heavy losses for U-boats in English Channel,
19—21; by the end of June the invasion was firmly lodged, summary and
figures of flying effort with results, 16, 22, 22n,

Percolate: see under Operations, code names of.

Radar: see under Search Devices, British airborne.

Radio Telephony (R/t): see under Communications.

Rotterdam, E-boat and S.B.U. base: bombing attacks on and results, 122, 164.
169, 259. \ .

see under

U-boat and surface
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Royal Air Foi'oe:
Vfest.

see under headings of Coastal, Banber, Fighter and Africa,

Royal Canadian Air Force in Canada: see under Canadian Air Force.

Royal Kavy, Canadian Navy and Free French Navy, ships mentioned:
Affleck, frigate: 21.
Albatross, ex-seaplane carrier: 31n.
Annan. Canadian frigate: 95, 102.
Ascension, frigate; 103, 108.
/.sb.anti, destrojrer: 40.
Be. If our, frigate: 21, 34.
Bellona. cruiser; 40.

Bickerton, frigate: 21.
, a/s tiVATler: 67.

Blaclnvood. frigate; 12.
Bulldog, destroyer: 60.
Bul.].en,. frigate; 104, 105.
Cato, minesweeper: 30.
Qiebopue, Canadian frigate: 76.
Clayonuot. Canadian mines’weeper: 75.
Cooke. frigate; 21, 35.
Cotsv/old. destroyer:
Cov.'dray. destroyer:
Cubitt. frigate; 254.
Curson. frigate: 34, 254.
Destroyei's of 10th Flotilla, 9.
Diadem, cruiser; 41. '

Do:;-faett. frigate: 21.
Dragon, light cruiser: 31.

Biixilip

254, 259.
255n.

Duokwoz'’th. frigate; 21.

82uDluivc . Canadian corvette;

Nbor b'vkc. A/S trawler; 237.
Ekins, frigate: 34, 255n, 270, 272, 273.
Ellesucre, A/S trawler; 210.
Ei^iperor, escort carrier: In.

Escort Croups mentioned; EC.B1 . 234; EG.2, 211, 221;
211 , 222; EG^, 235, 22f2; 20^^ 2!^;
214; EG.11. 2i2, 43; _

EG. 21 . 206, 223, 225, 2ij2;
212; EG.25. 219; EG.26. 223;

Eskimo. destroyer: 21.
Esriuhnalt, Canadian minesv/eeper:
Easington. frigate; 21.
Evadns. yacht; ,183.
Fame, destroyer: 20.
Farndale, destroyer; 254.
Forester, destroyer;
Formidable. fleet carrier: 55.

Frobisher, cruiser: 3'^n,
Furious, fleet carrier: 55-

Ga irsay, trav/ler: 31.

Gsnilly, A/S trav/ler: 33.
Goodald. frigate: 104-106.
Goodson, frigate: 21.
Haida , Canadian destroyer: 21, 40.
liavslook.' de3ti'05''er: 20.
Ilayb’arn V/yke. A/S trawler:
Eelmsdale. frigate; 83.
Eesneler. Canadian minesweeper:

Hurst Castle. corvette; 63, 83.
Implacable. fleet carrier: 96.
Inconstant. destroyer: 20.

234;

186.

46.

255.

84.

EG.3. 12, 42,
EG.8. 233; EG.10.

EG. 12. 33, 34, 41; EG. 14. 211, 233; EG. 11.
EG.22. 205, 206, 212; EG.23.

EG. 31 . 102.
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Indefatigable. fleet carrier; 55.

Iroquois, destroyer; 40, 42, 43.
Kootenay; Canadian destroyer; 33.
Landing Craft Eo.

Landing Graft Flak No. 1; 31.

Larding Graft Gun Ko. 764; 31.
Landing Graft Infantry No. 99; 46.
L.S.T. 364; 2^0^
L.S.T. 415: 254.

Largs. H,Q. Ship;
L’En,1oue. Free French escort vessel; 181.
L'Indiscret. Free French escort vessel: I83.
Loch Inch, frigate: 104-106.
Loch Kill in, frigate; 35, ̂fO.
Louis, frigate; 44-.
Loyalty, minesweeper; 46.
Aiagic. mines\7eeper: 30.

Magog, Canadian frigate: 75.
Manners-, frigate; 206.
Matane, Canadian frigate; 28.
Mauritius, cruiser; 42, 43.
ijlinesvreeper Ko. 382. Norwegian; 234.
Motor Launches mentioned; No. 102, 271; No. 586. 267; No,' 588. 26ln;

No. 901. 261n; No. 1471. 267.
Motor Torpedo Boats mentioned:

25;
270;
No. 724. 113; No. 728. 113;
270; No. 5001. 270.

Mourne. frigate: 20,
Natal. frigate; 225.
New Glasyo^y. Canadian frigate; 223.
Nyasaland. frigate: 103.
0nslo\y. destroyer: 41.
Orchis. corvette;

Ottawa, Canadian destroyer; 33.
Fincher, minesweeper; I83.
Piorun. Polish destroyer: 41.
Forchester Cast3.e. corvette; 83.
Prince Leopold, landing ship infantry; 34.
Riffin. corvette: 267.
Pursuer. escort carrier: In.

Pvlades. minesweeper; 30.
Quorn, destroyer: 31.
Ramillies. battleship:
Recruit, minesweeper; I83.
Redffiill. frigate: 236.
Regina. Canadian corvette; 45.

Retalick. frigate; 266, 267.
St. Thomas. Canadian corvette: 76.
Seymour. frigate: 254, 259.
Sha-winigan. Canadian corvette; 75.

Sheldrake. corvette: 271.

Southern Flower. A/S trawler: 225.
Starling, sloop: 35, 40.
Statics, frigate: 33.
Stayner. frigate; 35, 113.
Svenner. Norwegian destroyer:
Tapir, submarine: 239.

Tavy. frigate: 33.
Teme. Canadian frigate; 222.
Thane. escort carrier; 205.

Torrington. frigate;

;  12.

8.

No. 394. 265; No. 412. 25: No, 430. 2

46.

8.

8.

265.

5;
No. 454 . 270: No. 482 . 270; No, 493. 270; No. 494.

No. 495. 254; No. 632. 272; No. 666. 25; No. 675. 265]
No. 742. 121; No. 746 . 270; No. 797.
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Tracker, escort carrier: In.

Trentonian. Canadian corvette: 210,
Trollops. frigate: 25.
Ursa. destroyer; 42, 43.
Venturer, subnarine: 214.
Vervain, corvette: 212.
Vestal, minesvreeper: 3ln.
Viceroy, destroyer; 238.
Vidette. destroyer: 46.
■ffanderer. destroyer: 33.
Warspite. battleship: 8.
Watchman, destroyer; 234-.
V/ensleydale. destroyer: 35, 4-6,
Vi/hitaker, frigate: 100.
Wolfhound. destroyer; 254,
Wren, destroyer: 4-0.

St. Nasaire, Biscay U-boat base; U-boats transferring south from early in
August 19if4-, 39; designated as a fortress, 42; the number of U-boats
in haroour on 20 August, 1^2x1; , orders to sail for Norway and date of
departure of last operational U-boat, 43, 44;
for U-boats from February 1945, 221, 234.

S-Boats (SchnoUbote):

in use again as a base

see under the English name E-Boats.

Scheldt, estuary and river: Antwerp occupied by British troops early in
September 1944 but the enemy held botii banks of river, 115; land
fighting freed both banks by early November but clearance of mines
delayed the opening of Antwerp as a port until end of November, 121;
the estuary was a vital part of the supply line to the armies in Europe,
249.

Schnorchel device in U-boats: see under U-boats, German.

Schnorchel smoke. Bogus sightings of:

Search Receiver; see under Search De

see under Anti-U-Boat Warfare.

vices, German.

Search Devices:
British airborne:

Leigli Light searchlight: eight and a half squadrons fitted with in
June I9'^i4, AT.)p. I. 1-3; additional squadrons fitted by end of
19H-, App. I. 7, 95n, 100, App. I. 17, 196; on 1 January 1945
about one half of all a/U aircraft 'were fitted, I96;
additional squadrons fitted up to May 194-5, App. I. 23, 229,
App. I, 27, 36; at end of vrar there v/ere eighteen squadrons
fitted with, App. I. 36-38.

the state of fitting in squadrons given in App, I.
1-38, metric type is Mark II, 10 cm. types are Marks Ill'to VIC,
3 cia. types are Marks VIIIA to XIII; by mid-January 1945 there
were 25 A/U squadrons with 10 cm. and five with 3 cm. A.3. V. ,
194-n; the comparison betv/een radar and visual initial location
of U-boats, 194n; by May 1945 there was only one squadron
still on metric A.S. V. , App. I. 38.

Radar (A.3.V.):

U,S. airborne:
Magnetic Air Detector (M.A.D,):

Sqdn., 196, 235, 243;
procedure with, see Volume IV App.. V.

fitted to and used by No. 63 U. 3. N.
for iiascription of an^0T>erational
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jillied airborne:

Sono buoys: employment to verify suspicious radar contaots, 109;
desoription, performance and tactical use, 194n; increasingly
used to detect subraerged U-boats and risk of inisidentification,
194; their use in conjunction with Mark 24 Mine attacks, 195;
plan to use them in a U-boat transit route, 201;
countermeasures, 218;
228, 241.

Gorman, in U-boats:
i'\nti-radar search receivers:

schnorchel head, 88n, 195;
ooiming tov/ar, 88n, 195.

Seehunde: see under Small Battle Units.

Shipping Casualties, /illied:
Caused by E-Boats:

In tlie Channel area: 14, 25, 51 , 48.
Off the East Coast: 254, 259, 264.
In the Scheldt area; 254.

Caused by other types of enemy surface craft;
In the Invasion area; 8.

U-boat

trials of a Sono buoy barrier solieme.

the Bali l/Borkmn system fitted to the
the Tunis system with aerial on the

Caused by Small Battle Units:
In the Channel area;

Off the East Coast;
In the North Foreland area:
In the Scheldt area;

30, 51, 271, 272.
265, 267, 271.

260, 267.
125, 255, 271,^73.

Caused by enemy minelaying;
By E-boats and other surface craft, 15, 261,267,213
By the G.A.P -
By U-boats, 20n.

Caused by U-Boats;
Inshore around the British Isles; 12, 21, 21n, 55, 54, 45, 46, 60,

62, 65, 85, 101, 105, 105n, 104, 205-207, 210-215, 219,
221-225, 225, 255-256, 258, 259, 259, 272.

Off Reykjavik: 87, IO6, 215, 225, 257.
Biscay area; 2Z|2.

4zoras/Gibraltar area; 77, 18O, I81, 185.
Canadian seaboard: 70, 75, I8O, I86.
American seaboard; 70, I86, I89,
Off West Africa: 67, 68.
Caribbean and South America; 66, 67, 185.
Off South Africa; 67,'184.

Shipping Casualties, German;
Caused by Air Attack at sea;

Channel area;

Biscay coast;
Sou them North Sea;

and App, VIII.
Norwegian coasts;
Skagerrack to West Baltic;

13.• f

12-15, 24, 26, 27, 50n.
16, 28n, 40, 41, 43.

26, 27, 50, 112, 114, 115, 121, 252, 269

50, 117, 119, 120, 125, 274-282 and App, VIII.
:  285-285 and App. VIII.

Caused by R.A.P. laid mines; 41, 42, 151-154, 140-144, 147-150 and
App. XV.

Caused by bombing attacks on ports:
Chamiel ports;
Biscay ports;

14, 26, 51, 153, 154 and App. XVII.
39-41, 44, 45, 155 and App. XVII.
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155, 156, 163-165, 168-170, 172, 173 and App. XVII.

160, 161, 170 and App. XVII.

8, 9, 25, 34, 40-43, 45 and App. VIII.

Geman ports:

Norwegian ports:

Caused by Ship Attack;:

Sights, Bomb: see under Weapons, British airborne.

Small Battle Units: developaent of, 29; description of types, 29, 3O;
■  details of types, App. IX; operations by in the Seine Bay area, 30-32;
reappearance of in the Scheldt area, II6; their operations during
November and December 1944, 122-124; high morale of craws in spite of
heavy losses, 124, 124n; the despatch from Germany of the first batch
of Seehunde, 124; location and strength in January 1945, 249, 255, 256;
operations during January and February, 255-257, 259-261; the expensive
failure of operations in March, 265-267; the extension of Seehunde
cruises into the Eastern Channel, 268; location and strength early in
April, 27O; all further reinforcements have to come by sea from Germany,
270, 271; April sees the end of all S.B.U. operations, 271-273;
summary of the period January to May 1945, 273, 274.

Sono buoys: see under Search Devices, Allied airborne.

for mentions of interest see under Canadian Air Force,Squadrons, individual:
Coastal and Fighter Commands and Moroccan Sea Frontier.

Statistics, Comprehensive (see also Volume VIII Statistics 1939-1945):
Anti-U-Boat Warfare, flying hours and results:

British Isles area: I9n, 22n, 37n, 45, 47n, 59n, 6ln-63n, 85n-87n,
92n, 95n, 97n, 101n-107n, App. XVIII.

Overseas areas:. 66n-69n, 71n-75n, 78n, 79n, 18O-I88.
Bogus sightings of supposed U-boats, App, VI,

Anti-Ship TiTarfare: sorties and results, 16, 27, 28, 45, 51 , -^PP. VIII;
details of losses inflicted from 1 September 1944 onv/ards, App. VIII.

Bombing attacks on ports: sorties and results, 155, 156, 163, 168, 170,
173; details of losses inflicted from 1 June 1944 onvards, App.XVII.

German forces available on D day: App. Ill,

Mining: sorties and monthly details of mines laid, Apps, XII and XIII;
details of losses inflicted from 1 June 1944 onwards, App. XV,

growth of the U-boat fleet, construction and losses, App. VII;
cruises of U-boats who reached the invasion area, App. IV.

Orders of Battle, Strength and Availability: App. I.

Strategy, Allied Maritime:
Operation Overlord, 1;
establishment of the Second Front, 51; pressure brought to bear on the

Swedish Government, 137; British policy for combatting the Inshore
U-boat threat, 191-194; a gloomy forecast of the threat by the First
Sea Lord, 197, 198; countermeasures adopted follovdng the U-boat
penetration into the Irish Sea, 198-200; decisions ly the Argonaut
Conference on countering a new U-boat threat, 201-203; war conclusions

and lessons to be remembered, 287-296.

U-Boats:

the functions of Coastal Caamand and the Navy in
the debt owed to local Air Supremacy in the

Strategy, German High Command: plans to resist the threatened Allied
invasion, 4-7; U-boats used to aid weather forecasting for land
operations, 76; Norway to be the sole operating base for U-boats, 92,

intensification of the inshore campaign by U-boats, 100; a
93; an
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condition of stalemate by the end of 1944, 108, 109; policy for the
prosecution of the U-boat '.Tar in 1945, 191-193; plan to reopen
operations by U-boats against raid-ocean convoys, 218, 187.

Subaiarine Tracking Room: see under Adiairalty.

Sunderlands, Coastal Comuand flying boats:
throughout the period, App. 1.1-2 and 36-38.

SVedish embargo on trade with Gerraany:

Torpedo i^ttack: see under Weapons, British airborne.

Transit Areas: see under Anti-U-Boat \7arfare.

Trondheim, U-boat base in Norway:

Tunis, see under Search Devices, German,

there were seven squadrons of

events leading to. 111, 136, 137.

attempted bombing attack on, 161,

U-Boats, German: ■
Production; old types being paid off and crews drafted to new

production up to end of andprefabricated U-boats, 19, 93;
caiiments on the new construction method, l62n, 163, 166; delays
and losses due to Allied bombing increase progressively from
Jiay 1944, 107, 166, 168-170; concrete shelters built or building
for final assembly of U-boats, 171; the effects of Allied bombing
on output and the final collapse of, 174-176; results of Allied
bombing over the whole war period, 177; monthly figures of
planned and actual production, App. YII.

Danzig Bay trial, training and exercising
Training Organisation, App. XVI:
laying in, 134-136;

Operating bases: various Norwegian ports

details of the U-boatarea:

serious effect of R.A.P, mine-

the enforced close-dovm of the v/hole area, 205.

adapted as advanced bases, 93;
see also under Bergen, Bordeaux, Brest, Horten, La Pallice, Lorient,
St. Nazaire and Trondheim.

Operational nunxbers and dispositions: those available against the
threatened Allied invasion, 4, 5; dispositions ordered on D day,
7, 8; patrol lines off Biscay and Norwegian coasts, 10, 11, 19;
the total remaining in Biscay ports on 20 August 4-2, 42n;
the exodus round to Nonray, 43, 44, 46; the Arctic flotilla in
July 1944, 55, 55n; the first dispositions in the Inshore Campaign,
61, 6ln; dispositioiis and movements in Overseas areas, 65-79;' in
the Inshore areas, 83-88, 93, IOO-IO6; the disposition of all
U-boats at start bf 1945, 196, 197; the numbers at sea at the end
of months January to April, 204, 209, 218, 231;
sea on 4 May 1945, 231;
and bases during the v^hole period, App. VII.

the numbers at

monthly figures of operational numbers

Operations, specific against the lodgement of the Allied invasiSi 7,on:

8, 9“11; only one U-boat reaches the area by mid-June, 11, 12;
disadvantages of schnorchel, 12, 13;
virtual immunity from air attack, 20;
of course of events, 20n, 21;
23, 32;

the northern Biscay ports and the heavy losses, 38-42;
to send all U-boats round to Nonvay, 42-44; August the best month
for Channel operations but the loss of Biscay bases compelled with
drawal to Norway, 45-47.

ultra slow passage buys
the U-boat Command ignorant

heavy losses and meagre results, 21
disastrous July, 33-35;

decision

,
the decision to evacuate from
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Operations in Inshore areas: the start of, 7n, 17, 60; intended
as a stop-gap pending the reopening of ooean warfare by the Type XXI
boats, i+4; increased in August to cover the exodus of U-boats from

the Biscay porta, 61-63, 8l; the improved schnorohel technique
permits long submerged cruising time, avoids air location and attack

but has its own limitations, 82, 82n, 88; the campaign is relaxed
while reorganisation in Norway is canpleted, 82, 92, 93; the
intensification starts, 100; a condition of stalemate at the end of

19A4, 108, 109; the situation in the U-Boat Vfer early in 1945,
191, 192; increased sailings, the first operational Q^pe XXIII,
a penetration into the Irish Sea with other areas relatively quiet,
204-208; January results and numbers at sea in Home 'Jaters, 209;
a second lype XXIII among the further increased sailings in

February and the start of the tit for tat sequence of ship sunk
follov/’ed immediately by the U-boat sunk, 209-213; a new inshore

area off the North Foreland, 213, 231; still a high rate of

sailings, a third Type XXIII in March and U-boats withdrawn from

the English Channel due to heavy losses, 2l8; sailings again
increased in April and included the first type XXI boat, 231; a
fev;' ships sunk in April and May but very heavy U-boat losses,
231-246; Doenitz's signal to cease hostilities and the subsequent
surrenders at sea, 247-

The transit route north and west of the British Isles: movements and

losses in during June 1944, 17-19; patrol line off Norway abandoned
and little U-boat traffic through in July and first half of August,
54, 55, 58; then an increasing stream reaching a peak in

September with little interference by air patrols, 59, 89, 92;
still many U-boats on passage from October to the end of vrar with

little loss from air action, 97, IO8, 208, 209, 214, 215, 226, 229,
239, 240.

Overseas areas: an attempt to intercept a British carrier force in Arctic

7/aters, 55-58; dispositions in Atlantic Overseas areas, 65; plans
upset when the last U-tanker v/as sunk, 66; limited successes and
only against independently routed ships, 66, 67; weather reporting
U-boats, 68, 73; the loss of the Biscay ports limits all future

overseas operations, 69, 70; successes off Canadian seaboard, 70,
71, 75; weather reporting U-boats and the German Array counter
offensive in December l9Mi-, 76; the Gibraltar Apijroaches
reoccupied, 79; dispositions on 1 January 1945, 179; a few ship
sinkings but many U-boat losses up to end of. March, I8O-I86;
plan to reopen the Atlantic convoy war is defeated with loss, 218,
231, 187, 188; the situation on VE Day and the subsequent
surrenders, 189.

a

Schnorchel Device for U-boats: the orders for schnorchel fitted U-boats

on D day, 7, 8; disadvantages of early schnorchels, 12, 13; more
skill achieved by mid-June, 20; advantages of schnorohel, 2^4, 47,

enthusiastic report on schnorchel, 87; more advantages82, 82n;
and disadvantages, 88, IO8, 109, 192, 193, 2l8.

an

20, 20n, 32, 35, 46, 66.Minelaying missions and results:

Missions to land agents, 70, 75.

U-Boats, German, mention of sinking of:
By British controlled shorebased aircraft at sea: U. 107 . 42; U.236,

245, 285, App. VIII. 15; U.243. 33; U.251. 244, 282, App. VIII.
14; U.270. 41; U.296. 224; U.317. 18; 14312,54; 14J20, 240,
241; u. 321 . 242; U.347 . 56; U.361. 56; U.3_71, 10; U,Jil, 245,
285, App. VIII. 15; U.596. 24O; U.423. I7n, 17; U.441. 12;
U.478. 19; U.534 . 245; U.579 . 245 , 245n, 285, App. VIII, 15;
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U.629. 10; U.681. 221 ; U.715. I7n, 17; U,733. 245, 245n, 285,
App. VIII. 15; U.740, 10; U.742. 56; U.74^^245. 285, App. VIII.
15; U.772. 103; u.804. 2kly, 28l, App. VIII.14; U.821 .  10;
U.843. 2L4, 281, App. VIII. 14; U.855 . 92; U.867. 90, 91 ; U.871.
74; U.876. 245, 285, App. VIII. 15; U.9a4. 245, 285, App. VIII.

U.905. 226, 227; U.927. 211; U.955. 9; U.970. 10; U.980.
17; U,.98l. 41, 153; y.998. I7n, 17; U.10Q7. 245, 284, App. VIII.
15; U.1008. 245; U.1017. 236; U.1055. 243, U.IO65. 2^^if., 281,
App. VIII. 14; U.1T06 .~227. 228; U.1107. 2)^, 243; U.1210. 245,
245n, 284, 285, App. ’/III. 15; U,1222. 36; U.1225. I8; U.1276.
240; U.2338. 245, 285, App. VIII. 15; U.2359. 245, 283, 284,
App. VIII. 15; U.2365, 245; U.2503. 245, 285, App. VIII. 15;
U.b21 . 2Zh5; U.2524. 284, App. VIII. 15; U.2534. 2k5) U.254-0.
2Zh5, 245n, 284', 285, App. VIII. 15; U.3030. 245, 245n, 28if, 285,
Apr,. VIII. 15; U. 3032. 245, 245n, 284, 285, App. VIII. 15; U.3503.
2W; U.3523. 245.

Shared sunk with F.A.A. aircraft: IT. 1060. 96, 96n.

Shared sunk with British Ships: U.242. 233; U.322. 103, IO8;
U.327. 211; U.385. 40: U.608. kOx U.618. 42; U. 971 . 20 . 21;
uTgsg. 21.

15;

U.212. 3if; U.214. 35; U.24-6. 222; U.269. 21 ;
U.297. 105, loTpU.300. 183; U.309. 213; U.333. 35;
U.399. 222; U.4-00. 103; U.445. 43;
U.482. 205, ̂ oST" U.48/.I.. U.486 . 239; U.621. 42;
uTStT. 35; U.672. 34; U.678. 33; U.683. 221;
14712, 60; y.722. 223; U.736. 40; U.741. 46;
UTtStT 20; U.774-. 242; 214; U.877. 76;
~ur^5. 225; u.98?t-. 43, 4^7“^.989. 214; U.1001. 242;

U.IOO6. 95; U.1014. 212; U.1018. 211; U.1021 .
225; U.IO24. 233; U.1051 . 206; U.IO63. 234; U.1172. 206; U.1191 .
21; U.1195. 234; U.1199. 206n, 207; U.1200. 102; U.1208. 212;
U.1274. 238; U.1278. 214; U.1279 . 214; U.1302 . 219.

B7 R.A.P. laid mines: U.I80. 43, 133, App. XV.2; U. 367. 149, App. XV.6;
U.415. 36, 133; hh, 133; U.1000. 134; U.1273. 2l5n,
App. XV. 5; U.2342. 144, App. XV. 4; U.3519. 149, App. XV. 6;
U.3520. 1Zh7, App. XV. Zh.

By British Shiris:
14285, 2Z^2;
U.390. 33;
UTTO. 211;
U21, 235;
U.714. 225;
y..743, 83;
075. 234-;
U.IQ03. 223, 224;

U.260. 229; ^.275. 221; U.II69. 233. .By Naval laid mines;

By Allied Bombing in port: U.56. 173, App. XVII. 11; U.12. 170,
App. XVII. 10; U.92. 92, I6I, App. XVII. 5; U.96. 170, App. XVII.
9; U.228. 92, l'6'l-,“ App. XVII. 5; U.237. 172, App. XVII. 10;
U.239. 155, App. XVII. 3; u.329. 170, App. XVII. 10; U.348. 170,
App. XVII. 9; U.350. '170, App. XVII. 9; U.Zt29. 170, App. XVII. 9;
U.430. 170, App. XVII. 10; U.437. 92, 161, App. XVII. 5; U.677.
173, App. XVII. 11; U.682. 170, App. XVII. 8; U.735. I64,
App. XVII. 6; U.7Z1-7. 173, App. XVii. 11; U.749. 172, App. XVII. 10;
U.777. 163, App. XVII. 5; U.870. 170. App. XVII, 10; U.872. 155,
App. XVII. 3; U.884. 170, App. XVII. 10; U.886. 170, App. XVII. 10;
U.906. 173, App. X'/II. 11; U.982. 173, App. XVII. 11; ,U.993. 92,
1617App. XVII. 5; U.1131. 173, App. XVII. 11; U.1164. 155,
App. XVII. 3; U.II67. 170, App. XVII. 9; U.1221. 172, App. XVII.
10; U.1227. 173, App. XVII. 11; U.2323. 107, 155, App. XVII. 3;
y.2340. 170, App. XVII. 9; U,250_9. 172, App. XVII. 11; U.2514.
172, App. XVII. 11; U.2515. 1b8. App.XVII. 8; U.25l6. 173, App.XVH
ll; y.2523. 168, App. XVII. 8; U.2530. 168, App. XVII. 8; U.2532.
107, 165, App. XVII. 7; U.2537. 107, 165, App. XVII. 7; U.2542.
172, App. xvil. 10; U.3003. 172, App. XVII. 10; U.3007. T^9]
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App. XVII. 8; U.5505. 172, App. XVII. 10; U.3508. 170, App. XVII
9; U.3512. 172, App. XVII. 11; U.3525. 173, App. XVII. li.

Destroyed before or prevented from oomniissioning; U.

U.3(Vf8. U.3049. U,3052. U.3053. 169, App. XVli.
U.3045. U.304b. 170, App. XVII. 10.

By U.S.N. shorebased aircraft under American control; IT.863. 72.

•By U.S.N. carrier borne airci'aft; U. 543. 67; U.860. 67; U.1229. 70.

Shored sunk with U.S. Ships: U.490. 66; U.305. 65, 65n.

By U.S. Ships: U.154. 68; U.233. 66; U.248. l82; U.5l8. 188; U. 546.
188, U.3'4-8.1^ U.853. 189; U.857. 186; 11.8667184; U.869. 183;
U.87971Bg; U.88oT~TS8; U.88I . 189; U.10^2T72; U.1235. I88.

Lost by accident; U.673. 95; U.957. 96; U.985. 95; U.1206. 238;
U.1209. 103.

Scuttled or paid off in port: U.123. U. 129. U.178. U.188. U.255. U.766.
42n.

Lost by unknown cause: U.325. 324; U.326 . 243; U. 398. 238, 239; U.650.
207; U.865. 91; U.1020. 208; U.1226. 76.

Qi2, y.mj,
;  U.303gr

U-Boats, Geman, mentions of damage to:
By British controlled shorebased aircraft at sea; U.212. 9n; U.214. 11;

IT,244. 54; U.249. 227; y.256. 9n; U,270. 11 ; U.286 . 54; U,290.
17; y^, 59; U^, 11; 5^^^, 18; 10;
U.415. 9n; U.804. 17; U,863, 54; y,863_. 54; U.963. 9n; 11.968.
57; U..971, 20, 21; U.983,. 9n; U.994 . 54; U.IO6IT96; U.1228.
90; .U.2339. 22^.

y^, 147, App. XV. 5; y^, I33j 41,
U.2337. 147, App. XV. 4; U.251O. 12,4,

u.2515. 12(4. App. XV. 4; U.3010. App. XV. 5.

By R.A.P. laid mines;
133; . U.2327. App. XV. 2;
App. XV. 3;

By Allied Bombing in port; U.682. 164, App. XVII. 6; U. 1201 . 170,
App. XVII. 8; U.2302. 170, Apr. XVII. 8; U.2503. 170, App. XVII. 8;
U.2512. 164, App. XVII. 6; U.2515. 107, 165, App. XVII. 7; U.253Q.
107, 165, App. XVII. 7; U.2547. 168, 170, App. XVII. 8, 9.

United States Shorebased A/U Air Forces: types of flying effort in American

waters, 65; flying hours June to December 1944, 66n, 67, 67n, 7ln, 72n,
79; of the seven U-boats attacked, one was sunk, 72; streng'th of air
force in the Eastern Sea Frontier in January 1945, 179: flying hours
during 1945, no U-boats were sifted, I80, 182, I85, 187; see also under
Moroccan Sea Frontier.

United States Navy, ships men-tioned:
Bogue. escort carrier:

Groatan. escort carrier:

Davis, destroyer:
Fogg, destroyer: 77.
Fowler, destroyer; 183.
Guadalcanal. escort carrier: 65, 65n.
Gustafen. destroyer;
Mission Bay, escort carrier; 72.
FE.56 . patrol boat:
Solomons, escort carrier:

YTake Island, escort carrier; 67.

68, 70.
66, 68,

188.

186.

186.
67.
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see under Conclusions of tlaeV/or Conclusions and lessons to be remembered:

Wa r.

IfajTificks, Coastal Command landplanes:
during December 1944 and was the only squadron of, App. I. 18.

No. 179 Sqdn. reanaed to YiTanTicks

V/eapons, British airborne:
Bombs: J.Y/. ilinebamb, description of, 158n; Tallboy, 157; Grand Slam,

173. .

Depth Bomb: carried in one of the Halifax squadrons up to October 1944,
95n; in use on Liberator aircraft fram March 1945, 229, 2^f4.

Depth Cliarge: the main weapon against U-boats up to January 1945, 195.

Homing Torpedo (cover name Mark 24 Mine): after falling out of favour
in the latter half of 19‘W, was used increasingly early in January
1945 in conjunction vath Sono buoys against submerged U-boats, 194,
195; recommended as the primary A/U weapon, 201.

Mines: types of, 128, I28n; firing mechanisms, 128, 129, I29n.

Rocket I'rojectiles (R.F.): for detailed sijeoification see Volume IV
App, III.

Sights: the L.A.B. (Low altitude Bombing) for blind attack with depth
bombs, 244, 244n; for tlie Mark III and XIV Siglxts see Volume IV
Index.

Torpedo, policy and attack procedure; in abeyance during June 1944 and
resumed as part of Anti-Ship anaament in July, 24j a desci-iption
of a ’Ying attack to illustrate the torpedo element, 1l8, 119; niglrit
attack procedure and night Rovers initiated, 276, 277, App, XI,

Weapons, Geman U-boat:
Flak amament; used vvith effect against our aircraft in summer 1944, 9,

11, 17-19, 54, 56-59; rarely used subsequent to August 19^i4, 195.

Mines: the pressure operated D.rHI. type, 13.

Weather Reporting:
British: by Coastal Coaimand Meteorological squadrons, 4; strength and

location of squadrons, App. I, 4, 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39.

Genman; by U-boats stationed in mid-Atlantic, 68, 69, 73; increased
numbers of prior to Geman Ardennes counter-offensive, 4, 76.

Wellingtons, Coastal Command landplanes: in June 19^4- there were six and a
half squadrons of vfhich five had Leigh Lights fitted, App. I. 1, 2; the
half squadron disbanded, 24n; two squadrons transferred from the

Mediterranean Air Command and one squadi’on rearmed to Warwicks, 100,
App. I. 18, 23; at end of \var there vfere seven squadrons of which six
had Lei^i Lights fitted, App. I. 36-38.

Ymuiden, E-boat and Seehund base: bombing attacks on and results, 157, 122,
164, 169, 258, 170, 263, 173, 270.
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